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 Friends And Leaders Around the World, Greetings Again 
 
A year ago we informed you that we were curtailing the publication of Newsletters and 

concentrate on The Christian Herald magazines only. We took that decision for the following reasons: 
1. An increasing number of our readers were coming from countries to which we had never sent 

any Newsletters.  That indicated to us that perhaps our Newsletters were no longer needed as they 
were in the early stages of this work. That would allow us to redirect our time, efforts and expenses to 
areas that are in greater need. You may have noticed that our web site was not quite right in recent 
times. There are expenses in this work that we have not always been able to keep up to date.           

2. It became obvious to us that word of mouth had spread out knowledge of this work far and 
wide, much more effectively than our Newsletters could ever do.    

However, with the publication of The Christian Herald No 31, we found ourselves in a great need 
of a Newsletter.  Not because we needed to inform our readers about it, who have come to us 
uninvited from 188 countries, but because we desperately needed to inform political, national and 
religious leaders, as well as media and other personalities, of extraordinary developments that are 
beyond the scope of an annual publication.   

On the day we published our magazine, Greece failed on its debt repayments, the Stock Market 
took a dive, the world exploded into a series of terrorist attacks – in Tunisia, France, Kuwait, Egypt, 
other places, and more importantly, America’s Supreme Court imposed “gay marriage” on all 51 States 
of the United States of America – an extremely ominous development.  

So why is a Newsletter needed to tell the world about developments that are written large on 
media headlines all over the world?  Because we look at the world from God’s point of view and you 
will not find that in any comparable publication in the world.   

There is a spiritual element in everything that is happening in this world, one that is missing in 
world media reports and commentaries, and without it the best they can do is fire shots in the dark. 

The recent upheavals in the world – Ukraine, Middle East, South China Sea and elsewhere, 
cannot be understood outside their proper prophetic milieu.   

The world is in a far worse condition than people realize. The world is heading at high speed into 
a catastrophe unequaled in history.  You will find details in The Christian Heralds, as usual on line at 
our web site: www.thechristianherald.info   

 

In the service of Jesus Christ 
 

Grigore Sbarcea 
Coordinator: Alpha and Omega Christian Foundation   

 
 
 

http://www.thechristianherald.info/
http://www.thechristianherald.info/
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    Global Warming Worse  
     After Paris Conference  

 

In November 2015, the United Nations held a Conference in Paris about the recent worldwide 
Climate Changes. In the end they decided to hold the Global Warming to less than 1.5 C degrees. 

We wish them good luck, however something was glaringly missing from their deliberations: they 
forgot, probably because no one has told them, what God thinks about these developments.       

God says that the main reason for the recent rise in global temperatures is not carbon emissions, 
but humanity’s plunge into a morass of immorality, sins and blasphemies the likes of which this world 
has never seen. For this reason, it will face a Great Tribulation the likes of which it also has never seen. 

 

Mat 24:21  For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not been since the beginning of the world until this time, 

no, nor ever shall be.            
 

Rev 16:1  Then I heard a loud voice from the temple saying to the seven angels, "Go and pour out the bowls of the 

wrath of God on the earth." 
   

[The “natural disasters”  we see in the world at present – droughts, epidemics, AIDS, infectious diseases, 

diabetes, obesity, social problems, terrorism, wars, etc. – are symptom of the wrath of God].  
 

Rev 16:2  So the first went and poured out his bowl upon the earth, and a foul and loathsome sore came upon the men 

who had the mark of the beast and those who worshiped his image.  

Rev 16:3  Then the second angel poured out his bowl on the sea, and it became blood as of a dead man; and every 

living creature in the sea died.  
 

[Biblical prophecies usually begin with Israel and spread to the rest of the world.  At the time of Jesus Christ, 

there was a sea in Israel called the Salt Sea. Today it is called the Dead Sea.  The world’s oceans, lakes and 

rivers, groan under the weight of human refuse, sea life is in stress everywhere, and a large part of humanity that 

depends on it, is heading towards famine and oblivion at high speeds].  
 

Rev 16:4  Then the third angel poured out his bowl on the rivers and springs of water, and they became blood.  
 

[The prophet saw water pollution and described it as blood. The word ‘pollution’ did not exist then].  
 

Rev 16:5  And I heard the angel of the waters saying: "You are righteous, O Lord, The One who is and who was and 

who is to be, Because You have judged these things.  

Rev 16:6  For they have shed the blood of saints and prophets, And You have given them blood to drink. For it is their 

just due." And I heard another from the altar saying, 

Rev 16:7  "Even so, Lord God Almighty, true and righteous are Your judgments."  

Rev 16:8  Then the fourth angel poured out his bowl on the sun, and power was given to him to scorch men with 

fire.   [Global Warming through solar heating and radiation at God’s command]. 
 

Rev 16:9  And men were scorched with great heat, and they blasphemed the name of God who has power over 

these plagues; and they did not repent and give Him glory. 
 

 [Disregard of God’s laws and blasphemies against Him are the real reasons for Global Warming.  And what 

did humans do about that? They did not repent, did not give Him glory, and blasphemed even more.  

 So they got more of God’s wrath too, and will continue to get more until they learn their lesson.  

The great tragedy of our time is that having embraced so many of Satan’s sins, lies and deceptions, humanity 

has lost its way and seems unable to return to God anymore. Certainly not without His forgiveness and guidance!    

 Carbon emissions and thrashing of the environment are manifestations of alienation from God and descent 

into unprecedented spiritual darkness.  What we have in the world at present is not a crisis of the matter, but a 

crisis of the spirit. Before scientists are having Conferences to save the world their way, religious leaders should 

have Councils to save the world God’s Way. But where are they?  

In order to be seen as “progressive” they have embraced Satan’s way of life – the way of immorality and 

blasphemies, and the sin that God calls and abomination – homosexuality.  That is not the way of God.   
     

Act 24:14  But this I confess to you, that according to the Way which they call a sect, so I worship the God of my 

fathers, believing all things which are written in the Law and in the Prophets. 
 

Notice, ‘the Way’, not ‘the ways’, for there is only one Way, “written in the Law and in the Prophets”, that leads 

to God and life, the way of truth, faith, humility and righteousness, not the way of overt self-confidence, unbelief, 

and disregard for other people’s rights. 
 

Rev 14:12  Here is the patience of the saints; here are those who keep the commandments of God and the faith of 

Jesus. 

Act 4:12  Nor is there salvation in any other, for there is no other name under heaven given among men by which 

we must be saved." 
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One can search the world as long as he wants, he will not find a Church or a preacher that keep the 

Commandments of God and the faith of Jesus Christ anymore. We have not found any after decades of search.   

Bear in mind that the Commandments of God and the faith of Jesus Christ include the biblical Holy Days which no 

Church keeps at the right time or in the appropriate manner.   
 

Rev 16:11 They blasphemed the God of heaven because of their pains and their sores, and did not repent of their deeds. 
 

Another great blasphemy is the denial of a Creator and belief in evolution – a fallacy propagated by the ‘wise’ of 

this world, the ‘wise’ of both academia and theology, all of which have become fools in the eyes of God.  
 

Pro 12:15  The way of a fool is right in his own eyes, But he who heeds counsel is wise. 
 

Psa 14:1 The fool has said in his heart, "There is no God." They are corrupt, They have done abominable works, 

There is none who does good.  

Psa 14:2  The LORD looks down from heaven upon the children of men, To see if there are any who understand, 

who seek God. They have all turned aside, 

Psa 14:3  They have together become corrupt; There is none who does good, No, not one. 
 

1Co 1:18  For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it 

is the power of God.  

1Co 1:19  For it is written: "I WILL DESTROY THE WISDOM OF THE WISE, AND BRING TO NOTHING THE 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE PRUDENT."  

1Co 1:20  Where is the wise? Where is the scribe? Where is the disputer of this age? Has not God made foolish 

the wisdom of this world?  

1Co 1:21  For since, in the wisdom of God, the world through wisdom did not know God, it pleased God through 

the foolishness of the message preached to save those who believe. 
 

Rev 16:12  Then the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried up, so that the 

way of the kings from the east might be prepared.   
 

What is happening in the Middle East has its roots in the wars against Saddam Hussein of Iraq. During those 

wars, he dried up the extensive marshes of the river Euphrates in order to destroy the livelihood and hiding places 

of his ‘enemies’.  A coalition of forces ‘from the east’, some as far as America, removed him from power.  

Now those forces are reshaping the Middle East again.    
     

So then, the primary reason for Global Warming is the departure from God’s ways.  The more sins and 

blasphemies people commit, the faster they are heading towards what Jesus Christ called a “Great Tribulation”.   

Now were the world leaders who met at the Paris Conference on Global Warming aware of these facts?  

Has anyone brought them to their attention during their deliberations?    

If anyone had brought God into their discussions, most likely he would have been considered mad.   

This is an ‘enlightened world’, and ‘enlightened people’ have no need for God, because they created 

themselves through evolution.  

Did they ever wonder why their darned evolution ‘evolves’ this world exactly in the direction that God’s 

prophecies have foretold long ago?   
 

The latest news from scientists is that Global Warming is not merely getting worse, but a global 

catastrophe is in the making right now. The ice caps on the earth’s poles are melting faster than anyone 

predicted just a few years ago, and as a result ocean levels are also rising faster too.     
 

       2015 was hottest on Earth by a wide margin, scientists say 

 
NASA scientists say melting ice sheets like this one in Greenland, are melting faster than ever, and oceans are warming 

and expanding much more rapidly than they have in years past. (Screen shot: YouTube) 
  

WASHINGTON: NASA says year was 0.23 degrees warmer than in 2014; 4th time in 11 years that planet 

breaks record 

 

 

http://cdn.timesofisrael.com/uploads/2015/08/Screen-Shot-2015-08-28-at-18.52.14-e1440776648218.png
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Last year wasn’t just the Earth’s hottest year on record — it left a century of high temperature marks in the dust.  The 

National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration and NASA announced Wednesday that 2015 was by far the hottest year in 

136 years of record keeping.  

NOAA said 2015’s temperature was 58.62 degrees Fahrenheit (14.79 degrees Celsius), passing 2014 by a record 

margin of 0.29 degrees. That’s 1.62 degrees above the 20th-century average.  [Within weeks of the Paris Conference, the 

goal of keeping Global Warming below 1.5 C degrees has become redundant].  

NASA, which measures differently, said 2015 was 0.23 degrees warmer than the record set in 2014.  Because of the 

wide margin over 2014, NASA calculated that 2015 was a record with 94 percent certainty, about double the certainty it had 

last year when announcing 2014 as a record.  Although 2015 is now the hottest on record, it was the fourth time in 11 years 

that Earth broke annual marks for high temperature.  “It’s getting to the point where breaking record is the norm,” Texas 

Tech climate scientist Katharine Hayhoe said. “It’s almost unusual when we’re not breaking a record.”  Scientists blame a 

combination of El Nino and increasing man-made global warming.  [Yes, man-made global warming because of sins, not 

because of carbon emissions. These are merely the consequence of it. Ed.]   

Michael Mann of Pennsylvania State University said a strong El Nino, like this year’s, can add about a third of a degree 

of warming to Earth’s temperature.  “Records will happen during El Nino years due to the extra warming boost they 

provide,” Mann said in an email. “That boost of warmth however sits upon the ramp of global warming.”  And it’s likely to 

happen this year, too. NASA scientists and others said there’s a good chance that this year will pass 2015 as the hottest year 

on record, thanks to El Nino.  “2015 will be difficult to beat, but you say that almost every year and you get surprised,” said 

Victor Gensini, a meteorology professor at the College of DuPage outside of Chicago.  Measurements from Japan and the 

University of California at Berkeley also show 2015 is the warmest on record. Satellite measurements, which scientists say 

don’t measure where we live and have a larger margin of error, calculate that last year was only the third hottest since 1979.  

(Seth Borenstein, The Associated Press/ Times Of Israel, January 20, 2016) 
 

        'Drastic' Antarctic melt could double global sea-level rise 

Global sea levels could rise by more than 

double the current best estimate, according to a new analysis of climate change in Antarctica. 
 

The modelling assessment says that Antarctic melting alone could contribute more than a metre to sea level by the end 

of this century.  By 2500, according to the study, the same source could cause levels across the world to rise by 13m. The 

authors say that rapid cuts in carbon emissions could limit this risk.  

Competing ideas 

In 2013, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) predicted that, without any restrictions on carbon 

emissions, the seas around the world likely rise by up to 98cm by 2100. However, the IPCC estimates contained a 

minimum contribution from Antarctica. Other analyses since then have projected bigger increases, with a recent study 

suggesting that the oceans were rising faster than at any time in the past 2,800 years and by 2100 they could be up to 

1.31m higher.  The exact level of Antarctica's impact on these projections has been vigorously debated. Late last year, a 

research paper suggested that projections of a contribution of a metre or more were not plausible. 

But this new study argues that by 2100 the world could see 1.14m of sea-level rise from Antarctica alone.  

Additions to the model 

The scientists say that their model is able to provide a more accurate prediction because it incorporates the impacts of 

some physical processes for the first time. While other models have focused on the impact of warmer waters melting the ice 

shelves from below, this new study also includes the effect of surface melt-water and rain trickling down from above and 

fracturing supporting ice, hastening its slide to the sea.  The model also calculates the impact of the disintegration of floating 

ice shelves. If this happens, it will reveal walls of ice so tall that they cannot support their own weight. 

The scientists involved expect that these extra factors will kick in over the coming decades, as warming from the 

atmosphere (not just from warmer waters below) becomes the dominant driver of ice loss. 

"One reason that other models didn't include the atmospheric warming is because it hasn't started to happen just yet," 

said co-author Dr David Pollard from Penn State University, US. 

"In Antarctica, around the edges at sea level, it's just beginning to get up to the melt point in summer.  "With that 

warming, the flanks of Antarctica will start to melt drastically in about 50 to 100 years - and then it will start to kick in 

according to our model."  The authors believe that they have demonstrated the accuracy of the new model by correctly 

replicating sea-level rise in warm periods, millions of years into the past.  

"Recently, we looked at the long-standing problem posed by geological evidence that suggests sea level rose 

dramatically in the past, possibly up to 10 to 20 metres around 3 million years ago, in the Pliocene," said Dr Pollard. 

"Existing models couldn't simulate enough ice-sheet melting to explain that." 

http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/report/WG1AR5_SPM_FINAL.pdf
http://www.pnas.org/content/113/11/E1434.full
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-34859398
http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/history_of_the_earth/Pliocene
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'Right questions' 

If the world continues to emit "business as usual" levels of carbon dioxide over the coming decades, the scientists argue 

that sea-level rise will be double what has already been estimated for the coming 100 years.  

"If these processes do kick in and they end up being as important as we think that they could be, then they really do 

have a big impact," said Prof Robert DeConto from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.  "West Antarctica is 

responding very soon in these simulations and that ends up having a big impact on North America in particular."  Other 

researchers have praised the development of the new model for including impacts such as surface melt water and ice-cliff 

collapse, but they are uncertain about the conclusions.  "I have no doubt that on a century to millennia timescale, warming 

will make these processes significant in Antarctica, as well as Greenland, and drive a very significant Antarctic contribution 

to sea-level rise," commented Prof David Vaughan of the British Antarctic Survey. 

"The big question for me is, how soon could this all begin, and could it be early enough to drive substantially higher 

sea levels by 2100? I'm not sure, but these guys are definitely asking the right questions." 

The authors believe that there is "good news" in their report. If global emissions of carbon are curtailed significantly 

then the extra factors that substantially boost Antarctic melting will be avoided. Seas will continue to rise, but not at the 

runaway rates suggested by this paper, which has been published in the journal Nature. (Matt McGrath, BBC, April 01, 2016)  
 

Raising ocean levels are not only threatening the lives of billions of people in low lands and coastal areas, but warmer 

waters are killing marine micro-organisms upon which the life of this planet depends.    

Did our illustrious representatives discuss those matters at their Paris Conference?  

Hardly anyone knows what they discussed, for not much has been published except that they decided to hold Global 

Warming to below 1.5 C degrees.  They assured the world that things are not as bad as some people make it; that humanity 

could live with a warming of 1.5 C degree.   

Could it?  Do these people really know what they are talking about, or what is happening out there in the real world?  

It’s hard to see it from their ivory towers!   

The world is upside down, nations are uprooted, or dried, or flooded, or frozen, like never before, and yet they say that 

the planet has warmed by a mere 0.7 C degree in a century and a half of record keeping.   

If the planet has warmed by 0.23C degrees in last year alone, what chance is there of keeping it below 1.5C degrees by 

the end of the century, when at this rate that figure will be surpassed in just seven years?  

Are we being led by serious people or by dreamers?   

And where did they pick up that figure of 1.5 from?  Before they went to Paris they used to talk of 2 C degrees; then 

they decided to play God and order the planet to warm up by no more than 1.5 C degrees.   

Isn’t it amazing what the spirits can do to human beings? French spirits!   

Now considering the track record of past Conferences, whose goals have never been fully realized, would 

our visionary leaders consider holding the next Conference in a more auspicious place, where they could really 

feel the pulse of the planet, like in open air close to the Sahara, near the people who keep losing their livelihood 

to the relentless advance of the desert sand dunes.             
Instead of French food, they would savor some food morsels that the United Nations keep handing out to the starving 

millions of Africa. Instead of French champagne they could quench their thirst with natural water from puddles like the 

natives. Instead of sleepless nights in stuffy hotel rooms worrying about their bank accounts, they would fall asleep in open 

air, in awe at the beauty of clear unpolluted African skies.  

A glorious return to natural living, like their ancestors (not ours) used to live in the “cradle of mankind”.    

Would they still say then that humanity can live with a warming of 1.5 C degrees?   

What would the natives say, or the Pacific Islanders who are also losing their homes to the rising oceans?  

Our visionary leaders might even discover God by then, as humans tend to do in dire situations!  For sure, they would 

pray to Him to spare them another Conference like that. Paris would never look more beckoning.  

They might even take God’s prophecies seriously, which say that carbon emissions are not the main reason for Climate 

Change, but humanity’s sins and blasphemies against Him.    
 

The only way by which Global Warming can be stabilized and reversed, is by turning to God first.  

But do you think that the United Nations and the European Union would change their statutes to protect 

Christianity instead of homosexuality?  Homosexuality is enshrined in their statutes; Christianity is not.  

As a result of their policies, this is what this world is coming to.     
 

Mat 24:12  And because lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow cold.  

Mat 24:13  But he who endures to the end shall be saved. 

Mat 24:14  “And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, and then 

the end will come.   

Mat 24:15  "Therefore when you see the 'ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION,' spoken of by Daniel the prophet, 

standing in the holy place" (whoever reads, let him understand),  

Mat 24:16  "then let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains.  

Mat 24:20  And pray that your flight may not be in winter or on the Sabbath.  

Mat 24:21  For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not been since the beginning of the world until this 

time, no, nor ever shall be. And unless those days were shortened, 

Mat 24:22  no flesh would be saved; but for the elect's sake those days will be shortened.” 

 

 

 

http://nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/nature17145
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Mission Accomplished 
 

At one time, Jesus’s disciples asked Him about His return and the signs that would lead to the end of this 

world.  Take note what He replied, for it was something they did not expect.    
 

Mat 24:1  Then Jesus went out and departed from the temple, and His disciples came up to show Him the 

buildings of the temple.  

Mat 24:2  And Jesus said to them, "Do you not see all these things? Assuredly, I say to you, not one stone 

shall be left here upon another, that shall not be thrown down."  

Mat 24:3  Now as He sat on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to Him privately, saying, "Tell us, 

when will these things be? And what will be the sign of Your coming, and of the end of the age?"  

Mat 24:4  And Jesus answered and said to them: "Take heed that no one deceives you. . . .  
 

He went on to list a number of signs that would portend the end of this world, and then added:  
 

Mat 24:14  And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, 

and then the end will come. 
 

They assumed that when He returns, He would restore the Kingdom of Israel and they would be freed from 

Roman occupation. Yet He told them that even what was left of their nation, in particular Jerusalem and its 

Temple, on which the Jews placed great value, would be raised to the ground.  

Then He said that the end will come after the Gospel of the Kingdom would be preached in all the world as 

a witness to all the nations.       

They had no idea what He was talking about. What Gospel and what Kingdom was that?  Why preach it in 

all the world and not to the Jews only, “the chosen people”, who were not even allowed to mingle with the 

Gentiles let alone preach a certain “Gospel” to them?  Why preach it as a witness, and who would preach it?  

Witnesses are heard in Courts of law, not out there preaching in the whole world.     

After being with Jesus for three years or so, and hearing Him preach, “Repent for the Kingdom of God is at 

hand”, all they wanted to know was when He would restore the “Kingdom to Israel”, even after He was 

resurrected from the dead.    
 

Act 1:4  And being assembled together with them, He commanded them not to depart from Jerusalem, but 

to wait for the Promise of the Father, "which," He said, "you have heard from Me;  

Act 1:5  for John truly baptized with water, but you shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit not many days 

from now."  

Act 1:6  Therefore, when they had come together, they asked Him, saying, "Lord, will You at this time 

restore the kingdom to Israel?" And He said to them,  

Act 1:7  "It is not for you to know times or seasons which the Father has put in His own authority.  

Act 1:8  But you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you shall be witnesses 

to Me in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth." 
 

Even after He told Pilate that His Kingdom was not of this world, the disciples still did not get that He was 

talking of a different Kingdom and a different world than the one they were living in.  

Obviously, the disciples had one mind, and Jesus Christ had quite another.  

Years later, Apostle Paul made these interesting statements: 
 

Php 2:5  Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus,  

Php 2:6  who, being in the form of God, did not consider it robbery to be equal with God, but made 

Php 2:7  Himself of no reputation, taking the form of a bondservant, and coming in the likeness of men.  

Php 2:8  And being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself and became obedient to the point 

of death, even the death of the cross.  

Php 2:9  Therefore God also has highly exalted Him and given Him the name which is above every name,  

Php 2:10  that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of those in heaven, and of those on earth, and of 

those under the earth,  

Php 2:11  and that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.  
 

Act 1:9  Now when He had spoken these things, while they watched, He was taken up, and a cloud 

received Him out of their sight.  

Act 1:10  And while they looked steadfastly toward heaven as He went up, behold, two men stood by them 

in white  
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Act 1:11  apparel, who also said, "Men of Galilee, why do you stand gazing up into heaven? This same 

Jesus, who was taken up from you into heaven, will so come in like manner as you saw Him go into 

heaven." 
 

It was only when they received the Holy Spirit several weeks later on the day of Pentecost that they 

remembered everything He preached to them, and the Scriptures became vividly alive before their eyes.  Only 

then did they understand what the Gospel of the Kingdom was all about, and that they and their disciples would 

be the ones to preach that Gospel in all the world.   

Jesus’ last words to them were symptomatic of the great mission that stood before them, one that required 

nothing less than laying out their lives for the sake of the Gospel of the Kingdom of God.  
 

Mat 28:19  Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and 

of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,  

Mat 28:20  teaching them to observe all things that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, 

even to the end of the age." Amen. 
   

They could finally see that the ‘Gospel of the Kingdom’, was not about the Israel of this world, which lost 

its mission because it failed to keep the Law of God, but about a new Israel, and people of all nations, who 

would also be given a place in the Kingdom of God, something that enraged the leaders of Israel, who keep 

denying this mission and fighting against the plan of God to this day.  This is what, in short, the Gospel of the 

Kingdom of God is all about.  
 

Rev 5:1  And I saw in the right hand of Him who sat on the throne a scroll written inside and on the back, 

sealed with seven seals.  

Rev 5:2  Then I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice, "Who is worthy to open the scroll and to 

loose its seals?"  

Rev 5:3  And no one in heaven or on the earth or under the earth was able to open the scroll, or to look at it.  

Rev 5:4  So I wept much, because no one was found worthy to open and read the scroll, or to look at it.  

Rev 5:5  But one of the elders said to me, "Do not weep. Behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of 

David, has prevailed to open the scroll and to loose its seven seals."  

Rev 5:6  And I looked, and behold, in the midst of the throne and of the four living creatures, and in the 

midst of the elders, stood a Lamb as though it had been slain, having seven horns and seven eyes, 

which are the seven Spirits of God sent out into all the earth.  

Rev 5:7  Then He came and took the scroll out of the right hand of Him who sat on the throne.  

Rev 5:8  Now when He had taken the scroll, the four living creatures and the twenty-four elders fell down 

before the Lamb, each having a harp, and golden bowls full of incense, which are the prayers of the  

Rev 5:9  saints. And they sang a new song, saying: "You are worthy to take the scroll, And to open its 

seals; For You were slain, And have redeemed us to God by Your blood Out of every tribe and 

tongue and people and nation,  

Rev 5:10  And have made us kings and priests to our God; And we shall reign on the earth."  

Rev 5:11  Then I looked, and I heard the voice of many angels around the throne, the living creatures, and 

the elders; and the number of them was ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of thousands,  

Rev 5:12  saying with a loud voice: "Worthy is the Lamb who was slain To receive power and riches and 

wisdom, And strength and honor and glory and blessing!"  

Rev 5:13  And every creature which is in heaven and on the earth and under the earth and such as are in the 

sea, and all that are in them, I heard saying: "Blessing and honor and glory and power Be to Him who 

sits on the throne, And to the Lamb, forever and ever!"  

Rev 5:14  Then the four living creatures said, "Amen!" And the twenty-four elders fell down and 

worshiped Him who lives forever and ever.      
 

After being enlightened by the Holy Spirit about the Gospel of the Kingdom of God, the Apostles went out 

with zeal preaching that Gospel to the world that they knew in their time.  Now read carefully this passage from 

the epistle to the Colossians, for it says something very interesting on this topic.     
 

Col 1:1  Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God, and Timothy our brother,  

Col 1:2  To the saints and faithful brethren in Christ who are in Colosse: Grace to you and peace from God 

our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.  

Col 1:3  We give thanks to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, praying always for you,  

Col 1:4  since we heard of your faith in Christ Jesus and of your love for all the saints;  
 

‘Saints’ are living members of the true Churches of God, not the dead ‘abominations’ made saints by 

men. It is utter blasphemy in the eyes of God to worship the dead, or to ascribe miracles to them.        
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Ecc 9:5  For the living know that they will die; But the dead know nothing, And they have no more 

reward, For the memory of them is forgotten.  

Ecc 9:6  Also their love, their hatred, and their envy have now perished; Nevermore will they have a 

share in anything done under the sun. 

 

Eze 43:7  And He said to me, "Son of man, this is the place of My throne and the place of the soles of 

My feet, where I will dwell in the midst of the children of Israel forever. No more shall the house 

of Israel defile My holy name, they nor their kings, by their harlotry or with the carcasses of their 

kings on their high places.  

Eze 43:8  When they set their threshold by My threshold, and their doorpost by My doorpost, with a 

wall between them and Me, they defiled My holy name by the abominations which they committed; 

therefore I have consumed them in My anger.  

Eze 43:9  Now let them put their harlotry and the carcasses of their kings far away from Me, and I 

will dwell in their midst forever.  
 

Think carefully before you worship those made ‘saints’ after death by human being, for in truth they 

are not saints, and know nothing anymore. Worship is always for God the Father and Jesus Christ only.   
 

Rev 19:9  Then he said to me, "Write: 'Blessed are those who are called to the marriage supper of the 

Lamb!' " And he said to me, "These are the true sayings of God."  

Rev 19:10  And I fell at his feet to worship him. But he said to me, "See that you do not do that! I am 

your fellow servant, and of your brethren who have the testimony of Jesus. Worship God! For the 

testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy."   
 

See, even angels must not be worshipped. 
 

Col 1:5  because of the hope which is laid up for you in heaven, of which you heard before in the word of  

Col 1:6  the truth of the gospel, which has come to you, as it has also in all the world, and is bringing forth 

fruit, as it is also among you since the day you heard and knew the grace of God in truth; 
  

Col 1:19  For it pleased the Father that in Him all the fullness should dwell,  

Col 1:20  and by Him to reconcile all things to Himself, by Him, whether things on earth or things in 

heaven, having made peace through the blood of His cross. And you, who once were alienated 

Col 1:21  and enemies in your mind by wicked works, yet now He has reconciled in the body 

Col 1:22  of His flesh through death, to present you holy, and blameless, and above reproach in His sight— 

Col 1:23  if indeed you continue in the faith, grounded and steadfast, and are not moved away from the 

hope of the gospel which you heard, which was preached to every creature under heaven, of which  

Col 1:24  I, Paul, became a minister.  I now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up in my flesh what is 

lacking in the afflictions of Christ, for the sake of His body, which is the church,  

Col 1:25  of which I became a minister according to the stewardship from God which was given to me for 

you, to fulfill the word of God, the mystery which has been hidden from ages and from generations, 

Col 1:26 but now has been revealed to His saints.  
 

Mystery has been revealed to living ‘saints’, not to carcasses made saints by misguided humans.. 
 

What we are after in these passages, are verses 6 and 23.  We want to discuss them with you in their 

context, but first we must answer the question asked by Jesus disciples:  “when will these things be? And what 

will be the sign of Your coming, and of the end of the age?" (Matt. 24:3) 

There are two places in the Bible that give us an indication when the end will come. The first one we saw 

in Matthew 24:14-15: “And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the 

nations, and then the end will come.”  The next one is found in the following passage:             
 

Rev 6:9  When He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been slain for the 

word of God and for the testimony which they held. And they cried with a loud voice, saying, 

Rev 6:10  "How long, O Lord, holy and true, until You judge and avenge our blood on those who dwell on  

Rev 6:11  the earth?"  Then a white robe was given to each of them; and it was said to them that they 

should rest a little while longer, until both the number of their fellow servants and their brethren, 

who would be killed as they were, was completed.  
   

So, when the Gospel of the Kingdom of God is preached in all the world, as a witness to all the nations, and 

the number of people who are to be saved for the Kingdom of God is completed, the end will come.  And what 

does that mean?  That this world has served its purpose and a new heaven and new earth will be set up.     
 

2Pe 3:7  But the heavens and the earth which are now preserved by the same word, are reserved for fire 

until the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men.  
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2Pe 3:8  But, beloved, do not forget this one thing, that with the Lord one day is as a thousand years, and a 

thousand years as one day.  

2Pe 3:9  The Lord is not slack concerning His promise, as some count slackness, but is longsuffering 

toward us, not willing that any should perish but that all should come to repentance.  

2Pe 3:10  But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night, in which the heavens will pass away 

with a great noise, and the elements will melt with fervent heat; both the earth and the works that are 

in it will be burned up.  

2Pe 3:11  Therefore, since all these things will be dissolved, what manner of persons ought you to be in 

holy conduct and godliness,  

2Pe 3:12  looking for and hastening the coming of the day of God, because of which the heavens will be 

dissolved, being on fire, and the elements will melt with fervent heat?  

2Pe 3:13  Nevertheless we, according to His promise, look for new heavens and a new earth in which 

righteousness dwells. 
 

Rev 21:1  Now I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had 

passed away. Also there was no more sea.  

Rev 21:2  Then I, John, saw the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared 

as a bride adorned for her husband.  

Rev 21:3  And I heard a loud voice from heaven saying, "Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and 

He will dwell with them, and they shall be His people. God Himself will be with them and be their 

God.  

Rev 21:4  And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes; there shall be no more death, nor sorrow, 

nor crying. There shall be no more pain, for the former things have passed away."  

Rev 21:5  Then He who sat on the throne said, "Behold, I make all things new." And He said to me, "Write, 

for these words are true and faithful."  

Rev 21:6  And He said to me, "It is done! I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End. I 

will give of the fountain of the water of life freely to him who thirsts. 
 

Human beings would have no problem knowing when the first point is accomplished.  All they need to do 

is watch when the Gospel of the Kingdom is preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, and they 

would that this world is on its last legs.   

The second point however, is not for human beings to know, for only God knows when the number of the 

people He wants to save is completed.  All we know is that there are certain stages in that process.  

First Jesus Christ was resurrected to become KING of Kings and LORD of Lords (Rev 19:16).   

Then there will be one hundred and forty-four thousand people, resurrected at the beginning of the 

Millennium, who will be Kings, Priests, and Judges in the Kingdom of Jesus Christ. 
 

Rev 7:1  After these things I saw four angels standing at the four corners of the earth, holding the four 

winds of the earth, that the wind should not blow on the earth, on the sea, or on any tree.  

Rev 7:2  Then I saw another angel ascending from the east, having the seal of the living God. And he cried 

with a loud voice to the four angels to whom it was granted to harm the earth and the sea, saying,  

Rev 7:3 "Do not harm the earth, the sea, or the trees till we have sealed the servants of our God on their 

foreheads."  

Rev 7:4  And I heard the number of those who were sealed. One hundred and forty-four thousand of all the 

tribes of the children of Israel were sealed.  
 

These are the same people mentioned in this passage.  
 

Rev 14:1  Then I looked, and behold, a Lamb standing on Mount Zion, and with Him one hundred and 

forty-four thousand, having His Father's name written on their foreheads.  

Rev 14:2  And I heard a voice from heaven, like the voice of many waters, and like the voice of loud 

thunder. And I heard the sound of harpists playing their harps.  

Rev 14:3  They sang as it were a new song before the throne, before the four living creatures, and the 

elders; and no one could learn that song except the hundred and forty-four thousand who were 

redeemed from the earth.  

Rev 14:4  These are the ones who were not defiled with women, for they are virgins. These are the ones 

who follow the Lamb wherever He goes. These were redeemed from among men, being firstfruits to 

God and to the Lamb.  

Rev 14:5  And in their mouth was found no deceit, for they are without fault before the throne of God.  

Rev 14:6  Then I saw another angel flying in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach 

to those who dwell on the earth to every nation, tribe, tongue, and people— 

Rev 14:7  saying with a loud voice, "Fear God and give glory to Him, for the hour of His judgment has 

come; and worship Him who made heaven and earth, the sea and springs of water."    
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Then, at the end of the Millennium Kingdom, there will be a larger resurrection of people from all nations, 

and the number of people for the Kingdom of God will be completed.     

 

Rev 7:9  After these things I looked, and behold, a great multitude which no one could number, of all 

nations, tribes, peoples, and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, clothed 

with white robes, with palm branches in their hands,  

Rev 7:10  and crying out with a loud voice, saying, "Salvation belongs to our God who sits on the 

throne, and to the Lamb!"  

Rev 7:11  All the angels stood around the throne and the elders and the four living creatures, and fell 

on their faces before the throne and worshiped God,  

Rev 7:12  saying: "Amen! Blessing and glory and wisdom, Thanksgiving and honor and power and 

might, Be to our God forever and ever. Amen."  

Rev 7:13  Then one of the elders answered, saying to me, "Who are these arrayed in white robes, and 

where did they come from?"  

Rev 7:14  And I said to him, "Sir, you know." So he said to me, "These are the ones who come out of 

the great tribulation, and washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb.  

Rev 7:15  Therefore they are before the throne of God, and serve Him day and night in His temple. 

And He who sits on the throne will dwell among them.  

Rev 7:16  They shall neither hunger anymore nor thirst anymore; the sun shall not strike them, nor any  

Rev 7:17  heat; for the Lamb who is in the midst of the throne will shepherd them and lead them to 

living fountains of waters. And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes." 
 

The judgment of God cannot occur in one day. This will be the role of the one hundred and forty four 

thousand Kings and Priests who will reign with Christ during the Millennium, but who will also have the role of 

looking at the life-files of every human being and decide their fate.  In the general resurrection, at the end of the 

Millennium Kingdom, people will be presented with the facts of their life, and their fate determined accordingly.      
 

Rev 20:12  And I saw the dead, small and great, standing before God, and books were opened. And another 

book was opened, which is the Book of Life. And the dead were judged according to their works, by 

the things which were written in the books.  

Rev 20:13  The sea gave up the dead who were in it, and Death and Hades delivered up the dead who were 

in them. And they were judged, each one according to his works.  

Rev 20:14  Then Death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death.  

Rev 20:15  And anyone not found written in the Book of Life was cast into the lake of fire. 
     

As you can see, the Gospel of Jesus Christ – the Kingdom of God – is very different from what the preachers 

of today are preaching in their Churches. God cannot call on any of them to preach His Gospel in all the world 

as a witness to all nations, because they would preach a different Gospel.      

The true Gospel must be preached as a witness in all the world to show humanity were its spiritual leaders 

have brought it, and why the world needs to be cleansed not only of its physical and moral pollutions, but also 

of the spiritual deceptions that have veiled the minds of all people.   
 

2Co 4:3  But even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing,  

2Co 4:4  whose minds the god of this age has blinded, who do not believe, lest the light of the gospel of the 

glory of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine on them.     
   

Some may well say, we know that what they preach in other religions is not right, but what is wrong with 

what they preach in the Christian Churches? 

It would be easy for us to make a general statement and say, everything is wrong: doctrines, beliefs, holy 

days, practices, etc., but we know that people want us to be more specific.  This is a huge topic, and we cannot 

do it justice here, so we have just a brief look at the main beliefs of Christianity and its Holy Days.  
    

1. Today’s preachers tell their followers that they have immortal souls. God says otherwise.   
 

Eze 18:4  "Behold, all souls are Mine; The soul of the father As well as the soul of the son is Mine; The 

soul who sins shall die. 

Eze 18:20  The soul who sins shall die. The son shall not bear the guilt of the father, nor the father bear 

the guilt of the son. The righteousness of the righteous shall be upon himself, and the wickedness of 

the wicked shall be upon himself. 
 

Mat 10:28  And do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul. But rather fear Him who is 

able to destroy both soul and body in hell. 
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2. Another belief related to this one is the notion that life continues after death.  Now if souls are not 

immortal, how could there be life after death?    
  

The Scriptures make it clear that when people die, they are dead forever, unless and until they are brought 

back to life through resurrection in order to be judged. Those who are found worthy of it are granted eternal life 

in the Kingdom of God.  It is only then that they and their souls become immortal.  On the other hand, those 

who are not found in the Book of Life are castigated, destroyed, and wiped out of existence forever.     

In regard to Holy Days, sufficient to say that none of those observed by mainstream Christianity is 

sanctified by God, and the greatest Holy Day, the Passover, is not even mentioned among them, let alone being 

observed properly.     
 

1Co 11:23  For I received from the Lord that which I also delivered to you: that the Lord Jesus on the same 

night in which He was betrayed took bread;  

1Co 11:24  and when He had given thanks, He broke it and said, "Take, eat; this is My body which is 

broken for you; do this in remembrance of Me."  

1Co 11:25  In the same manner He also took the cup after supper, saying, "This cup is the new covenant in 

My blood. This do, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of Me."  

1Co 11:26  For as often as you eat this bread and drink this cup, you proclaim the Lord's death till He 

comes.  

1Co 11:27  Therefore whoever eats this bread or drinks this cup of the Lord in an unworthy manner will be 

guilty of the body and blood of the Lord.  

1Co 11:28  But let a man examine himself, and so let him eat of the bread and drink of the cup.  

1Co 11:29  For he who eats and drinks in an unworthy manner eats and drinks judgment to himself, not 

discerning the Lord's body.  

1Co 11:30  For this reason many are weak and sick among you, and many sleep.  

1Co 11:31  For if we would judge ourselves, we would not be judged.  

1Co 11:32  But when we are judged, we are chastened by the Lord, that we may not be condemned with the 

world.  

1Co 11:33  Therefore, my brethren, when you come together to eat, wait for one another.  

1Co 11:34  But if anyone is hungry, let him eat at home, lest you come together for judgment. And the rest 

I will set in order when I come.   
   

The sacrifice of Jesus Christ must be commemorated once a year at the right time in the right manner, for 

those who observe it otherwise, or not at all, “will be guilty of the body and blood of the Lord.”  
 

Now that we established that today’s preachers are not in the position to preach the true Gospel of the 

Kingdom as a witness to all the nations, we return to the dilemma faced by the Apostles of Jesus Christ.    

When they asked Him, “when will these things be? And what will be the sign of Your coming, and of the end 

of the age?" they knew nothing of the thousand-year Kingdom.  

Jesus Christ deliberately withheld from them the book of Revelation, which He gave to Apostle John, the 

youngest of them, in about 90 AD, long after all the other Apostles had disappeared from the scene.   

Their mission was to make disciples of all the nations, not to preach the Gospel merely as a witness.   
 

Mat 28:19  Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and 

of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,  

Mat 28:20  teaching them to observe all things that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, 

even to the end of the age." Amen. 
 

They could not understand why the Gospel of the Kingdom would be preached merely as a witness and not 

for converting people, as they believed that Jesus Christ would returns in their time, or shortly afterwards.      
 

1Th 4:16  For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and 

with the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will rise first.  

1Th 4:17  Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet 

the Lord in the air. And thus we shall always be with the Lord.   
 

Jesus Christ withheld from them the fact that there would be two thousand years before His return, during 

which time the Gospel of the Kingdom would disappear from the world, being replaced with false gospels.     

The Gospel of life in the Kingdom of the God would be replaced with the gospel of life after death in the 

underworld, whose origins can be traced back to ancient Egypt.    

Some preachers fancy themselves into believing that they can preach both, life after death and after 

resurrection.  That defeats the purpose of resurrection.  Why bring people back to this world if they are doing so 

well in their new abode, wherever that may be? 

Do they care that they contradict the Scriptures and there is no support for their beliefs?   
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Life and death are the antithesis of each other: one cannot have both.   

It is the true Gospel that needs to be preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations in the end time, 

to show humanity what it has departed from, and why the world is in mortal danger.   
 

Now we come back to the two statements of Apostle Paul in Colossians: 1:6 and 1:23:  

 “the gospel, which has come to you, as it has also in all the world”, and,  

 “the faith … which was preached to every creature under heaven.”       

Now, could those statements be taken literally?  Unless the Apostles believed that the Roman world, the 

Greek, the European, part of Asia and part of Africa, were the whole world, how could they have done that?    

We know they had been to Egypt, to Europe, and as Far East as India.  They may also have been to North 

Africa, but it is most unlikely they ventured south of the Sahara, and even less likely that they went to the 

Americas, though we cannot rule out these lands altogether.   

We know that in the six century the Christian Gospel reached China and that some high ranking officials, 

including an emperor, apparently converted to it, but it did not last. The priests of life after death were too many 

and too entrenched in their positions to accept a new view of the world and of life and death.    

And while we are at it, we may point out that China is in the first place in the number of people that are 

coming to our web site, which proves that when people see truth they hold on to it and spread the word.     

People of the East, more than any other, have been beholden to the notion of immortality of the soul and 

life after death, ever since they have been on the earth. They strongly believe that the spirits of their ancestors 

are still around them.     

It’s time for them, and for everyone else in the world to accept that Jesus Christ is the Saviour of the world. 

Those who wish to become His disciples must cleanse themselves of the spiritual and moral pollutions of this 

world, stop worshipping the dead, and start keep the Commandments of God and the faith of Jesus Christ.   
 

Rev 14:12  Here is the patience of the saints; here are those who keep the commandments of God and the 

faith of Jesus.  

Rev 14:13  Then I heard a voice from heaven saying to me, "Write: 'Blessed are the dead who die in the 

Lord from now on.' " "Yes," says the Spirit, "that they may rest from their labors, and their works 

follow them."    
 

Rev 22:1  And he showed me a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding from the throne of 

God and of the Lamb.  

Rev 22:2  In the middle of its street, and on either side of the river, was the tree of life, which bore twelve 

fruits, each tree yielding its fruit every month. The leaves of the tree were for the healing of the 

nations.  

Rev 22:3  And there shall be no more curse, but the throne of God and of the Lamb shall be in it, and His 

servants shall serve Him.  

Rev 22:4  They shall see His face, and His name shall be on their foreheads.  

Rev 22:5  There shall be no night there: They need no lamp nor light of the sun, for the Lord God gives 

them light. And they shall reign forever and ever.  

Rev 22:6  Then he said to me, "These words are faithful and true." And the Lord God of the holy prophets 

sent His angel to show His servants the things which must shortly take place.  

Rev 22:7  "Behold, I am coming quickly! Blessed is he who keeps the words of the prophecy of this book."  

Rev 22:8  Now I, John, saw and heard these things. And when I heard and saw, I fell down to worship 

before the feet of the angel who showed me these things.  

Rev 22:9  Then he said to me, "See that you do not do that. For I am your fellow servant, and of your 

brethren the prophets, and of those who keep the words of this book. Worship God."  

Rev 22:10  And he said to me, "Do not seal the words of the prophecy of this book, for the time is at hand.  

Rev 22:11  He who is unjust, let him be unjust still; he who is filthy, let him be filthy still; he who is 

righteous, let him be righteous still; he who is holy, let him be holy still."  

Rev 22:12  "And behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to give to every one according 

to his work.  

Rev 22:13  I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End, the First and the Last."  

Rev 22:14  Blessed are those who do His commandments, that they may have the right to the tree of life, 

and may enter through the gates into the city.  

Rev 22:15  But outside are dogs and sorcerers and sexually immoral and murderers and idolaters, and 

whoever loves and practices a lie.  

Rev 22:16  "I, Jesus, have sent My angel to testify to you these things in the churches. I am the Root and 

the Offspring of David, the Bright and Morning Star."  

Rev 22:17  And the Spirit and the bride say, "Come!" And let him who hears say, "Come!" And let him 

who thirsts come. Whoever desires, let him take the water of life freely.  
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Rev 22:18  For I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If anyone adds to 

these things, God will add to him the plagues that are written in this book;  

Rev 22:19  and if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his 

part from the Book of Life, from the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book.  

Rev 22:20  He who testifies to these things says, "Surely I am coming quickly." Amen. Even so, come, 

Lord Jesus!  

Rev 22:21  The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen. 
 

This would be a good place to conclude this article, but we have not quite yet finished with the Apostles.  

Since they could not have preached the Gospel “in all the world”, and “to every creature under heaven”, 

why did God allow them to make such statements?   

Because He allows a certain degree of flexibility in the language, a hyperbole to emphasize a point!  

God gave us the languages and expects us to use their terms at their appropriate time.   

Even Jesus Christ used hyperboles a few time to emphasize certain points. Here is one example: 
 

Mat 12:42  The queen of the South will rise up in the judgment with this generation and condemn it, for she 

came from the ends of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon; and indeed a greater than Solomon 

is here. 
 

Did the queen of the South, the queen of Sheba (1Ki. 10:1-9), come from the “ends of the earth” to hear the 

Wisdom of Solomon? If anyone knew how big this world was, surely it would have been Jesus Christ, for He 

was there with God when the world was created (see John 1:1 and Gen 1:26).   

The homeland of the queen of Sheba, most likely Ethiopia, which at that time extended on both sides of the 

Red Sea, far from being at the ends of the earth, was merely around the corner from Israel by our standards, but 

by their standards she could have come from another planet.     

 The fact that Jesus Christ and the Apostles used occasional hyperboles to emphasize points in their 

speeches tells us that they were not hung up on words as are some of our contemporaries.  

Some people, both Jews and Gentiles, have written books about what they consider to be untruths and 

exaggerations in the Bible. I have kept some of those books at hand for years, hoping that one day I may find the 

time to refute their fanciful allegations. Unfortunately, this work has been exhausting, and I have not been able 

to do that yet.  God willing, I hope to do that soon, though I must say that some great mysteries of the Bible are 

in line to be tackled first.  I will say this much: those books reflect not so much their authors’ knowledge of the 

Bible as their ignorance of it.   

What people fail to understand is that without the Holy Spirit, no man can understand the simplest matters 

of the Bible, let alone its great mysteries.  
 

Job 32:8  But there is a spirit in man, And the breath of the Almighty gives him understanding.  

Job 32:9  Great men are not always wise, Nor do the aged always understand justice. 
 

1Co 1:22  For Jews request a sign, and Greeks seek after wisdom;  

1Co 1:23  but we preach Christ crucified, to the Jews a stumbling block and to the Greeks foolishness,  

1Co 1:24  but to those who are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of 

God.  

1Co 1:25  Because the foolishness of God is wiser than men, and the weakness of God is stronger than 

men.  

1Co 1:26  For you see your calling, brethren, that not many wise according to the flesh, not many mighty, 

not many noble, are called.  

1Co 1:27  But God has chosen the foolish things of the world to put to shame the wise, and God has chosen 

the weak things of the world to put to shame the things which are mighty;  

1Co 1:28  and the base things of the world and the things which are despised God has chosen, and the 

things which are not, to bring to nothing the things that are,  

1Co 1:29  that no flesh should glory in His presence.  

1Co 1:30  But of Him you are in Christ Jesus, who became for us wisdom from God—and righteousness 

and sanctification and redemption— 

1Co 1:31 that, as it is written, "HE WHO GLORIES, LET HIM GLORY IN THE LORD." 
 

Can you see now why those who believe in evolution cannot understand the Bile and are in no position to 

teach it?  This is why the “wise” of educational institutions, which by nature are steeped in evolution, make a 

mess of their Study of Christianity.   

It is not only a waste of time for anyone to seek spiritual enlightenment in academia, but whatever faith one 

may have when he comes in, it will surely be dissipated by the time he comes out of it. 

They study the Bible as they do science and other subjects that render themselves to empirical results, and 

when they can’t obtain them, they declare it to be full of myths. No matter how hard one tries to explain that the 
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Bible is not about this world, to be dissected as one does with science specimen, but about the path to another 

world, a spiritual one that operates on different principles.   
 

Joh 18:36  Jesus answered, "My kingdom is not of this world. If My kingdom were of this world, My 

servants would fight, so that I should not be delivered to the Jews; but now My kingdom is not from 

here."  

Joh 18:37  Pilate therefore said to Him, "Are You a king then?" Jesus answered, "You say rightly that I am 

a king. For this cause I was born, and for this cause I have come into the world, that I should bear 

witness to the truth. Everyone who is of the truth hears My voice." 
 

Why can’t the ‘wise’ hear Christ? Because when one embraces evolution, he is finished with Christ.    
 

1Co 1:20  Where is the wise? Where is the scribe? Where is the disputer of this age? Has not God made foolish the 

wisdom of this world?  

1Co 1:21  For since, in the wisdom of God, the world through wisdom did not know God, it pleased God through the 

foolishness of the message preached to save those who believe. 

Co 1:17  For Christ did not send me to baptize, but to preach the gospel, not with wisdom of words, lest the cross of 

Christ should be made of no effect.  

1Co 1:18  For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it is the 

power of God.  

1Co 1:19  For it is written: "I WILL DESTROY THE WISDOM OF THE WISE, AND BRING TO NOTHING THE 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE PRUDENT."  

1Co 1:20  Where is the wise? Where is the scribe? Where is the disputer of this age? Has not God made foolish the 

wisdom of this world?  

1Co 1:21  For since, in the wisdom of God, the world through wisdom did not know God, it pleased God through the 

foolishness of the message preached to save those who believe. 
 

The Bible is not subject to the laws of this world any more than a carnal mind can be subject to the laws of 

God.   
 

Rom 8:7  Because the carnal mind is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the law of God, nor indeed  

Rom 8:8  can be. So then, those who are in the flesh cannot please God.  

Rom 8:9  But you are not in the flesh but in the Spirit, if indeed the Spirit of God dwells in you. Now if 

anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he is not His.  
 

There is the definition of a Christian: one who has the Spirit of Christ, not one who says he is Christian because 

he attends Church services. Neither is one a Christian because he was born in a Christian family. He becomes a 

Christian by taking an adult decision to repent of a life of sin and embrace the faith of Jesus Christ.  
 

Rom 8:10  And if Christ is in you, the body is dead because of sin, but the Spirit is life because of 

righteousness.  

Rom 8:11  But if the Spirit of Him who raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, He who raised Christ 

from the dead will also give life to your mortal bodies through His Spirit who dwells in you.  

Rom 8:12  Therefore, brethren, we are debtors—not to the flesh, to live according to the flesh.  

Rom 8:13  For if you live according to the flesh you will die; but if by the Spirit you put to death the deeds  

Rom 8:14  of the body, you will live. For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God. 
 

Therefore, the Bible does not operate on the laws of this world, but on principles that lead people to another 

world.  Consider the conversation of Jesus Christ with the Pharisees and Pilate at the time of His judgment.      
 

Joh 8:23  He said to them, "You are from beneath; I am from above. You are of this world; I am not of this 

world.  

Joh 8:28  Then Jesus said, "When you lift up the Son of Man, then you will know that I am He, and that I 

do nothing of Myself; but as My Father taught Me, I speak these things. And He who sent Me is with 

Me. 

Joh 8:29  The Father has not left Me alone, for I always do those things that please Him."  

Joh 8:43  Why do you not understand My speech? Because you are not able to listen to My word.  

Joh 8:44  You are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you want to do. He was a murderer 

from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaks a 

lie, he speaks from his own resources, for he is a liar and the father of it.  

Joh 8:45  But because I tell the truth, you do not believe Me.  

Joh 8:46  Which of you convicts Me of sin? And if I tell the truth, why do you not believe Me?  

Joh 8:47  He who is of God hears God's words; therefore you do not hear, because you are not of God."  
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“Search the Scriptures, for in them you think you have eternal life” 
 
The following chapter conveys much of what the Gospel of Jesus Christ is all about.  
 

Joh 5:1  After this there was a feast of the Jews, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem.  

Joh 5:2  Now there is in Jerusalem by the Sheep Gate a pool, which is called in Hebrew, Bethesda, having five porches.  

Joh 5:3  In these lay a great multitude of sick people, blind, lame, paralyzed, waiting for the moving of the water.  

Joh 5:4  For an angel went down at a certain time into the pool and stirred up the water; then whoever stepped in first, 

after the stirring of the water, was made well of whatever disease he had.  

Joh 5:5  Now a certain man was there who had an infirmity thirty-eight years.  

Joh 5:6  When Jesus saw him lying there, and knew that he already had been in that condition a long time, He said to 

him, "Do you want to be made well?"  

Joh 5:7  The sick man answered Him, "Sir, I have no man to put me into the pool when the water is stirred up; but 

while I am coming, another steps down before me."  

Joh 5:8  Jesus said to him, "Rise, take up your bed and walk."  

Joh 5:9  And immediately the man was made well, took up his bed, and walked. And that day was the Sabbath.  

Joh 5:10  The Jews therefore said to him who was cured, "It is the Sabbath; it is not lawful for you to carry your bed."  

Joh 5:11  He answered them, "He who made me well said to me, 'Take up your bed and walk.' "  

Joh 5:12  Then they asked him, "Who is the Man who said to you, 'Take up your bed and walk'?"  

Joh 5:13  But the one who was healed did not know who it was, for Jesus had withdrawn, a multitude being in that 

place.  

Joh 5:14  Afterward Jesus found him in the temple, and said to him, "See, you have been made well. Sin no more, lest a 

worse thing come upon you."  

Joh 5:15  The man departed and told the Jews that it was Jesus who had made him well.  

Joh 5:16  For this reason the Jews persecuted Jesus, and sought to kill Him, because He had done these things on the 

Sabbath.  

Joh 5:17  But Jesus answered them, "My Father has been working until now, and I have been working."  

Joh 5:18  Therefore the Jews sought all the more to kill Him, because He not only broke the Sabbath, but also said that 

God was His Father, making Himself equal with God.  

Joh 5:19  Then Jesus answered and said to them, "Most assuredly, I say to you, the Son can do nothing of Himself, but 

what He sees the Father do; for whatever He does, the Son also does in like manner.  

Joh 5:20  For the Father loves the Son, and shows Him all things that He Himself does; and He will show Him greater 

works than these, that you may marvel.  

Joh 5:21  For as the Father raises the dead and gives life to them, even so the Son gives life to whom He will.  

Joh 5:22  For the Father judges no one, but has committed all judgment to the Son,  

Joh 5:23  that all should honor the Son just as they honor the Father. He who does not honor the Son does not honor the 

Father who sent Him.  

Joh 5:24  "Most assuredly, I say to you, he who hears My word and believes in Him who sent Me has everlasting life, 

and shall not come into judgment, but has passed from death into life. (1) 

Joh 5:25  Most assuredly, I say to you, the hour is coming, and now is, when the dead will hear the voice of the Son of 

God; and those who hear will live. (2) 

Joh 5:26  For as the Father has life in Himself, so He has granted the Son to have life in Himself, (3) 

Joh 5:27  and has given Him authority to execute judgment also, because He is the Son of Man.  

Joh 5:28  Do not marvel at this; for the hour is coming in which all who are in the graves will hear His voice  

Joh 5:29  and come forth— those who have done good, to the resurrection of life, and those who have done evil, to the 

resurrection of condemnation. (4) 

Joh 5:30  I can of Myself do nothing. As I hear, I judge; and My judgment is righteous, because I do not seek My own 

will but the will of the Father who sent Me.  

Joh 5:31  "If I bear witness of Myself, My witness is not true.  

Joh 5:32  There is another who bears witness of Me, and I know that the witness which He witnesses of Me is true.  

Joh 5:33  You have sent to John, and he has borne witness to the truth.  

Joh 5:34  Yet I do not receive testimony from man, but I say these things that you may be saved.  

Joh 5:35  He was the burning and shining lamp, and you were willing for a time to rejoice in his light.  

Joh 5:36  But I have a greater witness than John's; for the works which the Father has given Me to finish—the very 

works that I do—bear witness of Me, that the Father has sent Me. And the Father Himself, who sent Me, 

Joh 5:37  has testified of Me. You have neither heard His voice at any time, nor seen His form.  

Joh 5:38  But you do not have His word abiding in you, because whom He sent, Him you do not believe.  

Joh 5:39  You search the Scriptures, for in them you think you have eternal life; and these are they which testify 

of Me.  

Joh 5:40  But you are not willing to come to Me that you may have life.  

Joh 5:41  "I do not receive honor from men.  

Joh 5:42  But I know you, that you do not have the love of God in you.  I have come in My Father's name, 

Joh 5:43  and you do not receive Me; if another comes in his own name, him you will receive. How can you believe, 

Joh 5:44  who receive honor from one another, and do not seek the honor that comes from the only God?  

Joh 5:45  Do not think that I shall accuse you to the Father; there is one who accuses you—Moses, in whom you trust.  

Joh 5:46  For if you believed Moses, you would believe Me; for he wrote about Me.  

Joh 5:47  But if you do not believe his writings, how will you believe My words?" 
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This is one of the most insightful chapters of the Bible. Here are the explanations for our footnotes.   
(1) Joh 5:24  "Most assuredly, I say to you, he who hears My word and believes in Him who sent Me has everlasting 

life, and shall not come into judgment, but has passed from death into life.  
 

One does not have eternal life, or an immortal soul, in himself. And how could he get it? By believing in God, and 

hearing the Word of Christ.   
 

(2) Joh 5:25  Most assuredly, I say to you, the hour is coming, and now is, when the dead will hear the voice of the 

Son of God; and those who hear will live.  
 

Only the dead who died in the Lord will hear the Word of God and live, not all the dead.    
 

(3) Joh 5:26  For as the Father has life in Himself, so He has granted the Son to have life in Himself. 
 

Only God the Father and Jesus Christ, His Son, have eternal life in themselves. 
 

(4) Joh 5:28  Do not marvel at this; for the hour is coming in which all who are in the graves will hear His  

Joh 5:29  voice and come forth— those who have done good, to the resurrection of life, and those who have done 

evil, to the resurrection of condemnation. 
 

Can you see now the difference between what the Jews believed, and what Jesus Christ taught?    
Today’s Christianity has completely abandoned the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and just as completely embraced 

the beliefs that the Jews held at that time, believes which were not based on the Scriptures.    

Now consider the Apostles of Jesus Christ. They were with Him for three years during which time they 

heard Him preach countless times: “Repent for the Kingdom of God is at hand”.  

Yet when they saw Him alive after the crucifixion, all they wanted to know was whether that was the time 

for Him to “restore the Kingdom to Israel”.   

People do not need to repent in order to enter the Kingdom of Israel, but they need it to enter the Kingdom 

of Heaven.  Jesus’ preaching went over their heads, until they received the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost, 

some five weeks later.  Then a whole new world opened before their eyes.  

New thoughts flooded their minds and they remembered everything Jesus Christ taught them, and more.  

They finally understood what He meant by His Kingdom not being of this world. They also understood what 

His religion was all about, and why a New Covenant was needed.  

All these things were in the Old Testament, yet without the Holy Spirit they could neither understand them, 

nor remember the things that Jesus taught them.  

Can you also see why after hours of excruciating agony hanging up on that cross, His last words to God 

were: “Father forgive them for they don’t know what they do”.   

He forgave them for what they did to Him, but will He forgive them for what they did to His disciples 

afterwards?  The Jews blame their suffering during the Diaspora on Jesus’ followers, conveniently forgetting 

that they started the persecution first.  

And yet, the truth is that Jesus’ true believers never laid a hand on anyone, let alone on those from whom 

they depended for the “oracles” of God (i. e. Laws, Commandments, judgments, prophecies, Holy Days, etc.). 

 
Act 7:37  "This is that Moses who said to the children of Israel, 'The Lord Your God Will Raise Up For You A Prophet 

Like Me From Your Brethren. Him You Shall Hear.’  

Act 7:38  "This is he who was in the congregation in the wilderness with the Angel who spoke to him on Mount Sinai, 

and with our fathers, the one who received the living oracles to give to us . . . 

Rom 3:1  What advantage then has the Jew, or what is the profit of circumcision?  

Rom 3:2  Much in every way! Chiefly because to them were committed the oracles of God. 

 

The Jews fail to understand the great travesty that occurred two and a half centuries after the forth ‘beast’ 

of Daniel’s prophecies destroyed Jerusalem and sent them all in a long Diaspora among the nations of the world.      

Perceiving that a “sect” of Judaism called “Christianity” survived the Roman destructive purges, the ‘beast’ 

went after it too, forbidding under the penalty of death anyone who remained loyal to the Jewish “oracles”.   

Then, just a brazenly, it took the identity of those whom it intended to wipe out from the face of the earth.     

But wipe them out it couldn’t, because true Christianity went underground, as did Judaism in fact.   

In vain one tries to explain to the Jews that Roman Christianity has as little to do with the New Testament 

as their Judaism has to do with the Old Testament, both being parodies of the true teachings of the Scriptures.   

Jesus had no difficulty forgiving the Jews for what they did to Him, for He knew that without the Holy 

Spirit, which, in the Old Testament was not available to the general population, they could not understand the 

Scriptures and were waiting for a wrong kind of Messiah.  

Jesus Christ did not come to destroy people’s lives by fighting wars on behalf of the Jews in order to free 

them from Roman occupation and restore the Kingdom of Israel; He came to save people’s lives for a kingdom 

that did not belong to this world.   
 

Luk 9:51  Now it came to pass, when the time had come for Him to be received up, that He steadfastly set His face to 

go to Jerusalem,  
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Luk 9:52  and sent messengers before His face. And as they went, they entered a village of the Samaritans, to prepare  

Luk 9:53  for Him.  But they did not receive Him, because His face was set for the journey to Jerusalem.  

Luk 9:54  And when His disciples James and John saw this, they said, "Lord, do You want us to command fire to come 

down from heaven and consume them, just as Elijah did?"  

Luk 9:55  But He turned and rebuked them, and said, "You do not know what manner of spirit you are of.  

Luk 9:56  For the Son of Man did not come to destroy men's lives but to save them." And they went to another village. 
 

He did not come to destroy people’s lives but to save them. He went further: He absolved not only the Jews, 

but the whole world of sins committed in ignorance.  This is why He became the Savior of the whole world.   
 

Joh 9:39  And Jesus said, "For judgment I have come into this world, that those who do not see may see, and that those 

who see may be made blind."  

Joh 9:40  Then some of the Pharisees who were with Him heard these words, and said to Him, "Are we blind also?"  

Joh 9:41  Jesus said to them, "If you were blind, you would have no sin; but now you say, 'We see.' Therefore your sin 

remains. 

 

Here is a wonderful chapter from Apostle Paul, a Jew, who became Apostle to the Gentiles, who expands upon this topic.  

 

Rom 15:1  We then who are strong ought to bear with the scruples of the weak, and not to please ourselves.  

Rom 15:2  Let each of us please his neighbor for his good, leading to edification.  

Rom 15:3  For even Christ did not please Himself; but as it is written, "The Reproaches Of Those Who Reproached 

You Fell ON Me.”  

Rom 15:4  For whatever things were written before were written for our learning, that we through the patience and 

comfort of the Scriptures might have hope.  

Rom 15:5  Now may the God of patience and comfort grant you to be like-minded toward one another, according to 

Christ Jesus,  

Rom 15:6  that you may with one mind and one mouth glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.  

Rom 15:7  Therefore receive one another, just as Christ also received us, to the glory of God.  

Rom 15:8  Now I say that Jesus Christ has become a servant to the circumcision for the truth of God, to confirm the 

promises made to the fathers,  

Rom 15:9  and that the Gentiles might glorify God for His mercy, as it is written:  “For This Reason I Will Confess To 

You Among The Gentiles, And Sing To Your Name.”    

Rom 15:10  And again he says: "Rejoice, O Gentiles, With His People!”     

Rom 15:11  And again: “Praise The Lord, All You Gentiles! Laud Him, all You Peoples!”     

Rom 15:12  And again, Isaiah says:  “There Shall Be A Root Of Jesse;  And He Who Shall Rise To Reign Over The 

Gentiles, In Him The Gentiles Shall Hope.”   

Rom 15:13  Now may the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, that you may abound in hope by the 

power of the Holy Spirit.  

Rom 15:14  Now I myself am confident concerning you, my brethren, that you also are full of goodness, filled with all 

knowledge, able also to admonish one another.  

Rom 15:15  Nevertheless, brethren, I have written more boldly to you on some points, as reminding you, because of the 

grace given to me by God,  

Rom 15:16  that I might be a minister of Jesus Christ to the Gentiles, ministering the gospel of God, that the offering of 

the Gentiles might be acceptable, sanctified by the Holy Spirit.  

Rom 15:17  Therefore I have reason to glory in Christ Jesus in the things which pertain to God.  

Rom 15:18  For I will not dare to speak of any of those things which Christ has not accomplished through me, in word 

and deed, to make the Gentiles obedient— 

Rom 15:19  in mighty signs and wonders, by the power of the Spirit of God, so that from Jerusalem and round about to 

Illyricum I have fully preached the gospel of Christ.  

Rom 15:20  And so I have made it my aim to preach the gospel, not where Christ was named, lest I should build on 

another man's foundation, but as it is written: 

Rom 15:21  “To Whom He Was Not Announced, They Shall See; And Those Who Have Not Heard Shall Understand.”  

Rom 15:22  For this reason I also have been much hindered from coming to you.  

Rom 15:23  But now no longer having a place in these parts, and having a great desire these many years to come to  

Rom 15:24  you, whenever I journey to Spain, I shall come to you. For I hope to see you on my journey, and to be 

helped on my way there by you, if first I may enjoy your company for a while.   

Rom 15:25  But now I am going to Jerusalem to minister to the saints.  

Rom 15:26  For it pleased those from Macedonia and Achaia to make a certain contribution for the poor among the 

saints who are in Jerusalem.  

Rom 15:27  It pleased them indeed, and they are their debtors. For if the Gentiles have been partakers of their 

spiritual things, their duty is also to minister to them in material things.  

Rom 15:28  Therefore, when I have performed this and have sealed to them this fruit, I shall go by way of you to 

Spain.  

Rom 15:29  But I know that when I come to you, I shall come in the fullness of the blessing of the gospel of Christ.  

Rom 15:30  Now I beg you, brethren, through the Lord Jesus Christ, and through the love of the Spirit, that you strive 

together with me in prayers to God for me,  

Rom 15:31  that I may be delivered from those in Judea who do not believe, and that my service for Jerusalem may be 

acceptable to the saints,  
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Rom 15:32  that I may come to you with joy by the will of God, and may be refreshed together with you.  

Rom 15:33  Now the God of peace be with you all. Amen. 
 

To complete this topic, here also is a passage from Apostle Paul’s epistle to the Thessalonians.    
 

1Th 2:10  You are witnesses, and God also, how devoutly and justly and blamelessly we behaved ourselves among you 

who believe;  

1Th 2:11  as you know how we exhorted, and comforted, and charged every one of you, as a father does his own  

1Th 2:12  children, that you would walk worthy of God who calls you into His own kingdom and glory.  

1Th 2:13  For this reason we also thank God without ceasing, because when you received the word of God which you 

heard from us, you welcomed it not as the word of men, but as it is in truth, the word of God, which also 

effectively works in you who believe.  

1Th 2:14  For you, brethren, became imitators of the churches of God which are in Judea in Christ Jesus. For you also 

suffered the same things from your own countrymen, just as they did from the Judeans,  

1Th 2:15  who killed both the Lord Jesus and their own prophets, and have persecuted us; and they do not please God  

1Th 2:16  and are contrary to all men, forbidding us to speak to the Gentiles that they may be saved, so as always to fill 

up the measure of their sins; but wrath has come upon them to the uttermost.  

 

What then is the message from these passages?  There are a number of messages, one may say, but the one we are after 

here is that in the early days of Christianity, the true believers, whether of the Jews or of the Gentiles, suffered at the hands 

of their own people.  So what is new in this one may say?  Don’t we all know that?   

Yes, you may all know that, but what not everyone knows is that in the two thousand years since, the unbelievers, both 

of the Jews and of the Gentiles, have risen to the top and are now ruling the roost, so to speak.  

At the time of the Apostles, there were still some Jews who even without the Holy Spirit were trying to live by God’s 

standards.  
 

Act 5:34  Then one in the council stood up, a Pharisee named Gamaliel, a teacher of the law held in respect by all the 

people, and commanded them to put the apostles outside for a little while.  

Act 5:35  And he said to them: "Men of Israel, take heed to yourselves what you intend to do regarding these men.  

Act 5:36  For some time ago Theudas rose up, claiming to be somebody. A number of men, about four hundred, joined 

him. He was slain, and all who obeyed him were scattered and came to nothing.  

Act 5:37  After this man, Judas of Galilee rose up in the days of the census, and drew away many people after him. He 

also perished, and all who obeyed him were dispersed.  

Act 5:38  And now I say to you, keep away from these men and let them alone; for if this plan or this work is of men, it 

will come to nothing;  

Act 5:39  but if it is of God, you cannot overthrow it—lest you even be found to fight against God."  

Act 5:40  And they agreed with him, and when they had called for the apostles and beaten them, they commanded that 

they should not speak in the name of Jesus, and let them go.  

Act 5:41  So they departed from the presence of the council, rejoicing that they were counted worthy to suffer shame 

for His name.   
   

If anyone knows a Jew, like Gamaliel, with the fear of God these days, we’d like to meet him; we have not 
found him.  We have tried to be fair in our writings, and in the early days they seemed to be favorable to us.    

Not long ago, in one day, two leading newspapers from Israel, and the three main newspapers from 
Romania, tried to infest our computer with malicious malware.   Fortunately, we’ve learned the lesson before, and 
had already installed the best antiviral and anti-malware software that we could find.  The problem is that we are 
no longer able to safely browse those newspapers for our State of the World section.   

There are still plenty of sources that we could rely on, but these are becoming prohibitively expensive for us.   
One thing we know for sure: the world is undergoing such radical changes that in a very few years’ time it 

will be unrecognizable.  We could have much to say, but the world being as it is, if it has not heeded Alpha and 
Omega’s urge to reconcile with God after more than thirty editions of The Christian Herald, it is unlikely to heed 
our word now, on the brink of catastrophe, even if Jesus Christ Himself spoke to the world in person.     

God will deal with each one of us in His own good time, according to our works and faith.  
What astonishes us is that those who were “brought back from the sword and gathered from many people on 

the mountains of Israel” (Eze 38:8), still don’t get it that the fulfillment of this prophecy is connected with the end 
of this “age”.     

If Israel’s spiritual leaders were asleep at the time of Jesus Christ, and caused their nation so much harm 
from which they still have not fully recovered, what are they doing now, seeing that they face a catastrophe 
greater than the Holocaust?  If they are not turning to God and Jesus Christ now, when are they going to do it?     

We are not speaking for the Catholic Church, according to which all one has to do is receive communion, or 
whatever they call it, on his death bed, and he is assured of a place in heaven.   

The Kingdom of God, or the Kingdom of Heaven, requires a new character, a new attitude, a new “birth”, 
which cannot be created in the last flash of life on the death bed.   

At least one must have knowledge of what the Gospel of Jesus Christ is all about, so that he may ponder 
upon the wonderful new world that God is preparing for those who love Him and keep His Commandments, and 
have the faith of Jesus Christ.  

To the Jews we say this: stop blaming Jesus and His followers for your tribulations, for they had nothing to 
do with them; stop denying your role in His crucifixion; stop denying His resurrection; tell your “wise” academics 
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to stop twisting your history to appear that your roots were always in the Palestine and you were never slaves in 
Egypt; and stop being obsessed with absolving yourselves of the accusation of deicide.  

What humans think of you does not count anymore. You will soon standalone before the whole world, as in 
fact you already are, and that is why what God and Jesus Christ think is far more important.   

As we are speaking for God and Jesus Christ, we can tell you that They are not impressed with your refusal to 
get on your knees in repentance, prayer and worship. Try it, it won’t kill you. You may discover a wonderful new 
world.  Let bygones be bygones, and look to the future, for it could be a bright one, or it will be like this.        

 
Zec 14:1  Behold, the day of the LORD is coming, And your spoil will be divided in your midst.  
Zec 14:2  For I will gather all the nations to battle against Jerusalem; The city shall be taken, The houses 

rifled, And the women ravished. Half of the city shall go into captivity, But the remnant of the people 
shall not be cut off from the city.  

Zec 14:3  Then the LORD will go forth And fight against those nations, As He fights in the day of battle.  
Zec 14:4  And in that day His feet will stand on the Mount of Olives, Which faces Jerusalem on the east. And 

the Mount of Olives shall be split in two, From east to west, Making a very large valley; Half of the 
mountain shall move toward the north And half of it toward the south.  

Zec 14:5  Then you shall flee through My mountain valley, For the mountain valley shall reach to Azal. Yes, 
you shall flee As you fled from the earthquake In the days of Uzziah king of Judah. Thus the LORD my 
God will come, And all the saints with You.  

Zec 14:6  It shall come to pass in that day That there will be no light; The lights will diminish.  
Zec 14:7  It shall be one day Which is known to the LORD Neither day nor night. But at evening time it shall 

happen That it will be light.  
Zec 14:8  And in that day it shall be— That living waters shall flow from Jerusalem, Half of them toward the 

eastern sea And half of them toward the western sea; In both summer and winter it shall occur.  
Zec 14:9  And the LORD shall be King over all the earth. In that day it shall be "The LORD is one," And His 

name one.  
Zec 14:10  All the land shall be turned into a plain from Geba to Rimmon south of Jerusalem. Jerusalem 

shall be raised up and inhabited in her place from Benjamin's Gate to the place of the First Gate and the 
Corner Gate, and from the Tower of Hananel to the king's winepresses.  

Zec 14:11  The people shall dwell in it; And no longer shall there be utter destruction, But Jerusalem shall be 
safely inhabited.  

Zec 14:12  And this shall be the plague with which the LORD will strike all the people who fought against 
Jerusalem: Their flesh shall dissolve while they stand on their feet, Their eyes shall dissolve in their 
sockets, And their tongues shall dissolve in their mouths.  

Zec 14:13  It shall come to pass in that day That a great panic from the LORD will be among them. Everyone 
will seize the hand of his neighbor, And raise his hand against his neighbor's hand;  

Zec 14:14  Judah also will fight at Jerusalem. And the wealth of all the surrounding nations Shall be gathered 
together: Gold, silver, and apparel in great abundance.  

Zec 14:15  Such also shall be the plague On the horse and the mule, On the camel and the donkey, And on all 
the cattle that will be in those camps. So shall this plague be.  

Zec 14:16  And it shall come to pass that everyone who is left of all the nations which came against Jerusalem 
shall go up from year to year to worship the King, the LORD of hosts, and to keep the Feast of 
Tabernacles.  

Zec 14:17  And it shall be that whichever of the families of the earth do not come up to Jerusalem to worship 
the King, the LORD of hosts, on them there will be no rain.  

Zec 14:18  If the family of Egypt will not come up and enter in, they shall have no rain; they shall receive the 
plague with which the LORD strikes the nations who do not come up to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.  

Zec 14:19  This shall be the punishment of Egypt and the punishment of all the nations that do not come up 
to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.  

Zec 14:20  In that day "HOLINESS TO THE LORD" shall be engraved on the bells of the horses. The pots in 
the LORD's house shall be like the bowls before the altar.  

Zec 14:21  Yes, every pot in Jerusalem and Judah shall be holiness to the LORD of hosts. Everyone who 
sacrifices shall come and take them and cook in them. In that day there shall no longer be a Canaanite 
in the house of the LORD of hosts 

 
Rev 14:1  Then I looked, and behold, a Lamb standing on Mount Zion, and with Him one hundred and forty-

four thousand, having His Father's name written on their foreheads.  
 
Rev 7:4  And I heard the number of those who were sealed. One hundred and forty-four thousand of all the 

tribes of the children of Israel were sealed:  
Rev 7:5  of the tribe of Judah twelve thousand were sealed; of the tribe of Reuben twelve thousand were 

sealed; of the tribe of Gad twelve thousand were sealed;  
Rev 7:6  of the tribe of Asher twelve thousand were sealed; of the tribe of Naphtali twelve thousand were 

sealed; of the tribe of Manasseh twelve thousand were sealed;  
Rev 7:7  of the tribe of Simeon twelve thousand were sealed; of the tribe of Levi twelve thousand were sealed; 

of the tribe of Issachar twelve thousand were sealed;  
Rev 7:8  of the tribe of Zebulun twelve thousand were sealed; of the tribe of Joseph twelve thousand were 

sealed; of the tribe of Benjamin twelve thousand were sealed.  
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Rev 7:9  After these things I looked, and behold, a great multitude which no one could number, of all 
nations, tribes, peoples, and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, clothed with 
white robes, with palm branches in their hands,  

Rev 7:10  and crying out with a loud voice, saying, "Salvation belongs to our God who sits on the throne, and 
to the Lamb!"  

Rev 7:11  All the angels stood around the throne and the elders and the four living creatures, and fell on their 
faces before the throne and worshiped God,  

Rev 7:12  saying: "Amen! Blessing and glory and wisdom, Thanksgiving and honor and power and might, Be 
to our God forever and ever. Amen."  

Rev 7:13  Then one of the elders answered, saying to me, "Who are these arrayed in white robes, and where 
did they come from?"  

Rev 7:14  And I said to him, "Sir, you know." So he said to me, "These are the ones who come out of the great 
tribulation, and washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb.  

Rev 7:15  Therefore they are before the throne of God, and serve Him day and night in His temple. And He 
who sits on the throne will dwell among them.  

Rev 7:16  They shall neither hunger anymore nor thirst anymore; the sun shall not strike them, nor any heat;  
Rev 7:17  for the Lamb who is in the midst of the throne will shepherd them and lead them to living 

fountains of waters. And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes." 
Rev 14:2  And I heard a voice from heaven, like the voice of many waters, and like the voice of loud thunder. 

And I heard the sound of harpists playing their harps.  
Rev 14:3  They sang as it were a new song before the throne, before the four living creatures, and the elders; 

and no one could learn that song except the hundred and forty-four thousand who were redeemed from 
the earth.  

Rev 14:4  These are the ones who were not defiled with women, for they are virgins. These are the ones who 
follow the Lamb wherever He goes. These were redeemed from among men, being firstfruits to God and 
to the Lamb.  

Rev 14:5  And in their mouth was found no deceit, for they are without fault before the throne of God.  
Rev 14:6  Then I saw another angel flying in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach to 

those who dwell on the earth to every nation, tribe, tongue, and people— 
Rev 14:7  saying with a loud voice, "Fear God and give glory to Him, for the hour of His judgment has come; 

and worship Him who made heaven and earth, the sea and springs of water."  
Rev 14:8  And another angel followed, saying, "Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city, because she has 

made all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication."  
Rev 14:9  Then a third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, "If anyone worships the beast and his 

image, and receives his mark on his forehead or on his hand,  
Rev 14:10  he himself shall also drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out full strength into 

the cup of His indignation. He shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy 
angels and in the presence of the Lamb.  

Rev 14:11  And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever; and they have no rest day or night, who 
worship the beast and his image, and whoever receives the mark of his name."  

Rev 14:12  Here is the patience of the saints; here are those who keep the commandments of God 
and the faith of Jesus.  

Rev 14:13  Then I heard a voice from heaven saying to me, "Write: 'Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord 
from now on.' " "Yes," says the Spirit, "that they may rest from their labors, and their works follow 
them."  

  
No power in the world, and certainly not their own power, can defend Israel against the forces that are lining up against 

it. For those who are fighting on Israel’s northern border, Syria is merely a stopover on the way to Israel.      

Russia and Iran never expected that such a bonanza would fall into their lap so conveniently.  They grabbed it, and now 

only a fool would think that when they finish with Syria, they will conveniently pack up and go home.   

And when are they going to finish with Syria?  What that nation is in complete runs.  
 

Isa 17:1  The burden against Damascus. "Behold, Damascus will cease from being a city, And it will be a ruinous heap.  

Isa 17:2  The cities of Aroer are forsaken; They will be for flocks Which lie down, and no one will make them afraid.  
 
God does not deal with, or protect, people who not repent of their sins, do not give Him glory, and worship 

Him in spirit and truth.  
 

Joh 4:21  Jesus said to her, "Woman, believe Me, the hour is coming when you will neither on this mountain, nor in 

Jerusalem, worship the Father.  

Joh 4:22  You worship what you do not know; we know what we worship, for salvation is of the Jews.  

Joh 4:23  But the hour is coming, and now is, when the true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth; for 

the Father is seeking such to worship Him.  

Joh 4:24  God is Spirit, and those who worship Him must worship in spirit and truth."  

Joh 4:25  The woman said to Him, "I know that Messiah is coming" (who is called Christ). "When He comes,  

Joh 4:26  He will tell us all things." Jesus said to her, "I who speak to you am He." 
 

We return now to the story of the Apostles of Jesus Christ.  
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In his very first sermon, after he received the Holy Spirit, Apostle Peter, like Jesus Christ, criticized the 

beliefs of Judaism, which were contrary to the Scriptures: immortality of the soul, judgment immediately after 

death, and going to heaven or to hell after the judgment.  

God does not judge dead people, because He is not the God of the dead, but of the living (Mar 12:27).   

Notice what Apostle Peter told the Jews immediately after he received the Holy Spirit.  
 

Act 2:1  When the Day of Pentecost had fully come, they were all with one accord in one place.  

Act 2:2  And suddenly there came a sound from heaven, as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled the whole house 

where they were sitting.  

Act 2:3  Then there appeared to them divided tongues, as of fire, and one sat upon each of them. And they were all 

Act 2:4  filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.  

Act 2:12  So they were all amazed and perplexed, saying to one another, "Whatever could this mean?"  

Act 2:13  Others mocking said, "They are full of new wine."  

Act 2:14  But Peter, standing up with the eleven, raised his voice and said to them, "Men of Judea and all who 

dwell in Jerusalem, let this be known to you, and heed my words.  

Act 2:15  For these are not drunk, as you suppose, since it is only the third hour of the day.  

Act 2:16  But this is what was spoken by the prophet Joel:  

Act 2:17  'And It Shall Come To Pass In The Last Days, Says God, That I Will Pour Out Of My Spirit On All Flesh; 

Your Sons And Your Daughters Shall Prophesy, Your Young Men Shall See Visions, Your Old Men Shall  

Act 2:18  Dream Dreams.   And On My Menservants And On My Maidservants I Will Pour Out My Spirit In Those 

Days; And They Shall Prophesy.   I Will Show Wonders In Heaven Above 

Act 2:19  And Signs In The Earth Beneath: Blood And Fire And Vapor Of Smoke.   

Act 2:20  The Sun Shall Be Turned Into Darkness, And The Moon Into Blood, Before The Coming Of The Great 

And Awesome Day Of The LORD.   

Act 2:21  And It Shall Come To Pass That Whoever Calls On The Name Of The LORD Shall Be Saved.’ 

Act 2:22  "Men of Israel, hear these words: Jesus of Nazareth, a Man attested by God to you by miracles, wonders, and 

signs which God did through Him in your midst, as you yourselves also know— 

Act 2:23  Him, being delivered by the determined purpose and foreknowledge of God, you have taken by lawless 

hands, have crucified, and put to death; whom God raised up, having loosed the pains of death, 

Act 2:24  because it was not possible that He should be held by it.   

Act 2:25  'I Foresaw The LORD Always Before My Face, For He Is At My Right Hand, That I May Not Be Shaken.   

Act 2:26  Therefore My Heart Rejoiced, And My Tongue Was Glad: Moreover My Flesh Also Will Rest In Hope.    

Act 2:27  For You Will Not Leave My Soul In Hades, Nor Will You Allow Your Holy One To See Corruption.   

Act 2:28  You Have Made Known To Me The Ways Of Life; You Will Make Me Full Of Joy In Your Presence.’ 

Act 2:29  "Men and brethren, let me speak freely to you of the patriarch David, that he is both dead and buried, and his 

tomb is with us to this day.  

Act 2:30  Therefore, being a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn with an oath to him that of the fruit of his body, 

according to the flesh, He would raise up the Christ to sit on his throne, he, foreseeing this, spoke 

Act 2:31  concerning the resurrection of the Christ, that His soul was not left in Hades, nor did His flesh see corruption.  

Act 2:32  This Jesus God has raised up, of which we are all witnesses.   

Act 2:33  Therefore being exalted to the right hand of God, and having received from the Father the promise of the 

Holy Spirit, He poured out this which you now see and hear.  

Act 2:34  "For David did not ascend into the heavens, but he says himself: 'The LORD Said To My Lord, “Sit At My  

Act 2:35  Right Hand,  Till I Make Your Enemies Your Footstool.” ’ "Therefore let all the house of Israel 

Act 2:36 know assuredly that God has made this Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord and Christ."  

Act 2:37  Now when they heard this, they were cut to the heart, and said to Peter and the rest of the apostles, "Men and 

brethren, what shall we do?"  

Act 2:38  Then Peter said to them, "Repent, and let every one of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the 

remission of sins; and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. For the promise is to you 

Act 2:39  and to your children, and to all who are afar off, as many as the Lord our God will call."  
 

So, "David did not ascend into the heavens.”   And why did Peter say that?  Because the Jews believed that 

David had an immortal soul, and had gone to heaven after death, contrary to what their own Scriptures say.      

Apostle Peter believed Jesus Christ, and this is what He preached:    
 

Joh 3:13  No one has ascended to heaven but He who came down from heaven, that is, the Son of Man who is in 

heaven. 
 

David is the only person in the Bible of whom God said that he was a man after His own heart (Acts 

13:22).  Now if a man after God’s own heart did not have an immortal soul and did not go to heaven after death, 

you can be absolutely sure that one else ever did, or ever will, except the One who came from heaven and went 

back to heaven, and the ones who will be found worthy of the eternal life after resurrection and judgment.    

What greater witness can one have of the truth of God than from the Man who was dead and came alive?  
 

Joh 10:17  "Therefore My Father loves Me, because I lay down My life that I may take it again.  

Joh 10:18  No one takes it from Me, but I lay it down of Myself. I have power to lay it down, and I have power to take 

it again. This command I have received from My Father." 
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Jesus Christ did not say, ‘I lay down My life that I may go to My Father after death, for I have an immortal 

soul.’  He laid down His life that He may take it again; in other words, He believed not in life after death but in 

resurrection from the dead.  And His belief came true. Now how can one acquire such a belief, or faith? 
 

Rom 10:17  So then faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the word of God. 
 

Faith comes by hearing and believing the Word of God – the Bible.    

Why then do Jews and Christians alike, as indeed the whole world, believe the false pagan doctrines of 

immortality of the soul and life after death, and discard the Scriptures?   

If these beliefs do not come from the Bible where do they come from? Who is their author, if it is not Jesus 

Christ?  And if this is not the Gospel of Jesus Christ, whose gospel is it?  Obviously, it’s the Devil’s!   

Why then are today’s preachers posing as ministers of Jesus Christ, when they preach Satanic gospels?   

Can you see the travesty that has occurred in the course of time, which has enveloped the whole world? 

Is it any wonder that the world faces a Great Tribulation that threatens to destroy the life of this planet?    

Who then could Jesus Christ call upon to preach His Gospel as a witness in all the world, seeing that 

nobody knows what that Gospel is, let alone preach it to all the nations?  

He must find people who have not been tainted by this world’s false religions, and had taken the true 

Gospel directly from the Scriptures, not from human beings.  

The Gospel that Alpha and Omega Christian Foundation is witnessing to the world has not been acquired 

from any Church or preacher, but directly from God and Jesus Christ. In other words, we got it from the Bible. 
     

Jesus Christ said that before His return “Elijah is coming first and will restore all things”(Mat 

17:11).  Many preachers and Churches claim that they had already done that. But what gospel had they 

restored and preached to the world when one cannot find the true Gospel in any of today’s Churches?      

Now we know what Elijah needs to restore, but where will he arise?  Since he cannot arise in any of 

today’s Churches because they preach falsehoods, he could only arise in one of the seven Churches that Jesus 

Christ mentions in Revelation chapters 2 and 3.  However, of all those Churches, only the last two will be 

active, or in existence, at His return.  This is what Jesus Christ says of the last one: 

 

Rev 3:14  "And to the angel of the church of the Laodiceans write, 'These things says the Amen, the 

Faithful and True Witness, the Beginning of the creation of God:  

Rev 3:15  "I know your works, that you are neither cold nor hot. I could wish you were cold or hot.  

Rev 3:16  So then, because you are lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will vomit you out of My mouth.  

Rev 3:17  Because you say, 'I am rich, have become wealthy, and have need of nothing'—and do not know 

that you are wretched, miserable, poor, blind, and naked—  

Rev 3:18  I counsel you to buy from Me gold refined in the fire, that you may be rich; and white garments, 

that you may be clothed, that the shame of your nakedness may not be revealed; and anoint your eyes 

with eye salve, that you may see.  

Rev 3:19  As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten. Therefore be zealous and repent.   

Rev 3:20  Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears My voice and opens the door, I will come 

in to him and dine with him, and he with Me.  

Rev 3:21  To him who overcomes I will grant to sit with Me on My throne, as I also overcame and sat 

down with My Father on His throne.  

Rev 3:22  "He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches." ' " 
 

It is clear that Elijah cannot arise in this Church. But look at what Jesus Christ says of the previous Church. 
    

Rev 3:7  "And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write, 'These things says He who is holy, He who is true, "He 

Who Has The Key Of David, He who Opens And No one Shuts, And Shuts And No One Opens”:   

Rev 3:8  "I know your works. See, I have set before you an open door, and no one can shut it; for you have a 

little strength, have kept My word, and have not denied My name.  

Rev 3:9  Indeed I will make those of the synagogue of Satan, who say they are Jews and are not, but lie—indeed I will 

make them come and worship before your feet, and to know that I have loved you.  

Rev 3:10  Because you have kept My command to persevere, I also will keep you from the hour of trial which shall 

come upon the whole world, to test those who dwell on the earth.  

Rev 3:11  Behold, I am coming quickly! Hold fast what you have, that no one may take your crown.  

Rev 3:12  He who overcomes, I will make him a pillar in the temple of My God, and he shall go out no more. I will 

write on him the name of My God and the name of the city of My God, the New Jerusalem, which comes down 

out of heaven from My God. And I will write on him My new name.  

Rev 3:13  "He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches." '  
 

At a time when the world is wallowing in immoralities, blasphemies, deceptions, wars, and iniquities like 

never before, someone of little strength will arise in the Church of Philadelphia and with great difficulties and 

persecutions from those of the Synagogues of Satan that had ensconced itself within that Church, will persevere 

and continue to preach the true Gospel of Jesus Christ.  Upon this person, Jesus Christ will put the name of the 
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Father, the name of the Holy Spirit, and His new name.  These Three are the same as the ones in whose name 

Jesus Christ told His disciples to go out and make disciples of all the nations.     
 

Mat 28:18  And Jesus came and spoke to them, saying, "All authority has been given to Me in heaven and on earth.  

Mat 28:19  Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son 

and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all things 

Mat 28:20  that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age." Amen. 
 

Now while Jesus’ followers were to make disciples of all the nations, Elijah will merely witness that 

Gospel to all the nations. Why witness only? Because by the time of the end, that Gospel would all but 

disappear from the world! The world needs to know why a Great Tribulation awaits it; perchance some may yet 

turn to the true God, abandon Satan, and save themselves from eternal damnation. It does appear, however, that 

there is little chance of this happening.  Notice the words with which Jesus Christ concludes the Bible.   
 

Rev 22:10  And he said to me, "Do not seal the words of the prophecy of this book, for the time is at hand.  

Rev 22:11  He who is unjust, let him be unjust still; he who is filthy, let him be filthy still; he who is righteous, let 

him be righteous still; he who is holy, let him be holy still."   

Rev 22:12  "And behold, I am coming quickly, and My reward is with Me, to give to every one according to his work.  

Rev 22:13  I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End, the First and the Last."  

Rev 22:14  Blessed are those who do His commandments, that they may have the right to the tree of life, and may 

enter through the gates into the city.  

Rev 22:15  But outside are dogs and sorcerers and sexually immoral and murderers and idolaters, and whoever 

loves and practices a lie.  

Rev 22:16  "I, Jesus, have sent My angel to testify to you these things in the churches. I am the Root and the Offspring 

of David, the Bright and Morning Star."  

Rev 22:17  And the Spirit and the bride say, "Come!" And let him who hears say, "Come!" And let him who thirsts 

come. Whoever desires, let him take the water of life freely.  

Rev 22:18  For I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: If anyone adds to these things, 

God will add to him the plagues that are written in this book;  

Rev 22:19  and if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part from 

the Book of Life, from the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book.  

Rev 22:20  He who testifies to these things says, "Surely I am coming quickly." Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus!  

Rev 22:21  The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen. 
 

And this is what Jesus Christ told His disciples not long before they crucified Him.    
 

Mat 24:11  Then many false prophets will rise up and deceive many.  

Mat 24:12  And because lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow cold.  

Mat 24:13  But he who endures to the end shall be saved.  

Mat 24:14  And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, and 

then the end will come.  

Mat 24:15  "Therefore when you see the 'ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION,' spoken of by Daniel the prophet, 

standing in the holy place"  (whoever reads, let him understand), . . .  

Mat 24:21  For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not been since the beginning of the world until this 

time, no, nor ever shall be. And unless those days were shortened, 

Mat 24:22   no flesh would be saved; but for the elect's sake those days will be shortened. 
 

The Great Tribulation is a time of mighty terror, of shaking of the earth, of destruction of the wicked, and 

of cleansing of the earth in preparation for a new age.  
 

Isa 2:2  Now it shall come to pass in the latter days That the mountain of the LORD's house Shall be established on the 

top of the mountains, And shall be exalted above the hills; And all nations shall flow to it.  

Isa 2:3  Many people shall come and say, "Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, To the house of the 

God of Jacob; He will teach us His ways, And we shall walk in His paths. 

" For out of Zion shall go forth the law, And the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.  

Isa 2:4  He shall judge between the nations, And rebuke many people; They shall beat their swords into plowshares, 

And their spears into pruning hooks; Nation shall not lift up sword against nation, Neither shall they learn war 

anymore.  
 

This then is what those of the “Synagogue of Satan” within the Philadelphia Church of God have been fighting against, 

and the reasons they had hounded and persecuted the one whom God appointed as one of His Two Witnesses for forty years.  

They cannot imagine that there is a limit with God too.  The fact that only now He has revealed to us the fulfillment of 

our forty years journey “in the wilderness”, may indicate we have entered a new phase.  May that be according to His will!  
 

Forty is a very important time period in the Bible: 
  

The rain fell for forty days at the flood of Noah;  

The Flood lasted for forty days upon the earth;   

Moses was forty years old when he ran away from the Pharaoh of Egypt; 
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Forty years later, he received the mission to go back and free his people from Egyptian slavery;   

He spent forty days on Mount Sinai twice without food and drink when he received the Law of God;   

Israel spent forty years in the wilderness.  

The first three kings of Israel, Saul, David and Solomon, reigned for forty years each.   

The Old Testament prophet Elijah travelled for forty days without food and drink; 

Jesus Christ fasted for forty days.   

And many more!  
 

When I presented myself to the leaders of the Worldwide Church of God some forty years ago, and told them tithing 

was not sanctioned in the New Testament, and that I received revelation that I will be one of God’s end-time Witnesses, 

without asking me any questions or further explanation, they unceremoniously and publically expelled me from their 

Church. What God did not tell me at that time was that my mission would be fulfilled forty years later.   

My nemeses had gloated about it even since.  They won’t do so for much longer.    

 

 

 

Identifying the Two Witnesses of Revelation 
 

We are going to discuss now the mission of the Two Witnesses to show you what their enemies never suspected.    
 

Rev 11:3  And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy one thousand two hundred and sixty 

days, clothed in sackcloth."  

Rev 11:4  These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands standing before the God of the earth.  

Rev 11:5  And if anyone wants to harm them, fire proceeds from their mouth and devours their enemies. And if anyone 

wants to harm them, he must be killed in this manner.  

Rev 11:6  These have power to shut heaven, so that no rain falls in the days of their prophecy; and they have power 

over waters to turn them to blood, and to strike the earth with all plagues, as often as they desire.  

Rev 11:7  When they finish their testimony, the beast that ascends out of the bottomless pit will make war against 

them, overcome them, and kill them.  

Rev 11:8  And their dead bodies will lie in the street of the great city which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, 

where also our Lord was crucified.  

Rev 11:9  Then those from the peoples, tribes, tongues, and nations will see their dead bodies three-and-a-half days, 

and not allow their dead bodies to be put into graves.  

Rev 11:10  And those who dwell on the earth will rejoice over them, make merry, and send gifts to one another, 

because these two prophets tormented those who dwell on the earth.  

Rev 11:11  Now after the three-and-a-half days the breath of life from God entered them, and they stood on their feet, 

and great fear fell on those who saw them.  

Rev 11:12  And they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, "Come up here." And they ascended to heaven in 

a cloud, and their enemies saw them. 
 

As we saw in Revelation 3:12 and Matthew 28:18-20, the Spirit of the Three Members of the Trinity is upon God’s 

end-time Witnesses. Now notice carefully what God is telling them: “if anyone wants to harm them, fire proceeds from their 

mouth and devours their enemies. And if anyone wants to harm them, he must be killed in this manner.” 

They have no choice. They must “kill” their enemies with the fire of their mouth. 

Ever since the glorious days of the Worldwide Church of God, when its leader Herbert W Armstrong was crisscrossing 

the world in his private jet, preaching a gospel of prosperity, showing off his wealth and telling anyone who’d listen that he 

was greatly blessed by God for doing His work, it had been a strongly held belief in the Church that he and his son Garner 

Ted Armstrong were God’s end-time Witnesses. The end, according to them, was to come in 1975.  They had a booklet 

entitled, “1975 In Prophecy”, which they distributed by the ton to all and sunder around the world.   

It was my misfortune that about that time, just as the Two Witnesses were supposed to begin the work of incinerating 

their enemies with the fire of their mouth, that I stood up and told the hierarchy of the Church that God had anointed me as 

one of His Witnesses. That meant that one of the two leaders would not be a Witness. That was inconceivable as far as the 

hierarchy of the Church was concerned.   

The end did not come in 1975, and neither H.W. Armstrong nor his son Garner Ted ended up being God’s Witnesses.  

God sent a wicked spirit upon them and they died in disgrace, hating each other like dogs.  Father accused the son of being a 

serial adulterer, and the son accused the father of being a pedophile, having abused his two daughters for years.  

Shortly after that, we started publishing The Christian Herald, an event that, judging by their reaction, sent shivers 

down their spines.  They have scurried our magazines with tooth and pick for decades, trying hard to find something by 

which they may accuse us and expose us as false preachers.  A number of our magazines contain diatribes that we had with 

them on a number of topics. They have never laid a dent in our armor, for whatever we do and say is always deeply rooted in 

the Bible.   

With the death of the two leaders, the Worldwide Church of God collapsed, just as the other Satanic Empire – the 

Soviet Union – collapsed shortly before it.  A myriad of Churches sprung up from the ashes of the Worldwide Church of 

God, carbon copies of their mother Church.   

Now you might think that after the experience of HWA and GTA, the leaders of the new Churches might have been 

cured of the desire to appoint themselves as Witnesses of God, but you’d be wrong.  The prize was too tempting to be left to 

God alone.  He needed a bit of prodding, as virtually every one of them volunteered for that job.  One of them, however, 

took the prize, leaving them all far behind in his boldness and craftiness.  Here is his story.      
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Ronald Weinland – “Prophet” of God 
 

RONALD  WEILAND’S  Church of God - Preparing for the Kingdom of God 
The Prophesied End-Time Revealed. Biblical Truth by Ronald Weinland.   

Moore than ever, this is the time to prepare for the return of Jesus Christ.  

The Seventh Seal has now been opened and the world is being plunged into the 

final tribulation for mankind. Ronald Weinland, who is the pastor of God's 

Church on earth, has also been appointed by the God of Abraham to be His end-

time prophet and one of the two end-time witnesses (and spokesman of both), 

preceding the return of Jesus Christ.  

The Prophesied End-Time Revealed.  Authored by Ronald Weinland, The 

Prophesied End-Time and 2008 – God's Final Witness, will challenge readers as 

they consider catastrophic end-time events that are now prophesied to begin. 

Although many will not take seriously what is written here, they will gradually 

experience disbelief as the events covered in these books begin to unfold. Both 

books are offered free of charge. 
 

From now until the latter part of 2008, many prophecies are going to begin 

to be fulfilled, especially the Seven Thunders of the Book of Revelation, which 

the apostle John saw but was restricted from recording. Those thunders are 

revealed in this book, as well as detailed accounts of the final three and one-

half years of man's self-rule on earth, which are recorded in the account of 

the Seventh  
 

Some of these prophecies concern the demise of the United States over the 

next year, which will be followed by man's final world war. This last war will 

be the result of clashing religions and the governments they sway. Billions 

will die!  
 

This time will far exceed even the very worst times in all human history. 

As these events unfold, the world will increasingly become aware of the 

authenticity of the words in this book and realize that Ronald Weinland has 

been sent by God as His end-time prophet. 

This book is primarily directed to the people of the three major religions 

of the world (Islam, Judaism and Christianity), whose roots are in the God of 

Abraham. Ronald Weinland has been sent to all three. 
 

The Prophesied End-Time Revealed. Download Free Book. 2008 - God's Final 

Witness.  

This time will far exceed even the very worst times in all human history. 

As these events unfold, the world will increasingly become aware of the 

authenticity of the words in this book and realize that Ronald Weinland has 

been sent by God as His end-time prophet. 
 

This is the time to prepare for the return of Jesus Christ. The Seventh Seal 

has now been opened and the world is being plunged into the final tribulation 

for mankind. Ronald Weinland, who is the pastor of God's Church on earth, has 

also been appointed by the God of Abraham to be His end-time prophet and one of 

the two end-time witnesses (and spokesman of both), preceding the return of 

Jesus Christ.  

The Prophesied End-Time Revealed. Authored by Ronald Weinland, The 

Prophesied End-Time and 2008 – God's Final Witness, will challenge readers as 

they consider catastrophic end-time events that are now prophesied to begin. 

Although many will not take seriously what is written here, they will gradually 

experience disbelief as the events covered in these books begin to unfold. Both 

books are offered free of charge. Visit the-end.com. Copyright © 2008 The 

Church.   

Order Free Book Copyright © the-end.com 2008. All rights. 

 

    Weinland’s fellow fundamentalists had a field day over his failed prophecies. Here is a typical one.  
 

“Weinland… Everything you need is on the website…. Blah, blah, blah, blah…. Sabbath and tithing determine 
one’s acceptability to God without these things God can’t help you. (Hmmph) Ron calls on the brethren to bring 
their tithes and that beyond tithes, offerings, too.  Rock on, Ron, rock on.  Tick Tock.  Your time runs short, Ron 
Weinland.  

“Five Months in and Still No Two Witness Powers...  Ronald and Laura Weinland are FIVE MONTHS into 
their ministry and have yet to use their Two Witness Powers to 'strike the earth with plagues as often as they 
wish, stop the rain, etc.' So much for starting off with a bang . . .   

“I think we can assume that Ron and silent Witness Laura will announce when they *yawn* are going to use 
their God given Two Witnesses of Revelation powers. After all, they would not want people to assume that 

http://ronaldweinlandtheprophetwhofailed.blogspot.com/2009/05/five-months-in-and-still-no-two-witness.html
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freakish weather, droughts, *yawn*, plagues, etc. were just the regular old kind of stuff that occasionally 
happens, right? . . . 

I emailed this, picture included, along with a link to this blog, to Ron and Laura. I hope to hear back from 
them soon. Posted by Dill Weed, Wednesday, May 13, 2009.”  

 

Now, unbelievable and absurd as Weinland’s claims may appear to us, they were very believable to the 
presenters of a program called “COMPASS” on Australia’s national television network – the ABC.   

On November 23rd, 2008, they gave him the chance to explain himself in that program before a national 
television audience.  They brought along some ‘expert’ commentators, whose role was manly to counteract 
Weinland’s views. However, he stood his ground and in the end they could not convince him that he might be 
wrong, or worse, mad. Here is an edited transcript of that program.  

 

COMPASS: Apocalypse Now?  Transcript Summary 
“Are we facing the end of the world? American Pentecostal Pastor Ron Weinland believes he has been sent by God to 

announce the end of the world in 3 years’ time! In a provocative episode of Compass we meet this self-proclaimed prophet. He 
believes the end times are imminent, and he’s not alone. Climate change, acts of terrorism and natural disasters have fuelled the 
current epidemic of apocalyptic thinking. In this Compass program leading Australian commentators: sociologist Richard 
Eckersley, Biblical scholar Dr John Dickson, literary academic Greg Clarke and psychologist Susan Tanner, tackle the ultimate 
question [of the end of this world]” 

 

Ron Weinland - The Fundamentalist Pentecostal Minister 
Yes, we are living in the end time. However it isn’t like a lot of people interpret it, they believe it’s the end of the world. It’s not 
the end of the world, it’s just the end of a particular age for mankind.  
 

Narrator:    Ron Weinland is a fundamentalist Christian and Pentecostal preacher who regularly visits Australia. 
He believes the end is almost upon us. 
 

Ron Weinland 
As far as prophecy is concerned beginning in mid April this year we begin a period of what is known as 1260 days, and that’s 3½ 
years. A lot of people refer to it as the 3½ year period of a great tribulation that’s going to be on this earth. And that’s exactly 
where we are in time.  
 

Narrator:  Ron lays out this timetable for our imminent destruction in his recent book, “2008: God’s Final Witness”. 
His inspiration is the last and most controversial book in the Christian Bible, the Book of the Apocalypse, also known as the 
Book of Revelation.  Ron’s conviction that we’re at the end of 6000 years of human rule of the earth is based on evidence he’s 
drawn from the Bible.  He links numbers and prophecies in the Book of Revelation with current events that he believes herald 
the end times.     
 

“And I will grant my two witnesses authority to prophesy for twelve hundred and sixty days… These are the two 
lampstands that stand before the Lord of the earth”. (Revelation 11:3-4) 
 

Narrator:  Ron claims he’s one of two end-time prophets, or witnesses described in Chapter 11 of Revelation. 
 

Ron Weinland:  A few years ago God made it clear to me that I was a prophet. That time when he first began to reveal that to 
me I believed that I was a prophet by what’s referred to in Scripture as interpretationally, in other words being able to interpret 
prophesies and know the meaning. And there were a lot of things that began to be given concerning the end time.  
 

Narrator:  According to the Book of Revelation, when the world reaches its end, seven seals containing symbols of death and 
disaster will be opened; the very final cataclysm beginning when Jesus breaks open the seventh.  

 

“When the Lamb opened the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven. And I saw the seven angels who stand before God, 
and seven trumpets were given to them…Now the seven angels who had the seven trumpets made ready to blow them. The 
first angel blew his trumpet, and there came hail and fire, mixed with blood, and they were hurled to the earth”. (Revelation 
8:1-2,6-7) 
 

Ron Weinland:  Europe is prophesied to rise one last time…The sixth revival of the Holy Roman Empire was during the time 
of Mussolini and Hitler. This time they’re going to do exactly the same thing again but for different reasons. They’re not going to 
do it because there is a leader like Hitler. The world has changed a lot. And literally Germany is going to be at the head of this 
again, plus nine other nations. There will be ten nations that are prophesied to come together. And they are the ones that are 
going to begin World War Three. 

 

[More than two decades ago, when the Soviet Union ceased to exist as an entity, and Russia’s economy was in the 
doldrums, we, at The Christian Herald, predicted that Russia would rise from its ashes to become a mighty power, and 
challenge the western world in a coalition of ten nations, and not Germany as this self-proclaimed prophet says.  Unlike his 
prophecy, which has no biblical foundation whatsoever, ours is thoroughly searched and based on biblical prophecies.   

Weinland, who came from the stable of Herbert W Armstrong, adopted that man’s prejudices against Germany, which 
he preached for more than four decades until his death. His disciples, however, hold on to his views that Germany would 
become a mortal enemy of the Anglo-Saxons, a view which we have thoroughly debunked in The Christian Heralds. Ed.] 

 
Narrator:  This view of the Book as a parable, rich in symbol and metaphor, is shared by mainstream bible scholars . . .  

More progressive Christians [however], oppose the fundamentalist view that has recurred through history 
Apocalyptic thinking, they say, has recurred at key points in history; each age seeing its own events as sure signs of the 
approaching end of the world.   

You come to the end of an historical cycle and there’s a sense that things are going to deteriorate to the ultimate 
conclusion, so we’re going to reach the end in our age. And it’s funny how people often think that it’s our age that’s going to be 
the last age. There’s a sort of egotism that creeps in for people to think that, ‘Yes my generation is going to witness the end’. 
Often wars are a key to this. A major war will bring a sense that, you know, this must be the worst possible scenario, so 
everything is going to end.  
 

John: “You know we can point out that some people have shown that the numerical value of the words [Vicar of Christ] back 
into Hebrew amount to 666. You know that’s one possibility…” 
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Narrator:  John Dickson didn’t always hold these views. When he was younger he embraced apocalyptic thinking. 
 

John Dickson:  “If you’re interested in seeing revival coming to the country then I tell you sin is what is stopping it. Please will 
you go to that tent and talk with us and pray with us…” 
 

Narrator:  At sixteen John was converted to a fundamentalist Church and he sang in a Christian band called ‘In the Silence’. 
 

John Dickson:  The band I was in for many years, we were all caught up in this apocalyptic fever. And so we wrote songs 
about the end of the world and Jesus returning.  
As a teenager I think you like the idea that you’re part of something grand, and there’s nothing grander than the end of the 
world. So I was attracted, both to the normal straightforward conservative message of Christ, but also to all this other 
fascinating stuff that we might be on the brink of the end. And I believed it all. 
 

Narrator:  But after a time, John began to have doubts; not about Christianity, but about the warnings of apocalypse… 
 

John Dickson:  When you have heard many different scenarios of who the beast is, or what 666 means, or who the great 
harlot sitting on seven hills is, you begin to get a little bit suspicious. They can’t all be right. And why would I believe any one of 
those interpretations over the other? That analysis I think began to make me doubt that you could ever put your finger on this 
stuff. So I began to lose faith in it.  
 

Narrator:  The events of every era can support literal interpretations of the bible. Today it’s climate change that fuels many 
predictions of apocalypse. 
 

Ron Weinland:  What we have been seeing in the last couple of years here is an upset in weather. People are taking note of it 
and becoming concerned. They don’t know where it’s coming from. They don’t understand why this is taking place. And so the 
most common thing that comes to mind is one of two things. It’s either the kind of thinking of global warming or that this is 
something to do with the Book of Revelation, the end time. And they don’t understand it fully but it is to do, it has to do with 
revelation, the Book of Revelation and the end time and the things that are taking place. And they’re going to see a whole lot 
more take place over the next few months.  
 

Narrator:  Fundamentalist Christians are not the only ones prophesying the end times. Today the threat posed by climate 
change is forcing all of us to think about the possible end of the world. 
 

Richard Eckersley:  I’m not saying that we didn’t face disasters in the past, but I think particularly with climate change the 
evidence is that it’s happening, that it’s accelerating. The immense implications of it for all life on earth have taken us into a 
totally new territory in terms of how we respond as a society, as a civilisation. And this is something we need to think much 
more carefully about. How we manage that. 
 

Narrator:  Richard Eckersley is a futurist. He brings science to bear on problems like climate change. 
 

Richard Eckersley:  “When I write about the pessimism that people feel about the future, I don’t mean to imply that they’re 
thinking about it all the time – unlike me – I’m sort of suffering from a bit of apocalyptic dread at the moment…” 
“You’re a bit of a gloomy bugger aren’t you?” 
“…Yeah, because it’s part and parcel of my work, and I sit at home all day reading and thinking about this awful stuff, and it 
does get to you. But nonetheless, I believe, given the kind of importance of myth and imagery and stories to people, even at a 
subconscious level, these things are impacting on us”  

It’s now mainstream thinking amongst scientists and futurists that there is a real and increasing threat of global calamities 
and catastrophes in the century ahead of us. The other element of all of this which is accentuating that impact is the huge 
growth in communication technologies. So we are now being bombarded with these amazingly frequent, vivid and immediate 
images of these real dangers and risks if you like. So with mobile cameras now we actually see the terrorist bomb at the moment 
of detonation and that’s projected into our lives sort of almost immediately.  
 

Narrator:  Psychologists like Susan Tanner are also concerned about the impact of doomsday thinking.  
 

Susan Tanner:  Now many things are not predictable. The world is a very uncertain place. People change their jobs, 
organisations fold, collapse, you know, There is no guarantee in anything any more… Global threats like war, climate change 
certainly create anxiety too because the future is no longer guaranteed…  that sort of unpredictability and uncertainty creates a 
lot of anxiety, and anxiety is often a precursor to depression. 
Unresolved anxiety sets people up for depression, because you can then feel despondent that well there actually isn’t anything I 
can do. Because climate change is out of my hands, terrorism is out of my hands…  So that can lead to what’s called catastrophic 
thinking, that imagining the worst scenario of what might happen and then believing that that’s what will happen.  
 

Narrator:  Surprisingly, being certain about the end can actually bring relief to those suffering anxiety… 
 

Susan Tanner:  Apocalyptic thinking can be very useful to people who need to feel a sense of control, and that they therefore 
feel calm because they know what’s going to happen. Living with uncertainty, living with a question mark is the hardest thing to 
do for all human beings. We like to know what’s going to happen. That’s why we visit clairvoyants and you know we have our 
tarots read and all sorts of things…. 
 

Narrator:  Cards and palm readings may not be the most scientific way to predict our futures, yet humans have looked to them 
for centuries.  Richard Eckersley was struck by a similar lack of science when he researched fundamentalist thinking about the 
end times. 
 

Richard Eckersley:  It shocked me because it totally stripped away from under me any rational or evidence-based approach 
to this sort of thing.  It was functioning in a totally different world view that I couldn’t quite understand. And in one survey that 
I read about it about 60% of Americans actually believed that the prophecies found in the Book of Revelation are going to come 
true.   I was struck watching an episode of Foreign Correspondent a year or two ago which was about these tours that American 
born-again Christians take in Israel to look at locations associated with the Book of Revelation and what’s likely to come of it. 
What was striking about that is the way they so lit up, I mean literally thrilled I think by being there, seeing where all of this is 
finally going to be played out.  There was nothing kind of fearful or horrified in their reaction. It was this sense of you know this 
is it and this is where we will find true salvation and redemption . . .  

 

Narrator:  Such misunderstandings could well prove dangerous…Ron Weinland’s interpretation of the Book 
of Revelation gives him – as an end-time prophet - the right to injure or even kill those who oppose him. 
 

“And if anyone wants to harm the witnesses, fire pours from their mouth and consumes their foes; anyone 
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who wants to harm them must be killed in this manner… They have authority over the waters to turn them 
into blood, and to strike the earth with every kind of plague”. (Revelation 11:5-6) 
 

Ron Weinland:  I am not at ease fully with this yet. God is teaching me things as we go along here. I cannot 
imagine saying certain things that are going to be responsible for the death of people. But yet again I can, 
because there are certain things going to take place where God is going to intervene and destroy millions, 
literally hundreds, a few hundred million right there at the very end and on the very last day before Jesus 
Christ returns.  
 

[Remember how we said that Christian fundamentalists will far surpass the atrocities of Islamic fundamentalists.  Here 
you have it right from the horse’s mouth, so to speak.  Weinland announced his willingness to immolate hundreds of millions 
of people “on the very last day before Jesus Christ returns”. You could be sure that if the rest of the world did not take note of 
his work, and rather get angry with him for such widespread atrocities, they will have their comeuppance too.  After all, the 
Bible does say that the enemies of the Two Witnesses “must be killed” with the fire of their mouth.” Ed.] 

 

John Dickson:  Is there a danger if an individual thinks that he or she is the witness, one of the witnesses? I think there’s a 
danger for that person certainly, because they’re going to be disappointed. I mean the reality is, I’m confident, they will one day 
realise that they weren’t, and so there’s a danger of a religious meltdown for that person. I guess it’s also dangerous if that 
person started to feel that they could perform great wonders in the world and tried to create a movement around him or herself, 
that’s possibly dangerous as well. 
 

Susan Tanner:  There are massive risks when someone has extreme delusional thinking. There are risks to the individual. 
And there are obviously dangers to other people and that can be hundreds or thousands of other people, when someone is 
totally controlled by their delusional thinking. And you know we have lots of examples of that in our history.  
 

Narrator:  According to Ron Weinland, the Book of Revelation predicts not only the end for most of us, but also his own 
gruesome death. 
 

“When the witnesses have finished their testimony, the beast that comes up from the bottomless pit will make war on them 
and kill them, and their dead bodies will lie in the street of the great city their where their Lord was crucified”. (Rev 11:7-8) 
 

Ron Weinland:  I candidly don’t fear it one iota. God will give help and strength to go through it. People live and people die. 
And that’s this case here, it’s written out when it will be. So when it takes place we know our body is going to lie there for 3½ 
days. But we also know what happens at the end of 3½ days, and that is the exact day that Jesus Christ returns and it’s a 
prophesy of 144,000 people that God has been working with over the last 6000 years who are going to be resurrected at the 
same time with Jesus Christ to come back to this earth and to reign for a thousand years.  
 

6. Conclusion 
 
Narrator:  Ron Weinland has no doubt his interpretation of the Bible will prevail… 
 

Ron Weinland:  Oftentimes people ask me the question of whether or not I feel that I’m wrong, or ‘What if?’ They keep 
asking, ‘What if? What if?’ How can I answer that? To me there is no ‘What if?’ It is. It is what it is. And there is no doubt in my 
mind, as sure as the sun’s coming up in the morning, and it’s going down this evening, this afternoon. That’s just the way it is, 
it’s that clear, it’s that absolute. There is no altering of anything. 
 

Narrator:  Ron’s certainty insulates him and his followers from anxiety about future dangers. But they may end up destroying 
their own core beliefs. 
 

John Dickson:  The danger really is to their faith actually, because it turns out not to be true. And if you’ve pinned your 
Christian hopes not on Christ and the symbolic meaning of the Book of Revelation, but on the literal interpretation of it, you are 
bound to be disappointed because the book doesn’t mean those things. So my great fear for people like that is that they will 
throw the baby out with the bathwater and be left with no faith at all. That’s a great tragedy. 
 

Greg Clarke  Stories about the end will always appeal to human beings and that is part of our psychology. What I hope people 
will do is sort out the truth from the fiction and recognise what we can understand from the bible about God’s view for this 
world and not tip over into paranoia or confusion or fear, which often has terrible social consequences. 
 

Richard Eckersley:  If you look at the scientific evidence about religion it does suggest that religious belief and practice 
provides social connections, a sense of the spiritual or existential meaning, a clear moral code and a coherent belief system. And 
all of these things are important to human wellbeing  The big danger of a fundamentalist response to climate change and other 
global threats, however personally appealing it might be in allowing us to see a future, real or spiritual beyond the catastrophes, 
is that it actually stops us from biting the bullet and addressing these problems here and now. 

  Copyright © 2009 ABC TV, Compass program.  
 

Immediately after that program, we sent an email to ABC producers, telling them that nothing will come true 
of Weinland’s prophecies, but received no reply.    

We had previous correspondence with the ABC, and always received a reply within ten days or so, but not 
this time.  Not until Dec. 16, 2008, two days after Weinland’s deadline for the end of the world passed.     

They waited that long to see what would happen on that date, and seeing that they did not perish in 
Weinland’s inferno, they decided to acknowledge our correspondence.  They said nothing else.  But then, what 
else could they say, seeing that they were made fools in the eyes of the whole nation by a lunatic who thought he 
could incinerate anyone else who did not subscribe to his religion with fire that would come out of his mouth.     

What is the answer then to the Scripture which clearly says this? 
 

Rev 11:5  And if anyone wants to harm them, fire proceeds from their mouth and devours their enemies. 

And if anyone wants to harm them, he must be killed in this manner.   
 

Have you ever seen anyone being killed by fire that comes out of someone’s mouth?     

This is a typical interpretation of the Bible by people who do not have the Holy Spirit, without whom they 

cannot see the wider picture, the picture of God.   

http://www.abc.net.au/common/copyrigh.htm
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In the Bible, when people die, they are not killed; they are merely put to sleep.   

People are killed only in the second death, which comes after the judgment.     
 

Rev 20:6  Blessed and holy is he who has part in the first resurrection. Over such the second death has no 

power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with Him a thousand years.  

Rev 20:7  Now when the thousand years have expired, Satan will be released from his prison  

Rev 20:8  and will go out to deceive the nations which are in the four corners of the earth, Gog and Magog, 

to gather them together to battle, whose number is as the sand of the sea.  
 

 At the end of the Millennium Kingdom, there will be another tribulation, a minor one as it is, in which this world 

and universe will be folded up like curtains, and a new earth and new heaven will be set up. 
 

Rev 20:9  They went up on the breadth of the earth and surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city. And 

fire came down from God out of heaven and devoured them.  

Rev 20:10  The devil, who deceived them, was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone where the beast and the false 

prophet are. And they will be tormented day and night forever and ever [And so will his servants].  

Rev 20:11  Then I saw a great white throne and Him who sat on it, from whose face the earth and the heaven fled 

away. And there was found no place for them.  

Rev 20:12  And I saw the dead, small and great, standing before God, and books were opened. And another book was 

opened, which is the Book of Life. And the dead were judged according to their works, by the things which were 

written in the books.  

Rev 20:13  The sea gave up the dead who were in it, and Death and Hades delivered up the dead who were in them. 

And they were judged, each one according to his works.  

Rev 20:14  Then Death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death.  

Rev 20:15  And anyone not found written in the Book of Life was cast into the lake of fire. 
 

God’s Witnesses can “kill” their enemies with the fire of their mouth by giving them to Satan, in 

the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. In so doing, they condemn their enemies to 

the lake of fire reserved for Satan and his cronies. Those who blaspheme God, Jesus Christ or the 

Holy Spirit become their enemies too, and must be killed as such. 
 

We said earlier that Jesus’ statement that the Gospel of the Kingdom will be preached in all the 

world as a witness to all the nations, and then the end will come (Mat 24:14), could not apply to His 

Apostles, for the following reasons: 
     

 Their mission was to make disciples of all the nations, not to preach the Gospel as a witness; 

 If Jesus’s statement was for them, the end would have come long ago, but it didn’t; 

 They could not have known how many nations were in the world at that time, nor preach the 

Gospel to all of them, because they did not have the means to travel the world, nor the 

facilities to preach the Gospel to all the nations.   
 

Now here is an extraordinary fact: all these became possible only when the Two Witnesses 

appeared on the scene.   

What better way of knowing how many nations are in the world today than by taking that number 

from the United Nations?   

And what better way of witnessing the Gospel of the Kingdom in all the world as a witness to all 

the nations than by using the World Wide Web, the ‘door that no one can shut’ (Rev 3:8)?    
 

The number of countries whose representatives attended the United Nations Conference on 

Global Warming in Paris in November 2015 was 195.   

The number of countries whose people have frequented our web site by November 2015 was 195.  

Two additional entries are listed as “unknown”.   

This is not a hyperbole; this is a fact. Computers cannot lie.  
 

The Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Gospel of salvation, the Gospel of the Kingdom of God, has well 

and truly been preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations. 

As Jesus Christ said: “whoever reads, let him understand.” 
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Lessons from the Bible that human  
beings should never have forgotten 

 

We are going now on a journey through the Bible, to look for lessons that might help today’s 
world leaders come out of the paralysis that seems to have engulfed them in recent times.   

We begin with David, the famous King of Israel, and a statement he made to the leaders of Israel.     
 

1Ch 23:1  So when David was old and full of days, he made his son Solomon king over Israel.  
1Ch 23:2  And he gathered together all the leaders of Israel, with the priests and the Levites. 
 

Ch 23:25  [And] David said, "The LORD God of Israel has given rest to His people, that they may 
dwell in Jerusalem forever". 

 

That was about 10oo B.C. (Before Christ), or B.C.E. (Before Common Era), as the Jews have it.   
It so happens that “God’s people” lived in Jerusalem for less than four hundred years before they 

were removed from it by their enemies.    
Now did that happen because God could not retain Jerusalem for His people, or was there 

another reason why they fell before their enemies who removed them from that beloved city?   
We know that God takes responsibility for everything that happens in this world, be that good or 

bad.     
 

Amo 3:6  If a trumpet is blown in a city, will not the people be afraid? If there is calamity in a city, will not 
the LORD have done it? 

 

  We also know that He could destroy the Earth and the Universe, and create new ones at will, so how much 
easier would it be for Him to destroy the enemies of His people?     
 

Rev 21:1  Now I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away. 
Also there was no more sea. 

 

Isa 40:18  To whom then will you liken God? Or what likeness will you compare to Him?  
Isa 40:21  Have you not known? Have you not heard? Has it not been told you from the beginning? Have you 

not understood from the foundations of the earth?  
Isa 40:22  It is He who sits above the circle of the earth, And its inhabitants are like grasshoppers, Who 

stretches out the heavens like a curtain, And spreads them out like a tent to dwell in.  
Isa 40:23  He brings the princes to nothing; He makes the judges of the earth useless.  
Isa 40:24  Scarcely shall they be planted, Scarcely shall they be sown, Scarcely shall their stock take root in 

the earth, When He will also blow on them, And they will wither, And the whirlwind will take them 
away like stubble.  

Isa 40:25  "To whom then will you liken Me, Or to whom shall I be equal?" says the Holy One.  
Isa 40:26  Lift up your eyes on high, And see who has created these things, Who brings out their host by 

number; He calls them all by name, By the greatness of His might And the strength of His power;  
Isa 40:27  Not one is missing.  Why do you say, O Jacob, And speak, O Israel: "My way is hidden from the 

LORD, And my just claim is passed over by my God"?  
Isa 40:28  Have you not known? Have you not heard? The everlasting God, the LORD, The Creator of the 

ends of the earth, Neither faints nor is weary. His understanding is unsearchable.  
Isa 40:29  He gives power to the weak, And to those who have no might He increases strength.  
Isa 40:30  Even the youths shall faint and be weary, And the young men shall utterly fall,  
Isa 40:31  But those who wait on the LORD Shall renew their strength; They shall mount up with wings like 

eagles, They shall run and not be weary, They shall walk and not faint. 
 

Why then did God not uphold David’s promise to the leaders of Israel to allow His “chosen 
people” to live in Jerusalem forever?  Swell, that happened for two reasons: 

 

1. David did not tell the leaders of Israel the whole truth.  And the whole truth is that God’s promise to the 
Israelites was conditional.     
 

1Ch 28:5  And of all my sons (for the LORD has given me many sons), He has chosen my son Solomon to sit 
on the throne of the kingdom of the LORD over Israel.  

1Ch 28:6  Now He said to me, 'It is your son Solomon who shall build My house and My courts; for I have 
chosen him to be My son, and I will be his Father.  

1Ch 28:7  Moreover I will establish his kingdom forever, if he is steadfast to observe My 
commandments and My judgments, as it is this day.' 

 

Did you get that?  God does not compromise His laws and judgments for anybody, be they “chosen” or not. 
The Jews did not keep the Commandments and judgments of God, kept going after the idolatrous abominations 
of their neighbours, and did not keep the Sabbath, nor allowed the land to have its Sabbaths.  

 

2Ch 36:5  Jehoiakim was twenty-five years old when he became king, and he reigned eleven years in 
Jerusalem. And he did evil in the sight of the LORD his God.  
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2Ch 36:6  Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came up against him, and bound him in bronze fetters to carry 
him off to Babylon.  

2Ch 36:7  Nebuchadnezzar also carried off some of the articles from the house of the LORD to Babylon, and 
put them in his temple at Babylon. Now the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim, 

2Ch 36:8  the abominations which he did, and what was found against him, indeed they are written in the 
book of the kings of Israel and Judah. Then Jehoiachin his son reigned in his place.  

2Ch 36:9  Jehoiachin was eight years old when he became king, and he reigned in Jerusalem three months 
and ten days. And he did evil in the sight of the LORD.  At the turn of the year 

2Ch 36:10  King Nebuchadnezzar summoned him and took him to Babylon, with the costly articles from the 
house of the LORD, and made Zedekiah, Jehoiakim's brother, king over Judah and Jerusalem.  

2Ch 36:11  Zedekiah was twenty-one years old when he became king, and he reigned eleven years in  
2Ch 36:12  Jerusalem.  He did evil in the sight of the LORD his God, and did not humble himself 

before Jeremiah the prophet, who spoke from the mouth of the LORD.  [God requires people to humble 
themselves before His prophets.  No worship, no prostration, no obeisance, just humble or respect].  

2Ch 36:13  And he also rebelled against King Nebuchadnezzar, who had made him swear an oath by God; 
but he stiffened his neck and hardened his heart against turning to the LORD God of Israel.  

2Ch 36:14  Moreover all the leaders of the priests and the people transgressed more and more, 
according to all the abominations of the nations, and defiled the house of the LORD 
which He had consecrated in Jerusalem.  

2Ch 36:15  And the LORD God of their fathers sent warnings to them by His messengers, rising 
up early and sending them, because He had compassion on His people and on His dwelling place.  

2Ch 36:16  But they mocked the messengers of God, despised His words, and scoffed at His 
prophets, until the wrath of the LORD arose against His people, till there was no remedy.  

2Ch 36:17  Therefore He brought against them the king of the Chaldeans, who killed their young men with 
the sword in the house of their sanctuary, and had no compassion on young man or virgin, on the aged 
or the weak; He gave them all into his hand.  

2Ch 36:18  And all the articles from the house of God, great and small, the treasures of the house of the 
LORD, and the treasures of the king and of his leaders, all these he took to Babylon.  

2Ch 36:19  Then they burned the house of God, broke down the wall of Jerusalem, burned all its palaces with 
fire, and destroyed all its precious possessions.  

2Ch 36:20  And those who escaped from the sword he carried away to Babylon, where they became servants 
to him and his sons until the rule of the kingdom of Persia,  

2Ch 36:21  to fulfill the word of the LORD by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the land had enjoyed her 
Sabbaths. As long as she lay desolate she kept Sabbath, to fulfill seventy years.  

2Ch 36:22  Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, that the word of the LORD by the mouth of 
Jeremiah might be fulfilled, the LORD stirred up the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, so that he made a 
proclamation throughout all his kingdom, and also put it in writing, saying,  

2Ch 36:23  Thus says Cyrus king of Persia: All the kingdoms of the earth the LORD God of heaven has given 
me. And He has commanded me to build Him a house at Jerusalem which is in Judah. Who is among 
you of all His people? May the LORD his God be with him, and let him go up! 
 

So in about 600 B.C., Jerusalem ceased to be the dwelling place for the people of God, who ended up being 
slaves in Babylon. The land was then repopulated by foreigners brought in by the Assyrians who had previously 
conquered Samaria [the Ten Tribes of Israel which split from Judah and became known as ‘Samaria’. That is 
why there was a province called Samaria at the time of Jesus Christ].   

Someone may ask, how could the land keep its Sabbaths?  We look at an entire chapter from Leviticus, which 
explains why ancient Israel stumbled, and why the whole world is affected so badly these days.        
 

Lev 26:1  'You shall not make idols for yourselves; neither a carved image nor a sacred pillar shall you rear 
up for yourselves; nor shall you set up an engraved stone in your land, to bow down to it; for I am the 
LORD your God.  

Lev 26:2  You shall keep My Sabbaths and reverence My sanctuary: I am the LORD.  
Lev 26:3  'If you walk in My statutes and keep My commandments, and perform them, then I will give you  
Lev 26:4  rain in its season, the land shall yield its produce, and the trees of the field shall yield their fruit.  
Lev 26:5  Your threshing shall last till the time of vintage, and the vintage shall last till the time of sowing; 

you shall eat your bread to the full, and dwell in your land safely.  
Lev 26:6  I will give peace in the land, and you shall lie down, and none will make you afraid; I will rid the 

land of evil beasts, and the sword will not go through your land.  
Lev 26:7  You will chase your enemies, and they shall fall by the sword before you.  
Lev 26:8  Five of you shall chase a hundred, and a hundred of you shall put ten thousand to flight; your 

enemies shall fall by the sword before you. 'For I will look on you favorably 
Lev 26:9  and make you fruitful, multiply you and confirm My covenant with you.  
Lev 26:10  You shall eat the old harvest, and clear out the old because of the new.  
Lev 26:11  I will set My tabernacle among you, and My soul shall not abhor you.  
Lev 26:12  I will walk among you and be your God, and you shall be My people.  
Lev 26:13  I am the LORD your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, that you should not be their 

slaves; I have broken the bands of your yoke and made you walk upright.  
Lev 26:14  'But if you do not obey Me, and do not observe all these commandments,  
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Lev 26:15  and if you despise My statutes, or if your soul abhors My judgments, so that you do not perform 
all My commandments, but break My covenant, I also will do this to you: 

Lev 26:16  I will even appoint terror over you, wasting disease and fever which shall consume the eyes and 
cause sorrow of heart. And you shall sow your seed in vain, for your enemies shall eat it.  

Lev 26:17  I will set My face against you, and you shall be defeated by your enemies. Those who hate you 
shall reign over you, and you shall flee when no one pursues you.  

Lev 26:18  'And after all this, if you do not obey Me, then I will punish you seven times more for your sins.  
Lev 26:19  I will break the pride of your power; I will make your heavens like iron and your earth like bronze.  
Lev 26:20  And your strength shall be spent in vain; for your land shall not yield its produce, nor shall the 

trees of the land yield their fruit.  
Lev 26:21  'Then, if you walk contrary to Me, and are not willing to obey Me, I will bring on you seven times 

more plagues, according to your sins.  
Lev 26:22  I will also send wild beasts among you, which shall rob you of your children, destroy your 

livestock, and make you few in number; and your highways shall be desolate.  
Lev 26:23  'And if by these things you are not reformed by Me, but walk contrary to Me,  
Lev 26:24  then I also will walk contrary to you, and I will punish you yet seven times for your sins.  
Lev 26:25  And I will bring a sword against you that will execute the vengeance of the covenant; when you 

are gathered together within your cities I will send pestilence among you; and you shall be delivered 
into the hand of the enemy.  

Lev 26:26  When I have cut off your supply of bread, ten women shall bake your bread in one oven, and they 
shall bring back your bread by weight, and you shall eat and not be satisfied.  

Lev 26:27  'And after all this, if you do not obey Me, but walk contrary to Me,  
Lev 26:28  then I also will walk contrary to you in fury; and I, even I, will chastise you seven times for your 

sins.  
Lev 26:29  You shall eat the flesh of your sons, and you shall eat the flesh of your daughters.  
Lev 26:30  I will destroy your high places, cut down your incense altars, and cast your carcasses on the 

lifeless forms of your idols; and My soul shall abhor you.  
Lev 26:31  I will lay your cities waste and bring your sanctuaries to desolation, and I will not smell the 

fragrance of your sweet aromas.  
Lev 26:32  I will bring the land to desolation, and your enemies who dwell in it shall be astonished at it.  
Lev 26:33  I will scatter you among the nations and draw out a sword after you; your land shall be desolate 

and your cities waste.  
Lev 26:34  Then the land shall enjoy its sabbaths as long as it lies desolate and you are in your enemies' land; 

then the land shall rest and enjoy its sabbaths.  
 

["Six years you shall sow your land and gather in its produce,  but the seventh year you shall let it rest 
and lie fallow, that the poor of your people may eat; and what they leave, the beasts of the field may 
eat. In like manner you shall do with your vineyard and your olive grove. Six days you shall do your 
work, and on the seventh day you shall rest, that your ox and your donkey may rest, and the son of 
your female servant and the stranger may be refreshed.” (Exo 23:10-12)]   

 

Lev 26:35  As long as it lies desolate it shall rest— for the time it did not rest on your sabbaths 
when you dwelt in it.  

Lev 26:36  'And as for those of you who are left, I will send faintness into their hearts in the lands of their 
enemies; the sound of a shaken leaf shall cause them to flee; they shall flee as though fleeing from a 
sword, and they shall fall when no one pursues.  

Lev 26:37  They shall stumble over one another, as it were before a sword, when no one pursues; and you 
shall have no power to stand before your enemies.  

Lev 26:38  You shall perish among the nations, and the land of your enemies shall eat you up.  
Lev 26:39  And those of you who are left shall waste away in their iniquity in your enemies' lands; also in 

their fathers' iniquities, which are with them, they shall waste away.  
Lev 26:40  'But if they confess their iniquity and the iniquity of their fathers, with their unfaithfulness in 

which they were unfaithful to Me, and that they also have walked contrary to Me,  
Lev 26:41  and that I also have walked contrary to them and have brought them into the land of their 

enemies; if their uncircumcised hearts are humbled, and they accept their guilt— 
Lev 26:42  then I will remember My covenant with Jacob, and My covenant with Isaac and My covenant with 

Abraham I will remember; I will remember the land.  
Lev 26:43  The land also shall be left empty by them, and will enjoy its sabbaths while it lies 

desolate without them; they will accept their guilt, because they despised My judgments 
and because their soul abhorred My statutes.  

Lev 26:44  Yet for all that, when they are in the land of their enemies, I will not cast them away, nor shall I 
abhor them, to utterly destroy them and break My covenant with them; for I am the LORD their God.  

Lev 26:45  But for their sake I will remember the covenant of their ancestors, whom I brought out of the land 
of Egypt in the sight of the nations, that I might be their God: I am the LORD.' "  

Lev 26:46  These are the statutes and judgments and laws which the LORD made between Himself and the 
children of Israel on Mount Sinai by the hand of Moses. 

 

Why then did God not uphold David’s promise to the leaders of Israel that “God’s people” will live 
in Jerusalem forever?  For two reasons: 
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2. The second reason why “God’s people” did not dwell in Jerusalem forever is that they ceased to be 
“God’s people” when they did not keep the Covenant that He had made with them.    

 

As you can see in the above chapter from Leviticus, when people depart from God’s Laws, turn to idolatry, 
and disregarded the Sabbats for themselves and for the land, they lose God’s protection and fall victims to their 
enemies. This happened to both Samaria and Judah in those early days, but these laws apply to our time too.  

It is only the law of animal sacrifices that “was nailed to the cross”, a law that was designed to bring us to 
Christ and no further, not the entirety of the Old Testament.  

The Law about the Sabbath for humans and for the land is as valid now as it always was, and always shall be.    
 

The Bible makes an unmistakable point about the leaders’ role in the destiny of their people – one which 
most of Israel’s leaders have failed abysmally in the course of their history. Here are some important biblical 
passages which reflect this fact. 

   

2Ch 15:1  Now the Spirit of God came upon Azariah the son of Oded.  
2Ch 15:2  And he went out to meet Asa, and said to him: "Hear me, Asa, and all Judah and Benjamin.  

The LORD is with you while you are with Him. If you seek Him, He will be found by you; 
but if you forsake Him, He will forsake you.  

2Ch 15:3  For a long time Israel has been without the true God, without a teaching priest, and without law;  
2Ch 15:4  but when in their trouble they turned to the LORD God of Israel, and sought Him,  
2Ch 15:5  He was found by them.  And in those times there was no peace to the one who went out, nor to the 

one who came in, but great turmoil was on all the inhabitants of the lands.  
2Ch 15:6  So nation was destroyed by nation, and city by city, for God troubled them with every 

adversity. [As we saw in Amos prophecy, God takes responsibility for what happens to nations]. 
2Ch 15:7  But you, be strong and do not let your hands be weak, for your work shall be rewarded!"  
2Ch 15:8  And when Asa heard these words and the prophecy of Oded the prophet, he took courage, and 

removed the abominable idols from all the land of Judah and Benjamin and from the 
cities which he had taken in the mountains of Ephraim; and he restored the altar of the LORD 
that was before the vestibule of the LORD.  

2Ch 15:9  Then he gathered all Judah and Benjamin, and those who dwelt with them from Ephraim, 
Manasseh, and Simeon, for they came over to him in great numbers from Israel when they saw that the 
LORD his God was with him.  

2Ch 15:10  So they gathered together at Jerusalem in the third month, in the fifteenth year of the reign of  
2Ch 15:11  Asa.  And they offered to the LORD at that time seven hundred bulls and seven thousand sheep 

from the spoil they had brought.  
2Ch 15:12  Then they entered into a covenant to seek the LORD God of their fathers with all their heart and  
2Ch 15:13  with all their soul; and whoever would not seek the LORD God of Israel was to be put to death, 

whether small or great, whether man or woman.  
2Ch 15:14  Then they took an oath before the LORD with a loud voice, with shouting and trumpets and rams' 

horns.  
2Ch 15:15  And all Judah rejoiced at the oath, for they had sworn with all their heart and sought Him with all 

their soul; and He was found by them, and the LORD gave them rest all around.  
2Ch 15:16  Also he removed Maachah, the mother of Asa the king, from being queen mother, because she 

had made an obscene image of Asherah; and Asa cut down her obscene image, then crushed and 
burned it by the Brook Kidron.  

2Ch 15:17  But the high places were not removed from Israel. Nevertheless the heart of Asa was loyal all his  
2Ch 15:18  days. He also brought into the house of God the things that his father had dedicated and that he 

himself had dedicated: silver and gold and utensils.  
2Ch 15:19  And there was no war until the thirty-fifth year of the reign of Asa. 

 

2Ch 19:1  Then Jehoshaphat the king of Judah returned safely to his house in Jerusalem.  
2Ch 19:2  And Jehu the son of Hanani the seer went out to meet him, and said to King Jehoshaphat, 

"Should you help the wicked and love those who hate the LORD? Therefore the wrath of 
the LORD is upon you.  

 

[Today’s “enlightened leaders” have embraced those who practice homosexuality – an abomination in 
the eyes of God – and hate the LORD.  Therefore the wrath of the LORD is upon the whole world].  
 

2Ch 19:3  Nevertheless good things are found in you, in that you have removed the wooden images from the 
land, and have prepared your heart to seek God."  

2Ch 19:4  So Jehoshaphat dwelt at Jerusalem; and he went out again among the people from Beersheba to 
the mountains of Ephraim, and brought them back to the LORD God of their fathers.  

2Ch 19:5  Then he set judges in the land throughout all the fortified cities of Judah, city by city,  
2Ch 19:6  and said to the judges, "Take heed to what you are doing, for you do not judge for man but for the 

LORD, who is with you in the judgment.  
2Ch 19:7  Now therefore, let the fear of the LORD be upon you; take care and do it, for there is 

no iniquity with the LORD our God, no partiality, nor taking of bribes."  
2Ch 19:8  Moreover in Jerusalem, for the judgment of the LORD and for controversies, Jehoshaphat 

appointed some of the Levites and priests, and some of the chief fathers of Israel, when they returned to 
Jerusalem. And he commanded them, saying, 
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2Ch 19:9  "Thus you shall act in the fear of the LORD, faithfully and with a loyal heart:  
2Ch 19:10  Whatever case comes to you from your brethren who dwell in their cities, whether of bloodshed 

or offenses against law or commandment, against statutes or ordinances, you shall warn them, lest 
they trespass against the LORD and wrath come upon you and your brethren. Do this, and 
you will not be guilty. [As we said, the punishments for the leaders’ sins are felt by all their people].   

2Ch 19:11  And take notice: Amariah the chief priest is over you in all matters of the LORD; and Zebadiah the 
son of Ishmael, the ruler of the house of Judah, for all the king's matters; also the Levites will be 
officials before you. Behave courageously, and the LORD will be with the good." 

 

2Ch 21:1  And Jehoshaphat rested with his fathers, and was buried with his fathers in the City of David. Then  
2Ch 21:2  Jehoram his son reigned in his place.  He had brothers, the sons of Jehoshaphat: Azariah, Jehiel, 

Zechariah, Azaryahu, Michael, and Shephatiah; all these were the sons of Jehoshaphat king of Israel.  
2Ch 21:3  Their father gave them great gifts of silver and gold and precious things, with fortified cities in 

Judah; but he gave the kingdom to Jehoram, because he was the firstborn.  
2Ch 21:4  Now when Jehoram was established over the kingdom of his father, he strengthened himself and 

killed all his brothers with the sword, and also others of the princes of Israel.  
2Ch 21:5  Jehoram was thirty-two years old when he became king, and he reigned eight years in Jerusalem.  
2Ch 21:6  And he walked in the way of the kings of Israel, just as the house of Ahab had done, for he had the 

daughter of Ahab as a wife; and he did evil in the sight of the LORD. 
 

2Ch 21:11  Moreover he made high places in the mountains of Judah, and caused the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem to commit harlotry, and led Judah astray.  

2Ch 21:12  And a letter came to him from Elijah the prophet, saying, Thus says the LORD God of your father 
David: Because you have not walked in the ways of Jehoshaphat your father, or in the ways of Asa king  

2Ch 21:13  of Judah, but have walked in the way of the kings of Israel, and have made Judah and the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem to play the harlot like the harlotry of the house of Ahab, and also have killed 
your brothers, those of your father's household, who were better than yourself,  ]The wicked 
always hates one more righteous than he (Hab 1:13)]. 

2Ch 21:14  behold, the LORD will strike your people with a serious affliction—your children, your wives, and 
all your possessions; and you will become very sick with a disease of your intestines, 

2Ch 21:15  until your intestines come out by reason of the sickness, day by day.   
2Ch 21:16  Moreover the LORD stirred up against Jehoram the spirit of the Philistines and the Arabians who  
2Ch 21:17  were near the Ethiopians. And they came up into Judah and invaded it, and carried away all the 

possessions that were found in the king's house, and also his sons and his wives, so that there was not a 
son left to him except Jehoahaz, the youngest of his sons.  

2Ch 21:18  After all this the LORD struck him in his intestines with an incurable disease.  
 

[Does anyone still have any doubt where AIDS comes from, except the Catholic priests who say that 
God would not do such things to human beings? They should read the Bible before they make 
statements on behalf of God].     

 

2Ch 21:19  Then it happened in the course of time, after the end of two years, that his intestines came out 
because of his sickness; so he died in severe pain. And his people made no burning for him, like the 
burning for his fathers.  

2Ch 21:20  He was thirty-two years old when he became king. He reigned in Jerusalem eight years and, to no 
one's sorrow, departed. However they buried him in the City of David, but not in the tombs of the kings. 

 

2Ch 33:1  Manasseh was twelve years old when he became king, and he reigned fifty-five years in Jerusalem.  
2Ch 33:2  But he did evil in the sight of the LORD, according to the abominations of the nations 

whom the LORD had cast out before the children of Israel.  
2Ch 33:3  For he rebuilt the high places which Hezekiah his father had broken down; he raised up altars for 

the Baals, and made wooden images; and he worshiped all the host of heaven and served them.  
2Ch 33:4  He also built altars in the house of the LORD, of which the LORD had said, "In Jerusalem shall My 

name be forever."  
2Ch 33:5  And he built altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts of the house of the LORD.  
2Ch 33:6  Also he caused his sons to pass through the fire in the Valley of the Son of Hinnom; he practiced 

soothsaying  [horoscopes], used witchcraft and sorcery, and consulted mediums and spiritists. He did 
much evil in the sight of the LORD, to provoke Him to anger.  

2Ch 33:7  He even set a carved image, the idol which he had made, in the house of God, of which God had 
said to David and to Solomon his son, "In this house and in Jerusalem, which I have chosen out of all 
the tribes of Israel, I will put My name forever;  

2Ch 33:8  and I will not again remove the foot of Israel from the land which I have appointed for your 
fathers—only if they are careful to do all that I have commanded them, according to the 
whole law and the statutes and the ordinances by the hand of Moses."  

2Ch 33:9  So Manasseh seduced Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem to do more evil than the nations 
whom the LORD had destroyed before the children of Israel.  

2Ch 33:10  And the LORD spoke to Manasseh and his people, but they would not listen.  
2Ch 33:11  Therefore the LORD brought upon them the captains of the army of the king of Assyria, who took 

Manasseh with hooks, bound him with bronze fetters, and carried him off to Babylon.  
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2Ch 33:12  Now when he was in affliction, he implored the LORD his God, and humbled 
himself greatly before the God of his fathers, and prayed to Him; 

2Ch 33:13  and He received his entreaty, heard his supplication, and brought him back to Jerusalem into his 
kingdom. Then Manasseh knew that the LORD was God.  

2Ch 33:14  After this he built a wall outside the City of David on the west side of Gihon, in the valley, as far as 
the entrance of the Fish Gate; and it enclosed Ophel, and he raised it to a very great height. Then he put 
military captains in all the fortified cities of Judah.   

2Ch 33:15  He took away the foreign gods and the idol from the house of the LORD, and all the altars that he 
had built in the mount of the house of the LORD and in Jerusalem; and he cast them out of the city.  

2Ch 33:16  He also repaired the altar of the LORD, sacrificed peace offerings and thank offerings on it, and 
commanded Judah to serve the LORD God of Israel.  

2Ch 33:17  Nevertheless the people still sacrificed on the high places, but only to the LORD their God.  
2Ch 33:18  Now the rest of the acts of Manasseh, his prayer to his God, and the words of the seers who spoke 

to him in the name of the LORD God of Israel, indeed they are written in the book of the kings of Israel.  
2Ch 33:19  Also his prayer and how God received his entreaty, and all his sin and trespass, and the sites 

where he built high places and set up wooden images and carved images, before he was humbled, 
indeed they are written among the sayings of Hozai. So Manasseh rested with his fathers, 

2Ch 33:20  and they buried him in his own house. Then his son Amon reigned in his place.  
2Ch 33:21  Amon was twenty-two years old when he became king, and he reigned two years in Jerusalem.  
2Ch 33:22  But he did evil in the sight of the LORD, as his father Manasseh had done; for Amon 

sacrificed to all the carved images which his father Manasseh had made, and served them.  
2Ch 33:23  And he did not humble himself before the LORD, as his father Manasseh had humbled himself; 

but Amon trespassed more and more.  
 

2Ch 36:15  And the LORD God of their fathers sent warnings to them by His messengers, rising up early and 
sending them, because He had compassion on His people and on His dwelling place.  

2Ch 36:16  But they mocked the messengers of God, despised His words, and scoffed at His prophets, until 
the wrath of the LORD arose against His people, till there was no remedy.  

 

You can look at modern day Israel, which should be called Judah, for this is the ancient Jewish tribe which 
was joined by the tribes of Benjamin and Levi, to see how this nation still suffers for the sins of their forefathers.    

No other nation has had a greater impact on world history, particularly in the last century and a half or so, 
than the Jews.  After being spread out of their own land among the nations of the world by the Romans, which in 
in truth were their Samaritan brothers, they had a decisive role in the destiny of the late European Empires.    

Being forbidden to possess land in the countries in which they resided, and being forced to live mostly in 
ghettoes, the Jews concentrated in professions in which they could still make a good living. This is why there were 
so many Jewish lawyers, doctors and jewelry craftsmen, and why quite a number of them rose to prominent 
political positions. Unfortunately, every so often the natives rose against them, the worst case being in Germany.  

Nevertheless, God watched over them, and after allowing the effect of their national and personal sins to 
take its course, as He does with all peoples, He intervened, changed the course of the Second World War, and 
saved them from complete annihilation.  Here is the eternal principle that God applies to all peoples.   

 

Exo 34:6  And the LORD passed before him and proclaimed, "The LORD, the LORD God, merciful and 
gracious, longsuffering, and abounding in goodness and truth,  

Exo 34:7  keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, by no means clearing 
the guilty, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children and the children's children to the third 
and the fourth generation."  

Exo 34:8  So Moses made haste and bowed his head toward the earth, and worshiped.   
 

The Jews had a hand in setting up the Soviet Union, in the outcomes of the First and Second World Wars, 
and of course in setting up the State of Israel in the Middle East.   

That area has not seen peace since then, and never will until the world and the surrounding nations accept 
that the Jews are back to their ancient land; a land from which they will never be moved again, and which they 
will inherit forever, or as long as this world stands.   

Now pay attention to the following biblical passages, for we are going to make some new revelations.   
 

Deu 11:1  "Therefore you shall love the LORD your God, and keep His charge, His statutes, His judgments, 
and His commandments always.  

Deu 11:2  Know today that I do not speak with your children, who have not known and who have not seen the 
chastening of the LORD your God, His greatness and His mighty hand and His outstretched arm— 

Deu 11:3  His signs and His acts which He did in the midst of Egypt, to Pharaoh king of Egypt, and to all his  
Deu 11:4  land; what He did to the army of Egypt, to their horses and their chariots: how He made the waters 

of the Red Sea overflow them as they pursued you, and how the LORD has destroyed them to this day;  
Deu 11:5  what He did for you in the wilderness until you came to this place;   
Deu 11:6  and what He did to Dathan and Abiram the sons of Eliab, the son of Reuben: how the earth opened 

its mouth and swallowed them up, their households, their tents, and all the substance that was in their 
possession, in the midst of all Israel [for rebelling against God’s prophet, Moses]— 

Deu 11:7  but your eyes have seen every great act of the LORD which He did.  
Deu 11:8  "Therefore you shall keep every commandment which I command you today, that you may be 

strong, and go in and possess the land which you cross over to possess,  
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Deu 11:9  and that you may prolong your days in the land which the LORD swore to give your fathers, to 
them and their descendants, 'a land flowing with milk and honey.'  

Deu 11:10  For the land which you go to possess is not like the land of Egypt from which you 
have come, where you sowed your seed and watered it by foot, as a vegetable garden;  

Deu 11:11  but the land which you cross over to possess is a land of hills and valleys, which 
drinks water from the rain of heaven,  

Deu 11:12  a land for which the LORD your God cares; the eyes of the LORD your God are 
always on it, from the beginning of the year to the very end of the year.  

Deu 11:13  'And it shall be that if you earnestly obey My commandments which I command you today, to love 
the LORD your God and serve Him with all your heart and with all your soul,  

Deu 11:14  then I will give you the rain for your land in its season, the early rain and the latter rain, that you 
may gather in your grain, your new wine, and your oil.  

Deu 11:15  And I will send grass in your fields for your livestock, that you may eat and be filled.'  
Deu 11:16  Take heed to yourselves, lest your heart be deceived, and you turn aside and serve other gods and  
Deu 11:17  worship them, lest the LORD's anger be aroused against you, and He shut up the heavens so that 

there be no rain, and the land yield no produce, and you perish quickly from the good land which the 
LORD is giving you.  

Deu 11:18  "Therefore you shall lay up these words of mine in your heart and in your soul, and bind them as a 
sign on your hand, and they shall be as frontlets between your eyes.  

Deu 11:19  You shall teach them to your children, speaking of them when you sit in your house, when you 
walk by the way, when you lie down, and when you rise up.  

Deu 11:20  And you shall write them on the doorposts of your house and on your gates,  
Deu 11:21  that your days and the days of your children may be multiplied in the land of which the LORD 

swore to your fathers to give them, like the days of the heavens above the earth.  
Deu 11:22  "For if you carefully keep all these commandments which I command you to do—to love the 

LORD your God, to walk in all His ways, and to hold fast to Him— 
Deu 11:23  then the LORD will drive out all these nations from before you, and you will dispossess greater 

and mightier nations than yourselves.  
Deu 11:24  Every place on which the sole of your foot treads shall be yours: from the 

wilderness and Lebanon, from the river, the River Euphrates, even to the Western Sea, 
shall be your territory.  

Deu 11:25  No man shall be able to stand against you; the LORD your God will put the dread of 
you and the fear of you upon all the land where you tread, just as He has said to you.  

Deu 11:26  "Behold, I set before you today a blessing and a curse:  
Deu 11:27  the blessing, if you obey the commandments of the LORD your God which I command you today;  
Deu 11:28  and the curse, if you do not obey the commandments of the LORD your God, but turn aside from 

the way which I command you today, to go after other gods which you have not known.  
Deu 11:29  Now it shall be, when the LORD your God has brought you into the land which you go to possess, 

that you shall put the blessing on Mount Gerizim and the curse on Mount Ebal.  
Deu 11:30  Are they not on the other side of the Jordan, toward the setting sun, in the land of the Canaanites 

who dwell in the plain opposite Gilgal, beside the terebinth trees of Moreh?  
Deu 11:31  For you will cross over the Jordan and go in to possess the land which the LORD your God is 

giving you, and you will possess it and dwell in it.  
Deu 11:32  And you shall be careful to observe all the statutes and judgments which I set before you today.    

 

This chapter says many things, some obvious while others need some explanations. We are going 
to pay special attention to the two passages that we emphasized.  Here is the first one.   

 

Deu 11:10  For the land which you go to possess is not like the land of Egypt from which you have come, 
where you sowed your seed and watered it by foot, as a vegetable garden;  

Deu 11:11  but the land which you cross over to possess is a land of hills and valleys, which drinks water from  
Deu 11:12  the rain of heaven,  a land for which the LORD your God cares; the eyes of the LORD your God are 

always on it, from the beginning of the year to the very end of the year.  
 

In Egypt, the Israelite slaves, as well as the Egyptians, watered their vegetable gardens by foot.  The land to 
which God would take them will not need to be watered by foot because it ‘drinks water from the rain of heaven’, 
‘from the beginning of the year to the very end of the year’.  

Now where in the Middle East is the land of hills and valleys that receives rain from heaven all year around?  
Nowhere!  However, both the Old and the New Testaments tell us that the Word of God is truth.      

 

Psa 119:160  The entirety of Your word is truth, And every one of Your righteous judgments endures forever. 
Joh 17:17  Sanctify them by Your truth. Your word is truth. [This confirmation came from Christ Himself]. 
 

Where then can we find the blessed land to which God took His people? 
We find some of them in the British Isles, where the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh settled, which received 

Jacob’s primogeniture blessings that he bestowed upon Josephs sons, and in Europe where the other tribes of 
Samaria settled and received their share of Jacob’s blessings!   

Their hills and valleys of Britain and Europe receive plenty of water – rain in summer and snow in winger, 
both blessings in their own ways.   
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One may point out that in recent years they have received too much water, so much so that that it caused 
devastating floods.  Well, the sins of the fathers, as well as their own sins, are catching up with them too, for no 
matter how blessed a land may be, when its people depart from God and go after Satan, God’s retribution is 
inevitable.  It so happens that the peoples whom God has blessed the most have become the worst sinners of all.   

We don’t need to tell you what awaits them, unless somehow they return to God, but given their ‘stiff neck’ 
we don’t hold much hope for that.  

 

Deu 31:24  So it was, when Moses had completed writing the words of this law in a book, [that he said],  
Deu 31:26  "Take this Book of the Law, and put it beside the ark of the covenant of the LORD your God, that 

it may be there as a witness against you;  
Deu 31:27  for I know your rebellion and your stiff neck. If today, while I am yet alive with you, you have 

been rebellious against the LORD, then how much more after my death?  
Deu 31:28  Gather to me all the elders of your tribes, and your officers, that I may speak these words in their 

hearing and call heaven and earth to witness against them.  
Deu 31:29  For I know that after my death you will become utterly corrupt, and turn aside from the way 

which I have commanded you. And evil will befall you in the latter days, because you will do evil in 
the sight of the LORD, to provoke Him to anger through the work of your hands." 

 

We go now to the second point in the passage that we mentioned above.   
 

Deu 11:24  Every place on which the sole of your foot treads shall be yours: from the wilderness and 
Lebanon, from the river, the River Euphrates, even to the Western Sea, shall be your territory.  

Deu 11:25  No man shall be able to stand against you; the LORD your God will put the dread of you and the 
fear of you upon all the land where you tread, just as He has said to you.  

 

If Samaria ended up in Great Britain and Europe, who was to inherit the land from the wilderness of 
Lebanon, and from the river Nile to the River Euphrates, to the Mediterranean Sea?      

Obviously, it would be the nation of Judah, which was kept from being invaded by the Assyrians, who took 
only Samaria captive to Assyria, and later together migrated to Europe.   

Judah however, had its own comeuppance when the Babylonians came and took them captive to Babylon.   
But that was a limited captivity, of only seventy years, until Babylon fell to the Persians, who sent the Jews 

back home to their land in the Middle East.  How ironic that the descendants of Persia, currently known as Iran, 
want to wipe Israel off the map of the world.       

The Jews had to come back, because they had to fulfill two important prophecies in that land.  
The first one occurred at the first arrival of the Messiah, and the second one will occur at His second arrival.  

This topic however, requires its own dissertation, and we cannot do that here. But we will say this much: 
The Iranians should be careful what they say, for God has the habit of serving people what they wish for 

others.  We don’t know what the Koran says, but the Bible is very clear about it: the Jews are here to stay, and stay 
forever or at least as long as this world stands.  No one will ever be able to wipe them off the map, and instead it is 
it Iran’s protégées that will disappear from that area.     

Be that as it may, the fact is that the more one looks into the Bible, the more he realizes that God had 
everything planned from before the beginning of the world.  He foresaw and organized the split of Israel into the 
nations of Judah and Samaria, one for the Middle East, and one for Europe. 

This is a good example of how God works out his plan through human beings. Here is how Israel’s split into 
two nations occurred, an event which has shaped world history like no other, and which is being felt to this day.     

 

1Ki 12:1  And Rehoboam went to Shechem, for all Israel had gone to Shechem to make him king.  

1Ki 12:2  So it happened, when Jeroboam the son of Nebat heard it (he was still in Egypt, for he had fled from the 

presence of King Solomon and had been dwelling in Egypt), that they sent and called him. 

1Ki 12:3  Then Jeroboam and the whole assembly of Israel came and spoke to Rehoboam, saying,  

1Ki 12:4  "Your father made our yoke heavy; now therefore, lighten the burdensome service of your father, and his 

heavy yoke which he put on us, and we will serve you."  

1Ki 12:5  So he said to them, "Depart for three days, then come back to me." And the people departed.  

1Ki 12:6  Then King Rehoboam consulted the elders who stood before his father Solomon while he still lived, and he 

said, "How do you advise me to answer these people?"  

1Ki 12:7  And they spoke to him, saying, "If you will be a servant to these people today, and serve them, and answer 

them, and speak good words to them, then they will be your servants forever."  

1Ki 12:8  But he rejected the advice which the elders had given him, and consulted the young men who had grown up.  

1Ki 12:9  with him, who stood before him.  And he said to them, "What advice do you give? How should we answer 

this people who have spoken to me, saying, 'Lighten the yoke which your father put on us'?"  

1Ki 12:10  Then the young men who had grown up with him spoke to him, saying, "Thus you should speak to this 

people who have spoken to you, saying, 'Your father made our yoke heavy, but you make it lighter on us'—thus 

you shall say to them: 'My little finger shall be thicker than my father's waist!  

1Ki 12:11  And now, whereas my father put a heavy yoke on you, I will add to your yoke; my father chastised you with 

whips, but I will chastise you with scourges!' "  

1Ki 12:12  So Jeroboam and all the people came to Rehoboam the third day, as the king had directed, saying, "Come 

back to me the third day."  

1Ki 12:13  Then the king answered the people roughly, and rejected the advice which the elders had given  

1Ki 12:14  him; and he spoke to them according to the advice of the young men, saying, "My father made your yoke 

heavy, but I will add to your yoke; my father chastised you with whips, but I will chastise you with scourges!"  
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1Ki 12:15  So the king did not listen to the people; for the turn of events was from the LORD, that He might fulfill His 

word, which the LORD had spoken by Ahijah the Shilonite to Jeroboam the son of Nebat.  

1Ki 12:16  Now when all Israel saw that the king did not listen to them, the people answered the king, saying: "What 

share have we in David? We have no inheritance in the son of Jesse. To your tents, O Israel! Now, see to your 

own house, O David!" So Israel departed to their tents.  

1Ki 12:17  But Rehoboam reigned over the children of Israel who dwelt in the cities of Judah.  

1Ki 12:18  Then King Rehoboam sent Adoram, who was in charge of the revenue; but all Israel stoned him with 

stones, and he died. Therefore King Rehoboam mounted his chariot in haste to flee to Jerusalem.  

1Ki 12:19  So Israel has been in rebellion against the house of David to this day.  

1Ki 12:20  Now it came to pass when all Israel heard that Jeroboam had come back, they sent for him and called him to 

the congregation, and made him king over all Israel. There was none who followed the house of David, but the 

tribe of Judah only. [Later, the tribes of Benjamin and Levi came to Judah too] 

1Ki 12:21  And when Rehoboam came to Jerusalem, he assembled all the house of Judah with the tribe of Benjamin, 

one hundred and eighty thousand chosen men who were warriors, to fight against the house of Israel, that he 

might restore the kingdom to Rehoboam the son of Solomon.  

1Ki 12:22  But the word of God came to Shemaiah the man of God, saying,  

1Ki 12:23  "Speak to Rehoboam the son of Solomon, king of Judah, to all the house of Judah and Benjamin, and to the 

rest of the people, saying,  

1Ki 12:24  'Thus says the LORD: "You shall not go up nor fight against your brethren the children of Israel. Let every 

man return to his house, for this thing is from Me." ' " Therefore they obeyed the word of the LORD, and turned 

back, according to the word of the LORD. Then Jeroboam built Shechem 

1Ki 12:25  in the mountains of Ephraim, and dwelt there. Also he went out from there and built Penuel.  

1Ki 12:26  And Jeroboam said in his heart, "Now the kingdom may return to the house of David:  

1Ki 12:27  If these people go up to offer sacrifices in the house of the LORD at Jerusalem, then the heart of this people 

will turn back to their lord, Rehoboam king of Judah, and they will kill me and go back to Rehoboam king of  

1Ki 12:28  Judah. " Therefore the king asked advice, made two calves of gold, and said to the people, "It is too much 

for you to go up to Jerusalem. Here are your gods, O Israel, which brought you up from the land of Egypt!" 

[Jeroboam returned the tribes that followed him to the religion of Egypt] 

1Ki 12:29  And he set up one in Bethel, and the other he put in Dan.  

1Ki 12:30  Now this thing became a sin, for the people went to worship before the one as far as Dan. He made shrines 

1Ki 12:31  on the high places, and made priests from every class of people, who were not of the sons of Levi.  

1Ki 12:32  Jeroboam ordained a feast on the fifteenth day of the eighth month, like the feast that was in Judah, and 

offered sacrifices on the altar. So he did at Bethel, sacrificing to the calves that he had made. And at Bethel he 

installed the priests of the high places which he had made.  

1Ki 12:33  So he made offerings on the altar which he had made at Bethel on the fifteenth day of the eighth month, in 

the month which he had devised in his own heart. And he ordained a feast for the children of Israel, and offered 

sacrifices on the altar and burned incense. 
 

 1Ki 13:33  After this event Jeroboam did not turn from his evil way, but again he made priests from every class of 

people for the high places; whoever wished, he consecrated him, and he became one of the priests of the high 

places. [In other words, Jeroboam made himself the High Priest of his own religion, which he brought with 

himself from Egypt, a position that later passed on to Rome after the High Priest run there after the Trojan War].   

1Ki 13:34 This was the sin of the house of Jeroboam, so as to exterminate and destroy it from the face of the earth.   
 

What these Scriptures are telling us is that the course of humanity has been planned before the world began 
and nations were put on the earth.  God’s prophecies are there to show people how to live and how to select their 
leaders, for there are deadly consequences for those who live carelessly and not according to God’s standards. 

If God did not save Jerusalem even for His “chosen people” when they did not keep the Covenant of life that 
He made with them, how much less then will He save this world from catastrophe when no one is preaching the 
true Gospel anymore, and the leaders of this world are clamoring to prove themselves progressives by pushing for 
a speedy transition to a homosexual world?  Look again at these words of Jesus Chris for you will see this 
prophecy fulfilled before your eyes.  

 

Mat 24:11  Then many false prophets will rise up and deceive many.  

Mat 24:12  And because lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow cold.  

Mat 24:13  But he who endures to the end shall be saved.  

Mat 24:14  And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, and then the 

end will come. [This Gospel has now been preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations. Therefore 

prepare for the catastrophe of the Great Tribulation that will usher in the end of the world]. 

Mat 24:15  "Therefore when you see the 'ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION,' spoken of by Daniel the prophet, 

standing in the holy place"  (whoever reads, let him understand),  

Mat 24:16  "then let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains.   . . .  
 

Mat 24:20  And pray that your flight may not be in winter or on the Sabbath. [Do you keep the Sabbath?  Jesus Christ 

expects to find His disciples keeping it when He returns to the world].    
 

Mat 24:21  For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not been since the beginning of the world until this time, 

no, nor ever shall be. And unless those days were shortened, 

Mat 24:22  no flesh would be saved; but for the elect's sake those days will be shortened.  
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Mat 24:29  "Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its 

light; the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken.  

Mat 24:30  Then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will mourn, and 

they will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory.  

Mat 24:31  And He will send His angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and they will gather together His elect from 

the four winds, from one end of heaven to the other.  

Mat 24:32  "Now learn this parable from the fig tree: When its branch has already become tender and puts forth leaves, 

you know that summer is near.  

Mat 24:33  So you also, when you see all these things, know that it is near—at the doors!  

Mat 24:34  Assuredly, I say to you, this generation will by no means pass away till all these things take place.  

Mat 24:35  Heaven and earth will pass away, but My words will by no means pass away.  

Mat 24:36  "But of that day and hour no one knows, not even the angels of heaven, but My Father only.  

Mat 24:37  But as the days of Noah were, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be.  

Mat 24:38  For as in the days before the flood, they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until 

the day that Noah entered the ark, and did not know until the flood came 

Mat 24:39  and took them all away, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be.  
 

Most Christians pay little attention to this chapter by pointing out verse 36, saying, what is the use of 
worrying about the end-time when only God knows the day and the hour when it will come?     

They conveniently ignore verses 32 and 33, which tell us that although we cannot know the day or hour, we 
can know the season, and that is very important, because Jesus Christ expects His disciples to know the season of 
His return and prepare for His arrival.   

 

Mar 13:35  Watch therefore, for you do not know when the master of the house is coming—in the evening, at midnight, 

at the crowing of the rooster, or in the morning—  

Mar 13:36  lest, coming suddenly, he find you sleeping.  

Mar 13:37  And what I say to you, I say to all: Watch!" 
 

If Jesus Christ finds you sleeping, you have not paid enough attention to His words and prophecies, your 
heart is not in the right place, and you will lose your salvation.  

One cannot be lackadaisical about his faith, or about what His Savior expects of him.  
Neither can he rely on others to keep abreast of prophetic developments and teach them to their members, 

for they cannot do that anymore, because a catastrophic spiritual darkness has fallen upon the Churches of today.    
They are no longer in a position to relay to their members the message of the Scriptures, having abandoned 

the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Gospel of eternal life in the Kingdom of God, and embraced the Satanic gospel of 
life after death, immortality of the soul, and going to heaven after death. 

 

The events of the Great Tribulation cannot occur in one hour or in one day, but over several years.  
By correlating the prophecies of Revelation with those of the Old Testament, it is easy to see that we are 

talking of a period of seven years, and possibly several periods of seven years.  We cannot tell you when these 
periods started, but we believe that we are in the years of the last period.    

The extraordinary fact is that although the life of this planet is being threatened on many sides, no one wants 
to believe that the end is near.   

Our messages have reached every nation in the world, yet as far as we can ascertain, the only people who 
take advantage of them are those who plagiarize us.  That would be fine, for, like Apostle Paul, we rejoice that 
Christ is being preached, except that they intermingle our teachings with falsehoods so as to appear that they are 
their genuine discoveries.           

 

Php 1:15  Some indeed preach Christ even from envy and strife, and some also from goodwill:  

Php 1:16  The former preach Christ from selfish ambition, not sincerely, supposing to add affliction to my  

Php 1:17  chains; but the latter out of love, knowing that I am appointed for the defense of the gospel.  

Php 1:18  What then? Only that in every way, whether in pretense or in truth, Christ is preached; and in this I rejoice, 

yes, and will rejoice. 
 

Here are a few points that these plagiarizers do not realize:   
 

 "No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, or else he will be loyal to the one 

and despise the other. You cannot serve God and mammon” (Mat 6:24). 
 

 “For whoever shall keep the whole law, and yet stumble in one point, he is guilty of all” ( Jas 2:10). 
 

 "A disciple is not above his teacher, nor a servant above his master.   It is enough for a disciple that he be like his 

teacher, and a servant like his master. If they have called the master of the house Beelzebub, how much more will 

they call those of his household!  Therefore do not fear them. For there is nothing covered that will not be 

revealed, and hidden that will not be known” (Mat 10:24–26). 
 

 “Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, unless it abides in the vine, neither can you, 

unless you abide in Me. "I am the vine, you are the branches. He who abides in Me, and I in him, bears much fruit; 

for without Me you can do nothing. If anyone does not abide in Me, he is cast out as a branch and is withered; and 

they gather them and throw them into the fire, and they are burned. (Joh 15:4-6)   
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 "Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and there are many 

who go in by it. Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who find 

it. "Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous wolves.  You 

will know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes from thornbushes or figs from thistles?  Even so, every 

good tree bears good fruit, but a bad tree bears bad fruit. A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a bad tree bear 

good fruit. Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire. Therefore by their fruits 

you will know them.” (Mat 7:13–20)  
 

Jesus Christ put well prophetically what we see with our own eyes. 
 

Mat 24:37  But as the days of Noah were, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be.  

Mat 24:38  For as in the days before the flood, they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until 

the day that Noah entered the ark, and did not know  

Mat 24:39  until the flood came and took them all away, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be. 
 

The Great Tribulation must take everyone by surprise, for given the culture of this world, which says that 
“Greed Is Good”, so much so that they turned it into a blockbuster movie, if they knew when the end will come, 
even by approximation, there would be a mighty rush for the “good life”, borrowing money and living on other 
people’s sweat as if there were no tomorrow, as indeed there won’t be a tomorrow for those who think that way.  

We put the words “good life” in inverted commas, for there could never be a bigger travesty in the world than 
what they call “a good life”. 

Exhilaratingly good life is to know God and Jesus Christ, to do Their work, and to live according to Their 
will. The bonus for this kind of living is eternal life. 

 

Mat 19:28  So Jesus said to them, "Assuredly I say to you, that in the regeneration, when the Son of Man sits on the 

throne of His glory, you who have followed Me will also sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel.  

Mat 19:29  And everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters or father or mother or wife or children or lands, for 

My name's sake, shall receive a hundredfold, and inherit eternal life.  

Mat 19:30  But many who are first will be last, and the last first. 
 

Joh 3:14  And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of Man be lifted up,  

Joh 3:15  that whoever believes in Him should not perish but have eternal life.  

Joh 3:16  For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not 

perish but have everlasting life. For God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the world, 

Joh 3:17   but that the world through Him might be saved.  

Joh 3:18  "He who believes in Him is not condemned; but he who does not believe is condemned already, because he 

has not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God.  

Joh 3:19  And this is the condemnation, that the light has come into the world, and men loved darkness rather 

than light, because their deeds were evil.  

Joh 3:20  For everyone practicing evil hates the light and does not come to the light, lest his deeds should be  

Joh 3:21  exposed.  But he who does the truth comes to the light, that his deeds may be clearly seen, that they have 

been done in God." 
 

God hopes that at the call of His prophets, humanity may turn back from the path of self-destruction, and be spared a 

nuclear catastrophe.  The Scriptures however, seem to indicate that when the world reaches the level of depravity that we see 

at present, this may no longer be possible.   
 

Isa 13:1  The burden against Babylon which Isaiah the son of Amoz saw.  

Isa 13:2  "Lift up a banner on the high mountain, Raise your voice to them; Wave your hand, that they may  

Isa 13:3  enter the gates of the nobles. I have commanded My sanctified ones; I have also called My mighty ones for 

My anger— Those who rejoice in My exaltation."  

Isa 13:4  The noise of a multitude in the mountains, Like that of many people! A tumultuous noise of the kingdoms of 

nations gathered together! The LORD of hosts musters The army for battle.  

Isa 13:5  They come from a far country, From the end of heaven [“from the far north”] — The LORD and His 

weapons of indignation, To destroy the whole land.  

Isa 13:6  Wail, for the day of the LORD is at hand! It will come as destruction from the Almighty.  

Isa 13:7  Therefore all hands will be limp, Every man's heart will melt,  

Isa 13:8  And they will be afraid. Pangs and sorrows will take hold of them; They will be in pain as a woman in 

childbirth; They will be amazed at one another; Their faces will be like flames.  

Isa 13:9  Behold, the day of the LORD comes, Cruel, with both wrath and fierce anger, To lay the land desolate; And 

He will destroy its sinners from it.  

Isa 13:10  For the stars of heaven and their constellations Will not give their light; The sun will be darkened in its going 

forth, And the moon will not cause its light to shine.  

Isa 13:11  "I will punish the world for its evil, And the wicked for their iniquity; I will halt the arrogance of the 

proud, And will lay low the haughtiness of the terrible.  

Isa 13:12  I will make a mortal more rare than fine gold, A man more than the golden wedge of Ophir.  

Isa 13:13  Therefore I will shake the heavens, And the earth will move out of her place, In the wrath of the LORD of 

hosts And in the day of His fierce anger.  

Isa 13:14  It shall be as the hunted gazelle, And as a sheep that no man takes up; Every man will turn to his own 

people, And everyone will flee to his own land [All refugees will go back home].  
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Isa 13:15  Everyone who is found will be thrust through, And everyone who is captured will fall by the sword.  

Isa 13:16  Their children also will be dashed to pieces before their eyes; Their houses will be plundered And their 

wives ravished.  

Isa 13:17  "Behold, I will stir up the Medes against them, Who will not regard silver; And as for gold, they will  

Isa 13:18  not delight in it. Also their bows will dash the young men to pieces, And they will have no pity on the fruit 

of the womb; Their eye will not spare children.  

Isa 13:19  And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, The beauty of the Chaldeans' pride, Will be as when God overthrew 

Sodom and Gomorrah. 
 

  Who or where is Babylon these days? In Revelation it is called Babylon the Great and Mother of Harlots: “And 

on her forehead a name was written: MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND 

OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.  I saw the woman, drunk with the blood of the saints and with the 

blood of the martyrs of Jesus. And when I saw her, I marveled with great amazement (Rev 17:5 - 6)   
 

Isa 13:20  It will never be inhabited, Nor will it be settled from generation to generation; Nor will the Arabian pitch 

tents there, Nor will the shepherds make their sheepfolds there. But wild beasts of the desert will lie there, 

Isa 13:21  And their houses will be full of owls; Ostriches will dwell there, And wild goats will caper there.  

Isa 13:22  The hyenas will howl in their citadels, And jackals in their pleasant palaces. Her time is near to come, And 

her days will not be prolonged." 
 

And here is a prophecy from Zechariah about those days.    
 

Zec 14:1  Behold, the day of the LORD is coming,  . . .  

Zec 14:2  For I will gather all the nations to battle against Jerusalem;   . . .  
 

Zec 14:12  And this shall be the plague with which the LORD will strike all the people who fought against Jerusalem: 

Their flesh shall dissolve while they stand on their feet, Their eyes shall dissolve in their sockets, And their 

tongues shall dissolve in their mouths.  
 

[Only nuclear and neutron bombs can do this, both of which are said to be in Israel’s arsenal, though Israel does 

not comment on these matters]. 
 

Zec 14:13  It shall come to pass in that day That a great panic from the LORD will be among them. Everyone will seize 

the hand of his neighbor, And raise his hand against his neighbor's hand;  

Zec 14:14  Judah also will fight at Jerusalem. And the wealth of all the surrounding nations Shall be gathered together: 

Gold, silver, and apparel in great abundance.  

Zec 14:15  Such also shall be the plague On the horse and the mule, On the camel and the donkey, And on all the cattle 

that will be in those camps. So shall this plague be.  

Zec 14:16  And it shall come to pass that everyone who is left of all the nations which came against Jerusalem shall go 

up from year to year to worship the King, the LORD of hosts, and to keep the Feast of Tabernacles. 
 

 [No one will ever keep again Christmas, Easter, Sundays, Saints Days, Halloween, etc., and everyone who 

survives will keep the Feast of Tabernacles, Passover, Feast of Unleavened Bread, Pentecost, Feast of Trumpets, 

Day of Atonement, and the Sabbaths – Biblical Holy Days which most of the Christians have never even heard of, 

let alone observe at the right time and in the right manner].  
  

Zec 14:17  And it shall be that whichever of the families of the earth do not come up to Jerusalem to worship the King, 

the LORD of hosts, on them there will be no rain.  

Zec 14:18  If the family of Egypt will not come up and enter in, they shall have no rain; they shall receive the plague 

with which the LORD strikes the nations who do not come up to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.  
 

[No more Haj to Mecca, but “Haj” to Jerusalem to keep the Feast of Tabernacles]  
 

Zec 14:19  This shall be the punishment of Egypt and the punishment of all the nations that do not come up to keep the  

Zec 14:20  Feast of Tabernacles. In that day "HOLINESS TO THE LORD" shall be engraved on the bells of the 

horses. The pots in the LORD's house shall be like the bowls before the altar.  

Zec 14:21  Yes, every pot in Jerusalem and Judah shall be holiness to the LORD of hosts. Everyone who sacrifices 

shall come and take them and cook in them. In that day there shall no longer be a Canaanite in the house of the 

LORD of hosts. 
 

Only after the Great Tribulation will atrocities like those committed in Syria, and in many other places, come 
to an end. Now, whether this is obvious to anyone or not, the world is already in the days of the Great Tribulation.  
Here again is how Jesus Christ described these days.  

 

Mat 24:10  And then many will be offended, will betray one another, and will hate one another.  

Mat 24:11  Then many false prophets will rise up and deceive many.  

Mat 24:12  And because lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow cold.  

Mat 24:13  But he who endures to the end shall be saved.  And this gospel of the kingdom 

Mat 24:14  will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, and then the end will come. 
 

And this is what the Apostles said about these days.  
 

2Ti 3:1  But know this, that in the last days perilous times will come: For men will be lovers of themselves, 

2Ti 3:2  lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy,  
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2Ti 3:3  unloving, unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal, despisers of good,  

2Ti 3:4  traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God,  

2Ti 3:5  having a form of godliness but denying its power. And from such people turn away!  

2Ti 3:6  For of this sort are those who creep into households and make captives of gullible women loaded down with  

2Ti 3:7  sins, led away by various lusts, always learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. 
 

1Ti 4:1  Now the Spirit expressly says that in latter times some will depart from the faith, giving heed to deceiving  

1Ti 4:2  spirits and doctrines of demons, speaking lies in hypocrisy, having their own conscience seared with a hot iron, 

1Ti 4:3  forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from foods which God created to be received with 

thanksgiving by those who believe and know the truth.  

1Ti 4:4  For every creature of God is good, and nothing is to be refused if it is received with thanksgiving;  

1Ti 4:5  for it is sanctified by the word of God and prayer.  

1Ti 4:6  If you instruct the brethren in these things, you will be a good minister of Jesus Christ, nourished in the words 

of faith and of the good doctrine which you have carefully followed.  

1Ti 4:7  But reject profane and old wives' fables, and exercise yourself toward godliness.  

1Ti 4:8  For bodily exercise profits a little, but godliness is profitable for all things, having promise of the life  

1Ti 4:9  that now is and of that which is to come. This is a faithful saying and worthy of all acceptance.  

1Ti 4:10  For to this end we both labor and suffer reproach, because we trust in the living God, who is the Savior 

of all men, especially of those who believe.  

1Ti 4:11  These things command and teach. 
 

Now do we still need to tell you why humanity is on the brink of catastrophe?   
When you see prophecies about the end time being fulfilled before your eyes; when the world is wrecked by 

war, terrorism, iniquity, immoralities, blasphemies, and wanton destruction of human and animal life; when 
Satan, demons and dragons are worshipped, imitated and celebrated in various ways, while God, His 
Commandments and His Holy Days are shunned, and those who preach them are ostracized, what choice does 
God have other than to do to this world what He has done to Jerusalem when its people strayed away from Him?  

Make peace with God while He may be found, for the days are coming when that will no longer be possible.   
 
 
 

The Christian Holy Days for the years 2016 - 2018  
 

    2016 2017 2018 

     The Passover          (Pesah – Nissan 14) 
Unlike the Jews, who used to kill the Passover lamb “at 
the twilight” of Nissan 14 (meaning in the evening 

towards Nissan 15), we, Christians, observe the 

Passover when our “Lamb” – Jesus Christ – was 
sacrificed.  That happened on the afternoon of Nissan 

14, before the twilight of Nissan 14, meaning that we 

keep it a little earlier than the Jews.  We commemorate 
His death, not His supper, which occurred the previous 

evening, as some churches do. The time when His body 

was broken, not when He broke the symbolic bread. 

 

22 April         10 April 30 Mar 

Days of Unleavened Bread (Nissan 15 – 21) 
On the first and seventh days there shall be holy 

convocations.  No customary work shall be done 
on these days.  

 

   23 April – 29 April 11 April – 17 April  31 Mar – 6 April 

Pentecost    (Shavuot – Sivan  6)  12 June 31 May 20 May 

       Feast of Trumpets (Rosh Hashanah – Tishri 1)            3 Oct..           21 Sept. 10 Sept 

       Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur – Tishri 10)                12 Oct.           30 Sept. 19 Sept 

      Feast of Tabernacles (Succoth – Tishri 15 – 22)  

       On the first and the eighth days there shall be holy   

       convocations.  No customary work shall be done on  
       these days. 

     17 Oct – 24 Oct   5 Oct – 12  Oct    24 Sept – 1 Oct 
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Society and Culture 
 

The Left doctrine that no one can criticise 
Transgender Rights in Public School Restrooms.  
The Obama administration's guidance to public schools allowing for transgender students to use the 

bathroom of their choice is being applauded by civil libertarians and protested by conservative groups 
concerned about privacy. WSJ's Jason Bellini has #TheShortAnswer. Photo: AP. 

WHAT a joke that the US President has used his immense power to force schools to have transgender bathrooms. Barack 
Obama claims this is to protect children from “bullying”. 

But what evidence is there that our longstanding tradition of sex-segregated ablutions causes children to be bullied? 
If anything, girls will be the losers, as the one safe place they could retain their modesty is invaded by the sexual thought 

police.  No, the transgender bathroom push is as much about preventing bullying as is our own Safe Schools sexual propaganda 
curriculum.  It is as much about preventing bullying as the Building Respectful Relationships program is about preventing 
domestic violence. These programs are all designed to impose a minority view of sexual activists on children, in an attempt to 
change social norms about sex and “gender”. 

But woe betide those who try to push back. You will be called a “bigot” by Labor leader Bill Shorten and Victorian Premier 
Daniel Andrews, your Facebook page will be censored and your perfectly reasonable, private letters of concern sent to the 
Premier’s office will be published online and ridiculed. 

Who are the real bigots, aka “a person who is intolerant towards those holding different opinions”? 
Step forward Facebook, for one. The social media giant stands accused of deleting an article critical of Safe Schools from 

the page of Christian group Family Voice Australia. And Family Voice claims it wasn’t the first time Facebook has censored its 
content, mostly articles upholding traditional marriage. 

That seems to be a pattern with Facebook, which is under fire in the US for suppressing news feeds from conservative 
media outlets. As the fourth biggest company in the world, and an increasingly major source of news, Facebook is remarkably 
intolerant to views which differ from its official policy.  That’s what you might call Big Bigotry. No one has missed the irony of 
supposed anti-bullying, anti-bigotry activists using bullying and bigotry to silence dissenters.  Thankfully, the Facebook page of 
the Liberal member for the southern Sydney electorate of Hughes, Craig Kelly, is intact for now. 

He is one of the few brave politicians who have taken a stand against the radical sexualisation of the school curriculum. 
His post about Victoria’s so-called anti-domestic violence program Building Respectful Relationships shows it is 

effectively the sexual grooming of children.  The program requires teachers to ask Year 9 students to “role play” characters from 
profiles provided on the Victorian Department of Education’s website.  Children can choose to be “Megan”, who is 17, “has had 
15 sexual partners and describes herself as bisexual. She rarely practices safe sex, because she is often drunk when she has sex”. 
Or “Grace”, who is 16, “has had four boyfriends and has been sexually active since she was 13”.  Or “Kelly”, who is 14, in Year 9 
and “very interested in girls. She is not sure but thinks she might be a lesbian”.  How will domestic violence be prevented by 
forcing a 13- or 14-year-old girl to imagine herself as a promiscuous older girl? Barely one in four Australian teenagers have lost 
their virginity by Year 10, so why create false expectations, if not to encourage premature sexual activity? 

Craig Kelly concludes: “I don’t think I’m a ‘prude’, but as a father, I don’t believe ‘role-playing’ of such sexualised 
characters as ‘Megan’ should be part of lessons for Year 9 girls in our schools.”  You don’t have to be a political partisan to note 
that Labor is aggressively pushing this sexual agenda, especially in Victoria.  And, as much as Shorten and Andrews rail against 
critics as “bigots” and “homophobes”, they’re not fooling anyone.  Even Safe Schools co-author Ros Ward has admitted she 
never designed it as an anti-bullying program but as a tool of Marxist sexual revolution. 

Bullying is always a serious problem in schools but these sexualised programs will do nothing to stop it. In fact they may 
exacerbate it by elevating one class of potential victims above the rest, who are bullied for reasons that have nothing to do with 
sexuality or gender fluidity.  If you were serious about preventing bullying you would create a program that engenders empathy 
for all victims of bullying.  Take the American StopBullying.gov program, which provides support for all bullying victims, 
including LGBTIQ youth.  A public service ad running on American talk radio on high rotation at the moment features male and 
female students talking about their experiences: “Today in school I learned I am ugly and useless. 

“And in gym I learned that I’m pathetic and a joke, in history I learned that I’m trash.  “Today in school I learned that I 
have no friends. In English, I learned I made people sick. And at lunch I learned that I sit on my own because I smell. 

“The only thing I didn’t learn is why no one ever helps.”  Then a voiceover says: “Kids witness bullying every day. Teach 
them to be more than a bystander.”  There is no gory detail about sexual practices, just a powerful message about the negative 
effects of bullying, no matter who is the victim. That’s a message we all could agree on, without calling each other bigots.   
(Miranda Devine, The Daily Telegraph, May 18, 2016) 

 

Once Hopeful, a Philosopher Voices Discord in France 
Alain Finkielkraut, arguably the country’s most visible public intellectual, feels that much of Islam is incompatible with 

French society.  

PARIS — HE is the intellectual much of the French left loves to hate, the writer whose rumpled look has racked up multiple magazine 
covers, the bookish essayist turned omnipresent media star and boogeyman for proselytizers of painless multiculturalism.  Alain 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/12/world/europe/once-hopeful-for-harmony-a-philosopher-voices-discord-in-france.html
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Finkielkraut’s mere presence in a television studio raises temperatures and sends accusations of racism flying.  “For the good of France, shut 

up, Mr. Finkielkraut!” a young Muslim woman, a teacher from the suburbs, said recently on live television, throwing back to Mr. 

Finkielkraut his own words, after a televised harangue aimed at him several years earlier in a similar confrontation.  After several dozen 

books, an influential weekly radio show, frequent interview requests and his induction in January into one of French civilization’s holiest — 

albeit most conservative — shrines, the Académie Française, Mr. Finkielkraut has no intention of shutting up. 

A weekly profile of the individuals who are shaping the world around them. 

A former philosophy professor at France’s elite École Polytechnique, he is arguably the most visible of France’s public intellectuals. 

“We have seen only you, we have heard only you, we have read only you,” the historian Pierre Nora said, as Mr. Finkielkraut listened under 
the academy’s ornate dome, during the traditional induction speech.  The national audience for Mr. Finkielkraut’s themes, returned to 

obsessively and buttressed by a seamless web of references, is now larger than ever in the wake of the terrorist attacks of 2015. 

Before and after the attacks, those themes have not varied: Much of Islam is radically incompatible with French culture and society; 
Muslim immigrants represent a threat; French schools are crumbling under a mistaken multicultural outreach; the inherited corpus of French 

culture is in danger; and anti-Semitism is on the rise again, this time by way of Islam.  Many of the 2015 attackers were French. “Hatred of 

France is present in France,” Mr. Finkielkraut said in a recent interview. “What the attacks proved is that we have a redoubtable and 
determined enemy.”  He has caught a national mood, bridging unease over relations with the country’s Muslim minority with a nascent 

renewal of national pride after the November attacks. Its expression by Mr. Finkielkraut has been delivered, over many years, with all the 

fervor of the immigrants’ son who has succeeded. But in Mr. Finkielkraut’s pessimistic vision this fusion is dark-robed.  His last substantial 
book, “The Unhappy Identity,” was a best seller in France — a compact lament over declining standards in schools, the pernicious effects of 

multiculturalism, the oppression of women under Islam and France’s self-alienation from its own heritage. 

The book’s protest over neighborhoods where “the French feel they have become strangers on their own turf” under the weight of 
Muslim immigration led critics to put him in the camp of the far-right National Front — a charge he rejects.  “France is on its way to 

disintegration,” Mr. Finkielkraut said in the interview in his Left Bank apartment, every book-lined inch underscoring his distrust of the 

Internet. The prosperous, pleasant and largely white-populated streets outside are far from the troubled multiracial suburbs that are his 

preoccupation.   “Until recently, France was successful in integrating its immigrants — that was even its pride,” he said. “Today, it is 

disintegrating in front of our eyes.” The French model of integration “doesn’t work anymore,” he said. “Where one could have hoped for a 

certain harmony, it is hatred that prevails.”   “Today, when some, like me, speak of the problem of Islam, we are denounced as the 
successors of Maurras and Barrès,” said Mr. Finkielkraut, naming two influential far-right thinkers of pre-World War II France. “There is a 

refusal to think about this era on its own terms.” 
MR. FINKIELKRAUT’S political roots are on the left, though. 

His father was a Jewish leather craftsman, an immigrant from Poland who survived deportation to Auschwitz after being rounded up 

by the French police in 1942. Born in Paris in 1949, Mr. Finkielkraut attended the prestigious Lycée Henri-IV school, demonstrated with 
other leftist students during the May 1968 uprising, went on to teach French literature at the University of California, Berkeley, and from 

1989 taught philosophy at the École Polytechnique, from which he is now retired.  His wife, the lawyer Sylvie Topaloff, has been quoted as 

lamenting the friends they have lost over her husband’s political views. Yet his ideas carry just enough of an old tradition of left-leaning 
nationalism in France — exemplified by one of his favorite authors, Charles Péguy — for him to be acceptable to the law-and-order faction 

in the ruling Socialist Party.  He writes as he speaks — carefully, precisely, with minute attention to the complicated rules of French 

grammar, and in a style that is never far from arch irony. It is as though he were taking special trouble to avoid the constant obsession in his 
books and his weekly radio program, “Répliques”: the contemporary maltreatment of the French language. 

It is tradition that inductees into the Académie Française eulogize the deceased academician whose chair they now occupy. Mr. 

Finkielkraut’s detractors were delighted that he was forced to pay tribute to a man — an obscure writer named Felicien Marceau, who did 
broadcasts for German-controlled Belgian radio during World War II, before fleeing — accused of collaborating with the Nazis.  But Mr. 

Finkielkraut, himself the son of a Holocaust survivor, managed to laud the man obliquely, avoiding the trap. “The past that obsessed him hid 

from him the awful newness of the event that he was living,” Mr. Finkielkraut said at the ceremony.  In Mr. Finkielkraut’s view, Marceau 

was blinded to the dangers of Hitler by the horrors of World War I; and the French left, obsessed because of fascism with the National Front, 

has been blind to the dangers of radical Islam. 

The green-and-black-uniformed academy members, most of whom labor in obscurity, were conscious that an unusual public figure 
was being added to their number: The historian Mr. Nora, in the induction speech, spoke of Mr. Finkielkraut’s “omnipresence” and noted 

that he was at the very top of a “blacklist” of those challenging the French left’s May 1968 orthodoxies.  “You are the one who breaks the 

public omerta, who says — and very well indeed — what the politicians can’t say, and what the journalists don’t want to,” Mr. Nora said.  
BUT the historian also hinted at a weak spot in Mr. Finkielkraut’s armored suit of erudition, one that makes him the subject of constant 

attack in the left-leaning press. He occupies the “fragile and porous border,” Mr. Nora said, “between solid good sense and an argument that 

is slightly specious.”   He also made reference to a notorious 2005 interview with the Israeli newspaper Haaretz in which Mr. Finkielkraut 
derided the French national soccer team for being “black-black-black” and not black-blanc-beur — black-white-Muslim — as the popular 

saying had it. 

Mr. Finkielkraut, for all of his warnings about the difficulty — if not impossibility — of assimilating France’s approximately four 
million Muslims, is not advocating their expulsion. Yet he has no practical agenda for how to integrate them into French society.   He has 

little to say about the evident discrimination against Muslims in France today, or about the anti-Muslim violence since the attacks. The 

Muslim teacher who clashed with him on television, Wiam Berhouma, raised these points to no response — before telling Mr. Finkielkraut 
to shut up.  For Mr. Finkielkraut, the problem is with Muslims, not with France. “We’ve got to fix very clear rules,” he said in the interview. 

“Secularism has got to prevail. And we can’t compromise on the status of women.”  He is adamant about that last point. “Everything plays 

out there,” he says. “People are telling us that problem comes from all sorts of oppression by the West. No. The problem comes from the 
oppression by Islam of women. We’ve got to help the Muslims resolve this question.”  (Adam Nossiter, New York Times, March 12, 2016)  

 

LISTEN, LIBERAL: Or, What Ever Happened to the Party of the People? 
Thomas Frank. Metropolitan Books. 305 pp. $27. 
The race for the Democratic nomination is a battle over the legacy of the Obama presidency. Hillary Clinton, completing her transition 

from rival to heir, lathers herself in that legacy whenever possible. Bernie Sanders offers a skeptical wag of the finger, his every call for 
revolution suggesting that so much hope has led to little change. “The kind of criticism that we’ve heard from Senator Sanders about our 

president, I expect from Republicans,” Clinton admonished in a recent debate. “I do not expect [it] from someone running for the 

Democratic nomination to succeed President Obama.” 
Until historians render their verdict on him, we have the partisans. Right-wing writers offer tales of illegitimacy, conspiracy and 

overreach in their effort to define Obama. Okay, fine. But now book-length judgments are being handed down by the left, too — and so far, 

it’s advantage Sanders. 
Bill Press, a liberal radio and television host, has authored “Buyer’s Remorse,” a distillation of the Obama years that comes down to 

“yes, but.” Yes, Obama got the stimulus bill through Congress, but it was too small. Yes, he passed the Affordable Care Act, but he punted 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/france/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
http://leplus.nouvelobs.com/contribution/958012-finkielkraut-bashe-dans-csoj-un-spectacle-politique-pervers-orchestre-par-taddei.html
http://www.academie-francaise.fr/
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/france/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
https://translate.google.co.uk/translate?hl=en&sl=fr&u=https://www.polytechnique.edu/&prev=search
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/w/world_war_ii_/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/w/world_war_ii_/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
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on the public option. Yes, he signed the Dodd-Frank Act, but he left Wall Street’s power largely intact. Yes, Obama ended torture as a tool 

of U.S. national security, but he didn’t prosecute any high-ranking officials responsible for it. Yes, he made history as the first black 

president, but he spoke out only reluctantly on racial injustice. Yes, he ended the war in Iraq, but he’s getting sucked into a new conflict 

there. Yes, he raised crazy money for Democratic candidates, but the House and the Senate went Republican on his watch. “The 

transformative new era of leadership Obama promised never happened,” Press laments. “His presidency looms as a huge opportunity 
wasted.” 

While Press details everything Obama has done to disappoint him, political historian Thomas Frank is more interested in why the 

president disappoints. It’s not that Obama has abandoned liberalism; it’s that liberalism has abandoned the working class. Over the past four 
decades, Frank argues in his new book “Listen, Liberal,” the Democrats have embraced a new favorite constituency: the professional class 

— the doctors, lawyers, engineers, programmers, entrepreneurs, artists, writers, financiers and other so-called creatives whose fetish for 

academic credentials and technological innovation has infected the party of the working class. Obama, like Bill Clinton before him, is a 
member in excellent standing of this class and a natural protector of it.  “When the left party in a system severs its bonds to working people 

— when it dedicates itself to the concerns of a particular slice of high-achieving affluent people — issues of work and income inequality 

will inevitably fade from its list of concerns,” Frank concludes. 
Together, the authors offer an early postmortem on the Obama presidency and a bleak, bitter vision of where liberal elites are taking 

the Democratic Party. In the 2016 campaign, anger and disappointment are not the sole province of the right. 

Some of this disappointment is inevitable. “Let’s be honest: Liberals, as a group, are never satisfied,” Press admits. “In our heart of 
hearts we let the great become the enemy of the good, and get too easily dismayed by half-measures.” Still, he says, he’ll accept not getting 

100 percent of what he wants, “as long as you fight like hell for that 100 percent before you compromise for much, much less.” 

The problem with Obama, Press contends, is that the president didn’t fight hard enough before settling; consensus-seeking and the 
endless pursuit of compromise were Obama’s default setting, particularly on economic policy. “Determined to be the nation’s first 

‘postpartisan president,’ he dove into deficit-cutting full bore, and spent much of the next two years in countless, pointless meetings with 

Speaker John Boehner and other Republican leaders, trying to negotiate a ‘balanced’ budget deal consisting of both new spending cuts and 

new revenue,” Press writes. It never happened, and Press says the energy wasted there could have furthered other liberal objectives. 

Press goes after Obama for not doing more — and doing it right away — on climate change, immigration reform, labor rights and 

Guantanamo Bay. Of course, when everything is a priority, nothing is, and Obama had to deal with the small matter of preventing another 
Great Depression. Press’s criticisms can come off a bit muddled, particularly on foreign policy, where he attacks the president for not using 

force in Syria, for using it in Libya, for not using enough of it against the Islamic State. Press doesn’t offer a coherent, progressive vision on 
foreign policy. Maybe he doesn’t have one. Maybe there just isn’t one. 

Both authors dismiss the standard arguments excusing the pace of change under Obama. Yes, the president has endured racially 

motivated opposition, writes Press, but if Obama fails to use the force of his office to further progressive goals, “the fault lies with him, not 
his racist critics.” Frank acknowledges the power of intransigent congressional Republicans, but insists Obama could have better used the 

executive branch to “do big and consequential things about inequality.” While other liberal journalists, such as Politico’s Michael Grunwald, 

portray Obama as the second coming of FDR, Press and Frank linger on a June 2015 interview revealing Obama’s limited view of his own 
powers. 

“Sometimes the task of government is to make incremental improvements, or try to steer the ocean liner two degrees north or south, so 

that 10 years from now, suddenly we’re in a very different place than we were,” Obama explained. “But at the time, at the moment, people 
may feel like, we need a 50-degree turn, we don’t need a two-degree turn. . . . And you can’t turn 50 degrees.”  Or, to update the 2008 

mantra: Yes, we can, but only a bit at a time and it’s hard so back off. 

[This is the moment Obama knew he would defeat Hillary Clinton for the 2008 nomination] 
There are electoral coalitions, and then there are governing ones. In their campaigns, Obama and the Democrats may reach out to 

unions, minority groups, millennials and other members of that “coalition of the ascendant” that is supposed to deliver Democratic 

presidents in perpetuity. But when it’s time for action, Frank writes, Democrats are in thrall to the elite, professional class. And though he 

says this all began with George McGovern’s campaign in 1972, the primary culprit is not Obama but William Jefferson Clinton. 

“Bill Clinton was often described as the leader of his generation,” Frank writes, “but it’s more accurate to say he was the leader of a 

particular privileged swath of his age group — the leader of a class.” He ran as a populist alternative to George H.W. Bush, but once in 
office, Frank complains, he bowed to financial markets, globalization, and the professional class and self-serving meritocracy that this 

Arkansas boy had joined at Georgetown, Oxford and Yale. 

For that class, Frank argues, income and wealth inequality is not a problem but an inevitable condition. Those who reach the top ranks 
of academia or Wall Street — or even Democratic Party politics — fully believe that they’ve earned their perch. “For successful 

professionals, meritocracy is a beautifully self-serving doctrine, entitling them to all manner of rewards and status, because they are smarter 

than other people,” Frank writes. “. . . For those who have just lost their home, for example, or who are having trouble surviving on the 
minimum wage, the implications of meritocracy are equally unambiguous. To them this ideology says, forget it. You have no one to blame 

for your problems but yourself.” 

This belief system underlies Clinton’s obsession with education and job training as the only ways to engage with global competition. 
“The world we face today is the world where what you earn depends on what you can learn,” the president-elect said in a December 1992 

speech. For the professional class, academic credentialism is everything — the ticket to upper-class income brackets. It is less a strategy for 

mitigating inequality, Frank charges, than one for rationalizing it. 
That philosophy is why Clinton deregulated derivatives and “put our country’s only strong banking laws in the grave,” Frank writes. 

“He’s the one who rammed the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) through Congress and who taught the world that the way 

you respond to a recession is by paying off the federal deficit. Mass incarceration and the repeal of welfare, two of Clinton’s other major 
achievements, are the pillars of the disciplinary state that has made life so miserable for Americans in the lower reaches of society.” 

The fuses Clinton lit detonated during the George W. Bush years, propelling Obama into the Oval Office. Even so, Frank writes, the 

Obama administration has been “Clintonism on monster-truck tires.” The president’s star-studded economic team — with its links to Wall 

Street, to the Clinton era, to market-driven orthodoxies — made it almost impossible for the new president to tackle Wall Street malfeasance 

more aggressively. “For the kind of achievement-conscious people who filled the administration,” Frank writes, “investment bankers were 

more than friends — they were fellow professionals. . . the ‘creative class’ that Democrats revere.” 
[The racial procrastination of Barack Obama] 

By Obama’s second term, Silicon Valley had replaced Wall Street in the liberal imagination, campaign events and the revolving door 

of Washington. Now it’s all Google and Uber rather than Goldman and Citi, but the Democrats’ worship of disruptive innovation is just as 
detrimental to working-class interests as their respect for financial engineering, Frank cautions. “Many of our most vaunted innovations are 

simply methods — electronic or otherwise — of pulling off some age-old profit-maximizing managerial maneuver by new and unregulated 

means.”  So for those like Press who wonder why Obama and his team didn’t push harder for liberal causes, Frank offers a simple, damning 
possibility. “They didn’t believe in doing those things. . . . they didn’t want to do those things.” 

*** 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/book-party/wp/2015/01/29/the-moment-obama-knew-he-would-beat-hillary-clinton-for-the-2008-nomination/?tid=a_inl
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/book-party/wp/2016/02/18/the-racial-procrastination-of-barack-obama/
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In hindsight, of course, both authors think they should’ve seen all this coming. 

“It’s also possible — and fact, it’s altogether likely — that we fundamentally misread Barack Obama,” Press admits. Perhaps the 

candidate simply seemed liberal because Republicans had traveled so far right. “At best, he’s a bona fide centrist, or centrist-left,” he 

concludes. And Frank blames himself for not realizing that Obama was more about consensus than confrontation. “After all, the magical 

healing properties of consensus had been one of the great themes of Obama’s pre-presidential career,” Frank notes, both in his famed 2004 
Democratic National Convention speech and in “The Audacity of Hope,” his 2006 bestseller. 

So, if it’s caveat emptor when evaluating presidential candidates, how should the left consider Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders? 

Press, bless his heart, is ready to love again. He clearly believes in the junior senator from Vermont — “Be yourself, Bernie,” Press 
encourages in a concluding letter he writes to each candidate — and Sanders even wrote a nice, if vague, book jacket blurb for “Buyer’s 

Remorse.” But Press could go all in for the former secretary of state, too. “You may have a reputation for being a moderate, but we know 

you’re a real progressive at heart,” he writes to Clinton. “Don’t do what too many Democrats do, once elected, and rush to the middle.” 
(Implicit: too many Democrats like your husband.) 

Frank, for his part, admires Sanders — “He’s a New Dealer,” he said recently, the highest praise possible — and the anti-trade-

agreement rhetoric that helped Sanders win the Michigan primary finds a ready audience with Frank. But the author is skeptical that Sanders 
can prevail in the primaries, and he writes that “trying to figure out exactly where Hillary Clinton actually stands on political issues can be 

crazy-making.” Judging from her tenure as secretary of state, Frank identifies what he derisively calls a “microclimate of virtue” 

surrounding Clinton. “The mystic bond between high-achieving professionals and the planet’s most victimized people . . . is a recurring 
theme in her life and work.” Her crusades for Internet freedom and for microcredit loans for women in developing countries are a “perfect 

expression of Clintonism, bringing together wealthy financial interests with rhetoric that sounds outrageously idealistic.” 

The critique that Press and Frank offer is somewhat self-fulfilling. If you dare suggest that the Democratic Party must adapt to a 
changing global economy, or that the power of the presidency has been curtailed regardless of who inhabits the White House, you become 

part of the very mind-set the authors vilify. Even so, while we hyperventilate over the fracturing of the Republican Party, these books make 

a persuasive case that the other side has remade itself already, away from the causes that once defined it. “Every two years, they simply 

assume that being non-Republican is sufficient to rally the voters of the nation to their standard,” Frank concludes. “This cannot go on.” 

It can. Unless Sanders pulls off a miraculous resuscitation, the old Democratic Party is dead. Depending on where you stand in the 

2016 campaign and the 2016 economy, it was either a noble death or a suicide. 
 

Daylight Saving Time: Why Does It Exist? (It’s Not for Farming) 
Spring forward, fall back.   But why? 
The reason the United States and many other countries, mostly in the West, shift to daylight saving time is contentious and confusing, 

and some of the more popular explanations are not grounded in reality. (It isn’t for farmers, as you may have learned in school.)  The 

general concept is to move an hour of sunlight from the early morning, when many would sleep through it, to the evening, when you could 
most likely do more with the light.  “For most people, an extra hour of daylight in the evening after work or after school is much more 

usable than the hour of daylight in the morning,” said David Prerau, the author of “Seize the Daylight.”  But since the idea was put in place, 

it has faced detractors and debate. Several states, including California and Rhode Island, are considering abolishing the practice. As with 
many other congressional acts, it’s worth considering who the beneficiaries are. 

Who Profits? 

Extra daylight means extra time to spend money.  And if you’re in the United States, you’re probably going to get in your car to go 
spend that money. 

“Americans really do leave their homes when there is more sunlight at the end of the day,” said Michael Downing, a lecturer at Tufts 

University and the author of “Spring Forward: The Annual Madness of Daylight Saving Time.”  “We go to the parks, and we go to the mall, 
but we don’t walk there,” he said. “Daylight saving increases gasoline consumption.” 

No one is more aware of that than gas stations, which is why the Association for Convenience and Fuel Retailing, a lobbying group 

for convenience stores, has pushed to start daylight saving time earlier in the year. In 2010, Jeff Miller, the group’s chairman at the time, 
said the industry had added an estimated $1 billion in annual sales since the organization lobbied to add a month to daylight saving in 1986.   

“That’s tens of billions of dollars in sales since then,” he said in a news release. 

Those in the leisure industry have also benefited, Mr. Downing said. For example, he said, the Chamber of Commerce has lobbied on 
behalf of retailers that sell gardening, home repair or sports equipment. Lobbyists from the golf industry estimated in 1986 that an extra 

month of daylight saving would be worth $200 million to $400 million.  Before lights were installed in professional stadiums, Major League 

Baseball had to end some games in ties because of darkness, and fans often felt robbed by such dissatisfying endings. In the two seasons 
after daylight saving began, the number of ties decreased to five from 22. 

Who’s Opposed? 

It might be surprising to find farmers in this category considering the common belief that they are the reason for daylight saving time.  
“I don’t know how that ever became a myth, but it is the exact opposite,” Mr. Prerau said. He said daylight saving time actually disrupts 

farmers’ schedules.  Initially, farmers were the strongest lobby against the change. But since then, opposition has fragmented into much 

smaller interest groups, Mr. Downing said, including religious groups that schedule prayers around sunrise. Parents have also complained 
about having their children walk to school in the dark.  Some have argued it leads to an increase in traffic accidents. Mayor Bill de Blasio of 

New York warned drivers to be vigilant, calling the morning commute that will now be darker “a serious danger.”   And some anti-

federalists are opposed to what they consider unnecessary government intervention. (Arizona and Hawaii are the only two states that have 
held out.) 

Historians have traced the notion back to Benjamin Franklin, who realized he was sleeping through some daylight hours while visiting 

Paris in the 18th century. He suggested French officials shoot cannons at sunrise to jolt people out of bed, optimizing the amount of hours 
they spent awake when it’s light out. That way, they could cut down on using candles to light their homes while awake, Mr. Prerau said.  

But the first idea to move the clock hands came from William Willett, who unsuccessfully proposed it to the British Parliament in 1908. 

Germany, however, seeking cost savings during World War I, heard the idea and enacted it in 1915. Three weeks later, the British followed, 
and other world powers were close behind, including the United States in 1918.   Reducing energy consumption is still often cited as a chief 

driver of daylight saving time, but experts can’t agree on whether that is actually a result. There have been many conflicting studies. 

A Department of Energy report from 2008 found that the extended daylight saving time put in place in 2005 saved about 0.5 percent 
in total electricity use per day.   But Matthew Kotchen, a Yale economist, found a 1 percent increase in electricity use after Indiana 

introduced daylight saving statewide in 2006, estimating a cost of $9 million per year for consumers. 

“The consequence for Indiana has been higher electricity bills and more pollution from power plants,” Mr. Kotchen wrote in Room for 
Debate.  Mr. Downing said the idea was originally based on having “an eight-hour economy,” but electricity demand is no longer based on 

sunrises and sunsets — not when there’s air conditioning.   “It has long been a cynical substitute for real energy policy,” he said. “It’s the 
ideal energy policy because it has no apparent direct cost to consumers, and it asks no one to consume less.”  (Daniel Victor, NY Times, 

March 11, 2016)  
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Let’s Hear it For Global Stupidity 
The sand is golden, the sea clear, the sky blue. A grinning teenager takes a selfie, framed in such a way that no sky, sea or sand 

are included. Yes, the picture is only about the girl and I’ve interpreted this as yet another portent for the end of the world.  
It’s a week and a half into the new year and—along with the end of civilisation and humankind—I’m also wondering how 

many of us are turning into the perfect people we vowed to become with our new year rsolutions just nine days ago.   
Based on a detailed study of myself I would say  . . . none.  In the past nine days I have not become kinder, more patient or 

more generous and I haven’t lost even a fraction of a kilo. In fact I’ve actually gained some weight because it turns out that my self-
invented Eat Your Way to Thinness Diet doesn’t actually work.  

I spoke to a friemt about my personal disappointments and, having recently attended an evning with Oprah, she replied: “You 
know, you should do what I did and learn to love and accept yourself.”  

To which I blurted: “Are you kidding? You accepted yourself! But you have so much room for improvement!”   
This is the problem with accepting yourself and embracing your flaws.  It essentially means that everyone else has to lift their 

game in order to pick up the slack. And I am not sure our siciety is capable of it, simply because we’re too stupid.  
We have signs in institutions that say “please join the shortest queue”, clearly because without this tip we could join a line 

thst’s formed behind a guy who’s tying up his shoe.  And we confidentially say things like, “you’ll always find something in the last 
place you look” without realising that only a bleeding idiot would continue to look for something after they found it.  

I think it’s quite embarrasing to be a human.  The majority of us are stupid, selfish and self-obsessed. And in our society these 
qualities are increasingly encouraged.  As far as I can see our species only continues to exist because a handful of humans are smart, 
kind and wise. It’s ironic these are the people society stifles.  

As I sit at the beach it seems clear to me that if our population were stranded on a deset island we would eat the very people 
who were most capable of keeping us alive. We’d eat them to prevent their inordinate capability from making us feel inadequate.  
I’m pretty much accepting the demise of mankind as I contemplate how many other species in the history of the universe have 
constructed their own extinction whether through war, environmental ravage, climate change, greed or myopic vision.  With the 
new year ahead of us the old will be repeated.  Politicians will say and do stupid things. They will be liked – and then disliked 
because they’re likeable. Computer created algorithms will determine the value of our life’s work and savings when we retire.  Our 
pensioners will live below the poverty line and no one will say anything about it even though one day we will be them.  I’m 
despairing until a friend tells me a story which suggests that maybe our stupidity will work to our benefit. He’s running for public 
office and received an email from an unknown woman who said: “You’re a dickhead. There’s no way I’m goimng to vore for you.”  My 
mate replied, “Good. Don’t vote for me.” And the woman responded with: “How dare you tell me how to vote. I’m going to vote for 
you whether you like it or not.”  (Gretel Killeen, Daily Telegraph, January 9, 2016)       

 

More boys than girls is bad for law and order 
Tens of thousands of young male migrants pursuing a new life in Europe could threaten the peace and stability of Western 

nations, an American professor has warned.  Thousands of unaccompanied teenage boys who have fled poverty and war in Africa, the 
Middle East and Afghanistan are creating imbalances in the numbers of men and women in parts of Europe that rival those of China, 

according to Valerie Hudson, a professor at Texas A & M University who studies the effects of sex ratios on the stability of nations.  

Writing for Politico, Dr Hudson said: “Crimes such as rape and sexual harassment become more common in highly masculinised societies, 
and women’s ability to move about freely and without fear within society is curtailed. In addition, demand for prostitution soars. Places 

where the sex ratio is most imbalanced have higher violent crime and property crime rates.” 

According to official statistics, two-thirds of all migrants registering in Greece and Italy last year were male. A fifth of all those who 
reached the EU last year were under the age of 18; half had travelled alone. Of those, more than 90 per cent were boys.  While debate in 

Europe has frequently focused on the faith and culture of the new arrivals, Dr Hudson argues that demographics should be driving the 

decisions of governments. “Nobody is talking about this,” she said. “We should be thinking strategically about how to protect the normal 
sex ratios. Places where the sex ratios are most unequal have suffered a rise in crime. China has suffered a rise in crime, India as well. 

“I don’t care if they are Muslim or Greek Orthodox,” she added. “If you are altering sex ratios to the level of 123 men to every 100 

women, you are going to have problems.”   Dr Hudson warned the problem of too many young migrant men was particularly profound in 
Sweden, which has taken more migrants per capita than any other European country — nearly four times that of Germany. She calculated 

that among the population aged 16 and 17 there were now 123 boys for every 100 girls. In China, where gender imbalances are blamed on 

the one-child policy, the ratio is 117 boys to every 100 girls. 
Dr Hudson cites Canada as an example of a country that has recognised the risks of an overly large young male population. Canada 

has committed to accepting 25,000 Syrian refugees by the end of next month, but it is accepting only women, accompanied minors and 

families. (The Times, Jnauary 8, 2016) 
 

Resolve to have a better relationship 
It’s the traditional time to think about making our lives healthier and happier. But we should not neglect relationships as part 

of any New Year’s resolutions.  Readers regularly ask me how to improve a relationship — or, in some cases, start a new one.  Below are 

the most common relationship questions, as well as answers from experts. 
Online dating isn’t working. How can I meet someone? 

Put your mouse down and step outside. “You need to be out in the open to be discovered,” says Ish Major, a psychiatrist and 

relationship expert.  You’re most likely to find a like-minded person in the places you already go: the grocery store, gym, church or 

synagogue. Major calls this the “sweep around your own doorstep strategy”.  But you must look up from your phone. Make eye contact. 
Smile. Look approachable. Men, in particular, are looking for cues to approach, Major says.  Your mother was right: You always need to 

look presentable when you leave the house. This means no baggy tracksuits. No dirty ponytails or greasy caps.  Remember that just as you 

are looking at other people, they are looking at you. “And nine times out of 10, the day you are off your game is the one day that Bradley 
Cooper comes down the street with his new puppy,” Major says. 

You’ll need some hobbies. Take up rock climbing. Get involved in the local music scene. Run a race (triathlons attract fit people, 

wearing skimpy clothes, high on endorphins, with their age marked in large numbers on their leg). 
And do these things alone. You are much easier to approach when you’re not in a group.  Volunteering is good. But don’t sit in corner 

stuffing boxes of food for the homeless. You need to interact, so get your hands on the volunteer list and be the one to call and rally people. 
Or volunteer to take photos at the event. That will give you a great excuse to meet everyone. 

Tell your friends and family that you are looking. Often they notice things about you that you don’t notice yourself and can see who 

would be a good match, Major says.  And show up to family functions: weddings, graduations, piano recitals. If you meet someone, you will 
share the fact that you both value family. And you’ll have little competition for attention: how many other well-dressed, smiling singles are 

likely to be there? 
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How do I get my partner to try my hobby with me? 

This issue is important, experts say, because research shows that couples who try new things together have greater relationship 

satisfaction.  Hobbies often lead to new mutual friends and social activities. Problems may arise, though, when only one partner is interested 
(and proficient) in the hobby in question. Think of the power differential: one person is perfectly outfitted in cutting-edge sports gear and 

gung-ho to share his or her vast knowledge. The other is simply terrified. 
So how do you do it?  “Patiently, very patiently,” says Julie K. Nelson, a family studies lecturer. 

She once talked her husband into taking up beekeeping with her by giving him a year to warm up to the idea. “I kept telling him I 

needed him, which made him feel important,” she says.  To reap the benefits of a shared hobby, both partners need to be able to enjoy it, so 
be realistic. If your hobby truly isn’t a match for your partner’s personality, pick a new one to share. 

When trying to get your partner interested, Nelson says you should offer the idea up slowly, and “don’t be discouraged if the first 

attempts are shot down”.  Be persistent and loving, not pouty and demanding. Find a way for the partner to “own” part of the idea. “Present 
it as an exciting challenge, and ask them to find a way to figure out how to solve it,” she says. 

She has tips for the resistant spouse, too: you don’t have to participate equally in the hobby. If your husband’s passion is restoring old 

cars, let him get dirty in the garage. You go for Sunday drives and to car shows. And ask yourself: “Who would I rather my partner spend 
time with while they are doing the thing they love most?” 

How do I say I am sorry? 

Ban the “but”, as in “I’m sorry, but …” That one little word, and the defensiveness that comes with it, negates your apology.  If 

you’ve done something wrong, you need to demonstrate genuine remorse.  To do this, show the other person that you understand why your 
actions were hurtful or unfair. And take responsibility instead of blaming other people or the situation you were in, says Andy J. Merolla, 

associate professor of communication at Baldwin Wallace University, in Ohio. 

And remember: apologies work best if they arrive sooner rather than later. If you don’t know what you did wrong, ask. Use “I”, as in 
“I am sorry I did x …” And sincerely promise not to make the same mistake again. 

Even if you don’t believe you did anything wrong, you can acknowledge a person’s feelings without accepting blame, Merolla says. 

Tell the person you care and want to know why he or she is upset. 
How do I get my partner to have more sex with me? 

The first, tough step in fixing discrepant desire — when one partner wants more sex — is to talk about it, says Sari Cooper, a certified 

sex therapist. Many people feel that if they kiss or touch each other, they have agreed to “the full monty”, so they avoid all physical contact 
if they are not in the mood to go all the way, she says.  “It is important to be able to tell your partner: ‘Sometimes I feel like giving or 

receiving sensual touch, but it may not conclude with intercourse. Is that OK?’” Cooper says. 

If you want more sex, you should ask your partner to identify his or her top three erotic triggers, she says. Then be prepared to follow 
up.  Cooper says you should talk about why you want to have sex. Couples have sex to reconnect, feel loved, reduce stress, cheer up after a 

rough day, sleep better.  Explaining what sex means to you — and understanding what it means to your partner — will help you both 

empathise with the other’s point of view, Cooper says. 
Plan a block of unstructured time when you can relax and be sensual. (Remember when you were single and dating? You hung out for 

hours and that often led to sex.) So book a babysitter and unwind together: make a meal, watch a movie, take a walk — and see what 

happens.  If all else fails, compromise. You want sex four times a week but your partner is good with once? Try twice a week and see what 
happens.  (Elizabeth Bernstein, The Australian, January 11, 2016) 

 

Mark Zuckerberg should spend $45 billion on undoing Facebook’s damage to democracies 
Facebook chief executive Mark Zuckerberg has announced that he wants to give away $45 billion. I’m sure he needs some advice on 

how to spend it. Here’s mine: He should use it to undo the terrible damage done by Facebook and other forms of social media to democratic 

debate and civilized discussion all over the world.  

Weak democracies are the most vulnerable to the curse of Facebook. I was recently at a gathering of experts who work in post-conflict 

countries, and all present agreed: Reconstructing a nation — any nation, whether Libya or East Timor — requires the establishment of a 

framework for national debate. If nothing else, leaders of the conflict have to agree about why the war ended, why they decided to stop 

fighting and what will happen next. Then they have to transmit that agreement to their followers. But if this is impossible — because 
“mainstream” media don’t exist, because Facebook offers conflicting versions of the truth, because no one trusts what they read — then 

peace is impossible, too. Anne Applebaum writes a biweekly foreign affairs column for The Washington Post. She is also the Director of the 

Global Transitions Program at the Legatum Institute in London.  
Poor democracies are equally vulnerable. In countries — and there are more than you think — where reputable, fact-checked, 

independent media don’t function (because they’re too expensive, because the Internet destroyed the advertising market, because illiberal 

governments put pressure on the media), then the possibility of civilized conversation disappears, too.  
If different versions of the truth appear in different online versions; if no one can agree upon what actually happened yesterday; if 

fake, manipulated or mendacious news websites are backed up by mobs of Internet trolls; then conspiracy theories, whether of the far left or 

far right, will soon have the same weight as reality. Politicians who lie will be backed by a claque of supporters.  
Rich democracies haven’t realized that this is also fast becoming their problem. Whenever I’ve described the disappearance of facts 

and the growth of Internet fantasy while in London or Washington, the response has usually been rather smug: How very terrible for all of 

those people in Tunisia or Slovakia, but “it couldn’t happen here.” But it can and it has: Donald Trump claimed that “thousands” of Muslims 
in New Jersey cheered the collapse of the World Trade Center, and thousands of real commenters and bloggers rushed to his defense on 

Facebook and elsewhere. Never mind that it didn’t happen: It is now possible to live in a virtual reality where Trump’s lies are acclaimed as 
the hidden truth that the mainstream media have concealed from the masses. 

Those who don’t live in Trump’s world can find alternatives, of course. Ali Amin, a Virginia teenager, was so entranced by the world 

of online jihad that he became “absorbed in a ‘virtual’ struggle while disconnecting from what was real.” He wound up with an 11-year 
prison sentence for providing material support to a terrorist group. Nor is that kind of experience reserved for jihadis. Anyone who spends 

any time in the many alternative worlds that can be accessed via Twitter or Facebook can encounter similarly false information, in many 

forms and in many languages, every day. Just follow the right Twitter accounts, and you’ll get links to the fake websites and dubious 
organizations that produce invented statistics. You’ll find friends who believe in the invented statistics, too. If you so desire, you can then go 

on to live in a bubble entirely divorced from any reality except one created by far-right bloggers, left-wing anarchists or Kremlin spin 

doctors, all of whom excel at developing this kind of alternate reality.  Many of those who do the inventing have particular political goals, 
such as the election of Trump, or the recruitment of Islamic State volunteers. But the longer-term impact of disinformation is even more 

profound: It creates cynicism and apathy. Eventually it means that nobody believes anything. People aren’t bothered by Trump’s lies — or 

Vladimir Putin’s lies, or the Islamic State’s lies — because they don’t believe anything they read anyway. There’s so much garbage 
information out there, it’s impossible to know what is true. 

Nobody yet knows what to do about this sea change, because few people have even accepted that it is happening or understand how it 

works. There’s a wide-open space for Zuckerberg to help journalists, academics, activists and politicians figure out how to bring reality back 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2015/12/01/mark-zuckerberg-will-give-away-99-percent-of-his-facebook-stock/?hpid=hp_hp-top-table-main_switch-zuckerberg-450pm:homepage/story
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/giving-away-the-facebook-fortune/2015/12/05/55e5c7bc-9abe-11e5-b499-76cbec161973_story.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/09/us/americans-attracted-to-isis-find-an-echo-chamber-on-social-media.html?_r=0
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into public debate. Maybe we need to study “media literacy” in schools; maybe we need independent “accuracy indexes” to rate websites; 

maybe we need to work on understanding the psychology of conspiracy theorists. We don’t know yet what works, but it’s time we started 

trying to figure it out. And that is a $45 billion question. (Anne Applebaum, The Washington Post, December 10, 2015) 
 

A success of multiculturalism murdered by one of its biggest failures 
The bloodshed on the streets of Sydney last Friday has been held up as further proof that multiculturalism has failed. One of the 

saddest features of the Parramatta shooting is that its victim was a decent, gentle man who was the very embodiment of the fact that 
multiculturalism has also worked. 

There was nothing dinki-di about Curtis Cheng. But he was an absolutely fantastic Australian. He emigrated from Hong Kong to start 

a new life. English was his second language. He grew up speaking Cantonese and, as an adult, was probably happiest getting together with 
his family for dim sum in Chinatown on a Sunday than heading to the local pub. Culturally, Mr Cheng might have been a world away from 

the beer-drinking, barbie-loving Australian. But he was a peerless demonstration of the fact that multiculturalism is a values-based exercise 

where people like him come to Australia, and get Australia.   
He symbolised hard work, reward for effort. As a Chinese Buddhist, he also understood that the deal in Australia was that we should 

respect each other regardless of race or religion. He knew what it was like to live in another part of the world which was politically 

uncertain, deprived of human rights, with an inferior quality of life. 
He used his skills as a mathematician for the public good, working as an accountant for our police, doing his bit to keep the 

community safe.  He was one of the many people who have come to Australia and felt they’d been given a second chance at life. That life 

has now been taken away. And it’s been taken away by someone who represents the weakest point in the story of Australian 
multiculturalism, that small but scary grouping of Islamicists who are infected by a pathetic sense of victimhood, even though this country 

was generous enough to give them and their children the same second chance afforded to Curtis Cheng.   

When you mix this sense of victimhood with an adherence to a violently warped interpretation of the Islamic faith, it’s not surprising 
that people who already think that they’re martyrs are prepared to become martyrs in a literal sense.  

Especially when the people in question are vulnerable young men, urged on by their angry elders, in covert prayer rooms and digital 

chat rooms where the message being reinforced over and over is that Australians regard them as the enemy and that they should respond in 
kind.  If you want to see this sense of indignation in full dramatic display, I’d point you to the footage of the police raids in western Sydney 

on Thursday. An innocent man had been shot dead after knocking off work for the day and, as people allegedly linked to the case were 

rounded up, the reaction of friends and family was to abuse the police, throw eggs at the media, and angrily demand to know what all the 
fuss was about. 

Sorry, but the people who are being persecuted here aren’t the perpetrators of this madness. They’re the people who met for coffee at 

the Lindt cafe, the two cops running a routine check on Numan Haider, the accountant heading home at the end of the week.  Yet even with 
this latest outrage, the sense among the hard-heads and the hot-heads in the Muslim community is that they’re the victims. It’s bollocks and 

it should no longer be tolerated. 

You didn’t see the Curtis Chengs of Australia turning to terror or playing the victim card when National Action was around in the 
1980s, or when that Hanson ratbag warned Australia was being swamped by Asians. 

They just kept ploughing on – working, paying their taxes, making sure their kids were getting an education. 
In the context of Islam, we risk making excuses for people who have no interest in fitting in and putting in, and who are abusing the 

liberal values of tolerance and pluralism to push an agenda which is wholly intolerant and violently monotheistic. 

One of the problems we have is that we are not nearly forceful enough in asserting our values to new arrivals, and ensuring through 
our schools that those values are reinforced.  Our squeamish interpretation of multiculturalism means we risk subjugating baseline liberal 

values for fear of being seen as impolite. In the burqa debate, you find middle class Australians who will rail about the number of women on 

corporate boards, yet tie themselves in knots when discussing the innately sexist and male-mandated wearing of the veil.  One of the best 
examples of this wooly thinking came in the Hunter Valley a few years ago when discussion took place as to whether, given the support for 

female circumcision among some refugee communities in the area, it would be safer to allow the practice in a medically controlled 

environment. Call me old-fashioned but I’d stick to calling the cops and charging the perpetrators with child abuse. 
Our universities are currently doing a good job of keeping that climate change doubter Bjorn Lomborg at bay, who holds the 

apparently unutterable view that the world isn’t warming as quickly as originally thought.  Yet a few days ago, Deakin University hosted an 

event called “The Art of Da’wah”, where radical Islamicists who advocate death for homosexuals and apostates were given free rein to 
spout their garbage.  A Deakin spokesman said that while the university would keep an eye on things, the event would proceed as “we are 

committed to the fair and open exchange of ideas”. 

A success story of multiculturalism has been murdered by one of its biggest failures. The sad thing is that the same things which drove 
Mr Cheng are undoubtedly the same things which drive the majority of Australia’s Muslims who came here from the hell of Somalia, the 

chaos of the Middle East, the poverty of Indonesia, and grasped that opportunity with both hands. 

It is the hardcore minority which threatens the social fabric. The threat is compounded by a baseless sense of persecution in the 
broader Islamic community and our own inability as liberal-minded people to make what should be an unremarkable assertion. You’re 

welcome here, but if you don’t like Australian laws and values, this isn’t the country for you. (David Penberthy, Sunday Mail, Oct 10, 2015)  

Comments 

Jill:  So many understandably react with fear and hatred. It is true that no normal person wants innocent Australians slaughtered in 
cold blood when they are just going about their daily business. 

But I am encouraged by the stance taken by the chief of the Parramatta mosque who has told those who don't like Australia to leave. I 

think these people are the answer to the problem. If the extremists are made to feel ostracised by others within their own religion, it will 
diminish their power and hopefully reduce their numbers.  

 

Kevin: Take away the bird feeder. We have a very generous welfare system and far too many simply do not want to work. European 

and Asian migrants to this country will take on any work even if it means menial work. They know the value of a dollar and are prepared to 
work, get a good education and trade skills. That is where our migrants should be coming from. 

Joe: You said it David, this is further proof that multiculturalism has failed. It`s now long overdue that political correctness and 

pandering to these people was stopped.  So when in Rome........ Let their children attend normal schools and learn to integrate - it`s not 
happening, disallow mosques being built and stop the immigration of these people as any blind Freddy can see the more that arrive the more 

trouble we are seeing wether it be by killing innocent residents or gangs particularly in certain suburbs in Sydney - which will happen in 

Adelaide if it`s not already..  Australia is our country we don`t wish to live in fear. 
Jill: @Joe Except David has not stated that multiculturalism has failed. He merely points out the contrast between immigrants like 

Cheng who embody the success of multiculturalism and Jabar who embodies the failure of it. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/anne-applebaum
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Sue: If these people really want us to become like them, maybe its time for them to go back to their lovely countries and lives and live 

it there and leave us to ours here.  Why come here and then try to ruin what we have to suit what they are used to.  Go back home.  Let the 

people who want to come here for what we have and how we live, come here.  And bring their new flavours and cultures that we can enjoy. 

Bev: I often don't agree with what you write but on this occasion I do. It would seem this may be a watershed moment for Australia 

when we stop listening to and being brow beaten by some "academics" and fellow travellers. Most are not going to join the ranks of Reclaim 
Australia or sister organizations but will no longer accept the twisted logic coming from those who would claim to be arbitrators of our 

"moral" compasses.  

Godefroy: Agreed. I've been a strong supporter of multiculturalism, but if those people - who should be grateful to Australia for 

accepting them - resent our values and way of life they should return to their 'ideal'.  Incidentally, those claiming Australians are being 
"racist" should note that Islam is a religion, not a race.  

Baz: David, you refer to the violently warped interpretation of the Islamic faith held by some Muslims.  But have you considered that 

this is not an interpretation but the message that Mohammed wanted to convey.  Thankfully, most Muslims have rejected the violence 

but the words are there to be understood according to the mindset of the reader. 
 

England Weighs Its Own Anthem to Rival ‘God Save the Queen’ 

England’s rugby players sang “God Save the Queen” before 

a World Cup match against Australia at Twickenham Stadium in London in October. Lawmakers have agreed to debate a bill that 
would create another anthem to be played before England’s teams take on foreign rivals. Credit Alastair Grant/Associated Press  

LONDON — For two centuries the national anthem here has been a somber plea for the monarch’s longevity, and “God Save the 

Queen” is routinely sung as England’s sports teams line up for international matches. 
But now the anthem, and not just the sovereign, may be in need of saving.  On Wednesday, lawmakers agreed to debate in March a 

bill that, while not scrapping “God Save the Queen,” would create another anthem to be played before England’s teams take on foreign 

rivals.  Supporters of the move argue that “God Save the Queen” is the national anthem for the United Kingdom and for Britain, of which 
England is just one part. While Scotland and Wales, which field their own soccer and rugby teams, have their own anthems, England does 

not.  The proposal for an English anthem is unlikely to become law because it does not have government support. But the discussion appears 
to have touched a nerve, highlighting the growing nationalist sentiments at play in Britain, where support for Scottish independence, a push 

for Britain to exit the European Union, and populist appeals in England are important features of the political landscape. 

Speaking in Parliament, Toby Perkins, a Labour lawmaker who proposed the bill, said he was “neither a Republican, nor an atheist 
nor an English nationalist,” but objected to the playing of “God Save the Queen” before matches because it suggested that England and 

Britain were “synonymous.”  He noted that the Welsh have “Land of My Fathers” (first sung in 1905 in response to the New Zealand rugby 

team’s traditional haka, a Maori war chant) and that the Scots sing “Flower of Scotland.” He conceded that things were more complicated in 
Northern Ireland, where “God Save the Queen” is played before the team’s international soccer games.  Mr. Perkins alluded to a growing 

sense of fragmentation among Britons, pointing out that in 1966 — the only time England won soccer’s World Cup — the crowd mainly 

waved the British flag, the Union Flag, known as the Union Jack. But nowadays the English flag of St. George is more in evidence at 
England’s international matches, he said, adding that “the issue of national identity is a powerful one,” and should not be allowed to 

“fester.” 

In a 2014 referendum, Scots voted against breaking away from the United Kingdom, but the pro-independence Scottish National Party 
has since surged in support. Britain’s prime minister, David Cameron, of the Conservative Party, has offered more power to the Scottish 

Parliament in Edinburgh, but he also wants to compensate for this by giving English lawmakers more control over measures that affect only 

England.  Mr. Cameron entered the anthem debate in 2012 when, according to the website Conservative Home, he expressed interest in 
“Jerusalem” as an English anthem. This stirring musical setting of William Blake’s poem includes an invocation to build Jerusalem in 

“England’s green and pleasant land,” though it also mentions the country’s “dark satanic mills.” 

 “Jerusalem” was chosen as the anthem for English athletes at the Commonwealth Games in 2010, after a public poll. 
Other suggestions have included “Land of Hope and Glory” by A. C. Benson and Edward Elgar and the more contemporary “Heroes” 

by David Bowie, who died this week.  On Wednesday, Jacob Rees-Mogg, a Conservative lawmaker who opposes the bill, came to the 

defense of “God Save the Queen,” which came to be known as the national anthem at the beginning of the 19th century. 
According to Buckingham Palace, it was first performed much earlier, in 1745, when news reached London of a military victory. The 

leader of the band at the Theater Royal, Drury Lane, arranged “God Save the King” for performance after a play (the lyrics change to reflect 

the gender of the monarch).  “What greater pleasure can there be for a trueborn Englishman or trueborn Englishwoman than to listen to our 
own national anthem?” Mr. Rees-Mogg said.  Mr. Rees-Mogg also argued that any change in the current arrangements would “reduce that 

sense of devotion to our sovereign that we ought to have.”  But Mr. Perkins, the Labour lawmaker, said there was huge interest in the 

creation of an anthem for England, describing it as an idea “whose time has come.” 
Although he did not nominate any particular tune to replace “God Save the Queen,” Mr. Perkins told lawmakers that, on radio stations 

to which he had spoken, a number of suggestions had been floated.  These included, he said, one from the English band the Smiths: “Heaven 

Knows I’m Miserable Now.” (Stephen Castejan, New York Times, Jan. 13, 2016) 
 

Piers Akerman: Left claims high moral ground - from gutter 
WARREN Mundine knows what makes the Labor Party tick, he’s a former party president. 

He also knows what bigotry and racism look like — he’s an Aboriginal Australian. 
Drawing on his experiences both within the ALP leadership and as an Aboriginal, it is his considered view that Labor’s extraordinary 

attacks on the job-creating China free trade agreement are bigoted and racist. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/unitedkingdom/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
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Mundine is the latest in an ever-growing line of luminaries to attack the vicious campaign being run against the China deal by 

Opposition leader Bill Shorten and the historically corrupt rogue trade union, the CFMEU. 

Former Labor Prime Minister Bob Hawke, former NSW Premier Bob Carr, Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews, South Australian 

Premier Jay Weatherill, ACT Chief Minister Andrew Barr and NSW Opposition leader Luke Foley support the agreement and have all 

warned Shorten to stop putting it at risk with his calculated insults and mendacious claims about its content.  “As a former president of the 
Labor Party I am angry about it, and I am not the only one. You’ve seen former prime ministers of the Labor Party, you’ve seen premiers ... 

all telling the Labor Party to get on with it,” he said last week.  In a heartfelt article published in The Australian Financial Review, he 

appraised the Labor Party’s history of racism and concluded that in its opposition to the China free trade agreement, racism remained -
entrenched within the ALP despite the squeaks from the self-proclaimed progressives. 

“No one likes being called a bigot but the left/progressive side of politics — like Labor and the unions — especially hate it. They see 

themselves as the moral high ground on social issues. Actually, their history is tarnished by deep bigotry,” he wrote.  From the White 
Australia policy enacted in 1901 by the new Protectionist/Labor coalition federal government, a Protectionist/Labor coalition, up to the anti-

Asian stance taken as recently as the 1960s, Labor has been the party of racism and Mundine noted that while Australia had changed, 

Labor’s “xenophobia sometimes resurfaces, such as in the 1980s Asian immigration debate”.  “We’re seeing it again today in the union 
campaign against the China/Australia FTA.  “Like protectionist arguments of old, the campaign is dressed up in economics — protecting 

Australian jobs. It’s a nonsense argument built on misinformation and lies. And Federal Labor is indulging it,” he wrote.  Mundine singled 

out the CFMEU’s Michael O’Connor, the brother of Opposition employment and workplace relations spokesman Brendan O’Connor, for 
particular attention noting that his campaign was “antagonistic, ‘them against us’” and pandered to xenophobia. 

He condemned it for its “false claims” that safety standards, workplace conditions and migration laws were being eroded.  “Having 

lived under the shadow of racism my whole life, the bigoted anti-ChAFTA campaign makes me deeply angry,” he said.  The biggest threat 
to the best prospect of continuing job creation and diversification and economic growth is the Labor/trade union campaign against closer 

trade ties with our largest trading partner.  

Warning that “Labor is now losing its way”, he cautioned that failure to conclude the agreement would “be an act of vandalism by 

Labor against Australia’s economy and Australia/China relations”. “Labor say they’re ‘on the side of the angels’ on this. They’re not. 

They’re dancing with the devil and history will judge them harshly for it,” he wrote. 

Labor’s embrace of overt racism was demonstrated when the NSW ALP ran an anti-Chinese campaign directed at potential Chinese 
investment in NSW power assets during the March state election.  Fifteen years ago Shorten told a rally of striking workers that “free trade 

is bullshit” and despite his claims to the contrary, he is still stuck in that mindset because of the political debt he owes to his trade union 
puppet masters.  Clear-eyed Labor supporters less beholden to the trade union movement know that the current labour market requirements 

in the free trade agreements with Korea, Japan and Chile are identical to those underpinning the China agreement. 

The Abbott government is on solid ground in its opposition to Labor’s lying campaign and its attempts to scuttle the deal by reopening 
negotiations.  It has increased the rate of jobs growth ten times since it came to office and has surprised the world with its record for job 

creation following years of wasted opportunity under Labor’s economy-destroying government.  The biggest threat to the best prospect of 

continuing job creation and diversification and economic growth is the Labor/trade union campaign against closer trade ties with our largest 
trading partner. The xenophobic campaign being run by Shorten and the CFMEU is suicidal.  The union bosses are drawing on a $12 million 

war chest to fund advertising and hope to sway the voters of Canning when they go to the polls next weekend to elect a successor to the 

popular former Liberal MP Don Randall. But there is a lot more at stake than the WA seat.  Mundine struck a raw nerve when he pointed out 
the Left/progressive side of politics like to lay claim to the moral high ground on social issues but on this issue, they are displaying blatant 

bigotry.  Hypocrisy is not new to the Left/progressives but the stand against China strikes at the future economic security of Australia and 

must be abandoned before it does even further damage.  (Piers Akerman, The Sunday Telegraph, September 13, 2015) 
 

Miranda Devine: Turn Left to take the road to damnation 
IT is in the egalitarian nature of Australia that we have neglected to cultivate a class of genuine elites. Unfortunately, this vacuum at 

the top means that a bunch of chattering mediocrities have appointed themselves to the role of our moral and intellectual betters. Some even 
have acquired posh accents and a haughty tone to give the impression of superiority. 

They share a stunning lack of humility. What unites them is their opinion that other Australians, “out there” in the suburbs, are selfish, 

parochial, gullible, redneck morons, easily led by evil Right Wing NutJobs (RWNJ). 
Our faux elites claim they are driven by altruism, at least when it comes to issues that don’t adversely affect them, like refugee, drug 

and climate policies.  They don’t live in suburbs affected by drug crime, and can afford to pay for rehab for their wayward offspring.   They 

don’t have to fish dead bodies out of the ocean or face the consequences of their demand for open borders.  They don’t compete for welfare 
resources or family reunion quotas with asylum seekers or live near areas of social friction.  They barely notice the soaring energy costs that 

arise from climate policies they push for reasons of guilt, moral vanity, and in-crowd identity.  Their compassion is employed only in those 

circumstances where it showcases their status and their membership of a virtuous elite.  Thus, the tragedy of Syria’s civil war only merited 
their tears after that photograph of a drowned Syrian toddler became a media focal point.  What followed was an unseemly contest to 

trumpet their sad feelings. 

To any reasonable observer, these people are irrational and ridiculous, bordering on downright dangerous. 
Their self regard is so extreme that it verges into mass delusion.  Or, to apply a more precise diagnosis, they suffer from an affliction 

know as “pathological altruism”.  This is the inspired coinage of American systems engineer Barbara Oakley.  In a 2013 paper for the 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, she defined it as “behaviour in which attempts to promote the welfare of … others 
results, instead, in harm that … was reasonably foreseeable.”   So, for instance, if you accidentally break a vase while helping a friend move 

house, that is not pathological altruism because the bad outcome was not foreseeable. 

But if your brother is going through drug withdrawal and you get him more drugs to make him feel better, you are just “enabling his 
addiction. In this case, your well-meaning altruism is pathological. 

Oakley cites examples such as “the overly attentive ‘helicopter’ father who threatens to sue instructors who give well-deserved bad 

grades, or the mother who attempts to protect her son by refusing to vaccinate him and who consequently fuels a loss of herd immunity 
underpinning a local whooping cough epidemic in which an infant dies”. 

Closer to home, examples abound: drug liberalisers, who wants ice decriminalised might be motivated by a desire to help drug 

addicts.  But their remedies only exacerbate the harms and increase the numbers of addicts.  Similarly, well-meaning lefties, who talked 
Kevin Rudd into dismantling Howard-era border protections caused harm to those people they lured across the ocean, to those refugees 

whose places were taken, and damaged public confidence in our high level of migration. In other words, what might feel altruistic can end 

up making the situation worse.  “Altruistic intentions must be run through the sieve of rational analysis; all too often, the best long-term 
action to help others … is not intuitively obvious, not what temporarily makes us feel good, and not what is being promoted by other 

individuals, with their own self-serving interests,” Oakley says.  Elevating rational analysis over emotion is what the Prime Minister did last 

week when considering Australia’s response to the Syrian crisis: “It’s important that we act with our head as well as with our heart here.  
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“While I think we are all in the grip of grief, really, as we saw the tragedy unfolding on our television screens, the responsibility of 

government ... is to act in a measured and considered way.”  But for taking time to consider, he was criticised. 

In our emotionally incontinent culture, driven by the sentimental narcissism of social media, true altruism can seem cruel.  Oakley 

cites examples of saying “no” to the student who demands a higher grade or to the addict who needs another hit.  “The social consequences 

of appearing cruel in a culture that places high value on kindness, empathy, and altruism can lead us to misplaced ‘helpful’ behaviour and 
result in self-deception regarding the consequences of our actions.”  Thus our faux elites damned the Abbott government as cruel when it 

went about rescuing our immigration system from criminal people smugglers.  They refuse to acknowledge that only because we “stopped 

the boats” is it possible to offer 12,000 Syrians a new home.  Similarly, they slam the government for skewing the intake towards persecuted 
minorities, particularly Christians against whom a religious genocide is being waged in the Middle East.  In order to showcase their 

tolerance they falsely claim helping the most needy is Islamophobic.  No, the altruism flaunted by our phony elites isn’t really about helping 

refugees or drug addicts or saving the planet. It’s all about burnishing their reputations.  The road to hell is paved with their good intentions. 
(Miranda Devine, The Sunday Telegraph, Sept. 13, 2015) 

 

Demonising men won’t stop domestic violence 
IT IS a grim portent that Malcolm Turnbull’s first policy announcement as Prime Minister was a $100 million gimmick blaming 

domestic violence on gender inequality. “Women must be respected,” thundered Turnbull. “Disrespecting women is unacceptable.”  He has 

drunk the feminist Kool-Aid. But, somehow, I don’t think Turnbull’s commanding the nation to respect women will stop endemic violence 
in dysfunctional remote indigenous communities and public housing estates.  

Poverty is the cause of domestic violence, the desperate chaos of the underclass, played out in welfare dependency, mental illness, 

alcohol and drug abuse, especially psychosis-inducing ice.  Demonising men, and pouring taxpayer money into permanent meddling 
bureaucracies, will do nothing to alleviate domestic tragedy.  It just increases government’s role in our lives, and further disempowers 

vulnerable men. Of course, Turnbull, a few days in the job, was simply announcing a plan that Tony Abbott and his chief of staff Peta 

Credlin had cooked up to try to improve his vote with women.  

Beginning as a diversion from the knighthood fiasco of January, it involved Australian of the Year, Rosie Batty, who has become the 

untouchable expert on domestic violence. Batty was front and centre of last week’s announcement: “This is a gender issue … we need to 

respect and value women as equals.”  No one could fail to be moved by her tragedy, the loss of her only son, 11-year-old Luke, murdered by 
his father. But how did the murder of a little boy by his mentally ill, drug-taking father become all about “respecting women”?  Drug and 

alcohol abuse and mental illness are specific problems which properly targeted government policy might help alleviate. “Respecting 

women” is not.  
The excitable minister for women Michaelia Cash stood alongside Turnbull and Batty, talking a lot of gobbledygook which shows 

only that she has a touching faith in bureaucracy, as in “an action item under the Second Action Plan of the National Action Plan to Reduce 

Violence Against Women and Children.”  Honestly. That National Action Plan, anyway, is a hangover from Julia Gillard, another 
hotchpotch of bureaucracies which exist for reports and awards and meetings and conferences and which soak up millions of dollars while 

doing nothing to help people trapped in chaotic lives break the welfare cycle.  Worse, the underlying narrative is about disrespecting men.  

Turnbull claimed: “one in four young men think it’s OK to slap a girl when you’ve been drinking”.  
That just doesn’t pass the sniff test. Anyone with a passing acquaintance with young men knows it’s absurd.  

Cash repeated the claim, based on statistics from market research company Hall & Partners Open Mind, which conducted an online 

survey last year, answered by 3000 teenagers, young adults and parents. Plus some focus groups. The report is full of gross generalisations 
with no evidence. It’s not exactly peer-reviewed scientific research, yet it’s blithely parroted by the PM and his minister for women. How 

does slandering young men encourage “respect for women”? That market research was commissioned by the taxpayer-funded domestic 

violence lobbying group “Our Watch”.  
“Our Watch” is chaired by feminist former Democrats Senator Natasha Stott Despoja, curiously appointed by Abbott as Australia’s 

Ambassador for Women and Girls. She claims: “Violence against women does not discriminate, regardless of ethnicity, social status and 

geography.” But the actual statistics show a different reality.  
Violence against women does discriminate, starkly. It is concentrated in communities with a high indigenous population, in the 

Northern Territory, in impoverished rural towns, in the urban fringes where the underclass lives, where welfare has emasculated men, where 

unemployment is high and education poor, and where drug and alcohol abuse is rife. These are the obvious preconditions for violence. If 
you want to break the cycle of violence, end the welfare incentive for unsuitable women to keep having children to a string of feckless men.  

Some facts, from the NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics: Domestic violence is worst in the small remote town of Bourke. With its high 

indigenous population, it has a rate of 4195.6 offences per 100,000 population (in fact, Bourke’s crime rate makes it more dangerous per 
capita than any country on earth).  

Second place goes to Walgett with a rate of 2,692, then Moree Plains (1824), Glenn Innes (1103.5), Coonamble, Lachlan, Broken Hill, 

Cobar, Bogan, Dubbo. When you get to the welfare-centred outer suburbs of Sydney, you find Campbelltown has a domestic violence crime 
rate of 628.4 per 100,000, followed by Blacktown at 610.2, Penrith (588.4) and so on. You get the picture. Compare those rates to the 

affluent areas of Sydney; Kuringai has the lowest domestic violence in NSW with 66.1 crimes per 100,000, followed by Hunters Hill, Lane 

Cove, Hornsby, Manly, Willoughby, and so on. It’s clear. Welfare traps create the conditions for domestic violence. That announcement last 
week wasn’t about helping people in Bourke and Campbelltown. It was about making the prime minister, whoever he is this week, win 

approval from feminists. (Miranda Devine, Daily Telegraph, September, 27, 2015)  
 

Happily married mother of two caught in AshleyMadison hacking scandal shares her story 
THE witch-hunt needs to stop.  This is the message of a happily married mother of two caught in the middle of the Ashley Madison 

hacking scandal.  Wanting to be known only as Octavia, the 40-year-old Sydney resident has been periodically using Ashley Madison and 

other dating websites since 2012.  What makes this unique is that her husband, Jack, has not only known about her actions all along, but he 

has even encouraged her. 

This is why she is so disappointed with the public outcry following the release of the stolen data. 

“The hostility and the inability to appreciate different relationships concern me,” she told news.com.au. 

“There are all sorts of relationships out there and there are many reasons why people join those sites.” 
Octavia said when she first joined the website it had nothing to with sex; it was more about the feeling she got when flirting with 

someone new.  “I went looking for a way to have male conversation without putting my personal or work life at risk,” she said.  “Jack is 
perfectly aware of it all and we always talked about limits — we quickly worked out that mine are much stricter than his.”   Despite having 

her husband’s full support, Octavia admits if he ever asked her to stop, she would have no hesitations.  “Jack knew about the emotional 

journey I went on and it fuelled many a conversation between us,” she said. 
“We enjoyed the process and were fascinated by the way you could get these teenage-type emotions. 

“There did not seem to be any harm and at not one point would I say our relationship was at risk. 

“If anything, our sex life has been enhanced by the journey. I feel sexy. I have sex with him. Simple.” 

http://blogs.news.com.au/dailytelegraph/mirandadevine/index.php/dailytelegraph/comments/pm_disrespects_men_with_domestic_violence_stunt/
http://www.news.com.au/technology/online/ashley-madison-hackers-dump-double-the-size-of-previous-data/story-fnjwnj25-1227492403014
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After using the website primarily for conversation, Octavia finally felt the desire to meet someone and at the end of 2012 she had her 

first sexual encounter from Ashley Madison.  “At that point it was all about novelty and I wasn’t entirely sure I would go through with it,” 

she said.  “My husband dropped me off at his hotel and we met for dinner and had a nice evening with a couple of casual drinks.  “I decided 

I wanted to find out what having sex outside of marriage would be like and I wasn’t sure I’d ever do it again, so even though the attraction 

on my part wasn’t high, I decided to go through with it.” 
Octavia said she suspected the gentleman she had met was no newcomer to the concept of meeting women online.  Octavia said even 

though she slept with the gentleman, she doesn’t like to be unfairly labelled as an unfaithful wife.  “Yes, I have had sex outside of my 

marriage,” she said.  “But, there is no deceit in regards to my marriage, so it is clearly not ‘cheating’ by definition of the word itself.”  When 
news of the hack first emerged, Octavia showed little concern and even when the data was leaked online she remained unfazed.  “Obviously 

because my husband knows, there is no risk there,” she said. 

“We have also said that if people close to us ask outright, we would tell them.  “What we do has no impact on anyone in our personal 
lives other than us, if people care what we do in the bedroom then there is something else wrong here.”  While Octavia fears her story will 

make her susceptible to hateful comments, she feels it is a tale that needs to be told in order to prove not everyone using Ashley Madison 

was a deceitful cheater with no morals.  (Matthew Dunn, The Daily Telegraph, August 22, 2015) 
 

YOU’RE ONLY RACIST AND SEXIST IF YOU DON’T AGREE WITH THE LEFT  
Social justice warriors, those dogooder compassionistas who do little good and are conspicuously short on compassion, have claimed 

many victims in recent years. The proliferation of social media sites has given the perpetually outraged an avenue to vent not only their 

reserves of bile but to target any individual or organisation that offends their warped moral compass.  
No offence is too trivial.  If you are not of the far Left then any transgression, imagined or real, will result in enough confected fury to 

power a small city. Last week Australian swimming great Dawn Fraser was the target of a vicious backlash for saying some admittedly silly 

things about tennis brats Nick Kyrgios and Bernard Tomic. But Fraser escaped relatively undamaged. Some people, like Nobel prize 
winning cancer scientist Sir Tim Hunt, have had their reputations destroyed by social justice warriors. If you become the target of SJWs, the 

results can be catastrophic. Sir Tim’s outstanding contribution to humanity has been all but forgotten thanks to a couple of lame “dad” jokes 

he trotted out at a conference in South Korea. His remarks about women in science: “You fall in love with them, they fall in love with you 
and when you criticise them, they cry” were taken literally by a British academic. That started an online storm in which thousands of tweets 

and posts labelled Hunt a sexist neanderthal. The fact Sir Tim is married to an eminent female scientist and has mentored many other 

women in the field was irrelevant. He had to go for telling a bad joke. The biologist was forced out of University College London, the 
European Research Council and The Royal Society.  

In the most tragic cases those who are attacked en masse can’t cope.  

Last week Ariel Ronis took his life after becoming the target of an online hate campaign that went viral.  
A decent man who had for years campaigned for equality, he was condemned as a racist because of a single post on social media by a 

disgruntled woman. A post labelling Mr Ronis a racist was shared thousands of times on Mamazone, a social media site popular in Israel, 

and he could no longer tolerate the hate directed his way. Many on social media do not think about the consequences of their online activity. 
SJWs have no sense of perspective; the degree of offence is either zero or 100.    Curiously, the easily outraged rarely become outraged 

about truly heinous crimes: Yazidi girls being enslaved, female genital mutilation, gay men being thrown to their deaths from rooftops. The 

intellectual shallowness and moral vanity of so-called progressives also sees them excuse horrible behaviour among their own. Take former 
Fairfax columnist Mike Carlton, sacked for abusing the publication’s last few Jewish readers, who now holds court among the 

Twitterverse’s dimmest nincompoops. Carlton recently used my Persian heritage to attack me, but he wasn’t finished there. During an online 
meltdown, the ageing microblogger used a monkey jibe to taunt a media professional with indigenous roots who questioned his asinine 

comments. “Amazed you can type and peel the bananas at the same time. Now p… off,” he wrote. Can you imagine if a conservative 

commentator had uttered such a reprehensible slur?  But you can’t expect consistency from hypocrites. It appears the ugliest behaviour is 
tolerated as long as it’s from your side of politics.  (Rita Panahi, The Daily Telegraph, 15 July, 2015) 

 

Fashionable Apple iPhone a hit in China despite high prices  
In Beijing’s fashionable Sanlitun neighbourhood, young bartender Yu Bin is adamant. If two women approach him, the one 

holding an iPhone will be getting his phone number. Mr Yu, 21, is representative of the changing face of Chinese consumerism and one 

of the reasons why Apple has made remarkable inroads into the Chinese market in just six months. 
Before the release of the iPhone 6, Apple was considered the third most popular smartphone brand in China with a market share of 

just 5 per cent.  However, since then the US giant has shot to the top of the ladder and now Apple has become a status symbol among the 

growing number of young, affluent Chinese consumers. It is estimated the company’s market share now stands at 12 per cent, and there are 
more smartphone users in China than the US. 

The market gains have come at the cost of domestic Chinese smartphone makers Huawei and Xiaomi which, despite ambitious 

overseas expansion plans, are losing ground in their home markets.  Apple’s deal with China Mobile, the world’s largest mobile network, is 
helping the company build on its market share gains. “I have had an iPhone for three years and I would say about 80 per cent of my friends 

have one — it’s fashionable and a status symbol,” Mr Yu told The Weekend Australian. 

“It’s a habit. I would never buy Huawei or Xiaomi.  “Let me put it this way; if two girls want my phone number, I will give it to the 
one with an iPhone and not a Huawei phone. It reflects your taste and status.”  Mr Yu said he had saved up to buy an iPhone and believed 

the investment was worthwhile. In Beijing, the price of an iPhone 6 is about 6000 yuan ($1230), roughly equivalent to the average monthly 

wage. “It’s expensive, but I prefer to save up and pay for it rather than paying for something cheap,” Mr Yu said.  In its first quarter results 
released this week, Apple said it sold 61.2 million iPhones in just three months, 40 per cent more than the same time last year.  Its results in 

China beat expectations, with revenue growing by 72 per cent in the quarter.  The sharp rise came just days after the Apple Watch launch in 

mainland China. It was reported the gold version sold out in just under an hour, with affluent Chinese consumers keen to buy. 
Magazine editor Madder Qiao, 27, said owning Apple in China was a status symbol he was keen to adopt.  “Apple is almost like a 

disease: it’s addictive,” he said.  “I have to renew my gadgets every time a new product comes out. I feel if I don’t use an iPhone then I feel 

my clients and the people I interview will look down on me.  “I can link all of my digital tools together … Xiaomi feels like it’s cheap. I 
don’t like it.”  Magazine designer Serena Bai, 33, said Chinese were keen to buy Apple products to make themselves feel better.  “It’s a 

fashionable look and design. It’s a modern and necessary gadget,” she said.  “Some people buy Apple to show off, but for me it is definitely 

better than other brands.”   In Shanghai, Rachel Ren, 25, said she had owned an iPhone for the past seven years and would not switch back 
to a Chinese brand.  “If two boys approached me at the same time and only one of them has an iPhone I would think the boy without an 

iPhone was strange. Everyone has an iPhone,” she said.  Canalys, a global analytical company, said local Chinese smartphone makers now 

faced the toughest market conditions for at least four years because of the Apple resurgence. Analyst Wang Jingwen said Chinese consumers 
were increasingly turning away from domestic brands, even though they were cheaper than overseas-produced products.  “Consumers are 

losing their appetite for ultra-low-cost devices,” he said. “Expectations increase in line with spending power and, combined with rising 

market saturation, this is resulting in a major shift to devices that provide a better user experience.”  Canalys research director Nicole Peng 
said Chinese consumers were increasingly turning to Apple, compared to locally made phones, because of the iPhone 6’s larger screen. 
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“Apple had been lagging in the market in mainland China but it has certainly caught up,” she said.  “In mainland China so many 

people rely on public transport. It’s not like it is in Australia or so many other places in the world, where you can drive. Chinese people 

spend a lot of time on the subway, underground, so they want a mobile device that can provide high-speed content.  “In other places, people 

would read a book, but in China people are media consumers and they want a phone that can provide them with content without having to be 

online. They can download a cache for a show and then watch it when they are on the go.”  (Scott Murdoch, The Australian, May 02, 2015)  
 

He said, she said: How to settle arguments  
Carrie Aulenbacher remembers the conversation clearly: her husband told her he wanted to buy an arcade machine he found 

on eBay. He said he’d been saving up for it as a birthday present to himself. The spouses sat at the kitchen table and discussed 

where it would go in the den. Two weeks later, Carrie Aulenbacher came home from work and found two arcade machines in the garage 
— and her husband beaming with pride. “What are these?” she demanded. “I told you I was picking them up today,” he replied.  She asked 

him why he’d bought two. He said he’d told her he was getting “a package deal”. She reminded him they’d measured the den for just one. 

He stood his ground.  “I believe I told her there was a chance I was going to get two,” says Joe Aulenbacher, 37.  “It still gets me going to 
think about it a year later,” says Carrie Aulenbacher, 36. “My home is now overrun with two machines I never agreed upon.” The couple 

compromised by putting one game in the den and the other in Joe Aulenbacher’s weight room in their house in Pennsylvania. It is striking 

how many arguments in a relationship start with two different versions of an event: Your tone of voice was rude. No it wasn’t. You didn’t say 

you’d be working late. Yes I did. I told you we were having dinner with my mother tonight. No, honey. You didn’t. 
How can two people have different memories of the same event? It starts with the way each person perceives the event in the first 

place — and how they encoded that memory. “You may recall something differently at least in part because you understood it differently at 
the time,” says Michael Ross, professor emeritus in the psychology department at the University of Waterloo in Ontario, Canada, who has 

studied memory for many years.  “Women tend to remember more about relationship issues. Their memories are often more vivid, but not 

necessarily more accurate than men’s.”  Researchers know that spouses sometimes can’t even agree on concrete events that happened in the 
past 24 hours — such as whether they had an argument or whether one received a gift from the other. A study in the early 1980s, published 

in the journal Behavioral Assessment, found that couples couldn’t perfectly agree on whether they had sex the previous night. Women 

indeed tend to focus more on relationship issues than men do. When husbands and wives are asked to recall concrete relationship events, 

such as their first date, an argument or a recent vacation, women’s memories are more vivid and detailed. 
But not necessarily more accurate. When given a standard memory test where they are shown names or pictures and then asked to 

recall them, women do about the same as men. Researchers have found that women report having more emotions during relationship events 
than men do. They may remember events better because they pay more attention to the relationship and reminisce more about it. People also 

remember their own actions better. So they can recall what they did, just not what their spouse did. Researchers call this an egocentric bias, 

and study it by asking people to recall their contributions to events, as well as their spouse’s. Who cleans the kitchen more? Who started the 
argument? Whether the event is positive or negative, people tend to believe that they had more responsibility.  Your mood — both when an 

event happens and when you recall it later — plays a big part in memory, experts say. If you are in a positive mood or feeling positive about 

the other person, you will more likely recall a positive experience or give a positive interpretation to a negative experience. Similarly, 
negative moods tend to reap negative memories.  Negative moods may also cause stronger memories. A person who lost an argument 

remembers it more clearly than the person who won it, says Ross. Men tend to win more arguments, he says, which may help to explain why 

women remember the spat more. 
Reminiscing plays a big part in memory — how often you recall it and whether your memory changes. It is quite possible to 

remember your most recent version of the story, not the way it actually happened.  And if your feelings about the other person have 

changed, that can change your memory too.  Andrew Christensen, a distinguished research professor in the psychology department of the 
University of California, Los Angeles, couples therapist and co-author of Reconcilable Differences, says couples should try to accept that 

there is not one version of what really happened to get past troubling memory differences. 

And the discrepancies may be innocent — no one is lying. Focus on the truth of the emotions of the event, and not what really 

happened.  Finally, focus on the positive things you remember. One of the great joys of being part of a couple is what researchers call 

collaborative memory — creating shared reminiscences. Practise this. 

Recall the birth of a child, the day you got the keys to your homes, a favourite vacation. Build the memory together. Each of the 
Aulenbachers, who have been married for 10 years, believes their own memory is more reliable. Joe Aulenbacher, who is a security officer 

for a college, prides himself on having to remember every detail of a case or event at work, without taking notes. Carrie Aulenbacher, who 

works as a secretary for a real-estate firm and writes romance novels on the side, says she has relied on her memory to succeed at both 
occupations. “As a writer, I get caught up in the minutiae of everything that is happening because when I tell the story later I am going to 

want to tell all the details,” she says. And yet they have argued over whose version of events is correct. A comment made by a brother-in-

law, a version of who they sat next to at last year’s company Christmas party, the story of whether or not they almost broke up before 
getting married — these have all been sources of dispute. 

Over the years, Carrie Aulenbacher says she has learned not to dig in her heels over who said what. “Personally, there are a lot of 

times where I know what I said and he is convinced that he is right and because it is more important to me to get to the end result I will let 
him think what he thinks so we can just move on.”  This isn’t always easy. Often, she will check her journal to see what happened — just for 

her own peace of mind.  Surprisingly, Joe Aulenbacher is a fan of his wife’s fact-checking of events, too. “It’s amazing how many times I 

will ask, ‘And what does the journal actually say?’ and I will have been right,” he says. “That will solve the argument right there.”  
(Elizabeth Bernstein, The Wall Street Journal, May 11, 2015) 

 

How to handle an argument 
Assume good intent. Most likely, your partner is not lying when their story differs from yours. Your memories are simply different. 

• Accept that there is not one version of events. Both stories may have some validity. 
• Don’t argue based on memories. Let go of You did this. No I didn’t. 

• Focus on the truth of how the event made you feel, not your memory of what happened. 

• Practice collaborative memory. Recall joyful events — the birth of a child, a favourite holiday, etc. 
 

An Atlas of Upward Mobility Shows Paths Out of Poverty 
In the wake of the Los Angeles riots more than 20 years ago, Congress created an anti-poverty experiment called Moving to 

Opportunity. It gave vouchers to help poor families move to better neighborhoods and awarded them on a random basis, so researchers 
could study the effects.  The results were deeply disappointing. Parents who received the vouchers did not seem to earn more in later years 

than otherwise similar adults, and children did not seem to do better in school. The program’s apparent failure has haunted social scientists 

and policy makers, making poverty seem all the more intractable. 
Now, however, a large new study is about to overturn the findings of Moving to Opportunity. Based on the earnings records of 

millions of families that moved with children, it finds that poor children who grow up in some cities and towns have sharply better odds of 

escaping poverty than similar poor children elsewhere.  The feelings heard across Baltimore’s recent protests — of being trapped in poverty 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/programdescription/mto
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/programdescription/mto
http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/
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— seem to be backed up by the new data. Among the nation’s 100 largest counties, the one where children face the worst odds of escaping 

poverty is the city of Baltimore, the study found.  The city is especially harsh for boys: Low-income boys who grew up there in recent 

decades make roughly 25 percent less as adults than similar low-income boys who were born in the city and moved as small children to an 

average place. 

Beyond Baltimore, economists say the study offers perhaps the most detailed portrait yet of upward mobility — and the lack of it. The 
findings suggest that geography does not merely separate rich from poor but also plays a large role in determining which poor children 

achieve the so-called American dream.  How neighborhoods affect children “has been a quandary with which social science has been 

grappling for decades,” said David B. Grusky, director of the Center on Poverty and Inequality at Stanford University, who was not involved 
in the research. “This delivers the most compelling evidence yet that neighborhoods matter in a really big way.”  Raj Chetty, one of the 

study’s authors, has presented the findings to members of the Obama administration, as well as to Hillary Rodham Clinton and Jeb Bush, 

both of whom have signaled that mobility will be central themes of their 2016 presidential campaigns. After more than 15 years of mostly 
mediocre economic growth and rising income inequality, many families say they are frustrated and anxious about trying to get ahead. 

“The data shows we can do something about upward mobility,” said Mr. Chetty, a Harvard professor, who conducted the main study 

along with Nathaniel Hendren, also a Harvard economist. “Every extra year of childhood spent in a better neighborhood seems to matter.”  
The places where poor children face the worst odds include some — but not all — of the nation’s largest urban areas, like Atlanta; Chicago; 

Los Angeles; Milwaukee; Orlando, West Palm Beach and Tampa in Florida; Austin, Tex.; the Bronx; and the parts of Manhattan with low-

income neighborhoods. All else equal, low-income boys who grow up in such areas earn about 35 percent less on average than otherwise 
similar low-income children who grow up in the best areas for mobility. For girls, the gap is closer to 25 percent. 

Many of these places have large African-American populations, and the findings suggest that race plays an enormous but complex 

role in upward mobility. The nation’s legacy of racial inequality appears to affect all low-income children who live in heavily black areas: 
Both black and white children seem to have longer odds of reaching the middle class, and both seem to benefit from moving to better 

neighborhoods.  The places most conducive to upward mobility include large cities — San Francisco, San Diego, Salt Lake City, Las Vegas 

and Providence, R.I. — and major suburban counties, such as Fairfax, Va.; Bergen, N.J.; Bucks, Pa.; Macomb, Mich.; Worcester, Mass.; and 

Contra Costa, Calif.  These places tend to share several traits, Mr. Hendren said. They have elementary schools with higher test scores, a 

higher share of two-parent families, greater levels of involvement in civic and religious groups and more residential integration of affluent, 

middle-class and poor families. 
For low-income families, a home in places with these characteristics is often a financial stretch. Rachelle Hawkins, a 32-year-old 

single mother in California, rented an apartment in Contra Costa late last year after moving from a gritty neighborhood near Oakland and 
being homeless for a time. She makes about $29,000 as a customer-service agent in online banking and faces an annual rent bill of almost 

$17,000.  But she thinks the burden is worth it for her children, who are 4 and 6. “I don’t think my kids are going to remember what we went 

through,” Ms. Hawkins said. “They are absolutely better off, just because of the environment.”  In addition to studying the outcomes of 
more than five million children who moved, Mr. Chetty and Mr. Hendren also revisited the subjects of the Moving to Opportunity 

experiment. Working with Lawrence Katz, one of the original researchers to study the program, they analyzed more recent, richer data — 

and concluded that children who moved before they were teenagers did indeed benefit economically. (The original study had found health 
benefits for both younger and older children.)  In both studies, the younger children were when they moved, the better they did. Children 

were less likely to become single parents when they grew up, were more likely to go to college and to earn more. The original research had 

not been able to follow the economic outcomes of younger children, because not enough time had passed, Mr. Katz said. 
Still, the more extensive nationwide data on moving found that older children were also affected by their neighborhood. The effect 

was what statisticians call linear: Each additional year in a different place had roughly the same average effect on a child’s adult earnings. A 

teenager’s year in a better neighborhood mattered as much as a 9-year-old’s year — but 9-year olds still had their teenage years in front of 
them.  Some economists who have seen the new study say that it argues for a new approach to housing policy. Current policy often forces 

the parents of young children onto waiting lists for housing vouchers. It also gives tax incentives to developers who build in poor 

neighborhoods, rather than rewarding those who build affordable housing in areas that seem to offer better environments.  In an interview 

Friday, Julián Castro, the secretary of Housing and Urban Development, said he was excited by the new data. Mr. Castro said his department 

had been planning to reallocate funding, so that some people moving to more expensive neighborhoods would receive larger vouchers. 

Currently, the value of vouchers tends to be constant across a metropolitan area. 
The large county on the other end of the spectrum from Baltimore, with the best odds of escaping poverty, is DuPage County, Ill., 

west of Chicago. It contains suburbs where the schools are considered better and where housing costs more than in Chicago and some close-

in suburbs.  In 2012, Latonya Polk decided to move there with her son and daughter, then 16 and 15. Her husband had been fatally shot on 
the front lawn of their apartment outside Chicago in 2011, in a crime that remains unsolved, she said.  Briana, her daughter, was hesitant 

about leaving her friends, but Mrs. Polk insisted, saying they could still visit them. “I knew absolutely it would mean better possibilities for 

my kids,” she said. 
Mrs. Polk earns about $40,000 a year at a company that helps clear goods through customs. She has been able to afford the move by 

living in a cramped $1,025-a-month, one-bedroom apartment — and with help from a county program that gives them about $2,000 a year 

toward living expenses.  Her son, Jovan, graduated from high school last year and is now working, while Briana will graduate this spring. 
Both plan to enroll in community college in the next year. Although most places with better odds of escaping poverty have higher rent, the 

researchers did identify some counties as “upward-mobility bargains.” These include Putnam County, N.Y.; parts of the Pittsburgh and 

Altoona areas in Pennsylvania; and, if only relative to surrounding areas, Contra Costa. 
The main innovation of the new paper — part of the Equality of Opportunity Project, involving multiple researchers — is its focus on 

children who moved. Doing so allows the economists to ask whether the places themselves actually affect outcomes. The alternative is that, 

say, Baltimore happens to be home to a large number of children who would struggle no matter where they grew up.  The data suggests 
otherwise. The easiest way to understand the pattern may be the different effects on siblings, who have so much in common. Younger 

siblings who moved from a bad area to a better one earned more as adults than their older siblings who were part of the same move. The 

particular environment of a city really does seem to affect its residents. 

The data does not answer the question of whether the factors that distinguish higher-mobility places, like better schools and less 

economic segregation, are causing the differences — or are themselves knock-on effects of other, underlying causes. “We still need clarity 

on that,” Mr. Grusky, the Stanford professor, said. 
From her perspective, Ms. Hawkins, the Contra Costa resident, said that the mixing of people from different social classes did make a 

difference.   “It’s all spread out here,” she said. In her old home near Oakland, entire neighborhoods had high unemployment and crime, 

which led people who did have jobs to flee, causing a downward spiral. “You don’t want to put your kid in harm’s way. That’s just extra 
stress.”  For all the benefits that moves can bring, they are not a solution to poverty, said people who have seen the new paper as well as the 

researchers themselves. Finding ways to improve those neighborhoods, for people who cannot or do not want to move, is also important, 

researchers and policy makers said.  “We can’t walk away from them,” Mr. Castro, the housing secretary, said. “We need a two-pronged 
approach.”  David Leonhardt reported from Washington, Amanda Cox from New York, and Claire Cain Miller from San Francisco. Dave 

McKinney contributed reporting from Wood Dale, Ill. (New York Times, May 4, 2015)  

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/05/03/upshot/the-best-and-worst-places-to-grow-up-how-your-area-compares.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/05/upshot/why-the-new-research-on-mobility-matters-an-economists-view.html
http://web.stanford.edu/group/scspi/grusky/
https://www.aeaweb.org/honors_awards/bios/Raj_Chetty.php
http://scholar.harvard.edu/hendren/home
http://scholar.harvard.edu/lkatz/home
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/04/upshot/the-polk-familys-quest-for-a-better-life.html
http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/index.php/the-team
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Science and the Environment 
 

NASA predicts weather chaos in 2016 from strong El Nino  
Wild weather has wreaked havoc across five continents this December and NASA says it is further proof that man-made climate 

change is contributing to more extreme weather.  Extreme weather events around the world this month has been the result of the most 

powerful El Nino over the past 100 years, according to the US space agency NASA and meteorologists.  
Scientists said it is likely that the record-breaking El Nino has been bolstered by climate change.  

This year's El Nino is larger than the 1997-98 record event, NASA said. 

"El Nino 2015 has already created weather chaos around the world," NASA said. 
"Over the next few months, forecasters expect the United States to feel its impacts as well." 

El Nino cooling, but Australia faces increased chance of bushfires: Bureau of Meteorology. 

December broke heat records across large parts of South Eastern Australia, and El Nino conditions mean there is a heightened chance 
of bushfires this summer.  

A comparison between satellite images of the Pacific sea surface shows the classic pattern of a fully developed El Niño.  

"The images show nearly identical, unusually high sea surface heights along the equator in the central and eastern Pacific: the 
signature of a big and powerful El Niño. Higher-than-normal sea surface heights are an indication that a thick layer of warm water is 

present," Alan Buis writes in a post published on NASA's website.  "El Ninos are triggered when the steady, westward-blowing trade winds 

in the Pacific weaken or even reverse direction, triggering a dramatic warming of the upper ocean in the central and eastern tropical Pacific."   
Explainer: El Niño and La Niña.  

We wait in anticipation of droughts and floods when El Niño and La Niña are forecast but what are these climatic events? 

Scientist Josh Willis told NASA that the formation of the sea surface height indicates we have not seen the end of the El Nino effect.  

"Although the sea surface height signal in 1997 was more intense and peaked in November of that year, in 2015, the area of high sea levels 

is larger. This could mean we have not yet seen the peak of this El Nino."  

Jerome Lecou, a climate expert at the French weather service Meteo France, said the current El Nino sets a new record.  
"It is probably the most powerful in the last 100 years," he told AFP.  In an interview with the Guardian.com, top British 

meteorologist Adam Scaife said the weather phenomenon is typical of an early winter El Nino. Warm water rising in the eastern pacific, 

picked up by the El Nino, is believed to be disturbing weather patterns across the globe. 
Comment: This summer's El Niño looks set to bring more heatwaves to Australia's north and east. 

El Niños tend to bring drier, hotter conditions to a large part of Australia. But does that also signal an increase in heatwaves? And if 

so, where?  But the reverse may also be true, with this year's El Nino contributing to making 2015 the warmest on record, worldwide.  El 
Ninos typically reduce rainfall and causes droughts in Australia, while driving warm and moist air to South America instead.  Flooding and 

mudslides caused by torrential rains have killed at least 10 people and forced more than 150,000 people from their homes in Paraguay, 

Argentina and Uruguay this week.  
In Australia, high temperatures and extremely dry conditions have fanned bushfires in South Australia and Victoria.  "This year’s El 

Nino has caused the warm water layer that is normally piled up around Australia and Indonesia to thin dramatically, while in the eastern 

tropical Pacific, the normally cool surface waters are blanketed with a thick layer of warm water," Alan Buis said. (SBS, 31 Dec 2015) 
 

Climate change’s global threat 
AFP Commissioner Mick Keelty says climate change, with the threat of water and food shortages, is the greatest security risk of this 

century. The fast-changing situation in China could be the epicentre of such problems. "We could see a catastrophic decline in the 

availability of fresh water," Mr Keelty says in a speech in Adelaide last night. 

‘Masses displaced’ 

"Crops could fail, disease could be rampant and flooding might be so frequent that people en masse would be on the move. 
"Even if only some, if not all, of this occurs, climate change is going to be the security issue of the 21st century. 

"It's not difficult to see the policing implications that might arise in the not-too-distant future." 

If such problems took hold in China, millions of people would move looking for new lands, he says. 
"For China to feed its predicted 2030 population, it needs to increase its food production by about 50 per cent above today's levels." 

Available land ‘shrinking’ 

"How does it achieve this, if its available land is dramatically shrinking and millions of people are on the move because of land and 
water.  "In their millions, people could begin to look for new land and they'll cross oceans and borders to do it. 

"The existing cultural tensions may be exacerbated as large numbers of people undertake a forced migration. 

"The potential security issues are enormous and should not be underestimated."  (AAP, SBS News, 24 Feb 2015) 
 

China’s Coastal Cities, Underwater 
China produces more carbon dioxide emissions than any other country, and its coastal cities will be dramatically affected by rising 

seas as the atmosphere warms, according to a November report by Climate Central, a nonprofit organization.  Barring large amounts of 
spending on shoreline barriers and flood control systems, these images show what China would face if carbon emissions cause global 

temperatures to rise by 2° Celsius (3.6°F), the current international target by 2100, or by 4° Celsius (7.2°F), roughly the warming predicted 

if no action is taken to curb emissions. 
Shanhai:  China's largest city, with a population of around 24 million at the edge of the East China Sea, has the most to lose from 

rising sea levels. Climate Central estimates that 76 percent of the Shanghai region's current population lives in areas that would eventually 

be underwater if the Earth warms by 4°C by 2100. 

Tianjin: Tianjin has a lower elevation than its larger neighbor Beijing, and the city proper is home to about 11 million people. The 

rising waters created by a 4°C temperature increase would submerge about 29 percent of the area’s current population. 

Shantou: The large southern port city of Shantou sits on a river delta surrounded by mountains, making it vulnerable to the 
encroaching ocean. Fifty-four percent of the current population lives below where sea level would end up following a 4°C warming 

scenario, in contrast to 22 percent for a 2°C increase. 

Note:  Because the elevation data used to model inundation tends to over-estimate the height of urban areas, rising seas would likely 
cover more than is shown on the map. Because of the difficulty of estimating how quickly ice will melt, the scenarios shown could develop 

over the course of several centuries.  Sources: United Nations (population estimates), Climate Central (sea levels), NASA/USGS Landsat 

(urban areas)   (Derek Watkins, NY Times, December 11, 2015) 

http://climate.nasa.gov/news/2382/
http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/research/reports/mapping-choices-carbon-climate-and-rising-seas-our-global-legacy
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cluster=5790582437779465293
http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/uploads/research/Global-Mapping-Choices-Report.pdf
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New studies deepen concerns about a climate-change ‘wild card’ 
Two new studies are adding to concerns about one of the most troubling scenarios for future climate change: the possibility that global 

warming could slow or shut down the Atlantic’s great ocean circulation systems, with dramatic implications for North America and Europe.  

The research, by separate teams of scientists, bolsters predictions of disruptions to global ocean currents — such as the Gulf Stream — that 

transfer tropical warmth from the equator to northern latitudes, as well as a larger conveyor system that cycles colder water into the ocean’s 
depths. Both systems help ensure relatively mild conditions in parts of Northern Europe that would otherwise be much colder. 

The papers offer new insight into how rapidly melting Arctic ice could slow or even temporarily halt the ocean’s normal circulation, 

with possible effects ranging from plunging temperatures in northern latitudes to centuries-long droughts in Southeast Asia. A fictional 
version of this scenario was depicted in the 2004 disaster film “Day After Tomorrow,” although most scientists believe the movie’s vision of 

ice sheets over New York and Europe are highly unlikely. 

One study, by three scientists from Germany’s Alfred Wegener Institute, uses computers to model how Greenland’s rapid thawing 
could affect the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, the system that pushes cold, dense saltwater into the deep ocean and helps 

transport warm water northward, helping to warm Europe’s climate. 

Their report, in the journal Geophysical Research Letters, says previous research may have underestimated changes to the ocean from 
the huge influx of fresh, cold water from melting ice sheets. Using new methods, the German scientists were able to estimate more precisely 

how much ice would melt and how all that added freshwater would affect ocean circulation. In the ocean, colder water normally tends to 

sink, but cold freshwater — less dense than saltwater — stays near the surface, disrupting the normal flow.   “Previous studies have 
generally had to estimate the amount of melting and then insert the meltwater into the ocean simulation by hand, or haven’t included the 

feedback between ice sheet melting and ocean salinity at all,” lead scientist Paul Gierz said.  The team’s computer models projected a drop 

in ocean salinity of about 7 percent in the areas near Greenland’s melting ice sheets, a decline that would alter deep-ocean circulation 
patterns over time, resulting in “less heat being transported to the high latitudes … which has implications for both North American as well 

as European weather and climate,” Gierz said. 

Because the climate systems tend to respond slowly to environmental changes, the full impacts may not be felt for decades. 
“Even if we shut off all greenhouse-gas emissions tomorrow morning, the climate system would continue to adapt to the already 

incurred perturbations,” he said. “However, the more we — as a society — do proactively right now, the less we will have to do reactively 

later on.”  A second paper, by a team of Texas scientists, sheds new light on how the Earth’s climate responded during a similar thaw from 
the planet’s geological past. About 12,000 years ago, rising temperatures at the end of the last ice age released huge volumes of cold 

freshwater, disrupting the ocean’s circulation systems and sending parts of the Northern Hemisphere back in to the freezer. Scientists refer 

to the era as the Younger Dryas period. 
The study in the journal Nature Communications found a wide range of impacts, some of which lingered for centuries. While the far-

northern latitudes experienced rapid changes — including an 18-degree Fahrenheit temperature drop in Greenland in less than a decade — 

droughts and other weather anomalies in the southern Pacific persisted for 1,000 years. 
“A slowdown of the ocean circulation is a double-edged sword,” said Jud Partin, the lead author and a research associate at the 

University of Texas Institute of Geophysics. “If we see some temperature changes associated with it … and somehow are quick to act and 

alleviate the change, then we have the potential to stop it.”  (Joby Warrick, Washington Post, September 7, 2015)  
 

The invisible threat: Rising temperatures mean insects can carry viruses to wider areas 
Winter was oddly mild in northern Texas in 2012, a year that saw few snowflakes and barely any ice. When the cold failed to show 

up, the spring mosquitoes arrived in droves, carrying disease.  The insects multiplied during an unusually muggy May, when temperatures 

hit the 90s and then stalled. On June 20, Dallas recorded the season’s first case of West Nile virus. By late August, there were nearly 400. 

A matter of degrees: Diplomats are heading to Paris to come up with a plan for averting the worst effects of climate change: Keep 

global temperatures from rising more than two degrees Celsius over preindustrial levels. But are they too late? 

Part 1: The great thaw 

Nineteen people would die in the greater Dallas area in the worst West Nile outbreak in U.S. history. The 2012 epidemic alarmed 

health officials and triggered multiple inquiries into the possible causes. One finding would ring ominously in a region grappling with the 
impacts of climate change: When it comes to insect-borne disease, warmer is worse.  “With warmer weather, mosquitoes fly more and bite 

more. And warmth amplifies the infectivity and replication of the virus,” said Robert Haley, director of epidemiology at the University of 

Texas Southwestern Medical Center and co-author of a major study on the 2012 outbreak. “If everything else stays the same, you could 
predict that a warmer climate makes things worse.” 

The Dallas epidemic underscored long-held concerns about a facet of climate change that strikes closest to home for millions of 

people across the U.S. heartland. Many of the predicted consequences of global warming — such as rising sea levels and more powerful 
storms — can seem remote, separated by time and geography from the daily concerns of most Americans. 

But scientists say even a relatively modest rise in temperatures can trigger substantial changes within the invisible ecosystems in 

which pathogens and hosts interact. The results can be extraordinarily difficult to predict, but a preponderance of evidence suggests that a 
warmer United States will see greater numbers of insect pests and new waves of insect-borne disease. 

As the world warms, the zones of cool temperatures keeping certain mosquitoes in check will move north. Rising temperatures will 

usher in tropical diseases, such as dengue fever, or “break-bone disease,” which is transmitted primarily by Aedes aegypti mosquitoes 
infected with the virus. Starting Monday, negotiators from more than 190 countries will meet in Paris in hopes of cementing a treaty that 

will reduce emissions of greenhouse gases blamed for climate change. The ultimate goal is to prevent temperatures from rising by more than 

two degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit) above historical norms, a level that some scientists believe is the maximum that Earth can 
sustain without major ecological disruption.  But warming temperatures already appear to be bringing new disease threats as pests and 

pathogens normally associated with the tropics march steadily northward. Some, like the mosquito-borne chikungunya virus and dengue 

fever, had rarely been seen on the U.S. mainland. Others, such as the now-endemic West Nile virus, are showing up earlier in the year and 

lingering longer as winters grow steadily milder. Health departments throughout the United States are already preparing for the onslaught, 

stepping up monitoring of insect carriers, or vectors, for the presence of West Nile and other viruses. Major Southern cities such as Dallas 

have introduced community-wide pesticide spraying for the first time in nearly half a century. 
U.S. officials and scientists say the United States is well equipped to respond to new disease outbreaks compared with other parts of 

the world. But many also acknowledge the possibility of surprises, even at relatively modest levels of warming. 

“Biology is notoriously nonlinear and full of thresholds beyond which all hell breaks loose, at least for a while,” said Daniel R. 
Brooks, an evolutionary biologist and senior research fellow at the University of Nebraska’s Manter Laboratory of Parasitology. “Think of a 

heart attack as an analogy. You can feel pretty good right up the point that you die.” 

Each week, Dallas County health workers set out scores of small traps in neighborhoods across the city and its suburbs, looking for 
infected mosquitoes that could offer an early warning about a possible disease risk.  The small traps are baited with a homemade broth 

called “stinkwater” that replicates the odors of the fetid swamps preferred by females for laying eggs. A small fan sucks the insects into the 

trap’s mesh net, which in a week’s time will catch scores or even hundreds of live insects.  At the lab, the mosquitoes are killed and then 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2015GL065276/full
http://www.nature.com/ncomms/2015/150902/ncomms9061/full/ncomms9061.html
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/abrupt/data4.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/joby-warrick
http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/national/2015/11/26/ice-worlds/
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segregated by species. Then vials of dead mosquitoes are ground up and tested genetically for traces of West Nile virus. If mosquitoes from 

any neighborhood test positive, county officials return in their white pickup trucks and unleash a fog of pesticides to kill any insects nearby. 

The spray trucks were initially controversial; some Dallas residents feared the chemicals more than the disease. But after 19 people 

died of West Nile in a single season, county officials felt compelled to act. Budgets were adjusted to accommodate dramatically higher 

levels of insect monitoring, and spray trucks returned to county streets for the first time since the 1960s. 
“There is no way you can predict it. You just have to respond to it,” said Zachary Thompson, the director of the Dallas County health 

department. “We’re in America, where most citizens don’t want to stay in the house on a nice day.” 

Local officials believe they are better equipped to detect and prevent a potential outbreak than they were three years ago, but they also 
acknowledge that the battlefield is changing. Long-term climatic data shows that Dallas, like the rest of the country, is warming, with 

shorter and generally milder winters. Fewer hard freezes means virus-infected mosquitoes have a greater chance of surviving the winter. 

And West Nile itself, which passes from birds to mosquitoes and then to humans, can begin to replicate and spread early in the season. 

Whether a major outbreak occurs depends on multiple factors.  But studies have shown that the 2012 epidemic was enhanced by a warm-
weather pattern that was ideal for the spread of the virus.  “We had a very warm winter — the fewest freeze days — and a period of drought 

punctuated by major rainstorms that filled up the culverts,” said Haley, the UT-Southwestern epidemiologist whose 2013 study on the 

causes of the epidemic was published in the Journal of the American Medical Association. “So, droughts alternating with rain, forcing the 
mosquitoes and birds to congregate, then warm temperatures and a hot, early summer — those were perfect conditions.”  The county’s 

intense monitoring and spraying campaign — coupled with a pair of unusually harsh Dallas winters — has helped keep the disease in check 

since 2012. But as temperatures rise, heightened vigilance is the new normal for Texas cities, Haley said. 
“Climate change is broadening the tropical latitudes, and Texas is going to be tropical eventually,” Haley said. While the widespread 

return of major killers such as malaria are unlikely in an advanced Western country, he said, “you can roughly predict that tropical diseases 

will be part of our future.”  But mosquitoes are not the only pests that thrive in warmer climates. Numerous recent studies have documented 
shifts in the habitats of other disease carriers.  Ticks, notorious for spreading Lyme disease as well as Rocky Mountain spotted fever, are 

expanding their range into parts of Canada. In the United States, milder winters mean shorter hibernations and booming tick populations in 

the spring and summer. 
Southern states are seeing a resurgence of Chagas disease, a sometimes fatal parasitic infection spread by the beetlelike Rhodnius 

prolixus, or “kissing bug.” Regarded as a tropical disease, Chagas is moving farther north, with a spike in recent cases in Texas and new 

sightings of the insect carrier as far north as Indiana and Ohio, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported this past week.  
Behind each new disease occurrence is a multitude of contributing factors. Disease-carrying pests also can be spread through international 

travel and immigration. And climate change can sometimes limit, rather than expand, the ranges and life spans of certain insects and the 

microbes they carry, epidemiologists say.  But there is little doubt that a warmer climate will introduce new disease threats, said the 
University of Nebraska’s Brooks, and even a wealthy country with a sophisticated health-care system cannot expect to be entirely immune.  

“The warmer the planet gets, the more pathogens and vectors from the tropics and sub-tropics are going to move into the temperate zones,” 

Brooks said. “Countries such as the United States tend to have a false sense of security, but vectors and pathogens don’t understand 
international boundaries. You can’t just put a fence to keep them out.”  (Joby Warrick, Washington Post, Nov. 27, 2015)   

 

Drought Frames Economic Divide of Californians 
COMPTON, Calif. — Alysia Thomas, a stay-at-home mother in this working-class city, tells her children to skip a bath on days when 

they do not play outside; that holds down the water bill. Lillian Barrera, a housekeeper who travels 25 miles to clean homes in Beverly Hills, 

serves dinner to her family on paper plates for much the same reason. In the fourth year of a severe drought, conservation is a fine thing, but 
in this Southern California community, saving water means saving money.   The challenge of California’s drought is starkly different in 

Cowan Heights, a lush oasis of wealth and comfort 30 miles east of here. That is where Peter L. Himber, a pediatric neurologist, has decided 

to stop watering the gently sloping hillside that he spent $100,000 to turn into a green California paradise, seeding it with a carpet of rich 
native grass and installing a sprinkler system fit for a golf course. But that is also where homeowners like John Sears, a retired food-

company executive, bristle with defiance at the prospect of mandatory cuts in water use. 

 “This is a high fire-risk area,” Mr. Sears said. “If we cut back 35 percent and all these homes just let everything go, what’s green will 
turn brown. Tell me how the fire risk will increase.” The fierce drought that is gripping the West — and the imminent prospect of rationing 

and steep water price increases in California — is sharpening the deep economic divide in this state, illustrating parallel worlds in which 

wealthy communities guzzle water as poorer neighbors conserve by necessity. The daily water consumption rate was 572.4 gallons per 
person in Cowan Heights from July through September 2014, the hot and dry summer months California used to calculate community-by-

community water rationing orders; it was 63.6 gallons per person in Compton during that same period.  Now, California is trying to turn that 

dynamic on its head, forcing the state’s biggest water users, which include some of the wealthiest communities, to bear the brunt of the 
statewide 25 percent cut in urban water consumption ordered by Gov. Jerry Brown. Cowan Heights is facing a 36 percent cut in its water 

use, compared with 8 percent for Compton.  Other wealthy communities that must cut 36 percent include Beverly Hills and Hillsborough, a 

luxury town in Silicon Valley. Along with Compton, other less wealthy communities facing more modest cuts include Inglewood, which has 
been told to reduce its water consumption by 12 percent over what it was in 2013.  The looming question now, with drought regulations set 

to be adopted next month, is whether conservation tools being championed by this state — $10,000-a-day fines for water agencies, higher 

prices for bigger water users or even, in the most extreme cases, a reduction in water supplies — will be effective with wealthy 
homeowners. Since their lawns are more often than not tended to by gardeners, they may have little idea just how much water they use. 

As it is, the legality of conservation — the practice of charging higher water rates to people who consume more for big water use — 

came under question when a court ruled that a tiered-pricing system used by an Orange County city ran afoul of the State Constitution and 
sent it back to allow the city to try to bring it into compliance. “The wealthy use more water, electricity and natural gas than anyone else,” 

said Stephanie Pincetl, the director of the California Center for Sustainable Communities at the University of California, Los Angeles. 

“They have bigger properties. They are less price sensitive. So if you can afford it, you use it.” “Then it becomes a moral question,” she 
said. “But lots of wealthy people don’t pay their own bills, so they don’t know what the water costs.” 

Brown Lawns vs. Lush Ones 

In Compton, where residents often pay their bills in cash or installments, lawns are brown and backyard pools are few or empty. In 

Cowan Heights, where residents are involved in a rancorous dispute with a water company over rate increases, water is a luxury worth 
paying for as homeowners shower their lush lawns and top off pools and koi ponds.  (Adam Nagourney and Jack Healy, International New 

York Times, April 26, 2015)  

Comments 

John Montgomery, Oak Park.  “It doesn't matter whether you are conservative or liberal, a religous fundamentalist or a raging 

athiest, rich or poor, we all need drinking water, and we all eat things that need water to grow to be very simple about it.”  

Stephen Babatsias, Los Angeles.  “Rich neighborhoods with lush gardens, like Hancock Park, are still as rich and lush looking as 

before, filled with oxygen and opulent foliage. Everything looks and feels the same so far.”  

http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/joby-warrick
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/drought/docs/emergency_regulations/draft_usage_tiers.pdf
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/b/jerry_brown/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://www.environment.ucla.edu/people/stephanie-pincetl
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/n/adam_nagourney/index.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/h/jack_healy/index.html
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Edie Marshall, Davis.  “Call it fatalistic, but why should I try even harder when so many have done little or nothing? I'm not going to 

cut back on my showers while rich people in southern California have nice lawns”  

Kathleen Naples, Avalon.  “Catalina Island has a desal plant with old diesel generators which could be updated and co-generation 

could be used. Edison runs it very poorly. This is a tourist economy, so tourists waste water and residents are fined and suffer shut-offs.”  

Cheryl Trout, Palm Desert. “We are in a 5,000 home golf course community, which has recycled it's waste water since it was built 

for watering golf courses and community landscaping. It would be nice if that water could also be used for individual yards. More 

communities need to switch to this model.”  

Daniel Sawyer, San Bernardino.  “I am pretty conscientious about water, energy, and waste, so I appreciate this official 

acknowledgement of the problem. I foresee a lot of Californians paying fines and fees because they will recklessly continue to waste water 

despite Governor Brown's orders.”  

“Just because you can afford to use something doesn’t mean you should,” said Aja Brown, the mayor of Compton, as she sat in her 
second-floor office with windows overlooking the light-rail Blue Line tracks that cut through town. “We’re all in this together. We all have 

to make sure we consume less.”  Hints of class resentment can be heard on the streets of Compton. 

“I have a garden — it’s dying,” said Ms. Barrera, the housekeeper, as she left the water department at Compton City Hall, where she 
had just paid a $253 two-month water bill. “My grass is drying. I try to save water. In Beverly Hills, they have a big garden and run laundry 

all the time. It doesn’t matter.”  Rod Lopez, a contractor from Compton who tends to homes here and along the wealthy Newport Beach 

coast, said he was startled at the different attitudes he found toward water consumption in communities just 30 miles apart.  “I work in 
Newport Beach: I see water running all day long,” he said. “We’ve gotten so tight over here. Everything is irrigated over there. They may 

get fined for it — they don’t care. They have the money to pay the fines.” 

Compton and Cowan Heights, which is 10 miles from Disneyland, could hardly be more different, and it is not only a matter of water. 
The median household income in Compton is $42,953, and 26 percent of the population lives below the poverty line; 67 percent of the 

population is Hispanic. In North Tustin, the census-designated community that includes Cowan Heights, the median household income is 

$122,662, and less than 3 percent of the population lives below the poverty line; 84 percent of the population is white.  Since the first homes 

sprang up in Cowan Heights in the 1950s in what had been hilly horse pastures, water and money have made this neighborhood of doctors, 

lawyers and wealthy retirees bloom. Even as the drought has worsened and water rates have climbed, residents have continued consuming 

hundreds of gallons a day and paying — albeit with more than a little grousing — water bills that have soared to $400 or $500 a month.  
Many people say they are trying to use less: They are capping their sprinkler systems, installing expensive new drip-watering systems or 

replacing their thirsty lawns with starkly beautiful desert landscapes. But they can also afford to buy their way out of the drought, assuming 

that fines will be the primary punishment for those who do not conserve, and that the water will keep flowing for those who can pay. 
Some Cowan Heights residents say their neighbors have enough money not to pay heed to rising prices, and are content to let their 

landscapers use as much water as necessary to keep their homes in bloom. Landscapers’ trucks are parked around nearly every twisting road, 

tending to avocado and lemon trees, plush lawns, and riots of purple hibiscus and scarlet bougainvillea.  “They don’t even think about it,” 
said Gail Lord, a resident who keeps a blog cataloging the gardens around Cowan Heights.  On Deerhaven Drive, Craig Beam and his wife 

saw their water-scarce future after a landscaper stomped at the base of their Chinese elm and declared the roots hollow and parched. 

“Nobody’s going to go broke around here paying their water bills,” Mr. Beam said.  Still, in a sign that even the wealthy have their limits, 
the drought is exacerbating a dispute between Cowan Heights residents and their for-profit water provider, the Golden State Water 

Company, offering a glimpse of fights to come as local water agencies impose higher prices to meet California’s new conservation 

mandates. The neighborhood is bristling with lawn signs reading, “Stop the Water Ripoff!” 
Calculating Costs 

Residents complain their water bills have soared as Golden State Water imposed a three-tier pricing system that charges more for 

higher water use, the kind of conservation pricing that state water regulators are championing. The company is now seeking to add a fourth, 
even higher price tier. “Golden State Water’s rates reflect the true cost to operate and maintain the water system,” said Denise Kruger, a 

senior vice president of the company.  That has not appeased water users. 

“Water is a necessity of life,” said Mr. Sears, the retired food-company executive, whose bimonthly water bills regularly run $400 or 
$500 but went as high as $756 last September. “It should not be sold as a commodity.” 

Thirty miles away, the economy in Compton is on the upswing as this region comes out of the recession. Still, Compton Boulevard, 

the axis around which the 127-year-old community was settled, is filled with reminders of the poverty and crime that are still here: Check-
cashing stores and bail bondsmen. Many homes have gates over their windows.  Compton has a storied history of gang wars and has 

produced some of the bigger names in rap music, including Kendrick Lamar and Ice Cube. The unemployment rate in Compton was 11.8 

percent in February, compared with 6.7 percent statewide. (There are no comparable numbers for Cowan Heights, since it is an 
unincorporated region.)  This city is a neat grid of postage-stamp-size front lawns, many of them brown or choked with weeds. There are 

few pools or ornamental fountains in this part of the county; the fountains in front of City Hall have been turned off.  After not budging for 

25 years, water prices began rising in 2005 and have increased about 93 percent since then. The city, which has 81,963 water consumers, has 
also set up a two-tiered system to charge heavier users more, though it remains to be seen if that and other tiered systems will be challenged 

in the wake of the court ruling in Orange County last week. A typical water bill here is $70 a month. 

“To me the issue is keeping down the cost,” said Ms. Thomas, 41, the stay-at-home mother. “Conservation is a cost-saving thing for 
me.” She leaned over the fence of her home that she shares with her husband and children, looking over her compact patch of lawn that 

surrounds her home and another small cottage. 
 

A desert in Chile just turned into a beautiful pink oasis 

Inigo del Castillo, Facebook, 28 Oct, 2015 
Chile’s Atacama Desert is one of the driest places on the planet. But recently, it’s turned into something totally unexpected: an oasis 

of pink flowers. After almost 7 years of having no rain throughout the region, massive downpours in March caused pink mallow flowers and 

200 other plant species to bloom. The phenomenon, in which dormant seeds come to life after rainfall events, is called ‘desierto florido’ or 
translated as ‘flowering desert’. 

The vast fields of flowers are expected to bring in about 20,000 tourists until they start wilting in November. It’s a sight so rare, only 

two other places have deserts that can transform into lush landscapes: the US and Australia. 
‘The intensity of blooms this year has no precedent’, said Daniel Diaz, National Tourism Service director in Atacama. ’And the fact 

that it has happened twice in the same year has never been recorded in the country’s history. We are surprised’. 

http://pieceofeden.blogspot.com/
http://www.lostateminor.com/author/inigo-del-castillo/
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About the author: Inigo is a writer and graphic designer from Manila, Philippines.  He is a soldier of love who will carry you on his 

strong back of awesomeness when the zombie apocalypse arrives. 
 

Australia faces rising perils from climate change, earthquakes 
Sydney faces almost one-third more hailstorm days, Brisbane is at a rising risk of a direct hit from a category-three cyclone, and 

south-eastern Australia will have to endure three times as many high-risk bushfire days over the century because of climate change, one of 

the world's biggest re-insurers says.  The costs to Australia from natural catastrophes has almost quadrupled from 1980 to reach $6.3 billion 

year, a figure which soar to $23 billion by 2050, according to Munich Re's latest Expect the Unexpected report.  Most of the threats, ranging 

from droughts to heatwaves and sea-level rise, will be worsened by a warming planet caused by rising greenhouse gas levels, Eberhard 

Faust, head of climate risk research for Munich Re, told Fairfax Media.   "All these perils could be affected negatively by climate change," 

Dr Faust said. "We think the risk will increase over the decades to come."  While north-east Australia can expect the number of tropical 
cyclones of moderate to medium intensity to drop by as much as 35 per cent over the century, the most powerful storms will likely increase 

in frequency, climate models indicate.  The region of cyclones' maximum intensity is also shifting poleward in both the northern and 

southern hemispheres. That means a category 3-strength cyclone hitting Brisbane - which has had near misses in the past - "is on the cards", 
Dr Faust said.  "Insurers should really get it on the radar ... and think about the huge exposure and what the consequences would be," he 

said. Regions from the Gold Coast to Brisbane are exposed to risks from storm surges, wind damage and floods. 

Shifting wind patterns that may hamper the formation of cyclones have other consequences, such as triggering more thunderstorms. 
These events already count among Australia's biggest natural disasters, such as the April 1999 Sydney hailstorm that left a $3.8 billion 

damage bill in today's dollars.  For Sydney, the number of days a year with atmospheric conditions conducive for thunderstorms will rise by 

30 per cent by the end of the century, based on a high global emissions trajectory. For Melbourne, the increase will be about 20 per cent, Dr 
Faust said.  Bushfire risks, too, will be elevated by a combination of worse droughts and also rising hotter temperatures. 

"In terms of the atmospheric conditions which are prone to forest fires, models project up to a three-fold increase in frequency by the 

end of the century for southern and eastern Australia," Dr Faust said. 
Quake risks 

While nations can limit the damage by curbing carbon emissions, constructing more resilient homes, bridges and other buildings 

would cut Australia's future repair bills. Such spending can also help protect against a threat few Australians have considered - earthquakes.  
Sydney, Melbourne, Perth and especially Adelaide are located in areas with an "enhanced level of seismicity", with the South Australian 

capital already rocked by a magnitude-5.4 quake in 1954, Munich Re said. A repeat of Adelaide's1954 temblor would likely leave a multi-

billion dollar bill in insured losses alone, while a magnitude-6 event - which happens somewhere in Australia roughly once every five years 
- would potentially cost tens of billions of dollars, the reinsurer said. "There's a realistic scenario that one of [Australia's] big cities might be 

hit by a magnitude 6 or greater earthquake," Dr Faust said.  (Peter Hannan, Sydney Morning Herald, November 9, 2015)  
 

If we can’t beat climate change, we can live with it 
The Rio Earth Summit of 1992 is generally accepted as the international event that first drew attention to the dangers of 

global warming and that led to the Kyoto Protocol (not ratified by Australia) in 1997. 

In the 23 years since Rio, during which the global population has grown by 35 per cent from 5.5 billion to 7.4 billion people and 

global gross domestic product has more than doubled, greenhouse gas emissions have increased by 60 per cent and atmospheric CO2 
concentrations have continued to lift in an unbroken line from about 356 parts per million to 398ppm today.  

We’ve seen average global temperatures increase by 0.1C-0.2C (including an apparent 17-year pause in changes in average 

temperatures) to be 0.9C above 1900 levels and up 1C since the industrial revolution, and are now at their highest levels for centuries.   
Sea levels have risen by 7cm, species extinction and coral bleaching events continue (although mainly caused by habitat destruction 

and contamination, not global warming), Arctic ice and Greenland ice are reducing, and glaciers are melting. There has been no statistically 
significant change in incidence or intensity of hurricanes, cyclones, storms, floods, bushfires or hailstorms; no increase in insured losses due 

to natural hazards beyond that explainable by asset inflation and population growth and spread. In the context of century-long trends, this 

paints a pretty unremarkable picture of the past two decades for the planet and for the Australian continent.  Of course, global warming and 
climate change refer to long-term trends spanning periods of decades to centuries. The World Meteorological Society defines climate as the 

average of our weather across several decades so as to smooth the strong influence of natural variability on surface air temperatures. 

Some forecasts suggest a further increase in global temperatures of about 2C by the end of the 21st century with quite alarming 
consequences of such a shift to a warmer climate. This has been the focus of attention at the Paris climate talks. But whatever the 

conclusions reached at this conference — multi-decade commitments and near-term actions — one thing that will not be changed is the 

trend of global weather across the next 20 years. Make all humankind carbon neutral today, and some polar ice will continue to melt, 
glaciers recede, species disappear, sea levels rise and so on because of the inertia in our climate system. 

The weather in the 2030s probably won’t be any different to that were we to do everything or nothing. This cannot be an argument 

against good long-term policy that is aimed at preventing irreversible climate change by decarbonising economies and reducing global 
emissions by a further 80 per cent or so by 2050. But along the way we should expect lots of ambiguous signals and unanswerable questions 

such as “is this particular cyclone/bushfire/drought/heatwave/flood/storm surge … evidence of global warming?” Extreme weather, no 

matter how spectacular or destructive, cannot inform our views on climate change unless trend data covering generations is available. 
Contrary to some of the more hyperbolic claims, our planet is not at risk from extended global warming but our lifestyles and 

immediate environment may be, as well as the wellbeing of vulnerable communities and species.  So when the average temperature across 

our continent is another 1C higher, say after 2050, at a parochial level what should we expect and how should we prepare?  From a climate 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/paris-climate-summit-divisions-remain-over-100bn-fund/news-story/fe29d7a78e6577c98f57bb233e0b50ad
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/paris-climate-summit-divisions-remain-over-100bn-fund/news-story/fe29d7a78e6577c98f57bb233e0b50ad
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perspective, Sydney may feel a bit more like Brisbane is today, or Beirut; Melbourne like a blend of Sydney, Adelaide and Rome. I doubt 

our most recent immigrants will be discomforted by this. 

More important, we can understand how lifestyles have adapted to relatively warmer and drier climates by observing practices 

overseas.  Dwellings are designed differently, school and working hours and eating times adjusted to avoid the midday heat (siestas?). Water 

is respected as a very scarce resource and much of it is recycled. Desalination plants may yet be central to our water management strategy. 
Along some coastlines and estuaries sea walls and surge barriers are built. 

Governments need to be careful how they intervene. If their objective is to materially shift the trajectory of climate change, it’s worth 

remembering that the futures of our coral reefs, coastlines, rainfall and drought patterns, and weather have little to do with Australia’s 
climate change strategy except, long term, where it helps discover globally useful enabling technologies or contributes to an international 

effort that is supported by the major emitters. 

As with the economy, the role of government in addressing climate change is a significant but small part of the solution and includes 
setting internationally equitable targets for emissions reductions, funding relevant research and development in new energy technologies, 

and supporting key institutions such as the Bureau of Meteorology and the CSIRO.  But, as importantly, federal, state and local government 

attention must focus on helping us to adapt to and to mitigate near-term climate-driven changes in our environment and society in general. 
Fighting to preserve our current lifestyles may be a costly indulgence when pragmatic adaptive steps appropriate to the climate ahead are 

available to us.  This means anticipating and mitigating a future of water shortages and droughts, higher utility, food and insurance costs, 

and the impact of extreme weather events and natural disasters. And, of course, requiring responsible management of finite resources, fragile 
environments and better land use. 

We’ll need flood control systems, coastal protections, upgraded emergency response processes and technologies, energy and water-

efficient buildings and landscapes, improved planning frameworks and zoning restrictions, state-of-the-art communications capability and 
efficient healthcare for more heat-stressed patients, plus forecasting and predictive capability for extreme weather events. These are ‘‘no 

regrets’’ steps — no matter the actual trend of our weather or the ultimate efficacy of emission reduction strategies.  These initiatives do not 

require global accords, are within our control, affordable and make sense under all planning scenarios. Australia could thrive rather than just 

survive in a globally warming world and, reassuringly, work is under way to this end.  The seminal work of Charles Darwin’s The Origin of 

the Species is sometimes (incorrectly) summarised as meaning survival of the strongest or the fittest. In fact, his model of evolution and 

species resilience emphasises survival of the most adaptable. This may be an appropriate guiding principle for many communities and 
policymakers in the decades ahead. (Ziggy Switkowski, The Australian, December 11, 2015) 

 

Internet Yields Uneven Dividends and May Widen Inequality 
UNITED NATIONS — Can the Internet save the world? 
In some places, it has helped curb corruption, encouraged more girls to go to school and enabled citizens to monitor election violence.  

But according to a report issued Wednesday by the World Bank, the vast changes wrought by technology have not expanded economic 

opportunities or improved access to basic public services in ways that many had expected. Rather, the report warned darkly, Internet 
innovations stand to widen inequalities and even hasten the hollowing out of middle-class employment.   “Digital technologies are spreading 

rapidly, but digital dividends — growth, jobs and services — have lagged behind,” the bank said in a news release announcing the report.  

Those who are already well-off and well-educated have been able to take advantage of the Internet economy, the report concluded pointedly, 
and despite the expansion of Internet access, 60 percent of humanity remains offline. 

China has the largest number of Internet users, followed by the United States and India, according to the report. 

The bank’s findings come at a time when the technology industry — which sometimes tends to see itself as the solver of the world’s 
greatest problems — has been rushing to expand Internet access through a variety of new means. Google, through its Project Loon, aims to 

use a constellation of balloons to beam down wireless signals to places that lack connectivity. Facebook has offered a limited sphere of the 

World Wide Web for users in some developing countries — and in turn, has come under intense criticism, especially in India. 
“Countries that are investing in both digital technology and its analog complements will reap significant dividends, while others are 

likely to fall behind” the report added. “Technology without a strong foundation risks creating divergent economic fortunes, higher 

inequality and an intrusive state.” 

How a society takes advantage of information technology depends on what kind of a society it is, the report concluded. 
Women are discouraged from going online in some countries, the report found, and across the countries of South Asia, they were far 

less likely to own a mobile phone. Those who are illiterate — still 20 percent of the world’s population — cannot take advantage of the 

Internet at all; and in the developing world, the technology industry employs barely 1 percent of the work force. In rich countries, 
technology employs 3 to 5 percent of the work force, still a small fraction of total employment. 

According to the bank’s survey, more than half of all countries had privacy laws on the books, but only 51 of them were in the 

developing world.  The bank, which says it has itself invested $12.6 billion in information technology projects, calls on countries to make 
the Internet “universal, affordable, open and safe.” Yet it also takes pains to say that expanding access will not be enough for citizens to take 

advantage of the benefits. It also recommends enabling companies to compete, strengthening the skills of workers so they can obtain the 

new jobs and making government institutions accountable.  “The triple complements — a favorable business climate, strong human capital 
and good governance — will sound familiar — and they should because they are the foundation of economic development,” the report 

concluded.  (Somini Sengupta, New York Times, Jan. 13, 2016)  
 

China Rushes For The Exit 
Global financial markets have long had a naive faith in the Chinese authorities’ ability to manage their economy so when this faith is 

dented panic sets in.  That’s exactly what has happened this week and who better to lead the panic than the Chinese themselves, culminating 
in yesterday’s extraordinary decision to shut the market after just 15 minutes’ trading. 

Financial markets work best when they are open, and after spending an estimated $US235 billion trying to prop up its stock market 

last year the lesson still hasn’t filtered through to the top brass in Beijing.  Yet as economist Saul Eslake noted, the Chinese economy needs 

to slow so if that is actually good news in the long term albeit with short term pain. 

Eslake noted that if China continued to grow at 10 per cent a year by 2035 it would account for one third of the world economy with 

just one fifth of the population. The maths just don’t work, especially given the demographic and other fundamental problems facing China.  
ANZ’s Warren Hogan is looking for the Chinese economy to grow at 6.25 per cent, which isn’t too shabby even against the 6.8 per cent 

predicted for last year. 

The yuan hit a five-year low at 5.9 to the US dollar and the government seems happy to let it slide further. This will boost Chinese 
exports but in the process hurt neighbours like Japan and South Korea even more as the Fed-inspired hike in the US dollar raises more 

tension among developing countries.  The best advice is to let the market work through the issues and accept China is actually on the right 

path, but that logic is way too conventional for emotional investors. The Australian market is now down 5.4 per cent this year, Hong Kong is 
down 6.6 per cent, Shanghai by 11.9 per cent and the S&P 500 by 2.6 per cent — not a happy New Year.  ScoMo’s super mission. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/w/world_bank/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/china/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/12/23/indian-regulators-suspend-facebooks-free-basic-services/
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/s/somini_sengupta/index.html
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Historically superannuation has always been part of industry awards, which is why the industry funds are guarding their patch ahead of 

attempts to move default funds out of award agreements. 

In 1992 when then PM Paul Keating introduced compulsory superannuation he also turned super from an industrial policy to a 

retirement incomes policy.  That process will be finally completed when super is taken out of the hands of the Fair Work Commission as 

Treasurer Scott Morrison is trying to do.  The Heydon Royal Commission was a step in the process by highlighting the relationship of the 
CFMEU and Cbus.  Morrison should also examine the relationship between the banks and corporate Australia and how superannuation is -

managed, which is as cosy as the union-industry fund links. 

The Productivity Commission has its chance as part of two landmark studies this year on the industry. One will cover the selection of 
default funds and the other a more overarching work on the efficiency of the industry.  The latter flows from the Murray report that 

highlighted the inefficiencies in the system.  The rationale for super as part of the industrial policy was a way to pass on wage increases 

without affecting inflation, but the system has now reached the stage where that noble aim has long outlived its purpose.  The Productivity 
Commission can be expected to carry the process forward and there is no doubt it will want to take the FWC out of retirement policy.  The 

question is what happens then because there is an argument that says if the industry is just a giant pigs’ trough then the economy doesn’t 

benefit by making the lucky few with their noses in the trough even fatter.  That is where the Productivity Commission will come into its 
own in both making the industry more efficient and increasing consumer choice along the way.  In the process hopefully the consumer will 

be more educated and as a result more interested to actually make choices.  Disaster from day one. 

The prevailing mantra from the Dick Smith camp is that things went wrong in a hurry at the end, which, while correct, belies the fact 
rivals and suppliers thought the store was a disaster waiting to happen from day one as a public company. 

Back in June 2014, the retailer signed a resale deal with Vodafone, which was part of a push to lift mobile phone sales from 14 to 20 

per cent of total sales over the period — or from $175 million to $250m.  Dick Smith chief executive Nick Abboud was quoted at the time 
saying: “We have a store network that’s greater than our competitors, plus we sell other devices like tablets that may be attractive for those 

telcos to look at us differently.” Last year Vodafone terminated the deal, deciding it didn’t fit in with its overall strategy.  The company said 

in a statement: “VHA gave notification to end the agreement in September 2015 and has not supplied any new products to Dick Smith since 

October 2015. Some Dick Smith stores may be selling products still in stock.”  Telstra and Optus both retain active resale agreements with 

Dick Smith.  One of the problems for Dick Smith’s receivers Ferrier Hodgson in selling the business is the brand Dick Smith has lost its 

value in the space because no one knows what it means.  That would seem to be underlined by the Vodafone experience. 
Back in 2014 Abboud was talking about a rapid store rollout from 270 to 550 in three years, which was too much. For a retailer that 

couldn’t keep its inventory under control, too many stores was another disaster.  When the business went under this week it had 393 stores, 
which compares with JB Hi-Fi’s 187 stores, up from 182 in 2014, and with a target of 214 outlets. Dick Smith has too many stores and any 

receiver sale will be accompanied by massive store closures. 

Consumer electronics retailing usually works on a 30-day payment schedule and because of slower turnover goods are more often 
than not paid for before they are sold, so inventory control is crucial. By contrast, supermarkets usually sell a product before they have to 

pay for it.  Last November Dick Smith admitted it had lost control of inventories. When the stores were floated back in 2013 they went for a 

long time discounting Apple. This confounded competitors because Apple doesn’t do discounts and leaves retailers with margins of high 
single digits, or low double digits at best. 

By contrast, JB Hi-Fi earns 22 per cent margins so you can see other suppliers offered better deals than Apple. 

The only way Dick Smith could maintain the Apple discounts for so long was if it had a secret stash elsewhere, which it clearly didn’t.  
The results are now clear.  Ferrier Hodgson must recover at least $140m to cover bank debt and another $200m to cover unsecured creditors.  

The chances of it doing that on present indications are not good.  This was a business that has earnings (EBITDA) totalling some $77m last 

year and is now facing negative earnings this year. 
Separately, this column erred yesterday in saying Ausbil Investment Management was a substantial shareholder in Dick Smith.  

Ausbil ceased to be a substantial holder on July 20 last year and had zero stock when it went under. 

The information was obtained from Bloomberg.  ((John Durie, The Australian, January 8, 2016) 
 

Smashing solution to China’s imitation game 

Oliver’s Taranga Vineyards winemaker Corrina Wright says 

any technological security features on bottles are quickly copied in China. Picture: James Elsby 
Australian wine producers are smashing their empty tasting bottles in China in a last-ditch effort to prevent forgeries and 

fakes.   The threat of forgeries are among the many risks wineries face when making a push to export into the Asian nation, with trademark 

theft and squatting another big concern for vintners.  Oliver’s Taranga Vineyards winemaker Corrina Wright said the push into China was 

“difficult” but their links with a Western-educated distributor in Hong Kong had helped to pave the way. “We worked with translators and 
trademark lawyers to get our name translated correctly and get it trademarked but the fact is there is lots of copying,” Ms Wright said. “The 

likes of Penfolds and other big-name wineries have a terrible time — they have to smash all their bottles after they do tastings.” 

“They have tried to come up with all these technological prints on the labels or whatever to make them secure but as fast as they can 
develop them, they can be copied,” the McLaren Vale vintner said.   In the 12 months to September, Australian wine exports to China 

increased by 47 per cent to a record $313 million, driven by demand for wines in the higher price points. 

Wine forgeries are supported by an industry of importers, distributors and bottle scavengers who onsell empty premium wine bottles 
to be copied or re-used.  Wine Australia marketing general manager Stuart Barclay confirmed high-end wine labels were smashing their 

bottles, saying French chateaus were also resorting to that activity.  “It’s one way of guaranteeing you’re not leaving an opportunity for 

somebody to go and fake a bottle,” Mr Barclay said.  But the threat of fakes and trademark squatting were not unique to China, and 
Australian wine producers needed to be aware of the risks inherent in exporting to any country, he said.  Mr Barclay said it was unlikely the 

recent instability in China’s stockmarket would affect Australian wine. 
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“China has seen a significant surge of activity at the moment, driven by the free-trade agreement,” he said. 

“We’re expecting contained growth going forward, partly because of the FTA but also because of the change in the value of the 

Australian dollar versus the US dollar.”   NDA Law intellectual property lawyer Paul Gordon, who has represented several Australian 

wineries in legal cases over trademark in China, said vigilance and thinking ahead were the keys to successfully exporting wine.  He warned 

that it was easy to get “very snookered” if you were not educated and prepared.  While registering a trademark would set a producer back 
about $2000, litigation could cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, he said. 

“Unlike the Australian system which is based on use of a trademark, in China whoever filed their trademark first has ownership of it 

so even if you are in China using your brand before that trademark was registered, you could be held to be infringing that trademark just 
because they got in before you,” Mr Gordon said.  “There are helpful distributors or wholesalers in China who say don’t worry about 

registering your trademark and then they register it in their own name for your brand. 

“That works out perfectly well until you want to change distributor and realise you don’t have ownership of the trademark that you’ve 
been marketing under.”  (Rebecca Puddy, The Australian, January 11, 2016) 

 

Africa: Failure to cut fat in good times put continent in a basket 
Since the turn of the century, Africa’s economic growth has averaged around 5 per cent. Now, as commodity prices are cratering, 

projections for African growth are ratcheting down.  There is real concern that some African countries have borrowed too much and that 

many did not do enough during the “fat” years to reduce their dependence on inevitably volatile commodity prices. Even the International 

Monetary Fund’s revised 2016 forecast of African growth at 4.25 per cent seems optimistic given the extent of the commodity plunge. 
These leaner economic times, while regrettable, will shed some light on the actual progress that African countries have made in 

reforming their economies. Or as Warren Buffet famously said, “only when the tide goes out do you discover who’s been swimming naked”. 
During the commodities boom, there was considerable optimism that African economies were changing and that they were no longer 

dependent on raw material exports. The McKinsey Global Institute claimed that the commodities boom “explains only part of Africa’s 

growth story. Natural resources directly accounted for just 24 per cent of Africa’s GDP growth from 2000 to 2008”. Rather, McKinsey 

argued “the key reasons behind Africa’s growth surge were improved political and macroeconomic stability and micro-economic reforms”. 

In addition, McKinsey believed that the continent would continue to benefit from, “rising global demand for oil, natural gas, minerals, food, 

arable land, and other natural resources”. 
As China slows down, it is now clear that the prediction about rising demand was wrong. That makes the observation that African 

countries had improved their governance even more critical because economic reform would buffer countries from the shock of declining 

commodity prices and help with diversification.  Unfortunately, looking at systematic evaluations of governance, it does not appear that 
many African countries took advantage of the “fat” years to fundamentally change. The Heritage Foundation’s Index of Economic Freedom 

— that evaluates countries on the basis of rule of law, fiscal performance, regulation and openness of markets — found that between 2010 

and 2015, sub-Saharan Africa did not make much progress. The average ranking of countries in the region increased from 54.07 to 54.95 
(highest, Hong Kong, is 89.6). In the rankings, the African region moved from what would have been more-or-less tied with Suriname at 

number 129 to being about equal with Egypt at number 124. That is, on the regional level, an almost imperceptible change.  As a result of 

the overall middling performance, few African countries appear very high on the rankings. Only Mauritius, at No 10 (Australia is 4th, the 
US is 12th), can be considered a star and is the only sub-Saharan African country in the tier the index labels “mostly free”. The next African 

country is Botswana at 36th, followed by Cape Verde at 60th. While the individual performances of these countries are impressive, they are 

also very small with respective populations of 1.3 million, 2.2 million, and 500,000. The sub-Saharan region has 973 million people. 
The remaining countries in the top half of the league (178 are ranked) are Rwanda at 65, Ghana at 71, South Africa at 72, and 

Madagascar at 79. These countries do have some demographic heft but their overall economic environments are surpassed by dozens of 

countries. The other 39 sub-Saharan African countries Heritage has data for are in the bottom half of the rankings measuring governance. 
This is hardly the position that will attract investment or suggests that their economies have reformed enough to allow for a shift away from 

raw material dependence.  That the failure to take advantage of the good times makes the bad times worse can easily be seen in South 

Africa. A 2011 Citibank survey put South Africa as the world’s richest mining country in terms of its reserves, worth an estimated US$2.5 
trillion ($3.6 billion).  However, South Africa has increased regulation of the mining sector and there have been persistent calls for 

nationalisation of the wealth below the ground. 

In a 2011 survey conducted by the Fraser Institute, for example, South Africa’s attractiveness as a mining investment destination 
slipped as a result of “obscuring government involvement in the sector”. The report ranked South Africa just 67 out of 79 for attractiveness 

for exploration investment among countries such as Zimbabwe, Venezuela, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo.  Not surprisingly, 

South Africa’s mining sector has been declining at an average of 1 per cent per year during the 2000s, when the global top 20 mining 
producers grew annually at 5 per cent.  Elsewhere in southern Africa, copper-rich Zambia boomed during the 2000s, benefiting from higher 

ore prices and greater liberalisation allowing in foreign investment. But it failed to translate this windfall into a diversification strategy, 

instead focusing on redistributing the proceeds not least through the civil service. Now, as copper prices have fallen, the value in the 
Kwacha dropped by more than half between December 2014 and November 2015, while Zambia’s government has increased foreign 

borrowing to keep the country afloat.  The greater lesson beyond Africa’s discerning poor performance is in avoiding hubris when 

evaluating the growth path of countries. Too often, observers use a few years to exclaim that a country or a region is “on the march” or, in 
contemporary African parlance, “rising”. This has happened not only in Africa but also in Brazil, where the fallout from the irrational 

exuberance of the commodity boom is plain for all to see. We should avoid the temptation to draw conclusions at high tide.  

Jeffrey Herbst, Greg Mills, The Australian, 2016;  Jeffrey Herbst is the chief executive of the Newseum. Greg Mills is the director of 
the Brenthurst Foundation. They wrote How South Africa Works) 

  

 Demography’s time bomb threatens economic growth 

 China became the world’s factory thanks to a seemingly limitless 
number of rural workers, but that excess supply is shrinking and wages are climbing. 
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Ever since the global financial crisis, economists have groped for reasons to explain why growth has disappointed, citing 

everything from fiscal austerity to the euro meltdown. They are now coming to realise that one of the stiffest headwinds is also one 

of the hardest to overcome: demographics.  Next year, the world’s advanced economies will reach a critical milestone. For the first time 

since 1950, their combined working-age population will decline, according to UN projections, and by 2050 it will shrink 5 per cent. The 
ranks of workers also will fall in key emerging markets, such as China and Russia. At the same time the share of these countries’ population 

over 65 will skyrocket. Previous generations fretted about the world having too many people. Today’s problem is too few. 

This reflects two long-established trends: lengthening life spans and declining fertility. Yet many of the economic consequences are 
only now apparent. Simply put, companies are running out of workers, customers or both. In either case, economic growth suffers. As a 

population ages, what people buy also changes, shifting more demand towards services such as healthcare and away from durable goods 

such as cars.  Demographics help explain why a historically weak recovery in the US, for example, has nonetheless seen the unemployment 
rate drop by half. The economy doesn’t need as many new jobs to employ the smaller net flow of entrants into the workforce. Home builders 

are simultaneously suffering from shrinking demand since the home-ownership rate is declining, and from labour shortages as the baby 

boomers retire.  Mounting pensions are an important reason peripheral European countries such as Greece have such intractable debt 
burdens and why Germany is so reluctant to stimulate its own economy despite a balanced budget. Meanwhile, the movement of so many 

people into the highest saving period of their lives has produced excess savings that have held down interest rates and inflation, making it 
difficult for central bankers to use their traditional tools to revive economic growth. 

Demographic forces are assumed to be slow-moving and predictable. By historical standards, though, these aren’t, says Amlan Roy, a 

demographics expert at Credit Suisse. They are “dramatic and unprecedented”, he says, noting it took 80 years for the US median age to rise 
seven years, to 30, by 1980, and just 34 more to climb another eight, to 38; Australia’s median age similarly moved from 29.4 in 1980 to 

37.5 today.  There is no simple answer for how business and government should cope, since each country is ageing at different rates, for 

different reasons and with different degrees of preparedness. 
Automation can boost workers’ productivity and support the burgeoning ranks of the elderly. Assumptions about ageing also need to 

change. The typical 65-year-old today is roughly as healthy as a 58-year-old was four decades ago and can thus work longer. Older, richer 

countries can boost their immigrant intake from low-income economies, primarily in Africa and Asia, which will make up a growing share 
of the world’s working-age population — if they can overcome political opposition. 

Population questions have long preoccupied economists. In 1798 Thomas Malthus, a British essayist, argued that humanity would 

reproduce faster than food production could rise, leading to destitution and starvation. He was wrong. The Western world’s population grew 
rapidly across the 19th and 20th centuries, with a dip in 1918-19 because of World War I and the Spanish flu pandemic. But rising 

agricultural productivity proved more than capable of feeding the extra mouths.  When US population growth slowed in the 1930s, Alvin 

Hansen, a Harvard University economist and an influential disciple of John Maynard Keynes, said this caused businesses to invest less 
because they had fewer workers to equip and because elderly consumption patterns favoured personal services over capital-intensive homes 

and durable goods.  In a landmark 1938 speech, Hansen said this had mired the US economy in “secular stagnation”, producing “sick 

recoveries which die in their infancy and depressions which feed on themselves and leave a hard and seemingly immovable core of 
unemployment”. He advocated expanded government spending to restore full employment.  

Hansen spoke too soon. The population slowdown of the 30s was a temporary after-effect of the 1918 pandemic and a clampdown on 

immigration in 1924. World War II led to an explosion in government spending that restored full employment, and the baby boom after the 
war’s end put to rest fears of declining population.  Indeed, population around the world took off as advances in healthcare and nutrition 

caused child mortality to plummet and life expectancy to soar. 

Fear of overpopulation became widespread, epitomised by Paul Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb in 1968 and the Club of Rome’s 
Limits to Growth in 1972.  But right about then, fertility rates began to drop in both advanced and underdeveloped countries. With a lag, 

some of Hansen’s predictions began to come true, most prominently in Japan. In 1996, its working-age population began to shrink, and a 

few years ago so did its total population.  Japan is an extreme case, but the rest of the advanced world and many emerging economies are 
following similar paths. By 2050, the world’s population will have grown 32 per cent, but the working-age population (15 to 64 years old) 

will expand just 26 per cent.  Among advanced countries, the working-age population will shrink 26 per cent in South Korea, 28 per cent in 

Japan, and 23 per cent in Germany and Italy. For middle-income countries it will rise 23 per cent, led by India at 33 per cent. But Brazil’s 
working-age population will edge up just 3 per cent, while Russia’s and China’s will contract 21 per cent.  Among rich countries, the US 

remains demographically fortunate: its working-age population should grow 10 per cent by 2050. But it still will shrink as a share of total 

population, from 66 per cent to 60 per cent. The demographic drag on growth, in other words, will last decades. 
Less labour, less growth 

A country’s long-term potential growth rate depends on two things: the number of workers and how productive they are. Slower 

population growth directly chips away at the number of workers. In 2008, the same year Lehman Brothers failed, the first American baby 

boomers qualified for the pension, and since then the number of beneficiaries has ballooned, from 41.4 million to 49 million. This is an 
important reason the US labour force has grown only 0.2 per cent a year since 2008, compared with 1.2 per cent in the previous decade, and 

the labour-force participation rate — the share of adults over 15 working or looking for work — has slumped to 62.4 per cent, the lowest in 

nearly 40 years, when women were far less likely to be employed outside the home.   
This originally seemed the result of the long-term jobless giving up the hunt for work and dropping out of the labour force. But in 

2006 a team of economists at the Federal Reserve predicted this would happen because of long-range structural factors: the ageing baby 

boomers would start retiring; the number of working women would level off; young adults would stay in school longer; and some unskilled 
workers would bow out.  Those economists now predict the participation rate will fall further to 61 per cent by 2022. That is the main reason 

officials think the US potential growth rate has dropped to 2 per cent from 3 per cent in the decades before the crisis. Some economists are 

even gloomier. 
Savings, interest rates 

People’s saving habits change as they age. In their 20s and 30s they borrow and spend for children and home as they are starting their 

careers. In their 40s and 50s, those obligations recede and their incomes rise, so they save more. Once they retire, they live off their savings 

and government support.  When Carla Ponce and her husband got married in 1987, they didn’t save anything at first. They bought a house in 

Las Vegas with no down payment. “With two kids, my husband between jobs, we could barely pay the mortgage,” she recalls. They moved 

to Kenosha, Wisconsin, ploughed the profit from their Vegas home into a new home, and Ponce began steadfastly socking away 10 per cent 
of everything she earned. Now 56, she continues to save so that in four years she can join her husband in retirement, buying a boat as a rare 

indulgence. 

This pattern, multiplied across many countries, has a powerful economic impact. How much a country saves is heavily influenced by 
the difference between the share of its population aged 40 to 65 and the share over 65.  Because capital markets are global, excess savings in 

one country spill over to another via interest rates. Gavin argues the rising number of mature workers relative to elderly retirees is a key 

reason inflation-adjusted interest rates have steadily declined in recent decades, and are now negative in most advanced countries. Those 
demographic influences are about to reverse.  This coincides with another demographic factor: consumption habits change as people age. 

Younger households spend more on homes, cars and their children’s education. For the typical American between 35 and 44, 8 per cent of 
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total consumption goes towards mortgage interest, compared with just 3.6 per cent for someone over 65. By contrast, the typical over-65 

devotes 13 per cent of total spending to healthcare, compared with 6 per cent for a 35 to 44-year-old. Lowering interest rates works by 

encouraging consumers to “pull forward” purchases they otherwise may have waited to make. But the elderly have less future consumption 

to pull forward.  These demographic shifts will have a profound effect on individual companies, anointing new winners and losers. For 

some, it means being squeezed between the retirements of current workers and the shortage of young apprentices. For others, it means 
coping with a shrinking customer base. 

Michael Green, who manages a hedge fund that seeks to profit from demographic trends, says Abercrombie & Fitch’s sales and stock 

price aren’t languishing because of disenchantment with “ripped jeans or skinny models” but because its target demographic of teenagers is 
shrinking.  Other companies in similar straits are Lululemon Athletica, whose key demographic is women aged 35 to 50, and Budweiser and 

Harley-Davidson, whose core customers are white, baby-boomer men. By contrast, pharmaceutical firms will reap a windfall; the average 

American goes from 3.3 prescriptions in his 50s to 4.4 after 65. 
Fixing the problem 

Population trends across the next 35 years are challenging but aren’t set in stone. Government policies and changing social attitudes 

can raise fertility. In October, China scrapped its one-child policy. Still, evidence from places such as Singapore, Australia and the Canadian 
province of Quebec that have offered cash grants to encourage bigger families and more generous child support for working mothers shows 

how difficult it is to boost fertility rates; they remain well below the replacement rate of 2.1. Even with higher fertility, it would be decades 

before trends changed meaningfully.  As Jens Weidmann, president of Germany’s Bundesbank, says, “Because Germany’s birthrate has 
been falling for decades, those who would now perhaps be thinking about having children were never actually born.”  Companies running 

short of workers can turn to automation to adjust. China became the world’s factory floor thanks to a seemingly limitless supply of rural 

workers. But with the excess supply now shrinking, Chinese wages are climbing sharply and many Chinese exporters are turning to robots to 
lift productivity. 

Another route is to boost immigration. This faces several problems, though. The biggest suppliers of immigrants to the US, such as 

Mexico and China, are themselves ageing, and the cohort that traditionally sought a better life abroad is shrinking. Mexico’s fertility rate has 

dropped from 5.4 in the late 1970s to 2.3 now; by 2030 it will be 1.9, the same as the US — and below replacement rate.  The countries with 

high fertility are mostly in Africa and Asia. In 2050 India will be the world’s most populous country, Nigeria will be third and Indonesia 

fifth. Most, though, will still be poor. Indeed, low-income countries will make up 14 per cent of the world’s population in 2050, compared 
with 9 per cent now. These are, therefore, the countries that are likeliest to provide immigrants.  In many rich countries, worker-hungry 

businesses are eager for more immigrants. But to stabilise the elderly share of advanced countries’ population would require an immediate 

eightfold increase in immigration from less-developed countries, according to the International Monetary Fund. This isn’t politically 
feasible, given the resistance even current levels of migration have generated.  Probably the most promising way to cope with an ageing 

population is to encourage today’s workers to work longer. This has been proved in Japan, where 22 per cent of those over 65 work, 

compared with 18 per cent in the US and 12.9 per cent in Australia. That suggests there is plenty of potential for workers to retire later. 
Business will have to adapt to an older workforce. In 2007 German carmaker BMW redesigned a gearbox production line to fit the 

older profile of workers it expected in 2017. Among the changes: wooden floors and special shoes to ease joint strain; flexible magnifying 

glasses for working with small parts; and larger typefaces on computer screens. The changes brought the productivity of older workers up to 
that of younger workers at minimal cost and have since been applied across the company.  Indeed, several studies have found older workers 

are as productive as their younger colleagues, and often more productive. As the Bundesbank’s Weidmann notes, “The young can run faster 

but the old know the shortcuts.”  (Greg Ip, The Wall Street Journal, December 9, 2015)  
 

'Delusions' setting Australia up for a big budget shock: Ross Garnaut 
Leading economist Ross Garnaut says failure on the part of Treasury and government meant Australians should prepare for some 

'shocking realism' about the state of the budget and has cautioned against 'easy' answers for reform like tax cuts for big business.  But Prime 
Minister Malcolm Turnbull has a chance to come clean about the true state of the federal budget, he said   

The case for company tax cuts for large business had not been subject to "rigorous analysis," Professor Garnaut said, saying it was 

important any budget decisions were based on a strong economic case.  "Let us be careful not to exacerbate a dreadful budget problem in 
our search for productivity gains," he said at the The Australian Financial Review Workforce and Productivity Summit.  It was "inevitable" 

that the mid-year budget estimates will have "a major downward revision of revenues". 

'Delusional elements' 

The true state of the budget had been masked, Professor Garnaut said. "All of the delusional elements are in the direction of 

understating the budget challenge," he said. But  the current government had a chance "reset expectations about the budget" and position it 

more realistically.  "Realism about the budget will be shocking to most Australians," he said.  "Two prime ministers and treasurers were 
damaged greatly by the Treasury's and their own failure to come to grips with a deteriorating budget outlook after the resources boom had 

passed its peak. "It is important for Australia that Prime Minister Turnbull and Treasurer [Scott Morrison] avoid a similar fate." 

No case for business tax cut 

Despite regular calls from big business for changes to the tax regime, Professor Garnaut said the economic case for a cut in the 
corporate tax rate - currently set at 30 per cent for large business - had not been made.  "Let's not be tempted by easy answers put forward 

without rigorous analysis," he said.  "I count suggestions for an across the board cut in the company tax rate as an easy answer put forward 

without rigorous analysis."  Treasury has been a big supporter of company tax cuts, but Professor Garnant said even Treasury's own papers 
had highlighted that "the case depends on the presence of competitive markets for capital and products".  "The case is not made in relation to 

most of the resources sector, or much of the retail trade, or to utilities, or to banks," he said. 
Biggest gains 

The greatest productivity gains will come from introducing competition, or simulating it through "radical reform of price regulation", 

he said.  "In our search for productivity gains, let us put nothing off limits that is backed by rigorous analysis.  "Let's be ready to offer 

support for hard policies in the national interest, even when they do some damage to our own private interests." 

Also addressing the summit was Business Council of Australia President Catherine Livingstone. She hit back at accusations that large 

Australian businesses were not innovative. "The fact that we have large companies that have longevity means they have been innovating," 

she said.  Ms Livingstone said Malcolm Turnbull's innovation plan released on Monday would help Australia develop more successful 
technology companies like those in the United States. "It is true that we have been underdone in the extent to which we have spawned and 

nurtured technology companies that have grown," she said. 

Atlassian was a good example of the types of innovative companies Australia needed to produce more of. 
"That's where I think the innovation agenda is so powerful, because it's actually focusing on STEM (Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Maths) it's focusing on education, it's focusing on startups and facilitating those startups," she said. "That is laying the 

groundwork for us to be able to have our own technology companies to be able to take advantage of the growth environment as those US 
companies have. Whether we have left it too late is another question, but you have to start somewhere. "The announcement made yesterday 

[by the government] is a good place to start".  (Nassim Khadem , SMH, December 8, 2015)  

http://www.smh.com.au/small-business/entrepreneur/investor-tax-breaks-aim-to-counter-the-valley-of-death-for-startups-20151207-glh6xg.html
http://www.smh.com.au/business/by/Nassim-Khadem
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Doomsday crop: seed vault’s first withdrawals for Syrian bank  

Former Australian deputy prime minister Tim Fischer 
about to deposit seeds from his NSW farm at the Svalbard Global Seed Bank in Norway. Source: News Corp Australia  

In a concrete vault beneath the Norwegian island of Svalbard, frozen deep in the Arctic permafrost, lies a piece of Syrian 

heritage. Crafted over millennia, conserved and preserved from one generation to another, it is no less important than that heritage blown up 
in the sands of Palmyra: it is Syria’s seeds. And later this month some of those seeds will be returning to the Middle East.  When they do, it 

will be the first withdrawal from one of the world’s most unusual collaborations: a global seed vault designed to protect our agricultural 

heritage from any and all catastrophes up to and including global nuclear apocalypse. 
The Svalbard Global Seed Vault was set up to keep copies in case of disaster, or in case genetic diversity is lost through interbreeding. 

Built to withstand nuclear war, its deep chambers will keep the seeds frozen even if power is lost. Now, amid the catastrophe of the Syrian 

civil war, it has found its first use.  There have always been regional seed banks around the world, including in Syria. They are to the 
Svalbard vault what high street banks are to the Bank of England, and their role is to provide seeds to researchers to help develop new 

strains.  “The Syrian bank holds important varieties of barley, wheat and grasses,” said Brian Lainoff, of the Global Crop Diversity Trust, 

which runs the vault. 
Syria’s seed bank has survived the war, and has been moved to Morocco and Lebanon. Unfortunately, the scientists involved have 

found that it is logistically simpler to restock it by travelling halfway across the world to the Arctic Circle than to try to get seeds out of 

Syria. So in a few weeks they will fly to Svalbard and retrieve 116,000 seeds. 
“They will replant the seeds, grow the crops, save some seeds and then send them back,” Mr Lainoff said. 

He said that the fact that they could do this was good news for the world — not just the Middle East. 

“One wheat variety might have a trait that is specifically good against drought. Another against a rise in temperature. There is a real 
need for diversity, to provide options for the future.”  (Tom Whipple, The Times, September 25, 2015)  

 

Seeds of goodwill sprout from Israel’s valley of plenty 

Asparagus grower James Terry compares notes with Arava 
Valley horticulture co-ordinator Maayon Plaves Kitron at the Koo Wee Rup region in Victoria. Picture: Stuart McEvoy Source: News Corp. 

Israel’s saline Arava Valley receives only 20mm-50mm of rain a year, yet 90 per cent of its 3500 residents are farmers growing 

capsicums, eggplant, dates, figs, tomatoes, melons, flowers, grapes and fish, producing up to 60 per cent of the country’s agricultural 

exports.   The success is a triumph of community spirit and breakthrough technology the Israelis are keen to share with Australia, with a 

delegation of experts both teaching and learning during a 10-day tour this month. 

The 10-day tour, part of the Arava Australia Partnership, brought agricultural experts from the valley to Sydney, Melbourne and 
surrounding regions.  Among them was Maayan Plaves Kitron, horticulture research co-ordinator at the Central and Northern Arava 

Research and Development Centre, who arrived at the valley more than a decade ago with her husband, also an agronomist.  The tiny 

community, between the Red Sea and the Dead Sea on the Jordanian border, accepts new members on the basis of good character first, 
agricultural expertise second.  Like many Aravans, all of whom came to the region from elsewhere, Ms Kitron’s ancestry is far-flung: her 

mother was born in Yemen and her father in Israel to Polish parents who had escaped the Holocaust.  Ms Kitron, who grows flowers with 

her husband, says they owe their success in the valley to other community members.  “The experienced farmers mentor the newer farmers 

— that’s why it works,” she said. 

Like all their neighbours, they generate all their produce from a 5ha block.  Much of the Arava Valley’s production is made possible 
by extremely precise drip irrigation technology, much of it developed in the region by world-leading companies such as Netafim.  Educator 

Hanni Arnon founded the Arava International Centre for Agricultural Training 21 years ago, aiming to bring young farmers from across the 

world to the valley so they could take home knowledge of arid agricultural techniques. 
“Our focus is on students from developing countries, so that they can go back home with knowledge of how to farm efficiently,” Ms 

Arnon said.  Ms Kitron and Ms Arnon’s delegation, which included an aquaculture researcher and an arid farming agri-tech expert, toured 

Victoria’s world-renowned Koo Wee Rup asparagus-growing region southeast of Melbourne last week.  They joined Nuffield farming 
scholarship chief executive Jim Geltch and current scholar and asparagus farmer James Terry. Billed as a “Rhodes scholarship for farmers”, 

the Nuffield scholarship offers Australians on the land the chance to study farming overseas.  Mr Geltch said having visited Israel several 

times, he believed the farming world had much to learn there. 
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“You’ve got to ask, why is so much innovation coming out of Israel?” he said. “I think it’s got something to do with the fact that 

there’s a risk attached to just living in Israel. I walk down (Melbourne’s) Collins Street, and I worry we’ve become too relaxed and 

comfortable. We’ve got to rediscover that drive to take risks and succeed.”  (Rachel Baxendale, The Australian, September 15, 2015)  

Comments 

Charles:  Gee, a good news story about Israel. It must have slipped past the censor. 

Geoff:  The innovation and prosperous farming coming out of Israel is actually prophecy from the Word of God and relates to the 
times leading up to Christ's return.  

Glenn: Oh great - no need to do anything then. 

Margaret: The best story today. 
     

The TPP Agreement, here's the deal: President Barrack Obama 
When we have a level playing field, Americans out-compete anyone in the world. That’s a fundamental truth about our 

country. But right now, the rules of global trade put our workers, our businesses, and our values at a disadvantage. 

If you’re an autoworker in Michigan, the cars you build face taxes as high as 70 percent in Vietnam. If you’re a worker in Oregon, 

you’re forced to compete against workers in other countries that set lower standards and pay lower wages just to cut their costs. If you’re a 

small business owner in Ohio, you might face customs rules that are confusing, costly, and an unnecessary barrier to selling abroad. 
The Trans-Pacific Partnership will change that -- and you can read the complete text of it right here.  

The TPP is the highest standard trade agreement in history. It eliminates 18,000 taxes that various countries put on American goods. 

That will boost Made-in-America exports abroad while supporting higher-paying jobs right here at home. And that’s going to help our 

economy grow.  I know that past trade agreements haven’t always lived up to the hype. So I want to tell you a little bit about what makes 
this trade agreement so different, and so important. 

The TPP includes the strongest labor standards in history, from requiring a minimum wage and worker safety regulations to 

prohibiting child labor and forced labor. It also includes the strongest environmental commitments in history, requiring countries in one of 

the most biologically diverse areas on Earth to crack down on illegal wildlife trafficking, illegal logging, and illegal fishing. These standards 
are at the core of the agreement and are fully enforceable -- which means we can bring trade sanctions against countries that don’t step up 

their game.  And for the first time ever, we’ll have a multilateral trade agreement that reflects the reality of the digital economy by 

promoting a free and open Internet and by preventing unfair laws that restrict the free flow of data and information. 

In other words, the TPP means that America will write the rules of the road in the 21st century. When it comes to Asia, one of the 
world’s fastest-growing regions, the rulebook is up for grabs. And if we don’t pass this agreement – if America doesn’t write those rules --

 then countries like China will. And that would only threaten American jobs and workers and undermine American leadership around the 

world.  That’s why I am posting the text of this agreement here for you to read and explore.  There’s a lot in here, so we’ve put together 
summaries of each chapter to help you navigate what’s in the agreement and what these new standards will mean for you.  I know that if you 

take a look at what’s actually in the TPP, you will see that this is, in fact, a new type of trade deal that puts American workers first. Take a 
look. Then make up your mind. President Barack Obama, The White House • 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW • Washington, DC 20500 •  

 

WHY SYDNEY’S A SAFE BET 

THE 1974 classic movie Chinatown is a gripping tale of financial chicanery and deceit, ending with the memorable line: “Forget it, 

Jake. It’s Chinatown.”  Happily, large-scale Chinese investment in Sydney all appears to be above-board. And it is unlikely, with 
investments of this scale, that our own ever-expanding Chinatown will be forgotten in a hurry. This month the state-owned China 

Investment Corporation spent $2.45 billion buying stakes in nine Australian office towers, seven of which are in Sydney. This is an 

Australian record during a continuing investment binge by the Chinese, among others, which sees Sydney as the world’s fourth-most 
popular city for global investors behind London, New York and Paris. That is an accurate reflection of Sydney’s status on the global stage. 

Considering Sydney’s relative youth — our city was established nearly 2000 years after London and Paris, and more than a century after 

New York — we are in extremely good company.  Some may have misgivings about this level of foreign investment, but Sydney is a global 

city participating in a global economy. We cannot shut the door to foreign investment, in the same way we cannot shut the door on foreign 

technological and economic advances. Nor do we want to shut those doors. 

Trade and Investment Minister Andrew Robb provided an accurate summary of recent events, which he says have “gone up another 
level” since the Free Trade Agreement had been sealed. The world has many nervous investors, Robb said, “and in this environment 

Australia is seen as a safe haven”.  Safe for investors and increasing wealth for Australians. It’s a win/win. (Editorial, The Daily Telegraph, 

October 26, 2015) 
 

Why it pays to take an interest in your superannuation  
A LOT of people make the mistake of thinking superannuation is an investment.  

But super is not an investment. Instead, think of it as a box — marked superannuation — in which your investments sit. 
While they sit in that box, the income on those investments is generally taxed at a lower rate than if it were out of the box. 

It’s pretty simple. Superannuation contributions are taxed at 15 per cent. You don’t pay 15 per cent average tax on your wages until 

you earn more than $47,000 a year.  The Government wants you to keep the money in the super box as long as possible — until retirement. 
Then you will shift to a new box called an allocated annuity (or lifetime annuity) that is also tax advantaged — where you will take money 

out until you run out.  The real trick is to put as much money as possible in the superannuation box while you are working — and to make 

the annuity box last longer than you do (more difficult than you think).  To do this, you either have to put a large amount in during your 
working life, take out as little as possible in retirement, or have very good investments in the box that make your pot grow.  This year, you 

are able to put up to $30,000 into super (and be charged that 15 per cent concessional tax rate) if you are aged under 50.  If you are over 50 

you can put in $35,000. So say you put in the maximum $30,000 a year every year from age 25 to 60 — and your super fund averaged a 7 
per cent return over that time, you will end up with around $4.5 million in super.  On top of the $30,000 or $35,000 contributions at the 

concessional tax rate, you are also able to contribute up to $180,000 of extra savings to your super. These are savings you have already paid 

tax on.  The other little trick is you can make three years of these contributions in one go — so $540,000 — if you have the money.  The 
reason you would do this is to get the savings into an environment where the tax rate is lower than you would otherwise pay.  Now to the 

final part of understanding your box of superannuation. That idea of putting $30,000 a year each year for 35 years with a return of 7 per 

cent? The final sum was $4.48 million. If the return averages 6 per cent, the final sum is $3.58 million — $900,000 less.  That’s why you 
have to watch performance. That’s why you have to watch fees. That’s why you have to watch your super and be interested.  (Ross 

Greenwood, Herald Sun, October 26, 2015)  
 

Young ‘to drive economy overhaul’ 
Young people will drive a fundamental change in Australia’s consumer economy as the number of non-traditional 

collaborative businesses explode in the next five years, a leading youth entrepreneur says. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/seeds-of-goodwill-sprout-from-israels-valley-of-plenty/story-e6frg6nf-1227527162533#social-comments
http://click.mail.whitehouse.gov/?qs=92b96fc8c83257f35626e949e193c57e654078de925b4340191e4f1c2d14c394ba4154da9563cf71
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Holly Ransom, the chief executive of Emergent Solutions and chairwoman of last year’s G20 youth program, said yesterday that the 

“collaborative economy”, epitomised by Uber ride- sharing and Airbnb accommodation, was forecast to grow from $10 billion to $335bn by 

2020.  She told the Global Integrity Summit in Brisbane that young people were driving the change out of financial necessity and a feeling 

that a “social contract” had been broken with them when they found years of study did not translate into traditional work opportunities.  

Having left university with large debts and a struggle for affordable housing, the emerging generation was supporting business models with 
cheaper options and different rules, she said. “We are seeing a fundamental shift in consumer purchasing decisions,” she said.  “This is in 

some ways a forced reality of the fact that the financial choices available to this generation are very different. We are seeing a mindset shift 

that we didn’t think was possible — from (business) ownership to (product and service) access.” 
Ms Ransom said the so-called millennial generation had grown up through the global financial crisis and big environmental disasters, 

creating a distrust of traditional institutions and the level of governance around them. 

“You have a generation that is mobilising technology and peer- to-peer networks,” she said. “In a way. they will try to write their own 
justice. They are taking these things out from corporate business and government control and leading forward with businesses that are 

finding new ways of operating.” 

The former head of the UN’s Green Economy Initiative Pavan Sukhdev told the summit corporations had to be fundamentally 
recalibrated to avoid risks to the planet’s “safe operating spaces”.  This require an internalising of the real external costs of doing business, 

taking into account the environmental and social costs of activities like manufacturing and burning fossil fuels.  “You need an economy 

which meets human wellbeing, reduces disparities, improves social equity, reduces environmental risks like climate change and decreases 
ecological scarcities like fresh water and fertile soil,” said Mr Sukhdev.  “The challenge is how we get there because today we have an 

economy that delivers the exact opposite.”  Mr Sukhdev said businesses had to find purpose beyond just profitmaking and seek to build 

global social, human and environmental capital.  (Shane Rodgers, The Australian, October 15, 2915)   
 

Accommodation: Airbnb nightmare as home turned into ‘brothel’ 
The woman’s neighbours alerted her after seeing a steady flow of men into and out of the 

A NSW woman had her home turned into a makeshift brothel after listing her property on accommodation sharing website Airbnb.  
The woman, who had regularly rented out her home without incident, was contacted by the alleged prostitute through Airbnb but the 

transaction was made in cash outside of the website. 

Booked for two nights, suspicions were raised about the ‘guest’ within hours of her arrival after a steady stream of men were seen by 
neighbours entering the home.   The owner of the home was living in a studio at the back of the property when she leased out the main part 

of the house on Airbnb.  After being contacted by worried neighbours, she returned home on Friday to confront the woman, who left in a 

taxi within half an hour.  The home owner contacted Lismore police to make a formal complaint on Monday.  She produced a series of text 
messages exchanged between her and the occupant, asking her to leave the property.  Inspector Nicole Bruce said police contacted the 

occupant but could not prove any illegal activity had taken place at the property and there would be no further investigation. 

Airbnb have strict terms and conditions that insist users perform the entire transaction on their platform to help avoid situations such 
as this.  Despite that, an Airbnb’s Australian General Manager Sam McDonagh told The Daily Telegraph they had been in contact with the 

host and offered her assistance after the incident. 

“This was not an Airbnb reservation. More than 40 million guests have stayed with Airbnb, and problems for guests and hosts are 
incredibly rare,” he said.  “The bottom line is when you book a reservation through our secure platform, you receive the benefits of Airbnb’s 

global trust and safety program and $1 Million Host Guarantee. It’s why there is a reminder to only book through Airbnb next to every 

message thread. We have been in contact with the host to offer our support.” 
The accommodation website is massively popular with travellers across the globe and has been used by more than 40 million guests 

since being launched in 2008.  A recent $1.5 billion round of funding valued the company at a whopping $25.5 billion, more than a number 

of international hotel chains.  And with that size and breadth comes inevitable problems. 
Earlier this year a Canadian couple received worldwide media attention when they returned to their home to find it had been 

‘destroyed’ by guests who had rented the property through Airbnb.  More than $50,000 worth of damage was done to the Calgary home of 

Star and Mark King after the guests threw a massive party, with busloads of people turning up.  Airbnb, which has a million dollar guarantee 
in place to protect hosts, covered all the damage to the Kings’ home and is known to react quickly when bookings turn ugly.  (David 

Meddows and Ashlee Mullany,  DailyTelegraph, February 18, 2015) 
 

A sabbatical year could be the solution to the world's increasingly fragile pension and retirement systems.  
Developed countries around the world face a retirement crisis. A spiritual practice from the second millennium BC just might be the 

answer to our problems.  Most people are aware that the Ten Commandments order people to to work for six days and rest on the seventh. A 
far less commonly known feature of the commandments is that in the original plan delivered to Moses on Mount Sinai, man wasn’t 

supposed to take just one day out of the week to rest. His entire community was supposed to take one whole year of rest out of every seven. 

In other words: ancient Israelites were supposed to take a sabbatical year. (The Jewish year that just ended in September was just such a 
shmita, or sabbatical, year.) 

 A sabbatical year could be the solution to our increasingly fragile pension and retirement systems. People are living longer, which 

means they keep withdrawing funds from the pool, draining reserves intended for future generations. Meanwhile, birth rates and economic 
growth have been too low to support the Western world’s aging populations. 

 The problem is not only about dollars and cents. Our pension systems were conceived in a different era, when people could be 

reasonably expected to spend their entire working lives at a single job—often an arduous one that would enfeeble them in old age. So it 
made sense to dedicate one big chunk of our lives to work, and then another big chunk to doing nothing. Today the nature of work has been 

vastly altered by globalisation and technological change, as well as by emerging trends like the gig economy. And thanks to modern 

medicine and changes in lifestyle, most of us are still spry at age 65. In fact, a growing body of research suggests that too many years in 
retirement can make you less mentally sharp, not to mention socially isolated.  What we need is a way to reform retirement so it is both 

economically sustainable and ensures that we have a better relationship with work throughout our lives.   Enter the Jewish spiritual practice 

of keeping Sabbath.  Today, sabbatical years are a privilege primarily reserved for academics, high-skilled employees and those wealthy 
enough to afford twelve months’ worth of soul-searching. But it doesn’t have to be that way. Companies that offer their employees a chance 

at sabbaticals, such as software company VMWare and management consulting firm BCG, tend to report that they come back refreshed and 

full of good ideas.  A yearly sabbatical would also give us a stretch of uninterrupted time to work on our personal passion projects, whether 
that means building a cabin in the woods, writing a novel or finally mastering Mandarin. Parents would be able to take time to focus on their 

families while their young children still live at home, rather than delaying leisure time until their children are grown. Those of us who feel 

restless or dissatisfied with the state of our lives would be able to step outside the daily grind to take stock and decide on a new direction—
starting a new business, say, or going back to school. 

Given that the modern era demands that people reinvent their skills cyclically in order to achieve and maintain success, this kind of 

freedom would have a positive ripple effect on the economy, boosting productivity as well as personal happiness.  The point here isn’t to 
completely abolish retirement. People who are truly elderly, as well as people who have some sort of disability, shouldn’t be forced to work.  

http://www.news.com.au/travel/travel-advice/accommodation
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/
http://www.cbc.ca/news/business/pension-crisis-a-global-problem-1.2478858
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Leviticus+25&version=NRSVCE
http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21601248-generation-old-people-about-change-global-economy-they-will-not-all-do-so
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/social-issues/this-is-your-brain-on-retirement---not-nearly-as-sharp-studies-are-finding/2015/10/29/7a0168ba-7dac-11e5-afce-2afd1d3eb896_story.html
http://fortune.com/2015/03/16/paid-sabbaticals/
http://fortune.com/2015/03/16/paid-sabbaticals/
http://www.inc.com/the-build-network/why-paid-sabbaticals-are-good-for-employees-and-employers.html
https://hbr.org/2011/03/reinventing-your-personal-brand
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But a sabbatical year would make the entire retirement system stronger. People’s preferences tend to be skewed to the short term. This 

means that most people would be happy to take one year’s worth of retirement money now, even if it means they have to retire later. So 

pension systems would pay people less money over the course of their lifetimes, helping the systems to remain solvent. This approach would 

also help sell a politically fraught issue, providing people a tangible benefit in exchange for painful reforms. 

 Most importantly, the sabbatical year would give all of us a healthier attitude towards work. We all need work to flourish. But while 
unemployment plagues some members of modern society, those of us privileged to have ample work too frequently become addicted to it, to 

the detriment of our well-being and, often, that of our families. 

 Nowhere is it written in the laws of the universe that we must first work for 40 years straight in order to achieve 20 years of rest. We 
need a mechanism that will restore balance and flexibility to our lives. We need the Sabbath—not just week after week, but also over our 

lifetimes.  (Pascal-Emmanuel Gobry, SBS News/Quartz, 2 Nov 2015) 
 

Credit card reward rip-off: why a free iPhone 6 really costs $370,000 
Would you like a free iPhone? Well, all you need to do is spend $370,000 on your credit card. CREDIT-card holders could have to 

spend up to $370,000 to be ‘rewarded’ with an iPhone 6.  An investigation by News Corp Australia has revealed Australians are racking up 
$150 billion-a-year of purchases on cards that charge 6.6 per cent extra interest for the privilege of accumulating points worth as little as half 

a cent.   “There is very little value,” said Choice spokesman Tom Godfrey. “Rewards schemes are just a marketing trick set up by the card 

companies to try to retain you.”  On one card analysed by News Corp Australia it would be necessary to spend more than $50,000 just to 
earn rewards equal to the annual fee.  Mr Godfrey said: “Do not consider rewards programs when selecting your credit card.”   For 15 per 

cent of people it’s not only a consideration, it’s the primary reason behind their card selection, according to a survey of 38,000 Australians 

as part of the Big Debt Switch.  Credit-card rewards ... Each point is worth as little as, wait for it, half a cent. Digitally altered image. 
Source: News Corp Australia  

An ongoing Senate inquiry into credit card interest rates has taken evidence from multiple witnesses who say households that can’t 

afford to clear their balance each month are subsidising those who can. 

“Rewards cards are great if you’re spending a fortune and paying the balance off each month, but if not, you could be bankrolling the 

rewards for all those people who are,” said Joel Gibson, campaign director at One Big Switch, which is running the Big Debt Switch.   It is 

believed that at least 30 per cent of rewards cardholders regularly fail to clear their debt, meaning they are being stung with interest rates that 
average 20 per cent compared to 13.4 per cent for non-rewards cards.  “If you are carrying a balance forward the only thing that matters is 

the interest rate that you’re paying,” Choice’s Mr Godfrey said. 

The Big Debt Switch survey found that among respondents who said a rewards scheme was their reason for not switching to a cheaper 
deal, a third were surprised to learn they may have to spend $22,000 to get a $100 gift card.  Even high spenders who clear their monthly 

balance need to understand exactly how their card operates, said Michelle Hutchison of creditcardfinder.com.au. At News Corp Australia’s 

request, it did the analysis showing the spending required to get items including an iPhone. It also looked at how long it would take. Due to 
caps on points accumulation, it could be a four-year mission to accumulate the requisite rewards points for the Apple handset.  Understand 

your card ... That’s the advice of Michelle Hutchison, money expert at comparison website creditcardfinder.com.au   Ms Hutchison said: 

“This research shows that it’s really important to not only know how many points you earn per dollar spent, but also what are those points 
worth for things that you would potentially buy, how much you spend per year and their limitations on how many points you can earn in a 

year.”  The bank that creditcardfinder.com.au found had the highest spend to get an iPhone said the calculation was “factually incorrect”. It 

did not provide the supposedly correct figure.  The credit-card regulator, ASIC, suspects lenders are using “behavioural economics” to 
maximise profits at the expense of consumers. 

ASIC told the Senate inquiry behavioural economics could show “biases drive particular segments of consumers to make sub-optimal 

financial decisions about which credit cards are most appropriate to meet their needs”.  These include “present bias” which leads people to 
“make choices today that our future selves would prefer not to have made”. Moving to a more expensive card in return for, say, 10,000 

frequent flyer points is an example because the ultimate consequence of such a decision could be a credit-card interest bill that far 

outweighed the value of the points.  (John Rolfe, Daily Telegraph, September 12, 2015) 

 

National 
 

Labor’s bad union bosses sell out the membership 
Labor stands alone in its support for an unreformed, corrupt union movement. Bill Shorten has rejected the moderate 

recommendations of the trade union royal commission, dashing hopes that modern Labor has learned the art of sacrificing self-interest for 

the greater good of the nation. The new year presents an opportunity for Labor to correct its long history of opposing progressive reform of 

the union movement. In today’s newspaper, columnist Henry Ergas illustrates the tortuous history of inquiries into union corruption, 
showcasing Labor’s repeated attempts to undo reforms.  

Other countries have long since recognised unions as a permanent feature of national life, regulating them to encourage the diligence 

and probity that workers deserve. Australia lags behind, and not by chance.  Unions furnish the ALP with copious funds for campaigning. 
They work in concert with non-government organisations such as GetUp! to campaign on hard-Left causes. Half of the Labor frontbench 

were once union officials. And 50 per cent of delegates to ALP state conferences are appointed by unions. If Labor wants to restore its 

reputation as a party for the people, it must stand by the people. For Bill Shorten, standing by the people should mean standing up for 
workers’ rights when union bosses and party comrades misuse members’ dues. It ought to mean knowing the difference between defending 

the union movement by instituting good governance reforms and protecting corrupt bosses who are risking its future to line their own 

pockets. 
The Labor Party is at a crossroads on industrial reform and has until parliament resumes next month to decide what future it will forge 

in the battle to reform unions in the interest of working Australians. The scope of union corruption and incompetence exposed by the royal 

commission underscores the magnitude of the choice; influential figures of five unions are implicated in malfeasance including the 
Australian Workers Union, the Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union, the Health Services Union, the National Union of Workers 

and the Transport Workers Union. 

Malcolm Turnbull has emphasised that while the number of union officials referred for further investigation and possible prosecution 
indicates widespread problems with probity, the problem can be contained by judicious, targeted regulatory reform. To that end, the Prime 

Minister has endorsed the royal commission’s principal recommendation to establish an independent body to oversee the registration, 

deregistration and regulation of employee and employer organisations. The Coalition government will present the good union governance 
proposals arising from the recommendations of the royal commission in two parts. It will seek to establish the Registered Organisations 

Commission with independent regulatory powers over union governance and to re-establish the Australian Building and Construction 

Commission.  Should the Labor Party continue its ill-advised campaign against good union governance and reform, it will likely meet 
opposition not only from the Coalition but from independent senators. Senate crossbenchers Nick Xenophon and David Leyonhjelm have 

offered early, qualified support for key royal commission recommendations.  It is not only Coalition and independent politicians who are 

http://www.choice.com.au/
http://moneysaverhq.dailytelegraph.com.au/
http://www.perthnow.com.au/news/big-debt-switch-asic-calls-for-higher-minimum-credit-card-repayments-so-consumers-pay-off-balances-faster/story-fnhnv0wb-1227504944520
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/national/asic-suspects-banks-using-behavioural-economics-to-cheat-us-on-credit-cards/story-fntzoymf-1227479304373
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advancing a progressive approach to union reform. As Tony Abbott recalls in today’s newspaper, former ACTU president Martin Ferguson 

has supported the relationship between the royal commission and improved union conduct, while former AWU national secretary Ian 

Cambridge was so convinced that such a commission was needed that he sought to establish one.   

Rather than address the wealth of empirical evidence unearthed by the royal commission that illustrates broad union corruption and 

even broader professional incompetence, the ALP once again descended into ad hominem attacks against commissioner Dyson Heydon. A 
party so demonstrably incapable of self-reflection and critical reasoning dooms itself to obscurity by degrees. Labor’s old guard can see the 

threat of self-induced obscurity so casually ignored by its avant-garde careerist quislings and has come out of retirement to sound the alarm. 

The wisest advice has come from Bob Hawke, who has called for the ALP to consider severing its ties with the CFMEU. Like the 
minimalist approach to improving union governance advocated by Mr Turnbull, Hawke’s advice is pragmatic and eminently achievable. But 

there are no signs the Labor Party is listening.  protection of union corruption on such a scale across such a long period cannot be explained 

by comradeship alone. The ALP derives such significant financial and partisan political benefits from its allegiance to union bosses that it 
will readily betray Australian workers to accrue more. The party of the people, it appears, has left the people behind.    (Editorial, The 

Australian, January 6, 2016)  
 

Workers deserve cleaner union leadership 
Prior to the last election, I promised that an Abbott government would hold a judicial inquiry into union corruption, set up a 

registered organisations commission to give unions better corporate governance and re-establish the Australian Building and 

Construction Commission to stamp out thuggery on building sites. 

With former union boss and Labor Party national president Michael Williamson headed for jail for using members’ funds for personal 
gain, this was the right and decent thing to do.  In March 2014, the Heydon royal commission was duly established but legislation for the 

registered organisations commission and the ABCC has been blocked in the Senate despite the government’s clear mandate.  Now that the 

royal commission has reported, the need for better union governance and for a tough cop on the beat of the construction industry is clearer 
than ever.  The royal commission found that the union movement had abundant room for “louts, thugs, bullies, thieves, perjurers, those who 

threaten violence, errant fiduciaries and organisers of boycotts”.  “You can search for any type of misbehaviour,” said former High Court 

judge Dyson Heydon “… and find rich examples … in the Australian trade union movement.”  Although the commission recommended 
legal action against 93 individuals and entities (with 43 cited for criminal investigation), he said this was just the “small tip of an enormous 

iceberg” of “widespread” and “deep-seated” misconduct.  Labor leader Bill Shorten has attacked the royal commission as a witch-hunt but 

decent Labor people know better. Former Australian Workers Union national secretary Ian Cambridge had actually called for the 
establishment of a royal commission some years ago. Former ACTU president Martin Ferguson has said that the royal commission should 

produce a cleaner union movement and a better Labor Party. 

The challenge now is swiftly to implement the commission’s recommendations, including the establishment of a registered 
organisations commission, effective law enforcement in the construction industry and bans on known law-breakers holding union office.  If 

implemented, these recommendations should enable decent workers in tough industries to earn more and to do more without risking 

intimidation; stop the shakedown rackets between dodgy union officials and companies ready to buy industrial peace; and end the 
manipulation of union membership to stack Labor Party preselections.  Quite rightly, Malcolm Turnbull has said that the blocked legislation 

will immediately be re-presented to the Senate when parliament resumes next month. 

This is both a challenge and an opportunity for the Opposition Leader who could no more risk a poll defending union thugs than he 
could have risked a poll opposing the China free-trade agreement. Surely this time, with all that’s now incontrovertible, Labor will wave 

through the clean union bills.  But instead of being dragged kicking and screaming to the inevitability of this legislation, Shorten should 

make a virtue of necessity and become a trade union reformer.  After all, he is intimately familiar with the contemporary Labor business 
model: promise industrial peace and no legal harassment to companies that pay — so that the union can inflate its numbers to gain more 

sway over Labor Party preselections and policy. 

Shorten knows all about the jockeys and the netballers who allegedly joined the AWU to boost its ability to shoehorn union officials 

into safe seats because he set up the deals. He knows all about sweetheart payments to unions to get around restrictive work conditions 

because that was the AWU’s speciality. Union-whipped Labor governments would toughen up award conditions which unions would then 

waive, at a price, in “training fees” and “membership facilitation”, for companies with construction deadlines and tight budgets. 
Like an ex-smoker or reformed drinker, Shorten could finally see the error of his ways and purport to lead the charge against the rorts 

and rip-offs he knows only too well. It may be the only way to avoid a double-dissolution election that would almost certainly doom his 
leadership.  Passage of the registered organisation commission bill is not the workplace deregulation beloved of economic reformers. But it 

should give businesses a better class of union leader to negotiate with and ultimately produce workplace arrangements where workers do 

well because business does better.  Passage of the ABCC bill won’t touch penalty rates or restrictive work practices but it should ensure that 
the rule of law again applies to construction sites — and in its previous existence (consequent on the Cole royal commission, which I set up) 

produced productivity savings of at least 10 per cent in this $50 billion a year industry.  Swift passage of the “clean unions” legislation 

should mean an election at the usual time towards the end of the year as the Prime Minister has promised. 
Of course, that would also give both sides of the parliament time to work out the credible budget repair strategy on which meaningful 

tax reform and long-term prosperity almost entirely depends. (Tony Abbott, The Australian, January 6, 2016) 
 

Heydon unions royal commission reveals IR wreck 
Australia’s industrial relations system, Justice Henry Bournes Higgins famously declared in 1915, had conquered “a new 

province for law and order”.   A century later, it is not law and order that prevails but “louts, thugs, bullies, thieves, perjurers, those who 

threaten violence, errant fiduciaries and organisers of boycotts”. 

For sure, many of the pathologies identified by the Royal Commission into Trade Union Governance and Corruption are longstanding. 
But while Australian unionism has always had its standover merchants, the widespread malfeasance the royal commission has exposed 

marks an undeniable deterioration.  Yes, there are parallels elsewhere, as is clear from the recently released report of the Charbonneau 

inquiry into Quebec’s construction industry; nowhere, however, do the problems come close to being as far-reaching as they are in 
Australia.  In large part, that is due to the design of our industrial relations system. As the royal commission notes, the system grants unions 

a “privileged position”, yet it does so without “proper legislative measures to safeguard the interests of those affected by those privileges 

and the general public interest”. 
That power without accountability would lead to corruption should come as no surprise. Nor should it be surprising that the gangrene 

would spread as opportunities for corruption invariably attract the violent and the venal, with whom the scrupulous and law-abiding will 

struggle to compete. And it is unsurprising too that once unions have been captured by crooks, they would become an “oligarchy” whose 
primary interest lies not in their members’ wellbeing but in protecting their officials “as a self-perpetuating institution”.  Yet those 

consequences were as avoidable as they were predictable. After all, the Heydon royal commission is merely the latest in a line of inquiries 

that stretches back to the early 1980s. On each occasion, it has been apparent that leaving the problems to fester only allows them to become 
more firmly entrenched; every inquiry therefore has advanced proposals that would prevent the privileges unions enjoy from being misused. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/unions-royal-commission-charges-recommended-for-jackson-melhem/news-story/bc3fe4b3fc32b43c0f6316b8cc4c3f89
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/unions-royal-commission-charges-recommended-for-jackson-melhem/news-story/bc3fe4b3fc32b43c0f6316b8cc4c3f89
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/unions-royal-commission-charges-recommended-for-jackson-melhem/news-story/bc3fe4b3fc32b43c0f6316b8cc4c3f89
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But there is, unfortunately, another constant too: time and again, the ALP has done whatever it can to prevent credible remedies from 

being put in place, and has moved to dismantle them whenever they have been imposed.  To say that is not to ignore the Hawke 

government’s battle with Norman Gallagher’s Builders Labourers Federation. However, far from demonstrating Labor’s commitment to 

tackling union corruption, as Bob Hawke himself suggested in this paper last week, that episode highlights the limits of Labor’s resolve.  In 

effect, the Fraser government had legislated structural safeguards on union conduct, including by creating an Industrial Relations Bureau to 
promote transparency, investigate allegations of unlawful behaviour and invoke penal provisions.  At the same time, it established a royal 

commission into the activities of the BLF while preparing the ground for deregistration proceedings. 

Labor vehemently opposed those initiatives, vowing to reverse them on coming to office. And so it did, leaving the field entirely free 
of effective supervision. Instead, the Hawke government entered into a “good behaviour” agreement with the BLF whose core provisions the 

Federal Court described as “meaningless, unenforceable and unacceptable”.  Of course, the BLF promptly exploited the leeway it had been 

given, escalating bitter demarcation disputes with the Australian Workers Union and the ironworkers’ union; and it also sought to 
consolidate its position by strengthening the Socialist Left’s influence over Victorian Labor politics.  As the tensions that caused mounted, 

Hawke and Victorian premier John Cain came under intense pressure from within their own ranks to bring Gallagher to heel. But they did 

not respond by reforming union governance, as the successive reviews had recommended; rather, they passed legislation narrowly targeted 
at the BLF, through the Victorian BLF De-Recognition Bill of July 1985 and the Building Industry Bill introduced into the federal 

parliament a month later.  The immediate signal that sent was bad enough: it was only when union misbehaviour got in the government’s 

way that it would be sanctioned. Yet the long-term consequences were even worse, as Labor encouraged a wave of union amalgamations. 
In 1986, the eight largest unions accounted for less than a third of union members; by 1996, over 70 per cent of union members were 

in just 12 unions, which typically spanned a wide range of industry groups. The entities that emerged from this process were unwieldy 

conglomerates, which their members could scarcely monitor or control; the transition to enterprise bargaining then multiplied the 
opportunities for whoever ran them to cut secret deals at members’ expense, with the absence of any real surveillance making those deals all 

the more lucrative.  Little wonder the Cole royal commission, which set the stage for the Howard government’s reforms, found a deep-

seated culture of lawlessness in which characters such as Bruce Wilson and Ralph Blewitt could flourish; but once again, Labor, on 

recapturing power, reversed the Coalition’s reforms.  However, Julia Gillard’s Fair Work Act did far more than simply turn back the clock; 

rather, its provisions on greenfield agreements and on union rights of entry gave the extortionists a whole new set of threats with which to 

ply their trade. Labor’s own review of the FWA highlighted the difficulties, yet Bill Shorten has adamantly opposed any amendments. And 
so has the ACTU, which also chose to ignore the royal commission’s repeated requests for it to propose reforms that would ensure honesty 

and integrity in the union movement.  To call those decisions disappointing would be an error; disappointment presupposes the hope for 
better, but that ship sailed, and sank, long ago. What is certain is that by siding with the perpetrators instead of the victims, they are not 

merely political choices but moral ones too.  As our industrial relations system descends into their swamp, they leave of Higgins’s grand 

vision only a wreck that, thanks to Dyson Heydon, now all can see.   (Henry Ergas, The Australian, January 6, 2016) 
 

Uber ‘helping to keep drivers in work’ 
As NSW prepares to impose a fee on Uber as part of legalising the ride sharing service, new data suggests it provides income 

for drivers from disadvantaged areas.  Uber produced the data, using the information gleaned from its mobile app, showing that its 

drivers come from areas of higher than average unemployment.  This suggests its business model provides top-up income for those without 
secure jobs. In fact, it says each 1 per cent increase in unemployment within a postcode is associated with a nearly 30 per cent increase in 

the number of Uber drivers. Uber is lobbying to avoid a heavy fee being imposed on its drivers or users in order to compensate the 

traditional taxi industry for the loss of business it might suffer when the state government legalises ride sharing.  The taxi industry, on the 
other hand, has argued that Uber and other ride sharing services enjoy an unfair advantage because they have none of the government--

imposed costs of taxis.  The ACT government, when it legalised ride sharing, imposed a relatively nominal fee of $100 on each driver. 

The Victorian government has established a $4 million fund for taxi industry participants who are suffering financial hardship as a 
result of reforms to the industry, but compensation to taxi plate owners could run into the hundreds of millions of dollars. NSW operates 

both annual taxi licences and perpetual plates, which can cost more than $300,000. 

Uber says that in the 10 postcodes with the most number of drivers, the average unemployment rate is 8 per cent, while the average 
jobless rate for the greater Sydney region is 5.6 per cent. This was before yesterday’s large drop in unemployment. 

These 10 postcodes, including areas such as Lakemba and Parramatta, represent more than a quarter of its drivers in Sydney.  In a 

report sent to all 135 MPs in NSW parliament, it also uses data to argue that Uber usage is complimenting public transport, producing maps 
showing Uber journeys that end at railway stations.  General manager of Uber in Australia David Rohrsheim said Uber was supporting 

tourism, reducing drink driving and lowering demand for parking.  Addressing criticism it cherrypicks customers but does not provide a 

service out of hours, Uber said in the past six months UberX drivers had provided 50,000 rides to people getting home from the Sydney 
CBD on Friday and Saturday nights after midnight.  Uber has previously argued it provides flexible, family-friendly work where the drivers 

gets to choose when they work.  (Mark Coultan, The Australian, December 11, 2015) 
 

Julie Bishop’s asylum-seeker pact made visit a winner  
Foreign Minister Julie Bishop has brilliantly pursued a narrow, important, very specifically Australian agenda in Iran. It is all about 

returning failed asylum-seekers.  The “informal arrangement” to share some intelligence information is being wildly overblown, though not 

by Bishop herself.  It may yield some useful co-operation but the heart of the Bishop visit, its purpose and its substance, is all about 

returning failed asylum-seekers to Iran. There are more than 9000 Iranians within the Australian asylum-seeking system.  Of these, 7634 are 
living in the community in Australia on a bridging E Visa. These are people waiting for a determination of their immigration status.  There 

are a further 759 Iranians in onshore community detention and another 418 Iranians in onshore “held” detention.  Beyond this, there are 310 

Iranians on Manus Island and 202 Iranians on Nauru. 
The Iranians are a special problem because if they are refused refugee status, the Iranian government will not accept them back unless 

they go willingly, even though Iran is obliged to accept its citizens under normal international practice. 

That Bishop has thoroughly engaged the Iranians on this issue, and got them to agree to send officials to Australia to discuss it further, 
is the true achievement of her visit to Iran, not the informal agreement to share some information, although that could be modestly useful in 

time.  If Iranians keep attempting to come illegally to Australia, there is the potential that they could ultimately overwhelm our system, 

because at the moment, even if they are judged not to be refugees, Canberra can’t send them home against their will, as it can with failed 
asylum-seekers from most other countries.  Bishop’s trip follows in the footsteps of former immigration minister, Philip Ruddock, who 

made similar visits to Iran a decade ago for a similar purpose.  Her visit has almost nothing to do with the proposed nuclear agreement 
between the US and Iran.  Bishop’s visit to Iran was arranged last September, long before this agreement was in sight. 

Many senior figures in Australia’s national security establishment believe the nuclear agreement will not come to fruition or not 

succeed in restraining Iran’s nuclear weapons ambitions. Bishop has been studiously neutral and restrained in her comments on this 
proposed nuclear deal.  Her visit to Iran is emphatically not a vote of confidence in the nuclear deal. 
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As Bishop has pointed out in neglected passages in her interviews, Australia has not eased its comprehensive sanctions against Iran, 

whereas both the US and Europe have already partly eased their sanctions.  Canberra still proscribes as outlawed terrorist bodies a number 

of organisations supported, if not controlled, by Iran, such as Hezbollah’s military wing. 

Iran remains a major state sponsor of global terrorism and there is nothing in Bishop’s visit to suggest that Canberra has lost sight of 

this fact. However, there are two areas where Bishop’s informal arrangement to share some intelligence information between Iran and 
Australia may be useful.  Australian troops are in Iraq to help the Iraqi state fight the Islamic State or Daesh forces. Iran, through the Shia 

militias it controls in Iraq and through the deployments of its own personnel, is also fighting the same enemy. Therefore, Bishop is acting 

with sensible pragmatism to try to ensure there is no accidental confrontation between Australian troops and forces loyal to Iran within Iraq. 
However, one of the larger geo-strategic purposes of Australia’s presence in Iraq is to offer the Baghdad government an alternative to 

Iranian influence.  The US and Australia on the one hand, and Iran on the other, are in geo-strategic competition with Iran for influence in 

Iraq, not in alliance with Iran.  Nonetheless, Australia has some clear common interests with Iran.   
Both Canberra and Tehran share an interest in not having Australians join Islamic State in Iraq or Syria. If Iran stumbles upon 

information about Australians doing just that and shares it with Canberra, that could be useful. 

Of course it is possible that Iran could provide Australia with false information, putting on to such lists the names of people it simply 
doesn’t like, or who have opposed it politically. But Australia has a substantial intelligence apparatus, including the Office of National 

Assessments, which is designed to sort the wheat from the chaff in intelligence information it receives. 

Canberra will also seek information from Iran on potential terrorists or people with criminal records who may seek to come to 
Australia illegally. However, Canberra will be careful about sharing any information about refugee status applicants with the Iranian 

government. Some information must inevitably be shared about people whose refugee application fails and who Canberra wants to send 

back to Iran. But there is no danger of Canberra irresponsibly yielding sensitive intelligence information to Iran. 
A good deal of this government-to-government information exchange occurs already.  Man Haron Monis, who was responsible for the 

deaths in the Lindt coffee shop siege in Sydney, was wanted on criminal charges in Iran. The Iranian government told Canberra of this in 

detail. Recently the Iranians have been saying to Canberra: we told you so, over the Man Haron Monis case. Receiving information from 

Iran will always be a tricky business. Andrew Wilkie is wrong to suggest therefore that it can have no value, or that Australian agencies are 

incapable of assessing such information intelligently. (Greg Sheridan, The Australian, April 21, 2015)  
 

Why we all fall for phishing schemes 
As almost every economist will tell you, the market economy – the capitalist system, if you prefer – works in a way that's almost 

miraculous. All of us owe our present prosperity to it.  Think of it: each of us in the marketplace – whether we're buyers or sellers, 
consumers or producers – is acting in our own interests. A butcher sells us meat not to do us a favour, but to make a living. We, in turn, buy 

our meat from him not to do him a favour, but to feed ourselves.  That's how market economies work: everyone seeks to advance their own 

interests without regard for the interests of others. It ought to produce chaos, but doesn't. 
Somehow the market's "invisible hand" has taken all our selfish motivations and transformed them into an orderly, smooth-working 

system from which we all benefit. The butcher makes her living; we get the meat we need. 

Heard that story before? It contains much truth. But not the whole truth. Business people, economists and politicians often use it to 
imply that everything that happens in a market economy is wonderful. 

Or they use it to argue that the best way to get the most out of a market economy is to keep it as free as possible from intervention by 

meddling governments. We should keep government as small as possible and taxes as low as possible. 
But market economies aren't always orderly and smooth working. They move through cycles of wonderful booms but terrible busts. 

And it's not true that "all things work together for good". A fair bit of the self-seeking behaviour of producers isn't miraculously converted 

into consumer benefit.  I've been reading a book called Phishing for Phools, a play on the online practice of phishing: posing as a reputable 
company to trick people into disclosing personal information.  The authors say that "if business people behave in the purely selfish and self-

serving way that economic theory assumes, our free-market system tends to spawn manipulation and deception.  "The problem is not that 

there are a lot of evil people. Most people play by the rules and are just trying to make a good living. But, inevitably, the competitive 
pressures for businessmen to practice deception and manipulation in free markets lead us to buy, and pay too much for, products that we do 

not need; to work at jobs that give us little purpose; and to wonder why our lives have gone amiss." 

You're probably not terribly surprised to read such sentiments. The surprise is that they're being expressed by two economics 
professors, George Akerlof, of the University of California, Berkeley (and husband of the chair of the US Federal Reserve), and Robert 

Shiller, of Yale University, who are held in such high regard by their peers that they're separate winners of the Nobel prize in economics.  

They say they wrote the book as admirers of the free-market system, but hoping to help people better find their way in it.  If competition 
between business people too often induces them to manipulate their customers, why do we so often fall for it? Because though economists 

assume we always act in our own best interest, psychologists have convincingly demonstrated that people frequently make decisions that 

aren't in their best interest.  The market often gives people what they think they want rather what they really want. The authors point to 
common market outcomes that can't possibly be wanted.  One is a high degree of personal financial insecurity. "Most adults, even in rich 

countries, go to bed at night worried about how to pay the bills," they say. Too many people find it too hard to always resist the 

blandishments of marketers so as to live easily within their budgets.  It was all the phishing for phools in financial markets – people were 
sold houses they couldn't afford; people sold securities that weren't as safe as they were professed to be – that led to the global financial 

crisis and the Great Recession that hurt so many.  Then there's the way processed foods from supermarkets and food sold by fast-food 

outlets and restaurants come laced with the health-harming things they know we love: salt, fat and sugar. 
The authors say a great deal of phishing comes from supplying us with misleading or erroneous information. "There are two ways to 

make money. The first is the honest way: give customers something they value at $1; produce it for less. 

"But another way is to give customers false information or induce them to reach a false conclusion so they think that what they are 
getting for $1 is worth that, even though it is actually worth less."  Another class of phishing involves playing psychological tricks on us. 

According to the research of the American psychologist Robert Cialdini, we're phishable because we want to reciprocate gifts and favours, 

because we want to be nice to people we like, because we don't want to disobey authority, because we tend to follow others in deciding how 
to behave, because we want our decisions to be internally consistent, and because we are averse to taking losses. 

There's no better way to organise an economy than by using markets. But market outcomes are often far from perfect and we need 

governments to regulate them as well as offset some of their worst effects.  (Ross Gittins, SMH, December 8, 2015)  
 

Easing the welfare burden on the budget  
The welfare system is often presented as a monster poised to eat the budget unless brought to heel.  

This was the conclusion of Social Services Minister Christian Porter following his first few weeks in the job spent poring over the 

spending trends of the past decade.  “In every single category of the very large spend in social services, the growth is, in any rational 
observation, unsustainable if it were to go on the way it’s gone on over the last 10 years,” he told The Australian’s Chris Kenny on Sky 

News, adding that any rational minister or government would focus on restraining the cost.  He calculates the total cost of welfare and 

Medicare consumes 80 per cent of personal income tax revenue and is rising at more than double the rate of inflation.  Former treasurer Joe 
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Hockey similarly argued for his ill-fated 2014-15 budget, suggesting that welfare spending was out of control. “Payments are too broadly 

available to too many people,” he said. The conclusion he drew was: “We must reward the lifters and discourage the leaners.” 

It is true that the cost of many welfare payments has been rising rapidly. The cost of disability pensions, for example, has been rising 

at an average rate of 7.6 per cent a year for the past decade while age pensions have been going up at an annual pace of 7.3 per cent.  

However, a closer look at the numbers on welfare provides a much more encouraging picture. Even though the global financial crisis pushed 
more people on to the welfare system, a long-term trend for declining welfare dependency remains intact.  Across the past two decades, the 

working-age population has risen by 3.8 million people. But the numbers of working-age people on welfare, even after the GFC, has risen 

by only 74,000 during that 20-year period. As a result, the share of the working-age population drawing on welfare has fallen from 22.3 per 
cent to 17.3 per cent. 

Among those over 65, the rise in the number of aged pensioners has been offset by a sharp decline in the numbers receiving veterans’ 

pensions, as the generation that served in World War II passes.  Two decades ago, 93 per cent of the aged population received a welfare 
payment. That population has risen by 1.2 million since then, but the number on welfare has increased by only 600,000. The result is the 

share of the over-65s receiving a government payment has dropped to 75 per cent. 

Welfare clients inside a Centrelink office in Sydney’s 
Hurstville. Picture: Frank Violi Source: News Limited  

Combined, Australia’s welfare dependency rate has come down from one in three to a little more than one in four during the past two 
decades.   Australian National University’s Peter Whiteford, who provided these figures and is one of the country’s foremost authorities on 

the welfare system, says the improvement reflects demographic and social changes as well as tighter government policies. It would not have 

been possible if it were not for the extended run of more than two decades of economic growth.  “Recessions bring a big increase in 
spending and the numbers,” he says. “There’s an immediate effect on the numbers of unemployed and a lagged effect on disability pension, 

as health deteriorates and people cannot get back into the workforce. This was a strong effect in the early 1990s. There is also international 

evidence that in recessions there are more family breakdowns, so more lone parents.”  The GFC in 2008-09 was not a recession in Australia, 
based on the technical definition of two quarters of negative growth, but it did bring some of the same effects.  Between 1996 and 2008, the 

numbers receiving working-age benefits fell by an average of 1.7 per cent a year. There was a 7.8 per cent jump in 2008-09 as the financial 

crisis hit and numbers have been rising at about 1.7 per cent a year since then, which is roughly in line with population growth. 
Porter is concerned about the time people are spending on unemployment benefits, with 70 per cent receiving the Newstart payment 

for more than a year. However, this partly reflects government policy. 

The Gillard government controversially legislated that single parents could not remain on the parenting pension once their youngest 
child had turned six but would have to transfer to the much less generous unemployment benefit. This influenced the jump in the total 

numbers on Newstart from 550,000 in 2012 to 745,000 by this year. The tightening of criteria for young people gaining the disability 

pension also has led to greater numbers remaining on Newstart for longer.  The policy moves to tighten access to single parent and disability 
pensions still have an overall benefit in reducing the numbers dependent on welfare, but it is important to look at all the different payments 

before drawing that conclusion.  Whiteford says government policy has been an important element in the long decline of welfare 

dependence, starting with efforts by the government of Paul Keating in the first half of the 1990s to rid the welfare system of the assumption 
that women were dependent on men.  Many payments, such as the disability pension or unemployment benefits, carried an accompanying 

“dependent spouse” component. The numbers of people receiving wife pensions or partner allowances fell from 433,000 in 1995 to 70,000 

by 2008, and is now down to just 19,000. 
The decline in payments to women as dependants has been paralleled by a rise in the number of carer’s-pension recipients, which has 

risen from 20,000 to 270,000 across the same two-decade period, but the changing treatment of women by the welfare system still has 

contributed to the overall reduction in reliance on welfare. 
Demographic change has influenced the numbers. Although growing numbers of the large baby-boomers cohort are becoming eligible 

for the age pension, their fathers who fought in World War II have mostly died during the past two decades. The number receiving war 

veterans pensions has fallen from 410,000 two decades ago to 161,000 now. This has been behind the sharp fall in the share of people aged 
over 65 receiving welfare payments. 

Welfare dependency rises with age, so about 12 per cent of people aged 50 to 64 receive disability support pension, while only 4 per 

cent of those aged 35 to 44 do. There is a similar age-related rise in the numbers receiving the carer’s pension. 
Much of the rise in these two pensions during the past 20 years reflects the baby-boomer generation passing through this age group. 

As that generation moves into retirement, age pension recipients will grow, while the share of the population on disability pensions appears 

to have passed a peak in 2011.  The growth in age-pension numbers is reduced by the much higher workforce-participation rates of the 
baby-boomer generation into their 60s than that of their parents. In 1995, just 5 per cent of people over 65 were employed. That number is 

now up to 12 per cent. The flow of people into the age pension also will be slowed by the gradual increase in the pension age from 65 to 67.  

Whiteford says this change in eligibility will be partly offset as people who can no longer work but are too young for the age pension go on 
to the disability support pension instead. This occurred when the pension age for women was raised from 60 to 65. 

“In 1995, 200,000 of the 1.5 million people on the age pension were women aged from 60 to 64 years. Now there is none,” he says. 

The number of women in this age group receiving income support has dropped from two-thirds to one-third.  This highlights an important 
social change that has contributed to the long-term trend decline in welfare dependency. In 1995, a woman aged over 50 was born before 

1945. She had less education and less attachment to the workforce than her daughters. The baby-boomer generation, with greater education 

and more availability of part-time work, is less likely to be reliant on welfare.  This means, for example, that single parents are more self-
sufficient. The number of single parents with wages as the principal source of income has risen from 30 per cent in 1996 to half now, while 

the number with welfare as the principal source of income has fallen from 65 per cent to 43 per cent. 
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One of the most striking changes identified by Whiteford is in the economic standing of heads of households aged from 55 to 64. In 

1996, almost 40 per cent of this group listed government benefits as their principal source of income. Today, that number has halved to 20 

per cent, reflecting the stronger work prospects of those born after the war. “There has been a big change in the nature of the age cohort that 

has nothing to do with policy or the social security system,” Whiteford says.  The welfare system will continue to be by far the largest cost 

to the budget. The indexation of pensions to male total weekly wages and the demographic pressures of ageing mean that for the over-65s, 
the cost of benefits will grow considerably faster than inflation.  But for working-age payments, there are encouraging signs that the share of 

the population dependent on welfare is resuming the decline that was under way before the GFC.  The demographic pressure on the 

disability pension is abating — the number of new entrants to the disability pension fell by 20 per cent last year and Whiteford sees further 
declines in prospect.  The surprising strength of employment growth this year, with the economy generating 315,000 new jobs since October 

last year, is generating opportunities for new entrants to the labour force, who have suffered the most from the soft economy since the 

financial crisis. Youth unemployment has come down from 14.5 per cent a year ago to 12.2 per cent now. The share of the working-age 
population participating in the workforce is now at a record high. 

The two biggest state economies of NSW and Victoria are growing strongly. The Australian Bureau of Statistics labour-force survey 

suggests they are starting to be joined by Queensland, despite the downturn of coalmining in that state and the end of construction of new 
resource projects. The new jobs in service industries like tourism and hospitality may not generate the profits or productivity of the multi-

billion-dollar resource projects but they are already proving effective in raising the share of the population with work.  The truism of the 

welfare industry is that nothing reduces dependency like paid employment.  (David Uren, The Australian, November 18, 2015)  
 

Why so many ABC voices echo similar perspectives  
ABC obsessions are confounding, to say the least. Peter Dutton was surprised yesterday to be pressed, yet again, over claims border 

officers paid people-smugglers. “Well,” the Immigration Minister told Michael Brissenden on AM, “I dealt with this as recently as Sunday 

with Barrie Cassidy, who’s obsessed with the issue as well.” Eagerly amplifying any claims damaging to border protection policy — even 

(we kid you not) criticism from the odious North Korean regime — the national broadcaster reveals itself daily. It is less inclined to relay the 

success of the policy in stopping deaths at sea, freeing people from detention and opening up our humanitarian quota. Such ABC traits are 

often dismissed as bias. There was a similar predictability about the ABC’s coverage of the trade union royal commission and claims it had 

been established to pursue Bill Shorten. There is no evidence to support this — in fact the revelations that drew the Opposition Leader into 
the hearings were unexpected — yet the claim was repeated as accepted wisdom by ABC journalists last weekend. Rather than simple 

groupthink, a more worrying flaw is fuelling Aunty’s jaundice.  

With all the platforms, programs and staff at its disposal, we might expect the ABC to have prominent expertise over a range of fields. 
But who is the national broadcaster’s expert on the trade union royal commission? Who is its expert on climate policy? Who at the ABC — 

apart from outside contributor Alan Kohler — is a recognised national expert on economics and commerce? Is there an expert on indigenous 

policy, foreign affairs or even law enforcement and crime? Aunty does have Antony Green, a widely respected psephologist, but he seems to 
be the exception that proves the rule. The ABC no longer even has leading voices on national politics — the likes of Paul Lyneham, Kerry 

O’Brien or Maxine McKew of days gone by — but rather a stable of personalities dabbling in the area while, perhaps their wisest analyst, 

Chris Uhlmann, is underused. 
For $1.1 billion a year and with clear charter obligations we are entitled to expect better. In an effort to spread itself across the media 

landscape, from Twitter to 24/7 television news, the national broadcaster has forsaken depth. Recruiting digital-savvy staff who are cheap 

and maximise access to content, it has forgotten the obligation to ensure the content has substance. The ABC has lost experienced and wise 
editorial heads along with the will to impose strong standards of reportage, scepticism and balance in its younger cohort. In a rudderless 

vessel, with few role models, the inexperienced drift and tend to echo the superficial green-left views of in-house opinion leaders such as 

Fran Kelly, Paul Barry and Jon Faine. This default positioning becomes entrenched when there is no editorial edict for reporters to examine 
spin, test claims and look at issues from a mainstream perspective. Who, for that matter, should the recruits emulate? Would they model 

themselves on the practised detachment of late greats such as Andrew Olle and Lyneham, or the social media cultivation of multi-platform 

personalities such as Annabel Crabb or Mark Colvin?  New board appointments are due and top of their agenda will be choosing Mark 
Scott’s replacement next year as managing director. In his role as editor-in-chief Scott has not asserted control. To steady the ship and 

protect the national broadcaster from sustained criticism, Scott’s successor must take the editorial role seriously. The key is to impose high 

professional standards on journalists, editors and producers.  (Editorial, The Australian, November 12, 2015)  
 

Media Watch watch: ABC, SBS take niche broadcsting to limit  
Socialised industry has been in retreat since the fall of the Wall. Traumatically, as they have wept over privatisations and the demise 

of socialist governments across the globe, the Left has struggled to find identifying causes. OK, so they sometimes use the global-warming 
debate to rail against capitalism or invoke inequality to rail against globalisation. But most often these days the Left is readily identified only 

by its plaintive denials. “I am not Left,” they say, “I am centrist or perhaps a little progressive. Why are you rightwing nut jobs wedded to 

this false binary of Right and Left?” Through the agency of Australia’s ubiquitous and abundantly funded public broadcasters, the Left has 
finally found its cause — its raison d’etre. It is to defeat capitalism (you see, it was constant all along). The pattern is obvious. When online 

media start-ups looked like turning a dollar and employing people, the ABC swooped. Crikey had found a niche market spruiking political 

gossip and undergraduate political commentary and the public broadcaster decided it could use your money to play at the same game; so off 
it went with The Drum and a host of other ventures. Crikey’s publisher, Eric Beecher (who happens to be a staunch ideological supporter of 

the ABC), famously responded: “Operating in the commercial space, we expect vigorous competition from other commercial publishers, but 

to see the ABC tanks roll up on our lawn was bewildering.”  Then after Sky News (yes, I work for them too) did the hard yards of proving 
the viability of 24/7 television news the ABC decided that was another niche it could slide into on taxpayers’ dosh. Rock ’n’ roll radio, 

country music, even retro rock — wherever there was a media market the digitally-enhanced ABC has been able to turn up, spending every 

dollar of its billion-dollar-plus budget. 
It wasn’t long before SBS took its cue. The two public broadcasters even got into a bidding war, against each other, to run soccer 

broadcasts. Now SBS is launching a cooking channel, runs a comedy website and, in its latest venture, is taking on the gay and lesbian 

media — another niche, private market. SBS, the multicultural broadcaster, says its new venture will examine “a range of views on sexuality 
and gender diversity” around the nation as part of its “remit to explore Australia’s diverse multicultural society”. I guess on that basis it 

might soon have a site for pastry chefs, gem collectors or pigeon fanciers, too. Again the issue here is picked up by media commentators 

who are, on the whole, sympathetic to the public broadcasters. “You see, the problem arises when that new LGTBI player in the space is a 
cash strapped (sic) public broadcasting SBS,” wrote Nic Christensen on media site Mumbrella, “who is now seeking new audiences in a 

relatively small niche, and will be competing for ad dollars with a gay press that, to be brutally honest, generally alternates across a financial 

spectrum somewhere between break even to broke.” Wherever there is a niche media market trying to sustain itself on private funding and 
advertising, the public broadcasters will now turn up — tanks on the lawn. 

If you doubt the depth of this socialist throwback, you need look no further than last week’s Big Ideas broadcast on Radio National. 

This regular spot is clearly an ironic name for a regular feast of shrivelled thinking that provides an insight into the ABC’s groupthink 
zeitgeist. Last Thursday, the chat came from Queensland, where host Paul Barclay asked, among other things, “Would politicians be 
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capable of communicating with us through a several thousand word article or a 60-minute podcast?” Hmmm, perhaps ask one on, Paul, and 

see.  He went on to suggest that success of a privatisation was whether a government “got away with it”. One of his panellists said that 

following privatisations there was “no example anywhere in the world of a former public utility becoming A) more efficient or B) cheaper.” 

Oh, dear. There are studies to show recent electricity privatisations in Australia have put downward pressure on prices. Another panellist 

told us privatised utilities “become efficient at delivering a high-cost service to a selected demographic — and bugger everybody else.” 
You have to wonder whether these commentators have quite grasped the concept of a utility.  The same broadcast shared some insight 

on climate change, lamenting that “so much of the discourse surrounding it is by mouth-breathing idiots”. It seems that is the Big Idea at the 

heart of the program; agree with their agenda of public ownership and climate alarmism or cop publicly funded ridicule and abuse. It’s a 
wonder no private media company has thought of that model.  Still, under the broader ABC and SBS expansion plans of crowding out every 

other player, we are bound to get a 24-hour mouth-breathing channel (perhaps it will explain how service delivery companies can make 

money by not delivering services).  And, eventually, under this dastardly plan, the only media left standing will be the public broadcasters. 
But don’t worry; they’ll have a site or channel for everything from paleo cooking to athletics without winners. The only thing they’ll be 

missing is a website critiquing public broadcasting — as it happens, MWW is available, at a price.  (Chris Kenny, The Australian, 

November 09, 2015)  
 

ABC needs to shine more light on important issues  
The ABC’s objective is “to be Australia’s most trusted source”, and the public investment in its journalistic resources and reach 

imposes a unique responsibility to demonstrably garner that trust, “curate” it and create a virtuous cycle of trust, leadership and national 
benefit.  For the ABC to be broadly regarded as “Australia’s most trusted source” requires sustained bipartisan acknowledgment that, as per 

the charter, it makes a unique and leading contribution to national identity by “informing” Australians; and, as per the editorial policies and 

principles, does so with consistent accuracy, timeliness, fairness, balance, impartiality, open-mindedness, political neutrality and objectivity. 
The key objective would presumably be one where it is recognised the nation is demonstrably more “informed” and with a greater 

sense of shared “national identity”, which goes to common values and priorities, than would have been possible without the ABC’s 

contribution. In areas of national importance, such as higher education, there is a need for the ABC to “inform” so more people are 
“informed” — especially in the political and media environment where 24x7 immediacy and competitiveness often creates a surplus of heat 

and noise, and a deficit of light and understanding. Programs and segments may strive to be 100 per cent “impartial” but even if achieved 

that of itself does not guarantee the community overall is better or optimally informed on a particular issue, the alternatives, risk-benefits 
and consequences.  The question for this review is whether, after a month of intense endeavour on a single issue across multiple platforms, 

the ABC’s resources and endeavours clearly led to the community being better informed. Did all the endeavours deliver a deeper knowledge 
and understanding of the economics of tertiary education?  If the coverage did not meaningfully address many of the complex issues in this 

area, then some base questions might reasonably be asked: was this because of an absence of organisational structure, or issues of priorities, 

resources, authority, culture or accountability? And if the ABC does not demonstrably deliver a more informed community on a major issue, 
and thus contribute to national identity (which comes from broadly shared values and priorities), then what is its real and unique value? 

The remit and resourcing of programs, with respective teams operating with full autonomy, provide due editorial “independence”, 

competitiveness and uniqueness of approach/audience, with all the positives that engenders. But as strength and weakness are often two 
sides of the same coin, the flip side may be a structure of autonomous units that mitigates against harnessing, integrating and co-ordinating 

the totality of resources to deliver an enhanced outcome — where the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, or mitigates against timely 

delivery of overall balance, fairness and due right of reply.  Many programs cite high-quality analysis in their mission, along with agenda-
setting, leadership, intelligent engagement and knowledge. On the basis of program segments submitted for audit, it is not clear how much 

focus is put on breaking down complexity into understanding and finding, and how much real “analysis” takes place. Against these 

missions, and beyond editorial principles of “impartiality” and “fairness”, how effectively did a month of intense higher education coverage 
truly deliver on “informing”, “analysis”, “knowledge” and “national identity”? 

While the ABC has many excellent journalists, there was no evidence of qualified and experienced in-house expertise on matters of 

higher education, economics or research and innovation. Much of the “analysis” was often the opinion or observation of external 
stakeholders. Staff and audiences would have benefited from having access to a resource with experience and expertise in the area. In the 

past the ABC has had, to varying degrees, staff with a strong and recognised knowledge of areas such as science, business, religion and 

sport.  A hint of the potential value is evident through ABC business with Alan Kohler, and BBC foreign affairs and economics with John 
Simpson and Robert Peston. In addition to the apparent absence of specialist in-house expertise to better guide and inform, there was also no 

evidence the ABC used any external bodies. The Grattan Institute, Centre for the Study of Higher Education, LH Martin Institute, Eidos 

Institute and Australia Institute all have some higher education expertise, yet seemingly were not used or meaningfully engaged. 
There was no evidence of the ABC having an “intelligence unit” approach to major socioeconomic issues such as higher education, 

whereby it can harness its strongest in-house resources, and occasionally in alignment with suitable third parties. There would seem to be a 

need for the ABC to develop stronger expertise and profile in areas of major importance, such as economics, higher education, defence and 
foreign affairs, health and wealth.  Beyond program enhancement and internal knowledge building, there is scope for the production of 

special broadcast and online reports on major topics, providing an enhanced go-to source for independent, quality knowledge and 

understanding on that topic. An “intelligence unit” approach also ought to include a more productive use of the ABC Fact Check resources 
to verify or challenge statements made by key stakeholders.  Despite the plethora of conflicting statements and assertions in the higher 

education coverage, there was no reference in any program to any material produced by Fact Check. Beyond ABC optimising internal and 

external resources, it is also submitted the pursuit of “informing” could have been enhanced by some collaborative or simulcast 
programming with SBS, with the potential for greater efficiency, impact, innovation, reach and diversity on the topic of education without 

impinging on the charters or independence of the ABC or SBS.  There was also little evidence of the ABC seeking to draw audience 

attention to other relevant ABC content. Beyond some links off online reports, there were conspicuously few references within any segment 
to any other segment, or program to program, or foreshadowing of relevant upcoming content. 

The ABC ought to investigate the potential for aggregating and centralising all content on a specific issue into a one-stop digital shop, 

whereby anyone can readily access all the available ABC content across television, radio, online and Fact Check. This could also have a 
collateral benefit of demonstrating the breadth of coverage on a specific issue, and perhaps mitigate against perceptions of impartiality and 

imbalance being formed on the basis of a single segment or program. There did not appear to be an integrated or consistent approach to fully 

engaging and using the ABC’s own audience. Some programs like The Drum and Q&A used online and social media, but generally this was 
a “come on down” invite, meaning it often delivered unstructured, unfocused and possibly unmoderated anonymous “venting”, and most 

programs did not appear to have any facility for two-way engagement. In pursuing more engagement, care needs to be exercised to ensure 

the extension of digital “tentacles” through more individualistic or autonomous programming, be it under the charter’s duality of informing 
and entertaining, is not at the expense of those core responsibilities and standards that are the primary drivers of “trust”. 

The 54 segments offered for audit broadly did a satisfactory job of keeping audiences up to date with the political machinations and 

positioning of various stakeholders — the “heat”. There was, with some notable exceptions, less focus and thus less success in gathering and 
delivering elevated knowledge and understanding of sustainable economic and education outcomes for the nation — the “light”.  Clearly the 
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ABC quest for bipartisan recognition for being “impartial” is a challenge. The bigger challenge is to achieve the same recognition for being 

“partial” to national conversations that deliver a better informed nation with enhanced prospects of national identity, direction or wellbeing. 

The ABC could enhance its performance and reputation for trust, knowledge leadership and national benefit by understanding and 

addressing any weaknesses or missed opportunities without losing any of its many existing strengths.  (Steve Harris, The Australian, August 

12, 2015)  
Comments 

Helen:  The results from this Inquiry highlight one of the main problems at the ABC since Mark Scott took the reigns and shifted the 

ABC away from their Charter and their ABC Act (Section 8) legal obligations to be " accurate and impartial" to a Left/progressive/ Greens 

agenda through which all News and Current Affairs was funneled and to become a " foil/balance" to the conservative Media. At the same 
time the once benchmarked for excellence in journalism and in depth knowledge and research in topic fields which made the ABC the most 

trusted Media group in Australia was TRASHED and replaced by junk " gotcha journalism" journalism, media manipulation and un 

researched and unsubstantiated News and Current Affairs.  
The ABC has become a law unto itself with no checks and balances by any group not even their own Board. Add to that pseudo News 

programs like Q and A which is a deliberate orchestration of News to manipulate audiences to the ABCs agenda and we can see why the 

ABC are no longer trusted as a public broadcaster serving the interests of Australian audiences to inform and increase factual knowledge on 
a topic but a Media serving their OWN agenda. It has been really awful watching what once was one of the best researched, factual and 

impartial public broadcasters with excellence in journalism deteriorate into junk status under the leadership of Mark Scott and Kate Torney ( 

Head of News and Current Affairs who has thankfully left the ABC).  
I would love to see an equal in depth inquiry done on asylum seekers over the past 7 years. I am sure the results would show even 

higher levels of bias and inaccuracy. Logical: That goes for all the media, not just the ABC.  They are all far too concerned about themselves 

than about informing the public about what is really going on. 
Sydneyman,  The best thing Mr.Abbott can do is move Turnbull away from their ABC/SBS, He is worse than useless.His tacit 

approval of their ABC/SBS only serves to encourage them to continue their bias. 

The final insult was picking Ray Martin to check on bias & before he starts he displayed his own bias.Imagine a Judge in court 
announcing what he thought of the defendant before proceedings commenced, it's just not on but we have to listen to Ray Martin's 

announcement in a few weeks. What an absolute joke!! 

Patrick:  It doesn't appear many of the people who have posted comments here have read the article, which commends the ABC's 

reporting of the "heat" and urges, in effect, more funding for informed analysis, the "light". Presumably they post the same comments on 
every article they see which has ABC in the headline. 

Graham: Excellent illustration Eric of a now unacceptable light bulb in Australia, with the ABC logo as the tattered filament. Thanks 

Steve for your most accurate assessment of the present state of the ABC TV and online networks. The Minister of Communication surely 

cannot keep him head in the sand any more on this issue. 
Juliet: Sadly, the game is lost with the ABC.  Irrecoverably lost for irreversible ancestral reasons.  As has been forensically 

documented by people like Geoff Macdonald ('Red Over Black') who knew back then, it was being lost more than 50 years ago when the 

then Soviets set about to impregnate Western universities, schools, churches and media with people aligned to left-wing causes favourable to 
Soviet ambitions.  And so today, we suffer the offspring of those earlier ideologues whose brainwashed vocational 'children' now making 

content and editorial decisions inside our ABC know nothing else.  Consequently, all the ink of complaint in the world will do precisely 

nothing to upgrade their attitudes:  they simply don't believe they are doing anything wrong.  They cannot understand the complaints.  How 
could they when all they know and have known is the 'correct' Progressivist view passed on from one generation to the next inside the 

ABC?  No other view or editorial approach is relevant to them -- a fact perpetually demonstrated by the bias that routinely bewilders and 

disappoints so many Australians.  Possibly the only way to transform the ABC is to starve it of taxpayer funds and move it to a 
subscriptions-based model just like the Public Broadcasting Service in the United States.  Commercialising the organisation will only leave 

us stuck with another Channel Ten and the Conroy method of regulating content is simply not acceptable to Australians nor practical either.  

Andrew:  I trust the ABC to be biased. 
Alexander: The problem seems to be that most ABC journalists think "well informed" equals "agrees with me". 

Allan: The ABC would like to remodel Australia in its own image - ill-informed and biased. 

Rodney: What are you talking about, the Left has been working very hard to inform all about all things from the lefts point of -

damaged -view, very hard at it, they even employ $1b plus of taxpayers moneys to do it. and they have the very best -blocking- devices 

against anything other than their point of view, they are so adept at this that when they have no answer they simply send in the attack 
soldiers to take out any conservative politician they can get at, AND PERSONALLY AT THAT- its the age old Labor policy, if you cant 

win the debate, ATTACK THE MAN OR THE WOMAN, and they have been so busy attacking persons because they do not have the 

answers of late. 
Robert:  There is no way the ABC's commentary is broad and balanced. It is all gay marriage, climate change, whining about Abbott, 

gay marriage, climate change, whining about Abbott, gay marriage, climate change, whining about Abbott, gay marriage........... 

Niels:  $1.3 billion a year being incinerated to keep a few activist lefties living the high life. A more non-productive organization does 

not exist. This money could better be used on hospitals, doctors, nurses etc. People and services who actually do something for the 
community and add value to our lives. The ABC does nothing. It is a complete waste of money, on an even grander scale than our MPs 

"entitlements."  Privatize the ABC, use the cash windfall from the sale to fund future medical research. We must use our taxes for the good 

of all our citizens not just for a few of the overpaid, Chardonnay quaffing elite. 
Paul:  So how much did the government pay Harissa to criticise the criticism of its higher ed policies. 

Marita Rose:  @Paul  Work for the ABC? 

Deborah:  @Paul I think you'll find it's Harris, not Harissa, and he's currently employed at The Age 

Geoffrey:  The most telling observation in the report is that all the instances of faulty reporting or opining by ABC people favour the 
left of politics, not the right. As for being trusted, Australians would be well advised to seek alternatives to every report that the ABC 

generates. 

Peter: After having spent so much public money, for so many years, to try and get the ABC to be that company you have described, 

and failed. I think it is better for all concerned to sell it. It is unaccountable, political, and paradoxically expensive and worthless to the 
taxpayer at the same. Sell it, and let them play their games at their own expense. 

Kate:  An easy test of the ABC's bi-partisanship would be to count the number of times BB's helicopter ride was mentioned on the 

ABC and then count the number of times Burke's trips to Europe with his "senior staffer" was mentioned. Or negative comments on Abbott 
versus negative comments on Shorten. I'm sure there would be a very clear lean to the Left. If you watch programs like The Insiders you 

realise that Barrie Cassidy isn't even trying to hide his bias. Why? Because he doesn't have to. 

Jeremy:  The ABC can't even be balanced when covering US politics. It is an offensive anti-democratic propagandist. 

Has it ever carried a news story in support of cutting government spending on anything? Has it ever had anything positive to say about 
the Australian People or Industry?   
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If you listen to it for more than five minutes you come away thinking your a planet destroying wife beating racist.  

Jim: The ABC is among the least trusted of sources for a sizeable minority of Australians. 

Garry:  @Jim  Which news source do you trust.  
Jim:  @Garry @Jim You're using the word news, not me. I trust many news sources if it's just news. I more less take a weighted 

average from the main outlets, some get a higher believability weighting than others and acknowledging of course that some news is left out 

and other is over reported or doesn't warrant reporting at all. Analysis and opinion is a very different matter.   As a rule I prefer primary data 

especially images. I'm not into second or third hand views on events. I'm a grown up and I can make up my own mind based on the primary 
data. Having said that, The Australian is the best mainstream source in this country but not the best globally. 

Richard:  @Jim What's a sizeable minority Jim? 5,10,15 per cent, that right Jim you have no idea. Just whistling in the wind. 

Jim:  @Richard @Jim If you look at the polls, even the most flattering ones conducted by the ABC, at best it's 70-80% of people who 

do support the ABC. Do all of them trust it? I hope there are not that many stupid people in Australia. Maybe there is, but I doubt it. 
Regardless, there is 20-30% who don't even support the ABC, let alone trust it. Stay windy Richard. 

horse2go:  ABC Journalists and presenters consider themselves to be agents of change by relentlessly promoting a left leaning 

progressive "reality" which they mistakenly believe is representative of the National Identity.   
Tony:  @horse2go I think it is more along the lines of "they mistakenly believe should be representative of the National Identity."  

Those who control the ABC have an agenda and that is to model Australia in their own image.  

John:  @horse2go The ABC was not set up to change Australia, the idea of the ABC was to provide programming that would reflect 

this country, it's values and beliefs. The ABC has a litany of poor managers, especially the current group. We want value for taxpayer 
money, the self-interest groups have taken control. The promotion of radical ideas is not what the majority expect from the public 

broadcaster.  

Gregory:  @horse2go The ABC may be the last flicker of the leftist nonsense peddled by academic historians and their mates in the 

1950s and 1960s: the idea that the history of the left equals the history of Australia; that all that is Australian comes from the workers and 
the unions, especially the bush unions. That flicker is kept alive today at the ABC and by the likes of the muchly over-promoted Stuart 

McIntyre but well into the 1970s, the works of Brian Fitzpatrick, Robin Gollan, Russel Ward etc. were still force-fed to undergraduates, 

some of whom may still be significant elements in ABC 'culture'. 
Allan:  @horse2go It is mainly the Sydney and Melbourne-centric ABC journalists and presenters that demonstrate their leftist bias. 

They, together with city-centric Greens are the Fifth Column that we should be aware of. Aunty's regional journalists and presenters by and 

large have a better handle on what are important issues to the audiences they serve. 
 

AWU ‘wrongly claimed’ jockeys, netballers 
Jockeys and netballers were wrongly counted as Australian Workers’ Union members, it has been alleged, with the union 

potentially liable for “falsely inflating” union membership.  

The AWU in Victoria claimed to have “welcomed to the branch” 168 jockeys between 2007 and 2009. But submissions from counsel 
assisting the trade union royal commission claim that “none of the jockeys became members of the AWU”. 

“Membership application forms have been produced for almost none of the jockeys in question. It is a sufficient basis to conclude that 

they did not become members,” counsel alleged in the submissions published on Friday night.  It was open to Commissioner Dyson Heydon 
to find the AWU had contravened Registered Organisations rules, counsel said. 

The 2005 Diamonds netballers signed to the branch in a much-vaunted deal spearheaded by Bill Shorten were also not members, the 

submissions allege.  “Were the netballers ever members of the AWU? Clearly they were not. No membership applications were completed 
and the required membership contributions were not made,” the submissions say.  After considering several cases, counsel concluded that 

“AWU membership numbers and membership revenue … were falsely inflated”. 

Furthermore, “it is likely that there were further arrangements of this kind not deal with in the evidence before the commission”.  The 
Australian revealed the Diamonds had were not AWU members almost a decade after Mr Shorten claimed to have signed 120 players to the 

Victorian branch when he was national and state secretary.  Victorian branch secretary Ben Davis, who took over from Cesar Melhem, took 

the players off the membership roll after discovering the players were paying a “service charge” for advice, not a membership fee. 
(Elizabeth Colman, The Australian, Nov. 7, 2015)  

 

Your allegiance is to Australia. What don’t you get? 
 IT is not the fault of the Muslim children who walked out of a school assembly when the Australian national anthem was played.  It is 

entirely the fault of the misguided principal who offered the primary students the opportunity to walk out and who encouraged them to reject 
this quintessential expression of Australian identity, in the name of “diversity”.  

This is not a “storm in a teacup” as one Muslim leader put it. Nor is it a test of this country’s “understanding of difference or 

tolerance”.  Singing Advance Australia Fair and raising the Australian flag are purely secular expressions of allegiance to this country.  They 
do not conflict with religious expression.  To spurn this deeply symbolic public display of patriotism is a statement of disrespect and 

disloyalty, which implies a rejection of Australian values.  You would expect an Australian public school principal to understand this.  But, 

the principal of Cranbourne Carlisle Primary School, Cheryl Irving, claimed that her offer to the Years 2-6 students last week to boycott the 
national anthem was made out of “respect” for a Shiite Muslim religious observance. Between October 13 and November 12, some Muslims 

observe the month of Muharram, to mourn the death of a grandson of Muhammad. The aim is to avoid “joyful events”.  

Fair enough. But the national anthem doesn’t have to be a joyful event, unless it’s sung after the Wallabies beat the All Blacks at 
Twickenham.   And if 30 or 40 Muslim students did not want to sing, they could have stood to attention respectfully as the anthem was 

being played.   In any case, senior Shiites such as Musa Naqvi, president of the oldest Shi’a Muslim group in Victoria, the Panjtan Society, 

have said there was no religious necessity to avoid the anthem.  
Where does it stop, this endless demand for special treatment by groups who hold themselves exempt from Australian culture and 

tradition.  This is the poison of Leftist multiculturalism taken to an extreme where it threatens to divide the country.  

The excuse from the Victorian Department of Education is the school supports “diversity” because many students were born overseas 

and more than half don’t speak English at home. Well, that’s the story of Australia. We have become one of the world’s most harmonious 

immigrant nations because we have absorbed people of different races, cultures and creeds who have come here to become Aussies. We 
have benefited from the “hybrid vigour” that immigration brings and the Australian identity has adapted and been enriched. We are a secular 

nation. But the values that made Australia a free, prosperous, fair democracy, that migrants strive to join, come from the Judaeo-Christian 

foundations which underpin Western civilisation. This is the origin of our democracy, rule of law, equality of every human being, and 
freedom of speech, conscience and religion.  

The alternative value system you will find in Saudi Arabia, where women are stoned to death for adultery.  

It is precisely because Cranbourne is so linguistically and culturally diverse that the national anthem and the flag are so important.  If 
public schools don’t assert Australian values, it is certain that someone else’s values will prevail.  But you just have to look at the new 

national school curriculum, instituted ironically enough, under a supposedly conservative Abbott government, to see how the Left’s long 

march through the institutions continues unabated.  In the Years 7-10 curriculum, Christianity makes just two appearances, (compared to 
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“Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander” appearing 14 times).  Even then it’s not in any meaningful way. In year 8 the curriculum for Civics 

and Citizenship, fo rinstance, will teach just: “The values and beliefs of religions practised in contemporary Australia, including the 

Christian traditions of Australian society”.  

In the History syllabus in years 7-10 you get one mention: “the transformation of the Roman world and the spread of Christianity and 

Islam”, along with a reference to the Crusades and the “dominance of the Catholic Church” in Medieval Europe, which is sure to be 
flattering to Christianity — not.  There seems to be a worrying cultural and spiritual vacuum in our public schools, in which cultural 

relativism rules.  As Kim Beazley, our ambassador to the United States, points out, Australia has a much worse problem of young jihadis 

running off to join terrorist armies than America does. He suggests that Australia’s brand of multiculturalism fosters the development of 
multiple identities which counter a strong national identity. And he has described the values in our education system as “good but 

amorphous”. Conversely, in America, “you are an American first … you don’t have other ideas,” he said in a recent interview. In almost 

every US state, children stand with a hand over their heart every morning and cite the pledge of allegiance as the flag is raised, “I pledge 
allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with 

liberty and justice for all.”  Rather than bending over backwards to make exemptions for those who want to opt out of unifying national 

rituals, we should do the opposite and emulate this daily pledge of allegiance to Australia in every school. Otherwise, into a vacuum, 
something sinister will likely rush.  (Miranda Devine, The Daily Telegraph, October 27, 2015) 

 

1000 crimes on building sites 
The Turnbull government will today use evidence of rising “lawlessness” and union militancy on building sites revealed in the -

industry watchdog’s latest annual report to launch a fresh attack over the CFMEU’s influence on Bill Shorten and the Australian Labor 

Party.   The Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate investigated almost 1000 breaches of federal workplace laws in the year to June — 

overwhelmingly by Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union officials — and its report cites “alarming rates” of lawlessness and an 
“increasing battle” against the militant union.  Penalties levelled against unionists by the courts for right-of-entry breaches jumped tenfold in 

2014-15, and those imposed for coercion jumped 64 per cent. There was a 50 per cent rise in legal action, mostly directed at the CFMEU, 

the report states, noting that Queensland was a “hotspot” for new complaints.  Employment Minister Michaelia Cash said yesterday that the 
Fair Work Building and Construction report, to be tabled in federal parliament today, “further confirms the disturbing reality that has been 

obvious in the building industry for far too long”.  “The independent regulator, the courts and the police have all expressed their serious 

concerns about the CFMEU’s culture of contempt for the law,” Senator Cash told The Australian.  “This is the same union that Bill Shorten 
relies on for his leadership and who the Labor Party relies on for their policy direction.” 

Unlawful behaviour resulted in higher infrastructure costs, delayed projects, lost jobs, lost opportunities and stalled growth, she added. 

“We must end the ingrained culture of fear and intimidation.”  In his forward statement to the report, inspectorate head Nigel Hadgkiss says: 
“I regret to report that the 2014-15 financial year has been marked by alarming rates of lawlessness in the building and construction 

industry.  “I believe the contents of this annual report demonstrate two important points: firstly that the rule of law is severely lacking in the 

industry; and secondly, that the agency is doing all it can within its jurisdiction and means to curb that lawlessness.”  Mr Hadgkiss says the 
agency is “winning many battles in court against unlawful behaviour but we are not winning the war to stamp out this unlawfulness or the 

notion by some participants that it is acceptable to break the law in this industry — it is not.” 

The FWBC report reveals the agency has been instrumental in supplying material to the trade union royal commission, referring more 
than 125 incidents dating back to 2006 to the inquiry.  The commission requested further details for about half of those matters.  Of the 948 

breaches of commonwealth workplace laws investigated by the FWBC in 2014-15 — up from 890 the previous year — 40 per cent were 

contraventions of right-of-entry laws, with freedom of association, unlawful industrial action and coercion the “other significant” areas.  
Penalties imposed as a result of FWBC litigation in 2014-15 totalled $1.4 million — the fourth year that penalties yielded by the agency and 

its predecessors topped $1m.  Overall, new investigations fell from 327 in 2013-14 to 197, as the FWBC referred more complaints about 
wages and conditions to the Fair Work Ombudsman to focus on “core” activities such as unlawful industrial action, coercion and right-of-

entry breaches.  Yet the number of new investigations in Queensland rose as the state remained dominated by “hot spots” of unlawful 

industrial action, leading the agency to redeploy staff to Brisbane.  The number of legal cases commenced rose to a record.  The FWBC 
intervened 26 separate times in the past year in Fair Work Commission decisions on issuing right-of-entry permits for union officials.  It 

received more than 3000 requests for assistance, with more than 2000 coming through the agency’s 1800 hotline. 

The agency also relied heavily on hard-won compulsory examination powers, which Mr Hadgkiss said had become a “critical tool in 
breaking down the walls of silence in the industry”. The report notes that the government extended the agency’s compulsory powers for two 

years before they were due to expire in May. The government is likely to use the findings in the report to bolster its case in its battle to 

restore the more powerful Australian Building and Construction Commission, which held tougher penalties, after its legislation was blocked 
in the Senate.  Mr Hadgkiss quotes Federal Court judge John Logan’s June decision against the CFMEU that notes that an industrial 

organisation persistently “engaging in unlawful conduct cannot expect to remain registered”. (Elizabeth Colman, The Australian, October 

15, 2015)  

Fair Work Act has a union bias and is in need of reform  
News that trade union membership has fallen to just 11 per cent of private sector employees has provoked a great deal of discussion 

about the future of unions and the ALP, but it also poses significant questions for the operation of our union-centric workplace relations 
system.  When the Fair Work Act was framed after the 2007 election, the Rudd government, with the help of the ACTU, went well beyond -

reversing Work Choices and unwound decades of successful reform under Howard, Hawke and Keating. Significantly, this included 

providing a massive artificial leg up to trade unions struggling against long-term membership decline and failing to garner support from 
newer generations of employees. 

The legislation does virtually everything possible to guarantee unions a seat at the bargaining table for every new enterprise 

agreement. Since 2009, a union has needed to have just a single member to be covered by a proposed new agreement to participate as a 
critical bargaining party. Any employee who doesn’t support this arrangement needs to formally write to the union informing they did not 

wish to be represented by them.  Further, where unions can garner support from more than 50 per cent of the workforce, they can force 

businesses to bargain for a collective agreement with the union for the entire workforce. 
Unions are also mandatorily involved in bargaining for employment on new projects at a point in time where no one has been hired, 

with no ability to ensure unions actually represent what employees want or whether those employees will ever join the union.  The Fair 

Work Act also promotes union leverage by making it far more difficult for employers to bargain directly with employees, especially when 
there is any level of union involvement at a worksite. Even where an employer tries to deal directly with employees, unions will often use 

entry rights to run campaigns against the employer’s proposed employment agreement.  By significantly narrowing the range of agreement 

making options for employees and their employers, it has become almost impossible to negotiate a collective agreement without union 
involvement. The ability to make new individual agreements was also abolished.  The third area where the Fair Work system sought to 

address dwindling union influence was to significantly expand powers for union officials to enter workplaces and drive membership 

campaigns. 
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Despite assurances to the contrary, changes by former prime minister Kevin Rudd and deputy prime minister Julia Gillard saw union 

officials turn up to sites on a daily basis where there was previously no union presence and no right to enter, to harangue uninterested 

employees into joining their union. Further “right of entry”expansions by then workplace relations minister Bill Shorten ensured union 

officials could interrupt employees while they were eating lunch, even where the workforce had never shown interest in what the union had 

to offer. Australia is also the only country to retain an awards system, which has expanded under Labor’s legislation, that makes unions 
central to setting the terms and conditions of employment for the vast majority of employees that don’t join trade unions. 

After six years of watching these laws play out, two things stand out. This legislated life support has not stemmed the bleeding. 

Despite the privileged role given to unions under the Fair Work Act, membership has continued to fall since 2009, from an already low 13.8 
per cent to just 11.1 per cent of private sector employees. Just as an employer failing to reverse its fortunes after receiving financial 

assistance must fundamentally review its strategies, products and business model, unions failing to redress long-term membership decline 

after years of artificial assistance from the Fair Work legislation need to have a long hard look at what they offer and how they operate.  The 
bigger questions, however, are whether our workplace relations system is delivering the right options and protections for employees and 

employers, and whether it is the best for jobs, economic growth, living standards and what we can achieve as a country. 

Nobody is suggesting unions don’t have a role to play in workplaces where employees want to be represented by them. But with the 
Productivity Commission shortly to make its final recommendations on how our workplace relations laws should be shaped for the future, a 

priority must be according a role to trade unions only where employees freely chose to join them, want to be represented by them and where 

employees support the claims the union is pursuing on their behalf.  A genuinely modern workplace relations system must provide an 
improved range of options for the 89 per cent of Australians in the private sector who choose not to join a union, rather than trying to 

shoehorn employees into workplace relations arrangements predicated on levels of trade union membership that are decades out of date.  

(Steve Knott, The Australian, Nov. 12, 2015)  
 

Media must examine own hand in political turmoil  
Glass jaws can be as common as self-fascination in the nation’s media but there are times when serious analysis of the role of 

journalism in national affairs is useful. As editor-at-large Paul Kelly opined in our pages yesterday, now is just such a time. A modern 
throwaway mentality seems to have infected our politics; parties have discarded prime ministers, outside of elections, three times in the past 

five years. This is disruptive for policymaking — during the past eight years there have been five times that a new prime minister has had to 

reset the office — and it is unsettling for voters who have changed a prime minister only twice since 2007. Neither of those leaders (Kevin 
Rudd in 2007 and Tony Abbott in 2013) was given the chance by their party to serve out a term and seek re-election. No prime minister has 

served a full term since John Howard from 2004, and since then we’ve seen no lasting economic reform. This represents a failure in our 
democratic systems or, at the very least, a historic period of dysfunction.  

“About this stage one should ask: how many prime ministers need to be deposed and how many cabinets need to be convulsed and 

how many reforms need to be lost and how much do the living standards of the people need to sink before there can be agreement we 
actually have a problem with our system?” Kelly wrote. Myriad factors should be considered when we discuss ways to engender stability 

and end this permanent reform paralysis. We can discuss the quality of political players, processes of our institutions, structures of our 

parties, domestic and global economic forces, societal trends, voter and interest group engagement and, surely, the quality of our relevant 
media. For politicians to advocate difficult reforms, there must be an opportunity for informed public debate. If we can talk matter-of-factly 

about the disruptive impact of digital media on traditional business models and how an information age transforms our lives, then it cannot 

be too much to ask that we contemplate how these dynamics may be influencing the tone and substance of political discussion. 
In his outgoing press conference, Mr Abbott spoke of endless polling and “sour, bitter, character assassination” in commentary. “Poll-

driven panic has produced a revolving-door prime ministership, which can’t be good for our country, and a febrile media culture has 

developed that rewards treachery,” he said. For all the emotive language, Mr Abbott makes a strong point.  But too many journalists, 
especially in the Canberra press gallery, reacted with defensive anger. The Australian knows infallibility is as common as humility in the 

media but we have not shied away from this discussion. It is clearly not the case that Mr Abbott, Mr Rudd or Julia Gillard can attribute their 

downfalls to the media. Their errors, in each case, were manifest. And all broke promises. But the prevailing media climate helped to 
prevent them being given what they would regard as a fair opportunity to right their ships. Readers of Fairfax Media newspapers and 

audiences of the ABC would have been taken by surprise when Mr Rudd was felled because so little attention had been paid to his failings. 

Even with Ms Gillard, many errors were glossed over until they generated a momentum of their own. No hermit in any corner of the land 
could have missed the media focus on Mr Abbott’s so-called gaffes and mini-scandals, from Sir Duke Prince Philip to Bronwyn Bishop’s 

rotor routine, yet there has been less focus on his greatest shortcoming — an inability to advocate and deliver economic reform. Social 

media has distorted media tendencies further towards superficiality and cheap populism. Just as the Rudd and Gillard governments were too 
reactive to this media cycle, Mr Abbott failed to counter the excited rhythms of the digital age, seemingly pushed around by events rather 

than controlling them. Malcolm Turnbull is a creature of this age, having run online businesses, but he too faces the task of shaping debate 

rather than being retweeted by it. 
Politicians, journalists, editors, businesses, academics, interest groups and voters have a stake in improving our national debate and 

ensuring our democratic institutions can cope — we need to ensure instant information and real-time feedback don’t trigger rushed decisions 

and shallow responses to complex issues. Kelly, the pre-eminent chronicler of political events during the past four decades, is worried about 
the press gallery’s inability to “acknowledge the deep problems in the political system and the damaging consequences” of what he calls a 

crisis for the nation. “And if the political media, given its privileged position, cannot come to grips with this situation, whether through 

denial or self-interest or whatever, then Australia is in deeper trouble than we thought,” he writes.  Mr Turnbull will try to resist the culture 
and control his message. “Well for a start,” he said yesterday, “I have definitely ruled out answering rule-in, rule-out questions from 

journalists.” Will he succeed? We hope so — and couldn’t rule it out.  (Editorial, The Australian, September 24, 2015)  
 

Left makes hay with ‘straw man’ attacks 
WHEN Robert Goot, President of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, started receiving media calls on Thursday about the 

bogus story “Prime Minister Tony Abbott describes Islamic state as being ‘worse than the Nazis’”, the lie had been running all morning. The 

offenderati were in full cry, and comment pieces were being cranked out denouncing the PM: “Tony Abbott’s Nazi reference shows his 
penchant for alienating voters,” barked the Sydney Morning Herald’s Mark Kenny. 

Forget that the Prime Minister never uttered the words attributed to him in the quotes “worse than Nazis”, during the interview with 

radio 2GB’s Alan Jones earlier that day.  Forget that Goot had not heard the interview or bothered to download the podcast (which was 
available at 9.17am) to hear for himself if the PM had said something offensive.  No, he decided to respond to inquiries from news.com.au 

and the Sydney Morning Herald, “after reading a direct quote of the PM’s comments from reputable sources online [ho ho], checking the 

accuracy of the quote with other people in our community who heard the interview in which those comments were made, and taking into 
account the overall context of the interview.”  So, Goot issued a bombshell statement condemning comments the PM never made without 

ever hearing the interview from which the line was invented: “Whilst there is no question that Islamic State is a profoundly evil 
organisation,” he declared, “the Prime Minister’s comments suggesting that it is in some respects worse than the Nazis were injudicious and 
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unfortunate.  “The crimes of Islamic State are indeed horrific, but cannot be compared to the systematic round-up of millions of people and 

their despatch to purpose-built camps for mass murder.” 

Of course, his condemnation breathed new life into the beat-up, giving rise to headlines like this in The Daily Mail: “Jewish leaders 

hit out at Tony Abbott after the Prime Minister says ISIS terrorists are ‘more evil than the Nazis’.”  “Australia’s peak Jewish group has 

rounded on Prime Minister Tony Abbott for suggesting Islamic State terrorists are in some ways worse than the Nazis”, wrote the Sydney 
Morning Herald.  Goot says his organisation “considers the PM to be a friend”. With friends like this, the PM needs no enemies.  Goot had 

fallen for a classic “Straw Man” attack on the Prime Minister. A Straw Man is a logical fallacy, an imaginary and easily defeated argument 

that you attribute to an opponent and then attack. Your Opponent says X. You argue against Y as if X=Y.  It works best when your 
imaginary argument vaguely resembles something your opponent said. You argue against an out-of-context, exaggerated misrepresentation 

which any reasonable person would criticise. 

The problem for Goot and that section of the media which takes direction from the truth void of Twitter, is that the PM never ranked 
the relative evils of Nazism and Islamic State.  In fact, when asked at a press conference on Thursday, he said explicitly he was “not in the 

business of ranking evil”.  That didn’t stop the Australian Financial Review printing a story the next day: “PM ranks IS as more evil than 

Nazis”. But that’s not what Abbott had said on 2GB. Asked about claims by his enemies that he was exaggerating the evil of Islamic State to 
frighten people into voting for him, Abbott replied: “Well it’s nonsense. Look at what’s happening. The latest atrocity apparently was four 

young men being strung up and burnt alive. The Nazis did terrible evil but they had sufficient sense of shame to try to hide it. These people 

boast about their evil.”   That’s the truth. A distinguishing characteristic of IS is its boasting, its publication of videos of people being burned 
alive, drowned in cages, thrown off buildings, beheaded, crucified and stoned to death.  A distinguishing characteristic of Nazism was its 

secrecy; it deliberately hid its atrocities because it knew a decent world would retaliate. 

Abbott drew attention to that distinction to make the point that, this time, there is no excuse for the world to plead ignorance, because 
the atrocities are in our face every day.  This logical comment, rather than the actual atrocities committed by IS, is what propelled our 

chattering classes into hissing outrage.  Why Goot added his own umbrage to the wilful misrepresentation of the PM is a mystery, 

particularly on the very day the government announced legislation urged by Jewish organisations to ban extremist groups such as Hizb-ut-

Tahrir from advocating genocide.  Goot, on Friday, said he had no intention of apologising. “We respectfully differed with the PM on this 

point and gave our reasons. That’s free speech and democracy — for which none of us need apologise.”  Goot says his organisation 

“considers the PM to be a friend”.  With friends like this, the PM needs no enemies.  (Miranda Devine, The Sunday Telegraph, Sept 6, 2015) 
 

Senator gushes over ‘amazing’ asylum seeker experience  
SENATOR Sarah Hanson-Young, who callously claimed “tragedies happen, accidents happen” after an asylum seeker boat sank 

between Australia and Indonesia, has used taxpayer money to help fund a trip to rescue illegal arrivals off Italy.  

The Greens Senator brushed off the deaths of 200 asylum seekers when a vessel sank in 2011 and slammed the Abbott government’s 

boat policy despite it ending the 1100 deaths at sea which happened under the previous government.  
Yesterday she was on board the Migrant Offshore Aid Station (MOAS) vessel, owned by an American millionaire, when 414 adults 

and children were rescued on the Mediterranean Sea between Libya and Italy. The MOAS has been accused of acting as a taxi service 

ferrying asylum seekers from sinking boats to Italy. Critics claim the boat, which uses drones to find boats in trouble, makes it more 
attractive for people smugglers to earn more than $400,000 because it provides a safety net on the Mediterranean. “Amazing to experience 

the rescue of 414 men, women & children out here at sea,’’ Ms Hanson-Young tweeted along with a string of photos of asylum seekers 

taken on board the MOAS vessel. The Daily Telegraph can reveal Ms Hanson-Young’s liberating experience was made possible thanks to 
Australian taxpayers. The outspoken Green emptied what remained of her now grandfathered overseas study travel allowance, believed to 

be about $3000, to assist with flights. Her office last night confirmed taxpayer funding had paid for an economy class fare home.  

A spokeswoman said the remainder of the European trip was personally funded.  Then-prime minister Julia Gillard phased out the 
perk which MPs had previously used to have “study tours” to places like Las Vegas.  Some in the Greens claimed Ms Hanson-Young spent 

days in Rome while on the trip, which included meetings at the UN.   Immigration Minister Peter Dutton’s spokesman said Ms Hanson-

Young’s behaviour was hypocritical: “It’s a pity this Senator wasn’t so caring when hundreds of illegal maritime arrivals were dying in 
waters to Australia’s north after the Greens and Labor threw open our borders to the people smugglers. “No one will ever forget her callous 

‘tragedies happen, accidents happen’ response to the loss of those lives.” Ms Hanson-Young, who is due back in Australia this week, said 

the work was a privilege. “I have the privilege to be a part of a search-and-rescue mission with MOAS in the Mediterranean Sea, and 
witness the incredible work this organisation does to save lives at sea,” she wrote on Facebook. (Daniel Meers, The Daily Telegraph 

(Sydney), 15 July 2015) 
 

Echo chamber of anti-government outrage  
For an insight into the regrettable yet predictable lack of intellectual curiosity at the taxpayer-funded national broadcaster, you only 

needed to listen to about 15 minutes of ABC Sydney’s local radio last week.  Following Joe Hockey’s second budget, ABC’s 702 radio 

station in hosted three journalists on its regular journos’ forum to discuss the budget. Instead of a debate, the forum became an echo chamber 
where like-minded journalists emoted over entitlements and displayed scorn for Australians who fund the ABC to the tune of more than a $1 

billion a year.  It’s bad enough the ABC habitually ignores its charter obligation to present news and information in an accurate and 

impartial manner, a reasonable quid pro quo for receiving taxpayer funds. It’s bad enough that last week Leigh Sales on 7.30 and Emma 
Alberici on Lateline used their taxpayer-funded platforms to launch aggressive, bad-mannered and partisan attacks when interviewing the 

Treasurer and Finance Minister respectively. And it’s just as bad that Lateline’s other host, Tony Jones, can’t imagine a difference between 

the recklessness of the Rudd government’s stimulus spending and a narrowly targeted tax deduction for small business. 

It’s even worse when the national broadcaster invites a panel of three journalists to discuss these and other measures — and all three 
are in wild agreement with each other’s contempt for budget reforms.  The conversation on 702’s journos’ forum about new tax breaks for 

small business went like this: The Sydney Morning Herald economics columnist Ross Gittins, the ABC’s Alberici and BuzzFeed News’ 

Mark Di Stefano all agreed with each other that people are too dim to understand the new measure. Gittins said: “I met people who think ‘oh 

the government’s going to give you $20,000’ ... there’s no free gifts”. Alberici chimed in with: “Well, look, I have to say I agree with Ross 

entirely … it’s been beaten up in a way because people don’t understand how the tax system, how a deduction works.” And Di Stefano, who 

laid claim to providing news to Tony’s tradies, said: “They’re our people as well. It’s very funny because I totally agree with Ross and 
Emma.”  Was it beyond the wit of those at the ABC to find a journalist who might suggest that most of the men and women running the two 

million small businesses in Australia probably do understand a tax deduction? A more curious journalist might have suggested that if these 

small-business owners have purchased anything for their business in the past, they have likely claimed a deduction against income. The new 
budget measure is not complicated. If you are a small business with turnover of less than $2 million, you can claim an immediate deduction 

against earned income for items up to $20,000 used in the business. Instead, the forum exposed how contempt for voters such as Howard 

battlers and Tony’s tradies grows among the so-called progressive set when a Coalition government is in power. There was more chorus-line 
chatter when it came to the government’s policy to halt the double-dipping of paid parental leave. Gittins agreed with Alberici and Di 

Stefano agreed with both of them. 
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Alberici was more concerned with pointing the finger at this newspaper than considering the unfairness of a two-tiered system where 

most people can’t access what entitlement-rich ABC employees can access.  “Look, I am one of those people that the — let’s call it for what 

it is — The Australian newspaper calls out for being a higher-earning public servant who takes advantage of the so-called double-dipping, or 

the rort, or the fraud,” she said. In fact, no one here has accused Alberici of double-dipping. As she said, the scheme wasn’t available to her 

when she had children.  During the forum, Alberici uttered “outrageous” no less than five times. Her outrage over the PPL changes was no 
substitute for a wider debate.  Was it impossible to find a journalist who might have pointed to the fundamental inequity in a system that sets 

up two classes of recipients: the first class can access two tranches of PPL, the generous PPL package of at least 12 weeks full paid leave if, 

for example, they are public servants plus $11,500 under the government’s 18-week minimum wage paid leave system? The other class, 
with no access to workplace PPL, can access only the government scheme. 

As The Australian’s Judith Sloan pointed out last weekend, it’s estimated that of the 80,000 recipients who access both PPL schemes, 

60,000 are in the public service. In the ABC’s echo chamber of outrage, there was no mention of the fact, as a nation, we are spending more 
than we are earning. Not one of the journalists uttered the word deficit, only this mocking reference from Gittins: “Somebody has dreamt it 

up, somebody in finance has said, ‘We can save a couple of bob, minister.’ ” Damn those finance types and their obsession with fiscal 

responsibility.  A different-minded journalist also might have pointed out, in the context of a discussion about women and work, that the 
government is pumping an additional $3.5bn into childcare over the next five years so that low-income families will receive 85 per cent 

subsidies for childcare costs. 

Perhaps it is indeed beyond the imagination of those at the ABC forum to ask searching questions around inequity and deficit 
challenges of the budget. Certainly the host of the journos’ forum, Kumi Taguchi, didn’t think to inject these issues into the talk. And that’s 

the core problem so often evident at the ABC. It’s as if no decent, morally upright person could possibly hold a view different to the 

orthodoxy of ABC journalists.  While it is certainly not the role of the taxpayer-funded national broadcaster to advance a government’s 
reform agenda, it most certainly is its role to deliver good, intellectually curious and honest journalism, to offer up different points of view 

and present news and information in an accurate and impartial fashion. 

ABC groupthink is exacerbated when those who host the major news and current affairs programs are the same people venting their 

opinions on any number of the ABC’s opinion platforms, be it the journos’ forum, the Drum, Insiders or elsewhere. If you want to be a 

commentator, go ahead and commentate. If you want to host serious news programs, do that. But pick your poison. When you nail your 

colours to the mast, for example, by declaring that one or other government policy is outrageous, it pollutes your ability to deliver news and 
information in an accurate and impartial manner.  More important, it undermines the ABC’s ability to meet its charter obligations and that 

taints the legitimacy of the ABC as a taxpayer-funded broadcaster.  (Janet Albrechtsen, The Australian, May 20, 2015)  
 

Tax fairness extends even to charities and not-for-profits  
The Australian charitable and not-for-profit sector is vitally important to the strength of our community.   Each year the 

federal government provides billions of dollars in support to the sector in the form of various tax concessions.  These include income tax 

exemptions, deductible gift recipient status, applying a higher threshold for GST registration and fringe benefits tax exemptions. Employees 
at a public benevolent institution are entitled to FBT exempt benefits up to $30,000 a year and employees in public hospitals up to $17,000 a 

year.  These concessions cost the budget more than $2.6 billion in forgone revenue in 2013-14.  The public policy rationale is that these 

concessions enable the not-for-profit sector to attract high-quality staff without having to match the high salaries that may be offered in the 
private sector.  In addition to their $17,000 or $30,000 cap, an employee will also be entitled to spend an unlimited amount on food and 

entertainment benefits without being subject to FBT. These uncapped benefits can include meals, alcohol, cruises, holidays overseas and 

birthday parties.  Some companies that specialise in salary sacrificing advertise “tax-free holiday accommodation” and “tax-free dining”, 
while others encourage people to “venue hire for a special event”, boasting that it “does not have to be business related” and that this “is -

almost as exciting as the occasion itself”.  Such use of these concessions may not be in breach of the letter of the law but it certainly was not 

the intention for which the concession was established.  Conscious of this, the previous Labor government commissioned Treasury to 
establish a working group to look at the tax concessions in the not-for-profit sector.  It found in its report to the Gillard government in May 

2013 that the unlimited use of the meal and entertainment FBT concession and examples of its misuse “offend the principle of fairness”. 

As a result, the report recommended that the meal and entertainment concession be brought within the existing $30,000 and $17,000 
caps.  The Productivity Commission in 2010 expressed similar concerns, saying the “use of these concessions have grown much wider than 

the original intent” and that the exemption was “arbitrary” and “inequitable” with “greater benefits flowing to employees with higher 

incomes”.  For example, consider a doctor on $250,000 at a public hospital who spends $15,000 on meals and $15,000 on holidays in any 
given year. As a result, their disposable income is $14,700 more than it would have been without the FBT concession.  With the meal and 

entertainment concession costing the budget about $465 million in forgone revenue in 2013-14, there is an imperative to act.  That is why 

we are introducing in the budget a grossed-up cap on meal and entertainment expenditure at $5000 a year. It does not remove the concession 
altogether but it will reduce the ability of people to exploit the concession.   (Josh Frydenberg, The Australian, May 07, 2015) 

 

Anzac hatred from the Left exposed: Staffer goads Fairfax to sack him  
MORE left-wing journalists joined the anti-Anzac cause on social media yesterday, with a senior Fairfax staffer goading his 

employer to fire him after he posted belligerent tweets in support of sacked SBS reporter Scott McIntyre.  

Following a second round of controversial statements levelled at Anzacs by journalists on social media in as many days, the RSL said 

the views did not represent most Australians.  The Australian Financial Review’s state political reporter Geoff Winestock tweeted on 

Sunday he thought, “Anzacs were racist yobs and Anzac Day is a death cult”.  He finished the post with “sack me Fairfax” in reference to 
SBS firing their soccer reporter for his comments accusing Anzacs of “summary execution, widespread rape and theft”.  In reply to 

Winestock, former NSW premier Barry O’Farrell said: “Regrettably those objectionable views would probably get you a promotion there (at 

Fairfax).”  A day earlier, on the 100th anniversary of the Gallipoli landing Winestock posted: “Anzac Day wish: in next 30 years there will 
be no wars and in 50 years no soldiers around to honour.”  Winestock was not alone in his support for McIntyre, with The Sydney Morning 

Herald’s deputy news director Marcus Strom taking to social media. 

“Seems some people don’t like being reminded of the brutal, genocidal, bloody legacy of racist imperialism today,” Strom tweeted.  
“Imagine if Russia’s Comms minister rebuked a journo for criticising hypocrisy around military commemorations and that journo was then 

sacked.”  He finished by posting a photo of James Packer and David Gyngell’s public Bondi brawl and said: “These media figures brawl in 

public and keep their jobs. Just as well they didn’t tweet their offensive thoughts.”  NSW RSL president Rod White said comments critical 
of Anzacs did not reflect the majority Australian view: “I believe the Australian community would disagree with those comments.  “It’s out 

of step to see the military heritage and the service of the original Anzacs in the view they’ve taken.”  Asked if Fairfax would fire Winestock 

or if his views breached their Code of Conduct, a spokesman said: “No comment.”  (Ian Walker, The Daily Telegraph, April 28, 2015)  
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Turnbull challenges party Malcolmtents 

 
Australia Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull  

PRIME Minister Malcolm Turnbull was howled down by his own members as he addressed the Liberal Party State Council yesterday 
— while Tony Abbott received a standing ovation.   In a sign that some of the party faithful are still bitter about the axing of Mr Abbott 

from the prime ministership, Mr Turnbull was met by a chorus of laughter from sections of the crowd when he claimed the Liberal Party 

was “not run by factions”.  Mr Turnbull was jeered again when he announced that the Liberals were not run by “deals in back rooms”. 
One member of the crowd could be heard yelling “come off it” as Mr Turnbull made the remarks at the ballroom of the Sofitel Hotel 

in Sydney shortly after 10am.  In contrast to Mr Turnbull’s frosty reception, Mr Abbott was greeted with sustained clapping as he delivered 

his speech after the media was excluded from the meeting. But former Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott was warmly received. 

In what is usually an annual Liberal Party love-in, the response to Mr Turnbull was remarkably negative and showed the discontent 

within the party’s NSW arm following the latest round of factional bloodletting.  Mr Turnbull made the remarks while comparing the 

Liberal Party to its Labor rivals, declaring that the party he leads “is not run by factions”.  Despite having a microphone, Mr Turnbull had to 
raise his voice to be heard over the crowd as they reacted negatively to his comments.   

As a miserable Mr Abbott looked on, Mr Turnbull said: “You may dispute that, but I have to tell you from experience we are not run 

by factions. Nor are we run by big business or by deals in back rooms.”   A senior Liberal insider questioned the wisdom of Mr Turnbull 
straying on to the topic of party factionalism given the recent toppling of Mr Abbott. 

“It was quite ridiculous for Malcolm to even go there given the level of factionalism at the council. Everyone there is either on one 

side or another,” the insider said. “Not only that, the factional wars in the Liberal Party are brutal.”  Mr Abbott had not been scheduled to 
speak, but was invited to the stage after rising to speak on a motion about party reforms. 

“Friends, every single one of us needs to get behind Prime Minister Turnbull and make sure he is re-elected at the next election”  A 

Liberal source said Mr Abbott was cheered as he walked to the front of the room. 
After discussing the reforms, Mr Abbott asked for permission to be “indulged” to make a few additional comments, the source said.  

“He said ‘With your indulgence, could I just say a couple more words’,” the source said. “It was very dignified.” 

Putting any bitterness aside, Mr Abbott implored the party to get behind his successor in order to win the next election. He said the 
last thing the country needed was “a sixth prime minister in six years”. 

“Friends, every single one of us needs to get behind Prime Minister Turnbull and make sure he is re-elected at the next election,” Mr 

Abbott said.  Mr Turnbull began his speech by praising Mr Abbott at length for his efforts as prime minister. 
But it was clearly not enough to win large sections of the crowd. At the rear of the room, one pro-Turnbull member confronted a 

group of other members and told them to stop jeering during his speech.  ‘Still very raw’ 
The comments came amid a turf war between left faction leader Michael Photios and the right-wing bosses Dom Perrottet and 

Anthony Roberts ahead of the next federal election. Premier Mike Baird was also warmly received with cheers from the audience when he 

praised Mr Abbott in the opening of his speech.  There was silence from the crowd when Mr Baird said “we have an outstanding prime 
minister” in Malcolm Turnbull.  Mr Baird noted that the dumping of Mr Abbott was “still very raw”. 

Echoing sentiments made earlier by Mr Turnbull, Mr Baird also sent his condolences to the family of NSW Police finance worker 

Curtis Cheng who was gunned down by 15-year-old Muslim radical Farhad Khalil Mohammad Jabar. 
“I can tell you I had the privilege of meeting this family and I can tell you it would break your heart — they are a beautiful family,” he 

said.  Cashing in on his everyman swagger, Mr Baird made a joke about the prospect of Labor winning government at the next federal 

election.  “The thought of Bill Shorten becoming prime minister — I would rather spend more time with my mother in law,” Mr Baird said. 
“Look, she’s not watching this. And if she is, Pauline, it’s a joke, I love you a lot.” 

Ice taskforce slaps down Abbott’s ‘arrest them all’ philosophy.  The National Ice Taskforce will release a report slapping down former 

prime minister Tony Abbott’s push for more police resources, and recommending a focus on education and intervention.  The taskforce’s 
final report, to be released to the Turnbull government this week, has been providing breathing room from the former prime minister’s 

dogged determination to spend extra money on crime fighting. 

Former Victoria police chief commissioner Ken Lay, who chaired the taskforce, is understood to have disagreed with the former 
prime minister’s insistence that police could “arrest their way out of the problem’’, and outlines in his report how record ice busts had not 

slowed the supply or demand for the drug.  The multi-pronged strategy to be outlined by Mr Lay will likely pit states against the federal 

government over funding.  It can also be revealed that Mr Abbott repeatedly asked police in private briefings in April about how thye were 
gatherin evidence about criminal networks and were not arresting the drug dealers who had been ’caught’ on phone taps.  It is understood 

some officers were surprised by the comments. 

Others thought Mr Abbott was just trying to understand the process. Just days before the Liberal spill, Mr Abbott announced a 

multimillion-dollar ice crime-fighting plan which did not focus on education or prevention strategies. 

It can be revealed Mr Abbott had been urged to refocus a strategy on intervention, counselling and education and was prepared a 

report, showing that directing most resources into policing would not work. 
 

Malcolm Turnbull, let’s have the truth about our spycatchers  
One of the many reasons it is a relief to see Malcolm Turnbull now Prime Minister is that it was he who, as a young lawyer, took on 

the secrecy and hypocrisy of the British government in the Spycatcher trial, challenged the Official Secrets Act and successfully defended 
the publication of Peter Wright’s controversial book, Spycatcher.  

That success marked him out as a bright man with a big future. He is now in pole position, at the pinnacle of his career, to crown his 

Spycatcher work with a major service to truth and justice in Australia — by releasing the Cook report on Soviet penetration of ASIO 
throughout the Cold War.  The Cook report was written in 1993 or 1994 for then prime minister Paul Keating by former ambassador to 

Washington and former head of the Office of National Assessments Michael Cook. It was commissioned by Keating to follow up Operation 
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Liver, a highly secret Australian Federal Police investigation of ASIO. The conclusion Cook is said to have reached is that ASIO had been 

deeply penetrated across many years by at least four Soviet moles.  His report has never been released and senior Labor figures are reluctant 

to discuss it. Cook wrote to me that neither Keating nor anybody else instructed him to “give my report a high security classification. That I 

decided on my own for what I thought, and still think, were good reasons.” 

He has declined to reveal what those reasons were or to defend them. It’s time the new Prime Minister, 20 years after those events, 
overrode Cook’s judgment and released this report so the vexed question of the extent of Soviet penetration of ASIO and the undermining of 

our security and intelligence operations during the Cold War can finally be told. If it was good enough for Wright’s speculative memoir to 

be published over the objections of Whitehall and MI5, it is surely acceptable for an official document that cuts to the heart of our 
intelligence failures and difficulties in the Cold War to be released over whatever political or organisational objections have for so long 

made it one of the most closely held secrets in Canberra.   

The second volume of the official history of ASIO is released tomorrow yet we are none the wiser about the central challenge for 
which ASIO was created in the first place: hostile penetration of the Australian government and penetration of ASIO itself. Rumour has it 

the third and final volume will contain revelations, but don’t hold your breath. Given that penetration by the Soviets dates back to the 1940s 

in Canberra, why would we be made to wait for a volume covering the 80s for a serious reckoning with this subject? And what confidence 
can we have that the matter will be dealt with accurately and openly even there? Demanding the release of the Cook report is not an act 

hostile to ASIO. It is a patriotic demand that truth be known and justice be done. ASIO has an important role to fulfil in our time and its 

current head, Duncan Lewis, is an admirable figure to lead it in that role.  There are, without doubt, serious threats to this country’s security 
and intelligence operations from the rising power of China, the rogue power of Russia, Islamist terror networks and organised criminal 

cartels. Each of these is as formidable an enemy as the Soviet Union ever was during the Cold War. And ASIO failed at its task during much 

of the Cold War because it was outwitted and hobbled by Soviet penetration. 
It’s high time that story was out in the open, to point the blame where it belongs and to help ensure such failures do not occur now, 

when new enemies with new technologies pose risks to the integrity of ASIO’s work.  The anchor point for such an opening up of the secret 

records of the end of the Cold War is the knowledge, long since pieced together by historians, that Canberra was deeply penetrated in the 

40s, when Soviet spies operated openly in the offices of HV Evatt, as external affairs minister, and John Burton, as secretary for external 

affairs.  Discovery of these spies was what led to the creation of ASIO. It seems clear that was insufficient and that ASIO itself was 

penetrated at various points and perhaps throughout its Cold War history, seriously compromising counterespionage operations and our 
intelligence relationships with the US and Britain. 

It is possible Cook’s findings were tentative and that he recommended his report not be released because he felt unable to prove 
beyond reasonable doubt who among the reported 10 suspect figures pensioned off from ASIO at that time had in fact been the moles in 

question. It is possible his report names foreign sources he felt then and still feels now should not be disclosed. It is possible his inquiry led 

him to the conclusion that the penetration of Canberra, well after the 40s, went beyond ASIO and that revealing the full extent of what had 
happened would truly set the proverbial cat among the pigeons. 

Yet the film The Gatekeepers was made in Israel, a state under perennial siege and subject to endless controversy, and it is stunningly 

candid about the challenges and failures, tactical, moral and political, of Israeli counter-terrorism and counter-intelligence. Australia, a far 

more secure country, has no excuse for being less open or reflective about its security and intelligence past. The Cook report identified a 
canker at the heart of our national security establishment. That canker will not be removed by pretending it doesn’t exist. It is more 

important, Prime Minister, than Spycatcher. It is an official document written by a highly reputable civil servant. Remove this canker for us. 

Release the Cook report now.  (Paul Monk, The Australian, October 15, 2015.  Paul Monk’s latest book is Opinions and Reflections. He is a 
former senior intelligence analyst) 

 

Bill Shorten to push for lower voting age 
The federal government has dismissed Labor’s plans to lower the voting age to 16 as a gimmick. 
Bill Shorten will today back lowering the voting age below 18 in a bid to increase the engagement of young people in the political 

process.  The Opposition Leader, in a speech to the NSW Young Labor conference, will argue that more than 17,000 16- and 17-year-olds 

paid $41 million in taxes in 2012-13 and deserve a say in Australia’s democracy. 
“If Australia trusts our 16- and 17-year-old citizens to pay tax and work, to join the military, to drive on our roads, to fly a plane, to 

make independent decisions about their medical care, then we, the parliament of Australia, should extend that trust to include a direct, 

empowered say in our democracy,’’ he will say. 
Finance Minister Mathias Cormann dismissed the idea, which has also gained the support of the Greens.  “I don’t believe there will be 

much public support (for it),” cabinet minister Mathias Cormann told Sky News today.   Mr Shorten has charged his youth spokesman, Sam 

Dastyari, to consult with community leaders and young people across the country and produce a recommendation on whether the voting age 
should be lowered to 16 or 17. Labor will take the policy to the election. 

An analysis by Ian McAllister, from the School of Politics and International Relations at the Australian National University, suggested 

that if the voting age were lowered to include 16- and 17-year-olds, about 474,000 extra voters would come on to the electoral roll, or about 
3 per cent of the total electorate.  According to the analysis, the Labor vote would remain unchanged, the Coalition vote would decline by 

0.2 per cent and the Greens and other vote would increase by 0.1 per cent. 

Mr Shorten argues that military service can begin at 17, with an application available from 16½. Young people are also legally 
allowed to leave home at 16 and some states will issue firearms licences to 14-year-olds.  A Labor policy document on the issue argues that 

directly involving 16- and 17-year-olds in Australia’s democracy is a chance to engage young people in an important conversation about 

civic responsibility, community values and expectations, and help them become productive members of society.   
Mr Shorten will argue that politics has a participation problem. “Consider this: 400,000 Australians turned 18 between 2010 and 2013 

and did not enrol to vote,’’ he will say.  He will argue that Australia will not be able to overcome the challenges of the next 15 to 20 years 

without participation of the younger generation. Lowering the voting age is in the national interest, say the Greens who have welcomed 
reports that Labor also supports the change.  “It is absolutely in the national interest to have young people more engaged in their democracy 

and actively participating in decisions on who represents them,” Greens leader Richard Di Natale told reporters in Melbourne. 

“Good on Labor for moving towards the Greens long-held view.”  (Sid Maher, The Australian, Oct. 31, 2015)   
 

Apocalypse soonish: why panic is a useful political tool  
America’s religiously righteous, the Christian fundamentalists who underpin the two-headed monster that is simultaneously the Tea 

and Republican Parties, have long believed that we are in the End Times, as predicted in the Bible. For decades this apocalypticism has 
played a crucial part in US support for Israel. Though frequently anti-Semitic, US born-agains sublimate a hatred of Jews (whom they see as 

Christ-killers) into an ardent enthusiasm for the Jewish state – seeing its existence as a precondition for the Second Coming. Pragmatic 

Jewish pollies accept this nonsense with winks and secret smiles – even though their own religious fundamentalists see it as blasphemous. 
Second Coming? They await the First. ISIS peddles a similar line when radicalising and recruiting the young, arguing that a Muslim messiah 

is about to appear who, surprisingly, will team with Jesus in passing wholesale judgment on us all. Whether the belief is sincerely held is 
debatable. Like Israel’s exploitation of American millenarianism, ISIS’s apocalyptic propaganda may be cynical. But clearly it’s working. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
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Meanwhile, and unexpectedly, the apocalypse occurred elsewhere. Here. In Australia. When Tony Abbott was overthrown by the 

Antichrist. Forgive my mixed theological metaphors but Tony, both Moses and Messiah, led the Libs out of the wilderness towards the 

Promised Land of political power and, holding aloft tablets containing Ten Promises, turfed Turnbull, Rudd, Gillard and Rudd out of the 

Temple. Yes, he would break most of the Ten Promises, but when you’re wrestling with the Devil you can’t let him have the best tunes. 

Then, just when Tony was at the peak of his powers, co-ruling with Peta Credlin, Australia’s second female prime minister, the evil 
Malcolm betrayed them. And they were cast into the wilderness with their disciples. Not just the loyalists who’d sat beside them in 

parliament, but the worshippers without. Back into the desert of despair and despondency. 

I’m told the new Pope was quite pleased when news reached the Vatican. (He is, as we all know, a communist and false prophet.) But 
the real power in Rome, our own George Pell, did what he could do, immediately excommunicating the golden-tongued, fork-tongued 

Turnbull and sending his best team of exorcists into the coalition party room. Too late! 

We’re still awaiting Turnbull’s NBN at the farm, so it took a few weeks for news of Malcolm’s perfidious conduct to reach us. And I 
immediately resigned from the Young Libs. It took even longer for it to reach Buckingham Palace. But as soon as the sailing ship anchored 

in the Thames, a messenger was dispatched to HM with the grim tidings. As you can imagine, Edinburgh’s Sir Duke was infuriated and 

demanded the missus dispatch the British Navy to Lake Burley Griffin. Too late, too late. 
Now, the Abbottonions are stumbling blindly around the sand dunes, rending their clothes. Moaning and ululating. Shaking their fists 

and flagellating. Tony and Peta leading, to borrow a phrase from St Mark of Latham, a conga-line of suck-holes. Poor Ray Hadley, Alan 

Jones, Andrew Bolt, David Flint, Gerard Henderson, John Roskam and poor, poor Maurice Newman. And Bill Shorten isn’t looking too 
happy.  Meanwhile Malcolm, still pretending to be a Catholic, rejoices and is rejoiced. The blind see, the lame throw away their crutches 

and the polls bounce as though trampolining. Many others have joined me in tearing up their gilt-edged party cards and are secretly meeting 

with Cory Bernardi to plan our new conservative party.  And now our local Antichrist prepares to subvert this once proud nation with his 
rancid republicanism and climate change nonsense. Truly the End Days.  (Phillip Adams, The Australian, October 31, 2015)  

 

Enrol to vote or no driver’s licence 
Young people will not be allowed to get their driver’s licence or proof-of-age cards unless they’re enrolled to vote, under a 

bold proposal from independent Sydney MP Alex Greenwich.  

“Laziness is a component here in why people aren’t on an electoral roll. That means we’ve got to make it as easy as possible for -

people to do that,” Mr Greenwich told The Australian. About 500,000, or 25 per cent of Australians aged between 18 and 24, are not 

registered to vote.  Mr Greenwich raised the idea at a meeting in Canberra run by pop culture website Junkee as a way to engage more 
young people in politics.  He suggested linking government agencies that people use to get their driver’s licence and proof-of-age cards with 

the Australian Electoral Commission to ensure more Australians enrolled to vote. 

“When you’re applying for your driver’s licence or proof-of-age card, you’re giving all the information that is required to be put on 
the electoral roll. Why duplicate that process?” he said. 

“It could be a default way of getting people on the electoral roll by agencies interacting and engaging with other.” 

Bill Shorten has promoted the idea of lowering the voting age to 16 or 17 to lift political participation and may take a policy along 
those lines to the next election.  While Mr Greenwich backed Labor’s announcement, he said the opposition shouldn’t just expand the age of 

people voting; it needed to focus on encouraging more young people to get on the electoral roll. 

“The AEC and state commissions spend millions of dollars on campaigns to try and get young people on the electoral roll,” he said. 
“Let’s do it at that point of interaction with a government agency.”  (Rosie Lewis, The Australian, Nov. 4, 2015) 

 

International 
 

Russia: Terrorism is the fault of the West 
A conference often has an official theme or issue that features in all the panel discussions and debates. 

At this year's Moscow International Security Conference, the official theme is fighting terrorism.  But there is an unofficial theme, too 

- blaming the West.  A string of Russian military figures and experts have accused the US and NATO of causing global insecurity and 

waging an "information war" against Moscow.  
"Terrorism has become the number one problem for all of us," said Russia's Defence Minister, Sergey Shoygu.  

He promptly went on to accuse the US and Nato of "building up military infrastructure close to Russia's borders and carrying out 

dangerous plans for missile defence".  Speaking at the conference, the Chief of Staff of the Russian Armed Forces, Valery Gerasimov, said 
the rise of terrorism was partly the result of "attempts to transfer the values of Western democracy to countries with their own mentality, 

spiritual values and traditions... this had exploded North Africa and the Middle East". 

When I ask Veronika Krasheninnikova, a member of the Russian Public Chamber, who she views as the greatest threat in the world 
today, she points to Washington.  "The biggest threat is the adventurous military and political policy of some countries, like the US and its 

close allies, in the Middle East," she tells me.  

Mr Shoygu described the security situation in Europe as "deplorable".  But neither he nor any other Russian official has acknowledged 
Moscow's annexation of Crimea is in any way responsible for this state of affairs. Crimea is not on the conference agenda.  "For the Russian 

leadership, the question of Crimea is now closed," Russia's ambassador to the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe 

(OSCE), Alexander Lukashevich, tells me.  The message from Moscow is clear - Russia wants improved relations with the West, but the 
West must accept Russia as it is. 

"One of the common themes of this conference is that we need to rethink issues, rethink the security environment, rethink our 

relationship," says Richard Weitz, from US think tank the Hudson Institute. "But when you get specific, what they're saying is that the West 
needs to rethink its approach to Russia."  But, if Russia is serious about improving ties with the West, doesn't it take two to tango? Ms 

Krasheninnikova is in no mood to share the dance-floor. "It takes two to tango, but it takes one to start a war," she tells me. "It takes one 

country to bomb other countries such as Libya." 
"The West would argue, 'It takes one country to annex Crimea,'" I respond. 

"Wasn't what Russia did in Crimea a watershed moment for international security?" 

"It wasn't Russia that annexed Crimea," Ms Krasheninnikova replies. 
"It was Crimea that ran away from the Kiev regime after a state coup."  When it comes to security issues, it often feels as if Russia and 

the West are talking past each other. But some delegates here sense cause for optimism.   

"The Russians are always blaming the Americans, of course, and we have a lot of reasons to blame Russia, as well, for example on 
Crimea," says August Henning, former director of Germany's Federal Intelligence Agency.  

"But my impression is that there is more openness in Russia to go ahead and find solutions.  

"We should do this in a more discreet manner, not publicly - that would not be very helpful. 
Mr Henning says a solution to the question of Crimea is possible.  "I have made some proposals privately, even on Crimea," he tells 

me. "I have no doubt the majority of the population of Crimea voted for being part of Russia. "Nevertheless, the way it happened is not 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
http://eng.mil.ru/en/mcis/index.htm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-26686949
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acceptable for us. "My idea is to try to establish a free trade zone in Crimea, we should try to have a [kind of] Hong Kong, for example, in 

consensus with Ukraine, with the West, with the European Union.  "We need more [imagination] for this question. Now is not the time, but 

there may be an opportunity in the future."  (Steve Rosenberg,  

 
Russia’s new underwater nuclear drone should raise alarm bells 
FROM THE first days of the atomic age, nuclear weapons have been designed to be aimed at two kinds of targets — military, and 

cities and industry. The only time the weapons were used in war, by the United States at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, they were dropped on 

cities. In the Cold War that followed between the United States and the Soviet Union, the majority of strategic nuclear weapons on 
intercontinental ballistic missiles were aimed at military targets, known as counterforce, while fewer were pointed at cities and industry. But 

the city-busting targets loomed large in the public mind and in the deterrence concept known as mutual assured destruction, in which the two 

superpowers faced each other in a cocked-pistols standoff.  
The atomic bomb as a city-buster has always inspired terror. Fortunately, in the past two decades, these massive stockpiles have been 

radically reduced. So why would anyone want to go back to the era of nuclear fear? That is the question that hangs over the disclosure that 

Russia has been developing a nuclear-armed, underwater, unmanned drone. The new weapon was revealed when Russian President 
Vladimir Putin met with military chiefs in Sochi in November and television news footage captured a page being used in the briefing. The 
Kremlin later said the video showing “Ocean Multipurpose System ‘Status-6’ ” should not have been broadcast, and the video was deleted, 

but by that time it had gone viral — and global.  
Russia appears to be creating a tactical nuclear weapon that could be slipped into a harbor, unleashing a tidal wave as well as the 

devastating effects of a nuclear explosion. It might be used to attack a military target, such as a submarine or naval base, but cities and 

industry could also be hit. According to the video, the mission of the proposed system is: “Damaging the important components of the 
adversary’s economy in a coastal area and inflicting unacceptable damage to a country’s territory by creating areas of wide radioactive 

contamination that would be unsuitable for military, economic, or other activity for long periods of time.” There are no arms control treaties 

in place to stop this; smaller tactical nuclear weapons have never been limited by treaty. And it is true that the United States, Russia and 
China are all modernizing nuclear and conventional forces. 

The Russian drone now on the drawing board may reflect Mr. Putin’s oft-expressed desire to counter the U.S. antiballistic missile 

system with an asymmetric weapon. If so, this is a particularly dangerous choice. It could expand the threat of nuclear weapons into a whole 
new area. Unfortunately, there won’t be much debate about the drone in Moscow, where the news media and parliament are largely under 

Mr. Putin’s control and little scrutiny exists of his military adventures. (Editorial Board, Washington Post, December 27, 2015) 
 

Yes sir! Kim’s hymn of allegiance 
North Korea is strengthening the totalitarian grip of Kim Jong Un with a hymn of allegiance to the supreme leader. 

The lyrics to an oath of unquestioning loyalty, entitled Yes, Sir!, are being handed out to soldiers of the Korean people’s army on the 

orders of Hwang Pyong So, the vice-marshal of the army who has been unscathed in the purge of Mr Kim’s aides. The song represents 
further evidence of what appears to be one of the young leader’s distinguishing traits — aggressive intolerance of anyone who questions his 

authority.  “Our answer may seem ordinary, but it is as heavy as a royal oath,” the song goes. “To honour this answer, we will devote our 

youth and our life. Yes! This royal answer will be eternal for every sentinel. Our only answer is ‘yes, sir!’ ”  The song has been performed 
since the 1980s and was broadcast on North Korean television in 2012, but its importance in the cult of Kim was only recently revealed by a 

defector from Pyongyang and made public by a South Korean think tank, the Institute for National Security Strategy. 

The institute has documented other examples of Mr Kim’s hatred of dissent in the ruling party. According to another defector, the 
leader told one aide: “If I tell you that this wall is a door, you must open it and walk through.” 

Mr Hwang, 65, is one of the few men left standing after a series of demotions, executions and unexplained disappearances of the most 

senior figures around Mr Kim. Of the eight party figures who joined Mr Kim in carrying his father’s coffin in December 2011, all but one 

have been killed or sacked.  Japan is investigating the discovery of more than 20 bodies recovered from drifting wooden boats off its coast. 

In the past two months a total of 11 boats, believed to have come from North Korea, have been found in the Sea of Japan. According to 

Japanese media, the remains were almost skeletal. Korean script was found on the clothes of the dead, as well as on the boats. (Richard 
Lloyd Parry, The Times, November 28, 2015) 

 

Little room for manoeuvre on Korean peninsula 
 “Let the world look up to the strong, self-reliant nuclear-armed state,” North Korea’s Kim Jong-un wrote in what state TV displayed 

as a handwritten note marking Wednesday’s explosion of another bomb in its rogue nuclear program. What the world really sees in North 

Korea is an impoverished, passive-aggressive regime that has been able to build up a nuclear stockpile of 20-odd bombs. It seems unlikely 
that Wednesday’s explosion was a powerful hydrogen bomb but the US already judges North Korea capable of miniaturising a nuclear 

warhead and putting it on an intercontinental ballistic missile. The threat to regional security is likely to grow more serious. 

Outside pressure so far has done little to contain that threat. The latest bomb has been condemned by the UN Security Council as 
“clear violation of (past) resolutions … and of the nonproliferation regime”. There is no reason to expect such a statement to have any more 

effect than previous resolutions. So-called “six-party talks” bringing together North and South Korea, Japan, Russia, China and the US 

might be worth reviving under the right conditions; these talks ran from 2003 to 2008, when they stalled over questions of verification. The 
reality is that North Korea has been able to develop its nuclear program over three generations of the ruling Kim family without any external 

veto. The Obama administration’s doctrine of “strategic patience” certainly has not hurried Pyongyang towards any rational agreement with 

the outside world. 
Sanctions have hurt the regime but so far it appears to prefer pain to any curtailment of its nuclear prowess, which it sees as essential 

to its survival — and to its ideological self-image. However, it is difficult to know the degree of internal tension caused by sanctions and it 

may be worth the UN applying tighter economic prohibitions. Also worth an attempt is the exertion of indirect pressure through North 
Korea’s last ally, China, which clearly was angered at not being given advance warning of the latest underground explosion. China’s 

position is delicate. It does not want the Kim regime to fail because this would be seen as a strategic victory for the US and its regional ally 

South Korea. And the collapse of North Korea’s avowedly socialist regime could make the Chinese people wonder about the solidity of their 
own system. Even so, Beijing may rethink its support for Pyongyang if Japan feels it necessary to deploy nuclear weapons for its defence, or 

if the US begins to site advanced missile defences in South Korea. These are developments China does not wish to see. On Wednesday, 

Seoul said it was in talks with Washington about the deployment of unstated “US strategic assets” on the Korean peninsula. 
The ultimate aim must be to get North Korea to open to and engage with the outside world. However, negotiated agreements are not 

an end in themselves; any deal must bring about a verifiable reduction of the threat posed by Pyongyang. Iran, another fledgling nuclear 

state, is an example of what not to do. In July, US President Barack Obama struck a pact with Tehran that will have effects opposite to its 
stated intentions. Far from reducing regional tension, it is likelier to add a nuclear dimension to the power struggle between Iran and Saudi 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Counterforce
http://ploughshares.org/world-nuclear-stockpile-report
http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/11/12/putins-doomsday-machine-nuclear-weapon-us-russia/
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/13/world/europe/russia-says-leak-of-secret-nuclear-weapon-design-was-an-accident.html?_r=0
http://www.defencetalk.com/kremlin-admits-tv-accidentally-showed-secret-weapons-plans-65830/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FgPBGteLzU
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Arabia; some analysts fear that North Korea may sell bombs to Saudi Arabia. The deal conceded by Mr Obama allows Iran 24 hours’ formal 

notice of inspections, meaning that violations are likely to go unnoticed and unpunished. 

Experience on the Korean peninsula confirms the view that the Iranian agreement will do little to restrain the development of nuclear 

weapons. In 1994, US president Bill Clinton struck an agreement with Pyongyang. “North Korea will freeze and then dismantle its nuclear 

program,” Mr Clinton said. “South Korea and our other allies will be better protected. The entire world will be safer as we slow the spread 
of nuclear weapons.” He said independent inspectors would carefully monitor Pyongyang’s compliance. Twelve years later, in 2006, North 

Korea detonated its first underground nuclear explosion. 

Wednesday’s bomb is the fourth since 2006. It is unlikely to be the last unless Pyongyang is exposed to the degree of pressure 
necessary for a genuine agreement on curtailing its nuclear program. (Editorial, The Australian, January 8. 2016) 

 

New threat to the open society 
A refusal to temper idealism with realism in immigration policy is producing a demographic disaster whose latest manifestation is the 

horrifying mass sexual assault of women in Germany. On New Year’s Eve, a group of 1000 men assaulted women and girls in Cologne in 

what authorities have described as a co-ordinated attack. Witnesses reported the men as Arab or North African in origin. The media did not 

report on the ethnicity of theattackers for days, leading to public claims of a cover-up.  
The German government responded in significant part by disavowing any link between its open border policy and the attack — as 

though public relations were the main problem posed by a 1000-strong mob of men violating women and girls outside a cathedral on New 

Year’s Eve in 21st-century Europe.  The mayor of Cologne, Henriette Reker, an outspoken advocate of liberal border policy, responded to 
the pack attacks by telling women they should learn to stay at arm’s length from strangers. Conversely, when Reker was attacked by an anti-

immigration activist last year, she was recognised immediately as the victim, receiving unconditional sympathy from the media and the 
German government. The reluctance of European leaders to deal with the demographic challenges posed by mass immigration, especially 

from theocratic states to the free world, is more than a product of naivety. It is a determined repudiation of reality. EU idealists, including 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel, have continued to prosecute open border policy despite revelations that Islamic State was exploiting it 

for terrorist purposes, numerous reports that refugee women were being raped by migrant men en route to the West, and the evolution of 

pan-state jihadism as a permanent fixture of European life. 

Australia is in the relatively fortunate position of being governed by realists, not idealists. The Coalition government reinstated secure 
border policy following Labor’s disastrous immigration strategy, which resulted in 1200 asylum-seekers dying at sea and 2000 children 

being placed in immigration detention. Against a steady stream of protest from the Greens and Labor Left, the Coalition implemented 

Operation Sovereign Borders to turn back boats, thereby undercutting the people-smugglers’ business model. To its credit, Labor now 
supports Coalition border integrity. However, a disconnect remains between the Liberal and Labor approach to refugee policy. 

The realist Right focuses on resettlement and integration in refugee policy, taking a long view of immigration that balances 

compassion with social stability and productivity. Refugees are prioritised by greatest need, but government considers also the capacity of 
the state to provide the long-term socioeconomic support required for refugees to resettle. As a result of jihadism, security checks have been 

tightened to ensure that asylum-seekers are genuine. By contrast, idealists advocate porous borders to accommodate as many people 

claiming asylum as possible without due consideration of the veracity of such claims or the long-term effect of open borders on the social 
stability and national security of receiving states. 

The Cologne attack highlighted the demographic challenges created by European idealism on border policy. Germany’s Interior 

Ministry stated that 1.1 million people registered for asylum last year. According to The Times, minors comprised a fifth of people claiming 
asylum in the EU and more than 90 per cent of them were male. Two-thirds of all migrants registering in Greece and Italy last year were 

male also. The over-representation of young men in asylum-seeker groups, many from theocracies, is creating a demographic imbalance that 

endangers women and girls accustomed to living freely in an enlightened world.  The short-termism of immigration idealists threatens the 
future of Europe. Rather than enriching the continent with cultural diversity, they appear to have little regard for the political liberties that 

make the free world free. Instead of empowering open society, idealists are causing its collapse. Europe must embrace political realism if it 

is to remain free.  (Editorial, The Australian, January 8, 2016) 
 

Arab Spring failed to overcome tribal politics and Islamism 
The Arab world marked a bitter anniversary last week. On December 17, 2010, a Tunisian fruit vendor named Mohamed Bouazizi set 

himself on fire after the authorities confiscated his goods and beat him. The incident sparked an uprising that within weeks would topple 
Tunisia’s venal autocracy. Protests spread to Egypt, Libya, Yemen and Syria. Despots from Morocco to Mesopotamia felt the heat of 

popular anger. Many couldn’t withstand it.  Yet today the Middle East is less stable, and less hopeful, than it was before the Arab Spring. 

Five years ago, the denim-clad, smartphone-wielding Arab liberal became the region’s avatar. Now the knife-wielding jihadist and the 
refugee have risen to prominence instead. 

Each Arab Spring country is unhappy in its own way. Tunisia is the only success story among the bunch, having adopted a secular 

constitution and completed several peaceful power transfers. As Rached Ghannouchi, the leader of Tunisia’s moderate Islamic Ennahda 
party, recently told me, “We’ve remained on the bridge of democratic transition while others have fallen off.” True, but the birthplace of the 

Arab Spring is also the world’s top exporter of fighters for Islamic State. 

The situation in Egypt is similarly mixed. The country is once more ruled by the officer corps and back to its pre-revolutionary funk: 
repressive and paranoid, yes, but also stable and on the path of economic reform.  Things are far worse in Yemen and Libya, which have 

ceased to exist as unified states. Yemen has disintegrated into its sectarian constituent parts, forcing neighbouring Sunni powers led by 

Saudi Arabia to intervene militarily to prevent the Iranian regime turning the country into a Shia satellite. Libya is a lawless playground of 
smugglers and Islamic State. Then there is Syria, with its barrel bombs, 250,000 dead, and four million refugees. 

At the height of the movement, I edited an anthology of essays by young Middle East dissidents. Among other fantasies, the essayists 

described an Arab world where men and women were equal, blasphemous cartoonists were tolerated and gay people could live openly. The 
book’s now-cringe-inducing title: Arab Spring Dreams. 

How did dreams turn into nightmares? The standard account has it that by crushing or co-opting opponents, secular autocrats like 

Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak empowered Islamist outfits that were the only remaining channel for dissent. Once the dictators fell, the liberals 
were quickly sidelined as Islamists and remnants of the old order battled for dominance. 

It’s a theory riddled with contradictions. For one thing, it underestimates political Islam. As early as the 19th century, Islamist 

intellectuals had called for restoring Islam’s lost glory and expelling Western pollutants. To say that the movement’s grip on the region is a 
reaction against secular dictatorship is to deny Islamists’ agency and inherent ideological drive.  Secular Arab nationalism had already 

exhausted its energies by the time Mubarak and colleagues were overthrown. But as the rise of Islamic State shows, Islamism represents a 

longer historical wave only beginning to crest. Many in the West imagined removing the dictators would also diminish Islamism’s 
attraction. Events didn’t pan out that way.  Nor could Arab liberals forge a third way. The “Revolution 2.0” model of leaderless, social-

media-driven protest was effective against unpopular regimes. But it proved insufficient for winning power, and the liberals failed to 

articulate a coherent ideological alternative with broad appeal. Had they spent half as much time learning from Israel how to plant 
democracy in Middle East soil as they did demonising the Jewish state, today the liberals might be in a better position. 
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The biggest Western misstep was to treat the quest for freedom as somehow separate from the contest for geopolitical mastery. In 

Egypt, the Obama administration was probably powerless to prevent the pro-Western Mubarak’s downfall, but the White House in the 

subsequent months did little to shape the outcome of the revolution. Washington favoured all actors equally, as though Egypt were 

Luxembourg and the Muslim Brotherhood just another centre-right party. 

In Libya, the US removed Muammar Gaddafi under a legal abstraction — the responsibility to protect — then swiftly abandoned a 
country with few viable institutions to its tribal furies. In Syria, US President Barack Obama declared that Bashar al-Assad “must go,” and 

then watched as the Iran-backed tyrant continued to kill and gas his own people, triggering a refugee crisis that has overwhelmed Europe.  

The slaughter has continued for nearly five years. In the long term, the most perilous consequence isn’t the birth of a terror state stretching 
across Syria and spilling into Iraq but the destruction of US credibility. The Arabs know you can’t impose order without being present and 

engaged in their world.  As for ordered liberty, five years after Mohamed Bouazizi self-immolated, the freest Arabs still are those who are 

citizens of Israel. Millions fleeing other parts of the region are rendering their own judgment about the state of Arab civilisation. The 
intellectuals and activists don’t dare imagine another uprising because they know that, given an opening, large numbers of Arabs will 

demand sharia, repression of women, and ethnic and sectarian revenge. 

Perhaps that’s an unfair judgment, but it follows from a political culture that prizes honour, tribe and piety above reason and 
compromise. Viewed in that light, it isn’t just the years since the Arab Spring that the region has wasted, but the whole century since it was 

freed from the Ottoman yoke.  (Sohrab Ahmari, The Wall Street Journal, December 21, 2015) 
 

Saudi duplicity fuels extremism 
AFTER five years of failure, the agreement by all 15 members of the UN Security Council — including the US and Russia — 

on a road map aimed at ending the Syrian civil war was welcome.  
So was Saudi Arabia’s announcement of a 34-nation “Islamic military alliance” to fight terrorism “all over the world”. Saudi Defence 

Minister, Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, says the move “emanates from the keenness of the Muslim world to fight this 

disease.” Neither initiative will achieve much, however, unless Saudi Arabia, with its pre-eminent influence over Sunni Islam, is prepared to 

stop funding the international spread of militant Wahhabist doctrine. Wahhabism is the fountainhead for the ideology of the so-called 

Islamic State caliphate as well as that of al-Qa’ida as it was established by Osama bin Laden.  As John Lyons and Jennine Khalik wrote on 

Saturday, moderate Islam in Australia is in danger from extremist Salafist organisations with strong links to Wahhabism. The most 
puritanical form of Sunni Islam, Wahhabism was founded by the 18th century, preacher Muhammad ibn And al-Wahhab. 

With pie-in-the-sky optimism, the UN resolution called for a ceasefire next month, negotiations between President Assad and the 

Syrian opposition and a government of unity in six months. It then envisages democratic elections in 18 months. But it ignored Islamic 
State’s control of vast tracts of Syria and Iraq, and the way that control is sustained by under-the-radar Saudi Wahhabist support for Islamic 

State against the Iranian-led Shia forces backing the Assad regime.  The announcement of the “Islamic military alliance’’ by the ambitious, 

locally educated 30-year-old Prince Salman was part of his battle against the US-educated crown prince and Interior Minister Muhammad 
bin Nayef, 56, — who also studied with the FBI and Scotland Yard. The House of Saud is deeply divided. Arab states must do far more to 

fight Islamic State. The new alliance, however, would be more credible if the Riyadh regime stopped financing Wahhabi madrassas and 

clerics spreading Islamist extremism. (Editorial, The Australian, December 21, 2015) 
 

Standing up to China is essential, even if costly 
China’s quest to establish its effective hegemony over maritime Southeast Asia continues largely unabated. While Australia has joined 

condemnation of China’s illegal island-building in the South China Sea, it has done little more.  Yet, simply hoping China will stop its -
efforts to alter the rules-based order in Asia or that others will do the job is not good strategy. Australia needs to think clearly about its 

strategic interests and decide what costs it would be prepared to incur in standing up to China. 

There is a lot at stake. China’s apparent endgame is to become the dominant power in maritime Southeast Asia. China’s creation of 
large airstrips on features it occupies not only enhances its ability to coerce smaller neighbours into accepting its massive territorial claims, 

it also erodes the leadership credentials of Australia’s major ally, the US. 

A Southeast Asia dominated by a coercive economic power aiming to displace the US as the guarantor of peace in the Asia-Pacific is 
clearly not in Australia’s interest. Most regional countries also repudiate the notion of a security order dominated by Chinese “rules of the 

road”, meaning military might and economic power would dominate in place of international law and accepted norms of behaviour. Whether 

Beijing’s ambition succeeds will depend on the ability of the US and its regional allies and partners to signal to China that its behaviour 
would incur a hefty strategic bill. 

Contrary to widespread belief, China is not oblivious to external pressures. It can hardly afford a major crisis with the US and regional 

countries, particularly given its stagnating economy and a range of other domestic problems. Beijing is also very concerned about alienating 
major Southeast Asian countries such as Indonesia, and about the possibility of organised resistance from the Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations. Moreover, if regional nations invite external powers such as the US, Japan, India and Australia to play a bigger role in 

regional security, China’s chronic fear of encirclement will have materialised. 
The aim of a graduated but concerted regional strategy in pushing back against China’s behaviour would not be to “contain” Beijing. 

Rather, it would need to make unmistakably clear that China’s challenge to the rules-based order will have negative consequences, including 
increased regional defence co-operation to balance China, even stronger support for an enhanced US military presence in the region, and 

greater reputational damage to Beijing’s “soft power”. 

Australia should be prepared to play an active role in this strategy. To be fair, Australian governments have been vocal in their -
opposition to China’s maritime assertiveness. Malcolm Turnbull called China’s actions “counter-productive” and warned Beijing about the 

risk of accidental war. The government also indicated it might conduct its own Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) to demonstrate 

it does not accept China’s sovereignty claims around the islands. Evidence emerged last week suggesting the RAAF is conducting 
overflights close to Chinese-occupied features. But whether such flights have entered Chinese-claimed airspace is unclear. And there has 

been no suggestion Australian naval vessels have entered the 12-mile territorial sea claimed by Beijing around the features.  Words alone are 

not sufficient to stop China’s maritime assertiveness. Expecting the US will somehow stand up to China on its own is a tall order. The 
cherished assumption in Canberra that Australia can sail easily between China and the US is a flawed one. Therefore, Australian policy 

makers need to confront the question of whether Chinese hegemony in maritime Southeast Asia is an acceptable outcome. 

If the answer is no, it is high time to come up with a plan of how to contribute to a cost-imposing strategy against China’s 
assertiveness. The aim should be to demonstrate to Beijing that its behaviour is alienating the rest of the region, and that regional states will 

be willing to balance against it. Australia should support the US by conducting its own FONOPS more regularly to contest any attempt by 

China to use its island-building to enforce its pseudo-sovereignty over regional waters. 
Participating in joint regional patrols would be the next level of signalling resolve. Australia should also support the Philippines in its 

arbitration case against China and encourage ASEAN to take a united position against China’s bullying. And it should signal to China that 

much closer strategic relations with Japan are on the cards as well. Finally, and most difficult, would be a signal to China that Australia 
would even be prepared to accept economic costs. This would require explaining to the Australian public why the preservation of a rules-

based order is of greater importance than economic trade with China.  While some of these measures may seem radical, they could be -
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required to reduce China’s confidence that its actions in South China Sea will never trigger a major response by the rest of the Asia-Pacific. 

The alternative would be a strategic capitulation that would hardly support Australia’s long-term strategic interests.  (Ben Schreer, Tim 

Huxley, The Australian, December 21, 2015) Ben Schreer is professor in security studies at Macquarie University; Tim Huxley is executive 
director, Asia office, International Institute for Strategic Studies. 

 

China slams US for ‘serious military provocation’ following overflight 
BEIJING (AP) — China on Saturday accused the US of committing a “serious military provocation” by flying an Air Force B-52 

strategic bomber over a Chinese-controlled man-made island in the South China Sea.  
China’s Defense Ministry said in a statement that the US is deliberately raising tensions in the disputed region where China has been 

aggressively asserting its claims to virtually all islands, reefs and their surrounding seas.  

“The actions by the US side constitute a serious military provocation and are rendering more complex and even militarizing 
conditions in the South China Sea,” the statement said. It demanded Washington immediately take measures to prevent such incidents and 

damage to relations between the two nations’ militaries.  The statement said Chinese military personnel on the island went on high alert 

during the Dec. 10 overflight and issued warnings demanding the aircraft leave the area. As it has in past, the ministry also said it would 
take whatever necessary measures to protect China’s sovereignty and security. 

The US takes no official stance on sovereignty claims in the strategically crucial sea, through which $5 trillion in international trade 

passes each year. However, Washington insists on freedom of navigation and maintains that China’s seven newly created islands do not 
enjoy traditional rights including a 12-nautical mile (22-kilometer) territorial limit.  There was no immediate Pentagon response to the latest 

Chinese protest. News reports quoted spokesman Cmdr. Bill Urban as saying in Washington that China had raised its complaints over the 

flight and the US was investigating.  Urban said the flight was not a “freedom of navigation” operation, indicating that the plane may have 
strayed off course. The US uses pre-planned freedom of navigation operations to assert its rights to “innocent passage” in other country’s 

territorial waters. 

Critics in the US say freedom of navigation operations around the man-made islands appear to contradict Washington’s assertions that 

they have no right to territorial waters in the first place.  China’s latest protest comes amid a simmering dispute over Washington’s approval 

of the first arms package offered to Beijing’s self-governing rival Taiwan in four years.  Beijing, which regards Taiwan as part of its 
territory, demanded the deal be scrapped to avoid harming relations across the Taiwan Strait and between China and the US.  On 

Wednesday, Beijing filed a formal diplomatic complaint and its Foreign Ministry said it would take “necessary measures, including the 

imposition of sanctions against companies participating in the arms sale to Taiwan.”  The main contractor behind the weaponry is Raytheon. 
US defense firms are forbidden to sell arms to China.   (Christopher Boden, The Associated Press/The Times of Israel, Dec. 19, 2015) 

 

US action ups the ante on China’s maritime ambitions  
President Barack Obama’s decision to deploy the USS Lassen to challenge China’s expansionist claims in the South China Sea is 

welcome, though belated — but the US knows it needs follow-up naval action and astute US diplomacy to channel regional alarm about 

China.   The US display of naval power has been reinforced at week’s end by a partial victory for The Philippines with the Hague-based 

Court of Arbitration dismissing Beijing’s case and deciding it has jurisdiction to hear The Philippines’ claims against China over contested 
territory in the South China Sea.  This action on the water and in the court puts a possible brake on the huge momentum and success Beijing 

has enjoyed in expanding its military power into the South China Sea, depicting the Obama administration as ineffective and projecting a 

Chinese sphere of influence. 
The stakes are now rising for both China and the US. Their rivalry in the South China Sea reflects a bigger and more dangerous power 

contest over the entire western Pacific, with vast consequences for the region, including Australia. The US naval operation this week was 
vital, given grave doubts about US leadership and resolution under Obama in meeting China’s assertiveness.  The entire world, including 

China, knew this US demonstration was coming. China’s rhetorical response was predictably shrill. Various Chinese ministers and officials 

branded the US naval action as “provocative”, as an “illegality” and as a threat to China’s sovereignty.  Its substantive response still awaits. 

The expectation is that China will continue, if not escalate, its military preparations in the South China Sea. Rarely has the US agonised for 

so long about a single ship gesture, with Obama being under pressure to act from Defence Secretary Ash Carter and senior military figures 

for many months. 
The court ruling, however, puts China’s activities even more in the spotlight, with the potential to destroy the credibility of its 

position. While China refused to participate in the case, the victory by a US ally, The Philippines, casts more doubt on the validity of 

China’s position under international law.  The trend of American sentiment means it is highly unlikely the next US president, Democrat or 
Republican, will be as constrained as Obama has been in challenging China’s strategy of projecting its military power in one of the world’s 

busiest waterways.  China is changing the power balance decisively in the South China Sea. Since last year it has moved fast, caught out the 

US and conducted dredging and land-reclamation operations around three reefs. It is building airstrips, has completed a 3000m runway and 
is constructing support facilities. This will deliver China a platform significantly beyond its mainland to project military power.   

China’s President Xi Jinping recently offered the assurance China was not militarising the region. This remark is so false it becomes 

contemptible. The entire purpose is military. It is part of a long-run Chinese strategy to establish military dominance in the western Pacific, 
intimidate its neighbours, create an expanded sphere of Chinese interest and raise the cost to the US of any military engagement.  For 

Australia, there are some harsh realities. China has given priority to this military strategy at the cost of trust and goodwill with its 

neighbourhood. That could be a mistake, but Australia needs to grasp the reality. 
Malcolm Turnbull has criticised China’s “pushing the envelope” in the South China Sea, saying it had the “reverse consequence” of 

what China wanted to achieve with its neighbours. In fact, while China underestimated the regional reaction, the military expansion is a 

deliberate judgment by Beijing.  Michael Wesley, professor at the Coral Bell School at the Australian National University, tells Inquirer: “I 
have no doubt that China will continue with its current military plans. I believe that Xi Jinping sees Obama as weak. Xi will regard the 

period between now and the January 2017 inauguration of a new US president as a decisive window of opportunity for China. Recent events 

in the South China Sea tell us that China is prepared to take on the US. China believes it can get what it wants in the western Pacific without 
the risk of war. The result is that China is changing the facts on the ground and it is altering the strategic status quo. Other countries may 

object but they can’t oppose.” 

The US was prudent this week. On immediate timing, it gave its allies such as Australia no prior warning of sailing its guided missile 
destroyer within 12 nautical miles of reefs used by China. The US did not ask Australia to participate. It has not asked Australia to take any 

action. There is no plan by the Turnbull government, at this stage, to duplicate the US action with Australian ships.  On the merits of the 

dispute, Australia’s stance is near identical with that of the US. The South China Sea is the location for protracted territorial disputes 
involving China, The Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia and, further north, Japan and South Korea. The US does not recognise China’s 12 

nautical mile zone in relation to reefs that were once submerged, a situation that does not pass the tenets of international law. Australia 

disputes the work being carried out by China. It does not accept Chinese claims based on “creating” islands. It says the issue must be 
resolved by international arbitration and the norms of international law, but does not prejudge such outcomes.  The reason the US conducted 

this maritime operation is because it believes China is making excessive territorial claims inconsistent under international law. America 
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demands that China halt reclamation and militarisation. The US is listening to regional alarms, defending its maritime interests and says it 

makes no prejudgments on competing territorial claims.  The consequence of China’s assertiveness has been a strong regional reaction 

against it. The US has been flooded with requests from the region to maintain a military presence to check or balance the rise of China. 

Hence the significance of the US “pivot” to Asia outlined in the Australian parliament when Obama visited in 2011.  The head of the 

National Security College at the ANU, Rory Medcalf, says: “While this US action was overdue, it is well-timed. With the summit season of 
meetings coming up in Asia, this gives the US the opportunity of mobilising diplomatic sentiment against China’s unilateral activity.  

“Ideally, we need more such operations by other nations, not just the US, so that naval activity in these international waters becomes more 

normal.  “China’s long-term aim is to displace the US as the dominant power in the western Pacific. It wants to show the US is unreliable 
and impotent and what the US has done this week helps to counter such views. Regional opinion really counts for China. Beijing needs to 

avoid a situation where the US becomes, in effect, the leader of a regional coalition whose purpose is to balance the rise of China.” 

At the Australia-US ministerial meeting 10 days ago, US Defence Secretary Carter said: “The US will fly, sail and operate whenever 
international law allows, as we do around the world, and the South China Sea is not and will not be an exception.” After the meeting, 

referring to China, he said that “our nations favour peaceful resolutions to disputes and oppose coercion and infringement on well-

established international norms especially in the face of rising tensions in the East and South China Sea”. 
Carter said China’s tactics meant other countries were “asking for more interaction with the US and US Navy” and this “extends from 

Vietnam to India, to The Philippines to Japan”. He tied this to the US “pivot” to Asia, now described by the more polite term “rebalance”. 

Referring to regional demands for a strong US military presence, Carter said: “We are committed to meeting that demand.”  For months 
there have been divisions within the Obama administration about its response to China. Since his May speech at the Shangri-La Dialogue in 

Singapore, Carter has been pushing for such “sail through” action. More recently, the White House wanted to wait until after President Xi’s 

official visit to the US. 
The test for Obama is: what next? The coming weeks will constitute a test of his Asian diplomacy. This must be buttressed by proof 

the Lassen’s mission was not a one-off. US officials have said this will not be the last such operation — but converting it into a more regular 

naval “normality” will not be easy. While China tracked the Lassen, its overall response has been measured in recognition of the measured 

and long foreshadowed US operation. The problem for the US, even if its policy becomes more adroit, is how to check China’s strategy, 

which is based on the assumption that it can make incremental progress because the US is not prepared to instigate military conflict. 

Just as there are divisions in the US government it is safe to assume there are divisions in Beijing. The task of the US should be to 
make Beijing’s current strategy more difficult, uncomfortable, less acceptable in the region and carrying a high cost in terms of US relations.  

Wesley says: “I think the US, to this point, has assumed it needed China’s co-operation on a range of climate change and economic issues 
and that it was not prepared to risk things in Asia. I believe this sentiment is changing and that the voices in the US demanding that things be 

made more uncomfortable for China are rising.” 

Defence Minister Marise Payne has made clear that Australia backs the principle on which the US based its naval action — freedom 
of navigation in international law.  This will be used to belt China over the head. She said Australia had a “legitimate interest” in trade, 

stability and international norms in the South China Sea. Beneath these words, of course, is the power conflict.  Asked for Labor’s position, 

foreign affairs spokeswoman Tanya Plibersek issued a cautious but supporting statement: “Like all nations, the United States has a right of 
passage through the oceans and skies of the region in accordance with international law.” She said any disagreement between claimant states 

should be resolved using international law.  While less muscular than Payne’s statement, Labor relies on the same principle and there is no 

sign of any Labor opposition to the Turnbull government stance. (Paul Kelly, The Australian, October 31, 2015)  
 

Russian airstrikes force a halt to aid in Syria, triggering a new crisis 
BEIRUT — Aid agencies are warning of a worsening humanitarian crisis in northern Syria as sharply intensified Russian airstrikes 

paralyze aid supply routes, knock out bakeries and hospitals and kill and maim civilians in growing numbers. 
Air attacks have escalated significantly since Turkey shot down a Russian warplane along the Turkey-Syria border on Nov. 24, the aid 

agencies say, with Russia responding to the incident by stepping up its effort to crush the anti-government rebellion in the insurgent-held 

provinces bordering Turkey.  Among the targets that have been hit are the border crossings and highways used to deliver humanitarian 
supplies from Turkey, forcing many aid agencies to halt or curtail their aid operations and deepening the misery for millions of people living 

in the affected areas, according to a report this month by the U.N. Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs.  Hospitals and health 

facilities also have been struck, reducing the availability of medical care for those injured in the bombings. According to the U.N. report, at 
least 20 medical facilities have been hit nationwide in Syria since Russia launched its air war on Sept. 30. 

“This is an emerging humanitarian crisis. There is extreme suffering, and people are not being protected,” said Rae McGrath, country 

director for Turkey and North Syria for the American aid agency Mercy Corps, one of the largest providers of food aid in northern Syria. 
Since the Russian strikes began, the agency has been able to deliver only a fifth of the amount it normally provides, he said.   “We’re also 

seeing a huge increase in the number of civilian casualties. More and more people are being hurt because the intensity of bombing is 

greater,” he added. “It’s hard to imagine that the conditions in Syria could have become worse than they already were, but they have.” 
Russia has in recent weeks escalated its attacks against areas of eastern Syria controlled by the Islamic State, but U.S. military 

officials, aid workers and Russia’s own military reports suggest that the majority of strikes are still being conducted against the northwestern 

rebel-held provinces of Latakia, Aleppo and Idlib that bore the brunt of the initial Russian onslaught in early October.  Those areas are 
controlled by an assortment of rebel groups ranging from moderates backed by the United States to al-Qaeda’s Syria affiliate, Jabhat al-

Nusra, all of which are sustained at least in part by supplies from across the Turkish border.  They are also home to millions of people, 

including hundreds of thousands who have already been displaced by fighting elsewhere and many of whom are dependent on humanitarian 
aid to survive. The escalated fighting heralded by Russia’s intervention has newly displaced an estimated 260,000 people, according to a 

U.N. official in southern Turkey, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because he is not authorized to comment to the media. 

Because Turkey is under pressure to stem the flow of refugees to Europe, it has severely restricted access to Syrians wishing to cross 
the border, leaving those afflicted by the fighting with no means of escape, said Nadim Houry of the advocacy group Human Rights Watch.  

“People are basically running around from place to place looking for safety, but there’s nowhere for them to escape to,” he said. “It’s 

extremely bleak.”  Though it is impossible to confirm that civilians are being deliberately targeted, aid workers say the attacks on civilian 
infrastructure appear frequent and systematic enough to suggest that they are.  A grain silo that supplied wheat to Idlib province, 10 bakeries 

that collectively catered to at least 200,000 people and several mills and warehouses that stored flour are among the targets that have been 

hit since Nov. 24, according to the U.N. report. In an area of Aleppo province controlled by the Islamic State, a water treatment plant was 
bombed, and 1.4 million people are without water.  At a minimum, said McGrath, “there appears to be a repeated pattern of high-intensity 

bombing in areas where it’s unthinkable that you wouldn’t have an impact on civilians.” 

A hub where truck drivers gather to collect supplies arriving from Turkey near the Bab al-Salameh border crossing was repeatedly 
struck three times in five days, halting not only aid supplies but also commercial deliveries of food, fuel and other necessities, the U.N. 

official said. And the warplane that destroyed a flour mill and bakery serving 50,000 people in the Idlib province town of Saraqeb on 
Nov. 27 hit nothing else on its bombing run. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
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“Of course it was deliberate,” he said. “This was very specific targeting.”  Among the medical facilities hit since the Russian 

intervention are 12 in northern Syria that are supported by Doctors Without Borders, said Pablo Marco, who is in charge of the agency’s 

programs in Syria and does not think the health centers were struck by accident. 

“Of course it is impossible for us to have certainty, but the frequency with which bombs are falling in hospitals or very close to 

hospitals is enough to make it really seem that, yes, they are targeting hospitals,” he said. 
The strategy of targeting civilian infrastructure is not new — the Syrian air force has also systematically targeted bakeries, hospitals 

and markets over the past four years of war. But the Russian intervention has added to the amount of available firepower, and Russia’s 

more-sophisticated warplanes can pinpoint targets more accurately, the U.N. official said. 
The Russian intervention has so far produced only limited gains on the ground for forces loyal to Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, 

which have struggled to capitalize on the new advantage provided by Russia’s superior air capabilities. 

Sowing chaos and hardship in areas that are loyal to the rebellion serves, however, to undermine and dismantle the support structures 
that sustain the fighters, most of whom come from the areas in which they fight and rely as much on the bakeries and medical facilities as 

their relatives in the civilian population, according to Aron Lund of the Carnegie Endowment. 

The attacks cast doubt on the prospects for a peace process launched by world leaders at talks in Vienna last month, said Jan Egeland, 
secretary general of the Norwegian Refugee Council, one of the groups that has suspended its aid operations in northern Syria as a result of 

the attacks. He also warned of more misery ahead as winter descends. 

“Civilians have been left with nowhere safe to flee. Schools, markets and bakeries are being bombed and women and children are 
under fire,” he said. “As humanitarian actors on the ground, we fear that intensified military intervention will once again undermine hopes 

for real peace talks.”  (Lyz Sly, Washington Post, Dec. 14, 2014)  

 

Dozen killed in Russian airstrikes as aid conveys get green light 

A malnourished child in Madaya, Syria, where 23 people have 

starved to death since December 1. 
An airstrike has reportedly killed dozens of people in a rebel-held town in Syria as aid conveys needed in three besieged towns 

where people are starving were delayed until today.  As UN envoy Staffan di Mistura visited Damascus to advance preparations for 

peace talks planned this month agreement was reached with the Assad regime for aid to be delivered today to the opposition-held 

southwestern town of Madaya, under siege by pro-government forces and where people dying of starvation. 
Aid will be sent simultaneously to the villages of Kfraya and Foua, in northwestern Idlib province, blockaded by rebels. 

The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said at least 57 people were killed in the airstrike, which hit a courthouse and prison in the 

town of Maarat al-Numan in Idlib. It identified the jets as Russian, and said the courthouse was operated by the Al-Qa’ida-affilaited Jabhat 

al-Nusra. The dead included 23 members of al-Nusra, three women and at least one child. 

Russia has been staging airstrikes in Syria in support of dictator Bashar al-Assad since September. The building was struck with four 

missiles.  The war has raged on since last month when the UN Security Council endorsed a plan for peace talks over the conflict that has 
killed 250,000 people. The talks are due to begin on January 25 in Geneva.  The Syrian regime told Mr de Mistura on Saturday it was ready 

to participate but wanted to know who would take part from the opposition. 

Foreign Minister Walid al-Moualem also said it was important to see a list of groups that would be classified as terrorists as part of the 
new diplomatic process. Damascus views all the groups fighting to topple Assad as terrorists, including rebels who support a political 

solution and are represented in a recently formed opposition council tasked with overseeing the negotiations. 

Syrian rebels and opposition politicians have expressed doubts over whether the peace talks will begin as planned. They are the first 
step in an ambitious 18-month plan, endorsed by the UN, to bring about a political transition in Syria. Before Damascus on Saturday, Mr De 

Mistura held talks in Riyadh and is next planning on visiting Tehran. 

Aid agencies have warned of widespread starvation in Madaya, where some 40,000 people are at risk. Aid deliveries to Madaya on the 
Lebanese border about 40km northwest of Damascaus, and to Foua and Kfraya had been expected yesterday. 

But the Red Cross said the supplies could not be delivered before today due to logistical problems. 

“The distribution of aid will not take place on Sunday for logistical reasons; we are working hard for it to take place on Monday,” said 
Pawel Krzysiek, spokesman in Damascus of the International Committee of the Red Cross.  Tamam Mehrez of the Syrian Red Crescent had 

said “technically we are ready to begin distribution as early as Sunday, but if there are logistical issues it will be Monday at the latest”. 

Madaya, home to 42,000 people, has become notorious in recent days because of people starving in the town. It has been surrounded 
by regime troops for six months.  The Syrian government agreed on Thursday to allow aid into Madaya as part of a deal that will see aid 

simultaneously reach 20,000 people trapped in Foua and Kfraya.  According to Doctors Without Borders, at least 23 people have starved to 

death since December 1 in Madaya.  The UN Security Council is to discuss the matter behind closed doors tonight, although no decision is 
expected.   (AAP/The Australian, January 11, 2016) 

 

Iran tests a second ballistic missile since US nuclear deal 
Iran tested a ballistic missile last month, a US official said yesterday, describing the second such test since the nuclear 

agreement in July. The US State Department said it was conducting a “serious review” of such reports. 

The test occurred on November 21, according to the official, coming after an October 10 test that Iran confirmed at the time. The 

official said other undeclared tests occurred earlier than that, but declined to elaborate. 

Ballistic missiles are especially sensitive with Iran because they could provide the delivery system for a nuclear warhead. As part of 
nuclear negotiations with world powers, Iran accepted an eight-year extension of a UN ban on its ballistic missile program. A Western 

diplomatic source said that the test of a Ghadr-110, a spin-off of the Shahab-3 missile, was held near Chabahar, a port city near Iran’s border 

with Pakistan.  He said it was a liquid-fuelled missile with a 1900km range and was capable of carrying a nuclear warhead.  The test may 
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reflect an effort by Iranian hardliners to derail the nuclear pact, coming on top of the recent arrests of an American citizen and US resident 

and reports that Washington Post reporter Jason Rezaian was sentenced to an unspecified prison term following an espionage conviction. 

According to the official, the US assesses that hardliners opposing the nuclear deal struck by Iran’s moderate President Hasan 

Rowhani may be trying to provoke the US into authorising new sanctions against Iran and raising tensions between Washington and Tehran. 

Top Iranian officials have vowed to respond to any new forms of economic pressure from the West. 
State Department spokesman John Kirby refused to confirm the test.  “We’re conducting a serious review of this reported incident,” 

he said.  “If the reports are confirmed and if there is a violation of any relevant UN Security Council resolution, then we’re going to take the 

appropriations actions.”  He stressed that ballistic missile activity was not a violation of the July deal that imposed more than a decade of 
restrictions on Iran’s nuclear program in exchange for hundreds of billions of dollars in potential relief from international sanctions. He said 

the US would monitor Tehran for “destabilising” behaviour, and that is “why we have a robust military presence in the region, and it’s why 

we still have and will remain capable of having unilateral sanctions.” 
After the October test, US President Barack Obama noted that Iran had often violated missile prohibitions. He said the US would 

make clear to Iran that there were costs for bad behaviour, but stressed that the issue was separate from nuclear arms control.  On November 

24, the US, Britain and France pressed Iran for a formal explanation at the UN.  In Washington, the administration is still studying a possible 
response of its own.  Officials with knowledge of the process said the Iranian individuals and organisations involved with the test were 

already penalised under US sanctions law, and said the government was still identifying potential targets.  Bob Corker, the chairman of the 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee, criticised the Obama administration’s lack of response to Iran’s “repeated ballistic missile tests”. 
Iran, he said yesterday, “knows neither this administration nor the UN Security Council is likely to take any action”. The missiles 

were likely to raise concerns among Gulf monarchs who opened an annual summit in Saudi Arabia last night. 

Gulf states were already concerned over eased sanctions against the predominantly Shia Iran, including its oil sector. Iran and Sunni-
dominated Saudi Arabia are rivals for regional influence in Yemen, Syria and elsewhere. 

The Gulf Co-operation Council summit in Riyadh comes days before warring factions from Yemen gather in Switzerland in an effort 

to end a costly war that has drawn in Gulf nations. The GCC brings together Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United 

Arab Emirates. (AP, December 10, 2015) 
 

Iran blasts new US sanctions linked to its missile program 
Islamic Republic says it will ‘boost its defense capabilities’ in response to new American embargo  
Iran on Monday denounced as “illegitimate” new sanctions by the United States on its ballistic missile program, two days after 

Tehran’s landmark nuclear deal with world powers came into effect.  “Iran’s missile program has never been designed to be capable of 

carrying nuclear weapons,” Foreign Ministry spokesman Hossein Jaber Ansari said, according to the ISNA news agency. He added that 

Tehran saw fresh economic sanctions as “illegitimate.” 
The United States announced new penalties Sunday related to Iran’s ballistic missile program after the lifting of punishing measures 

aimed at its atomic activities.  “As previously announced, the Islamic Republic of Iran… responds with determination to such propaganda 

by accelerating its legal ballistic missile program and boosting defense capabilities,” Ansari said. The Treasury Department said Sunday that 
it was imposing the penalties against 11 firms and individuals based in the United Arab Emirates that had helped provide secret materials to 

Iran to develop their ballistic missile program, against a United Nations Security Council resolution.  “Iran’s ballistic missile program poses 

a significant threat to regional and global security, and it will continue to be subject to international sanctions,” said Treasury 
Undersecretary Adam J. Szubin, according to a statement from the department. “We have consistently made clear that the United States will 

vigorously press sanctions against Iranian activities outside of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action — including those related to Iran’s 

support for terrorism, regional destabilization, human rights abuses, and ballistic missile program.” 
The Treasury said it was imposing penalties against a network of six companies based in the UAE and China, as well as five Iranian 

individuals.  The network “obfuscated the end user of sensitive goods for missile proliferation by using front companies in third countries to 

deceive foreign suppliers,” according to a Treasury statement. 

The moves came as the US, Iran and five other nations marked the end of years of negotiations with the implementation of the nuclear 

deal, which, proponents say, will keep Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon, in exchange for sanctions relief.  In remarks shortly before the 

US announcement, Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani said that any new American sanctions would be “met by an appropriate response.” 
Under the deal, though, the UN arms embargo on the country continues, as do ballistic missile restrictions. 

However, Iran has test-launched ballistic missiles on at least one occasion since the nuclear deal was reached last July. Israel and other 

nations called on the US to take action against Iran after the tests, which broke a 2010 UN Security Council resolution, but the US hadn’t 
followed through on pledges to impose penalties. Washington also offered no response to an Iranian navy rocket fired near a US warship in 

the Strait of Hormuz. 

The implementation of the nuclear deal is expected to pave the way for a new economic reality in Iran, now freed from harsh 
international sanctions.  More than $30 billion in assets overseas will become immediately available to the Islamic Republic. Iran’s Central 

Bank Governor, Valiollah Seif, was quoted by the official IRNA news agency as saying that Iran will not transfer the cash and instead will 

use it to import the goods it needs. Official Iranian reports have set the total amount of frozen Iranian assets overseas at $100 billion.  A 
European oil embargo on Iran will end. Already, some 38 million barrels of oil are in Iran’s floating reserves, ready to enter the market, 

according to the International Energy Agency.  (Times of Israel Staff, January 18, 2016)  
 

French FM: Lifted sanctions don’t give Iran right to ballistic missiles 
During visit to Saudi Arabia, Fabius calls for ‘de-escalation’ of tensions between Riyadh, Tehran 
French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius on Tuesday expressed hope that Iran would uphold the recently implemented nuclear accord, 

and stressed the lifting of international economic sanctions on its nuclear program does not give the Islamic Republic the right to develop 

ballistic missiles. At a joint press conference in Riyadh with his Saudi counterpart Adel al-Jubeir, Fabius said France attached great 
importance to ensuring stability in the Mideast, and had invested considerable effort in alleviating regional tensions, Israel Radio reported. 

Earlier this week Fabius said the EU would consider following the US’s lead and imposing sanctions on Iran for its development of ballistic 

missiles. Iran denounced the US’s imposition of new sanctions, introduced at the same time that the international community lifted 
economic penalties related to Iran’s nuclear program.  “Iran’s missile program has never been designed to be capable of carrying nuclear 

weapons,” Foreign Ministry spokesman Hossein Jaber Ansari said, according to the ISNA news agency. 

After meeting King Salman, Fabius on Tuesday also called for a “de-escalation” of tensions in the region, where relations between 
Riyadh and Tehran reached a new low this month.  Riyadh cut diplomatic ties with Tehran after protesters burned Saudi diplomatic missions 

in Iran following the kingdom’s January 2 execution of Shiite cleric Nimr al-Nimr.  Iranian President Hassan Rouhani is to visit Paris next 

week, Fabius said, speaking after arriving in Saudi Arabia from Abu Dhabi where he attended the World Future Energy Summit on Monday. 
On Monday, Fabius assured officials in neighboring United Arab Emirates that world powers would be “very vigilant” in the 

monitoring and implementation of the nuclear deal.  The July 2015 nuclear agreement officially entered into force on Saturday, when the 

United Nations confirmed that Tehran has shrunk its atomic program and ushered in the lifting of painful international sanctions on Iran.  
(Times of Israel, January 20, 2016)  

http://www.timesofisrael.com/us-slaps-new-sanctions-on-iran-ballistic-missile-program/
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Obama reveals his foreign policy fatalism 
In his final State of the Union address, President Obama returned to the optimism that he personified in his first campaign — but 

applied it only to America.  For the rest of the world, Obama was pessimistic, even fatalistic. It is as though the only way he can process his 

failure in Syria, and the vast humanitarian catastrophe still unfolding there, is to convince himself that failure was inevitable and will be 

repeated many times.  “The Middle East is going through a transformation that will play out for a generation, rooted in conflicts that date 
back millennia,” Obama said.  And “instability will continue for decades in many parts of the world — in the Middle East, in Afghanistan, 

parts of Pakistan, in parts of Central America, in Africa, and Asia.”  

Why would a president ask Americans to assume that the problems of Central America, say, are intractable and inevitable? Of the 
region’s seven small nations (total population: 42 million), some, such as Costa Rica, have been enviably stable for decades. Others, it’s 

true, have problems: gang violence in El Salvador; corrupt, pseudo-leftist, Venezuela-fueled authoritarianism in Nicaragua. 

In his last State of the Union address, President Obama took shots at Republican presidential candidates, expressed one of his "few 
regrets," and said he's "as confident as I have ever been that the state of our union is strong." (Sarah Parnass/The Washington Post)   But 

Mexico, with far more entrenched challenges, has in 20 years moved from an apparently hopeless case to a lower-middle-class nation 

grappling with its still serious problems by means of a multiparty democracy — and attracting more returning migrants than it sends north. 
Why would we assume that El Salvador or Honduras can’t accomplish as much? 

If Obama wants to think in decades, why not look back to South Korea, which not so many decades ago was an impoverished military 

dictatorship that development experts generally despaired of? Or Estonia, three decades ago a similarly impoverished captive of the Soviet 
Union?  Today, both are prospering democracies. And as unlikely as their successes might have seemed decades ago, no U.S. president 

would have written them off. On the contrary, it was the U.S. commitment to a peaceful democratic future for both their regions, on opposite 

sides of the globe, by presidents as different as Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan, that paved the way for their success.   Why would Obama 
set his sights lower for Afghanistan or Africa? 

Age-old conflicts are a reliable default excuse. Yes, Shiite-Sunni strife dates back centuries. But “ancient hatreds” exist everywhere, 

from Northern Ireland to South Carolina to Alsace-Lorraine. Whether they are managed or explode is the result of political choices. It is not 
a matter of destiny.   The late diplomat Richard Holbrooke, in his memoir on negotiating an end to the Balkan war, recalls Deputy Secretary 

of State Lawrence Eagleburger declaring in 1992, “Until the Bosnians, Serbs and Croats decide to stop killing each other, there is nothing 

the outside world can do about it.” The excuse then, too, was a theory of “ancient hatreds,” Holbrooke wrote, 100,000 deaths later.  “Those 
who invoked it were, for the most part, trying to excuse their own reluctance or inability to deal with the problems in the region,” he wrote. 
“Yugoslavia’s tragedy was not foreordained. It was the product of bad, even criminal political leaders. . . . Once they realized that the United 

States, at the height of its global influence, was disengaged, they proceeded rapidly on their descent into hell.”  
Obama’s confusion about Syria is evident and understandable. Four years ago his senior advisers supported a modest intervention to 

forestall a civil war that might spin out of control, spreading beyond Syria’s borders and fostering extremism. 

The president rejected their counsel, and the results are more dire than anyone could have imagined: hundreds of thousands dead. 
Millions displaced. The entire continent of Europe strained by refugee flows and terrorism. Children starving to death. 

In his end-of-year news conference last month, Obama seemed to acknowledge the disaster when he defended his Libya intervention 

by saying that, without it, “we could have had another Syria.”   But in an almost surreal moment Tuesday night, he pointed to Syria as an 
example of his “smarter approach, a patient and disciplined strategy that uses every element of our national power.”   “That’s our approach 

to conflicts like Syria, where we’re partnering with local forces and leading international efforts to help that broken society pursue a lasting 

peace,” the president said.  It is sad enough that the United States, having pledged after Rwanda to “never again” allow such a humanitarian 
catastrophe, stands aside while a nation is destroyed. It would compound the damage if the country allows itself to be convinced that this is 

the best we can do. (Fred Hiatt, Editorial, Washington Post, January 13, 2016) 
 

Slovenian chain succumbs to BDS, pulls Israeli fruits 
Slovenia’s largest supermarket chain has succumbed to pressure from the anti-Israeli Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement, 

and pulled Israeli produce off its shelves, the Ynet news website reported Tuesday.  

The Israeli produce carried by the Mercator chain consisted largely of citrus fruits, avocados and dates.  
The decision marks a fresh victory for the BDS movement, which seeks to isolate and delegitimize Israel internationally. 

According to the report, Jerusalem summoned Slovenian Ambassador Alenka Suhadolnik to the Foreign Ministry, where senior 

officials notified her of the gravity of the move.  For his part, Israeli Ambassador to Slovenia Shmuel Merom is expected to bring up the 
issue with Ljubljana and the management of Mercator.  The chain reportedly tried to pull Jaffa-branded Israeli grapefruits in 2014 under 

pressure from BDS activists, but backtracked after heavy pressure from Jerusalem and local allies. 

Israel is now concerned that the ban will spread to other countries in which Mercator operates, including Croatia, Serbia, and Bosnia.  
In November, Berlin’s largest department store removed several Israeli goods from its shelves following a European Union rule outlawing 

“Made in Israel” tags on products made in the West Bank or Golan Heights. 
A spokesperson for KaDeWe (Kaufhaus des Westens) clarified, however, that the goods would once again be sold by the store after 

they were labeled in accordance with the new EU guidelines. 

Luxembourg’s largest supermarket chain, Cactus, also ceased the sale of Israeli produce last summer, following pressure by pro-
Palestinian groups but said that they would be reinstated once the supplier proved they were not from the West Bank.  (Lee Gancman, 

January 20, 2016)  
 

Bob Carr lashes Israel for ‘fabrications and bribes’ 
Former foreign minister Bob Carr has lashed out at Israel, accusing the Jewish state of fabricating history and bribing Australian polit-

icians, in an attack condemned by the Turnbull government. 

Foreign Minister Julie Bishop hit back at Mr Carr’s tirade, describing his remarks as deeply unhelpful and provocative. 

The one-time titan of the Labor Right let loose at a dinner in Sydney late last month at an International Day of Solidarity with the 

Palestinian People function in a speech that has appeared online, accusing Israel of eliminating the Arab character of Jerusalem.  Mr Carr 

praised Greens senator Lee Rhiannon, the leader of the party’s so-called “watermelon” faction and an arch-foe of his old NSW Labor 
colleagues. “The people of Palestine are seeing street by street the character, the nomenclature, of Jerusalem being changed,” Mr Carr told 

the gathering. “The story of Jerusalem is now being fabricated. Judaising and eliminating the Arab character of this great Arab city is a 

shocking thing to take place.”   He said parliamentarians “are being seduced and bribed ... with paid overseas trips to Israel”, describing 
offers of such study tours as “disgraceful”.  He singled out his former colleague in the NSW parliament and on the federal frontbench, Tony 

Burke, for his efforts to change Labor Middle-East policy at the party’s national conference in July. He also lauded Senator Rhiannon for 

her work on the issues, saying “she’s been very strong and very brave on this over very many years’’. 
Ms Bishop rebuked Mr Carr for his remarks, describing them as “deeply unhelpful, unnecessarily provocative’’ and said they “do 

nothing to support efforts to achieve a lasting two-state peace settlement”. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/01/12/remarks-president-barack-obama-%E2%80%93-prepared-delivery-state-union-address
http://amzn.to/1Rm5r99
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/12/18/press-conference-president-121815
http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/fred-hiatt
http://www.timesofisrael.com/in-berlin-europes-biggest-department-store-takes-settlement-goods-off-shelves/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/luxembourg-chain-halts-sale-of-israeli-produce/
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“Mr Carr is undermining the longstanding bipartisan support for the right of the Israeli and Palestinian people to live within inter-

nationally recognised borders in peace and security,” she said, adding the government advocated for a two-state solution as the only viable 

way to a settlement with the Palestinian population.  A further rebuff came from Labor MP Michael Danby, who fought alongside Mr Carr 

in internal party battles stretching back to the 1970s. “We can judge the character of a man by the company he keeps,” Mr Danby said. “Bob 

Carr’s praise of Lee Rhiannon speaks volumes.”  News of the remarks comes as the state executive of Labor’s West Australian branch 
prepares to consider a motion on Israel, and in a week when ABC managing director Mark Scott has been forced to defend coverage of the 

region before Senate estimates.  The West Australian motion condemns recent attacks on civilians in Israel and the West Bank, rejecting 

claims “the root cause of these attacks is Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and settlement construction, noting that the Arab rejection of 
peaceful coexistence with Jews predates both”.  It “rejects any attempts to draw a moral equivalence between Israeli victims of terror and 

Palestinian perpetrators”.  Luke Walladge, a West Australian Labor state executive delegate who moved the motion, said the former NSW 

premier had gone through “a quite shocking transformation” from his old position as a “Labor moderate”. “Bob has sold out any principles 
he … had … to appease the current ideological and cultural groups within NSW (Labor branches).’’ The motion will be debated on 

December 14. (Christian Kerr, The Australian, December 4, 2015) 
 

Russians pay the price of new anti-Turkish measures 
Russia imposes sanctions on Turkey and marginalises Turkish interests in Russia to its own detriment. 
Saint Petersburg, Russia - Before starting his one-man rally in front of the Turkish consulate in early December, Timur Bulatov 

consulted police officers guarding the building in the historic area of Russia's second-largest city.  He showed them a photo of Turkish 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan with Turkey's moon-and-star national emblem turned to the side so that the crescent formed two horns 

above the mustachioed politician's head.  The officers warned Bulatov that a public display of the offensive image would get him arrested. 
But the bespectacled and outspoken activist of the People's Council, a pro-Kremlin, neo-conservative vigilante group, still posed with the 

photo - proclaiming Erdogan a "non-Muslim" and "the son of Satan" - and walked on undeterred.  

Warplane down 

Similarly any Russian who lambasts Erdogan and his country after the Turkish air force downed a Russian Su-24 bomber on 
November 24 appears to escape sanction. This is despite Russian President Vladimir Putin's own rhetoric. In his national address earlier this 

month, Putin was very forward about distinguishing between the "back-stabbing" Ergodan and average Turks. 

"The Turkish people are kind, hard-working and talented," the president said. "I'd like to emphasise, they have to know that we 
don't [hold] them and part of [Turkey's] current leaders directly responsible for the death of our servicemen in Syria."  But it seems like 

nobody in Russia heard this part of his speech - and paid attention only to Putin's threat that Turkey "won't get away with tomatoes or some 

restrictions in construction or other industries".  "They will regret what they've done many times," Putin said. "We know what to do." 
Russia-Turkey sanctions? 

Russian officials, public figures and Kremlin-controlled media surely knew. Within days after the plane's downing, they seem to have 

started a competition for the harshest anti-Turkish measure, tirade or prank. 

Turkish nationals throughout Russia have been kicked out of universities, searched, detained, interrogated and had their visas 
discontinued, Russian media reported. Turkish-owned plants have been searched or ordered to suspend their work, and the customs service 

started suspending Turkish goods, the reports said.  Russia's foreign policies have never been this bad, never.  

The NTV television network purported that Turkey buys cotton from ISIL-controlled areas and provides them with high-speed 
internet connections.  In other NTV reports, the leader of the Islamic State of Iraq and Levant (ISIL), Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi was said to 

have received medical treatment at a Turkish hospital - and a bearded Greek monk "predicted" that Turkey "will fall into Russia's hands and 

split into three or four parts".  Russia's top brass accused Erdogan's family of buying oil from areas controlled by the ISIL. A group of 
Cossacks, descendants of frontier warriors that once spearheaded Russia's wars with Turkey, burned Turkish and US flags and rag dolls of 

Erdogan and Barack Obama.  A nationalist Russian politician said that Turkish sweets should be banned because they may cause cancer. 

Restaurants started removing or renaming anything Turkish from their menus. And Mikhail Turetsky, the head of a popular Russian choir, 

joked that he would change his last name because it means "Turkish." 

Georgians, Ukrainians and Tatars  

Little seemed unusual about the anti-Turkish campaign in Putin's Russia, because in the past decade, massive detentions, deportations 

and harassment of people from ex-Soviet Georgia, Tajikistan, Poland and Ukraine began right after the Kremlin's diplomatic spat with their 
governments.  The current anti-Turkish hysteria "is not just reminiscent" of these past campaigns, it has "surpassed them" and reflects 

Moscow's recent conflicts with many former allies and neighbours, said the Russian opposition leader Gennady Gudkov. 

"Russia's policies are now aimed at isolation and confrontation, because one has to try really hard to fall out with everybody," he told 
Al Jazeera. "Russia's foreign policies have never been this bad, never."  The Kremlin is using tried-and-tested propaganda tools to besmirch 

Turkey and revive the old image of vile Ottomans, archetypal foes of anything Russian. Over the past five centuries, tsarist Russia and 

Ottoman Turkey were at war a dozen times. Tsar Nicolas called the Sublime Porte a "sick man of Europe" right before the Crimean war that 
pitted Istanbul and Western powers against Russia in the 1850s.  (Mansur Mirovalev, Al Jazera, 28 Dec 2015) 

 
Fact Check: The Second Democratic Debate, Nov 14, 2015 
We checked the accuracy of candidates’ remarks live in the Democratic debate in Des Moines.  
Mr. Bernie Sanders said the United States is spending hundreds of billions of dollars to maintain 5,000 nuclear weapons.  As he tried 

to make the case for military reform, Mr. Sanders cited the jaw-dropping cost of maintaining nuclear weapons. Depending on the context, 
his numbers can be seen as accurate – or off.  Here are the facts: The United States is projected to spend $348 billion, or $35 billion a year, 

to maintain its nuclear arsenal over the next decade, according to an analysis by the Congressional Budget Office of the Obama 

administration's nuclear plans.  (Steve Eder, NY Times, Nov. 15, 2015) 
 

Russia cold on G20 refugee pledge  
RUSSIA is talking down the prospect of concrete solutions to the Syrian refugee crisis coming out of the G20 summit. 

HOWEVER, senior Russian official Svetlana Lukash, the country's "sherpa" at the G20 being held in the Turkish resort city of Antalya, said 
the issue would be addressed in the final communique. 

"There will be a separate part in the text, a separate paragraph in the Antalya communique, devoted to general approaches as to how to 

regulate the situation, on the need to increase technical and financial assistance to help refugees," she told reporters on Sunday.  "But I do 
not think the document may offer solutions of the problem." 

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, Russian President Vladimir Putin and other world leaders are due to discuss the refugee crisis as 

part of broader talks about Syria and extremism at a working dinner in Antalya on Sunday night (Monday morning AEDT).  Mr Turnbull 
was praised by European leaders, at a meeting on the sidelines of the summit, on Australia's "brilliant" work in planning to resettle 12,000 

refugees.  (Paul Osborne, AAP Senior Political Writer , AAP, November 15, 2015)  

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/12/russia-black-box-warplane-damaged-151221155651656.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/12/russia-black-box-warplane-damaged-151221155651656.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/profile/mansur-mirovalev-.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/15/us/politics/democratic-debate-cbs.html
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Sexual assaults have exposed Germany’s open immigration policy 
What may prove a turning point for Germany’s Willkommenskultur (welcoming culture) had begun harmlessly enough about 10pm 

on the last day of 2015, as crowds gathered in a series of interlocking squares rising from the banks of the Rhine up to Cologne cathedral. 

“I don’t know what was worst that night,” says Ariane Pfannstiel, one of hundreds of young women who had turned out to watch 

fireworks and toast the new year. “Was it the absence of police or their impotence? Or the fact that I had never seen so many aggressive men 
face to face?”  Emerging from the underground station, “my first impression was simply dread”, Pfannstiel wrote in a post to a Cologne 

community page.  “It was loud, hostile and contemptuous of women. We fled from the square but inside the station was no better. We were 

denounced as sluts and whores, harassed and persecuted.”  As women scattered across the city centre, many accompanied by boyfriends or 
husbands as they sought refuge, they found themselves surrounded by groups of leering men. 

“There were boys and old men, they looked like fathers and sons,” says Mirjam, a 23-year-old shop assistant. 
“My boyfriend was standing right beside me, trying to push them away, but it was incredible — they were just taking it in turns to 

grab at my breasts. I thought if I let go of my friend’s hand, they would drag me away.”  A young woman called Sabine told German radio 

she had scratch marks between her thighs where a man had groped under her skirt. Other women reported their purses had been snatched, 
and some told police they had seen gang leaders directing the assaults. 

Cologne police said on Saturday that the number of cases filed involving violence during the festivities had reached 379, and that 

migrants made up the majority of suspects. Two were for claims of rape.  It was a night of unconscionable breakdown in Germany’s much-
cherished standards of stability, civility and political rectitude. It has plunged “Mama Merkel” into a toxic debate about sexism, racism and 

what one prominent politician described as the “social romanticism” of its well-meaning immigration policies.   “There are some who think 

our immigrant policy is a (do-gooders’) contest for the Mother Teresa award,” says Heinz Buschkowsky, who as former mayor of the Berlin 
district of Neukolln presided over one of Germany’s most culturally mixed areas. “It is not. It is hard work.”  The evidence of a seemingly 

unbridgeable gap in immigrant attitudes towards women has emboldened right-wing forces demanding an end to open-door policies. 

The fallout from what German media has dubbed the “sex-mob scandal” is also spreading, from the beleaguered borders of Greece, 

Italy and Macedonia through the refugee camps of Calais and Dunkirk to the doors of British prime minister David Cameron’s residence 

Downing Street, where Merkel’s response to a night of shame may have a profound impact on Cameron’s referendum on EU membership.   

As the right-wingers gathered in Cologne over the weekend, there seemed no end to the flow of stories from horrified young women who 
had gone out to watch new year fireworks and party and ended up fleeing groups of men calling them “bitch” or “prostitute”.  The police 

report summed up the evening: “Women literally had to run a gauntlet through a mass of drunken men ... we were unable to respond to all 

the offences, there were just too many.”  Hours after the trouble started, Selina, 26, and her friend, Sara, had arrived at the railway station 
after seeing in the new year at a pub. They intended to catch a train home to Koblenz, but the man behind the ticket counter looked at them 

in astonishment. “What are you doing here?” he said. “Don’t you know what’s happening?” 

Within minutes they were approached by a group of men who followed them, grabbing at their bodies. 
“The police saw what was happening but none of them came to help us,” says Selina. They eventually found a taxi rank and a group 

of men who offered to protect them.  Other men also tried to intervene, among them Ivan Jurcevic, a kick-boxing Croatian actor who was 

working at a nearby hotel. “They attacked the hotel guests, they spat at the guests and spat at the police,” says Jurcevic.  He said he had 
always regarded stories about immigrants insulting women as “right-wing propaganda ... but this was real”. Attacked by several men, he 

launched himself into the fray and says he helped several women to safety. 

The assaults were shocking enough, yet for many Germans the response of the Cologne police was the ultimate insult to the victims. 
They somehow reported the following morning that the celebrations had passed off “quite peacefully”. 

It later emerged from a leaked memo that the police had found themselves hopelessly unprepared. 

Yet the real problem for Merkel lies in reports that an unnamed officer had barred references to the assailants’ immigrant status for 
fear of stoking political tensions.  Repeated claims that officials have covered up immigrant misbehaviour for fear of undermining Merkel’s 

policies have returned to haunt the chancellor. “Ordinary citizens are being played for fools,” claims Andre Schulz, the leader of a German 

police union.  New Year’s Eve assaults on women have also been confirmed in Hamburg, Stuttgart and Bielefeld, while in a small town in 
the state of Baden-Wurttemberg two teenage girls were allegedly raped by four Syrian refugees. 

The first head to roll was that of Wolfgang Albers, Cologne’s police chief. He has been placed on leave and appears to be on his way 

to enforced retirement. The city’s mayor, Henriette Reker, has also been condemned for suggesting that women needed a new “code of 
conduct” that should include keeping men “at arm’s length” when out in public. 

Many Germans took to social media to lambast Reker for appearing to blame women for inciting the attacks. 

“It’s not German women who need to change their behaviour,” wrote one Facebook user. “It’s politicians who are terrified of 
upsetting immigrants.”  One Muslim owner of a martial arts gym apologised for the behaviour of “uneducated” immigrants and offered free 

self-defence classes to women. Others set up vigilante-style groups that proposed to patrol city streets to protect women.  The suggestion 

that ill-educated immigrant youths are being exploited by more sophisticated gangs, whether for fun or profit, was bolstered by the 
discovery that some of the men were carrying scraps of paper with phrases translated from Arabic into German. These included “big 

breasts”, and “I want to f..k”.   On Thursday, visitors to Cologne’s cathedral were startled by the appearance outside of Milo Moire, a 

German performance artist, who shed her clothes and held up a banner that read: “We are not fair game even when we are naked.” 
The gap between nude feminists and Muslim immigrants could scarcely be wider, and even Merkel’s most ardent supporters were 

finding it hard to defend the generosity towards refugees that only a few months ago was a source of intense German pride.  “The 

impression that sexual violence is being imported (by immigrants) is mistaken,” argues Claudia Roth, vice-president of the Bundestag. The 
Munich Oktoberfest and Cologne’s annual carnival, due to take place next month, began spawning complaints of sexual harassment long 

before the current migrants arrived, and Roth warns against a “brutalisation” of the immigration debate.   Reker, the mayor, was 
campaigning last October when she was stabbed by an unemployed German handyman infuriated by her work for the city’s refugee support 

service, and was still in hospital when she won the election. Last week she tried to reassure citizens ahead of the carnival that there would be 

no repeat of the New Year’s Eve violence.  It scarcely helps that, according to carnival tradition, revellers are entitled to demand a kiss from 

strangers. In Der Spiegel on the weekend, Reker said efforts would be made to instruct immigrants about proper kissing behaviour. 

Merkel’s emphasis on humanitarian obligation has been seen in some circles as an assuaging of German guilt for its 20th-century 

misdeeds, but a younger generation of Germans is losing patience with the argument that “we have a debt to pay”, as Pfannstiel puts it. “It’s 
ridiculous,” she said. “They have come here and attacked us.” 

There was also disgust at the Cologne police report that described one immigrant’s arrogant response to the policeman arresting him: 

“I’m Syrian, you have to treat me nicely, Frau Merkel invited me.” The chancellor now faces an uphill battle as she attempts to rally public 
support for Germany’s humanitarian goals. On Friday, she declared that “the most important thing is that the facts about what happened are 

spoken about openly and bluntly. Terrible things happened and we must respond to them.” Yet the more facts Germany learns about its sex-

mob scandal, the less support there is likely to be for men who grope its women. 
Whatever conclusion Germany reaches about immigrant quotas, deportations or teaching men not to put their hands up women’s 

skirts, the real test of the chancellor’s immigration policies will come in places such as Gevgelija, in Macedonia, where the border with 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/merkel-talks-tough-cases-in-cologne-close-on-400/news-story/e1af8c5f8f95a29202f9d65db72a0793
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Greece was patrolled last week by burly Hungarian guards drafted in to help stem the flow of migrants. They are due to be joined by 

contingents from Croatia, Slovenia, Poland and other countries.  One of the Hungarian policemen quietly admitted last week: “We stopped 

them in Hungary, but here there is a lot of work. Greece just lets people in.”  His words were echoed by Viktor Orban, Hungary’s hardline 

prime minister, who warned: “Securing the borders of Europe (in Greece) ... has failed.”  Mark Rutte, the Dutch prime minister, was among 

European leaders warning that the current influx might have to drop “very considerably”. 
Merkel’s proposals to streamline deportation procedures may help calm her domestic critics, but she still faces the broader question of 

how long Germany can continue to admit unlimited numbers of refugees, including a high proportion of young, unattached men, however 

needy they seem.  European attempts to enlist Turkey’s help in stamping out people smuggling, in return for hefty injections of aid, have so 
far had little effect.  Orban proposes a second line of defence along the Macedonian and Bulgarian borders, but even that may prove 

inadequate given the sheer volume of migrants.  “There is an enormous reservoir of refugees wanting to reach Europe,” warns Elizabeth 

Collett of the Migration Policy Institute, a leading think tank. “Their number will only increase given the turmoil in the Middle East.” (Tony 
Allen-Mills, The Times, January 11, 2016) 

 

UN Human Rights Council has no place lecturing Australia  
Nothing could more fully illustrate the fatuous idiocy of the United Nations than having North Korea, Iran and Egypt portentously 

criticising Australia’s human rights record as we are sized up for whether as a nation we meet the lofty standards required for membership of 

the UN Human Rights Council.   Other member nations bring valuable insights from their different traditions. This can be a rich and 
textured dialogue. No one should preach the absoluteness of their own tradition.  You think?  Perhaps we could learn something from that 

member of the Human Rights Council in good standing, Saudi Arabia. We could introduce frequent beheadings, ban women from driving, 
and outlaw the public practice of any but the state approved religion.  That will be a culturally sensitive, open to dialogue, respecting of 

other traditions kind of approach to human rights.  I am not someone who believes my country is always right. Australia gets things wrong. 

But Australia is a 24-carat democracy with a human rights record and practice as good as any nation on earth. Only in the distorted, surreal 
world of the UN could this ever be in doubt. 

The Monty Python show at the UN does hold some serious lessons for Australia, however, and for the Turnbull government.  So far, 

Turnbull has started off brilliantly as a new Prime Minister. You could not really have imagined a much better beginning. As well as 
communicating a certain graciousness to the electorate, he has worked hard to unify his party and he has been wisely and rightly considerate 

of his predecessor.  Without in any way vilifying Tony Abbott, Turnbull is nonetheless achieving colossal goodwill purely from being the 

unAbbott, or even, stylistically at least, the anti-Abbott. This is a very familiar syndrome in Australian politics. Morris Iemma was praised 
when he took over as NSW premier for not, like Bob Carr, having an interest in American politics, so great was the media driven desire for 

change and novelty and something different from the old incumbent.  The left liberal commentariat, which dominates in Australia, thinks 

Malcolm Turnbull is the most progressive leader on the conservative side they will ever get, they don’t really like Bill Shorten and in any 
event don’t think he can win, so they are projecting onto Malcolm all of their identity desires. 

Turnbull is absolutely right to welcome all this support with a benign smile while conceding nothing of substance. 

But the contradictions between the commentariat’s fantasy Turnbull and the hard needs of Australian policy will ultimately drive them 
to dislike Turnbull too. They might not hate him quite as irrationally as they hated Abbott, although eventually there might be that special 

hostility for Turnbull which the left always has for the betraying seducer, that is to say a politician who smiles at them but then deals 

sensibly with reality. Think Tony Blair.  Here is a very hard truth which is almost unsayable in Australian politics today. On almost every 
issue where politics and culture intersected, Abbott’s position was the right position for Australia, and the only position a centre right 

government can take.  There were only one or two exceptions where Abbott made howling blunders. But these cost him dearly. The worst 

was the restoration of knights and dames and the awarding of an Australia Day knighthood to Prince Philip. This was a nearly insane 
decision which did Abbott more harm than any other single action in his political life. And it had absolutely no upside. It was an astonishing 

mistake for a man of Abbott’s intelligence and courage to make.  But the ridiculous UN rubbish shows that on most of these things Abbott 

was absolutely right.  Everyone who looks closely at the UN sees how corrupt and ludicrous most of its workings are. One of our most 

distinguished career ambassadors to the UN, John Dauth, a fine man who could not remotely be labelled a conservative, finished his time 

there by declaring: “The UN is rotten to the core and the General Assembly is its core”. 

Recently, the equally intellectually substantial head of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Peter Varghese, a former speech 
writer for Gareth Evans among other things, gave a subtle speech about human rights in which he rightly recognised that what we regard as 

universal human rights are concepts which emerged out of our own cultural tradition. But he didn’t use this fact to reach a relativist’s 

conclusion. Rather, he faced this historical fact squarely and asserted that it was not the case that we were incapable of finding universal 
truths through our historical experience.  In other words, subtly, carefully, but with no real equivocation, he was arguing the case for 

Western exceptionalism, not that we should be judged by any different standards from anyone else, but that the universal standards the 

world should adopt had come to historical prominence primarily, though of course not exclusively, through the Western tradition. 
What made Abbott very different from other leaders was that he was prepared to speak honestly, even perhaps bluntly, about the UN. 

But here’s the thing. The positions he took about the UN were absolutely correct. We would not be lectured to by dictatorships and 

postmodern European leftists about the integrity of Australia’s democracy. We certainly would not allow any veto, or even influence, over 
our national policy on this basis.  Perhaps no political leader other than Abbott could have stopped the boats.  In doing so he has saved 

hundreds of lives and restored Australian sovereign control over our immigration program, (incidentally, exactly the issue David Cameron is 

threatening to leave the European Union over). 
Turnbull is far too smart and too wedded to good policy to change Abbott’s approach on the boats or to allow his policies in any 

meaningful way to be influenced by the chattering gibberish of UN committees. But one of the gestures of his government which was 

interpreted as very unAbbott-like was the decision to seek a term on the UN Human Rights Council and another term on the UN Security 
Council.  Abbott may well have taken the same decisions himself. But the left liberal commentariat chose to see the UN moves as a sign of 

the profound change to the enlightened, liberal internationalist, globally engaged, kumbaya Turnbull era away from the horrid knuckle 

dragging Visigoth Abbott era.  But in reality, in substance, the Turnbull position will be exactly the same as the Abbott position. This 

drooling nonsense from the UN will have no effect on Australian policy. 

Similarly, and quite rightly, Turnbull took Abbott’s position in defence of coal. 

How could any Australian prime minister stand against such a central pillar of the Australian economy? And as anyone with the 
slightest acquaintance with international relations or international economics knows, India, the subject of much recent Australian debate 

regarding coal, plans a very big expansion of its coal use.  This is no criticism of Turnbull. It is to his credit that he can smile and coo at 
greenie sentiments and still defend coal. But in substance, as opposed to style, Turnbull rightly follows the Abbott path.  Similarly, the latest 

legal challenge to the proposed Adani Carmichael coal mine in Queensland is an outrageous and shocking abuse of process. If any big mine 

can be subject to simply endless legal challenges, each of which results in delays of months or years, that is not justice. For justice delayed is 
justice denied. If that is the case then democracy has seriously declined in Australia. Death by endless and vexatious litigation is a blow to 

democracy and a denial of justice. It is also very, very bad policy. That is rule by the courts, that is policy by judges. It cries out for 

legislative remedy. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/immigration/un-human-rights-review-slams-australias-asylum-seeker-policies/story-fn9hm1gu-1227602758542?sv=ebfff92f98cda004ab9256a863446e5a
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/latest-news/nkorea-criticism-a-bit-rich-says-dutton/story-fn3dxiwe-1227603844006
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Either a government fixes this situation or it concedes a veto on national policy to green lawyers, often enough in Australia — and this 

is the most bizarre touch of all — funded by the taxpayers.  Mainstream voters mostly don’t care much about the issues that stir the hearts of 

the left liberal commentariat — see how many votes you get running a pro-UN party against border control — but if the commentariat 

relentlessly smears and libels a political leader, who then manages to make a few mistakes of his own, mainstream voters can easily have 

their own doubts about such a leader greatly magnified. 
For the moment, Turnbull has the style of Keating and the substance of Abbott. So far, it’s a winning formula. Turnbull is absolutely 

right to avoid being caught up in needless symbolic conflicts. But eventually the substance of things means that if he governs well the left 

will grow to hate him. That needn’t be debilitating. As John Howard showed, a good leader can live with that and a few twinkle toe 
pirouettes to avoid needless cultural polarisation early on is no more than good political management. 

But as even Bob Hawke found, consensus in democratic politics is a chimera, a temporary fantasy at best. Politics is rightly about 

choices. And conflict. (Greg Sheridan, The Australian, November 12, 2015)  
 

Cyber torpedo alert: China, Russia hack submarine plans of bidders 

 
Collins Class submarine HMAS Sheean. 

Chinese and Russian spies have attempted to hack into the top secret details of Australia’s future submarines, with both 

Beijing and Moscow believed to have mounted repeated cyber attacks in recent months. 

The hacking attempts have been aimed at the submarine builders in Germany, France and Japan bidding for the $20 billion contract to 
build the new fleet. The bidders are holding highly sensitive information about the Royal Australian Navy’s technical requirements for its 

new-generation submarines. 

The hacking attacks have forced the bidders to rely more heavily on hand deliveries of the most sensitive information. And they are 
understood to have alarmed the federal government, which has raised the issue of cyber security with each of the three foreign bidders for 

the submarine contract: German shipbuilder ThyssenKrupp, France’s DCNS and the Japanese government. 

Manfred Klein, campaign manager Australia for Germany’s TKMS, said at the company’s submarine shipyard in the German port of 
Kiel: “We have about 30 to 40 (hacking) attempts per night, that’s what our IT people say.” 

Mr Klein said the cyber attacks were all directed at the submarine facility in Kiel and came at a time when the shipyard had a team of 

120 people finalising its design for the future Australian submarine.  “The Australian government has raised it with us, and they think it’s 

significant,” said TKMS Australia board member Jim Duncan, who is helping put together the German bid. 

TKMS Australia chairman John White said the attempted industrial espionage was to be expected on such a sensitive and important 

defence project. “They’re trying to get into everyone’s communications,” Dr White said. “Espionage and breaches of security ... you just -
assume it is happening. Everybody is in that game. It’s a space that people play in. We don’t suspect anyone, we suspect everybody.”   The 

Australian understands Japan and France are concerned about attempts by suspected foreign powers to hack into information relating to the 

subs project.  TKMS declined to say which countries were behind the attempted hackings, but all three foreign bidders privately believe 
China is leading the push to glean information about the submarine project. Other strategic rivals, including Russia, are also suspected of 

recent hacking attempts and it is also possible the three bidders for the lucrative contract are seeking to spy on each other. 

There is no evidence to suggest that any classified information has so far been compromised by the attempted hacks, which are 
thought to be from state-run intelligence agencies, commercial companies and individuals.  The espionage comes at a time of growing 

strategic naval competition in the Asia-Pacific, with China ramping up its submarine building program and asserting its territorial claims on 

disputed islands in the South China Sea. Russia has also stepped up naval activities in the region, while other Southeast Asian nations are 
seeking to modernise their submarine capabilities. 

As part of the competitive evaluation process for the future submarines, each of the bidders has been provided with classified 

technical and performance requirements of the new submarines. This data forms the basis of each country’s design proposals for the 
submarines, with each bidder having to submit final bids to Defence by the end of the month. 

A report on cyber security last month by the Australian Strategic Police Institute found Australia was falling behind regional allies in 

defending online attacks.  According to ASPI, Singapore, South Korea and Japan had moved ahead of Australia in cyber security 
capabilities in the past 12 months.  A report last month from domestic spy agency ASIO warned the “number, variety and sophistication” of 

cyber security threats to Australia’s interests continued to increase. “Cyber espionage is attractive to foreign powers because it has the 

potential to provide access to large aggregations of valuable information and it is easy for the foreign power to deny its involvement,” ASIO 

said.   

The federal government is considering its policy response to a year-long review of the country’s cyber security strategy. In June this 

year, then defence minister Kevin Andrews said cyber attacks were likely to become the most persistent transnational security challenge 
facing the country. “Offensive cyber attacks are a direct threat to the Australian Defence Force’s war-fighting ability, given the ADF’s 

reliance on information networks,” he said.  The most recent figures from the country’s key cyber organisation, the Australian Cyber 

Security Centre, said the agency responded to 1131 cyber incidents last year, a 20 per cent increase on the previous year.  The government 
will consider the rival submarine bids once they are lodged on November 30 and is expected to pick a winner, or reduce the shortlist to two, 

in the first half of next year. (Cameron Srewart, The Australian, Nov. 9, 2015) 
 

China’s communist demise tipped amid fears of ‘emperor’ Xi Jinping  
 “I CAN’T give you a date when it will fall, but China’s Communist Party has entered its endgame.”  

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
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So says one of America’s most experienced China watchers to a small table of foreign diplomats at a private dinner in Washington. 

The pessimism from someone with deep connections to the Chinese government is notable. Washington should start paying attention if it 

wishes to avoid being surprised by political earthquakes in the world’s second-largest economy. 

The China scholar at my table is no conservative. Nor are the handful of other experts. Each has decades of experience, extensive ties 

to Chinese officials and is a regular visitor to the mainland. No one contradicts the scholar’s statement. Instead there is general agreement.  
“I’ve never seen Chinese so fearful, at least not since Tiananmen,” another expert adds, referring to the 1989 massacre of pro-democracy 

student demonstrators in the heart of Beijing. When prodded for specifics, he mentions increased surveillance, the fear of being investigated 

and increased arrests.  Just as there is no dissent from these views, there is unanimity on the cause of the new atmosphere of fear: President 
Xi Jinping.  In just two years, Xi has become the most powerful Chinese leader since at least Deng Xiaoping, and perhaps even since Mao 

Zedong.  Some longtime experts talk about the possibility of something approaching one-man rule in Beijing, anathema since the excesses 

leading up to Mao’s death in 1976. Others argue that collective leadership is alive and well, but the party is indeed tightening its grip on 
Chinese society.  The clearest manifestation of Xi’s power is the unprecedented crackdown on corruption. The sensational corruption and 

murder scandal of former politburo star Bo Xilai in 2012-13 was just the starting point in a campaign that has also snared Zhou Yongkang, 

the former head of the powerful security committee and an inner member of the standing committee. 
Now the former chief of staff to ex-president Hu Jintao is also being investigated. State media reports that 180,000 party officials have 

been “disciplined”.  While Xi clearly is attempting to restore the party’s credibility with cynical and disenchanted Chinese, he is also 

sending messages about his strength and the reach of the party throughout Chinese society. 

 
Chinese troops on a winter training exercise this week in the northestern province of Heilongjiang to mark the 70th anniversary of the 

end of World War II. Source: AFP  

Faced with an economic slowdown that may impact the living standards of the middle class, Xi is short-circuiting any potential large-

scale unrest. More worrisome, he may be gathering unprecedented power — but perhaps it is more the flaring of a candle before it gutters.  
If the party really is in its endgame, then neither Xi’s dramatic anti-corruption campaign nor his reform program will mean much, at least in 

the long run. Cynicism in China is at an all-time high. The elite hold foreign passports for their families, and wealth is being transferred 

offshore through real estate holdings and other means. 
A maturing Chinese economy means an economic slowdown in any case, but a more sustained downturn would exacerbate the 

tensions that remain just under the surface. Nor can one discount the possibility that the knives will come out for Xi, leading to internecine 

war within the party.  It is hard, if not impossible, to imagine a post-communist China. The country’s democratic and liberal voices have 
been suppressed for decades, and the extent of public sympathy for their cause is ultimately unknowable. A period of increasing unrest and 

internal disruption would undoubtedly follow any loss of power by the communist party. 

If all this is accurate, then what should the West do? “Get outside the Fourth Ring Road,” the first specialist says, referring to the 
centre of government power in Beijing. Western diplomats, scholars and NGOs are too isolated from the Chinese people. Greater 

engagement with China’s various voices, from farmers to educators to liberal activists, is the only responsible approach for the long run.  

Also build links to marginalised Chinese. “When was the last time you heard Washington criticise Beijing’s human-rights record or labour 
relations?” the same scholar asks. It’s time to show that the West has a moral stake in China’s development. Decades of official interaction 

have done little if anything to change the behaviour of China’s leaders. The West must alter its approach to China. Hopes for a mature co-

operative relationship have foundered on economic and security disagreements.  Beijing’s support for aggressive actors like North Korea 
and Iran, and its repression of its own people, leave no mystery about the nature of the regime. The endgame in China may not come for 

years. But being on the right side of history, no matter how messy it turns out, is the wise play. (Michael Auslin, The Wall Street Journal, 

January 31, 2015)  
 

Russian Ships Near Data Cables Are Too Close for U.S. Comfort 
WASHINGTON — Russian submarines and spy ships are aggressively operating near the vital undersea cables that carry 

almost all global Internet communications, raising concerns among some American military and intelligence officials that the 

Russians might be planning to attack those lines in times of tension or conflict. The issue goes beyond old worries during the Cold War 
that the Russians would tap into the cables — a task American intelligence agencies also mastered decades ago. The alarm today is deeper: 

The ultimate Russian hack on the United States could involve severing the fiber-optic cables at some of their hardest-to-access locations to 

halt the instant communications on which the West’s governments, economies and citizens have grown dependent.  While there is no 
evidence yet of any cable cutting, the concern is part of a growing wariness among senior American and allied military and intelligence 

officials over the accelerated activity by Russian armed forces around the globe. At the same time, the internal debate in Washington 

illustrates how the United States is increasingly viewing every Russian move through a lens of deep distrust, reminiscent of relations during 
the Cold War. 

Inside the Pentagon and the nation’s spy agencies, the assessments of Russia’s growing naval activities are highly classified and not 

publicly discussed in detail. American officials are secretive about what they are doing both to monitor the activity and to find ways to 
recover quickly if cables are cut. But more than a dozen officials confirmed in broad terms that it had become the source of significant 

attention in the Pentagon.  “I’m worried every day about what the Russians may be doing,” said Rear Adm. Frederick J. Roegge, 

commander of the Navy’s submarine fleet in the Pacific, who would not answer questions about possible Russian plans for cutting the 
undersea cables.  Cmdr. William Marks, a Navy spokesman in Washington, said: “It would be a concern to hear any country was tampering 

with communication cables; however, due to the classified nature of submarine operations, we do not discuss specifics.” 

In private, however, commanders and intelligence officials are far more direct. They report that from the North Sea to Northeast Asia 
and even in waters closer to American shores, they are monitoring significantly increased Russian activity along the known routes of the 

cables, which carry the lifeblood of global electronic communications and commerce. 

Just last month, the Russian spy ship Yantar, equipped with two self-propelled deep-sea submersible craft, cruised slowly off the East 
Coast of the United States on its way to Cuba — where one major cable lands near the American naval station at Guantánamo Bay. It was 
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monitored constantly by American spy satellites, ships and planes. Navy officials said the Yantar and the submersible vehicles it can drop 

off its decks have the capability to cut cables miles down in the sea. 

“The level of activity,” a senior European diplomat said, “is comparable to what we saw in the Cold War.” 

One NATO ally, Norway, is so concerned that it has asked its neighbors for aid in tracking Russian submarines. 

Adm. James Stavridis, formerly NATO’s top military commander and now dean of the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, said 
in an email last week that “this is yet another example of a highly assertive and aggressive regime seemingly reaching backwards for the 

tools of the Cold War, albeit with a high degree of technical improvement.”  The operations are consistent with Russia’s expanding military 

operations into places like Crimea, eastern Ukraine and Syria, where President Vladimir V. Putin has sought to demonstrate a much longer 
reach for Russian ground, air and naval forces.  “The risk here is that any country could cause damage to the system and do it in a way that 

is completely covert, without having a warship with a cable-cutting equipment right in the area,” said Michael Sechrist, a former project 

manager for a Harvard-M.I.T. research project funded in part by the Defense Department. 
“Cables get cut all the time — by anchors that are dragged, by natural disasters,” said Mr. Sechrist, who published a study in 2012 of 

the vulnerabilities of the undersea cable network. But most of those cuts take place within a few miles from shore, and can be repaired in a 

matter of days.  What worries Pentagon planners most is that the Russians appear to be looking for vulnerabilities at much greater depths, 
where the cables are hard to monitor and breaks are hard to find and repair. 

Mr. Sechrist noted that the locations of the cables are hardly secret. “Undersea cables tend to follow the similar path since they were 

laid in the 1860s,” he said, because the operators of the cables want to put them in familiar environments under longstanding agreements. 
The exceptions are special cables, with secret locations, that have been commissioned by the United States for military operations; they do 

not show up on widely available maps, and it is possible the Russians are hunting for those, officials said.  The role of the cables is more 

important than ever before. They carry global business worth more than $10 trillion a day, including from financial institutions that settle 
transactions on them every second. Any significant disruption would cut the flow of capital. The cables also carry more than 95 percent of 

daily communications.So important are undersea cables that the Department of Homeland Security lists their landing areas — mostly around 

New York, Miami and Los Angeles — at the top of its list of “critical infrastructure.”  So Russian operating near underwater cables are to 

attack those cables harming "the instant communications on which the West’s governments,...   Attention to underwater cables is not new. In 

October 1971, the American submarine Halibut entered the Sea of Okhotsk north of Japan, found a telecommunications cable used by 

Soviet nuclear forces, and succeeded in tapping its secrets. The mission, code-named Ivy Bells, was so secret that a vast majority of the 
submarine’s sailors had no idea what they had accomplished. The success led to a concealed world of cable tapping. And a decade ago, the 

United States Navy launched the submarine Jimmy Carter, which intelligence analysts say is able to tap undersea cables and eavesdrop on 
communications flowing through them. 

Submarines are not the only vessels that are snooping on the undersea cables. American officials closely monitor the Yantar, which 

Russian officials insist is an oceanographic ship with no ties to espionage.  “The Yantar is equipped with a unique onboard scientific 
research complex which enables it to collect data on the ocean environment, both in motion and on hold. There are no similar complexes 

anywhere,” said Alexei Burilichev, the head of the deepwater research department at the Russian Defense Ministry, according to 

sputniknews.com in May 2015.  American concern over cable cutting is just one aspect of Russia’s modernizing Navy that has drawn new 
scrutiny.  Adm. Mark Ferguson, commander of American naval forces in Europe, speaking in Washington this month said that the 

proficiency and operational tempo of the Russian submarine force was increasing. Citing public remarks by the Russian Navy chief, Adm. 

Viktor Chirkov, Admiral Ferguson said the intensity of Russian submarine patrols had risen by almost 50 percent over the last year. Russia 
has increased its operating tempo to levels not seen in over a decade. Russian Arctic bases and their $2.4 billion investment in the Black Sea 

Fleet expansion by 2020 demonstrate their commitment to develop their military infrastructure on the flanks, he said.  Russia is also building 

an undersea unmanned drone capable of carrying a small, tactical nuclear weapon to use against harbors or coastal areas, American military 
and intelligence analysts said.  Admiral Ferguson said that as part of Russia’s emerging doctrine of so-called hybrid warfare, it is 

increasingly using a mix of conventional force, Special Operations mission and new weapons in the 21st-century battlefield.  “This involves 

the use of space, cyber, information warfare and hybrid warfare designed to cripple the decision-making cycle of the alliance,” Admiral 

Ferguson said, referring to NATO. “At sea, their focus is disrupting decision cycles.” (D. Sanger and Eric Schmitt, NY Times, Oct 25, 2015)  
 

World Commentary: Murder in Moscow will undermine despot Vladimir Putin  

 
Flowers are placed outside the Russian Embassy for the slain Kremlin critic Boris Nemtsov, in Kensington, London, Source: AP  
DICTATORS, like old people, think in seasons not in years. Late autumn has arrived for Vladimir Putin, the wind nips. I 

don’t think he killed Boris Nemtsov and I think he has seen in that assassination a hint of his own melancholy future. 

There are only two reasons for dumping a high-profile corpse on the Kremlin’s doorstep. Either you want, like a cat bringing home a 

dead mouse, the approval of the master of the house. Or you want to show the Russian President that he is no longer in control.  The second 
explanation is the most likely. That’s worrying Putin and it’s what should be worrying us too. 

There have been plenty of dark episodes in the political life of the Kremlin leader, starting with the claims 15 years ago that his secret 

agents had planted bombs to whip up support for a war in Chechnya. 

On the darkness spectrum, though, the killing of the dissident Boris Nemtsov was tantamount to an eclipse of the sun. 

It signalled that there is a power struggle under way, one that is being fought in the shadows of Moscow rather than in the townships 

of eastern Ukraine.  The President seems to have lost his cockiness. Perhaps he has realised that if you build a governing system based on 
identifying enemies, paranoia will end up informing all your decisions.  Putin was furious when he was told of the Nemtsov murder in the 

early hours of Saturday morning.  What followed was a frenzy of emergency meetings out of all proportion to the former deputy prime 

minister’s actual standing in the opposition movement.  It was understood as an internal threat, an attempt to radicalise the rather tired 
opposition which could then be played as a card, one of many, in a broader game of destabilising Putin.  Thirty years ago I watched a similar 

crisis unfold in communist Poland.  A popular priest, Jerzy Popieluszko, aligned with the Solidarity protest movement, was killed by rogue 

secret policemen on orders from hardliners within and beyond the security establishment who wanted to stop the ruler, General Wojciech 
Jaruzelski, from making any concessions to the West.  They thought the military dictator had gone soft. 

There are Russians nowadays who believe that Putin, too, has gone soft. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/p/vladimir_v_putin/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/h/homeland_security_department/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://sputniknews.com/
http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/events/webcasts/nato-s-role-at-sea-featuring-adm-mark-ferguson
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/u/unmanned_aerial_vehicles/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/s/david_e_sanger/index.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/s/eric_schmitt/index.html
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world
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The Ukrainian war, as it staggers into a second year, has set free nationalist demons. Putin denounces as traitors and fifth columnists 

those who question the war. But there are nationalists who judge him in similar terms for trying to freeze the Ukrainian conflict with a 

patchy ceasefire deal rather than fight a long campaign.  The killing on the Bolshoi Moskvoretsky bridge was the reckless Ukraine war 

coming home; the man who died was a dissident but the real political target was the Russian leader, who has been disappointing not only 

swivel-eyed irredentists but their sympathisers closer to the seat of power. 
Putin has ruled by atomising society. That is what has enfeebled the opposition. The conflict in east Ukraine, aggravated by the slump 

in oil prices, the rouble devaluation and the limited access to Western credit lines, is now atomising the elites too, eating away at the 

consensus that Putinocracy brings stability, growth and personal profit. 
Mikhail Khodorkovsky, ex-head of the oil and gas company Yukos and ex-Gulag inmate, said at the Chatham House foreign affairs 

think tank in London last week that “the Russian business and ruling elite is becoming increasingly anxious in response to Putin’s political 

course, even those who are loyal to him”. 
The Western assumption has for years been that the KGB and its modern day incarnation, the FSB, is Putin’s rock-solid power base. 

Yet the secret service is not a monolith, rather a collection of competing tribes.  Enjoying the protection of the President, ex-officers occupy 

senior positions in the energy sector, in banking, in the presidential chancellery, pivotal roles across society. Yet they have developed 
different loyalties and rivalries; Putin is no longer at their centre and the rapidly shrinking economy encourages feuds.  My bet, informed by 

my Polish experiences, is Nemtsov’s killer was steered by one of those tribes. The identity of the murderer will bring little new information. 

At the moment what counts is the fear of the man at the top. 
What happens next? Stalin, a fellow paranoiac, used the killing of his rival Sergei Kirov in 1934 to unleash show trials and purges. 

That’s not a choice for Putin but he will crack down on parts of the opposition — and try to weed out his critics in the security machine. And 

he will be even less willing to reach a proper reconciliation with the West. That will have to wait until the post-Putin era.  (Roger Boyes, The 
Times, March 05, 2015)  

 

Growth of Russia as a pariah state under Vladimir Putin  

 
Syria’s Bashar al-Assad with Vladimir Putin in the Kremlin last month. Source: AP  
 

Russian cheat Mariya Savinova wins the 800m at 
the 2012 London Olympics. Source: News Limited 

Respected US senator John McCain succinctly sums up Russian President Vladimir Putin as “a KGB thug”. 

After publication of the report by the World Anti-Doping Agency, with its evidence of agents of the Russian Federal 

Security Service (FSB) — the KGB’s successor agency — operating at the heart of Moscow’s main anti-doping lab, 

who can deny the accuracy of that description?   Who can avoid the conclusion that, 21 years after the collapse of the 

Soviet Union and what was touted as the end of the Cold War, and 15 years since Putin, a colonel in the KGB, 

became the Kremlin strongman, the world is confronted by the menace of a delinquent Russia operating as a rogue 

state? 
Russia repeatedly shows total contempt for accepted international standards of behaviour, be it in Crimea and Ukraine, or in the 

Middle East, where Moscow is allied with the regimes in Damascus and Tehran.  After Putin’s shameful, obstructionist conduct following 

the shooting down of Malaysia Airlines flight MH17 over Ukraine last year, British Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond sounded alarm 
bells. He warned that “Russia risks becoming a pariah state if it does not behave properly”.  At the same time, John Kampfner, a widely 

experienced former news bureau chief in Moscow, concluded in an article for London’s Daily Telegraph that “Putin is a pariah. He must be 

treated as such.”  For two decades, Kampfner argued, “many around the world have been in denial. Russia was changing, they insisted. And 
so it has. It has embraced money, private jets and super yachts. For a fleeting few years in the early 1990s it toyed with democracy, only to 

conclude that this course was synonymous with chaos. Out of this new experiment of bling with brutishness came Vladimir Putin.” 

Hammond and Kampfner are far from alone in their assessments of Putin’s Russia.  It is a country in which the sports minister, Vitaly 
Mutko, a close friend of Putin, was complicit, according to the WADA report, in doping shenanigans that recall the darkest days of the old 
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Soviet Union and East Germany.  Then, the most outrageous use of drugs by athletes — sanctioned and provided by the state — was 

justified with the absurd assertion that cheating was in the national (Communist Party) interest. 

So, too, is a similar mindset being revealed among FSB agents in their management and intimidation of Russia’s anti-doping 

laboratory — actions the WADA report says effectively sabotaged the 2012 London Olympics.  That, alas, is what Putin’s increasingly 

sinister Russia has become. Repeatedly, actions by Moscow put it beyond the pale of accepted international standards.  It is no surprise that 
Russian commentator Oleg Kashin concluded after the shooting down of flight MH17 that “for the West Putin has come to occupy the same 

place as Muammar Gaddafi or Saddam Hussein … he’s become a kind of Doctor Evil who shoots down planes.” 

Kashin is not wrong; Putin has become a global villain. Neither is New York University’s professor of global affairs Mark Galeotti 
wrong: he has expressed a similar sentiment by telling Newsweek magazine “it is becoming very difficult not to regard Putin’s Russia as 

essentially an aggressive, subversive and destabilising nation”.   

The indictment in the 393 pages of the WADA report is, however, only the latest in a long list of outrages committed by Putin’s 
Russia. Following the shooting down of flight MH17, last year’s annexation of Crimea and the invasion of eastern Ukraine, and in recent 

weeks Moscow’s cynical military moves in Syria, where it is acting in alliance with Iran’s ayatollahs, it fits the pattern. 

Perhaps more than any other single incident, MH17 stands out as testimony to the sort of person Putin is and the pariah nation Russia 
has become. When the tragedy occurred, the President could have condemned the rebels in eastern Ukraine responsible for firing the missile. 

He could have expressed shock, sympathised with the victims’ families, and called other world leaders to express dismay. The world might 

have listened. Instead, he behaved like the thug McCain considers him to be. 
Hasty cover-up operations were launched to remove evidence of Russian involvement. The Russian BUK rocket launcher was 

transported clandestinely across the border. Putin showed total disregard for the feelings of those who had lost loved ones in the tragedy and 

cried out for answers. The Russian leader’s response when Tony Abbott as prime minister promised to “shirt-front” him on the issue was to 
guffaw and heap scorn. Instead of ensuring full co-operation with the international investigation, Putin blatantly lied and obfuscated.  

Moscow’s brazen annexation of Crimea in January last year in defiance of global pressure remains, too, an example of Russia’s growing 

delinquency. Not since World War II have Europe’s frontiers been changed in this way, through unilateral force.  Yet Putin, driven by what 

many regard as his increasingly megalomaniacal ambition to rebuild the glory days of a revanchist Russian empire along the lines of the old 

Soviet Union, marched into Crimea in defiance of Washington and much of the rest of the world. He was not prepared to countenance an 

independent, democratic Ukraine that was not shackled and obedient to Moscow.  Highly strategic Crimea was his first target. The normal 
conduct of international affairs was flagrantly cast aside. All US President Barack Obama’s supine and meaningless huffing and puffing 

about “Russian aggression” came to naught. And today, to the shame of Obama’s White House as well as European nations, Russia’s 

takeover of Crimea has become a fait accompli. Putin’s strategic piracy is accepted as a fact. 
European nations, led by Germany, despite all their own grand words, have been unwilling to take the measures that might have 

deterred Putin or punished him in a way that would have made him think again. Their reliance for 25 per cent of their energy needs on the 

Russian state-owned gas giant Gazprom has meant too much to them.  Thus, almost two years after Putin grabbed Crimea and marched into 
Ukraine to support Russian-speaking separatists, Russia has survived the limited sanctions that were imposed.  Its economy is in trouble, but 

that is due mainly to the fall in the global price of oil, the country’s main export. The confident forecasts heard from the White House and at 

the repeated “emergency” meetings of European leaders have not had the anticipated effect. Putin marches on — annoyed, perhaps, by his 
sidelining from global meetings such as the G20 — but nonetheless welcomed warmly by world leaders at bilateral meetings, including 

several with German Chancellor Angela Merkel. 
And far from being ostracised for his global outrages, Forbes magazine has just named him as the world’s most powerful leader for 

the third year in a row — ahead of Merkel and Obama, who, unsurprisingly, after being played off a break by the Russian leader, has been 

demoted from second to third.  Putin, as the Economist has pointed out, is a judoka, a practitioner of judo, and, as such, knows the art of 

exploiting an opponent’s weaknesses: when the US steps back, he pushes forward, and nowhere is this strategy being played out more 
remarkably than in the Middle East. In line with his quest to restore the sort of influence the old Soviet Union once had across the globe, 

Putin has injected himself militarily into the region’s affairs in a way that has left the US looking on, stunned, from the sidelines.  In the two 

decades since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia has had little influence anywhere in the Middle East apart from Syria, where it has 
long had a military alliance with the Assad regime. Again, the judoka saw his chance in Obama’s failure to do anything much about the 

Syrian civil war. Brazenly, Putin is presenting his military intervention as a desire by Moscow to join the fight against the evil of the Islamic 

State caliphate.  But in so doing it has aligned itself with Bashar al-Assad’s despotic regime in Damascus as well as Iran’s ayatollahs, and 
the Hezbollah terrorists whose headquarters are in Lebanon. Russia is concentrating on airstrikes — notably, for the most part, not on 

Islamic State strongholds but on the bases of other militant groups opposed to the Assad regime. 

Russia has 3000 soldiers in the country to protect the Russian naval base in the Syrian port of Tartus and to assist Assad’s embattled 
forces and those from Iran and Hezbollah fighting alongside them. Thus, at a stroke, the wily Putin has outflanked US strategy, such as it is; 

and while supporting the tyrant Assad, he has dangerously deepened the region’s Sunni-Shia divide in a way that will contribute to the 

growth of Islamic State and its recruitment of jihadists from across the world. 
Putin has much to answer for in the growth of Islamic State and the unmitigated evil that has been unleashed by the caliphate. He 

poses now as a well-intentioned ally in Syria, trying to help the US-led coalition. But for two years at the UN, Russia has blocked every 

move aimed at achieving a political solution for the civil war.  Such a solution, had it succeeded early enough and without Moscow’s 
interference, might have forced a compromise on Assad that could have cut the ground from under the Sunni extremists and headed off 

Islamic State’s establishment.  The Russian leader has behaved, as usual, with transparent irresponsibility. Given the extent of the human 
tragedy the Syrian civil war represents, with hundreds of thousands killed in the past two years and upwards of eight million people forced 

to flee their homes, it might have been expected that Putin would use his influence with Assad to force a solution to the conflict.  Instead, he 

is stirring the pot further and outmanoeuvring Obama at every turn. 
For the former KGB colonel, the glory days of the Soviet empire clearly still mean much. It was what he was weaned on as a Soviet 

secret agent. The outrageous doping practices revealed in the WADA report, it has been pointed out, are a systemic hangover from the 

Soviet era when all methods, whatever they were and however dishonest and corrupting they were, were regarded as legitimate in the quest 

for victory.  The scale of the corruption that has been revealed, with a Moscow laboratory destroying a staggering 1417 blood and urine 

tests, results, the report says, from “an inherited attitude from the old Cold War days” and involved “direct intimidation and interference by 

the Russian state”.  Yet Russia, at least for now, remains on course to compete in next year’s Olympics in Rio de Janeiro and to host the 
soccer World Cup in 2018. 

There is uproar, just as there was over Ukraine, and Crimea, and MH17, and now Syria. But the world — and that means the Obama 

White House — appears impotent. The Russian leader is thumbing his nose at the world, clearly undaunted by his country’s categorisation 
as a “rogue state” alongside the likes of North Korea and Iran.  With different leadership in the White House, it might all have been very 

different. As much as Putin has to answer for, so, too, does Obama for his failure to rein in the Russian President and for allowing him to get 

away with his defiance of the accepted norms of international behaviour. The world is paying a very heavy price for that lack of leadership.  
(Bruce Loudon, The Australian, November 12, 2015)  
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South China Sea: US and allies must stare down Beijing  

 
The USS Lassen arrives at the Shanghai International Passenger Quay in Shanghai. Source: AP  

The sailing of a US warship within 12 nautical miles of one of China’s new artificial islands in the South China Sea represents 

the most daring American military intervention in years. Not since president Bill Clinton sent a naval group through the Taiwan 

Strait in 1996 as a supportive gesture to the then beleaguered Taiwanese has the US so boldly defied China’s unlawful territorial 

claims.  

As a symbolic gesture, the move is welcome. But it is not enough. If China’s interpretations of international law — which invariably 

serve its expansionist ambitions — are truly to be countered, challenges of its territorial claims will need to be repeated regularly and co-

ordinated with others. China’s response to the intervention was to feign outrage, describing it as an illegal intrusion into its sovereign waters 
and a sign of American hypocrisy; the US cares when China builds artificial islands in the South China Sea, the Chinese argue, but not when 

Vietnam or The Philippines do the same. But neither argument holds water, as the Chinese know perfectly well.  Neither Vietnam nor The 

Philippines has laid claim to the whole of the South China Sea, as China does through the notorious “nine-dash line” — a huge tongue-
shaped territorial claim first put forward after World War II by the Chinese Nationalist government and later embraced by the communists. 

Nor has either country violated the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea by claiming sovereignty over waters surrounding what were 

previously submerged rocks. Only by ignoring the convention’s strict definitions can one describe the US intervention as “illegal”, and even 
then it is not clear under what law it would be prohibited.  In fact, such arguments are mere window dressing. There is one perspective from 

which China’s attitude to territorial disputes in the South China Sea makes perfect sense. For centuries, China was by far the region’s largest 

and most powerful country, holding sway over the surrounding seas and treating most of its neighbours as inferior, vassal states. After a gap 
of two centuries in which China was atypically weak, it is rapidly regaining power, and now wants to restore what it sees as the old order in 

East Asia.  Put another way, China is becoming the sort of superpower that feels entitled to control the sea, land and air around its territory 

— just like the US. China is aspiring to become the equal of the US, one of the two dominant superpowers. As a result, its leaders believe 
China ought to be able to project military power and defend what it regards as its strategic space — just like the US. 

This would not be difficult to understand — nor would it necessarily be unreasonable — if other countries were not involved. The US 

certainly exhibits a certain sense of entitlement in the way it treats its neighbours. But neither Canada nor Mexico feel encroached upon or 
bullied in the way that many of the countries surrounding China do. 

Nor do US strategic considerations threaten the free flow of international trade and shipping. China’s certainly could. And even if one 

does regard the US and China as co-equal superpowers, it is important to note that the US has much wider international support and 

acceptance. This might change in the future; but, for the time being, it is a reality. 

There can be no doubt that China will keep pushing forward, attempting to create more “facts on the ground” to back up its 

sovereignty claims. The only way to oppose it, at least by peaceful means, is by consistently demonstrating that its claims are not 
recognised. Its “facts” must be shown to be nothing more than opinions. That will require regular interventions, in the form of journeys by 

all sorts of vessels, both military and commercial — ideally under many national flags — through the waters China is attempting to claim. 

That is, after all, the tactic China itself has been using in the East China Sea, where it has been sending fleets of boats through the waters 
around the Japanese Senkaku islands, which China calls the Diaoyu. 

China’s actions in Japanese waters may be illegal, but they make their point (and underline it almost daily). The US and its allies must 
do the same in the South China Sea. Doing so will risk accidental collisions and confrontations. But doing nothing, or making only isolated 

gestures, will simply hand China a fait accompli. (Bill Emmot, The Australian, November 03, 2015)   
 

China sea row the focus of new Australia-US naval deal 
Australia and the US yesterday signed a defence co-operation deal that will lead to more naval training and exercises between 

the two countries.  The agreement prioritises strategic areas for co-operation, including increased intelligence sharing and 

improving multilateral and defence industry engagement.  A key focus will be on the South China Sea.  Defence Minister Marise 

Payne said two-thirds of Australia’s sea trade passed through that area and so it was vital for the navy to be there too. 

“We definitely have a presence there militarily as well,” Senator Payne said after signing the deal with US Defence Secretary Ash 

Carter at the annual AUSMIN talks with US Secretary of State John Kerry and Foreign Minister Julie Bishop in Boston.  “We have ships 
sailing in the area at the moment who will actually engage with the Chinese, quite formally.” 

Australian warships and long- range patrol aircraft are already operating in the South China Sea and the navy has regular contact with 

Chinese naval vessels despite rising tensions over territorial claims there. 

Mr Kerry said the two delegations had in-depth talks on the importance of maintaining peace and stability in the East and South China 

Seas.  Freedom of navigation and overflight were among the most essential pillars of international maritime law, he said.  “We urge the 

claimants to halt any further reclamation, construction and militarisation of features,’’ Mr Kerry said. 
“It doesn’t matter how big a country is, the principle is clear. The rights of all nations are supposed to be respected with respect to 

maritime law.”  A Chinese embassy spokesman in Canberra responded that the comments about the reclaimed land were not helpful and 

added fuel to the flames.  The spokesman said he was seriously concerned about comments about China in the AUSMIN statement which 
were “neither responsible nor constructive’’. 

“The relevant construction on some of China’s Nansha islands and reefs that we garrison in the South China Sea is reasonable, 
justified and lawful, and is well within China’s sovereignty. It does not impact or target any country and it is thus beyond reproach,” he said.  

“The Chinese side stays committed to resolving disputes with countries directly concerned through negotiation and consultation and 

safeguarding peace and stability of the South China Sea together with ASEAN countries.’’ 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
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Senator Payne said Australia held the same view as the US — that freedom of navigation, freedom of flight to the extent international 

law allowed was vital.  Senator Payne said senior officers from China’s People’s Liberation Army were due to visit Australia before the end 

of the year and keeping lines of communications open was important. 

“And while we’ve made very clear, from the Prime Minister to me and Foreign Minister Bishop, our view about the level of activities 

around the Spratleys, that doesn’t mean we can’t maintain a very important relationship with China in the rest of its areas of need,’’ She 
said.  Senator Payne said the US was engaging closely with regional nations, including India, Vietnam and The Philippines, and was keen to 

involve Australia. Australia and the US also agreed to share information and intelligence on high- risk travellers and cargo. (Brendan 

Nicholson, The Australian, October 15, 2015)   
 

UN chief says ‘ending occupation’ needed to halt violence 
RAMALLAH — UN chief Ban Ki-moon pleaded for an end to spiraling violence on Wednesday as he met Palestinian 

Authority President Mahmoud Abbas in a bid to calm weeks of deadly unrest.  

The UN secretary general’s meeting with Abbas came after talks with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Tuesday, when 
he called on both sides to end a “dangerous escalation” threatening a full-scale uprising. Ban, at least publicly, offered no concrete proposals 

to end the unrest, but spoke of returning to “meaningful negotiations,” after more than a year of frozen peace efforts and seething frustration 

with Israel’s occupation. “We will continue to support all efforts to create the conditions to make meaningful negotiations possible,” Ban 
told journalists after meeting Abbas in the West Bank city of Ramallah.  “But ultimately it is for Palestinians and Israelis to choose peace. 

Our most urgent challenge is to stop the current wave of violence and avoid any further loss of life.”  Ban said that “the only way to end the 
violence is through real and visible progress toward a political solution, including an end of the occupation.”   “I have stressed to both Israeli 

and Palestinian leaders the urgent need to reaffirm through words and deeds that they are partners for peace,” he said. 

Abbas called on Israel to strictly respect rules governing Jerusalem’s Temple Mount, which houses the Al-Aqsa Mosque. The holy 
site has been a flashpoint in the recurrent clashes between Israeli forces and Palestinian protesters.  The current outbreak of violence was 

fueled by rumors that Israel was plotting to destroy the Al-Aqsa Mosque and take over the Temple Mount, the holiest site to Jews and the 

third-holiest to Muslims.  Israel has adamantly denied the allegations, saying there are no plans to change the status quo between Muslim 
worshipers and Jewish visitors to the site, and has accused the Palestinians of incitement. Jews can currently visit the religious holy site but 

are not allowed to pray there.  Netanyahu has repeatedly accused Abbas of inciting violence by suggesting that Israel wants to change the 

status of the compound.  “The continued occupation and aggression against Christian and Muslim holy sites in East Jerusalem, particularly 
against Al-Aqsa, opens the door to a religious conflict, which has unfortunately started,” Abbas told journalists. “We don’t want it and we 

are warning over its consequences.” 

Netanyahu harshly criticized Abbas for “fanning the flames” of violence and rejected allegations that Israel has used excessive force, 
when he met Ban late Tuesday.  “I believe it is time to tell the truth about the causes of Palestinian terrorism,” he said. “It is not the 

settlements, it is not the peace process, it is the desire to destroy the State of Israel pure and simple.”  With international concern increasing, 

US Secretary of State John Kerry will meet Netanyahu later this week in Germany as well as Abbas and Jordan’s King Abdullah at an 
unspecified location in the Middle East.   The unrest continued even during Ban’s visit. 

On Wednesday afternoon, a female soldier was stabbed and critically wounded at a checkpoint north of Jerusalem. The attacker was 

shot and killed.  Earlier Wednesday, an Israeli policeman was lightly injured in an apparent car-ramming attack next to the West Bank 
settlement of Ofra, north of Jerusalem. The driver crashed into the checkpoint after ignoring police warnings to stop. Security forces opened 

fire on the vehicle as it approached the barrier, reports said.  The driver was not apprehended and managed to flee the scene to the nearby 

village of Silwad. Security forces were searching the area for the suspect. 
Magen David Adom paramedics administered first-aid treatment to the injured policeman, who did not need to be taken to a hospital.  

Also Wednesday morning, a Palestinian teenager was shot and wounded after approaching an Israeli settlement with a knife.  When meeting 

Netanyahu on Tuesday, Ban acknowledged the security challenges for Israel and the fears of residents facing a wave of gun, knife and car-
ramming attacks.  He said he was “deeply troubled by statements from Palestinian militant groups including Hamas and Islamic Jihad 

praising such heinous attacks.”  At the same time, he warned against overzealous security measures that could exacerbate tensions.  Ban will 

also visit families of both Israeli and Palestinian victims of the latest wave of violence. Later this week, he is expected to meet King 
Abdullah II of Jordan, who has previously acted as a mediator.  The escalation in violence started at the beginning of September on the 

Temple Mount and spread to terror attacks in Jerusalem and terror attacks and clashes in the West Bank. Eleven Israelis have been killed in 

attacks in the past month; some 40 Palestinians have been killed, almost half in the course of attacks on Israeli targets, and most of the rest 
in clashes in the West Bank and at the Gaza border.  (AFP, October 21, 2015) 

 

Iran Unveils Secret Underground Missile Base 
Iran's Revolutionary Guard opened the doors of a secret underground missile base to state TV, showing off medium- and 

long-range missiles, The Associated Press (AP) reported Wednesday.  The station aired footage of long tunnels with ready-to-fire 

missiles on the back of trucks, according to AP.  The broadcast said the facility is one of hundreds of underground missile bases around the 

country. It didn't disclose the location but said it was 500 meters (1,600 feet) underground. 

Amir Ali Hajizadeh, head of the Revolutionary Guard's aerospace branch, boasted that the facility is the "tip of the iceberg" of the 
Guard's military might, according to AP.  The broadcast appeared aimed at showing that the Guard will continue its missile program despite 

UN Security Council resolutions and despite Iran's nuclear deal with the West. 

The unveiling of the underground base comes days after it was reported that Iran had successfully test fired a new guided long-range 
ballistic surface-to-surface missile, a move the United States later admitted was a violation of a UN resolution. 

Iran continuously carries out long-range ballistic missile drills as it routinely shows off its military program. 

Iran's domestic long-range ballistic missiles are, in fact, nuclear capable, according to international reports, particularly the Shahab 3 
and Sejjil 2.  (Arutz Sheva Staff, israelnationalnews.com, October 15, 2015) 

 

Afghanistan: What the Taliban judge taught the former US Marine  
Zabiullah chuckles to himself as he strokes his thick black beard. I’ve just refused his offer to visit his home in rural 

Afghanistan on the grounds that I’ll be kidnapped.   “Don’t worry,” he says through an interpreter. “You’ll eventually be traded for 

prisoners we want released.”  Our congenial meeting isn’t what I was expecting. Not when one considers that I’m a former Marine and my 

counterpart is a member of the Taliban. But we have something in common. We both have fought, in our own ways, for the rule of law in 

Afghanistan — I was an adviser to the Afghan police and Zabiullah is a Taliban judge. 
The Marines advisers were part of a US effort to combat the corruption and favouritism that has tainted the government and alienated 

many Afghans. When my tour of duty ended in 2011 and I returned to the US, I brought home a sense of unfinished business.  Training 
Afghan police to execute the nation’s laws fairly and honestly was a perpetual struggle, and I wondered whether the modest inroads made by 

US advisers would have a lasting effect. I decided to go back on my own and see how things stood.  The last time I had flown into 

Afghanistan was on a US Air Force C-17 cargo jet. I was with Marines who were armed, confident and prepared for a fight. I return flying 
commercial, a head taller than everyone around, and acutely aware that three months’ growth of beard isn’t enough to make me fit in. 

http://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/afp/
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/201856
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/199424
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/198781
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Once I’m on the ground in Kabul, the familiar smells of the city — a peculiar blend of cooked onions, raw meat and sun-baked refuse 

— have me on edge. My thumb reaches for the safety of a rifle I no longer carry.  My plan is to return to Helmand province in the south to 

revisit the police district where I had worked, but I’m immediately told that the area — which had been secured at the expense of much 

American blood over the past 14 years — is too dangerous. No flights out of Kabul, and taking an overland route would be suicidal.  I know 

one reason for the Taliban’s increasing success in Helmand and beyond is that the Islamists offer some semblance of justice to Afghans who 
cannot get it from their government.  Last year, Transparency International’s index of “corruption perceptions” — how people see their own 

governments — ranked Afghanistan 172 on a list of 174 countries.  So I decide to try to see for myself what the Taliban offer. I get in touch 

with a local fixer, who agrees to introduce me to a Taliban judge. A rendezvous is arranged. 
We weave our way through the anarchic Kabul traffic and arrive at a restaurant in a leisure park on the city’s outskirts. The park is 

guarded by Afghan police. I recognise the type: their loyalty isn’t to the government, but to the warlord who owns the park. A noisy 

generator runs a Ferris wheel and the aroma of hashish is thick in the air.  The Taliban judge, Zabiullah, lives in the countryside and has 
ridden in on a motorcycle. The park is as neutral a ground as one can find in Afghanistan. 

“I became a judge to serve my country,” Zabiullah says over chai and cigarettes. “I still travel to places that are under government 

control because God gave me this responsibility.” 
Evidence of his travels can be seen in the dust on his clothes and the deep lines on his sun-darkened face. 

Zabiullah speaks earnestly about sharia. It can be brutally draconian, executing women for adultery, but it is also used to settle 

mundane matters like property disputes. Because the laws are derived from interpretations of the Koran, a fervent believer like Zabiullah is 
going to be impartial on the bench — to take a bribe would be an insult to Muhammad. 

Zabiullah has something else to offer that the Afghan government cannot match: his availability. 

The Taliban judge travels between villages. The government embeds its courts in district centres behind blast-proof walls. People 
seeking help have to wait in endless queues. But many others simply do without. 

Most Afghans live in rural areas and scratch out a living on the land; even at the height of my military zeal, I struggled to encourage 

these Afghans to make the long trip. They correctly deduced that if the police they dealt with at home were crooked, the courts probably 

were, too.  As police advisers, my fellow Marines and I preached to the Afghan cops that corruption saps the lifeblood from civil society. 

But the police ultimately had to decide to change on their own, and I remained dubious about what happened when we weren’t on patrols or 

in meetings with our Afghan counterparts.  Now, talking with Zabiullah, I can see why many Afghans would welcome him even if he offers 
a harsh sharia-style rule of law.  The Taliban are gaining ground, and I suspect that Afghans are finding it easier to trust the devil they know 

than the one they cannot afford.  The Obama administration’s October 15 announcement that it is dropping plans for a total US troop 
withdrawal next year was an encouraging sign that we’re not going to forfeit America’s sacrifices in Afghanistan.  But, ultimately, the 

Kabul government needs popular support to survive and I fear that if the government cannot drive out corruption, Afghans will embrace the 

Islamists who will.  (Michael F. Gunther, The Wall Street Journal, October 26, 2015)  
 

Big lies as the UN suppresses truth with ideology  
In his first month as Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull’s most decisive actions have been in cultural and international 

relations. His government has signed Australia up to the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, announced a bid for 

membership of the Security Council and declared candidacy for a seat on the Human Rights Council.  

The multilateral moves have taken a nation accustomed to Tony Abbott’s more hawkish foreign policy by surprise. While the renewal 
of soft power relations with the UN may be viewed favourably, Australia’s new era of cosmopolitanism should be tempered by political 

realism.  Even ardent advocates of the classical liberal ideals that inspired the Universal Declaration of Human Rights are beginning to 

recognise there is something rotten in the heart of the UN. Since the turn of the century, it has been beset by corruption and a culture of 
profligacy which would likely elicit strong criticism were the organisation a private enterprise. But it is the emerging culture of dishonesty at 

the UN which poses the greatest threat to its legitimacy as an independent and trustworthy arbiter of human rights and justice worldwide. 
Dishonesty and double standards mark the rise of the UN in the realm of 21st-century human rights. In Australia, Europe, Canada and 

the US, human rights commissions have undermined evidentiary standards by supplanting empirical truth with emotionalism, campaigned 

against border integrity, criticised national security policy, engaged in judicial activism and sought to censor freethinkers. They have been 

unrelenting in the pursuit of a neo-Marxist social agenda that respects neither parliamentary process nor the views of citizens who pay their 
wages.  The most pressing problem with UN human rights advocates, however, is their use of dishonesty to achieve political ends. When -

attorney-general George Brandis rightly criticised Australian Human Rights Commission president Gillian Triggs for fibbing about the 

presence of armed guards at immigrant processing centres, he was accused of violating her human rights. 
Rather than correcting Triggs’s misrepresentation of the truth, the UN defended it. 

Michel Forst, the UN special rapporteur on human rights defenders, asked the government to explain its actions while condemning its 

alleged violation of Triggs’s rights. The violation of truth was not raised as a matter of vital interest. While that may offend our moral 
sensibilities, it is consistent with UN values. 

The UN has created a new value system where the truth is subordinated to human rights activism. For example, in the report Human 

Rights Defenders, it states that the “critical test” of a human rights defender is not to be correct — to base their case on objective and 
validated truth — but to pursue rights. Human rights have been transformed into a master ideology that transcends truth.  As history has 

shown, the supersession of objective truth with political ideology produces big lies. The big lie of the modern age is that secure-border 

policy produces more harm to humankind than it prevents. The UN is a powerful purveyor of the lie that effectively protects people-
smugglers and frequently proves lethal to their human cargo. 

In the organisation’s latest attack on Australia’s highly successful secure-border policy, UN migrant rights rapporteur Francois 
Crepeau whipped up a media storm on the false claim he was denied adequate access to immigration centres.  The leftist media reported 

Crepeau’s hysterical claims as though they constituted fact. Nowhere was his history of criticising conservative government policy reported. 

His recent attack describing defence of the continuous historical tradition of British culture as “bullshit” went unremarked. No one 
questioned his ability to conduct an impartial investigation into Australia’s immigration processing centres given he is one of only eight 

council members of the Global Detention Project, an activist group highly critical of such centres.  The Turnbull government passed its first 

test on border security by refusing to submit to Crepeau’s fantastical claims. But it faces an uphill battle to convince the electorate that 
deeper engagement with the UN is in the national interest and will produce return on investment.  The Syrian crisis has exposed the UN’s 

radical impotence in dealing with the major security threat of our age, Islamist terrorism. Its bloated bureaucracy is too dilatory to respond to 

the multi-ethnic civil wars that have emerged as the greatest global threat to human rights. Rather than realise the liberal universalist order 
out of such chaos, the UN appears beholden to its greatest detractors, communist and Islamist states. 

Russia has emerged as the strongman of the UN in responding to the Syrian crisis and Islamist states now comprise the largest voting 

bloc at the UN General Assembly. The world’s worst human rights violators populate the Human Rights Council. The minority of UN 
members that constitute the liberal democratic world order which inspired its inception cannot compete with the sheer size and 

determination of authoritarian states to overwhelm it. 
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Turnbull has initiated a marathon of diplomacy by committing Australia to the UN until at least 2030, if our bid for Security Council 

membership is successful. We will undoubtedly hear more about how deeper engagement with the UN will form a part of Turnbull’s recast 

foreign policy strategy.  The easy route for the government would be to stage a UN love-in with the leftist media and ignore the warning 

signs about declining public trust in the liberal institutional order. But there is little point in denying that the free world’s relationship with 

the UN is rapidly approaching a tipping point where we must decide whether to dig in and deepen engagement, or declare it a lost cause and 
start anew.  The UN remains a vital part of the liberal international order, but it has abused public trust by elevating ideology over truth and 

defending the indefensible in a desperate bid to remain relevant. In its recasting of foreign affairs, the Turnbull government should embrace 

a critical and transformative approach to international relations, acknowledging the UN requires serious structural reform if it is to become a 
force for good in the 21st century.  (Jennifer Oriel, The Australian, October 05, 2015) 

 

Abbas: Palestinians No Longer Committed to Oslo Accords 
Palestinian Authority (PA) leader Mahmoud Abbas has announced that the PA is no longer committed to the 1994 Oslo Accords.  In 

his UN General Assembly address Wednesday evening, Abbas wasted no time attacking Israel from the podium in New York.  He began by 

repeating calls for a "two-state solution," and condemning Israeli "settlements" in Judea and Samaria, as well as the blockade of Gaza.  

Israel "continues its blockades of the Gaza Strip, thus deepening the immense suffering of our people there. This is done in defiance of UN 
resolutions and agreements signed between the two sides...under international auspices," he said, despite the fact that Israel's blockade of the 

Hamas-ruled enclave was ruled as legal by the UN's Palmer Report.  He quoted a 1976 interview by former Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak 

Rabin - in which Rabin branded Jewish communities in Judea and Samaria as "a cancer" - and called on the international community to 
pressure Israel to dismantle them. 

"Do the votes by democratic countries against Palestinian resolutions...promote peace...or rather encourage extremists, promoting their 
hatred and racism and making them think they are above the law, to the point where they commit the burning of a whole Palestinian family 

in the town of Duma in the West Bank?" he added, referring to the deadly firebombing of a Palestinian home in July.  "We do not respond to 

Israeli brutality and hatred with the same, instead we are working for peace," he adding, ignoring his own PA's ongoing incitement playing a 

key role in stoking Muslim violence in Jerusalem, aside from direct terror attacks committed by his Fatah faction. 

The Palestinian Authority would continue to function, he said, putting to rest rumors that he would dismantle it altogether. 

"We are determined to preserve the unity of our land and people...we will not accept temporary solutions or a fragmented state," he 
said. "We will not allow this...we rather will seek to form a national unity government that functions according to the program of the 

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and hold presidential elections." 

Abbas went on to describe "Palestine" as "the country of holiness and peace. It is the birthplace of Christ, the messenger of love and 
peace...and the night journey of Mohammed, peace be upon him, who was sent as a messenger to the world." 

Conspicuously, no mention was made to any Jewish history in the holy land. 

"Those who would like to seek and promote peace and to fight terrorism should start by resolving the question of Palestine - that is the 
beginning or the end of everything," he continued, thanking European states who recently voted to recognize the Palestinian Authority as a 

"state," as well as those who supported its efforts to raise the PA flag at the UN headquarters. 

"The day, God-willing, is not far when we will raise the flag of Palestine in east Jerusalem, the capital of Palestine," he declared.  
Accusing Israel of breaching the 1994 Oslo Accord, he said the Jewish state had effectively "destroyed" the agreements, effectively 

"negating" them and freeing the PA of its own commitment. 

He even compared Israel's presence in Judea and Samaria to the Nazi occupation of Europe during the holocaust. 
"Thus, and given all of that, here we declare that as long as Israel refuses to commit to the agreements signed with us, and as long as 

Israel refuses to cease settlement activities and refuses to release the Palestinian prisoners...Israel has left us with no choice but to insist that 

we will not remain the only ones committed to those agreements." 
"We therefore declare that we can not be part of this agreement and Israel must undertake all its responsibilities of an occupying 

power...We for our part are not committed to those agreements, and Israel must bear fully responsibility," he said, referencing the Oslo 

Accords that created the PA and removed the PLO and Fatah from international terrorist lists. 
Additionally, he vowed to continue to pursue Israel through the International Criminal Court and via other unilateral initiatives in the 

UN, as the PA has been doing for the past several years already - moves which are themselves in breech of the Oslo Accords, which 

stipulate that neither side should take unilateral steps.  "Despite all that my hands remain outstretched for the just peace that will ensure my 
people's rights and dignity," he concluded.  (Ari Soffer and Ari Yashar, istraelnationalnews.com, September 30, 2015) 

 

Putin’s Credo: Never Let Them See You Sweat 
LONG ago, at the inception of his rise to power, Vladimir V. Putin recounted a memory of growing up in the late 1950s in a Soviet 

communal apartment in Leningrad, as St. Petersburg was then known. For kicks, he and his friends would chase rats in the building’s dismal 

hallways. It was what passed for a game until the time a cornered rat hurled himself at a surprised and frightened young Vladimir, who 

turned and ran away.  The anecdote, vivid as a nightmare, was meant to highlight the hardscrabble roots of Russia’s future president, but in 
the years since, self-effacing recollections like these have all but disappeared from Mr. Putin’s official biography.  Instead, Russians have 

ingested a regular diet of televised acts of leadership and machismo, from hectoring bureaucrats and oligarchs to excelling at sports, 

including his latest form of kicks, ice hockey, which he took up with remarkable determination when he was turning 60. It has made him a 
caricature of the man of action, of the benevolent but remote leader, of the steely patriot delivered by providence to restore Russia to its 

rightful destiny after the collapse of the Soviet Union.  Every weekday, get thought-provoking commentary from Op-Ed columnists, The 

Times editorial board and contributing writers from around the world. 
Yet the rat story, and its vanishing, echo a recurring theme in episodes through Mr. Putin’s childhood and his formative years as a 

minor officer in the K.G.B., during his unexpected ascent to the presidency in the 1990s and his steady consolidation of power since 2000: 

namely, his insecurity and fear of displaying weakness.  Although he liked to portray himself as a young tough raised in Leningrad, he took 
up martial arts as a slight boy, by his own account, to protect himself from courtyard bullies. 

His most searing experience in the K.G.B. came in East Germany in 1989 when the sclerotic Soviet state proved, in his mind at least, 
irresolute in the face of the protests that brought down the Berlin Wall and ultimately the Iron Curtain. When a crowd of protesters reached 

the K.G.B.’s villa in Dresden, where he was stationed, he confronted them alone and unarmed and, without any orders from Moscow, 

warned that those inside would open fire. In his recollections the “mob” was terrifying, though it amounted to only a few dozen people.   
In the wild 1990s, when a convulsion of violence and crime accompanied the advent of capitalism in the newly renamed St. 

Petersburg, he once sent his daughters out of the country for their safety. During the re-election campaign for his boss in St. Petersburg, 

Anatoly Sobchak, he took to carrying an air pistol — “It won’t save me,” he told a friend, “but it makes me feel calmer.”   “We 
demonstrated weakness,” Mr. Putin said in another context, “and the weak are beaten.”  

That was in 2004, following the terrorist siege of a school in the southern Russian town of Beslan, which ended after two and a half 

days with the deaths of 334 hostages, 186 of them schoolchildren. To him, the attack — which he insinuated, without evidence, had been 
orchestrated by Russia’s enemies abroad, not the Chechen terrorists who actually carried it out — and its aftermath signified neither 

resilience nor resolve but utter vulnerability.  He exploited the horror of the attack to tighten his control of the political system.  The fear of 
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displaying weakness has become a shrewd pillar of Mr. Putin’s political identity. And to the dismay of the country’s democrats and world 

leaders with whom he interacts, it has made him extraordinarily popular and powerful, even though in moments of candor and, of course, in 

private, officials in Russia acknowledge the overwhelming problems the country faces.  On Monday, Mr. Putin will swagger through New 

York, delivering a speech at the United Nations for the first time in a decade, meeting with an evidently reluctant President Obama and 

seeking to regain the spot on the world stage he believes he has been unjustly denied by his rivals in the West. In Russia’s sycophantic 
official media, this is another triumph, of course, but even The Wall Street Journal’s editorial writers could not resist the schoolyard 

bravado, saying the Russian leader was “stealing Mr. Obama’s lunch money.” 

Andrei Kolesnikov of the Carnegie Moscow Center recently noted that “rising from one’s knees” was a “distinctively Russian 
metaphor” for restoring dignity and national pride. And on their knees is where many Russians believe they spent the years following the 

collapse of the Soviet Union — until Mr. Putin single-handedly wrenched them back to their feet. 

What Mr. Putin has succeeded in doing is persuading Russians that the hardships they now face — many of them a result of his own 
decisions — are evidence of efforts by Russia’s enemies to keep the nation weak. 

“Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, many citizens felt humiliated by defeat in the Cold War,” Mr. Kolesnikov wrote in an 

essay published on the center’s website. The annexation of Crimea in 2014, the defiance of Western sanctions, and now even the exertion of 
Russian military power in Syria are all antidotes to the country’s ills. “These past humiliations have been obliterated by the construction of a 

besieged fortress within the country’s expanded borders.” 

He concluded, as many have, that Mr. Putin’s tactics have been strong — often compared to his training in judo — but that he lacked 
a strategy. A year and a half after the occupation and annexation of Crimea, Mr. Putin has never been as isolated politically and 

diplomatically. He has few foreign allies and faces a withering economy at home, battered by the low price of oil and economic sanctions 

imposed in retaliation for the Kremlin’s involvement in the war in eastern Ukraine. 
The latest intervention in Syria, more than four years after the war there began, signals a growing desperation about the fate of Bashar 

al-Assad’s government — and the Kremlin’s own concerns about what its fall might mean. And in part it may be a move to distract attention 

from Russia’s disastrous intervention in eastern Ukraine and looming questions over its culpability in the downing of Malaysia Airlines 

Flight 17 in July 2014, which killed 298 people (Steven Lee Myerssept, Sept. 26, 2015).  
 

Risks, pluses of Russia in Syria  
Four-and-a-half years of weakness and ineptness by the US and the UN during Syria’s brutal civil war opened the way for Russian 

President Vladimir Putin to step into the vacuum. Mr Putin has increased his influence markedly in Syria, sending 28 combat planes, drones, 

tanks and attack helicopters. Russia is also upgrading naval and air bases in Syria and building accommodation for 2000 Russian military 
advisers. Flat-footed and slow-minded on strategic policy, US President Barack Obama initially declared the Russian deployments were 

“doomed to fail” and said the Kremlin should “start getting a little smarter”. His administration quickly changed its tune, expressing 

“concern” about Russia’s increased involvement. Now the US has sought out Russia to discuss what a Pentagon spokesman described as 
“mechanisms for deconfliction” in Syria, emphasising the need to avoid inadvertent clashes between Russian anti-aircraft missiles and US 

fighter planes and those of its allies, including Australia. 

As the northern hemisphere heads into winter, conditions will worsen for hundreds of thousands of refugees and would-be economic 
migrants crowding into Europe via the Balkans. Many remain stranded in no man’s land at border posts and in makeshift camps. The EU 

leaders’ agreement to resettle 120,000 people waiting in Greece and Italy will not come close to solving the problem. On Monday, 10,000 

newcomers arrived in Austria, stretching facilities to the limit, and 25,000 people have crossed from Serbia into Croatia in a week. Many 
have been drawn by the strong “pull factor” created by Germany’s pledge to settle 800,000 refugees this year. 

Russia’s growing involvement in Syria could have an important upside if it hastens the demise of Islamic State, which controls more 

than half the area of the country. Beating back Islamic State is essential before any political settlement can be worked out and the refugee 
crisis resolved at source. At the same time, Mr Putin’s opportunism in establishing a large military footprint along the eastern Mediterranean 

is fraught with risks given his record of expansionism in Georgia, Crimea and Ukraine. 

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has been quick off the mark to raise his concerns. He visited Mr Putin in Moscow earlier 
this week amid fears that Iran and its allies, including Hezbollah, could be seeking to open a new military front against Israel from within 

Syria, through the Golan Heights. Israel monitors and interdicts arms transfers to Hezbollah from Syria. After meeting Mr Putin, Mr 

Netanyahu said Russia and Israel had agreed on a “joint mechanism’’ to prevent miscalculations between their forces that could trigger a 
wider war.  As US Secretary of State John Kerry says, commitments by the US and Russia to take on Islamic State in Syria could facilitate 

fresh efforts towards a diplomatic solution. Mr Kerry has opened the door to a possible settlement that could allow President Bashar al-

Assad to remain in place for some time before stepping down. Assad’s brutal repressions of his own people and his conduct of the Syrian 
civil war, which has claimed 250,000 lives and maimed many more, have been unconscionable. But a negotiated settlement is essential if 

Islamic State is to be banished and a long-term political transition put in place.  (Editorial, The Australian , September 24, 2015)  
 

President Vladimir Putin’s Dangerous Moves 
President Vladimir Putin of Russia has added new, chilling nuclear threats to his aggression in Ukraine, where 6,000 people have been 

killed in a war with Russian-backed separatists. Mr. Putin wants to expand his country’s influence and standing, but his alarming behavior 
has estranged Russia from most other major powers, damaged its economy and narrowed its future options.  Even for Mr. Putin, the recent 

nuclear threats have set a new benchmark for hostility in the conflict he has ignited with the West. Two weeks ago, The Times of London 

reported on a meeting between Russian generals and American officials in which the Russians threatened a “spectrum of responses from 
nuclear to non-military” if NATO moved more military forces into the Baltic States.  (Editorial, New York Times, April 17, 2015) 

 

Putin shifts fronts in Syria and Ukraine 
Throughout the summer, Russia’s forces in eastern Ukraine kept up a daily drumbeat of attacks on the Ukrainian army, inflicting 

significant casualties while avoiding a response by Western governments. On Sept. 1, following a new cease-fire, the guns suddenly fell 

silent. Optimists speculated that Vladimir Putin was backing down. 

Then came the reports from Syria: Russian warplanes were overflying the rebel-held province of Idlib. Barracks were under 
construction at a new base. Ships were unloading new armored vehicles. Putin, it turns out, wasn’t retreating, but shifting fronts — and 

executing another of the in-your-face maneuvers that have repeatedly caught the Obama administration flat-footed. 

Jackson Diehl is deputy editorial page editor of The Post. He is an editorial writer specializing in foreign affairs and writes a biweekly 
column that appears on Mondays.   It’s not yet clear what Russia’s intentions are in Syria — or, for that matter, in Ukraine, where it 

continues to deploy an estimated 9,000 regular troops and 240 tanks on top of more than 30,000 irregulars. Some analysts claim that a 

floundering Putin is meddling in the Middle East out of desperation because his bid for Ukraine has failed. But another way to see it is this: 
Putin’s use of force succeeded in inducing the West to accept his Ukraine demands — and he is trying to repeat his triumph in a second 

theater.  Certainly, no one looks more fooled by the latest Kremlin stunt than the man assigned to call Moscow to protest, Secretary of State 

John F. Kerry. In May, Kerry traveled to Putin’s favorite resort, Sochi, to confer with him on Iran, Ukraine and Syria. When the meeting 
was over, Kerry publicly recommitted himself to the proposition that the wars in Ukraine and Syria could be solved through U.S.-Russian 
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cooperation. To begin with, a special diplomatic channel was set up between Moscow and Washington for coordination on Ukraine, with the 

goal of ending the conflict by the end of the year. 

Over the summer, while Washington was preoccupied with the Iran nuclear deal, U.S. and European diplomats quietly leaned on the 

democratically elected, pro-Western Ukrainian government of Petro Poroshenko. In Sochi, Kerry had offered full-throated U.S. support for 

the implementation of an accord known as Minsk 2 — a deal hastily brokered by Germany and France in February, at a moment when 
regular Russian troops were cutting the Ukrainian army to ribbons. The bargain is a terrible one for Kiev: It stipulates that Ukraine must 

adopt a constitutional reform granting extraordinary powers to the Russian-occupied regions, and that the reforms must satisfy Moscow’s 

proxies. That gives Putin a de facto veto over Ukraine’s governing structure.  
Though Russia wasn’t observing point one of the Minsk deal — a cease-fire — Poroshenko was pushed hard by the Obama 

administration to submit a constitutional amendment to the Ukrainian parliament. He did so, then won preliminary approval for it by 

warning legislators that his fragile administration risked losing U.S. support. The cost was high: Violent demonstrations outside the 
parliament resulted in several deaths. But it looked like the United States had delivered on Kerry’s commitment to Putin.  Putin, however, 

rejected the concession. The reform, he publicly complained, had not been worked out with his proxies and did not “change the essence of 

Ukraine’s structure of power.” His demand to dictate Ukraine’s political system could not have been more blatant. Yet rather than dismiss it, 
Western leaders are promising more appeasement. “It is imperative to overcome those differences” with Russia, German Chancellor Angela 

Merkel said in her most recent meeting with Poroshenko, according to her office. Kiev is now being pressed to allow elections next month in 

the occupied territories, even though they remain under the control of Russian troops and much of the Ukrainian population has been 
displaced.  How does this translate to Syria? There, too, Putin has an agenda as clear as it is noxious. He wants to block any attempt by the 

West and its allies to engineer the removal of Bashar al-Assad and force his regime’s acceptance as a partner in a new “coalition” fighting 

the Islamic State. Putin apparently pitched that idea to Obama during a phone call in June. Obama, like Kerry, concluded — wrongly — that 
Putin was ready to cooperate. Now, suddenly, Russian boots are appearing on the ground in Assad’s ethnic stronghold, Latakia . Some 

analysts say Russian planes and drones could be used to carry out attacks on the regime’s behalf. Kerry’s protests have been brushed off.  

Perhaps Putin really is improvising or bluffing in desperation. But maybe he is calculating that the Obama administration will respond 

to his belligerence in Syria the same way it did to that in Ukraine: by broadly conceding his demands and trying to get its Syrian and Arab 

allies to accept them. Of course, Putin has yet to get his way fully in Ukraine, in spite of the West’s lobbying, and he’s unlikely to succeed in 

saving Assad. But if one of his aims has been to show that he can push the United States around, he’s doing pretty well.  (Jackson Diehl, The 
Washington Post, September 13, 2015) 

 

Putin’s gambit, Obama’s puzzlement 
Once again, President Obama and his foreign policy team are stumped. Why is Vladimir Putin pouring troops and weaponry into 

Syria? After all, as Secretary of State John Kerry has thrice told his Russian counterpart, Sergei Lavrov, it is only making things worse.  But 

worse for whom? For the additional thousands of civilians who will die or flee as a result of the inevitably intensified fighting. True, and I’m 

sure Lavrov is as moved by their plight as by the 8,000 killed in Russia’s splendid little Ukrainian adventure.  Kerry and Obama are serially 
surprised because they cannot fathom the hard men in the Kremlin. Yet Putin’s objectives in Syria are blindingly obvious: 

1. To assert Russia’s influence in the Middle East and make it the dominant outside power. Putin’s highest ambition is to avenge and 
reverse Russia’s humiliating loss of superpower status a quarter-century ago. Understanding this does not come easily to an American 

president who for seven years has been assiduously curating America’s decline abroad. 

2. To sustain Russia’s major and long-standing Arab ally. Ever since Anwar Sadat kicked the Soviets out of Egypt in 1972, Syria’s 
Assads have been Russia’s principal asset in the Middle East. 

3. To expand the reach of Russia’s own military. It has a naval base at Tartus, its only such outside of Russia. It has an airfield near 

Latakia, now being expanded with an infusion of battle tanks, armored personnel carriers, howitzers and housing for 1,500 — strongly 
suggesting ground forces to follow. 

4. To push out the Americans. For Putin, geopolitics is a zero-sum game: Russia up, America down. He is demonstrating whom you 

can rely on in this very tough neighborhood. Obama has given short shrift to the Kurds, shafted U.S. allies with the Iran deal and abandoned 
the Anbar Sunnis who helped us win the surge. Meanwhile, Putin risks putting Russian boots on the ground to rescue his Syrian allies.  

Obama says Bashar al-Assad has to go, draws a red line on chemical weapons — and does nothing. Russia acts on behalf of a desperate ally. 

Whom do you want in your corner? 
5. To re-legitimize post-Crimea Russia by making it indispensable in Syria. It’s a neat two-cushion shot. At the United Nations next 

week, Putin will offer Russia as a core member of a new anti-Islamic State coalition. Obama’s Potemkin war — with its phantom local 

troops (our $500 million training program has yielded five fighters so far) and flaccid air campaign — is flailing badly. What Putin is 
proposing is that Russia, Iran and Hezbollah spearhead the anti-jihadist fight.  

Putin’s offer is clear: Stop fighting Assad, accept Russia as a major player and acquiesce to a Russia-Iran-Hezbollah regional 

hegemony — and we will lead the drive against the Islamic State from in front. 
And there is a bonus. The cleverest part of the Putin gambit is its unstated cure for Europe’s refugee crisis. 

Wracked by guilt and fear, the Europeans have no idea what to do. Putin offers a way out: No war, no refugees. Stop the Syrian civil 

war and not only do they stop flooding into Europe, those already there go back home to Syria.  
Putin says, settle the war with my client in place — the Assad regime joined by a few “healthy” opposition forces — and I solve your 

refugee nightmare.  You almost have to admire the cynicism. After all, what’s driving the refugees is the war and what’s driving the war is 

Iran and Russia. They provide the materiel, the funds and now, increasingly, the troops that fuel the fighting. The arsonist plays fireman.  
After all, most of the refugees are not fleeing the Islamic State. Its depravity is more ostentatious, but it is mostly visited upon minorities, 

Christian and Yazidi — and they have already been largely ethnically cleansed from Islamic State territory. The European detention camps 

are overflowing with Syrians fleeing Assad’s barbarism, especially his attacks on civilians, using artillery, chlorine gas and nail-filled barrel 
bombs.  Putin to the rescue. As with the chemical weapons debacle, he steps in to save the day. If we acquiesce, Russia becomes an 

indispensable partner. It begins military and diplomatic coordination with us. (We’ve just agreed to negotiations over Russia’s Syrian 

buildup.) Its post-Ukraine isolation is lifted and, with Iran, it becomes the regional arbiter.  In the end, the Putin strategy may not work, but 
it’s deadly serious and not at all obscure. The White House can stop scratching its collective head whenever another Condor transport 

unloads its tanks and marines at Latakia.  (Charles Krauthammer, Washington Post, Sept. 17, 2015)  
 

Op-Ed: Russian Arms: to Syria Today, Tomorrow to a "Demilitarized Palestine" 
This article's doomsday scenario is only a few hours away from the creation of a Palestinian State. 

In the time it would take an Israeli tourist to finish an Israeli breakfast, Russia deployed close to a thousand Russian special operations 

soldiers to Syria.  No UN resolution. No discussion.  No nothing.  "President" Assad, the genocidal mass-murderer of hundreds of thousands 
of Sunnis, merely "invited" the Russians to come, and they came.  

The Russians  came with mobile anti-aircraft missile batteries, various Russian special forces and nuclear submarines armed with 

enough nuclear bombs on the one submarine to incinerate the practically the entire world. If ever a terrorist Palestinian state is formed in the 
"West Bank", any Palestinian terrorist president can, and will, just as easily invite the Russians into their new country within a day.  Before 
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Israel, or anyone will know it, Russians and their anti-aircraft missile batteries will line the Green Line. The moment that happens, start 

saying Kaddish for Israel.  Far-fetched? Well, despite the accelerating proliferation of jihadi groups faster than you can say "Alluhu akbar," 

and Obama's cash infusion of 150 billion dollars into the Iran leading-state-sponsor-of-terror, Prime Minister Netanyahu is still talking about 

a "Palestinian State". With European Union (EU) High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Federica Mogherini, in 

Jerusalem, Prime Minister Netanyahu stressed his commitment to a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Netanyahu declared: 
“I support the vision of two states for two peoples – a demilitarized Palestinian state that recognizes the Jewish state,” he declared. (Whisky 

tango foxtrot?-ML)  Up to now, Abbas and Israel's Frankenstein-like creation of the Palestinian Authority have violated every diplomatic 

"limitation" that the Palestinians "agreed to" in the Oslo Accords, or should I say Discords.  They declared a state, raised the flag at the UN, 
filed with the ICC, unceasingly foment terror and violence - you name it, the PA has violated it.  Israel throws a "we're stopping the money" 

tantrum only to transfer the money they withheld a couple of months later.   

What exactly are Israel and Netanyahu going to do the afternoon of the morning during which Russia slips a thousand Speznetz 
paratroops into the newly formed "West Bank Palestine", and they deploy as a fait accompli tripwire force along the Green Line and in East 

Jerusalem? They won't be able to do a thing.  

Why will Russia want to deploy to "Palestine"?  For starters, the Russians were crazy enough to want to deploy in Syria, where they 
risk the hatred of the entire Sunni Arab world and the loss of their troops to the Jihadi crazies.  In Palestine, they will be seen as heroes to the 

entire Sunni Arab world, and don't have to fear Israel will harm a single hair on the head of a single Russian soldier.  If the Russians 

deployed to Syria where all logic defied a deployment, they surely will deploy to "Palestine".  Secondly, this way they insure an alliance 
with all the Sunni Arab countries even if the Russians are still friendly with Iran.  Finally, the Russians will have created the beginnings of a 

firewall protecting Cyprus where they will own "Palestine" and control what remains if - as they hope - Israel is destroyed.  

Abbas and the "West Bank Palestine" will want them to deploy to protect Abbas and his cronies from Hamas and all the other Jihadis 
who would otherwise wipe Abbas out of existence the moment Israel leaves the area.  Abbas will be the protected baby of the nuclear-power 

UN-Veto-powered Russia.  Abbas will have concluded the coup of history: Israel commits virtual suicide, America pays for it and loses all 

strategic value of Israel its military strategic fulcrum, and Russia looks like a hero to the Muslim world.  Maybe Israelis should start 

checking their non-Israeli passports.  For, when the Russian-protected "Palestine" starts lobbing katyusha rockets into Tel Aviv and mortars 

into West Jerusalem, what is Israel going to do with thousands of Russian special forces lined along the Green Line and several nuclear 

submarines parked in the eastern Mediterranean? It will be game over for Israel.  Netanyahu's delusional notions of a 
"demilitarized Palestinian State" are a greater immediate threat to Israel's existence than the Obama-Iranian nuke deal.  Until Israel 

publicly  rids itself of the suicidal notion of a "demilitarized Palestinian state", the greatest dangers to Israel are its own politicians.   (Mark 
Langfan, israelnationalnews.com, Sept. 27, 2015) 

 

Op-Ed: How Dangerous is ISIS to Israel? 
It is misplaced to view ISIS as a serious strategic challenge. While ISIS has ignited immense passion among young and frustrated 

Muslims, it is capable of only limited damage. Suggestions that it is a bigger threat to Israel than Iran are ridiculous. 

ISIS, a radical Islamist group, has killed thousands of people since it declared an Islamic caliphate in June 2014, with the city of 

Raqqa as its de facto capital. It captured tremendous international attention by swiftly conquering large swaths of land and by releasing 
gruesome pictures of beheadings and other means of executions. In Israel, concern is increasing as ISIS nears Israeli borders.  Yet, several 

analyses of the threat ISIS poses to Israel seem to be unnecessary alarmist. ISIS is primarily successful where there is a political void. 

Although the offensives in Syria and Iraq showed the Islamic State’s tactical capabilities, they were directed against failed states with 
weakened militaries. When and where ISIS has met well organized opposition by non-state entities, such as that posed by Kurdish militias, 

the group’s performance has been less convincing. 

The attack on an Egyptian town in the Sinai Peninsula conducted by the local ISIS branch with several hundred fighters – an item well 
covered in the Israeli media – is not an exception to this assessment. ISIS has shown tactical ability in employing large numbers of 

militiamen in an area where, for several years, the Egyptian army has encountered problems in enforcing state sovereignty.  Nevertheless, 

the Egyptian army eventually succeeded in repelling the attack and in killing hundreds of attackers. A determined Egyptian regime put up a 
good fight against the terrorists in Sinai. Despite the fact that the Egyptian army is not well-trained in scenarios posed by groups like ISIS, 

and despite the army’s preoccupation with the delta region (the threat in Sinai is considered peripheral), the Egyptian army is still likely to 

be successful in containing the ISIS challenge. 
The difference between a real army and the forces in Syria and Iraq that ISIS has encountered should be recognized. Generally, non-

state actors are less dangerous than states. Only states can develop nuclear weapons. Non-state actors usually do not possess airplanes, heavy 

artillery and tanks that can cause great damage. Since they are Iranian proxies, Hizballah and Hamas are not an exception to this rule 
because they have been endowed with destructive capabilities, such as missiles, by a state.  Moreover, they have secured almost exclusive 

control over a piece of territory.  Similarly, the success of ISIS is partly the result of the role played by Turkey. Ankara allows overseas 

volunteers to flock to ISIS training camps in Iraq. The same Turkish route is used by foreign experts that operate the oil infrastructure 
captured by ISIS. It is Turkish territory that is used to resupply ISIS and to treat their wounded. 

It is money from Gulf States that subsidizes ISIS activities. Even the recent Turkish formal agreement to join the coalition against 

ISIS does not change much as Ankara’s primary targets are the Kurds and evidence shows that ISIS still receives Turkish limited support.  
This means that is misplaced to view ISIS as posing an independent serious strategic challenge. It is true that ISIS has ignited immense 

passion among many young and frustrated Muslims all over the world and the Caliphate idea has a great appeal among the believers, but the 

relevant question is: What can ISIS do without outside support? ISIS on its own is capable of only limited damage. The magnitude of the 
threat has been greatly exaggerated, while the states that help it need to be treated adequately.  The American administration has good 

reasons to inflate the threat from ISIS. It is using the grand threat of ISIS to legitimize Iran as a “responsible” actor (that will, supposedly, 

fight ISIS) in Middle East affairs. This has been part of the Obama administration’s rationale for its nuclear deal with Iran. 
ISIS might eventually carve an area of control along Israel’s borders, particularly on the Golan where the Syrian state is disintegrating. 

In a worst case analysis, Syria could yet become another “Hamastan.” But it is important to note that Israel has been successful in containing 

the Hamas in Gaza. In fact, Israel has refrained from a more muscular response to Hamas only because it has an interest in perpetuating the 
divide between the Hamas in Gaza and the PA in the 'West Bank'. Such restraint would not apply to a future ISIS entity. Indeed, due to a 

less global support for ISIS than for Gazans, Israel’s freedom of action against ISIS is obviously much greater.  Jordan, an important buffer 

state and strategic partner with Israel, also has the military capability to withstand an ISIS onslaught. Its security services probably can also 
manage for the time being the radical Islamist threat from within.  Suggestions that ISIS may constitute a bigger threat to Israel than Iran are 

ridiculous. The Israeli army and the ISIS militia are in different leagues. As long as ISIS behaves in a most unconventional bestial way, 

many in the world will be happy to see Israel doing the dirty work on their behalf, dealing ISIS blow after blow, if the opportunity and 
necessity arises.  (Prof. Efraim Inbar, Israel National News, September 08, 2015)   

 

What six years of ‘reset’ have wrought 
On September 5, 2014, two days after President Obama visited Estonia to symbolize America’s commitment to its security, Russian 

agents crossed into Estonia and kidnapped an Estonian security official. Last week, after a closed trial, Russia sentenced him to 15 years.  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/kidnapped-estonian-security-officer-sentenced-in-russia-over-spy-claims/2015/08/19/3d8f51f7-11bf-4c57-81df-e6c32eebaad6_story.html
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The reaction? The State Department issued a statement. The NATO secretary-general issued a tweet. Neither did anything. The European 

Union (reports the Wall Street Journal) said it was too early to discuss any possible action. The timing of this brazen violation of NATO 

territory — immediately after Obama’s visit — is testimony to Vladimir Putin’s contempt for the American president. He knows Obama 

would do nothing. Why should he think otherwise? 
● Putin breaks the arms embargo to Iran by lifting the hold on selling it S-300 missiles. Obama responds by excusing him, saying it 

wasn’t technically illegal and adding, with a tip of the hat to Putin’s patience: “I’m frankly surprised that it held this long.”  
● Russia mousetraps Obama at the eleventh hour of the Iran negotiations, joining Iran in demanding that the conventional-weapons 

and ballistic-missile embargoes be dropped. Obama caves. 
● Putin invades Ukraine, annexes Crimea, breaks two Minsk cease-fire agreements and erases the Russia-Ukraine border — 

effectively tearing up the post-Cold War settlement of 1994. Obama’s response? Pinprick sanctions, empty threats and a continuing refusal 

to supply Ukraine with defensive weaponry, lest he provoke Putin. 

The East Europeans have noticed. In February, Lithuania decided to reinstate consc iption, a move strategically insignificant — the 
Lithuanians couldn’t hold off the Russian army for a day — but highly symbolic. Eastern Europe has been begging NATO to station 

permanent bases on its territory as a tripwire guaranteeing a powerful NATO/U.S. response to any Russian aggression.  NATO has refused. 

Instead, Obama offered more military exercises in the Baltic States and Poland. And threw in an additional 250 tanks and armored vehicles, 
spread among seven allies.  It is true that Putin’s resentment over Russia’s lost empire long predates Obama. But for resentment to turn into 

revanchism — an active policy of reconquest — requires opportunity. Which is exactly what Obama’s “reset” policy has offered over the 

past six and a half years. 
Since the end of World War II, Russia has known that what stands in the way of westward expansion was not Europe, living happily 

in decadent repose, but the United States as guarantor of Western security. Obama’s naiveté and ambivalence have put those guarantees in 

question. It began with the reset button, ostentatiously offered less than two months after Obama’s swearing-in. Followed six months later 
by the unilateral American cancellation of the missile shield the Poles and the Czechs had agreed to install on their territory. Again, lest 

Putin be upset. By 2012, a still clueless Obama mocked Mitt Romney for saying that Russia is “without question our No. 1 geopolitical foe,” 

quipping oh so cleverly: “The 1980s are now calling to ask for their foreign policy back.” After all, he explained, “the Cold War’s been over 
for 20 years.”  Turned out it was 2015 calling. Obama’s own top officials have been retroactively vindicating Romney. Last month, 

Obama’s choice for chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff declared that “Russia presents the greatest threat to our national security.” Two 

weeks ago, the retiring Army chief of staff, Raymond Odierno, called Russia our “most dangerous” military threat. Obama’s own secretary 
of defense has gone one better: “Russia poses an existential threat to the United States.”  Turns out the Cold War is not over either. Putin is 

intent on reviving it. Helped immensely by Obama’s epic misjudgment of Russian intentions, the balance of power has shifted — and 

America’s allies feel it.  And not just the East Europeans. The president of Egypt, a country estranged from Russia for 40 years and our 
mainstay Arab ally in the Middle East, has twice visited Moscow within the last four months.  The Saudis, congenitally wary of Russia but 

shell-shocked by Obama’s grand nuclear capitulation to Iran that will make it the regional hegemon, are searching for alternatives, too. At a 
recent economic conference in St. Petersburg, the Saudis invited Putin to Riyadh and the Russians reciprocated by inviting the new King 

Salman to visit Czar Vladimir in Moscow. Even Pakistan, a traditional Chinese ally and Russian adversary, is buying Mi-35 helicopters 

from Russia, which is building a natural gas pipeline between Karachi and Lahore.  As John Kerry awaits his upcoming Nobel and Obama 
plans his presidential library (my suggestion: Havana), Putin is deciding how to best exploit the final 17 months of his Obama bonanza. 

The world sees it. Obama doesn’t.  (Charles Krauthammer, The Washington Post, August 27, 2015) 
 

     Iranian, Russian Warships Hold Joint 'War Games'  
 

 
Iranian destroyer in Persian Gulf (file)  Reuters 
Iranian and Russian warships took part in joint "war games" training exercises on Tuesday in Iranian waters, giving clear 

expression to the military cooperation between the two states. 

Commander of Iran's fleet in the Northern Gilan province Admiral Ahmad Reza Baqeri told Fars News Agency ahead of the war 

games that the Iranian destroyer Damavand and missile ships Joshan and Peikan took part in the drills, manned by 200 Iranian naval forces 
members.  From the Russian side, the warships Volgodonsk and Makhachkala which docked in Anzali Port near the Caspian Sea on Sunday 

took part in the drills. After the drills the Russian ships are to depart Iranian waters and head for Azerbaijan, according to Baqeri. 

Russian backing has been a key source of support for Iran; late last month a senior Russian official said the advanced S-300 anti-
missile system is being upgraded prior to delivery to Iran. 

Western pressure has until now delayed the sale of the advanced system, which experts say could prevent an airstrike on Iran's nuclear 

program, but Russia is showing signs it may transfer the weapon in any case - and Iran is preparing to unveil its own domestic version of the 
system in early September.  Iran's attempts to expand its influence have seen it increasingly focus on its navy, most notably in a major naval 

drill last December. It has shown a hostile stance against American ships, and in early May fired upon and seized a foreign cargo ship in 

international shipping lanes.  The military buildup and aggression of the world's leading state sponsor of terror comes as the controversial 
Iran nuclear deal is being studied by Congress, and even as the Islamic regime continues to threaten Israel with "annihilation."  (Ari Yashar, 

August 12, 2015) 
 

Op-Ed: Bibi's Independent Foreign Policy- Israel Is Not South Korea 
Prime Minister Netanyahu is vigorously pursuing a foreign policy independent of the Washington administration. This has been 

shown in his latest meeting with Putin, and his public, vehement opposition in Congress to the Iran nuclear accord. The Israeli Left opposes 

this strategy. They want our national security fate to be decided in Washington, Brussels or any other place other than Jerusalem. Bibi is 
determined that the decisions affecting our national existence will be made in Jerusalem.  This article develops this argument using the case 
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study of South Korea, in many ways still an American protectorate. It concludes by describing how Israel can maintain, at the same time, 

both a high degree of diplomatic independence, and its strategic military cooperation with the United States.     

Prime Minister Netanyahu was not defeated on the issue of a nuclear Iran, as the Israeli Left is trying to portray. Given the asymmetric 

balance of international power and resources between Pres. Obama and Israel, Bibi accomplished as much as any Israeli prime minister 

could. Over the years, he succeeded in educating the world and American public opinion to the danger of a nuclear Iran. It was Israeli 
pressure that significantly acted to jump start the sanctions, and the very faulty Iran accord, that has somewhat delayed Iran's nuclear 

armament. 

Most important, but often overlooked, Bibi firmly established the precedent of asserting Israel's diplomatic independence. 

This was dramatically demonstrated by the recent Putin-Bibi summit in Moscow.  Bibi has consistently refused to adopt the political 

posture, advocated by the Israeli Left, that Israel take on the diplomatic posture of South Korea, and become a "protectorate-satellite state" 

of the United States. Bibi's strategy may entail short term diplomatic dangers for Israel, but it is imperative, over the long run' for 

establishing a posture of 'diplomatic deterrence', and defending Israel's long term security interests. Bibi is successfully teaching the world 

that the path to making a deal with Israel goes through Jerusalem, and its nationalistic government, and not through Washington. 

Why the Israeli Left wants Israel to become the second South Korea 

The Israeli Left wants to diplomatically accomplish in Washington what it can not accomplish at the ballot box in Jerusalem.  Since 

the finalizing of the very faulty Iran nuclear accord, the American and Israeli Left has been proposing that Israel cope with existential 

dangers pose by a nuclear armed Iran by establishing a protectorate diplomatic-security relationship with America, similar to that of South 
Korea. Just as South Korea is in a state of permanent conflict with a nuclear armed, totalitarian North Korea that denies South Korea's right 

to exist, Israel similarly strategically now finds itself in a state of permanent conflict (Hezbollah and the Hamas have been Iran's sub 

contractors) with a totalitarian nuclear threshold Iran that denies Israel's right to exist. North Korea has possessed nuclear weapons for over 
six years. It has been deterred from attacking South Korea primarily because the United States has 29,000 troops permanently stationed in 

South Korea, and the United Sates policy is that any attack on South Korea will be regarded as an attack on the United States. 

The U.S. will automatically fight alongside South Korean troops. Any North Korean use of nuclear weapons will mean that the U.S. 

armed forces will totally destroy North Korea's economic infrastructure. The results of the U.S. –Korean military alliance has been to 

successfully deter any out-right military aggression by a nuclear Korea for almost a decade. Protected by the American nuclear umbrella, 
South Korea has established a stable, primarily democratic government, and a rapidly expanding economy. For example, the Korean 

Samsung is the main computer software competitor of Apple.  The American nuclear umbrella similarly protected Western Europe from 

Russian (USSR) aggression for over forty years.  However South Korea (somewhat also like Japan) has paid the price for this American 
nuclear umbrella by losing much of its diplomatic independence in matters not directly related to the Pacific Basin. The most glaring 

example is that South Korea has not dared voice criticism of the Iran accord, despite its very bitter experience with North Korean's brazen 

non implementation of the 1994 nuclear agreement signed with the United States, and one very similar in content to the one that Obama has 
concluded with Iran. 

The not- so- secret Strategy of the Israeli Left 

This is the type of diplomatic security partnership that Israeli-American Left would like Israel to establish with the U.S. The United 

States would guarantee our physical security, and to a certain extent, our economic prosperity. In return America would have a decisive role 
in defining our borders, our relations with our Arab neighbors, and also the nature of the Israeli government with its Arab citizens. There are 

no free diplomatic lunches. The American hand that protects, will also take. The Israeli Left wants to use the Iranian nuclear threat to have 

Israel make the fatal concessions in Washington that the Left has failed to convince the 'sovereign' Israeli public to make in the Knesset. 
In the Real Diplomatic world, what should be Israel-American Relations? 

What I have so far makes a good, rightist op-ed article. Now, however, let us try to analyze the diplomatic reality of today and 

tomorrow. In the real (as opposed to the op-ed world) Israel is in fact dependent on the American government for funding a significant part 
of the Israel military budget. We need American diplomatic support at the U.N and in international forums. Israel, also, has much to gain 

from negotiating a 'post nuclear accord compensation package', including advanced armament, and hopefully congressional-backed 

economic and diplomatic sanctions concerning Iranian support for international terrorism. Finally, Israel probably needs America's behind 
the scenes support for covertly developing and strengthening security relations with its Sunni neighbors  (Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and 

maybe even with Turkey). These diplomatic topics are relevant for both the present and incoming administrations. 

Yes the Israeli Left is correct. Israel cannot diplomatically-security wise go at it alone. We need, and will need, strong American 
cooperation. Our alliance with America is a major factor of our existential deterrence policy vis-a-vis our Mid Eastern foes. However, unlike 

the Israeli Left, Bibi is trying to make this necessary cooperation one of semi-equal partnership, and not one U.S. trusteeship vis-à-vis Israel. 

Bibi wants to negotiate the U.S. –Israel relationship   from a posture of maximum independence. To do this he has adopted two basic tactics. 
One, publically defining in black and white terms the existential truths of Israel's security needs ( such as the dangers of Iran, and 

Palestinian territorial concessions, and the Jewish character of the Israeli state) and not blurring them in order to create an illusion 

of  consensus (as the Left does). He is doing this in order to educate Israel and the world's diplomatic opinion concerning our diplomatic red 
lines. Second, Bibi is trying to make the least amount of concessions, at the last possible moment. Bibi will make concessions  that will be 

painful for the nationalist-right to accept, but I believe he will make them only when there is no choice, and hopefully concessions that will 

be justified by their long term strategic benefit. This two pronged mode of operation makes Bibi a difficult diplomatic partner. And his 
prickly, 'paranoiac' instincts make the cooperation even more difficult. The Israeli Left says Bibi is all bluster, and that quietly working 

behind the scenes is a more productive way to secure American's much needed diplomatic-security cooperation. With a more sympathetic 

Washington, and one that more naturally and intimately identifies with Israel security need, behind the scenes work could be a proper 
strategy. But with the Obama administration, we will be trampled if we do not stand up for our security needs, which are different from the 

American needs as perceived by the Obama administration. 

This is the real reason for the congressional campaign against the Iran accord. Bibi did not really believe that he could convince 14 
Democratic senators to betray their party's president. Rather, he believed that it was important to assert our diplomatic independence, despite 

the friction that was created with the Washington administration. 

Conclusion-Bibi is playing a correct, high risk, diplomatic game 
Diplomacy is a risk full game. Bibi's strategy to build our cooperation with the U.S. from a posture of declaratory independence, and 

not on the basis of South Korean type trusteeship, definitely entails risks, maybe even high risks. I believe his strategy is the correct one. So 

far American public opinion has been receptive to Bib's presentation of our security needs. I pray that this will continue.  (Dr. Chaim 
Charles Cohen, israelnationalnews.com, October 09, 2015) 

 

Inspectors in Syria Find Traces of Banned Military Chemicals 
International inspectors have found traces of banned toxic chemicals in at least three military locations in Syria, four diplomats and 

officials said, less than two years after President Bashar al-Assad agreed to dismantle the country’s chemical arsenal.  Traces of sarin, a 

nerve agent, were found in drainage pipes and in artillery shells in two places, and traces of another banned toxin, ricin, were found in a 

third location, a scientific research center, according to a United Nations diplomat, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss 
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confidential reports from the inspectors.  The discovery of the small amounts of banned materials, first reported by Reuters, comes as Syrian 

government forces are being accused of continuing to bombard insurgent-held areas with chlorine bombs. 

Taken together, the recent events raised troubling questions for international inspectors about whether Damascus was violating the 

terms of a deal brokered by Russia and the United States in 2013 that forestalled an American military strike. The Syrian government was 

held responsible for a series of chemical weapons attacks, including a deadly sarin attack near the capital, before that accord.  A Western 
diplomat briefed on the findings by the inspectors from the global Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons said that while 

there was no clear evidence of new use or production of forbidden chemicals, “the strong suspicion is they are retaining stockpiles which are 

being held back.”   “This, and the open defiance in using prohibited chlorine bombs, is indicative of bad faith from the beginning,” the 
diplomat said.  A violation of the deal struck to eliminate Syria’s chemical arsenal would undermine President Obama’s single claim to 

policy success in Syria, where four years of war has displaced nearly half the country, killed more than 200,000 people and shown no sign of 

abating. It could also embarrass Russia, Mr. Assad’s most powerful military and diplomatic patron. 
Already there was mounting evidence that Mr. Assad’s forces had violated the terms of the international treaty banning use of 

chemical weapons — and signed as part of the deal facilitated by Washington and Moscow — by dropping jerry-built chlorine bombs on 

insurgent-held areas. While the Syrian government has denied using chlorine or any chemical as a weapon, only the government has access 
to the helicopters that witnesses say are being used, and rescue workers say the pace of such attacks has increased in some areas. 

Now, inspectors are trying to determine the significance of the new findings of small amounts of banned agents, which do not 

necessarily indicate a lingering weapons program and were described by some diplomats as being perhaps less troublesome than the charges 
that the Syrian government is dropping barrel bombs loaded with chlorine. The inspectors, whose last tour ended on April 3, are expected to 

seek answers from Syrian officials during a visit beginning Sunday.  An investigation into both allegations could put even more pressure on 

Mr. Assad during a renewed push to find a negotiated settlement to the conflict that could lead to his removal from office. On Tuesday, 
President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia, Mr. Assad’s most powerful ally, met with Secretary of State John Kerry in Sochi, Russia, to discuss 

Syria, and Staffan de Mistura, the United Nations special envoy for Syria, continued a new round of talks in Geneva. Both sets of talks are 

aimed at re-energizing the search for an elusive political solution. 

At the United Nations, the Security Council has been hamstrung on chemical weapons, as Syria’s allies contend that the allegations 

are part of a political campaign against Mr. Assad by Western governments, including the United States, that have called for his ouster. 

Evidence of chemical weapons remains a fraught issue for global public opinion more than a decade after false claims of an Iraqi chemical 
weapons program were used to justify the American invasion that deposed Saddam Hussein.  The detection of traces of banned chemicals 

were revealed as the Security Council confronted the charges about the use of a more mundane chemical, chlorine, which is not a banned 
substance but whose use in weapons is forbidden under international law. Government opponents, doctors and rescue workers contend that 

Syrian forces are increasingly using chlorine in bombs dropped from aircraft. 

Inspectors found last year that chlorine had been used in battle in violation of international law. But with Syria’s ally Russia wielding 
a Security Council veto, the joint mission of the global monitoring organization with the United Nations was not mandated to investigate 

who had used it. In recent days, the United States has sought to establish a United Nations mission to determine who is responsible. 

As for the new discovery of traces of banned chemicals, it is not necessarily a ground for punitive action by the Security Council, 
officials said. There is no evidence that banned materials were used in weapons after Syria signed the treaty, or that Syria possesses 

sufficient quantities to use in future weapons.  What is clear is that the Organization for the Prevention of Chemical Weapons, the 

international group that enforces the chemical weapons convention, has sent its team of inspectors eight times to Syria. The body is still 
seeking to clarify gaps in the government’s required official declarations about the location and amounts of its toxic stockpiles and the 

nature and scope of activities at weapons sites.  What steps the Security Council might take depend on what the monitoring organization’s 

inspectors conclude about why the traces were there. 
“To have some gaps in the initial declaration is quite common,” the diplomat said. “To have them persist after a year and a half I find 

a little odd. It should have been cleared up now.”   A spokesman for the international monitoring organization in The Hague pointed out that 

the chemical weapons treaty, which Syria signed in October 2013, required Syria to declare the precise locations of facilities that were part 

of its chemical weapons program, as well as the nature and scope of the activities.  The spokesman added that his colleagues were 

“continuing to work with the Syrian Arab Republic to clarify their declaration,” though he said he could not divulge details of the 

“operational verification matters” because of confidential provisions in the treaty. (Somini Sengupts, Marlise Simons and Anne Barnard, 
International New York Times, May 12, 2015) 

 

Europe’s refugee crisis, the military’s flexible tech 
Georgia in NATO and planning for hybrid war 
REFUGEE CRISIS IN EUROPE. The legacy of the wars in Afghanistan and Syria is being felt in the waves of migrants scrambling 

to get to Europe – and the danger of their journeys has been highlighted by a double-tragedy in the last 24 hours: Over 70 decomposing 
bodies were found in an abandoned truck in Austria and up to 200 migrants drowned to death after their boat sank off the coast of Libya. 

The Washington Post reports that European leaders – though huddling in Vienna to discuss a response – have been slow to react to the 

refugee crisis unfolding across Europe, despite such grisly death tolls. 
FLEXIBLE TECH. The new name in Defense Department technology is flexibility – the Pentagon just put down $75 million to 

launch a new high-tech partnership with local governments and universities to design bendable electronics and circuits, Stars and Stripes 

reports. The point is to make units that can bend and stretch – enough to be incorporated into clothing or the skin of an aircraft or woven into 

weapons. Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter will have more details in a speech scheduled for today in Silicon Valley, a national tech center 
with which Carter has often stressed he wants to build more ties. 

THE OTHER GEORGIA IN NATO? NATO may have just opened up a joint training base in Georgia, but that doesn’t mean the 

country is going to be invited into the transatlantic club, the Associated Press reports. Though NATO voted in 2008 to let Georgia into its 
ranks, the country in the south Caucasus has been blocked from taking the last step toward full membership. Though the opening of the joint 

training center is a sign of a quickening partnership between Georgia and NATO, it is also sure to be a thorn in Russia’s side, the Wall Street 

Journal reports. Moscow — always primed to fear NATO’s encroachment — has not reacted well to the launch, and Georgia, frankly, isn’t 
quite as sour on Russia as it used to be. Add in the problems posed by Georgia’s ongoing difficulties with the breakaway regions of 

Abkhazia and South Ossetia, and that might all just tip the scales toward the balance of the status quo. 

PLANNING FOR HYBRID WAR. Speaking of NATO, the alliance of Western nations is planning a large-scale exercise this fall 

that will incorporate scenarios ranging from cyberattacks to ballistic missile defense, the most complex set of exercises the alliance has held 
in a very long time, Defense One reports. It is called Trident Juncture, and apparently NATO will be taking its cues on exactly what 
challenges to lay out for itself from a similarly multifaceted exercise that the Army held this year in California.  (Karoun Demirjian, The 

Washington Post, August 28, 2015) 
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Merkel’s open invite to ragbag of fanatics 
THE bookies are backing German Chancellor Angela Merkel for this year’s Nobel Peace prize for welcoming the Islamic invasion of 

Europe.  She initially estimated that Germany could host about 800,000 of the so-called refugees but it would appear that with no controls, 

that number is likely to be closer to 1.5 million.  The majority of those who have surged northward seeking homes in nations with the most 
generous welfare programs are not genuine refugees. They have not come from refugee camps, they have destroyed their identity 

documents, and they aren’t even Syrian, though that’s where the current Islam-induced crisis is raging.  Germany is dealing with its ghastly 

past, showing some remorse for the Holocaust inflicted by its Nazi rulers, wishing to be seen to be extending a hand to people in need.  But 
the warm wet multi-kulti feeling is starting to drain away as services collapse under the pressure and there is a slow realisation that more 

than 3000 people have died this year trying to reach the Euro welcome mat. 

The numbers of Green-Left Germans who were handing out toys and water to the few women and children who reached their nation 
are beginning to thin as less inspiring hordes of strong young men pour off the buses and trains from the south. 

Even Merkel is beginning to think enough is enough and has told EU foreign ministers and their counterparts from Jordan, Lebanon, 

Turkey and Balkan countries worst affected by the exodus from Syria that Europe’s asylum rules are “obsolete”. 
That will not be news to realists but it is something of a slap in the face to the EU’s gormless multi-kulti bureaucrats who have stood 

by for decades as Islamists established enclaves in Sweden, Denmark, Norway, France, the Netherlands and Britain in which crimes against 

women flourished and extremist teachers preached hatred of the West which sheltered them. 
Even so, Merkel has still not drawn any lines — possibly realising that US President Obama’s all too frequent claims to have drawn 

red lines aimed at constraining Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad only fed more lines to comedians. 

This won’t deter the “coming-ready-or-not” mob surging into the sunny uplands of the welfare states 
Feeling the backlash within Germany, still settling down after the reunification of East and West Germany 25 years ago, Merkel 

admitted in a historic understatement that the challenges will “be difficult” as German authorities said they had registered about 577,000 

asylum-seekers in the first nine months of the year, just a third of whom claim to be Syrian. 

In a joint statement with French President Francois Hollande to the totally ineffectual but grievously meddling European Parliament in 

Luxembourg, Merkel called for a “new procedure” to redistribute “asylum-seekers” through the 28-nation EU. This won’t deter the -

“coming-ready-or-not” mob surging into the sunny uplands of the welfare states; they know which nations’ welfare systems offer the most 
benefits and they have shown extreme determination to reach those that have the best deals. 

Europe’s migration disaster has again highlighted the age-old problem of letting well-intentioned but unmitigated dopes determine 

policy.  Just as the luvvies ululated their delight when the Arab Spring dawned — before the celebrating mobs in Libya and Egypt showed 
their true Islamist colours — and now show some regret at ushering in extremist forces like IS, al Qaeda and the Muslim Brotherhood, 

Merkel has had some second thoughts. 

History lessons. 

The original Dublin process, which forces Italy and Greece to process most migrants, “started from good intentions … but the 

challenges raised at our borders are from now on untenable”.  “It is exactly now that we need more Europe. We need courage and cohesion, 

which Europe has always shown when it was necessary,” she said. 
The last time “courage and cohesion” worked in Europe was when Britain bravely kept the Nazis corralled on the Continent until the 

US was propelled into WWII by the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour.  Merkel’s “more Europe” policies have only served to lure 

freeloaders in the past. Unless Europe can free itself of them, it is doomed. 
France’s Hollande was more realistic, admitting that the EU failed to respond swiftly to the upheaval of the Arab Spring. 

“I acknowledge that Europe was slow in understanding that tragedy in the Middle East or Africa could not but have consequences for 

Europe itself,” he said.  Injecting a note of sanity, he warned that regional conflagration in the Middle East could affect Europe if the world 
failed to stop the slaughter in Syria.  “What happens in Syria concerns Europe, what happens there will determine the balance of the whole 

region for a long time,” he said.  “If we leave these religious clashes between Sunnis and Shi’ites, they will grow. Don’t think we will be 

sheltered, this will be a total war.”  Europe is showing signs of slowly understanding the lesson that both former prime ministers John 

Howard and Tony Abbott understood full well. Borders must be secure if citizens are to be protected and lives are not to be lost to people 

smugglers.  Thanks to Europe’s hospitable open borders, the member nations of the EU now face years of deadly Islamist extremism from 

some of the very people to whom they offered refuge and sanctuary.  Merkel should note that those who awarded Obama his Nobel Prize 
have already expressed their regret.  (Piers Akerman, The Sunday Telegraph, October 11, 2015) 

 

The Pakistan Nuclear Nightmare 
With as many as 120 warheads, Pakistan could in a decade become the world’s third-ranked nuclear power, behind the United States 

and Russia, but ahead of China, France and Britain. Its arsenal is growing faster than any other country’s, and it has become even more 

lethal in recent years with the addition of small tactical nuclear weapons that can hit India and longer-range nuclear missiles that can reach 
farther.  These are unsettling truths. The fact that Pakistan is also home to a slew of extremist groups, some of which are backed by a 

paranoid security establishment obsessed with India, only adds to the dangers it presents for South Asia and, indeed, the entire world.  

Persuading Pakistan to rein in its nuclear weapons program should be an international priority. The major world powers spent two years 
negotiating an agreement to restrain the nuclear ambitions of Iran, which doesn’t have a single nuclear weapon. Yet there has been no 

comparable investment of effort in Pakistan, which, along with India, has so far refused to consider any limits at all.  The Obama 

administration has begun to address this complicated issue with greater urgency and imagination, even though the odds of success seem 
small. The recent meeting at the White House on Oct. 22 between President Obama and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif of Pakistan appears to 

have gone nowhere. Yet it would be wrong not to keep trying, especially at a time of heightened tensions between Pakistan and India over 

Kashmir and terrorism. 
What’s new about the administration’s approach is that instead of treating the situation as essentially hopeless, it is now casting about 

for the elements of a possible deal in which each side would get something it wants. For the West, that means restraint by Pakistan and 

greater compliance with international rules for halting the spread of nuclear technology. For Pakistan, that means some acceptance in the 
family of nuclear powers and access to technology.  At the moment, Pakistan is a pariah in the nuclear sphere to all but China; it has been 

punished internationally ever since it followed India’s example and tested a weapon in 1998. Pakistan has done itself no favors by refusing 

to join the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty and by giving nuclear know-how to bad actors like North Korea. Yet, it is seeking treatment 
equal to that given to India by the West.  For decades, India was also penalized for developing nuclear weapons. But attitudes shifted in 

2008 when the United States, seeking better relations with one of the world’s fastest-growing economies as a counterweight to China, gave 

India a pass and signed a generous nuclear cooperation deal that allowed New Delhi to buy American nuclear energy technology. 
American officials say they are not offering Pakistan an India-like deal, which would face stiff opposition in Congress, but are 

discussing what Pakistan needs to do to justify American support for its membership in the 48-nation Nuclear Supplier Group, which 

governs trade in nuclear fuel and technology.  As a first step, one American official said, Pakistan would have to stop pursuing tactical 
nuclear weapons, which are more likely to be used in a conflict with India and could more easily fall into the hands of terrorists, and halt 

development of long-range missiles. Pakistan should also sign the treaty banning nuclear weapons tests. 
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Such moves would undoubtedly be in Pakistan’s long-term interest. It cannot provide adequate services for its citizens because it 

spends about 25 percent of its budget on defense. Pakistan’s army, whose chief of staff is due to visit Washington this month, says it needs 

still more nuclear weapons to counter India’s conventional arsenal. 

The competition with India, which is adding to its own nuclear arsenal, is a losing game, and countries like China, a Pakistan ally, 

should be pushing Pakistan to accept that. Meanwhile, Narendra Modi, India’s prime minister, has done nothing to engage Islamabad on 
security issues, and he also bears responsibility for current tensions. The nuclear arms race in South Asia, which is growing more intense, 

demands far greater international attention.  (Editorial, NY Times, Nov. 7, 2015)  

 

Religion  
 

Spanish Radio Station Pulls Program Linking Jews and Satanism 
Spain public radio RNE said Thursday it had removed an episode of a program that linked Jews to Satanism from its website after 

receiving complaints from Jewish groups, AFP reported.  "The director of Spanish National Radio (RNE), given the controversy and 

annoyance caused be the program, has removed this episode from the Internet," a spokesman for the broadcaster, Carlos Garrido, told the 
news agency.  The management of the station also apologized to the former spokesman for Israel's foreign ministry, Yigal Palmor, who 

"raised the problem" in an article in the Jerusalem Post, he added.  The spokesman stressed that the program was "radio fiction and in no 

way was a news segment." 
The half-hour program "From the Inferno", which has been broadcast since 2009 in the early hours of Saturday, deals with myths 

about the devil throughout the ages. Episodes have dealt with devil myths in the Third Reich in Nazi Germany and during the Iraq war.  The 

episode which sparked the controversy, called "The Jewish People: Propagator of the Satan Cult", was broadcast on July 25, according to 
AFP.  The New York-based Anti-Defamation league said the broadcast included "slander" of Judaism lifted from the "Plot Against the 

Church", a book published in 1962 "filled with anti-Semitic rhetoric" that was written by a collection of Mexican priests under the 

pseudonym Maurice Pinay.  "The fact that a vehemently anti-Semitic work filled with anti-Semitic conspiracy theories and slander made it 

to the Spanish airwaves is seriously troubling and warrants immediate condemnation from the Spanish government," the national director of 
the league, Jonathan Greenblatt, said in a statement.  Greenblatt wrote to Spanish Foreign Minister Jose Manuel Garcia-Margallo to urge 

Madrid to publicly condemn the broadcast.  "Strong action will convey the seriousness of the government's commitment to combat anti-
Semitism and, we hope, deter future incidents," he wrote in the letter. 

The incident takes place on the same week that American Jewish musician Matisyahu was disinvited from a festival in Spain due to 

pressure from the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) movement.  When Matisyahu did not reply to festival organizers' demand that 
he publicly state that he is in favor of a Palestinian state, they cancelled his appearance. Ironically, a Jamaican singer whose songs 

feature lyrics calling to kill homosexuals was not banned. 

The decision was condemned by Jewish groups, the Spanish government and both the U.S. and Israeli embassies in Spain, prompting 
a swift backtrack and apology from organizers, who invited him to perform on the last night of the week-long festival.   Matisyahu 

eventually performed at the Spanish music festival, and the concert passed calmly even as protesters waved the flags of the Palestine 

Liberation Organization (PLO) in the crowd.  (Ben Ariel, israelnationalnews.com, August 28, 2015) 

 

A year on, Charlie Hebdo blames the carnage on God 
A year after the massacre of staff at Charlie Hebdo, the French satirical weekly has published an anniversary cover depicting 

God as a terrorist.   The cartoon, drawn by editor Laurent Sourisseau, shows a bloodstained deity with a Kalashnikov assault rifle on his 

back. “One year on, the murderer is still on the loose,” reads the caption. 

Some expressed outrage at the suggestion Allah or God was responsible for the atrocities committed by jihadist gunmen in France last 
year, beginning with the massacre of 12 people at the Charlie Hebdo offices on January 7. 

Another five people died at a kosher supermarket in Paris two days later.  An editorial, signed by Sourisseau, blaming religion for the 

mass murders was also condemned.  “This is all very violent and very insulting with regard to all religion,” said Abdallah Zekri, the head of 
the National Observatory against Islamophobia. 

Bioshop of Gap Jean-Michel di Falco said: “It’s nonsense to say that religions wanted the death of the magazine”. 

Abbot Pierre Amar of Versailles was stunned by the cartoon: “Families of victims are going to be insulted when they see it.”   Nicolas 
Henin, a journalist who was held captive for 10 months by Islamic State in Syria, called the cover disastrous and said it played into the 

hands of the Islamists.  “This is exactly what the terrorists want: to be given religious legitimacy,” he said. “It’s not gods who are the killers, 

but those who claim to be acting for him.” 
Supporters of the magazine, which is producing a million copies of its 32-page anniversary edition to go on stands tonight, said tit was 

merely indulging in the strong provocation that was the hallmark of French caricature.  “Obviously the claim that all gods are killers is a 

caricature,” said MP Benoist Apparu. “That is in the DNA of Charlie and it is in the DNA of France to accept it.”  In his editorial, Mr 
Sourisseau vowed that the spirit of the magazine would not yield to “fanatics ground down by the Koran” nor to the “goody-goodies” of 

other religions who “wanted to see us in the Hell they believe in because we had blasphemed”.  “The convictions of atheists and secular 

thinkers can move more mountains than the faith of believers,” he wrote. 

He attacked “embittered intellectuals, insipid commentators and jealous journalists” for hostility towards the weekly, which 
was propelled by the massacres from a struggling publication into a worldwide brand that now sells hundreds of thousands of 
copies a month.  In a separate piece, chief editor Gerard Biard marvelled that, although the Charlie Hebdo killings launched a global 
debate on the role of religion and free speech, no one even bothered to explain to the world why the attackers went after the kosher 
supermarket.  He also referred to the November 13 carnage in Paris that killed 130 people, 89 of them at the Jewish-owned Bataclan 
theatre.  “We are so used to Jews being killed because they are Jewish,” he wrote. “This is an error, and not just on a human level. 
Because it’s the executioner who decides who is Jewish. November 13 was the proof of that. On that day, the executioner showed us 
that he had decided we were all Jewish.”  President Hollande was to unveil a plaque last night outside the former Charlie Hebdo 
offices in central Paris, and at the sites of the other killings. (Charles Bremer, The Times, January 6, 2016) 

 

 Grand Mufti says Tony Abbott’s push on Islam ‘aiding terrorism’ 
The Grand Mufti of Australia, Ibrahim Abu Mohammad, has accused Tony Abbott of aiding terrorism by deliberately 

conflating Islam with terrorism to “vilify” Australian Muslims. 

The accusation came as the former prime minister repeated his claim that “all cultures are not equal” and that Islam needed to undergo 

a version of Christianity’s Reformation.  “It is very important Muslims look into their hearts and ask themselves some profound questions 

about their faith and resolve as powerfully and effectively as they can that there has to be a spirit of ‘live and let live’ in all religions, 
including Islam,” Mr Abbott said in Singapore. 
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Dr Abu Mohammad’s Australian National Imams Council yesterday stressed that Islam “unequivocally condemns all forms of 

violence” and welcomed Malcolm Turnbull’s more conciliatory approach.  “This is a positive departure from the deliberate conflation of 

violent extremism with the religion of Islam, which serves not only to vilify Australians of Muslim faith, but also plays into the hands of 

extremist recruiters on all sides who propagate the notion that the West is at war with Islam,” it said in a statement.  The Grand Mufti was 

quoted as saying: “Islam is not in any need of reformation since the normative principles and practices of the religion allow Muslims to 
harmoniously coexist within pluralist societies that are based on the universal values of compassion and justice.”  ANIC president Shady 

Alsuleiman said it was “unfortunate that some people in this country wish to tarnish the reputation of the entire Australian Muslim 

community based on the irreligious actions of a few”. 
Immigration Minister Peter Dutton criticised Sheik Shady’s comments as “a red herring”. 

“Tony Abbott is not talking about all Muslims. I’m not talking about all Muslims. We’re talking about people within the community 

who are subverting the religion in their attempts to justify what is murder,” Mr Dutton told Macquarie Radio. 
“We want to make sure our police and intelligence authorities have good contacts into the communities … but it shouldn’t mean we 

have some sort of no-go zone in talking about what is a significant problem for us in our country.”  Senator Eric Abetz, who led the Abbott 

government in the Senate, said: “It is a bizarre proposition to claim that calling out extremism for what it is somehow encourages it. There is 
no doubt that the Western world, including Australia, is under attack from radical extremism and it is incumbent on all Australians … to 

come together and unite against those who seek to do us harm.”  Bill Shorten described Mr Abbott as “a very unusual man … Once upon a 

time Catholics used to get vilified in this country; once upon a time Asian people used to get vilified in this country. I do not believe 
attacking the Islamic faith generally is a very good step. It’s a retrograde step, full stop.” (Jared Owens, The Australian, December 11, 2015) 

 

        Children sacrificed by mum for cause  

Under federal terror laws, she faces 10 years in prison if she returns to Australia.  
A SYDNEY mother-of-two who abandoned her children and fled to Syria is writing poetry and working with the widows of dead 

jihadists targeting terror recruits. Jasmina Milovanov, the unemployed single mum who fled Australia earlier this year, has posted details 

about leaving behind her “sweethearts”.   In a series of poems posted on a Twitter account linked to the 26-year-old, she talks about crying 
and never “truly being happy” after leaving behind her loved ones. That reference, along with others, is understood to refer to her son, 7, and 

daughter, 5.   Milovanov justified leaving behind her children because she wanted to enter “jannah”, or paradise. “I can see myself running 

to you both. Laughing n crying at the same time. So overjoyed,” she said. “That for my sacrifice I’ll have you both forever in Jannah.”  The 
Daily Telegraph can reveal Milovanov has associated with the widows of dead Australian jihadists Suhan Rahman and Mahmoud 

Abdullatif. The trio, which includes Melbourne jihadi widow Zehra Duman, use social media and the encrypted messaging app Kik to offer 

advice and target new recruits. Milovanov has glorified life in Syria, allegedly posting photos of grenades and rifles and taunting Australian 
officials.  “They warned me that if im in sham im at risk of losin my citizenship * awkward silence * lmao u can take it!”  

(Geoff Chambers & Ben McClellan, The Daily Telegraph (Sydney), 15 Jul 2015) 
 

Hardline mosques pose a risk 
German Vice-Chancellor Sigmar Gabriel (Angela Merkel’s deputy) had good reason to lash out at Saudi Arabia over King Salman’s 

intention to fund 200 hardline Sunni Wahhabist mosques and madrassas for hundreds of thousands of refugees streaming into Germany. 
Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states have not resettled a single refugee. But the rulers in Riyadh, it appears, want to ensure that those who 

find new homes in Europe have access to radical Wahhabist teaching. In a rare public attack on a country regarded as a key Western ally, Mr 

Gabriel said: “Wahhabi mosques all over the world are financed by Saudi Arabia. Many Islamists who are a threat to public safety come 
from these communities.” 

Wahhabism, or Salafism, is the dominant Islamic stream in the kingdom of the House of Saud. It is the religion of al-Qa’ida and 

inspired Osama bin Laden. Its uncompromising, medieval practices — floggings, stonings and beheadings — are the bedrock of Islamic 
State fanaticism.  Complaints of Saudi involvement in fostering Islamic terrorism are not new. Intelligence officials in India have reported 

that between 2011 and 2013, 25,000 Saudi clerics arrived carrying $340 million to build mosques, madrassas and universities. Hundreds of 

institutions financed by Saudi money in neighbouring Pakistan draw followers from Nigeria, Indonesia, Malaysia and across the Islamic 
world. Many return home radicalised.  A diplomatic cable disclosed by WikiLeaks revealed Hillary Clinton’s concern when she was US 

secretary of state: “Donors in Saudi Arabia constitute the most significant source of funding to Sunni terrorist groups worldwide.” 

The German Vice-Chancellor’s comments followed a warning from Germany’s BND foreign intelligence agency about Saudi Arabia 
as a major destabilising force in the Middle East. Ms Merkel’s government tried to distance itself from the BND assessment. But the 

Chancellor should be deeply concerned about Riyadh’s determination to implant hardline Wahhabism among the 800,000 Syrians and others 

settling in Germany. (Editorial:  The Australlian, December 11, 2015)  
 

It’s politicians’ duty to talk about Islam and extremism 
Neither Resources Minister Josh Frydenberg nor the former prime minister Tony Abbott has said anything remotely untoward in 

arguing that terrorism is evidence of a problem within Islam. Frydenberg went on to criticise the Grand Mufti of Australia for saying that 

among the causes of terrorism were Western foreign policy and the behaviour of Western security agencies.  As Malcolm Turnbull argued, 

the root cause of terrorism is extremist Islamist ideology. 

The denunciation of Abbott and Frydenberg by some Labor figures is rank hypocrisy. This is especially so given Anthony Albanese 
made comments about the Grand Mufti almost identical to those of Frydenberg.  Frydenberg in particular displayed great and admirable 

courage in his measured comments. It is the attacks on him, which failed entirely to engage with his arguments, that demonstrate a crass 

desire to make political capital out of this issue.  Generally, Turnbull has struck a more emollient and soothing tone. That is quite 
reasonable. Turnbull is the Prime Minister. He has to be cautious.  Everybody should be careful with their choice of words when dealing 

with people’s religious convictions. At the same time our political leaders have not only a right but an obligation to interrogate this issue.  

This is not, as Treasurer Scott Morrison said yesterday, a question of politicians behaving like political theologians. Rather it is the need for 
political leaders to deal with reality. 

If mainstream political leadership ignores reality, people will embrace more extreme figures who speak to their concerns. 

For a couple of decades EU leaders held as a point of liberal orthodoxy that there was no serious problem presented by a massive and 
uncontrolled inflow of largely illegal Muslim immigration into Europe from North Africa and the Middle East. 
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This orthodoxy, and the speech censorship it encouraged and sometimes enforced, had two terrible results. First, Europe was 

incapable of having an intelligent policy debate about this issue. As a result, it did not produce intelligent policy. It didn’t produce any 

policy at all, really.  Secondly, the public could see there were real problems but mainstream politics had nothing to say about them. So the 

public turned to non-mainstream, often extremist, politicians. Increasing sections of the public came to hold the political system in contempt 

and would vote for ridiculous candidates as a sign of their disgust with the system. In different ways, a similar sort of dynamic is at work in 
America. If the mainstream politicians won’t deal with a big problem, you end up with Donald Trump and his equivalents.  Abbott argued 

Islam has never had a reformation or an enlightenment or embraced pluralism or the separation of church and state. It is of course very 

dangerous to generalise about Islam, but Abbott’s statements are certainly true in relation to a large part of the Muslim world. In Saudi 
Arabia it is illegal to practise any religion other than Islam. In Iran, the constitution stipulates that the purpose of the state is to spread Islam. 

There are countless examples of this sort of thing all over the world. Many nations that are majority Muslim nations make it illegal for 

a Muslim to commit apostasy, that is, to reject the Islamic faith. Some have the death penalty for apostasy. To suggest that the religious 
beliefs which lead to these state policies have nothing to do with Islam and have no effect on the views of Muslims within Western nations 

is not just illogical, it’s just not reality.  Of course, many leaders of majority Muslim nations zealously guard pluralism within their societies 

and speak out against intolerance. The former president of Indonesia, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, was exemplary in this. So what people 
who scold Abbott are really saying is that somehow or other for him to speak the obvious truth is at best divisive and at worst dangerous. 

Although I think Turnbull’s comments have been generally appropriate for a prime minister, he is on the absolute weakest grounds 

when he explains that he is saying what he does because that’s what the security organisations have told him to say. 
I suggest he read Eliot Cohen’s magnificent study, Supreme Command, in which Cohen argues for the superiority of the judgment of 

political leaders to that of generals in matters of war. Only political leaders have the authority, the breadth of vision and the moral mandate 

to make final life-and-death decisions. Even if the police tell you it’s easier to get information from the Muslim community if you avoid 
absolutely any statement that might annoy any Muslims at any time, that is not sufficient for political leadership. It is important not to be 

misunderstood here. The overwhelming majority of Australian Muslims are perfectly law abiding, good folks with the same range of human 

virtues and failings as anybody else. They do not deserve any guilt by association. But really when Turnbull says we must not tar every 

Muslim with responsibility for terrorism, who on earth is the Prime Minister actually talking about? Who in the Australian debate has done 

that?  The Australian provincials who have been so ready to condemn Abbott’s comments out of hand should have a good look at what 

British Prime Minister David Cameron has been saying in the past few months. Cameron, like Abbott, has called for a much stronger 
defence of Western values. He has said that for so long politicians and commentators have been so scared of giving offence that they have 

failed to confront the problem. He has called for the “silent majority” of Muslims to be much more active in condemning extremist ideology. 

Perhaps Cameron’s most important insight has been to draw attention to the danger that lies in the overlap between nonviolent 
extremist ideology and terrorism. In other words, just being against political violence isn’t enough. 

In a speech a couple of months ago, Cameron said: “You don’t have to believe in barbaric violence to be drawn to the ideology. No 

one becomes a terrorist from a standing start … it is clear many were first influenced by … nonviolent extremists. It may begin with hearing 
about the so-called Jewish conspiracy and then develop into hostility to the West and fundamental liberal values, before finally becoming a 

cultish attachment to death … 

“If you say violence in London isn’t justified but suicide bombs in Israel are a different matter, then you too are part of the problem.”  
Cameron is not talking because he likes the sound of his own voice but because these issues are pressing matters that must be dealt with. A 

more sophisticated debate would include more contributions such as Abbott’s, not fewer. (Greg Sheridan, The Australian, Dec 10, 2015) 
 

Same-sex marriage debate goes to the heart of our democracy 
Can state recognition of same-sex marriage be reconciled with religious freedom?  

The calculated assault on freedom of religious liberty in Australia is rapidly gaining pace with the focus in Tasmania where 

the Catholic Bishops of Australia now face formal action on the grounds that their defence of traditional marriage contravenes anti-

discrimination law.  This action — an effort to deny the Catholic Church the right to ventilate its social and religious views on marriage as 

a union between a man and a woman — has become a test case. The issue is manifest: it is whether existing law and current public opinion 
can censor or partially silence the churches from full public expressions of their beliefs. 

For Australia and its alleged open spirit of debate, this is an unprecedented situation. It reveals an aggressive secularism dressed in the 

moral cause of anti-discrimination justice but with a long-run agenda that seeks to transform our values and, ultimately, drive religion into 
the shadows. The vanguard for this drive is the same-sex marriage campaign.  The Tasmanian action before the state’s Anti-Discrimination 

Commission highlights what many parliamentarians and journalists have preferred to deny: that the campaign for same-sex marriage 
threatens to infringe the rights of the church and religious freedom. Sustained denials of this proposition by many pro same-sex marriage 

politicians are untenable given the evidence to the contrary.  Their denialism is based in several different notions — a desire to make the 

same-sex marriage transition as fast and smooth as possible, a naivety about its meaning and a more disreputable sentiment, namely, a quiet 
acceptance that same-sex marriage as an ideology must strike against freedom of religious conscience. 

With the Turnbull government upholding the previous pledge of the Abbott government to conduct a national plebiscite on same-sex 

marriage the immediate issue is whether advocates of traditional marriage will be inhibited and intimidated in making their case in a 
campaign. This would be an extraordinary situation for the country. Yet it has a logic flowing from the Tasmania case.  The greater danger, 

however, lies elsewhere. It is whether the terms and conditions under which same-sex marriage is legislated in this country is founded in a 

new intolerance against religious freedom. The refusal of many federal parliamentarians to confront this issue honestly is a conspicuous 
feature of the public debate.  The churches, belatedly, are rallying on this issue. The Catholic Archbishop of Sydney, Anthony Fisher, said in 

his recent Acton Lecture that Pope Francis had identified “respect for the democratic ideal of religious liberty as an essential precondition of 

peaceful coexistence”. Going to the heart of the issue, he quoted the Pope that “religious liberty, by its nature, transcends places of worship 
and the private sphere” and must be preserved in the public square. Yet this is the exact point of the ideological attack. 

Fisher’s lecture sketches the cultural crisis the church sees as a potential outcome for Australia — that in 10 years religious schools 

will be forced by law to teach a gay-friendly concept of marriage in conflict with their beliefs, that clergy will face fines and possibly 

imprisonment, that faith schools and teachers will be mired in legal threats for “hate speech”, that religious organisations will be compelled 

by law to extend spousal benefits on a same-sex basis and will have lost their charitable status and that all businesses will be compelled to 

provide services for same-sex marriage, regardless of their beliefs. 
Referring to the decision of the Tasmanian Anti-Discrimination Commission, prominent Jesuit and law professor Frank Brennan, who 

accepts same-sex marriage will be legislated, tells Inquirer: “To date, the bishops have spoken cautiously and respectfully. They know their 

views are not in fashion. It is ridiculous to have a national debate on a plebiscite stifled by assertions that church teaching on marriage is 
offensive to some individuals and likely to cause offence to a reasonable person. 

“Debate should not be put on hold while the Tasmanian Anti-Discrimination Board decides whether it is arguable that a reasonable 

person might be offended. The board is not the thought police or, at least, it shouldn’t be. Those who take offence are those who think 
churches should butt out of all moral debate in the public square. On this one, we should all let a thousand flowers bloom.”  This is a contest 

over power, ideas and law. With the Catholic Church deeply compromised and unpopular because of the child sexual abuses and cover-ups, 
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it is vulnerable to a calculated strike by parliaments and anti-discrimination boards using the cover of same-sex justice to achieve a quantum 

reduction in religious freedom and a pivotal change in the norms of our society.  The complainant in Tasmania, transgender Greens political 

candidate, Martine Delaney, said the church’s 15-page pastoral letter, “Don’t Mess with Marriage” authorised by the Catholic Bishops of 

Australia was “insulting” and “offensive”. Tasmanian law has an exceptionally low threshold for unlawful conduct under anti-discrimination 

law and therefore is the ideal jurisdiction to intimidate expressions of faith. Australian Marriage Equality, the main lobby group for same-
sex marriage, has given robust support to the complaint. “This booklet denigrates and demeans same-sex relationships and will do immense 

harm to gay students and students being raised by same-sex couples,” AME national director Rodney Croome said in June.  “The Catholic 

Church has every right to express its views from the pulpit but it is completely inappropriate to enlist young people as the couriers of its 
prejudice. Any principal or teacher who exposes vulnerable children to such damaging messages not only violates their duty of care but is a 

danger to students.” 

Tasmanian Anti-Discrimination Commissioner Robin Banks found the Catholics bishops and Archbishop of Hobart Julian Porteous 
have a case to answer. Procedures are under way that could involve a conciliation process and, if that fails, then a hearing before a tribunal.  

Porteous has said the federal debate about marriage “has significant implications for the future of our society” and tells Inquirer his intention 

is to ensure the Catholic community “understood where we stand on the issue of marriage’’.  “It was not my intention to offend,” he says. 
“Rather, it was and is, to express the teaching of the Catholic Church. I regret if offence has been taken by individuals and will work with 

the commission to resolve the matter.”  The pastoral letter was distributed to parents of Catholic school students. It defends existing 

Australian law, including the Marriage Amendment Act of 2004 and the Catholic sacrament of marriage. The letter begins with a declaration 
that the Catholic Church opposes all forms of unjust discrimination. It says gay people must be treated with “respect, compassion and 

sensitivity” and “every sign of discrimination” against them “should be avoided”. 

The letter says a struggle is now under way “for the very soul of marriage”. It says “the union of a man and a woman is different from 
other unions — not the same as other unions”. Accordingly, it is “unjust” to assert there is “nothing distinctive about a man and a woman, a 

father or a mother”. For the church, marriage is both a natural and holy institution. It argues the importance, as far as possible, of children 

having both a mother and father. 

It says if the law changed, then our culture would teach marriage was merely an emotional bond rather than a union founded on sexual 

complementarity. It warns that in this situation, people who adhered to the natural definition of marriage “will be characterised as old-

fashioned, even bigots, who must answer to social disapproval and the law”. Finally, it lists a series of examples from abroad showing that 
even if same-sex marriage law has an exemption for ministers of religion, freedom of religious conscience is gradually being eroded. 

AME’s repudiation of this letter as an acceptable “public square” document reveals the sheer extent of the deadlock in the same-sex 
marriage debate. The consequences far transcend the definition of marriage itself. Same-sex marriage is provoking an upheaval about 

freedom of conscience, religious liberty and the norms that govern our democratic discourse. 

The same-sex lobby believes such an authorised letter of church teaching constitutes prejudice, an offence against gays, a danger to 
children, denigrates same-sex relationships and should not be tolerated under anti-discrimination law. 

In short, it is unacceptable for the Catholic Church to make its case because that case is offensive. Ultimately, this is the bedrock 

position. In Tasmania the church is now fighting for the right to expound its beliefs in the public square. The culture of repression 
sanctioned by anti-discrimination law continues to grow. 

Its impact is already marked. Many people will not defend existing law or the centuries-long traditional concept of marriage precisely 

because they are accused of prejudice or offending others. Brennan’s point is correct: in its essence this is a campaign to force the voice of 
the churches from the public square on the grounds of offensiveness. 

Anti-discrimination laws vary across the states. The extent to which they can be harvested once same-sex marriage is legislated is 

difficult to assess and, in some states, the churches may still sit on solid ground. But there can be no doubting that among same-sex marriage 
activists, the political will exists and the pathway is apparent to silence opponents. One upshot is that Tasmanian Premier Will Hodgman has 

said he will review Tasmania’s law in the light of recent events.  What is required, however, is a new approach to the same-sex marriage 

debate. That approach has been best articulated by Human Rights Commissioner Tim Wilson, who said some time ago that in this transition, 

support for same-sex marriage and support for religious freedom should enjoy equal status. This would be the response of a tolerant society. 

It has not been the approach of the Australian parliament.  The legislation of same-sex marriage means the laws of the state and the laws of 

the churches (at least most churches) will be in conflict over the meaning of marriage. This leads to the question: how tenable will this 
historic difference be? And it prompts another question: is the push for same-sex marriage founded in tolerance or intolerance? The 

evidence is mixed and varies from person to person, group to group.  What is undeniable, however, is that marriage equality is a powerful 

ideology and ideologies rarely stop short of complete victory. Can state recognition of same-sex marriage be reconciled with religious 
freedom or is the erosion of freedom of religious conscience an integral step on this journey?  These are the real issues at stake. The country 

deserves more than weasel words from its politicians and hollow crusading from its media. Don’t be fooled, yet again, by phony assurances 

that Tasmania is a one-off, means nothing and will be easily settled. It is, rather, a signal that issues without precedent for our democracy are 
being put on the table.  (Paul Kelly, The Australian, Nov. 28, 2015) 

 

Paris attacks: Mufti slammed for pushing ‘victim mentality’ 
Government MPs have accused Australia’s Grand Mufti, Ibrahim Abu Mohammed, of promoting a “victim mentality” among 

extremists by claiming the Paris violence was provoked by discontent at racism, Islamophobia, security laws and foreign policy 

decisions.  The comments came as senior Liberal MPs applauded moderate Muslims for condemning terrorism and warned against 

alienating Muslims, who were “fellow citizens”.   In a statement, Dr Abu Mohammed and the Australian National Imams Council offered 

“deepest condolences” for survivors of the Paris attacks and stressed the “sanctity of human life”. “These recent incidents highlight the fact 
that current strategies to deal with the threat of terrorism are not working,” the statement said. “It is therefore imperative that all causative 

factors, such as racism, Islamophobia, curtailing freedoms through securitisation, duplicitous foreign policies and military intervention, must 

be comprehensively addressed.”  Philip Ruddock, the government’s special envoy for citizenship and community engagement, said 

Australia was the world’s most successful multicultural society but he feared the cleric’s comments sent the wrong message about 

extremism. “We want to be as inclusive as possible with social cohesion, but equally there can be no justification for terrorism and this 

victim mentality that somehow we are entitled to defend terrorism because of Islamophobia,” Mr Ruddock told The Australian. “I reject that 
past engagements involving the removal of gross human rights abusers such as Saddam Hussein, who had no hesitation of using chemical 

weapons, in some ways justifies some people in believing they have to attack us and our society.” 

Liberal MP Andrew Nikolic said it was “naive and misconceived” to believe that Islamic State radicals could be “appeased”.  “ISIL’s 
strategy is to form a caliphate, a centre of strength from which they will either expand their domination into the broader world or die,” Mr 

Nikolic said. “This isn’t about rational actors or people you can negotiate with or people you can appease.”  Queensland Liberal National 

Party MP George Christensen branded the Grand Mufti’s comments a “disgusting” example of “playing the victim card”. “People from all 
walks of life disagree with government across a myriad of issues,” Mr Christensen said. “They don’t take to the streets and start shooting 

people as a result.”  Liberal senator Cory Bernardi said the comments were “reminiscent of the same vile rhetoric following the 9/11 

tragedies … blaming the US and Western culture to justify the atrocities that were committed then, just like the Grand Mufti has sought to 
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now.”  Attorney-General George Brandis said alienating Muslims would be “the worst thing we could do” in the aftermath of the Paris -

attacks. “They are our fellow citizens, and they are our necessary partners in combating this menace,” he told ABC radio. “The fact that a 

very small minority of fanatics defy the teachings of the Islamic religion by engaging in terrorist crime … should not reflect upon the 

Muslim community.”  Labor MP Maria Vamvakinou said mainstream Islamic leaders needed to voice the concerns of their communities, or 

risk driving young people into the hands of extremists. “It’s important that these concerns are not festering behind closed doors where 
people can use them as a narrative to manipulate more impressionable younger people,” said the member for Calwell, the electorate with the 

largest Muslim population in Victoria.  “I think he (Dr Abu Mohammed) is trying to articulate something and I think a lot of people who 

read and follow international news will understand what he’s trying to say.”  Scott Morrison, interviewed on Sydney talkback radio, said he 
appreciated that lay Muslims were calling in to distance themselves from Dr Abu Mohammed.  Labor’s Tony Burke, whose seat includes 

Sydney’s Muslim centre of Lakemba, said his constituents had “experienced the same shock and distress as the rest of Australia” following 

the atrocities in Paris. 
“I don’t often find myself complimenting George Brandis, but he was correct to point to our success as a multicultural nation and the 

importance of maintaining that cohesion now,” Mr Burke said.  Labor frontbencher Jason Clare offered “heartfelt sympathies” to the people 

of France on behalf of his western Sydney electorate of Blaxland.  (Jared Owens/Joe Kelly, The Australian, Nov. 17, 2015) 
 

Open day at mosque an enjoyable encounter with Islam  
Recently, for the second successive year, I went to the open day at the Lakemba Mosque in Sydney.  

The non-Muslim crowd seemed a bit sparse, and largely the educated middle class and a few semi-cranks. 

As before, I was edified by the large number of men rushing in for the midday prayer, and by the mosque’s readiness to have an 
almost continuous Q&A. Young enthusiasts offered a grin and a handshake and more than you wanted to hear about the impact on them of 

the Koran.  The panellists for the Q&A were all imams. One man I had seen previously on the ABC’s Q&A. He was the automatic first 

responder to all the questions. He also was long-winded and bobbed along on a rhetoric of platitudinous velleities and abstractions with the 
word “holistic” his motif.  During a break I approached one of his colleagues, younger, beardless and responsible for the prayers in a smaller 

Lakemba mosque. I came to my point straight away. I said I did not believe Islam was a religion of peace, that the Prophet had been a 

soldier, had fought numerous battles to establish his creed and had ordered massacres, not least of Jews. 
To my surprise the young imam merely said that these statements needed to be nuanced, that Islam was a religion of peace but also of 

justice, as was Christianity — “an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth”.  I took him up on that, saying Christ had explicitly rejected that Judaic 

code. The imam began to go through all the Prophet’s 12 battles, arguing that each was defensive. I conceded that Islam had not always, 
perhaps not even mostly, been spread by the sword. 

Sheikh Wesam Charkawi speaks 
during an open day at the Lakemba Mosque in October this year. Source: AAP  

Muslim leaders talk to visitors  
during the recent open day at Lakemba Mosque. Picture: Getty Images  
Backwards and forwards we went, both nuancing somewhat. European meddling in the Middle East on the one hand, but on the other 

Sunni and Shia conflict dating from the death of the Prophet.  I thanked the imam. He was informed, he was ready to discuss. I told him I 

hoped he could get a higher profile, that we all needed his readiness to engage with fact and actual doctrine. He might be confronting; I have 
seen his hard orthodoxy on the faces of zealous young right-wing priests who are coming to dominate my own Catholic Church. And he had 

left Australia on leaving school, and all his further education had been in Yemen and Syria.  But for the sake of honest and factual public 

debate we need him more than we need, say, the posed, pretty profile of Susan Carland and her unspecific declarations of her Islamic faith. 
In the undercroft, all visitors were invited to a barbecue. I had with me a friend visiting from Ireland. We sat at a bench with our beef 

sausage hot dogs, and several women in niqabs passed us bottles of water and sat at the next bench and made clear that we were all part of 

the same happy crowd.  I would never have dreamt of approaching a woman in a niqab, but in this atmosphere a child’s natural curiosity had 
me asking one young mother how she ate in public — was it by pulling the veil down or hoisting it up? She laughed and flicked it up.  Then 

a man, maybe 40, with a very appealing son of nearly three, asked if he could sit with us. Somehow, he said, he’d done the Hajj. I’d never 

met anyone who had done the Hajj. He said he was glad he had done it when he had, in 2008, as a younger man. He thought it would be 
very tough for older pilgrims; it had been so crowded, so hot, and he’d just dreamt of getting back to the hotel. Ah, the truthful realities of 

pilgrimage.  Nodding to my friend, he said to his son, “What’s the Irish flag?” Immediately the boy said, “Green, white and orange, with no 

badge.” His father had taught him all the flags. It was the loveliest cosmopolitan moment. I asked the father his occupation. He was a police 
officer. He made my day at the mosque. But so did his fellow religionists.’  (Gerard Windsor, The Australian, November 21, 2015)  Gerard 

Windsor is an Australian author and literary critic. 
 

Russian Orthodox Church backs ‘holy war’ against Islamic State  
Russia’s influential Orthodox Church declared yesterday that air strikes against Islamic State targets ordered by President 

Vladimir Putin were part of a “holy war” on terrorism.  

Archpriest Vsevolod Chaplin, said the church supported the decision to attack Islamic State targets. 
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“The fight with terrorism is a holy battle and today our country is perhaps the most active force in the world fighting it,” he said.  

“This decision corresponds with international law, the mentality of our people and the special role that our country has always played in the 

Middle East.”  The church has traditionally played its part in wartime. Stalin had thousands of priests shot in the 1930s as part of Soviet -

suppression of religion but when Nazi forces advanced on Moscow during World war he ordered that a holy icon be flown around the 

capital to ward off the attack.  Mr Chaplin said Russia was leading the way in Syria “not out of self-interest but because terrorism is 
immoral”.  Patriarch Kirill of Moscow, the leader of the Russian Orthodox Church, also spoke in favour of assisting President Bashar-al 

Assad.  “Russia has taken the responsible decision to use the armed forces for the protection of the Syrian people from the calamities 

wreaked by the tyranny of terrorists,” he said. “We associate this decision with the approach of peace and fairness in this ancient land.”  The 
war in Ukraine last year between government forces and pro-Russian separatists provoked a schism inside the Moscow patriarchate of the 

Orthodox Church.   (Tom Parfitt, The Times, October 02, 2015)  
 

The Costs of Hindu Extremism 
The dismay that many ordinary Indian citizens feel about Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s willingness to tolerate, even 

encourage, the Hindu hard-liners in his own party has now spread to the financial community. Last week, Moody’s Analytics, a 

division of the bond rating and risk management company, warned that Mr. Modi “must keep his members in check or risk losing 

domestic and global credibility” — meaning, in so many words, its attractiveness to international investors. 

Indian business leaders are no less alarmed. Over the weekend, N.R. Narayana Murthy, a co-founder of the Indian technology giant 
Infosys, lamented that “the reality today is that there is considerable fear” in the minds of the minority in India, and Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw, 

chairwoman and managing director of Biocon, said business leaders are “concerned with what’s happening all across the country.” 

Among the sparks that have set off an extraordinary outpouring of citizen reaction are the August killing of Malleshappa Madivalappa 
Kalburgi, a 76-year-old critic of Hindu idolatry, and Mr. Modi’s tardy condemnation of the lynching of a Muslim man in September by a 

Hindu mob enraged by a rumor that his family had killed a cow and eaten its meat. 

By mid-October, 35 Indian authors and poets had returned their awards to India’s National Academy of Letters. Since then, Indian 

sociologists, scientists, filmmakers and more than 300 Indian artists have published public statements of concern and outrage. On the 

occasion of his 50th birthday on Monday, the film superstar Shah Rukh Khan spoke out against intolerance and warned, “We will never be a 

superpower if we are not going to believe that all religions are equal.”   
The plain truth is that India is being rived by hatred and held hostage to the intolerant demands of some Hindu hard-liners. This is not 

the India a vast majority of Indian citizens want and it is not an India that will attract the foreign investment Mr. Modi has worked hard to 

drum up on his many trips abroad.  (Editorial, NY Times, Nov.3, 2015)  
 

Catholic Paper on Family Is Hailed by All Sides, Raising Fears of Disputes 
VATICAN CITY — Any good compromise allows everyone to claim victory. And that is exactly what the document on family 

matters approved late Saturday by 270 bishops from around the world did.  But the conflicting interpretations — witnessed in headlines and 

Catholic blogs in Italy and elsewhere on Sunday — underscored the contention and confusion that remains on issues like divorce, 

homosexuality and cohabitation for Catholics.  Both conservative and liberal commentators and news outlets, deliberately or not, seemed to 
interpret the passages in a way that reinforced their views, raising the question of whether what the bishops had billed as a consensus 

document may widen divisions over critical issues, rather than bridge them. 

The bishops’ final report to Pope Francis amounts to their recommendations. Deliberately uncontroversial in controversial areas, the 
synod “achieved consensus through ambiguity,” the Rev. Thomas Reese wrote Saturday in The National Catholic Reporter. That ambiguity 

served to reassure bishops who feared change to Catholic doctrine that there would be no change at all, while giving those who wanted 

change the hope that the pope could act freely when he draws his conclusions from the synod.  But the same ambiguity did less to bring 
clarity to the pressing family issues that some Catholics and their parish priests must deal with in their daily lives. It may even have added to 

the confusion, if Sunday’s headlines were anything to go by.  Some Catholic commentators hailed the document as “a prudent opening to 

divorced remarried Catholics,” as the Rome daily La Repubblica reported. Others noted that the bishops had built on the existing norms — 
in effect changing nothing.  “Synod report: Nothing new, merely reinforcing existing pastoral practices with an emphasis on helping with 

continual conversion,” wrote Brother Gabriel Mosher, a Dominican friar, on his Twitter account.  The best example of conflicting 

interpretations was, perhaps, on the issue of whether divorced Catholics who have remarried without an annulment could receive the 
sacrament of communion. If anything, the document indicated that the bishops were open to leaving the issue up to the “discernment” of 

local clergy on a case-by-case basis.  That was not the takeaway for many. A front-page headline in the centrist Rome newspaper Il 

Messaggero read: “Yes to communion to divorcées.”  In its headline, the conservative newspaper Il Giornale summed up the conclusions in 
four words: “Divorcées yes, gays no,” a reference to the bishops’ rejection of same-sex marriage.  Some newspapers interpreted the synod, 

as the bishops’ assembly is called, as a blow to the pope. “Bishops Hand Francis Defeat on Divorce Issue,” The Wall Street Journal said. 

Gerard O’Connell, writing in the Jesuit magazine America, came to quite the opposite conclusion. Despite a strong push to close 
doors, the bishop’s document “has greatly strengthened the hand of Pope Francis in his effort to build a church” that is merciful and not 

judgmental, he wrote.  Others were simply disappointed. While an initial draft of the document last year suggested there could be greater 

opening toward gay Catholics, the final report this year did not expand on the church’s teaching that gays should be treated with respect.  It 
also confirmed that the church did not consider same-sex unions to be part of “God’s plan for marriage and the family.” Marianne Duddy-

Burke, executive director of DignityUSA, an organization of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender Catholics, said the document was 

“deeply disappointing,” blocking “civil and moral equality for our community.”  The widely diverging interpretations spoke to the church’s 
concerted attempt to present a united front after intense deliberations that revealed profound divisions among the prelates. Though the 

discussions among the 270 bishops were private, signs of discontent emerged along with a tinge of intrigue and accusations of conspiracy 

against the pope.  The divisions raised the question among some commentators about “whether this was a healthy or destructive experience 
for Catholicism; whether it leaves the church stronger or weaker, more energized or simply more fractured,” as John L. Allen Jr., associate 

editor of the website Crux, put it.  Those divisions emerged most clearly and deeply in the passages on divorced Catholics who later get civil 

marriages and are considered to be living in sin if their first marriage has not been annulled. Voting suggested that nearly one in three 
bishops still holds that the current teaching should not be changed. 

A section calling on the church to better integrate divorced and remarried people, and to see whether some people can be included in 

elements of church life from which they are now excluded, was adopted by a vote of 187 to 72. 
And another section delineating how the remarried Catholics might be more fully integrated into church life through a process of 

reflection and penitence with a priest barely made the necessary two-thirds majority, with a vote of 178 to 80. Receiving communion is not 

mentioned in either section, “because that was the only way the paragraphs could get a two-thirds majority,” Father Reese wrote in The 
National Catholic Reporter.  The implication, however, is that the door is left open for people who had no options before, to at least initiate a 

“dialogue with a priest,” as the document states, which could lead to some form of fuller participation.  That notion of dialogue emerged in 

the pope’s homily on Sunday, at a Mass to observe the end of the synod. Jesus, he said, “wants to hear our needs.”  Francis continued, “A 
faith that does not know how to root itself in the life of people remains arid and, rather than oases, creates other deserts.”  (Elisabetta 

Povoledo, NY Times, Oct. 25, 2015)  

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/25/world/europe/synod-makes-overture-to-the-divorced-but-rejects-gay-marriage.html
http://ncronline.org/blogs/faith-and-justice/synod-remarried-catholics-consensus-ambiguity
https://twitter.com/lukei4655/status/658039638439821312
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/s/same_sex_marriage/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://www.wsj.com/articles/bishops-hand-pope-a-defeat-on-outreach-to-divorced-catholics-1445715350
http://americamagazine.org/content/dispatches/synod-approves-final-document-leaves-door-open-pope-move-forward-key-issues
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/f/francis_i/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://www.cruxnow.com/church/2015/10/24/after-the-synod-can-catholics-put-humpty-dumpty-together-again/
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Islamic State threatens Israel in new Hebrew video 

 Still image from a new Islamic State video in Hebrew warning 
Israelis that 'not one Jew will be left alive' in Israel, October 2015. (screenshot: YouTube) 

In its first-ever Hebrew-language video, which was posted online this week, the Islamic State terror group 

addressed an Israeli audience, warning that “no Jew will be left [alive]” once its fighters conquer Jordan and arrive 

at Israel’s borders.  
 “This is a message to all the Jews, who are the Muslims’ No. 1 enemy,” says a masked man in green fatigues in fluent, if slightly 

Arabic- and French-accented Hebrew. “The real war has not even begun and everything you have experienced so far has been child’s play 

— [it is] nothing compared to what will happen to you soon enough, inshallah [God willing],” he warns. 

“We promise you that soon, not one Jew will be left [alive] in Jerusalem or across Israel and we will continue until we eradicate this 

disease [Judaism?] from the world,” he goes on. “Look at what has happened to you in a few vehicular and stabbing attacks from our 

brothers in Palestine,” he mocked, in reference to the spate of recent attacks against Israeli civilians and security forces in Israel and the 

West Bank, in which at least 10 Israelis have been killed. 
“You lost your minds and started fearing every driver that sped up. You were even scared of every person carrying something in their 

hand. What will happen to you when tens of thousands [of Muslim fighters] arrive from across the world to slaughter you?” he asks. “The 

borders of Sykes-Picot will not protect you, and like we blurred the borders between Syria and Iraq, we will do so between Syria and Jordan 
and then Syria and Palestine,” he says in reference to the 1916 secret agreement between France and and the UK to divide the Arab 

provinces of the Ottoman Empire.  “This isn’t just talk. We will advance towards you from everywhere, from the north and the south, from 

Sinai, from everywhere. “We see your crimes every day and we will settle scores,” he goes on, before pulling out a knife from his vest and 
citing a verse from the Koran promising victory to all Muslims. 

The clip comes after the terror group last week released a series of videos glorifying the wave of deadly attacks against Israelis. The 

videos, bearing such titles as “Project Behead the Jews” and “Message to the Mujahedin in Jerusalem,” were uploaded from sites under 
Islamic State control in Syria and northern Iraq. Some of the videos spread on social media and were accompanied by the hashtag 

#BeheadtheJew.  “I recommend that you take the path of Jihad, which God tells you to follow, I bless this jihad against the Jews. Strike fear 

in their hearts, they are the enemies of God,” a fighter says in one of the videos, according to a translation by the i24 news site.  “A victory is 
coming to the mujahedin of the Al-Aqsa [Mosque] from above, you are the ones who start but we will continue it,” another Islamic State 

member says as he holds an automatic rifle. 
In another one of the videos, a fighter criticizes Hamas and Fatah for not taking enough action against the Jews in Israel. “Both 

[Palestinian groups] only care about their own interests and some are even agents of the crusaders and the Jews,” the man says.  “Hurry up 

and save your brothers, don’t wait for the Arab leaders to help you.”  The videos also seemed to highlight the rift between the Islamic State 
and the Gaza-based terrorist group Hamas. “We will uproot Hamas and the secular factions,” another fighter can be heard saying in a 

different video. “We take you to task. Hamas and all secular factions will surrender to our will and Sharia law will be the rule in Gaza.”  

Earlier this month, Israeli security forces arrested three people in northern Israel accused of plotting attacks for the Islamic State terror group 
in August, according to the Shin Bet security service. A fourth man, who is currently serving a life sentence in prison, was also charged with 

joining the organization, Israeli officials said, while three others were charged with aiding the terror cell.  Though Israeli security forces 

have claimed that more than 40 Israeli citizens have traveled to Syria and Iraq to join the Islamic State, that terror cell was the first IS 
affiliate discovered within Israel.  (Ricky Ben-David, The Times of Israel, Oct. 23, 2015)   

 

Israel’s New U.N. Envoy Rejects International Force at Holy Site 
UNITED NATIONS — Israel’s new ambassador to the United Nations plunged into his first public diplomatic 

engagement here on Friday, ruling out any international protection force for a disputed holy site in Jerusalem, as the 

Palestinians demand.  In an appearance outside the Security Council chambers, the new ambassador, Danny Danon, 

a former deputy defense minister in Israel known for hawkish views, also condemned the Palestinian leadership for 

what he called its instigation of violence against Jews. 
Mr. Danon portrayed the series of stabbings and other attacks on Israelis in recent weeks, coupled with an arson attack at the holy site 

known as Joseph’s Tomb in the West Bank city of Nablus on Friday, as the direct result of what he described as hate-filled incitement of 
Palestinian children.  “I wish my first time speaking to you was on happier terms,” Mr. Danon, 44, told reporters as the Security Council 

convened a meeting on the latest Palestinian-Israeli violence.  Palestinians have said they fear Israelis are planning to take over the site, 

which under a longstanding arrangement is administered by a religious council under Jordanian custodianship. Israel has repeatedly called 
such fears false, unfounded and inflammatory.   

Mr. Danon dismissed a request by the Palestinian delegation for an international protection force to provide security at the site.  “We 

don’t think any intervention will help,” Mr. Danon told reporters. “Keeping the status quo is right thing to bring stability and to keep 
stability in the region.”  France said it intends to advance a draft statement calling for “restraint” and “maintaining the status quo.” The 

Security Council has not discussed any text. A statement is not legally binding and has little effect.  The Palestinian ambassador, Riyad H. 

Mansour, told the Council that the need for international protection at the site had become “more urgent than ever before.” 
The United Nations legal office has prepared a confidential memorandum listing examples of how a protection force could be 

deployed. But to make it public and bring it up for discussion would require consensus among all 15 Security Council members. That has 

proved elusive.  Seven Israelis and more than 30 Palestinians have been killed in recent weeks, the United Nations assistant secretary 
general, Tayé-Brook Zerihoun, told the Council.  He said the loss of hope in prospects for a Palestinian state had contributed to what he 

called the “anger and frustration” that fuels the violence. He welcomed Israel’s commitment to maintaining the status quo.  (Somini 

Sengupta and Rick Gladstone, NY Times, Oct. 16, 2015)  

http://www.timesofisrael.com/seven-indicted-over-suspected-islamic-state-terror-plot-in-israel/
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/israel/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/u/united_nations/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/p/palestinians/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/p/palestinians/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/14/world/middleeast/leaderless-palestinian-youth-inspired-by-social-media-drive-a-rise-in-violence.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/17/world/middleeast/palestinians-israel-west-bank-violence.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/17/world/middleeast/palestinians-israel-west-bank-violence.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/international/countriesandterritories/west_bank/index.html?inline=nyt-geo
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/s/somini_sengupta/index.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/s/somini_sengupta/index.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/g/rick_gladstone/index.html
http://cdn.timesofisrael.com/uploads/2015/10/IShebrew-e1445580327699.jpg
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Strength in doctrine and unity  
A year ago, at the opening of the first of two Vatican Synods on the Family, Pope Francis urged participants to speak freely: 

“Do not say: I cannot say this, if I do they will think badly of me. Speak freely of everything you believe.”  

Some of his most senior cardinals, including Australian George Pell, Vatican secretary for the economy, have taken him at his word, 

robustly defending church teaching on the indissolubility of marriage and reception of communion. They put pen to paper in frustration at 

the synod process, after also raising their concerns on the floor of the synod. Others have questioned the point of the talkfests, asking: “What 
are we doing here?” 

Their concerns may seem arcane and antiquated to many in the secular, postmodern world. As a libertarian newspaper, we uphold the 

freedom of individuals to make their own choices, for which they are responsible. We also recognise that the strength of the Catholic Church 
through travails, upheavals and scandals over 2000 years has been its unwavering fidelity to its core, revealed doctrines. What sets it apart 

from other bodies also committed to great humanitarian causes is its understanding of the eternal and the transcendent. On a more prosaic 

level, the rise of fundamentalist Christian churches in recent decades and the collapse of more liberal Protestant denominations suggest 
many people seeking religious meaning prefer strong and unambiguous faith teaching.  There is room, as Brisbane’s Archbishop Mark 

Coleridge has said, for the church to improve its message. Pope Francis has put out the hand of welcome, declaring a year of mercy and 

making marriage annulments cheaper, simpler and quicker, while retaining the integrity of the process. Given sharply contrasting attitudes in 
Africa and Europe, for example, some want the church’s rules on marriage to be devolved to national or local levels. As well as the 

impracticalities, such a step would fracture the doctrinal consistency that has set the Catholic Church apart for centuries while the unity of 
the Anglican Church, among others, on major issues has dissolved.  

However unpopular their view, the cardinals who reminded their peers, and their leader, about the importance of holding to divine 

teaching acted courageously. It was their duty to do so.  (Editorial, The Australian, October 15, 2015)  
 

We can avoid US secular tyranny, says Archbishop Anthony Fisher 
Australia would be wise to avoid the “secular tyranny’’ that has emerged over same-sex marriage in the US, Sydney’s Catholic 

Archbishop said last night.  In the annual Acton Lecture on Religion and Freedom for Sydney’s Centre for Independent Studies, Anthony -
Fisher referred to cases in the US where a registrar was jailed for refusing to endorse same-sex marriage and a family bakery in Oregon was 

fined for refusing to supply a wedding cake for a lesbian couple. 

“The baker couple faced vilification, boycotts of their business, violent protests and even death threats, and were forced to close their 
shop and work from home,’’ he said.  “They were then fined $135,000 and encouraged to receive behaviour modification therapy so they 

could be rehabilitated.’’  Democracy, the archbishop said, “degenerates into despotism when it licences such vilification of people’s 

conscientious beliefs’’.  Archbishop Fisher said separation of church and state was “essentially a millennial Christian contribution to our 
civilisation’’. But some did not recognise the line, he said.  “If there are countries in which state or culture-imposed atheism is dominant, 

there are others in which religious leaders dictate terms to government and society, including to those who do not share their faith,’’ he said.  

“In the nightmare of the Arab Spring turned Jihadi Winter, extremists seek to impose the only ‘pure’ version of the only approved faith, 
even on their coreligionists.’’ Australia’s same-sex marriage debate was one sided, with those who disagreed with the change marginalised. 

“That the Catholic Archbishop in Tasmania has been taken to that state’s anti-discrimination commission for distributing a joint 

bishops’ pastoral letter on marriage is a sign of how far things have gone and are likely to go in the near future if not resisted,’’ Archbishop 
Fisher said.  Ministers of religion would be exempted from officiating at same-sex weddings. But problems had arisen overseas with -

individuals, businesses, schools, hospitals and welfare agencies given no leeway. 

“In the Tasmanian case the complainant seeks not to have the archbishop sanctioned but also to have all church schools forced to 
promote LGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex) ‘awareness’, tolerance and behaviour,’’ he said. 

The archbishop called for greater “transcendent vision’’ in Australia’s national life. 

“For all the government’s intergenerational reports ours is the least fertile generation in history,’’ he said. “For all the rhetoric about -

infrastructure our generation is the least likely to construct it.  “I believe our failure to add much to the stock of rail, water, sewerage and 

other infrastructure and our failure even to replace ourselves in population terms are connected,’’ he said.  “Projects of the scale of the 

Snowy Mountains Scheme required leaders and participants who cared deeply about the future: they knew it would be their descendants, not 
themselves, who would benefit.  “As children and grandchildren loom much smaller in the public consciousness, we are less likely to 

sacrifice for their sake in politics or elsewhere.’’  (Tess Livingstone, The Australian, October 15, 2015)    
 

Where Pope Francis will sleep in D.C., New York and Philadelphia 
Dozens of members of the Saint Charles Borromeo Seminary rehearse Wednesday for the visit of Pope Francis in 

Philadelphia. (Marvin Joseph/The Washington Post)  

When the pope sleeps over, you do more than change the sheets. You commission new ones, embroidered with the papal crest. You 

bring in a custom-made memory foam mattress that has never been slept on and may never be again. And you scrub. 
“It was very clean, extremely clean,” said Ted Resnick, a carpet dealer who got a recent walk-through of the Philadelphia seminary 

where Pope Francis will spend one night during his coming visit to the United States. “It wasn’t ostentatious, really, but it was very clean.”  

The pope, should he look, will find no dust bunnies beneath the beds he will occupy next week in Washington, New York and Philadelphia. 
For each hour of comfy pontifical slumber, workers have devoted sleepless hours of burnishing, painting and pillow plumping in three 

rooms that will soon be eligible for an exclusive plaque with these words: The Pope Slept Here.   Frequently, the pope is the last person who 

ever does.  What color are the pope’s shoes? Who makes the popemobile? How old does the pope have to be? The answers to those 
questions, and more.  Vow of poverty The pope has no material possessions. As leader of the church, the pope owns nothing but is in charge 

of the church’s finances. Anything he needs is provided through the church during his tenure as pope.  

 “No one has used it as a bedroom since the Holy Father was here,” said the Rev. Ronald Cattany of Denver’s Cathedral Basilica of 
the Immaculate Conception, which hosted Pope John Paul II in 1993. The rectory room where the pope slept has been kept largely as he 

found it 22 years ago, crested linens folded in the dresser, white coverlet on the bed, two chairs used by his security guards eternally 

stationed outside the bedroom door. In the case of John Paul, rooms and objects he touched aren’t just cool mementos. Catholics see them as 
sacred links to a man who was canonized in 2014.  

“At this point, it’s considered a second-class relic; he’s a saint,” Cattany said of the small, plain room directly above his own quarters 

in the rectory. “I say a prayer every time I go in there.”   Now, harried church officials are saying prayers even before the pope climbs 
between the sheets as they feverishly prepare for the oh-so-holy nights. It’s a job they can’t turn over to the experts at the nearest Ritz-

Carlton.  “Popes don’t stay in hotels,” said Rocco Palmo, a Vatican reporter and blogger based in Philadelphia. “They always stay on church 

property. It’s home turf.” By custom, the pope sleeps in Vatican diplomatic quarters whenever they are available. In Washington, Francis 
will bed down in the Apostolic Nunciature of the Holy See to the United States on Massachusetts Avenue NW, effectively the Vatican’s 

embassy. In New York, he will stay at the residence of the Apostolic nuncio to the United Nations.  

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
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Both facilities have hosted popes in the past, and officials deflected questions about papal sleeping arrangements with practiced tight 

lips. At the nunciature in Washington, they would say little more than that hundreds of Catholic school children would be bused to the front 

door to greet the pope whenever he steps out of his D.C. home away from Rome. 

Pope Francis is seen more favorably than his predecessors among Catholics and non-Catholics according to recent polls. However, 

when he visits the United States, he will be greeted by a Catholic community that has been losing members. (Jayne W. Orenstein and Julie 
Percha/TWP)  

The stately Georgian house across from the vice president’s residence at the Naval Observatory is known for well-appointed public 

rooms on the main floor. But baker Leslie Poyourow, who delivered an 81st birthday cake to Pope Benedict XVI at the house during his 
2008 visit to Washington, said the residential sections above were modest.  

“I’ve been to the Vatican, and this was the exact opposite,” said Poyourow, who wrangled a six-foot chocolate replica of St. Peter’s 

Square up to a second-floor parlor. “Understated, I would say.”  In New York, the papal nuncio’s residence is on East 72th Street near Fifth 
Avenue, a tony park-side address on the edge of Manhattan’s museum row. The neoRenaissance townhouse, home to a 19th-century New 

York mayor, was fitted with updated wiring and plumbing in advance of Francis’s visit, according to an official with the Holy See Mission, 

who spoke on the condition of anonymity to speak freely. 
Popes Benedict and John Paul both stayed there in the past, but the facility is used too much for any one room to be set aside for the 

exclusive use of popes. Their beds, seats and bathtubs remain in use.  

“It’s a great honor to sit in the chair where the pope ate his breakfast,” the official said. 
In Philadelphia, where there is no Vatican diplomatic presence, the pope will bunk with the local archbishop, another church custom. 

When John Paul visited Philly in 1979, he slept in the archbishop’s 23,000-square-foot mansion. But the archdiocese, struggling with money 

and public image problems in the wake of clergy sex-abuse scandals, sold the mansion in 2012 and refit an apartment for Archbishop 
Charles Chaput in the 1920s-era faculty wing of the St. Charles Borromeo Seminary.  

Pope watchers say Francis is likely to approve of the room. The pontiff downgraded his own digs in Rome from the Apostolic Palace 

to a Vatican guesthouse.   “I’m sure he’s going to be perfectly fine with it,” said Monsignor Michael Magee, who lives on the seminary 

campus. “They are rather simple accommodations, not extravagant at all.” 

The place did get a makeover, though. A chair used by John Paul was sent out for cleaning. Local painters donated their time. 

Resnick, the co-owner of New Jersey’s Flemington Department Store, laid new carpeting for free, in addition to the thousands of square feet 
he is supplying for the pope’s public Mass. (Resnick has developed a papal floor-covering specialty, having carpeted part of the outfield of 

Yankee Stadium for Pope Benedict’s 2008 Mass.)  Stu Carlitz, meanwhile, is proud to be the official mattress supplier for Pope Francis’s 
Philly sleepover. The head of Bedding Industries of America, a manufacturer for several brands, donated 60 extra-long twin mattresses for 

the pope’s entourage, which will be housed in dorm rooms on the lower floor of the faculty wing. Then he asked whether he could do the 

same for the pope himself. Organizers agreed.  “They asked for a mattress that was firm but consisted of gel memory foam,” Carlitz said.  
The pope’s sleep number in hand, Carlitz arranged for one of the companies he works with, Saatva, to build a queen-size Loom & 

Leaf “relaxed firm” memory-foam mattress with laminated medical-grade gel and an organic-cotton-quilted cover. Retail: $999.  “It’s 

fantastic for spinal alignment,” said Ron Rudzin, president and chief executive of Saatva. Philly’s got your back, Your Holiness.  “No one is 
ever encouraged to go overboard, but it’s the pope!” said Palmo, the Vatican reporter. “They’re going to make sure he has the kind of pillow 

he wants.” (Steve Hendrix, Washington Post, September 17, 2015) 
 

8 of Pope Francis’s most liberal statements 
A culture war is brewing over Pope Francis’s revolutionary tenure, with conservatives and traditionalists pushing back 

against what they see as a liberal momentum surging within the Roman Catholic Church. 

Despite the uproar, the first Latin American pope has not yet ushered in any substantial changes in policy. But he has given space to 

liberal bishops who are pressing for new policies, including a controversial bid to bend the rules that now technically ban divorced and 
remarried Catholics from the most sacrosanct part of Mass – taking the Holy Eucharist. In the meantime, he has radically transformed the 

tone of his office, making a number eye-raising gestures and pronouncements that have liberals cheering and conservatives shaking their 

heads. Here’s a look at 8 of his most notable statements. 
1. Even atheists can go to heaven 

When: May 2013 

Why: Francis heralded what would be a revolutionary new tone to his papacy by reminding the faithful that even those who do not 

believe in God can ascend to heaven if they lead good and honorable lives. Later in the year, Francis would give an exclusive interview to an 
atheist Italian journalist, in which he called efforts to convert people to Christianity “solemn nonsense.” In an earlier homily in May, Francis 

would famously say: "The Lord has redeemed all of us, all of us, with the Blood of Christ, all of us, not just Catholics. Everyone! 'Father, 

the atheists?' Even the atheists. Everyone!" 
2. Careerism in the church 

When: June 2013 

Why: Francis delivered a shot across the bow of traditionalist church leaders soon after taking office, warning against the angling for 
advancement and position in the hierarchy that seemed to haunt the tenure of this predecessor. In an address to young priests in June of 

that year, he went as far as to call careerism in the church a “leprosy” 

3. 'Who am I to judge?' 

When: July 2013;  Why: On a flight back from his visit to Brazil, Francis struck a different note on homosexuality than his 
predecessor, Pope Benedict XVI, who had once described it as an “intrinsic moral evil.” In contrast, Francis had this to say about 

homosexuals: “If someone is gay and he searches for the Lord and has good will, who am I to judge?” 

4. The globalization of indifference 
When: November 2013;  Why: Francis hit what would become a major theme of his papacy in his first apostolic exhortation, a sort of 

papal white paper, that was unsettling to some conservatives, particularly those in the United States. He slammed consumer culture, 

corporate greed and the notion of trickle down economics. He wrote, “today we also have to say ‘thou shalt not’ to an economy of exclusion 
and inequality. Such an economy kills. How can it be that it is not a news item when an elderly homeless person dies of exposure, but it is 

news when the stock market loses two points?” 

5. Transgender audience  

When: January 2015;  Why: Francis has been criticized by some liberals for once equating theories that gender identity lies along a 
spectrum with “nuclear arms.” Yet in a quietly arranged meeting at the Vatican, Francis welcomed Diego Neria Lejarraga, 48. Born a 

woman, Lejarraga later underwent a procedure to become a transgender man. Once called “the devil’s daughter” by a local priest in his 

native Spain, Lejarraga sought solace from Francis in a meeting privately confirmed by Vatican officials. Francis invited both Lejarraga and 
his fiancee to the Vatican for an audience. When Lejarrage asked the pope if he had a place in the church, the pontiff reportedly responded 

by embracing him. 

6. Papal encyclical on the environment  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/reliable-source/wp/2015/08/17/washingtons-favorite-baker-says-cupcakes-are-on-their-way-out-and-cakes-are-in/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/steve-hendrix
http://en.radiovaticana.va/storico/2013/05/22/pope_at_mass_culture_of_encounter_is_the_foundation_of_peace/en1-694445
http://ncronline.org/news/vatican/pope-francis-calls-careerism-leprosy-priesthood
http://ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/pope-homosexuals-who-am-i-judge
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/apost_exhortations/documents/papa-francesco_esortazione-ap_20131124_evangelii-gaudium.html
http://ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/report-pope-francis-meets-hugs-transgender-man
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When: June 2015;  Why: Francis thrust the Church front and center into the climate change debate, effectively calling pollution a sin 

and citing a moral obligation for a binding international agreement to combat global warming. His public stance jarred some conservatives 

and climate change skeptics. The socially conservative Australian Cardinal George Pell told the Financial Times, “the Church has got no 

mandate from the Lord to pronounce on scientific matters.” 

7. Forgiveness for woman who have abortions 
When: September 2015;  Why: Francis opened a special, temporary “mercy” window to make it easier for women who have abortions 

and confess to get back into the full good graces of the church. Just as many of his gestures, this one appeared more symbolic than practical, 

at least in the United States. Technically, abortion is a “mortal sin” in the church, and a priest hearing confession would need to be vested 
with authority from his bishop to grant forgiveness. In practice, though, most U.S. bishops have already bestowed such authority to priests. 

But Francis’s call for mercy marked another change in tone. 

8. A streamlined annulment process  

When: September 2015;  Why: Ahead of a major Vatican meeting next month on issues like remarriage and divorce, 
several procedural changes announced by Francis are aimed at accelerating and simplifying the lengthy end-of-marriage procedure. Among 

them is allowing bishops, rather than just a church court, to nullify a marriage (a power that they could also push to priests). Last month, the 
pope asked the clergy to keep "open doors" to Catholics who remarry.  (Anthony Faiola, Washington Post, September 7, 2015) 

 

Pope deplores Vatican leaks scandal  
POPE Francis has condemned the recent leak of sensitive Vatican documents as a deplorable crime but says it won't distract 

him from forging ahead with reforms at the Holy See.  

MAKING his first public comments about the leaks since the arrest last week of two people suspected of giving the documents to 
Italian journalists, he asked the faithful not to be disturbed and to continue praying for the good of the Church. 

"I also want to tell you that this sad fact will certainly not distract me from the work of reform that is moving ahead with the help of 

my aides and the support of all of you," he told tens of thousands of people in St Peter's Square for his Sunday blessing. Last week the 

Vatican arrested two people - a high-ranking Holy See official and an Italian woman who is a public relations expert - for allegedly leaking 

the documents to the authors of two new books. 

Both were members of a commission Francis set up several months after his election in March, 2013 to advise him on financial and 
administrative reforms in the Holy See.  "Stealing those documents is a crime, it is a deplorable act that does not help," he said, adding that 

some of the reforms suggested by the commission were already starting to bear fruit. 

The two new books which are based on the leaked documents depict a Vatican plagued by mismanagement, greed and corruption and 
where Francis faces stiff resistance from the old guard to his reform agenda. ( AAP, November 09, 2015) 

 

Pope Francis embraces the mystical side of the Catholic Church 
NAPLES, Italy — The faithful here are still talking about Pope Francis and the holy blood. 

On an official trip to this ancient city in the shadow of Mt. Vesuvius, Pope Francis entered the local cathedral to pray to Januarius, the 
patron saint of Naples. Januarius’s 1,700-year-old dried blood is known to “spontaneously liquefy,” a phenomenon seen by true believers as 

a miraculous sign from above. Those gathered anxiously watched as Francis prayed before, then kissed, the ornate silver and glass reliquary 

containing the coagulated clot.  And lo and behold, the dark stain dissolved. 
The cardinal of Naples, standing beside Francis, joyously heralded the sacred melting, bringing a round of gasps and applause. Then 

Francis himself acknowledged the mystery, in which the blood had only half liquefied. “It means the saint loves us halfway,” Francis said, 

according to accounts of those present that day five months ago. “We must all spread the word of God more, so that he loves us even more." 

 
Pope Francis kisses a relic believed to be the blood of San Gennaro, during a meeting with prelates in Naples' Cathedral on March 21, 

2015. (Andrew Medichini/AP)  

To many, the first Latin American pope is a reformer, a man determined to lead the Catholic Church into a new age of 
enlightenment.Yet as Pope Francis prepares to make his first official trip to the United States, his papacy is also proving to be one of 

apparent contradictions. Perhaps the biggest: A pope who has become the darling of intellectuals, even atheists, is also fully embracing some 

of the most fervent forms of worship within the Catholic Church. 
Far more than his predecessor, Francis has thrust himself into the contentious world of so-called popular devotions — including the 

mystical celebration of holy relics, such as the blood, bones and clothing of saints, as well as the adoration of the Virgin Mary through 

processions and other rites. By doing so, Vatican watchers say the pope is effectively endorsing a more ardent and mysterious brand of 

Catholicism that is popularly practiced — especially among the poor — in his native Latin America.  Critics, however, say the pope may be 

flirting with superstition. Also citing his constant mention of the devil and explicit backing of exorcisms, some say he risks undercutting his 

image as a 21st century moral leader in tune with the times. 
“The danger is that popular devotion becomes all too important, that we seek to elevate ourselves by touching a body part or a cloth 

touched by a saint,” said Vito Mancuso, a Bologna, Italy-based theologian and author. “We would be moving backwards, almost to 

idolatry.”  The incident in Naples, where Francis caused a stir with the blood of Saint Januarius, marked only one in a long list of recent 
papal devotions to relics and other mysterious artifacts. In June, for instance, the pope “venerated” the Shroud of Turin, praying before the 

cloth believed by some to be the burial garment of Jesus Christ despite disputed tests that have carbon dated it to centuries after the 

crucifixion.  The pope made no official claim about the shroud’s authenticity. But his personal charity has sent at least two busloads of 
homeless Romans to visit the shroud, and the pope additionally taped a special video message celebrating it.  “Let us listen to what it wants 

to silently tell us, across death itself,” the pope says in the message. “The sole and ultimate word of God reaches us through the sacred 

shroud.”  The pope has recently requested that the remains of Saint Pio of Pietrelcina, widely known in Italy simply as Padre Pio, be 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp/2015/09/01/pope-francis-to-allow-all-priests-to-forgive-women-who-have-had-abortions-and-are-contrite/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp/2015/09/08/pope-francis-is-reforming-the-catholic-churchs-marriage-annulment-process/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2015/08/03/pope-franciss-divorce-comments-show-hes-neither-a-liberal-nor-conservative-hes-an-evangelist/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/anthony-faiola
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/a-modern-pope-gets-old-school-on-the-devil/2014/05/10/f56a9354-1b93-4662-abbb-d877e49f15ea_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/the-devil-beware-father-gabriele-amorth/2014/05/12/e079aa76-38b3-4c00-8296-e5b74a5982a5_story.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7c9ExHWpjY
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publicly exhibited in St. Peter’s Basilica next year. Six months after Francis became pope, the Vatican for the first time publicly displayed 

bone fragments said to belong to Saint Peter despite lingering doubts about their true origins.  Coinciding with the pope’s U.S. visit, the 

body of Saint Maria Goretti — an 11-year-old Italian girl stabbed to death in 1902 by a family friend — will also travel to the United States 

on a multi-city tour. In Nettuno, Italy, her sanctuary is filled with mementos of gratitude — wedding dresses, rosaries and statues — from 

those who claim to have been cured of ailments after praying to her. 
“The pope is clearly well inclined toward this kind of worship,” said the Rev. Giovanni Alberti, abbot of Goretti’s sanctuary. “He is 

from South America, where there is a strong sensibility of popular devotion.”   Even among those who support the pope, his actions have 

raised red flags. Citing Francis’s affinity for popular devotion, the Catholic blogger and U.S.-based author Taylor Marshall, for instance, 
wrote that he feared what “sophisticated non-Catholics” might make of the pope’s actions.   Such a person, Marshall wrote, “shakes his head 

and thinks to himself, ‘This Pope doesn’t get [it]. This isn’t the Gospel of Jesus Christ! This is shanty town syncretism at best, or ignorant 
magic at worse.’ ”  Yet many of the pope’s supporters instead see a man who is once again rejecting elitism and siding with the poor, 

especially in the developing world, when it comes to how to practice faith. A devotion to relics   

In Catholic doctrine, relics — most frequently the blood, bones or belongings of saints and other holy figures — do not possess 

intrinsic supernatural power. But they are considered sacred, and in some instances could serve as conduits for miracles bestowed by God 
through the intercession of saints or the Virgin Mary. The exalted place of relics remains one of the core differences between Catholicism 

and many protestant faiths, and still divides many Catholics.  Francis’s dedication to popular devotions far pre-dates his papacy. As a church 

official in Argentina, Francis’s open devotion to relics, elaborate street processions and other practices often “horrified” intellectual clerics 
in his progressive Jesuit order, said papal biographer Austen Ivereigh. In 2007, Francis deeply influenced a pivotal document among Latin 

American bishops that reinforced the importance of “how the poor meet God in shrines.”  “He talks about a popular kind of ideology, that 

the ‘pueblo’ can be in touch with the holy directly and in ways that the elites often miss,” Ivereigh said.  
Among the faithful in Naples, there is no denying the pull of popular devotions.  The blood of Saint Januarius remains a mystery 

unsolved. Some argue temperature changes, or movement, could cause the metamorphosis. The faithful, however, see the transformation as 

a sign that their patron saint is hard at work protecting Naples from pestilence, earthquakes and the hot temper of Mt. Vesuvius. Three times 

a year, the dried blood is put on public display when it often, but not always, liquefies.  

Francis’s March visit marked the first time the blood has dissolved in the presence of a pope since 1848. Enzo Piscopo, the 75-year-

old spokesman for the diocese of Naples, recalled the less fruitful visit of Pope Benedict XVI, who arrived in the midst of a bizarre and early 
winter storm in October 2007.  “Oh, there was a terrible sleet that day,” Piscopo said. Inside the cathedral, the cardinal of Naples held the 

blood reliquary before Benedict. “He held it and held it and held it, but no, it would not liquefy.”  For some Neapolitans, the blood melting 

made the recent papal visit all the more magical. Rita Santoro, a 69-year-old who sells prayer cards on the steps of the cathedral, was 
waiting just outside during Francis’s March visit. She said he touched her head as he left, “and after that, the stomach problems I had been 

having just disappeared,” she said.  “For me, the blood liquefaction for the pope was a miracle,” she said. “It means the pope has blessed 

Naples. And we have so many troubles here. We need it.”  (Anthony Faiola, The Washington Post, August 28) 
 

Grand Mufti refuses to label Parramatta shooting a terror attack 
Grand Mufti didn’t have enough info to acknowledge terror angle; 

Said violent teachings from outside the country were a problem; 
Told extremists to ‘stop messing with Australia’; 

Came under fire on social media for speaking through interpreter; 

Egyptian-born, Dr Mohammad has lived here for 18 years; 
AUSTRALIA’S Grand Mufti refused to label Friday’s fatal shooting at police headquarters a terrorist attack and blamed social media 

for teaching young Muslims extremist views.  Speaking through an interpreter one week after teenager Farhad Jabar opened fire on police 

headquarters in Parramatta, killing accountant Curtis Cheng, Dr Mohammad would not acknowledge the brutal murder as a terror attack, 
despite Police Commissioner Andrew Scipione and Premier Mike Baird calling it a terror incident. 

“We are not an investigation agency, we cannot redefine or readapt what happened,” he said.  “We are not the agency that investigates 

and achieves what really happened. There’s not enough information so far about that. Without enough information, and given that we are 
not an investigating body, I cannot comment on that.”  Witnesses of the brutal attack said Jabar, dressed in a black robe, shot Mr Cheng in 

the back of the head and then chanted “Allahu Akbar” as he ran up and down Charles Street before he was shot dead by special constables. 

It is believed Jabar, who frequently attended Parramatta Mosque, may have been radicalised and encouraged to commit the attack by 

extremist elements at the place of worship.  (David Meddows, Daily Telegraph, October 9, 2015) 
 

The biggest threat is in pandering to Islam 
MALCOLM Turnbull was at it again on Friday, patronising ordinary Australians. After a week refusing to talk about the terrorist attack on 

NSW police HQ in Parramatta, the Prime Minister held a press conference in which at least he called the murder of police accountant Curtis 
Cheng by a 15-year-old Muslim gunman “religiously motivated” — though he couldn’t bring himself to specify a particular religion.   But then 

he was back to lecturing us about tolerance, commanding us to engage in “mutual respect”. Presumably he still has in mind the fabled -

Islamophobia backlash that never seems to materialise.  We’ve had three terrorist attacks on home soil in the last year, resulting in the deaths of 
three innocent Australians and serious injury to two police officers, not to mention the curtailment of our freedoms and a sense of foreboding that 

is now the backdrop of any public event.  Police and military personnel are under such threat they have been told not to wear their uniforms in 

public.  Journalists have had to move house or beef-up security due to Islamist intimidation. It’s now commonplace for camera crews to be 
physically assaulted by family members or supporters of Muslim defendants or suspects outside court. This is the new normal.  “They don’t 

realise that Australia is probably the most harmonious multicultural nation in the world”  Despite this assault on our way of life, there are no 

Islamophobic rampages. That is all a fantasy of moral poseurs, who reveal their own bigotry against ordinary Australians.  Perhaps because 
they live in privileged inner-urban mono-cultural enclaves like the PM’s unrepresentative electorate of Wentworth, they don’t realise that 

Australia is probably the most harmonious multicultural nation in the world.   

They keep predicting anti-Muslim backlashes and the good sense of Australians keeps proving them wrong. Take Friday afternoon. 
Despite all the hype, the protest outside Parramatta mosque was a fizzer.  Mild protests. 

Only 20 showed up, and they were outnumbered at least three to one by belligerent so-called anti-racists, who staged a counter protest, 

with such peace-lovers as the Socialist Alliance waving placards with Nazi swastikas. There were more police and journalists than there were 
actual protesters.  The placards of the protesters were hardly rabble-rousing, with slogans such as: “Parramatta mosque, will you publicly reject 

terrorism and sharia law” and “Muslim terrorists not wanted here and neither are their left-wing supporters”.  Mild compared to the Hyde Park 

protest in September 2012 against the release on YouTube of the American satirical movie Innocence of Muslims. There the placards read: 
“Behead those who insult the Prophet”, and violent thugs went on a rampage. 

Six police officers were injured in the ensuing riot, which featured Islamic State charmers Mohamed Elomar and Khaled Sharrouf, of 

head-chopping fame. Those rioters you could legitimately call a menace to our social fabric, not to mention life and limb. Violent Islamist bullies 
who demand special treatment and reject Australia’s egalitarian values are the problem, not an anti-halal Facebook page.  If anything, Australia 

has pandered to the victim culture that cripples the Muslim community’s ability to tackle the poison in its midst.  Mirror doesn’t lie.   When 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/anthony-faiola
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Ahmed Fahour, the Muslim CEO of Australia Post, who earned $4.8 million last year, starts telling us Australia’s Muslims are uniquely 

“excluded” and hard done by, you have to wonder if he ever looks in the mirror.  Success and prosperity in Australia are available to anyone, of 

any race or creed, provided they work for it, and Fahour is living proof. Rather than inspiring Muslims to follow his lead, he perpetuates the 

grievance mentality. In a speech last week, he reserved his harshest words for far-right “pockets of intolerance” he said promote the idea that 

Islam and the West are incompatible, and protest against mosques and halal certification. 
He praised the Twitter hashtag “I’ll ride with you” that sprang up during the Martin Place siege, and was supposed to combat an 

impending Islamophobic backlash that never occurred.  “It restored a sense of belonging amongst Australian Muslims. It reinforced my sense of 

citizenship,” said Fahour.  But the hashtag was a bogus response to a virtually non-existent problem which neglected the real victims of the 
siege, two of whom were soon to die. The obscenity of prioritising theoretical victims of intolerance over actual victims of terrorism discredited 

the whole campaign. The hashtag became the symbol of the Left’s divisive fostering of unreasonable Muslim sensitivities. The hashtag’s 

solidarity should have been directed at the hostages in that cafe. Muslim and non-Muslim, should have been united in sympathy that day.  
Instead, some used the opportunity to assert their moral superiority over people they mistakenly regard as less enlightened.  (Miranda Devine, 

The Sunday Telegraph, Oct. 11, 2015) 
 

Islamic terrorism a culture of hatred 
THE twin curses of multiculturalism and populist pseudo-psychoanalysis have totally confused any rational discussion of the very real 

presence of Islamic terrorism in Australia.  Too much time has been spent debating whether the Martin Place siege was the act of a madman 

or a “lone wolf” or an Islamist.  Now self-proclaimed experts are asking if the cheery bureaucrat and family man Curtis Cheng was 
murdered a week ago by a rebellious teenager, or a new convert to radical Islam, or an individual making a monstrous political statement 

about a hate-filled centuries old division within Islam, or an idiot who believed he was oppressed, or just a disturbed kid who had fallen in 

with a bad bunch hanging out at the local mosque? 
Let’s forget defining the niceties of this murderous individual’s personality.  This act was committed by a criminal, first and foremost.  

If any one of the ensuing inquiries and talkfests finds otherwise or offers the now too-familiar excuse that the young man was an isolated, 

angry and marginalised manipulable malcontent, it will have been a total waste of time and money. 
He clearly identified himself as a member of something called the Muslim community — though Muslims are themselves divided into 

such a confusing number of identities that it can hardly be claimed there is such a community, and it is impossible to find a single readily 

accessible Muslim religious leader who speaks with any real authority on any Islamic issue. 
As a follower of Islam’s tortuous and often contradictory Koran, the murderer was bound to find himself at odds with the majority of 

Australians because it would be difficult to find an Aussie male outside the Muslim community who would believe that all women must be 
at all times subservient to men.  It would be just as difficult to find an Aussie who would embrace the exhortations to murder apostates, or 

believe that all Jews and Christians must be murdered as a prerequisite to gaining Paradise. 

These are just a few of the hurdles placed in the path of Muslims who want to be fully accepted as Australians — hurdles that cannot 
be scrambled over or around because there cannot possibly be a duality of beliefs which encompasses both the democratic ideal of equality 

that frames the Western outline of governance and the supremacy of an extremely vengeful and blindly demanding worship.  Under the 

politically correct constructs of multiculturalism, Western populations have been lectured and hectored and bullied by so-called progressives 
toward the entirely false notion that all cultures have equal value. 

Clearly, they don’t.  Although the Western feminist clique has largely been silent about the brutality meted out to their sisters in most 

Muslim countries, it is frequent.  Even here, there have been honour killings, forced marriages of girls to older men they have never met and, 
of course, there have been incidences of female genital mutilation conducted for cultural reasons. 

Cultures that stone women to death, and lop off hands and heads, cannot be placed in the same context as those that have, after 

centuries of debate, decided cruel and unusual punishments should be abolished.  Nor do homosexuals get off lightly, although the Western 
homosexual marriage lobby has little or no time to publicise the plight of those who have been thrown off rooftops because of their 

sexuality.  Their vitriol, as with the bilious feminists, is focused on the Vatican.  It may well be that the overwhelming majority of Muslims 

in Australian reject the appalling injunctions contained in those Koranic verses which most appeal to those who are seduced by 
Daesh/Islamic State or al-Qaeda and the vision of a medieval caliphate replete with slave women. 

If this is so, then surely there must be one mullah, one imam, from an Australian mosque who is prepared to take a public stand.  If 

not, then all the claims made on behalf of Muslims by politicians pushing multiculturalism look very ordinary and the call by NSW 
Opposition Leader Luke Foley for more mosques for “mainstream” Muslims seems totally bizarre. 

Before holding hands and humming Kumbaya, our politicians and security forces should consider the first response Tunisia’s Prime 

Minister Habib Essid had to last June’s terrorist massacre of tourists to his country.  He declared that 80 mosques in which extremists had 
preached were to be closed down.  He didn’t quibble about assigning the responsibility for what was an absolute outrage to those Muslim 

preachers who were calling on their followers to join in jihad. 

British Prime Minister David Cameron has belatedly come to the same conclusion and warned operators of Muslim schools that they 
will be shut down if found to be teaching extremist hatred.  “We’ve got children being taught that they shouldn’t mix with people of other 

religions; being beaten; swallowing conspiracy theories about Jewish people,” he said.  “These children should be having their minds 

opened, their horizons broadened, not having their heads filled with poison and their hearts filled with hate.”  Contemptible progressives in 
Australia have permitted purveyors of hate to operate here, gaming freedom of speech laws in order to silence critics of multiculturalism 

and those who point out the obvious inconsistencies within Islam.  They are the true oppressors of those who want to raise their families in 

an enlightened nation free from suffocating religious domination.  (Piers Akerman, The Daily Telegraph, October 9, 2015) 
 

Inside the heart of Islam’s problems 
AS someone who spent 17 years in the Middle East, I follow very closely events unfolding there. This Sunni versus Shia war has been 

going, off and on, for 1300 years since the dispute over the succession to the Caliph.  Although established as a religion of peace and social 
justice by the Prophet Mohammed, Islam morphed into an ideology of conquest then went into periods of enlightenment such as the Moors 

of Spain. Subsequent waves of conquest such as the Turks under Mehmet, who conquered Constantinople, were eventually halted by the 

empowerment of the West through industrial revolution and weapon advancement.  Islam suffered colonial subjugation under Britain and 
France and the establishment of artificial boundaries in the Middle East after WWI (Sykes/Picot). The Shias have generally suffered as the 

underdog 20 per cent to the Sunnis’ 80 per cent, with frequent sectarian killings in Pakistan and Iraq hardly rating a mention in the West. 

That we should support the designs of Sunni Saudi Arabia (oil and massive weapons sales) and Sunni Turkey (largest European 
member of NATO, which was established as an anti-Soviet bulwark) against the more secular Shia is just naive. Turkey, modernised under 

the great Kemal Ataturk , has regressed under the Islamist Prime Minister Erdogan. 

The US and UK have done massive damage to the cohesive fabric of the Middle East with ill-advised interventions creating a power 
vacuum, allowing Islamic State to flourish. Now the chickens are coming home to roost.  IS is fundamentalist Islam to the core. 

Fundamentalist Islam is a warriors’ religion. Like the Spartans and Vikings, death in battle is glorified. However, unlike them and unlike the 
comparison made with the Borg in Star Trek (“resistance is futile”) and Uruk Hai in Lord Of The Rings (“leave none alive”), they have no 

fear of death in battle. The reward of paradise makes them fearsome opponents.  We recoil in horror at beheadings yet France performed its 
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last execution by guillotine in 1977 and hanging achieves the same purpose. Halal executions are no more brutal than burning them alive 

with napalm or blowing them to bits with a bomb. 

War is a brutal business. Assad is brutal but anything goes in his desire to remain in power. The alternative is worse as the wholesale 

slaughter of Alawites, Shia and Christians may result. Before the West helped Sunni rebel groups, which included al Qaeda offshoot al-

Nusra Front, Syria was an oasis of stability with a cultured middle class. President Putin, wise in realpolitik, has stabilised events with his 
intervention. What unfolds now is anyone’s guess. 

But at home we have to address the problem of Australian Muslim youth becoming radicalised. The excellent Dr Jamal Rifi needs 

more airtime on TV. Perhaps charismatic personalities such as Tony Burke or the ABC’s Tony Jones could convert to Islam and be out there 
making Muslim youth not feel excluded from mainstream society. Encouraging them in participation of sport would be a start. (Byron 

Bailey, The Daily Telegraph, Oct 9, 2015) Byron Bailey is a former RAAF pilot and B777 captain, and now flies corporate jets. 
 

Islamic State propaganda shifts to positive messages  
In a bustling Iraqi city, road crews fill potholes, while hundreds of kilometres away in Syria administrators prepare for the 

new school year and bureaucrats implement a new crop-watering regimen.  

Welcome to a week in Islamic State — or at least the vision of the state the terrorist group wants to portray to Muslims sceptical of its 

self-ascribed authority.  Last year, Islamic State stormed to prominence with its ruthless military tactics and brutal execution videos. Now, 
its media machine has pivoted to a different — yet still controversial — sales pitch: that it is energetically building the utopian state its 

puritanical ideology promises.  From mid-July to mid-August, Islamic State produced nearly 900 pieces of Arab-language propaganda, 

including radio broadcasts, public-service announcements, pamphlets and religious decrees. Of this, 52 per cent focused on quality-of-life -
issues such as food, utilities and schools, while 37 per cent was devoted to military themes. Scenes of brutality, like execution videos, 

comprised 2 per cent. 

Brutality remains a high-profile tactic — ISIS was accused of executing dozens of Iraqi tribal opponents last week as well as inspiring 
last weekend’s suicide bombings in Turkey. But Western officials say the data reflect a shift away from fear-based messaging to attempts at 

positive branding they have tracked since the northern spring. The group’s official media outlets have more than doubled their output since 

May.  “There is a common impression that Islamic State propaganda starts and ends with brutality. That’s not the case,” said Charlie Winter, 
a researcher at the Quilliam Foundation in London who collected and analysed Islamic State’s official propaganda for a policy paper on how 

Western governments can counter extremist messages. “Statehood is the group’s chief positive message. It understands that by focusing on 

how it builds its state, it builds legitimacy and silences its detractors.” 
Mr Winter created his archive by monitoring Islamic State’s official media outlets and its daily Arab-language social-media hashtag 

campaigns.  The development — and the group’s moves toward state building — creates a new wrinkle for the US-backed coalition against 
Islamic State, as members debate whether containing the terror group is a more realistic strategy than outright military victory.  Dan Chugg, 

the head of the British government’s Islamic State task force, told a parliamentary hearing last month that the change occurred about seven 

months ago, after it had consolidated its territory in Syria and Iraq and cleansed those areas of potential rivals. He said Islamic State, also 
known as ISIL, may have concluded that brutality had lost some of its efficacy as a governing mechanism. 

“ISIL realises it has a credibility problem — it brutalises the communities it claims to defend to instil fear, but alienates Muslims all 

over the world by doing so,” said Rashad Hussain, US special envoy for strategic counter-terrorism communications. “It’s no surprise that 
they’re trying to paint a false picture of life in the areas they control, but the real story is told by the former fighters who are revealing ISIL’s 

false promises, terrible living conditions, and the damage ISIL is doing to Muslim communities.”  Many Syrians and Iraqis are appalled by 

Islamic State’s brutal interpretation of Islam. Thousands of refugees each month are leaving areas the group controls, including middle-class 
professionals necessary for its state-building goals. 

Gauging effectiveness of the propaganda drive is difficult. The millions of people living under Islamic State rule can’t speak freely to 

foreigners, and communication is monitored.  In Mosul, Iraq, a healthcare worker in his mid-30s said Islamic State propaganda is influential. 
Big screens set up in squares around the city attract many bored young people, he said. 

Still, he said, some of the propaganda is true. Food costs, which are controlled and published by decree, are less than in Iraqi 

government-held areas like Baghdad, and the town is cleaner and better lit, he said.  The group runs seven centralised media offices, 
including radio, magazine and online outlets, as well as departments in each of the 19 administrative districts under its control. Islamic State 

propagandists deliver their message to residents in a variety of formats — some as basic as trucks equipped with loudspeakers and TV 

screens roll through the streets blaring Islamic State-sponsored coverage. 
This northern spring, propaganda depicting beheadings and other gory punishments sharply reduced in number, said officials 

monitoring the terror group. Older videos are still heavily distributed online inside and outside Islamic State lands. The propaganda units are 

now churning out messages focused on state-building. The group’s security divisions have tightened access to private Wi-Fi router sales and 
licences for internet cafes to minimise unauthorised access to other information. 

Raqqa, the Syrian city that is Islamic State’s administrative capital, has been at the heart of this campaign. Its media office produces 

more than any other agency — 9 per cent of the group’s output from mid-July to mid-August when Mr Winter was monitoring it. It also was 
the tightest in terms of message control: 87 per cent of its output during that period focused on quality of life and the utopia themes.  A 

regular feature is the city’s seemingly robust street-cleaning crews, as well as photo essays showing well-stocked store shelves and idyllic 

farmyard scenes. One such dispatch, from August 3, showed a group of prosperous-looking farmers with the caption: “The civilians of the 
caliphate prevail in agriculture.” 

A Raqqa resident said he had noticed a decrease in public beheadings recently, as well as an uptick in municipal services, including 

sanitation.  Another citizen criticised the group as being overly focused on tasks that lend themselves to photo opportunities. “In their media, 
they make it seem perfect. In reality, they only care about cosmetic results,” the person said. 

In Deir Ez-Zour, Syria, Islamic State administrators announced via a local media office a project to repair the agricultural irrigation 

system. By July, the provincial ISIS Centre for Agriculture and Irrigation announced a new summer crop-planting schedule in which 70 per 
cent of arable land should be seeded with crops that require only one watering a day. 

“This should also draw the peasant’s attention to the decrease in the river level and the importance of preserving irrigation water, and 

thus it is absolutely forbidden for field lands to be irrigated in violation of this agricultural program,” the decree said. 
A local farmer said Islamic State did complete the planned irrigation repairs, but locals have planted around half the usual crop size. 

“Even though they fixed the (irrigation) system, there is still a shortage of water. Fertiliser is hard to find,” he said. 

(Margaret Coker, Alexis Flynn, The Wall Street Journal, October 15, 2015) 
 

Judaism: World Order is Turning Chaotic 
Our parasha states (21,6):  "They will be holy to their God and not profane the name of their God. Because they present the offerings 

to the Lord." And Rashi on the phrase “They will be holy to their God” comments: 
The court is charged with ensuring that the Kohanim live a life of sanctity. 
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Hashem’s Communication with Man 
The very thought that Hashem would cease His continuous dialogue with His nation Yisrael, albeit temporarily, is fundamentally 

flawed.  Granted, the last authentic prophet in the world was our own prophet Malachi - claimed by some to have been Ezra HaSofer who 
restored the Second Bet Hamikdash some 2360 years ago. And granted that the “bat kol” - a voice from nowhere which was heard 

occasionally in the bet midrash of the Amoraim - has also ceased. And granted that the concept of “da’as Torah” ceased being relevant the 

moment two great rabbis issued contradictory halachic decisions. Nevertheless, Hashem sends very clear messages if one has the 
appropriate receptors. These receptors are the objective ability to interpret how current events are designed specifically for the Jewish 

nation, even if they occur 1000 kilometers from the nearest Jew. 

Nepal Nafla - Nepal fell 
What is happening in this land of the Himalayas, and why just now? 

The feelings one experiences when standing before the Himalaya mountain range is one of majestic glory, of grandiose immovability, 
of unyielding implacable permanence. The 8800-meter-high Mt. Everest, its little brother K2 as the second tallest mountain on Earth at 8611 

meters, and Kanchenjunga as the third tallest mountain on Earth at an elevation of 8586 meters.  However, as looks are often deceiving, 

there is a cauldron of fiercely churning magmas of ever increasing pressure under the range seeking a release.  The Himalaya range consists 
mostly of uplifted sedimentary and metamorphic rock. According to modern theory, their formation is a result of a continental collision 

which brought the Indian tectonic plate horizontally below the Tibetan Plateau, forcing the plateau to fault and fold upward.  The Indian 

plate is still moving at 67 mm per year (it will travel about 1,500 km into Asia over the next 10 million years). This movement is causing the 
Himalayas to rise by about 5 mm per year, making them geologically active. The movement of the Indian plate into the Asian plate makes 

the region seismically active and prone to earthquakes. Moreover, given the steep slopes across the region, there is an imminent risk of 

deadly landslides. 

Ever-Increasing “Earthquakes” Dislodge the World Order 
In the 5775 years since Man first trod on the planet, humanity has developed into a more or less Global Village. We live in an ordered 

and systematic world regulated by international agreements of many sorts, political systems, trade agreements, executive agreements and 

diplomatic protocols. 
The agreements assume a variety of form and style: conventions, agreements, protocols, declarations, charters, covenants, pacts, 

statutes, final acts, general acts, and less formal agreements such as “exchange of notes” or “exchange of letters.”  These are all necessary 

for adapting international law to changing circumstances brought about by rapid technological developments and the ever-growing 
interdependence of nations.  Without these agreements, there would be no financial trust and dealings, no import and export, no investments, 

no development on the scale needed for the 7 billion people on Earth.  These agreements serve to extinguish flash-ups between nations 

which could easily erupt into continental-wide and international wars. 
The mail and delivery systems are based on these conventions, as are air flight and ocean carriers bringing the produce of one 

hemisphere to the other.  These conventions govern what the satellites hovering overhead at 500 miles in the sky may or may not do. Your 

bank accounts, credit cards, health services are under these agreements.  One can rightly say that these instruments are the mountain ranges 
behind which man and society are protected and guaranteed a level of services and security. However, to the degree that the world proceeds 

to be anti-Israel, it will find itself engulfed in ever-increasing “earthquakes” which will dislodge the world order.  Although the Global 

Village might appear to be healthy and robust, its corrupt underpinnings are as fragile and as vulnerable as the throbbing uncontrollable 
magma under the seemingly immutable Himalayas. 

Hashem is telling the world to wake up.  

In the 1930s, the “enlightened” world ignored the threats of Hitler because who was he threatening anyway? The Jews?!  It is to the 
credit of Mordechai that he believed Haman. 

The riots in Baltimore are just the tip of the iceberg of hatred that will spread over the US by the “have nots” of society, and over 

Europe by its Moslems and Africans.  Within the next decade, the spirit of Bavel will prevail over the world, when the accepted mores of 
society will be no more.  World order will turn chaotic, with the break-down and destruction of the international regulatory systems and will 

by necessity drive Man to seek Hashem for salvation.  However, we, the Jewish people have a barrier far stronger than even the most 

impressive mountain ranges. It is Hashem’s pledge as stated by the prophets Yoel and Ovadya:  In Zion there will be refuge.  What is 
unfolding before our eyes is the period of the Mashiach when all Jews will return home, even against their will. Just as Rashi’s commentary 

above that Kohanim must live a life of sanctity even against their will.  It is not a coincidence that Israel has just discovered huge gas 

deposits and that we are independent in the matter of water in a region of the earth where it is at a premium.  We are an oasis of Hashem 
within the desert of Man.  (Rabbi Nachman Kahana, israelnationalnews.com, May 01, 2015) 

 

Pope Francis: 'Using God's name to justify this path is blasphemy' 
Pope Francis said in his Sunday address in St. Peter’s Square that “the road of violence and hate does not resolve the problems of 

humanity.”  Some survivors of the terrorist attacks [in Paris] said the gunmen shouted “Allah hu Akbar” (“God is great”) in Arabic.   
“Using God’s name to justify this path is blasphemy,” Francis said, calling the “intolerable” acts of violence an “affront to the dignity 

of the human person.”  (J. Freedom du Lac, Washington Post, November 15, 2015) 
 

America is undergoing a religious polarization.  Nominal Christians are becoming more secular, and 

that’s creating a startling change for the U.S. 
With more adults shedding their religious affiliations, as evidenced in the latest from the Pew Research Center, the country is 

becoming more secular. In the past seven years, using the new Pew data, Americans who identify with a religion declined six percentage 

points. Overall, belief in God, praying daily and religious service attendance have all dropped since 2007.  

Today’s America is losing much of the general religious ethos that dominated the U.S. for hundreds of years. 
However, the religious, in some ways, are becoming more religious. While fewer people said religion was somewhat important to 

their lives, there was a jump in those who said religion was very important. Of those who identify with a religion, Pew found an increase in 

reading Scripture at least weekly, participating in a small group and sharing their faith at least weekly. Church attendance numbers were 
relatively steady.  There are big and important shifts here. In navigating the new religious environment, Christians must recognize three 

trends that may change the way they see the culture. 

Christians no longer have home-field advantage. 

In many ways, nominal believers who identified as Christians but were generally unengaged in church provided a “cultural cushion” 
for Christians. Nominals worked as a restraint on the advance of secularism. Even though they did not order their lives around Christian 

beliefs, nominals saw themselves on the same “team” as convictional Christians, who did order their lives around their religious faith, so 

nominal Christians tended to join with the more religious Christians in broader cultural decisions. 
As many nominals have become the religiously unaffiliated, they identify less with convictional believers. 

Of course, those who don’t identify with a faith are still remarkably spiritual. According to Pew, more than 6 in 10 religiously 

unaffiliated Americans still believe in God and 1 in 5 say they pray daily. Yet such percentages are on the decline.  

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews-live/liveblog/live-updates-attacks-in-paris/#b15fc080-f422-4e08-a715-e9261a74d72e
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As the religiously unaffiliated grow and their influence widens, a secular worldview has become the dominant influence in academia, 

the arts and popular media. Some Christians feel marginalized and mocked when they turn on their televisions and send their children to 

school.  For years, Christians could assume a person with whom they struck up a conversation was probably a fellow believer. If not, the 

other person would at least share their cultural values. But that is no longer the case. 

Increasingly, Americans are just as likely to have no faith background, be of another religion or even hold a hostile view of faith. 
That’s new territory for most Christians, not the home-field advantage of the past century. 

Christians have lost cultural privilege. 

Decades ago, many stores were closed on Sunday, and the few that were open usually didn’t sell alcohol. In some places, local sports 
teams didn’t play or practice on Wednesday night because that would interfere with church prayer meetings. Family, business and 

community calendars were constructed in deference to Christian tradition. As that influence has declined, many Christians struggle with 

how to respond to their loss of privilege.   Privilege refers to a built-in advantage one has due to some inherent quality. Christians had this 
privilege; others were expected to adjust to it. Christians still have a privileged position in our society, but it is lessening while Christians 

simply have less influence.  And Christians have not always used influence well. The 1950s may have been a time when Christian religiosity 

peaked in 20th-century America, but it is not a golden era to be recaptured. Ask any African American who lived through that time. Many 
Christians, to our shame, used religion as a justification for racism, not a mandate to advocate for justice. 

In some ways, less influence is not all bad news. Historically, Christians have survived — and thrived — as a passionate and 

convictional minority.  But it’s important to remember that in the first century, Christians didn’t gain influence by protesting the Roman 
government’s “War on Christmas.” They faithfully followed Christ, at times in the face of persecution, while rescuing discarded infants, 

comforting the sick left to die alone and sharing the gospel to a not-always-receptive world.  

In this way, our new religious environment presents encouraging opportunities we have rarely known. 
Christians will become more distinct. 

In decades past, everyone, it seemed, was a Christian as measured by identity, not practice. No matter how often they attended church 

and regardless of how they lived, they would say they or their families were members of some church. Christianity was the culturally 

accepted religious identification. While that is still true in some portions of the country, it has already changed for many regions and is 
changing even in the Bible Belt.  As Christians and non-Christians become more distinct in their beliefs and practices, new opportunities 

exist for genuine expressions of the Christian faith. I’m not one who sees declines like this as good news — the nominal Christian cushion 

had real and important value in society. However, the polarization, and even the marginalization, can remind Christians of our mission: not 
to moralize the unconverted, but to reach the broken and hurting with a gospel message of hope that changes everything. (Ed Stetzer, 

Washington Post, November 4, 2015)  Ed Stetzer, PhD, is executive director of LifeWay Research. 
 

The Christian evolution on homosexuality 
A lot can change in just a few years. 

Just days into 2007, Ban Ki-moon took the helm at the United Nations and Apple founder Steve Jobs announced a new product called 

the iPhone. Later that year, the Pew Research Center conducted its first Religious Landscape Study — a battery of questions posed to tens of 
thousands of Americans to better understand the nation’s religious life. 

At the time, the results no doubt confirmed what some might have expected: A minority of Christians believed that society should 

accept homosexuality. A year later, California — that beacon of left coast liberalism — famously passed Proposition 8, enshrining in the 
state constitution a definition of marriage as between a man and a woman.  But something changed since then. A series of legal challenges 

slowly secured more and more rights for gay Americans, granting them the right to marry and protecting them from discrimination.  

Attitudes began to shift, too, according to the latest version of that Pew study, published Tuesday.  The Christian evolution on 
homosexuality. (Pew Research Center).   The chart above, embedded in Pew’s update on that extensive survey, shows just how much most 

Christian Americans have changed when it comes to their attitudes toward their gay peers. 

Orthodox Christians saw the biggest shift, with support rising 14 percentage points in just seven years. Catholics, Mormons and 

historically black Protestants were close behind, each seeing support for broad societal acceptance of homosexuality rise by 12 points.  

Millennials are, in part, responsible for driving that shift, the authors of the Pew report find. 

“Changing attitudes about homosexuality are linked to the same generational forces helping to reshape religious identity and practice 
in the United States, with millennials expressing far more acceptance of homosexuality than older adults do,” they write.  But not all social 

issues saw such dramatic change, the study found. Americans have shifted little in their attitudes toward abortion.  (Niraj Chokshi, 

Washington Post, November 4, 2015)  
 

Health 
 

Cancer: Is your lifestyle putting you at risk? 
MOST of us know sunbathing and smoking can increase our risk of cancer, but one in five Australians don’t realise a poor diet and a 

lack of exercise can also pose serious risks.  Research has found more than 40,000 cancer cases diagnosed in Australia each year are 
preventable if people make simple lifestyle changes.  To try to get the message through, Cancer Australia will today launch a $340,000 

campaign to help people avoid preventable cancers, with an online tool that assesses people’s day-to-day habits and cancer risk and teaches 

prevention methods. 
Cancer Australia CEO Professor Helen Zorbas said a survey found 99 per cent of people knew about the dangers of sun exposure and 

smoking, but only a fifth were aware of other important risk factors, like too much alcohol or obesity.  “One person is diagnosed with cancer 

every four minutes in Australia … so it’s in our consciousness, but what’s not in our consciousness is the critical link around our own 
behaviour and risk of cancer,” she said.  “Four of the top five most commonly diagnosed cancers in Australia — breast, bowel, melanoma 

and lung — are also the most preventable.”  Tobacco remains the leading cause, with 15,000 cancers linked to smoking each year. 

Cancer Council CEO Professor Sanchia Aranda said the effects of smoking 20 years ago were still being felt. 
“Smoking rates are now at an all-time low,” she said. “My prediction is if we create a tobacco-free generation, and we don’t do 

something to curb the obesity epidemic, we would start to see those curves cross in 20 years.  “Part of the challenge in prevention is the lag 

time is between 15 and 20 years.”  Professor Zorbas said only 5 per cent of adults ate the recommended five serves of vegetables a day. 
“Diet, obesity and physical inactivity — all of those together impact on post-menopausal breast cancer, endometrial and bowel cancer,” she 

said.  In NSW more than 60 per cent of adults are overweight or obese, one in six exceeds the recommended daily alcohol intake, and only 

one in 16 eats the recommended five serves of vegetables per day. 
Bowel Cancer Australia director Professor Graham Newstead said, anecdotally, colorectal surgeons were noticing a rise in people 

under 50 with the disease.  “These are 30-year-olds that don’t have a genetic history,” he said. “Our food is very different these days and 

processed differently with additives.”  Federal Health Minister Sussan Ley said screening programs and education were important in 
reducing cancer, and the new online tool would help to raise awareness.  “Too many people ignore lifestyle factors which give them a higher 

risk than the rest of the population for cancer,” she said. 

https://twitter.com/edstetzer
http://www.pewforum.org/2015/11/03/u-s-public-becoming-less-religious/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/niraj-chokshi
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WAKE UP CALL FOR TWINS AFTER TEST 

THEY may be young, fit and healthy, but Central Coast twins Tory and Georgia McPherson need to be more vigilant than most when 

it comes to cancer.  Their grandfather, now 80, got bowel cancer when he was 50 years old, after smoking and drinking throughout his life. 

Their mother spent her youth sunbaking on the beach and now regularly has skin cancers cut out.  The 24-year-old sisters took Cancer 

Australia’s online risk tool this week and, although they thought they were healthy, they got a bit of a “wake-up call”. 
Both fell short on eating the recommended five serves of vegetables and two of fruit each day. The busy university students also aren’t 

doing the recommended 30 minutes of exercise a day. 

“I thought I ate healthily but at the moment I’m having only two serves of vegetables,” Tory said.  Sister Georgia studies radiography, 
so is well aware of the impact of cancer: “Taking the test was a wake-up call.” (Ashleigh Gleeson, The Daily Telegraph, April 20, 2016) 

 

Popular chromium pills ‘cause cancer’ 
Australian scientists say they have conclusive proof that one of the world’s most popular dietary supplements is converted by 

the body into a cancer-causing chemical.  A study led by the universities of Sydney and NSW has shown that living cells convert 

chromium III, a naturally occurring element used as a weight loss and type-2 diabetes treatment, into its “carcinogenic cousin” — 

hexavalent chromium, the industrial pollutant made notorious by the 2000 movie Erin Brockovich and a 2011 chemical spill near Newcastle.  

The claims, published in the German journal Angewandte Chemie, are the latest shot in a longstanding debate over the safety of chromium 
supplements.  In a worst-case scenario, the findings could leave Western countries on the verge of a new cancer epidemic, because hexa-

valent chromium can take decades to trigger tumours.  “The latency period is of the order of decades,” said co-lead author Lindsay Wu of 

UNSW.  “If these supplements are causing cancer, we won’t know about it for a while.”  Sydney University chemist Peter Lay said while 
chromium supplements had been used for about 30 years, cancers could take 40 years to appear. “If there is an issue, it may only just be 

starting to emerge.” Professor Lay said the chromium supplements market was worth $US200 million ($283m) a year in the US. “(They) are 

found in virtually all multivitamins as well.”   
He did not want to be “alarmist” about the findings, he said, because chromium occurs naturally in the diet and the body can tolerate 

low doses.  “The concerns are people taking it long-term and (those) taking large amounts.” 

Complementary medicine company Blackmores promotes the element’s health benefits based on trials of 1000 microgram doses of 
chromium combined with an absorptive agent. US experts have recommended a maximum daily intake of 200 micrograms of chromium, 

while current Australian guidelines advocate up to 35 micrograms.  A Blackmores Institute spokeswoman said chromium III’s safety had 

been supported by evaluations from international authorities including the European Food Standards Authority and World Health 
Organisation.  “This study makes no meaningful contribution because the researchers injected chromium directly into fat cells that were not 

even animal or human cells,” she said.  “Other published studies show that chromium does not easily transfer into cells, and instead is stored 

or excreted.”  Professor Lay said the study had been conducted on fat cells from mice, which are routinely used for testing diabetes drugs.  
The researchers used a synchrotron in Chicago to show that the cells “oxidised” the element into a different state, but they could not tell 

whether it was hexavalent chromium or an even more toxic form, chromium V. 

Years of analysis revealed the element was converting into both forms.  Professor Lay said there was no point in supplementing 
natural chromium intake, with research increasingly indicating that the element was unnecessary to the diet. 

He said diabetics in particular should avoid it because they had high levels of oxidants capable of converting it into its dangerous 

forms.  (John Ross, The Australian, January 11, 2016) 
 

Just turn that music down as loud sound is a health hazard 
Bob Marley said: “One good thing about music, when it hits you, you feel no pain.” 

With the upcoming Australia Day weekend again boasting impressive line-ups, it’s a nice line, and we all know what he meant. But 
perhaps if loud music did hurt more we would be careful in exposing ourselves to sound that causes permanent damage.  If the volume of an 

average music concert — typically in excess of 100 decibels — were applied to the workplace, you would exceed your daily legal exposure 

in under 10 minutes.  Companies breaching these limits would be subject to a $30,000 fine.  Recent concerns over a number of drug 
fatalities notwithstanding, professionally organised concerts are considered safe places to have a good time, and organisers work hard to 

keep it that way.  Indeed, they have a legal obligation to do you no harm, and generally pull out the stops to ensure this. Except, of course, 

when it comes to your hearing, in which case, anything goes. We need to ask why losing our hearing at a festival or rock concert is a badge 
of honour. You wouldn’t go to a gig beaming high-powered laser lights into your eyes for four hours would you? Imagine the conversation 

in the street. “G’day mate, how was the gig?” “Great — couldn’t see for a week”. It just wouldn’t happen.  Any venue owner with callous 

disregard for the eyesight of their patrons would be shut down. No business would risk their bottom line in this way. Why then, doesn’t the 
same regard for health and safety apply when it comes to our hearing? 

Technological advances in sound production (and reproduction) mean that levels can be cranked up without compromising sound 

quality. The proliferation of sound technology is subjecting us to unparalleled levels of social noise, rivalling and often surpassing the 
unregulated industrial noise that robbed previous generations of factory workers of their hearing. Our ears were never meant to survive this 

level of exposure to damaging sounds, and our failure to face up to the consequences of completely unregulated social noise means many of 

us will spend up to half our lives with a serious communication disorder. 
It’s time we started the debate on where the responsibility lies — venue owners and the manufacturers of audio devices, the 

government, or the consumer — or do we simply not care about our hearing? Most people aren’t aware of the damage they are doing to their 

hearing by exposing themselves to dangerous sound levels and that government needs to take action. 
This is not about the nanny state: there is no reason why we can’t advocate and insist on a limit to exposure without compromising 

sound quality or our enjoyment. Most professionals wear high-quality insert earphones that reduce the sound level without reducing quality, 

during rehearsal as well as performance.  Recently, Justin Bieber was ribbed for wearing earplugs to a basketball game, but with sports 
arenas vying to outdo each other in generating harmful levels of noise, anyone whose livelihood relies on their hearing (and that’s most of 

us) is right to limit their exposure to damaging levels of noise.  In the not too distant future we will look back on our neglect of social noise 

exposure in the way we have done for other harmful things that seemed OK at the time — cigarettes, exposure to the sun and food 
overloaded with sugar.  As is often the case, technologies that generate the problem also generate the solution, and a set of custom-made ear 

buds — costing less than two tickets to a summer festival — could spell the difference between a lifetime of music enjoyment and decades 

of misery. (David McAlpine, The Australian, Jan. 14, 2016)  
 

Coffee and tea intake and risk of cancers of the colon and rectum:  
A study of 3,530 cases and 7,057 controls 

The relationship between coffee, decaffeinated coffee and tea intake and risk of cancers of the colon and rectum was considered 
combining data from 2 case-control studies, one conducted between 1985 and 1991 in Northern Italy and the other between 1991 and 1996 

in 6 Italian centers. Cases were patients below age 80, with histologically confirmed cancer of the colon (n = 2,166) or rectum (n = 1,364), 

and controls were 7,057 patients admitted to hospital for a wide spectrum of acute, non-neoplastic, non-digestive tract diseases. Compared 
with coffee non-drinkers, the risk of colon cancer was reduced in drinkers of 4 or more cups/day multivariate odds ratios (ORs) 0.73; 95% 

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/
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confidence intervals 0.60–0.89), with a significant trend in risk with dose; no significant association emerged between coffee drinking and 

risk of rectal cancer (OR 1.00 for drinkers of 4 or more cups/day). Decaffeinated coffee was consumed in small amounts by about 4% of 

cases and controls and the OR was 0.92 for colon and 0.88 for rectal cancers. Tea consumption was generally limited to 1 cup/day or to 

occasional intake and did not substantially modify the risk of colon and rectal cancers. No significant heterogeneity was found for the 

inverse relationship between coffee intake and colon cancer risk across strata of age at diagnosis, sex, smoking status, total alcohol and meat 
and vegetable intake, while the protection of coffee was stronger in people eating 3 or more meals/day. Thus, our results confirm that coffee 

intake has a quantifiable protective effect on colon cancer risk. Int. J. Cancer 73:193–197, 1997. © 1997 Wiley-Liss, Inc. 

The authors thank Mrs. J. Baggott, M.P. Bonifacino and the G.A. Pfeiffer Memorial Library staff for editorial assistance.  (Alessandra 

Tavani, Alberto Pregnolato, Carlo La Vecchia, Eva Negri, Renato Talamini, Silvia Franceschi,  International Journal of Cancer, Oct, 1997) 
 

Dementia symptoms detected in warped sense of humour  

 Scientists discovered that those with dementia laughed 

inappropriately at tragic events and preferred slapstick jokes. Source: ThinkStock  
A warped sense of humour could be an early sign of dementia, according to scientists who discovered that those with the 

disease laughed inappropriately at tragic events and preferred slapstick jokes.  

Changes in what sufferers found funny started being detected about nine years before their illnesses were diagnosed, the researchers 

said.  “As sense of humour defines us and is used to build relationships with those around us, changes have impacts far beyond picking a 
favourite TV show,” said Camilla Clark, who led the study at the Dementia Research Centre, University College London.  “These findings 

have implications for diagnosis.” 

The researchers looked at people who had frontotemporal dementia — the most common cause of dementia in under-55s — and 
Alzheimer’s disease, the leading cause of dementia overall.  Friends and relatives were asked to rate their loved ones’ preferences for 

different styles of humour, including slapstick such as Mr Bean, satire such as Yes, Minister or absurdist comedy such as Monty Python.  

They were also asked whether they had noticed instances of inappropriate humour, and to reflect on the past 15 years — well before 
diagnosis — to identify shifts in preference. 

Those with FTD and Alzheimer’s tended to prefer slapstick to satirical and absurdist humour when compared with healthy people of a 

similar age.  The study, published in the Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease, also found people with a form of FTD known as behavioural-
variant FTD laughed at things others would not find funny, such as a badly parked car or barking dog, and even at tragic events on the news 

or in their personal lives.  (Kat Lay, The Times, November 12, 2015) 
 

For perfect teeth and waistline, follow the Pompeii diet 

 
Artefact itself: a plaster cast of a Pompeii victim. Source: Supplied  

They were buried by a volcano along with their town 1900 years ago — but at least the victims at Pompeii had great teeth.   

Skeletons examined using a CAT scanner set up at the excavated Roman town near Naples were found to have far fewer cavities than 
today’s average.  “They were so healthy because they ate vegetables, fish and cereals, but no sugar,” said Massimo Osanna, the site’s 

superintendent. “It’s not just the teeth that show this — we have also found the carbonised remains of figs, pomegranates, grains and barley 

in containers in the town.” 
“The Pompeians would not have had problems with sugar decay,” said Robert Harris, the author of the 2003 historical novel Pompeii. 

“They would not have had obesity problems either. There were compensations for living in 79AD,” he said. 

“But it is also true they did not have time to suffer tooth decay since the average age of death was 25 years old, and only half made it 

to 10, with the majority not reaching 40. So we are likely looking at the teeth of young people.” 
When Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79AD, Pompeii was covered in ash which hardened, encasing thousands of residents as they choked 

to death.  By injecting plaster into the cavities, experts were able to recreate accurate moulds of the bodies, many with arms flung up to ward 
off the boiling ash or crouched in pain.  “We could have chipped open the plaster to find the teeth and bones, but these plaster bodies, which 

made Pompeii famous, are now historical artefacts themselves,” said Mr Osanna. “With the CAT we could see everything.”  “We needed a 

powerful scanner to distinguish between the plaster and the bones, which are a similar consistency,” said Stefano Vanacore, the expert who 
ran the tests on 16 skeletons. 

The results were often surprising. “One child assumed to be about three years old is more like five,” said Mr Vanacore. “He also has 

an amulet that may be made of gold.” Next, researchers will start DNA tests on bone fragments. “Where we found groups of people who 
died together we hope to check if they are one family, and we can also check out the genetic illnesses suffered by Pompeians,” said Mr 

Vanacore.  (Tom Kington, The Times, October 02, 2015)  
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Wine labelling: what’s in that bottle  
A nice drop, but do you know what is in it?  When I’m shopping for food in the supermarket or deli I can make informed decisions 

about what to buy, thanks to mandatory ingredients labelling. I can distinguish between pure, unadulterated cream and cream with added 

gelatine; I can choose a brand of juice made from whole fresh fruit rather than juice made from reconstituted fruit, sugar and additives.  It’s 

a different story when it comes to wine.  Yes, some mandatory information is provided on all wine labels: alcohol content; whether the wine 
contains any potential allergens (such as traces of egg whites, used to “fine”, or clarify the wine); and preservatives such as sulphur dioxide. 

But there is no legal requirement to declare on the label the dozens of ingredients and additives and processing aids allowable in 

winemaking — the cultured yeasts, nutrients, acids, tannins, enzymes, gums and chemicals.  As consumers become ever more concerned 
about the food and drink they are putting into their bodies, and how it is grown and manufactured, there is increasing pressure for the wine 

industry to list ingredients too — or, at the very least, for the industry to be more transparent about its grape-growing and winemaking 
practices.  The organisers of Rootstock Sydney, the huge annual artisan wine and food festival taking place at Carriageworks in Eveleigh on 

the last weekend of this month, are particularly keen on transparency. 

This year they have asked all participating winemakers — more than 40 from Australia, a dozen from New Zealand and more from 
around the world — to provide details of how they produce each wine they’ll be pouring at the festival. And all this information has been 

put up on the Rootstock website for the world to see; in many cases, it’s more detailed information than you’ll find on the winemakers’ own 

websites. Take, for example, the 2014 Brash Higgins grenache mataro. It’s made using wild yeasts and no fining or filtration from grapes 
grown on the Yangarra vineyard in McLaren Vale, a vineyard that was certified biodynamic in 2012 and where sheep are used to keep down 

the weeds.  Now look at the 2015 Brash Higgins zibibbo (a dry muscat), also wild fermented, unfined and unfiltered but made from grapes 

grown at Ricca Terra Farms in the Riverland, a vineyard run along more conventional lines, using some sprays such as Roundup weedicide.  
Both wines are delicious, and the Brash Higgins approach to winemaking — small-batch, minimal intervention and so on — certainly fits 

with the general Rootstock artisan ethos. But to some consumers, the difference in grape-growing philosophy (organic/biodynamic v 

conventional) between these two wines is a factor that could influence a buying decision. 

I recommend you check out the entries for the producers on the Rootstock website. (rootstocksydney.com) 

 And while you’re there, book your ticket to the event on November 28-29 so you can talk to the winemakers directly about exactly 

what it is they get up to in their vineyards and cellars.  (Max Allen, The Australian, November 07, 2015)  
 

10 foods you should never put in the fridge  
WHEN it comes to storing food properly, there are many conventions that some people swear by and others will argue ‘til the 

end of time. Do you store bread in the fridge, freezer or in a bread box? Should you store tomatoes in the fridge or on your 

countertop? One of the most-discussed foods in the food storage domain is butter. People have long debated whether or not and how long 

to keep butter out of the refrigerator. Butter straight from the fridge is too hard to spread, and what good is that? As with many culinary 
debates, there’s not really a cut-and-dry answer. According to the USDA, you should store butter in its wrapper in the fridge and keep butter 

out only for 10 to 15 minutes before using, but some cooks will use butter after leaving it out for a week. Because butter is made from 

pasteurised milk, the chances of contamination are low, says cooking blog The Kitchn. There’s always a risk, however. Salted butter, 
because of its salt content and water dispersion, runs a lower risk of spoiling and its salt helps keep bacteria away. Anything unsalted, 

whipped or “light” has a greater risk of contamination. In sum, while we can’t recommend you keep butter out all week, you likely don’t 

have to worry if you’ve left it out for a couple hours, so long as it’s salted.  While there may not be a definitively right or wrong way to store 
butter, there are certain foods that are much more straightforward. Some foods never belong in your refrigerator. Storing these foods in the 

fridge when you shouldn’t can zap or alter their flavour, or make them go mouldy fast. Why risk losing flavour when all you need to do is 

store your food correctly?  Chances are you’ve mistakenly been storing some of these foods in your fridge, when you should really being 
keeping them out on your counter or in your pantry. Here are 10 foods you shouldn’t store in your fridge: 

1. Tomatoes: Tomatoes will lose all their flavour in the fridge. What’s a bigger crime than that? The cold air in the fridge stops the 

ripening process, and ripening is what gives tomatoes more flavour. The fridge will also alter the texture of the tomato. According to Harold 

McGee’s On Food and Cooking, the cold temperature breaks down the membranes inside the fruit walls, turning it mealy. Keep tomatoes 
out in a bowl or basket on the counter. 

2. Basil: Basil will wilt faster if left in the fridge, and it will also absorb all the smells of the food around it. It’s better to keep it out, 

sitting in a cup of freshwater, like cut flowers. If you want to store basil for a long time, Martha Stewart recommends blanching it and then 
freezing it. 

3. Potatoes: Keeping a potato in the cold temperature of your refrigerator will turn its starch into sugar more quickly, so that you’ll be 

left with a sweet, gritty potato. Instead of putting potatoes in the fridge, store them in a paper bag in a cool — not cold — place. Assuming 

you don’t have a root cellar — the ideal place for potatoes — store them in a dark place, like inside your pantry. Paper bags work better than 
plastic because they’re more breathable and the potato won’t rot as fast. Martha Stewart suggests you store potatoes at a temperature as close 

to 45 degrees as possible. All this goes for sweet potatoes too! 

4. Onions: If you put onions in the fridge, the moisture will eventually turn them soft and mouldy. Keep them in a cool, dry place. 
(You can store scallions and chives in the refrigerator, however, because of their higher water content.) Just keep your onions separate from 

your potatoes; when stored together, both deteriorate faster. 

5. Avocados: If you want avocados to ripen, definitely don’t put them in the refrigerator. However, if you’ve bought an already-ripe 

avocado that you don’t want to use right away, that can go in the fridge. 
6. Garlic: Eventually, garlic will start to sprout in the fridge, and it may also get rubbery and mouldy. You should instead keep garlic 

in a cool, dry place. 

7. Bread: You refrigerator will dry out your bread quickly. Unless it’s sliced sandwich bread that you intend to use within a few days, 

keep bread out on the counter or in the freezer. You should keep bread that you will eat within four days out, to be sliced when you’re ready 
to eat it, and you should freeze the rest to thaw and eat later. Bread in the freezer should be wrapped so it retains its moisture, and when you 

remove it, you should let it thaw slowly and completely before eating or toasting. 

8. Olive Oil: You should store olive oil in a cool, dark place, but not in the fridge, where it will condense and turn to a harder, almost 
butter-like consistency. 

9. Coffee: If you leave coffee in the refrigerator, it will lose its flavour and actually take on some of the odours in the fridge. You 

should store coffee in a cool, dark place, where it will retain its flavour and freshness. You can store larger quantities of coffee in the freezer, 

however. 
10. Honey: There’s no need to store honey in the fridge — it will stay good basically forever if you simply keep it tightly sealed. 

Keeping honey in the refrigerator can cause it to crystallise.  (Alison Spiegel, Huffington Post, May 09, 2014)    
 

Doctors and hospitals refuse to treat Medibank members 
DOCTORS and private hospitals have been refusing to carry out surgery on some Medibank members after hospitals signed up to the 

fund’s controversial contracts.  The nation’s largest health fund is asking hospitals to sign contracts where it will refuse to pay the hospital if 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
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the patient is readmitted within 28 days unless the readmission is related to cancer, palliative care or a chronic illness.  The controversial 

contract prompted a showdown earlier this year with Catholic Hospital group Calvary which initially refused to sign, it now has.  News 

Corp has been told some hospitals which have signed up are refusing to treat frail elderly patients insured with Medibank because of the risk 

they made be readmitted and the hospital won’t be paid.   

Instead they are referring them to other private hospitals which have not yet signed Medibank’s contract. 
The problem has emerged in the same week Health Minister Sussan Ley declared some health fund products were “junk” and 

announced a review of private health insurance and asked health fund members to provide online comments about their experience. And 

after News Corp revealed a tripling in the number of patients being turned away from private hospitals because their health fund excludes 
the surgery they need private.  Australian Medical Association President Dr Brian Owler works at the Sydney Adventist Hospital which has 

signed the Medibank contract.  He says the hospital recently advised doctors working there of the issues it faces as a result of the contract 

and doctors have contacted him asking whether they should continue to treat Medibank members. 
“My advice has been we should treat patients in the same way as before the contract,” he said. 

“The hospital signed up, it’s the hospital payments that are in jeopardy, not the patient’s rebate or payments to the doctors,” he said.   

“It shows the anxiety and confusion this is causing is adversely affecting the treatment of patients,” he said. 
“It is worth the fund revisiting this so it is not adversely affected,” he said. 

NSW AMA president Dr Saxon Smith said he had not heard of doctors refusing to treat patients.  “But the concern is that the secrecy 

surrounding the Medibank deal with Calvary Health is making doctors uncertain and worried about whether or not their patients are going to 
be covered,” said AMA NSW President, Dr Saxon Smith. “This is a problem, particularly when you look at junk health insurance policies 

— it’s not until the patient has to actually use their health cover that they realise the quality they’ve got is only a minor step above what they 

can receive by going to the public hospital system.”  St Vincent’s Hospital group which owns nine hospitals around the country and has 
signed up to the Medibank contract is in dispute with the fund over payment for a handful of patients.  Its CEO Toby Hall says “absolutely 

no patient has been out of pocket,” as a result of the deal.  And he says he is happy with the deal. 

 “It it helped us identify where we were going wrong,” he says.  “There are a handful of cases where we are in dispute with Medibank 

and we believe it has improved the quality of care. “They key thing we argued for was a process to review clinical decisions,” he said. “In 

our group we often fix up problems when they go wrong in providers in private care from other providers,” he said.  “Medibank would pay 

us but the originator hospital won’t get paid by Medibank,” he said.  Medibank says it would be “surprised and disappointed” if any doctors 
are refusing its members the treatment they are covered for. 

“No Medibank member will ever have to pay for a hospital acquired complication or an avoidable readmission,” a spokesman for the 
fund said. “There will also be no change to the payments that we provide directly to doctors and specialists for our members’ care.   

“Medibank is simply asking hospitals to bear the cost of hospital acquired complications or unexpected readmissions where there is good 

evidence, with the right focus from everyone involved, these can be reduced or prevented. These avoidable complications make up less than 
1 per cent of our total member admissions each year, so this is about improving patient outcomes, not about the money.”  “We have 

established an independent clinical review process for situations where the hospital feels it did everything possible to prevent an event. This 

will provide hospitals with certainty that Medibank is only asking them to take responsibility for and bear the cost of avoidable events.  
“Every year we don’t act, more Australians are subjected to the pain, discomfort and risk of hospital acquired complications. Australia needs 

health insurers, private and public hospitals, doctors and other healthcare professionals to help tackle this issue together.”  (Sue Dunlevy and 

Miles Godfrey, News Corp Australia Network, October 31, 2015) 
 

Mum devastated after her daughter accidentally overdosed on drug that’s in every home 
We use paracetamol so frequently it's easy to forget that it's a serious drug and should be treated with respect. Our hearts go out to this 

teen and her family.  It’s one of those terrible, senseless tragedies that most of us think could never happen to us – a teenage girl died earlier 

this year from an accidental paracetamol overdose while trying to ease an ordinary if painful tummy ache. What’s also scary about this death 
is that she took just three times the recommended dose. 

Georgia Littlewood, 17, known as George to her family and friends, from Yorkshire in the UK, died from acute liver failure after 

taking too much of the household drug. She became delirious and began vomiting after taking the common tablets that we all have in our 
medicine cabinets. She was rushed to her local hospital but staff were unable to save her.  

Her distraught mother, Joanne Littlewood-Booth, still isn’t exactly sure when she took the overdose of the drug, or where she got it 

from.”Ages ago I had given her some liquid Ibuprofen tablets, which she put in her drawer,” she told a coronial inquest into the teenager’s 
death.  “After she was taken to hospital I looked and found it was empty, as were two packets of paracetamol in a cupboard but they had all 

been there for a long time and I never saw her take any tablets or go buy any. 

“I believe that the overdose was a complete accident. She was making plans to go away on holiday and seemed to enjoy her job – I 
don’t think she knew what the correct dose was. “She was a lively girl who had her whole life in front of her.” 

Teens need medicine education. Most parents are wisely vigilant when it comes to dosing young children with medicines. We all 

know how to read the packet, assess our children’s weight and dose accordingly. For a refresher, see the bottom of the page.  But what about 
when it comes to our teenagers? Just as we allow them more and more freedom with where they go and what they do, we also have to hand 

over the responsibility of safe medicine use to them.  A spokesperson from medicine information and education service NPS Medicinewise 
told Kidspot that parents must make sure their teens understand the risks of any and all medicines before they hand over this responsibility. 

“Having open conversations about using medicines is important as teenagers make the transition to taking control of their health and 

medicines,” she says. “Make sure they understand the risks and importance of reading instructions.”  Paracetamol is not ‘harmless.’  
Paracetamol overdose is worryingly frequent. There’s a broad perception in the community that it’s a ‘safe’ drug, and difficult to overdose 

with. In fact, of all accidental poisonings by pharmaceuticals resulting in hospital admissions reported in Australia during 2009–2010, 

around three percent occurred in children aged zero-to-four years and were attributable to non-opioid analgesics, antipyretics and 
antirheumatics. Of these most were due to paracetamol. Medicines must be treated with respect. For younger children, NPS Medicinewise 

advises that parents write down every dose of medicine they administer, including the time, to minimise the risk of overdose. “This will help 

you to keep track of the amount given and help to make sure the maximum daily dose is not exceeded,” she says, as well as making sure 
different carers are aware of how much has been given. 

Safe paracetamol dosage 

AGE 12 AND UP: The maximum daily oral dosage of paracetamol in adults and children older than 12 years is 500mg to 1000mg 

every four to six hours, or 665mg to 1330mg modified-release paracetamol every six to eight hours, with a maximum of 4g in 24-hours.  
AGE ONE MONTH – 12 YEARS: In children aged one month to 12 years the optimal oral paracetamol dosage is 15mg/kg (lean 

body weight, up to a maximum of 1g) every four to six hours with no more than four doses (or a total of < 4g) in a 24-hour period.  Always 

read the instructions on your brand to be sure that you are dosing correctly.  If you suspect that you or someone you know has overdosed on 
paracetamol it’s imperative to act quickly. Immediately phone a doctor or the Poisons Information Centre (telephone 13 11 26) for advice, or 

go to the accident and emergency department at your nearest hospital. Do this even if there are no signs of discomfort or poisoning, as 

urgent medical attention may be required.  Our heart goes out to Georgia’s family, losing their little girl in such a terrible, tragic accident. 
Have you had a medicine scare?  (Alexandra Carlton , dailytelegraph.com.au, July 24, 2015) 

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/national/doctors-and-hospitals-fight-medibanks-attempt-to-americanise-health-care/story-fni0xqrc-1227501735673
https://www.medibank.com.au/
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/lifestyle/health/how-your-health-insurance-rebate-could-be-about-to-shrink/story-fneuz9ev-1227585912329
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/lifestyle/health/health-fund-covers-88-year-old-man-for-baby-but-not-hip-replacement/story-fneuzlbd-1227581027027?sv=5903f34c47828dec3c94ff449c079775
http://www.kidspot.com.au/familyhealth/Pain-relief-Managing-pain-How-to-soothe-a-child-in-pain+5806+563+article.htm
http://www.kidspot.com.au/Baby-Baby-care-Best-pain-relief-for-sick-kids+2042+144+article.htm
http://www.nps.org.au/
http://www.kidspot.com.au/author/alexandra-carlton/
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Smoking increases Type 2 diabetes risk 
ACTIVE and passive smoking both increase the risk of Type 2 diabetes, a huge review of study data on almost six million people has 

found.  In those who quit, the risk decreases over time, the research shows.  Scientists pooled together the results of 88 studies which 

between them had nearly six million participants. Compared with never smoking, a current habit raised the risk of Type 2 diabetes by 37 per 

cent, passive smoking was associated with a 22 per cent increased risk and former smoking with a 14 per cent increased risk.  
The findings are published in The Lancet Diabetes & Endocrinology journal. "In view of the high prevalence of smoking in many 

countries and the increasing burden of diabetes worldwide, reducing tobacco use should be prioritised as a key public health strategy, which 

could potentially contribute to prevention and control of diabetes," Professor An Pan, from Huazhong University of Science and Technology 
in China, and colleagues wrote. The authors added that a short-term increased risk of diabetes seen in recent quitters needed to be further 

investigated.  Writing in a linked comment, five experts led by Professor Naveed Sattar, from the University of Glasgow, said, "As well as 

being a risk factor for cardiovascular disease and many cancers, smoking should also be regarded as a risk factor for diabetes. "Patients who 
smoke should also be informed that stopping smoking and maintaining long-term abstinence will not only lessen their cardiovascular and 

cancer risks, but over time might also lessen their diabetes risk."  (John Von Radowittz, AFP/Daily Telegraph, September 18, 2015) 
 

Cafes say law is a drag - Food is off the menu 
CAFE owners in some parts of Sydney have stopped serving food in outdoor areas to allow customers to keep smoking.   All 

commercial outdoor dining areas across NSW — including hotels, clubs, restaurants and cafes — have been declared smoke-free since July 

6 under the revised SmokeFree Environment Act 2000.  The extreme measure has been taken by numerous cafes in Liverpool’s Macquarie 

Mall, but they’re not sure how long they can maintain the stance.   La Maison de Cafe owner Sam Aldoumany said most of his customers 
would come in for coffee, sit down and have a cigarette. “The police came around to all the cafes on the first day and told us our options — 

we either stop serving food out there and allow people to smoke or stop smokers altogether out there,” he said. “I’ve been in business for 15 
years, and this is a stupid law to bring in. If they want to stop smokers, they need to stop selling it (cigarettes).”  

Under the Act, smoking is banned in seated outdoor dining areas while food is served.  

NSW Health inspectors have received 60 complaints statewide about people and businesses breaking the law. “Inspectors will visit 
these premises to assess compliance and enforce the law where appropriate,” a NSW Health spokesman said.  Inspectors can issue onthe-

spot fines of $300 to individuals and penalties up to $5500 for occupiers who ignore the ban.  

South Western Sydney has one of the highest rates of smokers in the state. Almost 19 per cent of residents in the South Western Local 
Health District smoke cigarettes. Gourmet Cafe on Macquarie owner Panayiota Saroufim expressed concerns at the new laws a month ago. 

To get around the restriction, they’ve stopped serving food between 6am and 8am and again at 3pm and 5pm. “It’s not the best outcome in 

terms of running a business,” she said. “We’re definitely down with customers.”  Ms Saroufim said many Liverpool cafes were serving food 
inside and providing just the outside for coffee consumption and smoking.  “I don’t have enough seating to do that for customers — there’s 

just not enough room inside.”    (Stacy Thomas, The Daily Telegraph (Sydney), 15 July 2015) 
 

Can we still follow paleo, Atkins, CSIRO Total Wellbeing diets after WHO findings on processed and red 
meats? 

The World Health Organisation confirmed Tuesday that eating processed meats like bacon, ham, salami and cabanossi could cause 
bowel cancer, and red meat probably did too.  The landmark United Nations report has implications for those on high-protein diets, which 

have been extremely popular in recent years.  The Atkins diet, which started the trend for low carbohydrate, high protein eating, became a 

phenomenon in the late 1990s after its creator, Dr Robert C Atkins, convinced people they could still lose weight while eating bacon, eggs, 
cheese and other foods, as long as they ate very little bread, pasta and other carbohydrates. 

It recommends between 115g and 225g of protein per meal depending on whether you are a man or woman. 

Known for being all-you-can-eat-meat, many lovers of the diet start their day with a big plate of bacon and eggs. 
The diet became so successful that Dr Atkins left behind a $US400 million ($552 million) fortune when he died in 2003. 

But a leaked medical report showing that he weighed 117kg at the time. This caused his company’s fortunes decline and the diet was 

overhauled to include more emphasis on vegetables and carbohydrates. 
There were hopes of the diet making a comeback in recent years but it seems to have instead made way for a new high-protein fad: the 

paleo diet. The eat-like-a-caveman diet has attracted a huge following including celebrity chef Pete Evans. It promotes the consumption of 

grass-fed meat, fish, fruit, vegetables and nuts but can also be meat-heavy, partly because its followers avoid grains, legumes, dairy and 
processed foods.  Even the CSIRO’s own Total Wellbeing diet has come under fire in the past for being protein heavy, although it is not as 

restrictive as the others about the consumption of carbohydrates. 
WHAT’S THE RISK? 

CSIRO group leader for nutrition and gut health Dr Trevor Lockett told news.com.au that its diet still met dietary guidelines.  He said 

the CSIRO diet actually recommended a maximum of 700g of uncooked lean red meat a week, which it equated to about 455g of cooked 

meat and aligned with the Australian Dietary Guidelines limit.  “Currently it doesn’t look like we are outside of the current guidelines with 
regards to red meat consumption but if those guidelines change we would seek to change in line with them,” he said.  The World Cancer 

Research Fund has long advised people not to eat more than 500g of cooked red meat. This equates to about 650g of uncooked meat a week. 

But Dr Lockett said this could change depending on whether people cooked their meat longer, reducing the moisture in it. 
“We would certainly recommend that people following the diet also take into account (the new findings) and adjust their protein 

sources accordingly,” he said.  As for processed meat, Dr Lockett said this did not form a major component of the Total Wellbeing diet.  

“Our diet does have lunches that suggest using ham but it’s not a major component and it certainly isn’t recommending anything like the 
50g of processed meat a day (which WHO has warned against),” he said.  WHO found that eating 50g of processed meats such as ham, 

bacon, salami or sausages each day could increase the risk of colorectal cancer by 18 per cent.  Dr Lockett noted the risk was not high and 

relied on eating a lot of processed meat, equivalent to a hot dog or a few slices of bacon or ham every day, depending on how you sliced it. 

In 2009, the World Cancer Research Fund said processed meat should be limited to 70g a week, about the equivalent of three rashers 

of bacon, and that children shouldn’t have any. 

http://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/who-deems-processed-meats-carcinogenic-to-humans/story-fneuzlbd-1227583330421
http://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/who-deems-processed-meats-carcinogenic-to-humans/story-fneuzlbd-1227583330421
http://au.atkins.com/community/blog/atkins-can-too-much-protein-stall-your-results.html
http://nypost.com/2009/11/23/hubbys-a-diet-cheat/
http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2005/08/29/1448136.htm
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Your weekly allowance of processed meat on one plate.  
Dr Lockett said it was also important to remember it was expected that people would relax their eating habits after shedding the kilos.  

When asked whether the findings would impact on the Atkins diet, Professor Elizabeth J Parks, who is on the Atkins Science Advisory 
Board, told news.com.au that she did not know. Further inquiries did not receive a response. 

A response from The Paleo Way expert nutritionist Nora Gedgaudas was also not received before publication. 

MODERATION IS BEST APPROACH 
Dietitians Association of Australia spokeswoman Kellie Bilinski said it was probably a good wake-up call for Australians to go back 

to following the Australian Dietary Guidelines, which encouraged eating a wide range of foods.  These guidelines had already been changed 

to recommend processed meats be limited.  Despite being protein-heavy, she said the CSIRO diet was probably not as bad as Atkins or paleo 
because it did not exclude particular food groups and was nutritionally balanced.  She said the danger in diets like paleo, which excludes 

dairy, was that it lacked the nutritional benefits of those foods.  When trying to lose weight, Dr Bilinski said it was best to follow dietary 

guidelines, and eat from each of the five food groups each day while limiting sweets, chocolate and alcohol. 
If people wanted to persist with high-protein diets, Dr Bilinski said chicken or fish were alternatives to red or processed meats. It 

would also be good to avoid charring or blackening meat, as this has been shown to increase the cancer risk.  One diet she could recommend 

was the Mediterranean diet, which focused on seafood and vegetables and a limited amount of meat. 

A Mediterranean inspired dish from the CSIRO. Total Wellbeing diet: 

Barbecued swordfish with vegetables and olives.Source:News Limited 

“I don’t like to call it a diet, it’s a way of life. Those in Mediterranean cultures have been shown to have longer lives and less obesity,” 

she said.  Australia’s new chief scientist Dr Alan Finkel, who will take up the job in January, has also said “moderation is probably the best 
approach” when asked about the WHO findings in Canberra.  He wasn’t aware of the numbers, but said out of the hundreds of 

environmental chemicals and food stuffs that were looked at only one was regarded as not being carcinogenic.  Dr Finkel was likely 

referring to the fact that since 1971, the International Agency for Research on Cancer has reportedly reviewed more than 900 products and 
all have been found to pose a risk of cancer, including plutonium, sunshine, mobile phones and sawdust. The only exception was yoga pants.   

(Pete Evans, News.com.au, October 27, 2015) 
 

A study that lasted 10 years, established the ideal duration of a sex encounter 
A ten-year study of 50 volunteers came up with the following conclusions.    
. A sexual act that lasts between 1 and 2 minutes is frustrating.  
. One that lasts between 3 and 7 minutes is sufficient.   
. A sex act that lasts between 7 and 13 minutes is just slightly better.  
. And one that lasts between 10 and 30 minutes is too long.  
The popular culture has reinforced, unfortunately, stereotypes about sexual activity.  Thus, only men with multiple partners 

have hot and long phantasies, said the researchers.   
“With this study, we hope to disperse such fantasies and encourage men and women to have realistic views about what are 

acceptable sexual acts, said Dr. Eric Corty, Professor of Psychology at the University of Pennsylvania (USA) coordinator of the study, 
and published in ‘Journal of Sexual Medicine’.       

Therefore, the length of the sexual act is not a factor of entertainment, not the frequency of it makes couples any happier.  
According to a study published in May, 2015, in Journal of Economic Behavior, people who have doubled their sex parties have 

become less happy than before, reporting a diminution of libido and sexual satisfaction.  (France Soir, October 20, 2015) 

 

Education 
 

Fisher case: US affirmative action future in doubt 
The US Supreme Court appears sharply divided on the thorny issue of whether race and ethnicity can be used in deciding 

college admissions — a decades-old practice known as “affirmative action”.  

With the high court’s more conservative justices strongly objecting to the practice, there appeared a real chance yesterday that it might 

be ended.  That could have an unsettling impact on college campuses already agitated over racial and other issues. 
Justice Antonin Scalia, voicing his own scepticism, mentioned the opinion of affirmative action critics — while not citing it as his 

own — that some black students might do better at “a slower track school” than the University of Texas. 

https://www.eatforhealth.gov.au/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-debate/go-ahead-have-that-blt-for-lunch/article26979606/
http://www.francesoir.fr/lifestyle-bien-etre/sexualite-entre-7-et-13-minutes-suffiraient-pour-atteindre-lorgasme
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Used by some schools to bolster the number of students from minority racial and ethnic groups, affirmative action long has been used 

to help redress centuries of discrimination, particularly against African-Americans.  Blacks and Hispanics often are statistically under-

represented on US campuses, yet some of those who are accepted complain of being isolated or even victimised by discriminatory 

behaviour.  Opponents of affirmative action, meantime, complain that qualified white students are disadvantaged by policies seeking to 

increase the numbers of minority students. They call such policies outdated, unfair and ineffective.  The high court was examining the case 
of Abigail Fisher, a student who says she was denied admission to the University of Texas because she is white. 

“Whether you are a male or a female, or white or black, it shouldn’t matter,” she has said. “It should come down to your grades and 

your activities.”  Ms Fisher graduated from another institution in 2012, but her case continued through the courts. It reached the Supreme 
Court in 2012, but the justices sent it back to a Texas appeals court for review.  This time, the stakes are higher — potentially involving the 

very concept of affirmative action. Since first taking up the issue, the Supreme Court has become more conservative and less friendly to 

affirmative action policies.  In 1978, following years of civil strife across the country, the court affirmed the limited use of race as a factor in 
admissions. In 2003 it reaffirmed that finding, but stipulated that affirmative action was legal only if racial quotas were not used. 

The University of Texas, carefully threading that needle, devised a policy guaranteeing admission to high school students graduating 

in the top 10 per cent of their class. The university also considers athletics and other extra-curricular activities — as well as ethnicity.  For 
opponents of affirmative action such as Ms Fisher, college admissions decisions “should be based on merit and not on any other external 

factor”.  Civil rights advocates, however, say affirmative action is needed today as much as ever. “Affirmative action is designed to benefit 

all students,” said Sherrilyn Ifill, president of the NAACP Legal Defence and Educational Fund, a civil rights advocacy group. 
“It’s designed to ensure that the pipeline for leadership and opportunity remains open for minority students,” she said; it is also 

designed to ensure the state’s future leaders are exposed to “a variety of voices from across the range of experiences”. 

At the University of Texas, the number of blacks enrolled nearly doubled from 2004 to 2007 thanks partly to affirmative action. They 
still account for just 6 per cent of the student body in a state that is 12 per cent black. Justice Sonia Sotomayor, who is of Puerto Rican 

descent, strongly supported that approach. “What’s the problem with this plan?” she asked of Texas’s policies. 

Bert Rein, Ms Fisher’s lawyer, said the school’s approach was “just used to create a racial plus”. 

Eight of the nine justices were present yesterday. Justice Elena Kagan recused herself, having dealt with the Fisher case as US 

solicitor-general. The court’s only black justice, Clarence Thomas, remained silent throughout the hearing, as is his custom. 

In the event of a split 4-4 vote in the case, the appeals court ruling — that universities may use race as one factor in a “holistic” 
admissions policy if needed to achieve diversity — would remain valid.  Several American states, including Michigan and California, now 

bar the use of affirmative action for student enrolment.  The distribution of ethnic groups in the US is quite uneven, adding to the 
controversy around affirmative action. (AFP, December 11, 2015) 

 

Gay push should be kept out of schools 
Burwood Girls High School sent a flyer to parents last week saying all students would attend a special screening of the documentary 

Gayby Baby this week. 

BURWOOD Girls High principal Mia Kumar has failed the parents of her pupils by embracing political propagandists who have 

seized her school’s agenda. And Education Minister Adrian Piccoli has failed the people of NSW with his lily-livered approach to a serial 
offender.  Last Saturday, Miss Kumar, who, with her deputy, Karyn O’Brien, would not speak to The Daily Telegraph, not only cancelled 

two school periods to facilitate the screening of an overtly political documentary on homosexual parenting to all students this Friday but 

urged all pupils to wear purple in support of LGBTIQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and queer).  The planned school 
screening of the PG-documentary Gayby Baby and the purple dress code are in clear breach of NSW Education Department guidelines as 

they advance the interests of a particular political group, don’t serve a curriculum objective and fail to take into account the ages of all of the 

students. 
Instead of suspending or reprimanding Ms Kumar yesterday, Mr Piccoli told The Daily Telegraph he had “spoken to the secretary of 

my department and reminded her that the government expects schools to remain apolitical places and that schools must comply with all 

departmental policies.”  If this is the best he can do in the face of a deliberate flouting of the rules by a principal who has institutionalised a 
political campaign in her school’s agenda, he should be sacked.  Documentary director Maya Newell, an old girl of Burwood Girls High is a 

“gayby” in as much as she says she has lesbian “mums”. 

Ms Kumar should tell her that she actually has only one biological mum and any other mother is adoptive. After numerous 
complaints, the school belatedly told parents that their daughters may opt-out of the screening but “purple tops, pants, jackets, scarfs, shoes, 

jewellery and/or hair colour” was still rig of the day and the school will give a prize to the “most purple” student. 

The Right Rev Mark Powell, who until July was the Moderator of the Presbyterian Church in NSW and the ACT, was contacted by a 
number of parents concerned that their daughters would be ostracised within the school community and subjected to bullying and 

discrimination from fellow students and some teachers if they refused to go along with the directives from Ms Kumar and Ms O’Brien. A 

review highlighted on the Gayby Baby website describes it as an “intrinsically political” documentary and says children of “queer” parents 
are being used to counter opponents of so-called marriage equality. 

Statistically, you are not in a “normal” family, no matter how many LGBTIQ-friendly docos you may be forced to watch by 

politically-driven school principals.  In the trailer, one prepubescent boy is shown applying lipstick as he says: “I don’t really know when 
you’re manly.” He is later shown bare-chested and pumping his fist in the mardi gras parade.  Twelve-year-old Ebony is quoted saying: “ 

‘It’s not normal. You’re not normal.’ They’re the kind of things that go through my head.”  Well, Ebony, normality is the state of being 

usual, typical, or expected according to the Oxford Dictionary and according to the 2011 Census, there were only around 33,700 same-sex 
couples in Australia, with 17,600 male same-sex couples and 16,100 female same-sex couples. Same-sex couples represented about 1 per 

cent of all couples in Australia — which would indicate they do not meet the definition “normal”. 

Burwood Girls High School is having Wear It Purple Day in August 2015 Some parents are upset that their child may be isolated if 
they choose not to participate.  Children in same-sex couple families are one in a thousand of all children in couple families (0.1 per cent). 

Statistically, you are not in a “normal” family, no matter how many LGBTIQ-friendly docos you may be forced to watch by politically-

driven school principals.  The drive to create the fantasy that homosexual families are the norm has come from the politically left-leaning 
Teachers Federation which is also pushing the Safe Schools Coalition, another political front group, which claims that anyone not involved 

in promoting safety for the “same-sex attracted, intersex and gender diverse young people, staff, families and communities” are bigots. Mr 

Piccoli has permitted Ms Kumar to install this agenda into her curriculum.  A government intent on ensuring an apolitical school system 
would get rid of them both.  (Piers Akerman, The Daily Telegraph, August 26, 2015)  
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So who’s this bloke Marcuse?  

Students know of Karl Marx but don’t know how his ideas might apply to 
their teaching. Source: AFP  

Jennifer Oriel’s opinion piece “University courses make student teachers hostile towards the West” (The Australian, 

October 30) reflects the best of modern journalism, especially if it is measured by the immediate responses.  

Oriel’s article, exposing the subversive ideological influences on university-based teacher-training courses, raised the ire of 574 
respondents. By contrast, two articles in the same paper by Judith Sloan and Natasha Bita on the billions of taxpayers’ dollars (yes, billions) 

wasted by irregular practices of education private providers received just a couple of dozen comments across the two articles. It would seem 

a left-wing conspiracy inside teacher education courses is of far greater import than the actual rorting of taxpayers’ money, and maybe 
rightly so. A belief in thousands of teachers indoctrinating the youth of today and the leaders of tomorrow is certainly of great significance. 

And Oriel does an important service in reminding us of this. 

Unfortunately, I argue that her perceptions may be flawed. As someone who taught in schools for 28 years, has taught in three 
universities and now teaches in one of the nation’s largest teacher education providers, I believe Oriel’s picture is very much at odds with 

the reality of the situation. To be sure, post-colonialism has permeated universities but mainly in social science courses, not in education. A 

straw poll of 37 students walking down the corridor or buying coffee before their first lecture revealed that less than 10 per cent had ever 
heard of Paulo Freire (one thought he was an injured Wallaby) and none had heard of Herbert Marcuse (“Was that Phillip Hughes’s 

brother?”).  While some knew of Karl Marx from their school history days (the Russian Revolution is the most popular course in Year 12 

history in Western Australia and economics is widely taught), not one student could think of how Marx’s ideas might apply to their thinking 
about being a successful teacher.  And there’s the rub. Teacher education campuses are full of students whose overriding concern is to be a 

good teacher, and in large part that means they can walk into a class and leave again seven hours later, having kept some sort of order in the 

classroom and having engaged the students positively in that time. If you ask them whose ideas they hear about most, it’s probably John 
Hattie.  Hattie’s great contribution has been to make all of us — teachers and students — think carefully about what it means to be a 

successful teacher, and it’s his mantra of “Know thy impact” that has far greater resonance than “All power to the Soviets” or “Vive la 

revolution!” You’ll find students poring over the work of Bill Rogers or one of the other gurus of behaviour management with far greater 
purpose than ever dipping into Freire or even, lamentably, John Dewey.  Teacher education students spend an inordinate amount of time 

worrying about their ability to control children in class and therefore their ability to teach effectively. They always have done so (as their 

lecturers will honestly testify) and they always will. 
Dylan Wiliam and his ideas on formative assessment remain another, if less important, influence; the students hope to use formative 

assessment once they have got the students quiet and listening. In Queensland, teacher education students may know more about Robert 

Marzano, one of the most brilliant educational entrepreneurs in the US. He still has important messages about the art and science of teaching 
and his messages have been adopted by many schools in the state.  And what of the lecturers themselves? The major ideological debate I 

have experienced has been over direct instruction (or explicit instruction) and its educational value. In the two states I have taught in, each 

with a high proportion of indigenous children, and with many students expecting to teach in rural and remote locations, Noel Pearson’s 
strong claims have received mixed responses. Yes, there’s a whiff of ideology behind the claims of each party but the divisions are largely 

debated rationally and civilly with the research literature summoned to support both points of view. 

As far as the other perceived ideological stance — phonics versus whole-word reading — everyone I speak to seems comfortable with 
the view that it’s a combination of the two. It’s not either-or but and. 

As for political ideologies, the worst it has ever got are divisions over Kevin Rudd, Julia Gillard or Tony Abbott, as one might have in 

any bar on a Friday evening. One of my colleagues had no more idea about Freire than the students I surveyed. 
In my experience, all that graduating teaching students want is to be a good practitioner in their chosen profession, make a difference 

in young people’s lives and earn some returns from their four years of study. We can be proud of them rather than condemnatory.  (Bill 

Allen, The Australian, November 03, 2015)   
 

Academia moves to address gender bias  
WHEN I arrived at an Australian university from the US in the early 1990s, it felt like the clock had been turned back.   Overt 

sexism still occurred in the workplace, there were almost no senior women academics, and surprisingly few female graduate 
students and postdoctoral fellows.  Between my arrival in Australia and the mid-2000s there was clear improvement. Female 
participation at universities, including science, rose sharply in that decade, such that females became the majority of university 
degree recipients.  However, the rapid progress towards gender equity in universities has now slowed to a snail’s pace – a 
phenomenon shared by most Western nations.  Areas such as mathematics, engineering, and physical sciences still lag with low 
numbers of incoming female students. The fraction of women advancing to these senior academic roles remains substantially 
behind  males.  Only one-fifth of senior academic positions in the sciences are held by women and it’s clear that unconscious biases 
continue.  Take for example the double-blind study which showed that given identical information on an applicant’s curriculum 
vitae, assessors, both men and women, systematically preferred the applications with male names. 

Academia is competitive. Only a small percentage of those receiving a PhD will eventually achieve a senior research position. As in 

most competitive environments, the rules of survival of the fittest apply, and modern research organisations reflect this competitive process.  

But who survives? The best and brightest? No, in science, it’s those people who are able to move around the world, without certainty, from 
short-term contract to short-term contract, until a permanent position can be had. 

This selection process effect plagues all young researchers, but preferentially removes women due to the different way they interact 

with their families.  In the end, research misses out, with this selection process throwing out talent that our profession can ill afford to lose.  
Australian science continues to lose talented female scientists for more subtle reasons. 

The Australian Academy of Science  is launching a program that I’m hoping will change the landscape of gender equity. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
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A successful program in British universities, known as Athena Swan, will be brought to Australia through the Science in Australia 

Gender Equity pilot scheme. It will initially be rolled out in more than half of Australia’s universities, and a number of other scientific 

research organisations, including the CSIRO. Far from the usual box-ticking exercise, the program is a sophisticated framework. The 32 

pilot institutions will confront their own gender-equity issues by gathering comprehensive data, setting policies to address gender-inequity 

issues at their institutions, and then evaluating their success. 
While not a panacea, the Athena Swan model has been evaluated and found to be a very effective agent for promoting improvements 

in gender equity across Britain. This model represents the biggest single thing we can do to improve the status of women in Australian 

science so we can promote and retain our best female scientists.  If this program has the desired effect, perhaps one day future generations 
won’t event think twice when women and men are represented equally. (Brian Schmidt, Newcastle Herald, Sept. 17, 2015) 

 

THE REAL SCANDAL BEHIND SCHOOL WAR  
First came the dreaded housing affordability crisis, then the chronic childcare shortage; now parents are going so far as cheating the 

system by providing fraudulent addresses to get kids into schools of their choice. And, quite frankly, I’m not surprised. I know people who 

have moved house to be within the catchment areas of certain schools. I know people who have provided a family member’s address instead 

of their own to satisfy sticky suburb requirements.  
But should they really have to? Surely the quality of your child’s education shouldn’t depend entirely on what side of the road your 

house is on, or your postcode. These days, getting into the school you want has become an absurd race against space and time.  It starts 

when that wee baby of yours is born. If you want them in a private school, papers need to be submitted within 30 days of birth, or forget it.  
Then it’s on to childcare, and with the waiting list at some centres years long it’s a matter of not where you want your child to be, but 

wherever, whenever said child can get a spot; fingers crossed that it’s somewhere along your trafficfilled commute to work.  

Then comes primary school. If your pick is a Catholic school you have to go to church, pay your dues and pray to God you are one of 
the lucky dozen who aren’t siblings for that particular year. If it’s a public education you’re after, it all depends on the dreaded catchment 

system. If your educational pick is a suburb or two out of bounds, tough luck.  You have as much chance of getting in as winning Lotto, 

which is why so many parents have been caught providing fraudulent rental documents to get into Cherrybrook Technology High School, 
one of the state’s top public schools. Cherrybrook Principal Gary Johnson even referred several cases to the police, with local real estate 

agents confirming it’s not an uncommon occurrence.  

“I have been asked many times by property owners and tenants ‘Am I able to provide a lease to put it to the school?’ but the answer is 
it’s illegal,” said Ray White Cherrybrook and West Pennant Hills licensee Andrew Crauford. “There are clients out there who are prepared 

to ask the question and the answer is always no, unless they’re prepared to sign the lease and pay the money and occupy the premises.”  So 

if us parents are so passionate about where our kids are schooled that we will lie and cheat to get them there, surely the real question is: Why 
isn’t every school as good as Cherrybrook?  Shouldn’t all public schools be of a high enough standard that we don’t have to try to claw our 

way into a “good” one?  As a parent, picking which school your child goes to is a big deal.  The teachers, environment, ethics and reputation 

will all be key in shaping your child’s future. I know, as a mum of two almost school-age little girls, I’m prepared to do anything possible to 
get them into the best school — well, anything legal I hope.  But getting into a good school shouldn’t be a gladiatorial blood sport.  

All schools, no matter where they are, need to be worth getting into. Let’s work on building the system up, so it’s not buoyed by a 

select few that keep us mere mortals aspiring to the ones so seemingly out of reach.  If a school isn’t working, let’s work out why. If a 
school is in hot demand and has 487 applications for its 24 spots, surely we should be looking at how to replicate their staff, their values, 

their teaching methods, their resources, their structures, their disciplinary regimen.  The fact parents are breaking the law only proves the 

system is broken.  (Lisa Mayoh, The Daily Telegraph, 15 Jul 2015)  
 

Students are being suffocated by ‘mental tyranny’  
We are indebted to Sydney University’s Wom*n’s Collective for an update on the sexually orientated minorities we should not offend. 

It seems only yesterday that the initials LGBT — lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender — covered the range of predilections that might 

qualify for protected status.  Now we are told in a special Wom*n’s Edition of campus newspaper Honi Soit that we must extend our 

sensitivities to LGBTQIA+. Care should be taken to avoid hurting the feelings of anyone who identifies as queer (“all individuals who fall 
outside of gender and sexuality ‘norms’ ”), agender (“someone who identifies as a gender other than a binary gender”) and something 

beginning with I. Let’s hope the expansion of the acronym has been halted with the addition of “+”. The paradox of minority politics is that 
once race, cultural identity, disability and gender are added to the list, the marginalised members of society form a comfortable majority.  

The few who remain, straight white males for example, are members of the kyriarchy, defined by the Wom*n’s Collective as “a set of 

connected social systems built around domination, oppression and submission; the intersecting structures of racism, sexism, ableism etc”. 
Victimhood in today’s universities is a position replete with privilege and status. It is a licence to take offence and thereby to shut 

down any argument that causes discomfort.  “ ‘I’m offended’ is not an invitation to a debate but a demand for a confession, retraction, and 

apology,” Claremont Review editor Charles R. Kesler writes in a despondent editorial. “How different is the spirit of ‘I disagree’.”  Political 
correctness is back, if it ever went away, and is seeping out from universities into the broader culture.  Once-respectable bodies such as the 

Australian Bureau of Statistics are now mindful of causing offence. Three years ago the ABS slipped a trigger warning into its archived 

Commonwealth Year Books warning that they might contain “language or views which … may be considered to be inappropriate or 
offensive today”.  Facebook, presumably in response to complainants, recently put a “graphic photo” trigger warning over an image of a 

gazelle being mauled by Cecil the Lion.  There is no right to appeal against the ad-hoc justice system that enforces these unwritten rules, yet 

the consequences of transgression, magnified by social media, can destroy reputations. 
Consider the charge sheets written in the past three months. Our greatest Olympian, a woman of 78, is castigated as racist for her 

remarks about an ill-disciplined tennis player; booing a football player is condemned as “100 per cent racist”; Eddie McGuire is taken to 

task for calling Victoria’s Sports Minister John Eren “a Mussie”, yet if he’d called Fred Nile a Bible basher it no doubt would have been 
OK.  The days when it just seemed silly and sanctimonious are long gone. True character and purpose of political correctness is apparent to 

all; it is nothing less than “mental tyranny”, as Doris Lessing once called it, a linguistic weapon to silence opponents and enforce a dull 

conformity of the academic Left.  On a modern university campus one barely has to open one’s mouth to be in trouble. The PC police are 
now targeting “micro-aggression”, the casual humiliation of a minority group. Marginal transgressions of the rules of appropriate speech are 

handled as serious crimes by disciplinary tribunals.  At the University of California at Los Angeles, 25 students held a sit-in to protest 

against micro-aggressive grammatical corrections made by education professor Val Rust. A student who had capitalised the word 
indigenous in her research paper was alarmed to see it changed to a lower-case “i”. 

Students accused Rust of contributing “to a hostile class climate” that was “part of a larger, institutionalised climate on campus.” Rust 

knew what he was up against and did not even try to fight back.  “I humbly dedicate myself to listening and to learning from this 
experience,” he told the Examiner. “Together, as a community, we will work towards just, equitable, and lasting solutions. Together, we 

shall heal.”  In the US, and presumably in the not too distant future in Australia, lecturers are required to issue “trigger warnings” before 

uttering anything that may conceivably cause a strong emotional response.  “Increasingly, professors must ask themselves not just ‘What is 
the best way to teach this material?’ but also ‘Might the most sensitive student in the class take offence if I say this, and then post it online, 

and then ruin my career?’” writes social psychologist Jonathan Haidt. 
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Don’t even joke about it. Comedian Chris Rock, who is black, as it happens, told New York magazine last year that he stopped playing 

gigs at colleges.  “You can’t say ‘the black kid over there,’ he lamented. “No, it’s ‘the guy with the red shoes.’ You can’t even be offensive 

on your way to being inoffensive.”  The justification for such heavy-handed intervention is to create “safe spaces” that shield emotionally 

vulnerable students from anything that may make them feel uncomfortable. 

Haidt and lawyer Greg Lukianoff label this excessive caution “vindictive protection”; it harms not just academic learning and the 
climate of free speech but, ultimately, the students themselves. “It prepares them poorly for professional life, which often demands 

intellectual engagement with people and ideas one might find uncongenial or wrong,” they write in the latest Atlantic Monthly in an essay 

headlined “The Coddling of the American Mind”. 
“What are we doing to students if we encourage them to develop extra-thin skin in the years just before they leave the cocoon of adult 

protection and enter the workforce?” write Haidt and Lukianoff. 

Trigger warnings and supposed micro-aggressions are, then, another way of cotton-wooling the kids.  The free-range childhoods 
enjoyed by any Australian over 40 have been shut down. Playgrounds have been sanitised, peanut butter banned from school lunches and, if 

the wowsers get their way, fast-food stores will carry the same restrictions as R-rated movies.  We appear to be overcome by “an epidemic 

of fragility”, writes Columbia University professor Todd Gitlin, yet learning cannot be conducted in a comfort zone.  “Discomfort drives 
education,” he writes. “Discomfort and its odd-duck partner, reason.”  (Nick Cater, The Australian, August 18, 2015)  

 

Goulburn jail in New South Wales becomes off-shoot of ISIS 
ISIS is now a powerful Australian prison gang with the international terror outfit threatening to behead NSW Department of 

Corrective Services staff and inmates who do not convert to radical Islam. 
Infamous Darwiche gang member Adnan ‘‘Eddie’’ Darwiche was stabbed eight times last month in a religiously motivated gang war -

between inmates linked with ISIS and former Sydney street gang the Assyrian Kings. 

A terror plot that involved the kidnapping and beheading of prison guards was also uncovered by jail intelligence and the growing 
group is threatening to murder jail ‘‘infidel’’ who will not convert. 

There are believed to be at least 30 members of the growing ISIS gang in Goulburn jail alone and all non-Muslims were last month 

removed from the ‘‘Lebanese’’ yard to make one section of the prison an exclusively Islamic prison pod.  Goulburn is also home to 
SuperMax, where the state’s most dangerous inmates are held. 

The drastic action to separate inmates by religion and race came after double murderer Darwiche was attacked by two Christian 

prisoners with links to the Assyrian Kings gang in a brutal stabbing. 
Darwiche, who waged a murderous war against some of the Razzak family in Sydney from 2001 to 2009, was stabbed eight times by 

men wielding prison shivs made from a toilet brush and a sandwich toaster handle. 

Although Darwiche was the victim of the stabbing, which arose out of conflict between radical Islamists and Christians, there’s no 
evidence he is a proponent of ISIS. This was the first act of extreme violence in a new type of prison gang warfare fuelled by terror.  “It was 

all terror related,’’ a Goulburn corrections officer said. 

“Word on the street was most in that yard (had been radicalised) and they were going to take a hostage — one of the six Christians in 
the yard — and behead them.  “They were going to use mobile phones to post it on the internet. They were going to get them because they -

refused to join ISIS and convert to Islam.’’ 

But the ‘‘infidels’’ struck first in a daylight ambush. The attack happened in front of four prison guards. 
“He was walking back from a visit and two blokes from his yard jumped him,’’ the officer said. “At the rear of the yard, they 

ambushed him and started stabbing him in the neck and the shoulder. One of the shivs was a sharpened toilet brush, the other was a handle 

of a Breville — a sandwich press.  “The intel said it was to do with the Muslims versus Christians war that is going on. The Muslims were 
going to kill one of the Christians and film it on their phone. There was also intel branching off from that saying they were going to get an 

officer. There was an Arabic intercepted message saying they were going to abduct an officer and behead him.’’ 

Bearded men clutching Korans are the new breed of prison ‘‘gang-bangers’’, according to prison officers at Goulburn jail.  Powerful 

prison gangs including Brothers 4 Life and Will To Kill are beginning to merge because of the influence of self-styled sheiks such as 

Wassim Fayad, who was jailed for whipping a man 40 times with an electrical cord for supposedly breaking sharia law. 

“(At least one influential prisoner) has taken his street gang and joined ISIS,’’ the guard said. 
“ISIS is made up of all different gangs like Brothers 4 Life and Will to Kill. They come through and start associating with radical 

Islam. They’ve never come out and officially claimed they’re an ISIS gang, neither have the bosses, but that’s what is happening. You can 

definitely tell it’s going on. We’ve found ISIS flags, tattoos, and lots of other indicators. You could call it a prison gang. 
“The intel getting around says they are going to attack prison guards and Christians if they get the chance.”  
“Brothers 4 Life are morphing into an extremist gang. They were based on radical ideals and they are now getting carried away.  ‘‘The 

intel getting around says they are going to attack prison guards and Christians if they get the chance.’’  A series of extreme measures has 
been introduced in Goulburn’s High Risk Management Unit to prevent inmates convicted of terror-related crimes from plotting attacks. 

Men such as Mohamed Elomar and Abdul Hasan, part of the “Terror Five’’ who plotted a series of attacks in Sydney between 2004 

and 2005, have been given a “AA” classification and have been banned from speaking Arabic. 
“We are finding tattoos, taking photos of flags, and taking terror material from them” 

Last month’s attack, which saw ‘‘force’’ used on eight inmates and gas deployed, prompted the removal of non-Muslims from the -

‘‘Lebanese yard’’ in the general prison, but the inmates are still allowed to communicate in Arabic. 
“There used to be eight of them (Christians) in the yard but they have all been moved,’’ the officer said. 

“It is all Muslims now. They can still talk in Arabic on the phone, write Arabic in letters except for the HRMCC, where the sanctions 
have come in.  ‘‘The rest of the jail has not changed. They have a study session — at least once a day — and all of the inmates sit down and 

listen to one guy.’’  Prison searches are uncovering ISIS indicators including flags and tattoos.  “ISIS is massive in jails now,’’ another -

prison guard said. 
“The Lebanese never fought with each other until now. It’s all religious based and I would call ISIS a gang now. We are finding -

tattoos, taking photos of flags, and taking terror material from them.  ‘‘They are heavily into recruitment and all the extreme guys are trying 

to convert the younger guys.  ‘‘We are trying to bust them up but they’re bashing guys, and growing.’’  (James Phelps, The Sunday 

Telegraph, October, 11, 2015) 
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